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1 magazine of computer applications and software

New Computer Games
• Aircraft Rescue
• Wombats!

Put a Tutor in

Your Computer

In-depth Evaluations:

Robotwar • Soccer
• Educational Software

• Preschool Games
• Xymec Printer

• Cardreaders
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our first name is Quality

Our popular space game,
Asteroids in Space, is now
Meteoroids in Space, with

hyperspace, autobrake, and
autofire. This exciting arcade
game can be played with or

without game paddles.
Diskette $19.95.

Beneath Apple DOS
This best-selling 170 page
technical manual tells you
everything you want to know
about Apple's Disk Operating

System. Book $19.95.

Beginners and experts both
enjoy this Othello* playing

game that outplays Hayden's
Reversal. Yet OS Reversi has
features that Reversal doesn't

have and costs less. Diskette

$29.95.

LINKER
LINKER

Links and relocates assembled machine
language programs. Works with any
assembler. Diskette $49.95.

CR
CROSS-REF
Prints out a cross-reference of the variables in

your Applesoft program. Options include

changing the name of a variable. Cross-Ret
resides passively in memory with your Applesoft

program. Cassette $22.95. Diskette $24.95.

FASTGAMMON
Known for outstanding graphics and speed of

play, this popular program is the standard to

which other computer backgammon games are

compared. Cassette $19.95. Diskette $24.95.

FRACAS
A fantastic adventure game like no other. Up to

eight players can journey in the land of Faroph
at the same time, searching for hidden treasure

and fending off monsters. Cassette $19.95.

Diskette $24.95.

BABBLE
This amazing and amusing program will

entertain you by twisting your stories around in

a most delightful way. Babble also works with
music and sound. It's a language all its own!
Cassette $19 .95. Diskette $24.95.

BATTLESHIP COMMANDER
A superb version of the traditional battleship
strategy game. Cartoons and sound effects
help make this game fun for everyone. Cassette
$14.95. Diskette $19.95.

6660 Reseda Blvd., Suite 105, Reseda, CA 91335

(213)344-6599
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BENEATH APPLE MANOR
The original dungeon game for the Apple
computer is still one of the best. Descend into a
dangerous maze of underground corridors. See
if you can find the Golden Apple. Cassette
$14.95. Diskette $19.95.

ASTROAPPLE
Your computer becomes your astrologer,

generating horoscopes and forecasts based on
the computed positions of the heavenly bodies.

Cassette $14.95. Diskette $19.95.

'Othello is a trademark of Gabriel Industries!

ASK FOR QUALITY SOFTWARE products at your tavonte computer store. It necessar|

you may order directly from us MasterCard and Visa cardholders may place orders t

calling us at (213) 344-6599 Or mail your check or bankcard number to the addresj

above California residents add 6% sales tax Shipping Charges: Within North Americ

orders must include $1 50 tor shipping and handling Outside North America th

charge lor airmail shipping and handling is $5 00 Pay in U S currency

auaLnry softwtir*



Mountain Compute
CPS MultiFunction CardTM

^he Only Interface Card You Need!
Connecting a Parallel Printer?

..n®- Centronics^ IDS Paper Tiger^ CPS handles all these

printers and others with on-board intelligence to provide
paging and other features found on no other card.

Connecting a Serial Printer?
Diablo

1

?Qume^NEC - TI 800 Series^CPS handles these printers

and others with standard RS-232 interface providing selection

of baud rates, handshakes, paging, and more.

Connecting a Modem or Terminal?
Hayes Smarimodern? Novation CAT®M fc R Pennywhislle*CPS
handles these and others with full 'half duplex operation, baud
rate selection, and even a transparent terminal mode which
includes a dual mode feature that permits printing of text to

parallel printers while "on-line' eliminating the need for special
terminal software—and more.

Connecting with the Time?
The on-board calendar clock provides real time and date

information including day of week, day, month, year, hours,

minutes, and seconds for any application requiring a lime
stamp—battery backed-up for over two years!

Connecting with The Source?
I'sed with a modem, CPS provides the connection to informa-

tion utilities, such as The Source, Dow Jones, and others.

Additionally. CPS provides the connection to big-time electronic

mail with programs such as Micro Courierand Micro Telegram;
and other data transfer programs.

Connect with Easy Use!
CPS has no switches to set! All functions on the card are set

from a user program. Menu driven screens set up your choice
of all functions on CPS and store them on-board in CMOS
RAM—battery backed-up (including the clock) for over two
years! To change parameters, run the set-up program again—or
use special commands from your kevboard. Furthermore, most
existing software programs are immediately usable with CPS.
Phantom Slot Capability permits assignment of CPS' functions
to your software's pre-defined slots.

Connect with YourApple*Dealer
Drop by your Apple dealer and see how the CPS MultiFunction
Card provides the most comprehensive capabilities for RS-232C
serial interface, parallel output, and real-time calendar 'clock
of any card available today

—

all on one card—at one low price

—

competitive with any one of the three or more single function
cards that it replaces.

ountain Computer
300 El Pueblo Road, Scotts Valley, CA 95066
(408)438-6650 TWX: 910 598-4504
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BEFOREYOU DUY
A FINE PRINTER,

READ THE FINE PRINT.
That's where you'll find the

prices— in the tiny type under the brief

descriptions.

Which is only appropriate.

Because with C. Itoh's full line—from

the workhorse business printers

to the racehorse word-processing

printers—the descriptions could be

much bigger.

But the prices couldn't be much
smaller.

Moreover, as part of the Leading

Edge Inventory Bank."* our printers

(along with dozens of other popular

computer products) are available for

24-hour "withdrawal." Within a day of

when we receive your order, your

order will be on its way from our

nearest warehouse (Boston, New
York, Los Angeles, etc.), thus saving

you both time and freight. So you can

use our space, and our money, to in-

ventory your product, and still be sure

of having exactly what you need, ex-

actly when you need it.

All the printers on this page are

warranteed by Leading Edge™ for

3 months on parts and labor.

For the name of your nearest

dealer—just pick up the nearest

telephone.

TOLL-FREE 1-600-340-6633.
oiled (rtl7tS28-Hir»(l.

Strictly business
(Comet I)

The industry workhorse
of dot matrix printer >.

No frills; but almost

nothingtogooat of

whack. Mrcarriage;
80 columns (132 in

compressed print mode).
Industry-standard

(teletype) ribbons.

Retail: about $495.

Deyond business
(Starwriterl)

Lowest-priced letter-

quality printer on the
market. Comes com-
plete and ready to use.

requiring no dmgtes in

hardwire or aoftware.

[ndustry-standard
daisy wheel! and ribbon

cartridges. PluK-in

compatible with a wide
variety ofsystems.
25 cos; 163 columns;
precise character
placement; full graphics
capability.

Retail: about $1,895.

Dig business
(Comet II)

The first 15" printer to

retail for under B grand.
Fulll36 columns for

standard-width account-

ing report s . #i vim; you
ct-vY to-read lOcpi

printout up to 66 lines

deep. And, like with the

Comet I, ribbons are

available everywhere

.

Retail: about $995.

Dusy business
(Starwriterll)
The racehorse of letter-

quality daisy wheel
printers. Typical 45cps
throughput is about equal

to (or. in bi-directional

ode. actually faster

than) "thimble" printers

rated at 56 CDS. Like

the Starwriter 1 . it

use> e.iMiv ratable
daisy wheels and ribbon

cartridges, and it's com-
patiWf with software
packages, like Wordstar

and Magic Wand, pro-

grammed for systems
like the (Jume Sprint 5.

Ret ul: about $2,395.

LEADING
edge:

Leading Edge Products. Inc., 22f> Turnpike Street, Canton, Massachusetts 0202L

1 IEALERS: For immediate delivery from the Leading Edj-e Inventory Hank.'- call toll-free. 1 -o00-040-6O30.
In Massachusetts, call collect (617)8284150, Telex 951-624.
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Johnson
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Archibald
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40 Sliding Into Basic
A computer literacy slide show
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44 Programs for Preschoolers
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Lubar
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WE ARE MOVING TO
LARGER QUARTERS!

Thank you . .

.

... for making our expansion possible and for

helping make us the leading distributor

of microprocessor systems, terminals

and printers.

We are showing our appreciation by

producing a special catalog with thousands

of items at greatly reduced prices.

Call or write today.

Help us move our inventory before we have

to move it.

MiniMicroMart, Inc.
943 W. Genesee St.

Syracuse, New York 13204

(315)422-4467
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(ices . . . notices . . . notice

N.Y.U. Seminars
New York University's School of Con-

tinuing Education has announced a new
seminar series designed to facilitate the

use of microcomputers for personal as

well as business purposes. Each seminar
is conducted on one Saturday (9:00 - 4:00)

in the months of October and November
1981. They are designed and scheduled

so that one or more seminars will provide

extensive knowledge in specific individual

areas of personal computer application

and usage.

Some of the seminars offered include:

A Quick Course in Computer Literacy, in

Basic for Non-Programmers, in Data Base,

and in On-Line Computing: Selecting a

Personal Computer - Introducing Apple.

Atari, Commodore, NEC, Radio Shack,

and Texas Instruments; Working with

Applications Software Packages - ALF,
Apple Controller, Apple Pie, Apple Plot,

CCA Data Management. DB Master,

Desktop Plan, Easywriter. Electric Pencil,

Magic Window, Mountain Music System,

Ozz, Peachtree, Scripsit, Stock Technician,

Stockpack, Supertext, Visicalc, and Visi-

trend. Each of the above titles is the subject

of a one day seminar.

For further information, or for help in

selecting your seminars, call (212) 598

7771.

Contest Winner
In conjunction with our exhibits at the

National Computer Conference and the

summer Consumer Electronics Show in

May and June, Creative Computing, Micro-

systems and SYNC held a drawing for a

free Sinclair ZX80 computer.
About 400 people participated in the

contest, of which Jeffrey M. Eby was the

winner. Mr. Eby is a remote terminal

specialist for United Airlines in Comstock
Park. Montana.
We can't guarantee that you will win a

computer, but we do encourage readers

to look us up at one of the many computer
shows we attend. We exhibit at about 200
shows each year, from the giant trade

shows such as NCC to small one-day
educational conferences, from Cedar Falls.

Iowa to Birmingham. England.

We enjoy meeting our readers, and are

eager to learn how our magazines can
serve you better.

Fortran

Anecdotes Wanted

Pioneer Day at the 1982 National Com-
puter Conference will honor the 25th

anniversary of Fortran. A special com-
memorative publication will be a collec-

tion of anecdotes about early uses of For-

tran (before 1965). If readers can supply

any such anecdotes or other humorous,

interesting or horrifying incidents, please

send them to J.A.N. Lee. IBM Corp..

M43/D27, 555 Bailey Ave., San Jose. CA
95150.

And then there was the one about the

Mariner probe to Venus going astray and

an undeclared variable type.

Corrections

We made a goof in the July, 1981,

"dateline: tomorrow" (page 6). Just over

7600 school districts, not schools, have
computers which are used for instructional

purposes. Over 13,000 secondary schools

and over 9500 elementary schools used

computers to teach during the 1980-81

school year.

In the program for "Caesar's Watch"
(June 1981. page 169), line 2370 should

read: GOSUB 3000.

The following lines were omitted from
Evan Heit's'Tree" program (August 1981,

page 126).

Two lines from "Stoneville Manor"
(August 1981, page 163) were not printed

properly. They should read:

8120 DATA "AT THE EDGE OF A
GORGE", "ON MAIN STREET",
"INSIDE THE GENERAL STORE",
"INSIDE THE HOSPITAL", "IN

THE FOYER", "IN THE PARLOR"

8140 DATA "AT THE TOP OF A STAIR
WAY", "AT AN OUTLET IN THE
DUCT", "AT A TURN IN THE
DUCT", "AT A FORK IN THE
DUCT", "AT AN OUTLET IN THE
DUCT", "AT A TURN IN THE
DUCT"

5040 G0SUB53O6
5045 NEXTJ
5050 RETURN
5250 REM VERTICAL GROWTH
5255 NEEDED-8*24*RHEIGHT
5260 RHEIGHT<J,'«RHEIGHT';J> + TURN'.J-t '.'NEEDED
3263 IFRHEIGHT<J.X1THENRETURN
5265 IFRHEIGHT<J»STHENRHEiGHTkJ^«a
5270 FORK 1 TORHE I GHT
5275 BELOW* tk;-LEFT#(BEL0W*^k',l*6»J;*CHR#^4S+J.'+MID*<;EEL0M* •,!<;>, 3+6*J>
5280 HE:

3285 RETURN
3500 REM HORIZONTAL GROWTH
5303 I FRHE I GH T < J • < 1 THENRETUR^
3310 RH-RHE I GHT *..!,' HEEBED=6+2*RH
3513 WIDTH-TURH' }, 5 '.'NEEDED*. 3 IFWIDTH>5THENWIDTH-3
5318 IFWIDTH<lTHENR£TURh

. 5*6*J >-WlBTHT0<. 3*6*J.'+W1DTH
3525 IFMID*',BELOW*i.RH " " THEN5535
3529 SIZE<J,2>>SIZE<J*,
5330 BELOW* *.RH,> -LEFT*' BELOW* vRH .K-] '+CHR*(46 + J MID*' BtLOW*. FH > , K+l >

5535 NEXT

CREATIVE COMPUTING
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TurnyourApple into theworld's
most versatile personal computer.

The SoftCard™ Solution. SoftCard
turns your Apple into two computers.

A Z-80 and a 6502. By adding a Z-80
microprocessor and CP/M to your
Apple. SoftCard turns your Apple into

a CP/M based machine. That means
you can access the single largest body
of microcomputer software in exist-

ence. Two computers in one. And. the

advantages of both.

Plug and go. The SoftCard system
starts with a Z-80 based circuit card.

Just plug it into any slot (except 0) of

your Apple. No modifications required.

SoftCard supports most of your Apple
peripherals, and. in 6502-mode. your

Apple is still your Apple.

CP/M for your Apple. You get CP/M
on disk with the SoftCard package. It's

a powerful and simple-to-use operating

system. It supports more software

than any other microcomputer operat-

ing system. And that's the key to the

versatility of the SoftCard/Apple.

CIRCLE 168 ON READER SERVICE CARD

BASIC included. A powerful tool.

BASIC-80 is included in the SoftCard
package. Running under CP/M, ANSI
Standard BASIC-80 is the most
powerful microcomputer BASIC
available. It includes extensive disk I/O

statements, error trapping, integer

variables, 16-digit precision, exten-

sive EDIT commands and string func-

tions, high and low-res Apple graphics.

PRINT USING. CHAIN and COM-
MON, plus many additional com-
mands. And. it's a BASIC you can
compile with Microsoft's BASIC
Compiler.

More languages. With SoftCard and
CP/M, you can add Microsoft's ANSI
Standard COBOL, and FORTRAN, or

Basic Compiler and Assembly Lan-

guage Development System. All. more
powerful tools for your Apple.

Seeing is believing. See the SoftCard
in operation at your Microsoft or Apple
dealer. We think you'll agree that the
SoftCard turns your Apple into the
world's most versatile personal
computer.

Complete information? It's at your
dealer's now. Or. we'll send it to you
and include a dealer list. Write us. Call

us. Or. circle the reader service card

number below.
SoftCard is a trademark of Microsoft Apple II and
Apple II Plus are registered trademarks of Apple
Computer Z-80 is a registered trademark of Zilog.

Inc CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital

Research. Inc.

/HKTRpSOfT
V CONSUMER^ PRODUCTS^

Microsoft Consumer Products. 400 108th Ave N.E.,

Bellevue. WA 98004 (206) 454-1315



Expand your pupils with an Apple*

In Colorado Springs, Herb Sweat and
his eighth grade class are having a real growth
experience.

They're discovering computers—how they

work, what they do, who uses them and why
Not from lectures.

But from hands-on experience with Apple
Personal Computers.

G
-«
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Herb s class learns math and English

on an Apple.They play computer games
at lunchtime. Theyre even writing

programs in BASIC to monitor

experiments in hydroponics.

And they're not just

growing tomatoes.Theyre U^
growing themselves, learn- Jf
ing computer skills that

are fast becoming as important as theABC's.

Apples are rugged enough to survive

inquisitive young fingers and powerful enough to

satisfy the most inquiring young minds.Theyre
also affordable enough for school systems on a

tight budget.

As a teacher, a student or a parent, you

could learn a lot from a visit to your authorized

Apple dealer. Because an Apple can not only help

you get ahead in school.

It can help you get ahead in life.

The personal computer.^^KiPfMCZ

for the authorized dealer nearest you. call (800) 538-9696. In California, call (800) 662-9238. Or write: Apple Computer Inc.. 10260 Bandley Dr.. Cupertino. CA 95014.
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MICROTEACH
MICROTEACH is a revolutionary new vehicle

for publishing software!

It allows educators, trainers and authors; of

any subject/for any age group to generate
courses without knowing one word of any pro-

gramming language.

MICROTEACH allows the user to carry out a
conversation with their computer in Plain

English, to automatically produce a course.

The MICROTEACH System is comprised of

three separate units of software:

TEACHERS AIDE' is a set of programs that

turn the microcomputer into an automatic
courseware generator. With this package
anyone can easily create courseware, includ-

ing graphics, color background and a variety

of tests and examinations.

Retail $350.00

'STUDENT PAK' will turn your microcomputer
into a course-taking device by enabling a
pupil to use courseware developed under the

MICROTEACH system and to then take

exams directly from the computer itself.

Retail $140.00

'COURSEWARE' produced by TEACHERS
AIDE' can immediately be duplicated as a
computer diskette in various quantities. All

courseware written is the property of it's

author. It is the author's option as to its dupli-

cation and distribution. If desired, an outside
distributor, such as Compumax Assoc, may
be used for this purpose.

$39.50 per volume

MICROTEACH is available on the ATARI 800.

An APPLE II version will be released soon.

Standard Compumax Dealer Discounts
apply. Dealers' inquiries welcomed.

For Dealer Locations
and Additional Information contact

P.O. Box 1 139 • Palo Alto, California 94302
415/321-2881
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Avid Reader
Dear Editor:

I have a complaint to register! Your magazine is threatening

my job. I conned my boss into subscribing, and now I spend

all my time reading and rereading Creative Computing. The
final irony is that my main work is done on an IBM System/34
(a really nice machine) in RPGII (some nifties, but definitely

hostile to structured, easy-to-read programs). We also have a

Basic/4 model 610 with cash projection and games, so far.

I am also debating heavily with my wife and budget for a

personal computer. 1 am impressed with the software available

for the Apple (my tentative first choice), but are there really

that many disk systems out there? I'm going to be scraping

the bottom to get the computer, let alone the extra memory
and disk drive. Is everyone rich but me? Oh well...

Even without a personal computer, I have avidly followed

everything you have published on Adventure. I also loved the

Smalltalk overview, especially in light of all the teasers you
threw in. The thought also occurred to me that the various

Adventures look like limited implementations of Smalltalk.

Am I close?

Thanks for a great magazine. You seem to have the best

mix of practical theory and novice/advanced. After six years

in DP, I still learn something (usually several somethings)

from each issue.

Dana Taylor

And we thank you very much. Yes, get a disk for your
Apple even if it means you have to mortage the children. Is

Smalltalk like Adventure? Well, let's say that ifyou program
in Smalltalk you create your own Adventure. And getting

mixed up with the language at all tends to be an adventure in

itself-ED.
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High-Resolution Color Graphics
for the Apple and Atari

Graphics

Breakthrough
How many programs have you written

that would benefit from animated high-

resolution graphics? Probably several. It is

this kind of dramatic graphics that distinguish

outstanding programs from ordinary ones.

But if you've ever agonized for hours or

days just to get one image perfected, you're

probably not anxious to do it again. Now
there s a better way.

New Graphics Entry System

Today there is a new graphics system
available that is not only amazingly user-

oriented but surprisingly economical. Called

VersaWriter. it starts with an ingeniously

simple entry board consisting of a 1
4" X 1

2"

high impact plastic bed with a tough clear

plastic overlay sheet. The original drawing
ordiagram is fastened with masking tape to

the plastic bed and then covered with the

clear sheet Instead of using a light pen or

complicated electronic X-Y head, the Versa-

Writer uses a double jointed arm attached

to the top of the entry board at one end and
a magnifying lens with crosshairs at the

other end. The VersaWriter resembles a

draftsman's pantograph on a smaller scale

At each joint in the arm of theVersaWriter

is a potentiometer. A cable from these

pontentiometers connects to the paddle input

of the computer. No special interface

electronics or board is needed. Since the

arm of the VersaWriter bends only in one
direction, each point on the plotting head
corresponds to a unique set of resistances

on the potentiometers. All that's needed
now is software to translate these resistances

into usable screen coordinates.

Exceptionally powerful software

It is in the software where VersaWriter

really stands out. VersaWriter comes with

two full disks of user-oriented software. First

it has sets of low level commands for

entering, creating and copying drawings
and diagrams. Secondly, it has extensive

sets of application routines for moving,
enlarging, rotating, coloring or animating

drawings that the user has created.

Graphics Systems

Versa Writer $249.00
Kurta Graphics Tablet 695.00
Summagraphics Digitizer 745.00
Houston Instruments Hi Pad 795.00

Apple Graphics Tablet 795.00

Of course the basic commands let you
enter a drawing freehand or by tracing it

Want a wider brush stroke"? Six widths are
available. Drawings can be independently
scaled in both the vertical and horizontal

directions. An enclosed shape may be filled

in with any of 212 colors. No. that is not a
misprint— by the same technique that a
printing press can create hundreds of colors

from three primary ones, so can Vera-

Writer

Here a shape (the letter A) is being
scanned. After putting it in a shape table

it may be used in other programs.

From the shape table, a shape (the letter

A) may be enlarged, shrunk, rotated,

colored or moved about the screen.

Create Animation for Other Programs

The shapes you create with VersaWriter
can be used and manipulated with ease in

other programs. Up to 255 shapes can be
entered into a shape table These shapes
may then be placed on the screen in any
position or may be overlaid on a full or

partial screen image. Animation is produced
easily by moving about a portion of the
image created by VersaWriter For example,
by alternating between two images of an
airplane propeller it will appear to be spinning

Other VersaWriter software includes text-

writer with which text can be added to

graphics Upper and lower case, choice of

color, text size, direction and starting point

all may be specified

The Area/Distance program lets you
calculate distances (or perimeters) by enter-

ing a scale and tracing a shape or map route
with the drawing arm Areas of figures, open
and irregular, can be similarly calculated

The software also includes sets of elec-

tronic and computer logic shapes In addition,

an entire disk of dramatic demonstration
graphics is included These twelve full-screen

graphics run the gamut from a fully labeled

cross section of a human skull to colored
maps to animated cartoons to an electronics

schematic.

Free Software Updates

You may have read a review of VersaWriter
that indicated that the color fill routine was
slow It was. But not anymore Several new
routines and improvements were added to

the VersaWriter software since its introduc-

tion. All customers of Peripherals Plus

received these changes free

As new updates are developed. Peripherals

Plus will furnish them free to all customers
FOREVER We make this unique guarantee
because it is in our best interest to have you
make the best use of your computer We re

convinced that if other people see your
VersaWriter in use. they II want one too.

Best Performance and Price

At Peripherals Plus, we evaluated every
graphics entry device. We wanted to handle
the best one regardless of price. VersaWriter

has the best performance bar none.
Surprisingly it also has the lowest price,

just $299.00 for the Apple version.

VersaWriter requires an Apple II with

Applesoft in ROM (or an Apple II Plus), disk,

and 48K of memory The Atari version

requires an Atari 800. disk and at least 32K
It is priced at $300

VersaWritercomes complete with two disks

of software, a comprehensive instruction

manual, a 90-day limited warranty and
Peripherals Plus unique guarantee of soft-

ware updates forever
Try VersaWriter for 30 days If you are not

completely satisfied we'll give you a prompt
and courteous refund of the full price plus

shipping both ways
To order, specify Apple or Atari version,

send payment plus S3 00 shipping and han-

dling to Peripherals Plus. 39 East Hanover
Ave .Morris Plains. NJ 07950. (New Jersey
residents please add 5% Sales tax ) Credit

card customers should include card number
and expiration date of Visa. MasterCard or

American Express card Credit card cus-
tomers may also call toll-free 800-6? 1-8112
(in NJ 201-540-0445)

For spectacular graphics on yourcomputer,
order VersaWriter today

39 E Hanover Ave .

Morris Plains. NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-631 -81 12
(In NJ 201-540-0445)

kMW 4 Rf f«>llrM I'M*"' -
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I/O, continued. Your Numbers Are Dazed

Apple Accolade

Dear Editor:

I just received the June Creative Computing and am delighted

with the Apple coverage. Bob Sander-Cederlofs one liners

are a challenge to analyze and a joy to behold. Paul Raymer's
"Caesar's Watch" is a lot of fun. (Might I suggest the following*

watch cleaning:

Add 635 START= 1 :M=M-1 :GOSUB2260:
M=M+1:START=0

Add 2305 IF START THEN RETURN
Change 2310 R=37
Change 3040 FOR X= 17 TO 37

The flow is a bit better with these changes.)

The highlight of the issue is David Lubar's "Picture Packer."

I am now busily packing pictures and am most pleased with
the speed on the routines. Loading and displaying a packed
picture is, on the average, much faster than using the original.

And with no noticeable loss of quality!

Stephen M. Lawson
The G.R.A.P.E

P.O. Box 283
Port Orchard, WA 98366

Surface Mail
Dear Editor:

I have recently started my second subscription with Creative
Computing. One of the main reasons for this renewal was an
article by Rod Hallen in the December, 1979, issue titled

"Battle of the Assemblers." Not everyone out here is a "Basic
only" user. I really appreciated the article and found it most
informative.

Larry W. Smith

E-Systems
PSC-1 Box 27347

APO San Francisco, CA 96230

Dear Editor:

Perhaps others have written regarding this bug in Apple

Renumber on the System Master Disk, but I haven't seen it as

yet in Creative Computing or any other computing magazine.

If this line is used in the program to be renumbered:

100 A=INT(A*100+.5)/100
frequently, but not always, and with no apparent pattern, the

line will be changed to read:

100 A=INT(A*136+.5)/100
The "136" within the parentheses seems to be random but

sometimes will be the line number.
When the program (Renumber) decides to perform this

little bug-a-boo. elsewhere in the renumbered program,

arithmetic lines may be changed from:

130A=B-(C-> 125)to: 130 A=B-(C*136)
The "136"being the same number that was substituted in line

100 above.

I have never seen a number outside parentheses suffer this

change— only those inside.

E.B. Buchanan
c/o E G & G

P.O. Box 5 Pasir Panjang P O
Singapore 091

1

The problem seems to occur after an asterisk. There might
be a fix. but I haven 't been able to track it down. The best bet

« to use variables for multiplication. Perhaps a reader knows
the fix. -DL

Lefthanded Compliment
Dear Editor:

I greatly enjoyed the listing of Leo Christopherson's "Android
Nim" in the June 1981 issue of Creative Computing. However,
I found one bug in the program. When one of the three

androids on the left of the screen raised his arm to "zap" the

other androids, his arm didn't go back down. Instead, one of

the 15 regular androids lowered his arm. To correct this, I

changed line 8405 from:

8405 GOSUB 8040: GOSUB 8005: X3=X: GOSUB 8070:

X=X3: GOSUB 8045: GOSUB 8450: GOSUB 8500:

GOSUB 8050: GOSUB 8010: GOTO 8325
to:

8405 GOSUB 8040: GOSUB 8005: X3=X: GOSUB 8070:

X=X3: GOSUB 8045: GOSUB 8450: GOSUB 8500:

X=X3: GOSUB 8050: GOSUB 8010: GOTO 8325
Another thing I noticed was that line 8400 was listed as:

8400 GOTO 8405: GOSUB 8040: X3=X: GOSUB 8070:

X=X3: GOSUB 8005: X3=X: GOSUB 8070: GOSUB
8070: X=X3: GOSUB 8045: GOSUB 8450: NEXT N:

GOSUB 8500: GOSUB 8050: GOSUB 8010: GOTO
8325

Since the first statement of this multi-statement line is a

GOTO, control will never go beyond the first statement in

this line. I therefore replaced this line with:

8400 GOTO 8405
with no apparent changes in program execution.

With these two changes, "Android Nim" is a very enjoyable

program for my TRS-80. I hope to see more such programs in

future issues. Thank you.

Jerry Schremp
312 Mary St.

Antigo, WI 54409
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30 letsyoutake
advancedVisiCalc lessons
fromVisiCalc's creators.

Introducing SATN from Software Arts,

Inc., the creators of the VisiCalc pro-

gram. SATN (Software Arts Technical

Notes) is a publication offering on-going

support to all VisiCalc users—from
novice to expert.

Each issue ofSATN is filled with tech-

niques and information to help you
expand your present understanding of

VisiCalc functions as well as learn

advanced methods to help in developing

yourown VisiCalc applications.

Benefit immediately from highly

informative articles:

• Complete Applications in Detail:

—Payroll Tax Calculation using

©LOOKUP
—Mortgage Decision Calculation

• In Depth Descriptions ofVisiCalc

Features:
—Contents of a Saved Sheet
—Uses of DIF '" data file format

• Unusual Applications and Techniques:

—Date Arithmetic
—Recreational Mathematics

SATN is your personal pipeline to the

people at Software Arts who invented and
developed VisiCalc. Their knowledge and
experience with VisiCalc is available to

you in each and every issue.

Special Charter Subscription Offer

Get 7 SATN issues for the price of 6, if

you subscribe by December 31, 1981.

We'll send you a FREE copy ofSATN
when you return the coupon, or call our
toll-free number 800-257-7850 to order a

year's subscription at our special intro-

ductory rate of $30.

Full Refund Policy

Ifyou are not completely satisfied with

your first issue ofSATN , let us know
within one month, and we will refund

your money. Your free SATN issue is

yours to keep.

Act today!

FOR FAST DELIVERY CALL
TOLL-FREE 800-257-7850 Op. 737.

(In N.J. 800-322-8650)

software ftts, Inc
SATN SUBSCRIPTIONS

P.O. BOX 815

QUINCY, MA 02169

D Y«, I'd like lo receive advanced lessons

in VisiCalc. Please send me seven issues at

the regular subscription rate, $30. (Outside
US-iS0)
D Check enclosed MasterCard
D Visa O Bill me

Credit Card* Eipirat ion Date Interbank*

Name Signature

City State/Country Zip/Postal Code

On what cumpulerv s) do you run VisiCalc?

Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery. CC3

SATN. The Journal for VisiCalc Users
The VisiCalc

VisiCalc is a trademark of Personal

program is copyrighted by Software Arts, Inc. DIP U a trademark of Software Arts, Inc.

Software Inc. , which is the exclusive world-wide publisher and distributor of the VisiCalc program.



I/O, continued...

Standing Ovation
Dear Editor:

I'd like to compliment Laurie Spiegel for an interesting

article on electronic music ("Macromusic from Micros." May
1981 Creative Computing). Her opinions on the facts and
foibles of computer music are sensible and pertinent, and she

explains them quite clearly.

There are many hobby-horse riders in electronic music

who will take offense at some of Miss Spiegel's statements.

They must follow their own ideas, of course, but Miss Spiegel's

article expresses what I, as a serious electronic-music composer,

have long thought.

Allen Watson III

1261 Robbia Court
Sunnyvale, CA 94087

Smooth Estimate
Dear Editor:

I enjoyed the program by John W. Essig entitled "Home
Construction Cost Estimate" which was published in the

August edition of Creative Computing.
A deficiency of the original program is lack of a provision

for quick revision of specifications, location and/or grade of

construction without rerunning the entire program.
I would be happy to send the Atari Basic program to any of

your readers who would be interested in having it.

Robert Gordon, M.D.
6191 South Forest Rd.

Littleton, CO 80121

Big Trouble
Dear Editor:

I am having a problem, and maybe some of your readers
can help.

As the owner of an Apple II, I have compiled some of my
very favorite programs and used good parts of each.

For example, I've taken Roger Wagner's Apple DOC and
used the feature of locating and changing names of variables.

I've used Sensible Software's Super Disk III to alphabetize
my catalog, after using the Beagle Bros' DOS BOSS to customize
my catalog by putting their name on it, as indicated in their

instruction book.
Then using Apple's Tool Kit I have been able to shorten

the programs to load faster and with Synergistic Software's

Higher Graphics by Robert Clardy, I've done some beautiful

things.

All of this I have now combined onto one disk— all of these
remarkable programs— and now my problem:

This disk is 18" wide, because of the stuff on it. How can I

get it into my disk drive?

Can any of your readers help?

Paul Raymer
Paul's Electric Computer

P.O. Box 42831
Las Vegas, NV 89104

We checked with our hardware pro. Will Rubic, who provided
thefollowing insightfora mere $200. "I had a similarproblem

a few years back. The first thing I did was take a hacksaw

(Stanley #307 with a 37cc905-602 blade works best here) and
expand the front slot of the disk drive along both sides. Be
careful not to damage the write-protect sensor. Next, the

spindle and read head have to be extended. Read-head con-

version isfairly simple, using Erector brand multi-holed building

shafts. The spindle is another matter. After several weeks of
experimentation, I discovered that the transmission from a
73 Mustang is ideal. An externalpower supply completed the

fix. When it didn 't work, I bought a Corvus.
"

We Have Ways to Make Things Tock

Dear Editor:

Referring to the "Caesar's Watch" program on page 166 of

the June 1981 issue of Creative Computing: I noticed this

program lurking in the back somewhere and thought it looked

pretty good, so I plugged it in to my school's 48K Apple 11+

.

Thirty mintues and two sore hands later it was ready to go.

I tried it and found that it was great, unfortunately it seems

that the author forgot one minor detail, sound. I mean what is

a clock without the tick-tock, or should I say "drip-drop."

So I figured, why not add the sound for him, and here it is:

275 C+= - 16336

1045 Z = PEEK (C) + PEEK(C) + PEEK(C) - PEEK (C)

2085 Z = PEEK(C) + PEEK(C) + PEEK(C) - PEEK(C) +
PEEK(C) +PEEK(C)

3255 Z = PEEK(C) + PEEK(C) - PEEK(C) + PEEK(C)

Aaron Spilling

The Computer Room
Gwinn High School

Box 402
Gwinn, MI 49841

Mutual Admiration

Dear Editor:

I was very surprised at the number of inquiries we received

in response to our article "Investing in Mutual Funds," (Creative

Computing, May 1981). The listings we provided did not

copy, so they were manually retyped and several errors crept

in. We will be happy to provide copies of the original listings

to readers who send an SASE.
The data we used when we wrote the article is now about

two years old and is not of much use. But there is an alternative

to going to the library and digging through 39 weeks of

newspapers. A small computer firm in Albuquerque publishes

an inexpensive booklet, updated weekly, containing one year's

worth of market index values and net asset values of selected

mutual fund groups. This booklet can save a lot of time. The
address is:

Meta Software Engineering

P.O. Box 18056
Albuquerque, NM 871 15

One aspect of the system which we should have stressed in

the article is that one must not ask the fund group managing
the investment to switch too often. They may restrict the

investor's privileges. I have called my fund group only eight

times since January 1, 1979. If the system is used correctly,

switching shouldn't be too frequent to upset any reasonable
management.

John S. Browning
2071 B. Mercury Dr. SE

Kirtland AFB. NM87118
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• Text-to-speech algorithm
vocally reproduces any
typed entry

• Unlimited vocabulary
• Standard RS-232C

interface

VOTRAX brings your computer
to life with Type-'N-Talk v

.

Now you can hear your computer tell you
where you are in a program; taunt you
during computer games; praise you.

remind you; warn you Thanks to the

unique VOTRAX" text-to-speech

algorithm, your typewritten words are

automatically translated into electronic

speech all for just $375 00.

You type— your computer talks.
It's that easy because Type- N-Talk " uses
ASCII code from your computer You just

send English text to hear synthesized

speech through your audio loudspeaker

The smallest personal computer
can talk and execute programs
simultaneously. Type- N-Talk" has a

built-in microprocessor and a 750
character buffer so your host computer
and memory isn't tied up with text

translation

If you can print it, you can hear it

by placing Type- N-Talk" between your
computer or modem and a terminal. All the

data you re sent while online can be seen
and heard. You can even de-select

Type- N-Talk" with its data switching

options. Data switching allows you to

send speech and visual data

independently on one data channel.

Look what you get for $375.00:
• RS-232C interface is compatible with

most computers
• Text-to-speech algorithm

• Complete installation and programming
instructions

• Baud (75-9600)
• One watt audio amplifier

• 750 character buffer

• SC-01 speech synthesizer chip (data

rate: 70-100 bits per second)
• Data switching capability

• Selectable data modes for versatile

interlacing

• Data echo of ASCII characters

• Phoneme access modes

The Type-'N-Talk v
unit's

simplicity enables the beginning
hobbyist to use and enjoy it immediately,
yet its total capability can challenge even
the most sophisticated user VOTRAX
developed Type- N-Talk'" to function with

operator designed programs or with the

new VOTRAX' talking software currently

under development Type- N-Talk"" is so
easy to use. it can also be used without

software.

Order now. Toll-free.
1-800-521-1350
Dealer inquiries invited.

Call the toll-tree number to
order or request additional infor-
mation MasterCard or Visa
accepted Charge to your credit
card or send a check tor S375.00
plus S4.00 delivery Add 4% sales
tax in Michigan California residents
add appropriate sales tax.

Send check to:

Votrax -Consumer Products Group
500 Stephenson Hwy . Troy. Ml 48084

TYPE-'N-TALK
"imu ootm tttkimai SAYS

now you'R :ing
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Introducing4new programs fromthe
These new programs are going to do
for you just what our VisiCalc™ program
lias done: make your computer work
harder, so you can work smarter!

They'll enable a personal com-
puter to take over more of those
tasks eating up so much of your
time. That'll give you more time to

concentrate on the tasks where your
skills, experience and intuition can
do the most gcxxl. Things like think-

ing, planning and managing.
A personal computer can help

you do all these things better. And
Personal Software™ programs will

help you do them best!

VisiDex. The VisiDex™ program
makes it a snap for you to remem-
ber anything, and everything,

you don't want to forget.

It's a free-form personal filing

program with nearly unlimited cross

referencing.

VisilX'x "thinks" and "remem-
bers" just the way you ask it to—so
you can access it anyway you want,

and find exactly what you want

—

instantly!

VisiPlot. The VisiPlot™ program
makes it easy to see what your
numbers really say.

It adds real meaning to financial

analysis, forecasting, budgeting and
business planning, because VisiPlot

takes hard-to-grasp numbers and au-

tomatically turns them into easy to

comprehend charts and graphs.

right Ix'fore your eyes!

All kinds of charts and graphs,

with all kinds of flexibility in titling,

shading, and color— all at the touch
i )f a few butK >ns!

. \'m\ rf*v,\,i soi iw«Ht in,

Ask your favorite retail computer dealer for a demonstration of the Personal Software programs.
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peoplewhobrought youVisiCalc!
VislTrend/VisiPlot. If you want
sophisticated trend forecasting and
statistical analysis—and you know
how hard it is to create them by
hand— you'll want to get your hands
on the VisiTrend/VisiPlot™ program!

This program will enable you
to rapidly perform regressions and
time series analysis, plus providing
you with comprehensive charting
and graphing capabilities.

VisiTerm. The VisiTerm™ program
enables you to reach out to the
world.

With VisiTerm, you'll be able to
use your personal computer to com-
municate with larger computers, to
tap into data networks, to communi-
cate with other personal computers.

VisiTerm gives you all the
benefits of a personal computer,
plus all the advantages of an intelli-

gent terminal, all in one package.

All of these programs are currentlv
available for the Apple II and II Plus.

Besides their many individual ben-
efits, these new programs deliver
an even greater total benefit That's

because many of them interact

with each other and with our new,
enhanced version of VisiCalc.

Together, they give you an
unprecedented family of personal
computing capabilities; making the
computer work harder, so you
can work smarter! ^ Af^"

pesqSONAl
50PTWA*=

Or call us at (408 ) 74 S "«., i f„r ihf name of the Personal Software dealer nearest you ( )r write us at 1 330 Bordeaux Drive. Sunnyvale, CA 94086.



Mountain Computer and Chatsworth Data Cardreaders
computing

equipment

evaluation

An Alternate Approach to Input

in the Classroom Keith scniarb

We just received notice that, based

on feedback from field use of proto-

types such as the one described below.

Mountain will be releasing an improved

card reader in early 1982. This com-
parably priced unit will feature auto-

matic load and an improved read head.

It will be able to read both mark-sense

andpunch cards.

Cardreaders can be the answer to data

entry from remote locations. They have

been used successfully in such applications

as inventory control and employee time

records. For the educator the cardreader

can solve the problem of providing com-
puter experience without the high cost of

purchasing several computers.

Two cardreaders are currently on the

market— the Mountain Computer card-

reader and the Chatsworth Data card-

reader. I use both in my classroom.

A previous equipment review concerning

the Chatsworth Data reader appeared in

the April 1980

1

imputing, and I

will refer to it occasionally.

Equipment Description

The Chatsworth reader is a compact
4.6" x 4.3" x 4.5" and is composed of the

Keith Schlarb, 5617 Indianola Ave.. Worthinu-

lon. OH 4.V

main reader housing with the drive monitor,

and AC/DC converter, and interface card.

All are included in the purchase of the

reader. The reader uses a standard elec-

trical outlet.

The Mountain Computer reader is larger

at 7.75" x 5.25" x 14.5" with the main

housing containing the drive motor, sensors.

The Chatsworth reader automatically

turns on the drive motor when a card is

entered. As the card passes through the

reader, the marks on the programming

card are sensed by three electronic needle

sensors in each row. A small amount of

current must travel between the needles

for accurate sensing of the marks. The

Chatsworth
Data

Mountain
Computer

Price

Card Price

Interface

Cols.

Reads

$750
$25/1000
Included

40
Characters

$1195
$16/1000

Extra

20
Characters.

statements

Read Method Needle contact Optical

Table 1.

and a rack to catch the programming

cards. A high speed serial interface set to

2400 baud is required, but is not part of

the package. The power supply uses a

standard grounded outlet.

Hook-up and Sensing

Both cardreaders are very simple to

connect to the Apple computer. Simply

connect the interface to one of the slots

of the Apple. Both companies suggest

slot 4. but the readers do work in other

slots. Connect the power cord, type IN#s.

with s representing the slot of the interface,

and the readers are ready for use.

18

cards drop on the table surface after passing

through the reader. The Chatsworth Data

reader requires the use of a soft #2 pencil,

but more accurate readings can be obtained

with an electronic lead pencil.

The Mountain Computer reader drive

motor is turned on from the rear panel.

Cards are drawn through by the drive

motor and scanned by optical infrared

sensors. After sensing, the cards are stacked

in the order in which they were entered

at the rear of the reader in the card rack.

The rack has a maximum capacity of 50

cards, and is quite a time saver. Since

light sensors are used, marks may be made

CREATIVE COMPUTING



NEW... FOR APPLE II
FROM PROMETHEUS

VERSAcard
1. Serial Input/Output Interface

2. Parallel Output Interface

3. Precision Clock/Calendar

4. BSR Control

ALL ON ONE CARD
with true simultaneous operation

. . .at a down-to-earth price!
J?. CHECK THESE FEATURES: True simultaneous operation! VERSAcard's

.„.** unique hardware selection circuitry makes your Apple "think" that separate cards are
installed. This allows VERSAcard interface ports to be compatible with existinq software

such as APPLE PASCAL. Microsoft Softcard'2
' and most other Apple software

The Serial Input/Output port is RS-232C standard. Fea-
tures include accurate crystal controlled baud rates, half/
full duplex operation, and interrupt capability

The versatile Parallel Output Interface is configured for
the Centronics standard and is easily configured for other
standards. Firmware is available to utilize the graphic fea-
tures of popular printers such as the Epson

Precision Clock/Calendar All standard real-time dock/
calendar functions. One second to 99 years time keeping.
Battery back-up supplied.

BSR Control. Add an ultrasonic transducer or the
Prometheus Direct Connect Option and VERSAcard pro-
vides you with BSR remote control. By utilizing the on-

board real-time clock and the Prometheus Time and Event
Schedular - you can remotely control vanous accessories
in your home and office.

VERSAcard is shipped complete with SOFTWARE for
each function contained in an industry standard EPROM
Versatile device drivers permit connection to virtually any
standard peripheral. The Prometheus engineering staff is

available to help you with any peripheral and special device
interface problems Call us, we'd like to talk with you.

VERSAcard - the only Apple peripheral card
you're likely to ever need!

Order: PP-VCD-1 VERSAcard @ $249.00 each.

Compare Key Features VERSAcard CPS MultiFunction Can)

Parallel. Serial and
Realtime Clock Interfaces'

YES YES

BSR Control Interlace' YES NO

Compatible w/ Apple Pascal' YES NO Special Pascal disk required

Compatible with CP/M' YES NO Special CP/M disk required

Cable Included'
YES One cable ol choice

Iree with each order

- through 1981

NO Must he purchased separately

Apple Modification' NO YES
Dealer inquiries invited

All Prometheus boards are completely tested and
burned-in prior to shipment. A one-year warranty
covers parts and labor PROMETHEUS PRODUCTS INCORPORATED
RegmeredTrad.Martcs (1) Apple Compute.*, mc (2) Mionorl Consumer products 4509 Thompson Ct • FWDOITt, CA 94538 • (415)791-0266
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Cardreaders, continued.
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Q PROGRAM
DIM

DREAD
INPUT

Qgr
HGR

D COLOR
HCOLOR

DPLOT
HPLOT

QHLIN
VLIN

OIF
GOTO

DFOR
NEXT

DGOSUB
RETURN

DREM
ON

DPRINT
DEF FN

PEND

AlH
*

B[3
<:

>
DI2
AND
eC3
NOT
F[l

THEN
GQ1
TO
HE!

STEP
I EI
ABS<
J LZI

SQR(

IS
RND(

kQ
M

LIE
X

MS
$

nFq!
OR
012
AT
pQ

u
Q®

V
RE)

u
SE3

x

TED
Y

Z_a

MOD
SGN(
INTl
SIN(
COS(
TANK
ATN(
EXP(
LOG(
RESTORE
GET
POP
LEN(
STR*(
VAL(
LEFT$(
RIGHT$(

CANCEL

HOME
VTAB
HTAB
TAB
POS(
SPC(
SCRN(

PDL(
SPEED
INVERSE
FLASH
NORMAL
PEEK(
POKE
CALL
PR*
IN*

CHARACTER FIELD
LINE
NUMBER
FIELD
Figure I. Sample of first 7 columns of a

Chatsworth Data Programming card. The

cards have a total of 40 columns.

LIBRARY
FIELD

•

2 Vista Wood Way Son Rofeol.CR 94901
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LINE COMMAND CHARACTER
NUMBER FIELD FIELD
FIELD

Figure 2. Mountain Computer programming card. There are 15 character fields

on the cards.

with any making medium that is visible to

infrared light. Accurate results are obtained

with soft #2 pencils and certain black

magic markers.

Program Card Marking
Figure 1 shows an enlarged portion of a

Chatsworth card. When marking a program

on Chatsworth cards, columns 1-4 are

reserved for line numbers. Columns 5-40

are marked for the Basic statement using

the standard Hollerith Code. Figure 3,

shows the symbol locations, symbols, and

the appropriate marking of the cards. For

further examples of marking the Chats-

worth cards, refer to the April 1980 article.

The Chatsworth reader may also be used

for entering binary information by card

image.

An enlarged view of a Mountain Com-
puter card may be seen in Figure 2. Again

the first four columns are used for line

numbers. Above these columns three

commands appear; INT, RUN, DATA.
The correct marking of the three com-

mands is: INT-correct box, DATA-correct

box, RUN-both boxes. Next is the command
field. The commands in this field are

marked the same as those just mentioned,

either the correct box is used or both

boxes are used if the command appears

between them. For example, the VLIN
command is marked by filling both the

HLIN and IF boxes, see Figure 4. Note

the area between the boxes may also be

filled, but it is not necessary to do so.

CREATIVE COMPUTING

SOFTWARE AUTHORS!
for Apple. Atari, TRS-80. NEC, Hitachi

Brtfderbund Software is looking for new author* to Join its

international team of programmers. If you have a product for

the micro market, let us show you the advantages of working
with our team of design, production and distribution

specialists. ' -
, nnwiimi

Call or write for our free Authors Kit today or send us a

machine readable copy of your work for prompt review under
strictest confidence. . . ,

dcrbund Softwar

-
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THEFORMULAFORMONEYAND POWER.

+
How can an Apple* possibly

get you the two things in life you'd
love to have — money and power?
Only it it's equipped with our latest
software, two strategy games so
well designed they blur the distinc-
tion between make-believe and
reality: CARTELS & CUTTHROATS"
and PRESIDENT ELECT."

MEGABUCKS. That's what's at
stake in CARTELS & CUTTHROATS, a
business game which puts you in
charge of your very own multi-
million-dollar manufacturing plant.
The jungle of the real business
world has been faithfully duplicated
You must confront the problems of
an unsteady economy fraught with
inflation and high interest rates,

government interventioa and tough
labor demands.

EXCECUTIVE DECISIONS.
Armed with up-to-date newswires.
market summaries, profit and loss
statements, and special memos from
department heads, you make the
executive decisions. Should you form
price cartels with your competitors,
or engage in cutthroat practices in
an attempt to eliminate them? How
should you allocate your vast but
limited capital among manufactur-
ing and expansion needs, R&D, and
marketing?

Your business skills will be fully
taxed Can you react to an oppo-
nent's advertising blitz before you
lose the competitive edge? Will you
automate your factories — risking
labor's wrath — in order to cut
production costs? How will you han-
dle labor demands during profitable
years, or productivity declines
during recessions?

Designed for one to six players,
with the computer capable of play-
ing up to five positions, CARTELS &
CUTTHROATS provides a full range
of options, from simpler games for
beginners to an advanced version
that will stump even experienced
businessmen.

POWER OF THE PRESIDENCY.
PRESIDENT ELECT takes into
account every major electoral fac-
tor to make it the most accurate
model of the campaign process
ever made. It is the perfect release
for the armchair politician in all of
us who's wanted to run for the Presi-
dent of the United States.

POLITICAL CLIMATE. You can
contest any election from 1960 to
1984 using actual historical candi-
dates or ones you make up.

The computer reflects the politi-

cal climate of the period chosen
based on the prevailing economic
factors and U.S. and foreign news.
The candidates' political persua-
sions are determined by their
answers (either preprogrammed or
player-entered) to over 20 issues as
diverse as ERA the SALT treaty, tax
cuts, the PLO....

THE CAMPAIGN. On the cam-
paign trail, you must allocate your
money among key-state. regionaL
and national advertising. Campaign
stops must be carefully planned to
avoid fatigue. You must decide on
the pros and cons of debate as well
as grapple with national and inter-
national crises.

If you've run a smart race, you'll
be rewarded by weekly polls that
show favorable shifts in the popular
vote and a Hi-Res color map of the
U.S. that reflects an increase in your
electoral votes.

Election night is given special
treatment. It can be resolved instant-
ly, or it can be simulated as a hair-
raising, minute-by-minute experi-
ence that takes four to six hours.

PRESIDENT ELECT is a three-
player game representing the
Republican. Democratic, and possi-
ble third-party candidates. The
computer can play any or all three
positions.

All you need to play both
games are an Apple II with Apple-
soft ROM card 48K memory, and a
mini floppy disc drive. Each for
$39.95, both come with their respec-
tive program disc, a rule book, and
various player-aid charts.

That's a small price to pay to
be on your way to your first million.
Or to enter the race for the highest
office of the nation.

Hurry on down to your local
store today and see if our formula
can help you become the richest
President ever!

To order directly from SSI. credit
card holders call toll free 800-227-
1617, ext. 335 and charge your
order to your VISA or MASTERCARD.

In California, call 800-772-3545.
ext.335.

To order by mail, send your
check to Strategic Simulations Inc.
Dept. CC5. 465 Fairchild Drive. Suite
108. Mountain View, CA 94043.

All our games carry a 14-day
money back guarantee to assure
your complete satisfaction.

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc.

STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS INC.
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Cardreaders, continued.

STNBOL LOCATION

Center of box

top left of box

center left of box

bottoi left of box

bo ttot center of box

top rititt of box

center right of box

bottot riaht of box

carriafle return &58?

line feed 059

SYMBOLS

12345678?
ABCDEFGHI
JKLHNOP OR
/STUVUXYZ
!**»= '

C . < ( + !

31 t ) i t

S , 1 <-> ?

HARKING

appropriate box

appropriate box plus &

appropriate box plus -

appropriate box plus

appropriate box plus 8

appropriate box plus &

appropriate box plus -

appropriate box plus

plus 8

plus 8

plus 8

or automatic at end of card

Figure 1 Outline of marking sequence usedfor Chatsworth Data cards.

The next area is the character field

which is composed of 15 columns. The

marking in this field is as follows: 1 ) If the

symbol is within the box then mark that

box. 2) If the symbol is between two boxes

then mark the box above and below the

symbol. 3) For a symbol to the left of a

box. mark the box on the right plus the

next two boxes below. See Figure 4, for

an example of VLIN A.E AT 32.

The final field is called the library field.

Marking for the items of the left column

in the library field is completed by marking

either top boxes in the character field. (D

or Q. plus the box which lines up with the

desired item. For example, marking the

[Q and (B in any character field column

would generate the LEN( statement, while

Oint
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PALANTIk

The next generation
of business software

WHATS IN A NAME2

WORD PROCESSING

ACCOUNTING

Designer Software

HOUSTON 3400 Montrose Blvd • Suite 718 • Houston, Texos 77006
(713)520-8221 • Telex 790510 • Source TCU6 71
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Cardreaders, continued.
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| THE NEW OMR 500
SEES THE

A.An Optical
Version
of our MR 500
Makes it Even
Easier to Enter
Data into Your
Microcomputer

Now you can read punched holes,

preprinted data, or pencil marks on

standard OMR cards. All with the

Incredibly compact OMR 500 op-

tical card reader.

Using state-of-the-art fiber optics

to "read" each card, a single long-

lasting bulb does the Job. Reliably

and accurately.

The OMR 500 is a low-cost alter-

nate to keyboard data entry. And
at less than 1/2 second per hand-

fed card, you won't be sacrificing

speed.

Compact and lightweight, our

new optic reader is a mere 4-lb.

4-'/a inch cube. Automatic turn-on

is standard.

The reader is available with in-

telligent interfaces to Apple,

TRS-80, PET and Atari that

simplify user software re-

quirements. Also available are

RS-232 and S100 Interfaces.

At $1095, Including the inteUigent

interface, the OMR 500 truly adds

an affordable new dimension to

card reader flexibility. Its uses are

virtually unlimited. Small

business, the entire educational

field, personal computers —
wherever data entry is required.

And remember, we still offer the

industry's largest selection of card

readers. So whatever your needs,

we've got the right card reader

for you.

Write or phone for complete

details. Better yet, put in your

order today.

CHATBWORTH DATA

20710 Lassen Street Chatsworth. California 91311 Phone: (213) 341-9200
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a [D ID and D3 marking would generate

the STR$( statement. See Figure 5 for an

example of marking library field items.

From the example, it is seen that the [D

plus two boxes are used if the statement

of the library field occurs between the

boxes. The items in the right column of

the library field are marked in a similar

way, except the m or Q are used to indicate

the right column of the library field, see

Figure 5. Notice that all statements requir-

ing parentheses have the open parenthesis

included. For example, marking for COS
results in COS(. The library field items

which include the open parenthesis are:

SGN(, INT(. SIN(, COS(, TAN(, ATN(,

EXPt. LOG(, LEN(, STR$(, VAL(, LEFT*,
R1GHT$(, POS(, SPC(. PEEK(, SCRN(,

PDM. This is an indication of the thought

involved in the card design.

Other possible uses of this well-designed

system follow. First, commands from the

command field may be used elsewhere in

the character field by marking the top

first and second boxes of the character

field. Hi and Hot and , and the

appropriate box lining up with the desired

command. The following commands DIM,

READ, PROGRAM, GR, and END may

not be used in this way. Figure 6, column

6 shows this method used to mark the

NEXT statement.

Yet, another handy tool can be used

for correcting mistakes. A line number

column will be ignored by the reader if

two marks appear in the same column.

The reader will also ignore character field

columns if the top and bottom boxes in

one column are marked. Figure 6, line

number column 3, and character field

columns 1 and 6, show the method used

to eliminate columns with marking

errors.

Another handy feature is the ability to

mark the cards for multiple statement

lines. Marking the top four boxes of the

very last column allows any line number

statement to continue on the next card

CREATIVE COMPUTING
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In Language
Lies The Future.

rom mm we nave Apple Writer, Apple World and MusiComp.
His software was used by the Viking Mars
Lander team and other advanced
space programs.

For the past three years he has
applied himself to the developme.
of more efficient and powerful
computer languages to

help him with his work. .

These new languages
of the future are now \

available for your use \
exclusively from Insoft. \ -tC<SP&

See the new world of

programming from Insoft

at your Apple dealer.

Apple is a

registered trademark
of Apple Computt

259 Barnett Rd / Unit 3 / Medford. Or 97501 / (503) 779 2465

' Apple programming A

pi lad

Floating point

Transcendental functions
• Strings and arrays

res and Turtlegraphics
• Music

Far more compact and approachable than
FORTH II is both recursive and

Hired and easier to use than BASIC
'hree years in development, this high

mguage enables you to progr.v
far greater speed and conven-

han ever before possible.
TransFORTH II. A transformation in

computer programming Available today

Assembly Language Development
< Already the preferred assembler for

professional software develop'
• Object files to 18K
• Source files to 37K
• Cursor based screen editor
• Upper and lower case text entry

ted macro instructions

• Local, global and universal labels
• Comprehensive error trapping
The enormous file capacity of ALO System

,ou ol the ability to develop
virtually any imaginable software system
And you can do so with ease since ALD
System II edits with the simplicity ol a word
processor

ALD System II Powerful yet convenient
i choice of professionals

The best comes last. Both new
programs are available for the
Apple II or Apple III.
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Cardreaders, continued...

read. See Figure 6 for an example of the

indicator marking for multiple statement

lines which cancels the automatic return

and allows the use of another card for the

line number. This process may continue

up to 255 characters. See Figure 7, for

symbol location, symbols, and appropriate

marking method for Mountain Computer

cards.

The cards may also be used to input

hexadecimal data. The hex data is con-

verted to its binary equivalent, and then

the ones are marked on the card with

zeros remaining empty. Each column

represents 12 bit locations. Mountain

Computer states in the manual that this

form of data input may be used with any

computer and most any purpose when

interpreted by a program prepared by

you. I suggest if you are interested in this

use you check a manual at the nearest

dealer or contact Mountain Computer.

Data Entry

Entry of Basic programs is completed

in a similar manner with both readers.

The cards marked with Basic statements

are entered, and the statements are printed

on the monitor screen and entered into

RAM as the cards are read. An automatic

return is generated at the end of each

card.

The Mountain Computer reader does

require the initial card to be marked with

either PROGRAM to inform the card-

reader the program is in Applesoft, or

INT PROGRAM for integer. The PRO-

GRAM also generates an automatic NEW
and TEXT, and creates line REM PRO-

GRAM: to start your program.

Several methods are available for enter-

ing data into existing programs, all of

which are similar to those used from the

keyboard. One method is the use of a

FOR-NEXT loop. Depending on how the

loop is arranged, one data item or several

per card can be entered through the reader.

The number of cards used can be large if

only one data item per card is used. See

Figure 8 for sample FOR-NEXT loops for

data input.

One advantage of the Mountain Com-

puter cardreader for data entry is the

ability to use the keyboard and reader at

the same time. No IN#0 instruction is

required to disconnect the reader before

use of the keyboard is permitted. This

permits the use of the keyboard to RUN,
LIST and SAVE, programs. These com-

mands could be done through the reader,

but this feature does provide additional

flexibility to the overall system, and in

the classroom allows students to use the

keyboard for minor error correction. These

uses require little time and give the students

a chance for keyboard interaction.

The Chatsworth Data reader does not

allow the keyboard use until an IN#0

instruction is placed through the reader.

sriea. LOCATION
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character field

library field
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Figure 7. Outline of marking sequence for the Mountain Computer cards.

200 FOR 1=1 TO 10

210 INPUT A( I )

220 NEXT I

Input of one data variable per card usina a FOR-NEXT loop.

200 FOR 1=1 TO 27 STEP 3

210 INPUT A(I)»A( 1 + 1 >»A< 1+2)

220 NEXT I

Figure 8.
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the A2-GE1
Graphics Editor
forthe
Apple II

You bought your Apple for its graphics
capabilities. Now with th< A2-GE 1 you can
use those capabilities to the fullest

With Object Editor you can create whatever
objects you want in the colors of your choice.
You can also type in whatever 3D text you
want and in different sizes And saving an
object is as easy as naming it.

Then give the object names to Motion
Programmer and see how the beautifully laid

out keyboard controls will let you switch objects
on or off. animate them, or add upper or lower
case 2D text mixed right in. It's remarkably
easy

You can also record your entire presentation,
animation and all. for later use with Motion
Playback, or just take computer snapshots
of scenes with Slide Show Playback

The A2-GE1 Graphics Editor requires the
A2-3D1 or 3D2 and includes Object Editor
Motion Programmer Motion Playback and
Slide Show Playback It also includes a special
A2-3D2 interface for BASIC programmers.

See your dealer for a
demonstration.

Graphics power
forthe
non-programmer!

LOGIC
Communications Corp.
BoxV. Savoy. IL 61874
(217)359-8482
Telex: 206995

A2-GE1 Graphics Editor
$34.95 on disk (48K and
A2-3D1 required)

A2-3D2 Enhancement
for color and independent
object manipulation
$24.95 on disk (48K and
A2-3D1 required)

A2-3D1 Graphics Package A2-3D/A Saturn Navigator
$59 95 on disk (32K required) a 3D adventure program

$24 95 on disk (48K. A2-3D1

.

and Applesoft required)

PS or $5 for first class ma.
sa and Ma
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Cardreaders, continued...

CORRECT ANSWERS

1. A
2. B
3. C

24. B

25. A

26. C

STUD. ANSW. RIGHT

0001
0002

ABCAABCCCC 29
CBCCCBBCCA 29

STUDENT i.

* CORRECT t URONC AUG.

35 22%

ITEM ANALYSIS

3
10

ITEMS
MISSED

I * 7 10
II 12 13 15

NUMBER OF PUPILS! 19

TOP SCORE 139
UPPER QUARTILE:33

MEDIAN:29
LOWER QUARTILE:26

BOTTOM SCORE: 18

MEANt29.37
ST ANDARD DEV I AT I ON : 5 .

1

ITEM *

1

2
3

* CORRECT I URONC

2
2
2

2
2
2

7. CORRECT

50
50
50

7.

X
7.

SUMMARY OF TEST SCORES

TEST SCORE * OF TESTS

ITEM ANALYSIS

19
10
9
7

THE MEAN TEST SCORE IS 11.25
THE STANDARD DEVIATION IS 4.60298816

QUESTION

1

2
3

DIFFICULTY DISCRIMINATION

72
100
72

33

33 Figure 9. Sample outputfrom test scoring programs.

Mountain Computer left. Chatsworth Data above.

Test Scoring

Both companies supply a test scoring

program which is very helpful to the

educator. Special test cards allow for a

multiple choice test with five possible

choices (A-E) for each question. Both

packages have similar statistics to sum-

marize results. See Figure 9, for a sample

of the test scoring results.

The Mountain Computer scoring pro-

gram will sort the student identification

numbers before printing them, thus pro-

viding a list to follow the grade book.

This program, as written provides only

hardcopy from a printer.

The Chatsworth program gives a listing

of scores by student identification number

in the order of entry. This program provides

only for CRT display, but has the added

feature of allowing a teacher-generated

response for each missed question. This

option would be very useful for a computer

managed instruction unit, if hardcopy were

possible. The differences are minor and

the programs can be changed to suit your

needs if you have a little Applesoft pro-

gramming experience.

Compatibility

The Mountain Computer reader is

designed to operate with an Apple Com-
puter and the Apple version of Basic,

however, it should be remembered that

the use of the hex data entry mode allows

for use with other computers. The Chats-

worth reader is available with interfaces

for Apple. PET, and TRS-80.

Overall Performance
I have used the Chatsworth reader for

two years in my classroom to teach a unit

on computer programming. The instrument

has been reliable, but has presented

problems. One is the consistency of reading

marks, which I believe to be directly

involved with the method of sensing. The

small needles actually rub across the card

and thus remove some of the graphite.

This results in the card being correct on

one reading and possibly wrong on the

next. The second drawback is the marking

of cards of the Chatsworth. For example,

the statement PRINT'HI" requires the

student to make appropriate marks for

each letter and symbol of the statement.

This can result in the student concentrating

more on the marking of cards than on

programming.
Mountain Computer has solved both of

these problems. The optical sensing method

seems to be better since it allows the use

of marking media other than pencils, and

eliminates problems arising from rubbing

off the mark, especially if markers are

28

used. As a test, I entered a short program

of three cards marked with a black magic

marker. The cards were still being read

correctly on the 20th trial.

The method used to mark the cards for

the Mountain Computer seems to be easier

for student to use. The statement of PRINT
"HI" requires only one mark for the word

PRINT. This greatly simplifies the card

marking process for students. Also, the

stacking of cards in the rack plus the

ability to use the keyboard and Mountain

Computer reader interchangeably without

any I/O commands provides great flexibility

for error correction and entry of direct

commands.

Cost
Chatsworth Data is presently advertising

their card reader, AC/DC converter, and

interface at $750. Programming card cost

on my last order was $25/1000. The Moun-

tain Computer reader is $1 195 and requires

a serial interface. The Mountain Computer

programming and testing cards are

$16/1000.

Chatsworth Data Corporation, 20710

Lassen St., Chatsworth, CA 91311. (213)

341-9200.

Mountain Computer, Inc., 300 El Pueblo,

Scotts Valley, CA 95066. (408) 438-6650.
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Radio Shack-
Dedicated to Bringing

die Foil Potential

Ofthe TRS-80 to

Your Classroom!

Courseware Development

Building the world's most popular
computer was a "natural" for Radio
Shack, a firm with over 60 years of
experience in electronics. But devel-
oping courseware — computer pro-
grams designed to teach— presented
a special challenge.

To meet this challenge, we involved
the experts— teachers, administrators
and curriculum specialists in the
schools. Our Educational Product
Development Department established
field test sites at several locations,
including Rosemont. Minnesota, Port-
land, Oregon and San Antonio, Texas
to evaluate courseware under actual
classroom conditions.

Just a few of the programs that have
been field-tested and are available
now are K-8 Math, AIphaKey, 1*

Advanced Graphics and Part I: Intro-
duction to BASIC. Additional packages
scheduled for the very near future
include Color Math, Euclid Geometry
Tutor, and TRS-80 PILOT Plus, an
author language system.
Our wide selection of available

courseware and ongoing develop-
ment of innovative hardware make
TRS-80 the logical choice for educators.

Several states, including North Car-
olina, Kentucky and Florida, have

shown us their confidence by choos-
ing to use the TRS-80 in their schools.
Compare Radio Shack's educator-
written and field-tested courseware
with anything else on the market and
you too will see what a difference qual-
ity courseware can make!

Special Services

Radio Shack Education Division also
makes available a variety of special
services to educators:

National Bid Department in Fort
Worth, Texas gives prompt attention to
school bids and offers the best possi-
ble price quotations on quantity pur-
chases of TRS-80 equipment and
courseware.

National Lease Department, also in
Fort Worth, can put the TRS-80 in your
classrooms with terms that meet
almost any budget.

Scholarship for Teachers Program
addresses the question of computer
literacy through free training classes for
educators.

Service Contracts allow educators to
budget exact operating costs from year
to year.

New TRS-80 Hardware

Our new enhanced Network 2 Con-
troller brings convenience and versatil-

ity to your TRS-80 classroom. It

connects up to sixteen Model Is,
Model Ill's or Color Computers to a sin-

gle "host" system, and allows simul-
taneous transfer of programs to the
student systems, quickly and reliably.

Radio /hack The biggest name in
little computers^

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION • OVER 7500 LOCATIONS IN 40 COUNTRIES

Of course, there are other reasons
why you should investigate TRS-80:

Low Cost— Radio Shack has made the
TRS-80 a realistic investment for
schools, at a cost per student hour that
has never before been possible.

Availability— The TRS-80 and its

accessories are available through our
7500 outlets worldwide.

Service— Radio Shack has a network
of Service Centers across the country
that can handle repairs quickly and
efficiently

For more information, visit your
local Radio Shack store or Computer
Center or return the coupon, today!

| Mail to:

I Radio Shack, Education Division,
DjPtte*-^, 1300 One Tandy Center,
Fort Worth, Texas 76102

NAM:

TITLE

SCHCXX OR DISTRICT

ADORESS

CITY

1 )

STATE

ZIP TELEPHONE
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Word
Processing
Printer

The Xymec HY-Q 1000

C. A. Johnson

Some years ago, I was a full-time,

professional writer. In the late 1940's and

early 1950's the pulp paper magazines

went the way of the dinosaurs, and just as

mysteriously. Not so mysteriously, 1 gained

a wife and recall into military service to

help in the Korean police action. My career

was thus interrupted, and 1 failed to make

the transition into non-fiction. 1 found

myself in a new career which consumed

most of my creative energies, and it was

over twenty years before I picked up my

typewriter seriously again.

After many years away from the type-

writer I found my few typing skills were

lost, and a touch of arthritis was making

it nearly impossible to develop any real

proficiency again.

Then I heard about word processing

systems and investigated them with enthu-

siasm. My enthusiasm dimmed quickly

when 1 examined the price tags. It appeared

that word processing was out of my
reach.

Then I discovered personal computers,

and soon bought my 16K Level II TRS-80

and a word processing program. Although

1 did not have upper and lower case, or a

printer, I found it worthwhile to write my
first draft and polish it on the computer.

Rewriting, reorganizing, inserting, moving

or deleting text was both simple and fast.

I began to wonder how 1 had managed to

get along without word processing as long

as I had. It was still necessary to type the

final copy from the text on the computer

monitor. It was not as desirable as printing

out my copy directly, but it did allow me
to increase my output significantly.

Soon. I started the painful process of

trying to select the proper printer for my
application.

My big break came when one of my
friends bought a Xymec Daisy Wheel

printer (computer interfaced Olivetti ET-

201 Memory Typewriter). I made the

necessary arrangements with him and

C. A. Johnson. -V>I9 Suuarhill Df- San Ann.nin.

TX 78230.

bought a Radio Shack upper/lower case

modification and Scripsit. Our arrangement

was both beneficial to me and profitable

to him. 1 would prepare my article on my
TRS-80 and take him a diskette copy for

printing. My volume increased again.

Outwardly, the Xymec looks like a

sophisticated business typewriter with 18

additional switches and keys. Even without

a computer, the Xymec is an intelligent

typewriter, and that can be a life-saver if

yourCPU is in the shop. With a computer,

nearly all the special features are accessible

using relatively simple "escape sequences."

(In Basic, for example, E$=CHR$(27)+
"A4":LPRINT E$ will turn on the reverse

image print — white on black).

The Xymec looks like a
sophisticated business

typewriter with 18
additional switches

and keys.

It prints at the rate of 25 characters per

second, and has a switch-selectable choice

of ten. twelve, or fifteen pitch, or propor-

tional spacing. The daisy wheel is easily

replaced for changing type sizes or styles.

There are several automatic functions,

such as right justification, automatic

carriage return, line counting to end of

page, and printing in either normal, bold

face, underlined, bold-underlined, or

reverse image. Scripsit provides for right

justification and line counting, so 1 found

little use for those features in the printer.

I encountered no problem in hooking

it up to my system. I just plugged it into

the parallel port and it worked. I was
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pleased to find that it came with four

print wheels (one for each pitch) and a

carbon ribbon (nylon, correctable, and

high yield carbon ribbons are readily

available). It is necessary, however, to

buy the Centronics 779-compatible printer

cable from Radio Shack. The TRS-80 uses

the parallel connection, but the Xymec

can be bought with either an IEEE or RS-

232 interface, as required.

There are 27 different type styles avail-

able as stand accessories. It is curious.

but none of them with a standard alphabet

has the symbols for "greater than" or "less

than." which are required for program

listings and mathematical formulae. Since

they are used so frequently in computer

applications, those symbols should be

provided as standard on a printer designed

for computer use. I called this to the

attention of the Xymec representative,

but was told that Olivetti had no plans to

market a daisy wheel with those symbols.

A print wheel with those characters can

be custom ordered at a premium of $50

over the regular print wheel price (total

$82).

The Xymec has given us good, reliable

service. My friend's part-time word pro-

cessing business keeps it running the better

part of 20 hours each week, and it has

been in use at that rate for over ten months

without trouble of any kind.

Using the printer in conjunction with

CompuServe, I have had occasional loss

of characters which showed on the screen,

but did not get printed out. 1 am not sure

whether that is actually a fault of the

printer, since in the many months of using

the printer with Scripsit. there have been

only two instances in which a character

failed to print.

Overall. 1 have been pleased with its

perfoimance. I recommend it highly for

conventional word processing applications,

and consider it well worth the $2650 price

tag.

Xymec. Inc.. 17905 Sky Park Circle.

Suite J. Irvine, CA 92714. D
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Take Your Cue FromVista .

.

When it comes to Apples, take your cue
from Vistas A800 Eight-Inch Floppy Disk
Controller. The A800 offers a cost-efficient
approach to software compatible disk
memory expansion for your Apple II computer
The A800 Controller enables Apple II users to
access up to five megabytes of online storage
through conventional disk operating (DOS)
commands.

The Control and DMA Logic provides high speed
( 1 microsecona per byte) transfer of data from
the disk drive directly to the Apple II memory
without processor intervention. Plus, the Phase-
Locked Loop Data Separator provides the
ultimate in data reliability

AND THERE'S MORE.
The controller is compatible with the most
popular disk operating
systems for the .«

Sure
Shot.

Apple II computer. It also interfaces to all

Shugart ANSI Standard Eight-Inch Floppy Disk
Drives The A8QO provides complete IBM for-

density modes.

THE HOT SHOT AT A COOL PRICE.
The A800 is reasonably priced at S595. A

price you cant beat when you compare its

guality and performance.

CALL YOUR SHOTS.
Vista offers you a complete line of peripheral

eguipment to maximize the capabilities of
your Apple system including: High capacity Mini-

floppy Disk Drives, the Vista Music Machine 9
and the Vista Model ISO Type Ahead Buffer In

addition. Vista offers a line of advanced
components fully compatible with the

TRS-80" and S- lOO based
computers.

CIRCLE 263 ON READER SERVICE CARD

%/SffSfc
Computer

ff I9IH Company
131 7 E. Edinger Avenue
Santa Ana. CA92705

(714)953-0523

Call Toll Free 800-854-801

7

Apple II is a registered trademark of Apple Computers Inc
TRS 80 is a trademark of Radio Shack. A Tandy Co.



TWELVE STRONG
HEATH/ZENITHYOUR

Pick a strong partner
A computer purchase is the beginning of a long term

partnership between you and the people you buy from.

Your ongoing need for software and accessories re-

quires a partner who will stand by you with a growing

line of products. And nowhere will you find a more com-

plete line of hardware, software and accessories than

at your Heathkit Electronic Center. Here are twelve

strong reasons to make Heath/Zenith your partner.

1. The All-in-One Computer
The heart of the Heath/Zenith line is the stand-alone

89 Computer. It's a complete system with built-in 5 1/4-mch

floppy disk drive, professional keyboard and keypad,

smart video terminal, two Z80 microprocessors, and

two RS-232C serial I/O ports. It comes with 16K RAM,

expandable to 64K.

2. Peripherals

These include the popular Heath IZenith

19 Smart Video Terminal, loaded with

professional features. And the 14 Line

Printer, priced as low as $495. Other

printer brands are on display,

including high-

speed, typewriter-^*

quality printers. ««^,

3. Software
Word processing, includes reliable, easy-to-use

Zenith Electronic Typing and powerful, full-featured

WORDSTAR.
Small Business Programs, feature General Ledger and

Inventory Control.

HUG, Heath Users' Group, offers members a library of

over 500 low-cost programs for home, work or play.

4. Programming Languages

___^£^ For your own custom programs,

Microsoft languages are

|^H available in BASIC (compiler

I^HvftS and interpreter), FORTRAN

QJH J*T and COBOL.

5. Operating Systems
Three versatile systems give you the capability to per-

form your specific tasks.

CPIM by Digital Research makes your system com-

patible with thousands of popular CP/M programs.

UCSD P-System with Pascal is a complete program

development and execution environment.

HDOS, Heath Disk Operating System gives you a

sophisticated, flexible environment for program

construction, storage and editing.

6. Utility Software

Expand the performance range of your computer with

a broad selection of utility tools, including the best of

Digital Research and the complete line of innovative

Softstuff products.

7. Disk Systems
The 8-inch Heath/Zenith 47

Dual Disk System adds over 2

megabytes of storage to your

89 Computer. Diskettes are

standard IBM 3740 format, double-sided,

double-density.

The 5V*-inch 87 Dual Disk System adds

200K bytes of storage to your 89. Both

disk systems feature read/write protec-

tion and easy plug-in adaptability.

8. Self-Study Courses

Learn at your own pace

with Programming
Courses that teach you

to write and run your own
programs in Assembly,

BASIC, Pascal or

COBOL.
A course on Computer Concepts

for Small Business gives you

the understanding to eval-

uate the ways a computer

can benefit your business.

Personal Computing is a

complete introduction to

the fundamentals for the

novice. Every Heathkit/

Zenith course is pro-

fessionally designed

for easy, step-by-

step learning.

'*~^&

All Heath IZenith

Computer Products

are available completely

assembled and tested for

commercial use. Or in easy
to-build. money-saving kits



REASONS10 MAKE
COMPUTER PARTNER

9. Expansion Options
Communicate with the outside world through a Three-
port EIA RS-232C Serial Interface.

Expand RAM to 64K with easy-to-install expansion
chips.

10.Accessories
Your Heathkit Electronic Center has the

latest in modems, black-and-white and
color video monitors, computer furniture

and a full line of supplies, accessories, books
and parts.

11. Service
No one stands by you like Heath/Zenith
We help you get your system up and
running smoothly. Service is avail

able from trained technicians,
over the phone or at one of 56
Heathkit Electronic Centers.

nith .^Bmf
12. Value
Your money buys you more because
Heath/Zenith prices are among the industry's most
competitive. Make your own comparison and find out
how much you can save.

Complete, integrated computer hardware and soft-
ware, designed to serve you and to grow with you

- that's what to look for in a strong partner. And
with Heath/Zenith you get it all under

one roof.

All at your
Heathkit Electronic
Center
Pick the store nearest you
from the list at right. And
stop in today for a demon-
stration of the Heath/Zenith
89 Computer System. If you
can't get to a store, send
$1.00 for the latest Heathkit*
Catalog and the new Zenith
Data Systems Catalog of
assembled commercial
computers. Write to

Heath Co., Dept. 355-826,
Benton Harbor, Ml 49022.

Visit Your Heathkit Electronic Center*
where Heath/Zenith Products are displayed, sold and serviced.

PHOENIX, AZ
2727 W Indian School Rd
602-279-6247

ANAHEIM, CA
330 E Ball Rd
714-776-9420

CAMPBELL. CA
2350 S BascomAve
408-377-8920

EL CERRIT0. CA
6000 Potrero Ave
415-236-8870

LA MESA. CA
8363 Center Or
714-461-0110

LOS ANGELES. CA
2309 S Flower St
213-749-0261

POMONA, CA
1555 N Orange Grove Ave
714-623-3543

REDWOOD CITY. CA
2001 Middletield Rd
415-365-8155

SACRAMENTO. CA
1860 Fulton Ave
916-486-1575

WOODLAND HILLS, CA
22504 Ventura Blvd
213-883-0531

DENVER. CO
5940 W 38th Ave
303-422-3408

AV0N.CT
395 W Main St (Rt 44)
203-678-0323

HIALEAH, FL
4705 W 16th Ave
305-823-2280

PLANTATION. FL
7173 W Broward Blvd
305-791-7300

TAMPA, FL
4019 W Hillsborough Ave
813-886-2541

ATLANTA, GA
5285 Roswell Rd
404-252-4341

CHICAGO. IL

3462-66 W Devon Ave
312-583-3920

downersgrove.il
224 0gdenAve
312-852-1304

INDIANAPOLIS. IN

2112 E 62nd Si
317-257-4321

MISSION. KS
5960 Lamar Ave
913-362-4486

LOUISVILLE. KY
12401 Shelbyville Rd
502-245-7811

KENNER. LA
1900 Veterans
Memorial Hwy.
504-467-6321

BALTIMORE. MD
1713E JoppaRd
301-661-4446

R0CKVILLE, MO
5542 Nicholson Lane
301-881-5420

PEAB0DY. MA
242AndoverSt
617-531-9330

WELLESLEY. MA
165 Worcester Ave
617-237-1510

DETROIT. Ml
18645 W Eight Mile Rd
313-535-6480

E. DETROIT. Ml
18149 E Eight Mile Rd
313-772-0416

HOPKINS. MN
101 Shady Oak Rd
612-938-6371

ST. PAUL. MN
1645 White Bear Ave
612-778-1211

BRIDGET0N.M0
3794McKelveyRd
314-291-1850

OMAHA, NE
9207 Maple St
402-391-2071

ASBURY PARK. NJ
1013 State Hwy 35
201-775-1231

FAIR LAWN, NJ
35-07 Broadway (Rt 4)
201-791-6935

AMHERST. NY
3476 Sheridan Dr
716-835-3090

JERICHO. L.I. NY
15 Jericho Turnpike
516-334-8181

ROCHESTER. NY
937 Jefferson Rd
716-424-2560

N. WHITE PLAINS. NY
7 Reservoir Rd
914-761-7690

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice

CLEVELAND, OH
28100 Chagrin Blvd
216-292-7553

COLUMBUS. OH
2500 Morse Rd
614-475-7200

TOLEDO. OH
48 S Byrne Rd
419-537-1887

WOOOLAWN.OH
10133 Springfield Pike
513-771-8850

OKLAHOMA CITY. OK
2727 Northwest
Expressway
405-848-7593

FRAZER, PA
630 Lancaster Pike
(Rt 30)
215-647-5555

PHILADELPHIA, PA
6318 Roosevelt Blvd
215-288-0180

PITTSBURGH. PA
3482 Wm Penn Hwy
412-824-3564

WARWICK. Rl
558 Greenwich Ave
401-738-5150

DALLAS. TX
2715 Ross Ave
214-826-4053

HOUSTON. TX
1704 W Loop N
713-869-5263

SAN ANTONIO. TX
7111 Blanco Road
512-341-8876

MIDVALE. UT
58 East 7200 South
801-566-4626

ALEXANDRIA. VA
6201 Richmond Hwy
703-765-5515

VIRGINIA BEACH. VA
1055 Independence Blvd
804-460-0997

SEATTLE. WA
505 8th Ave N
206-682-2172

TUKWILA.WA
15439 53rd Ave S
206-246-5358

MILWAUKEE. Wl
5215 W Fond du Lac
414-873-8250

'Units ol Ver,technology
Electronics Corporation in

the US

HEATH/ZENITH

Your strong partner



Hi-Res Soccer

JUST TOR

KICKS
Dale Archibald

creative computing

SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Hi-Res Soccer

Type: Sports

System: 48K Apple II or II Plus

and one disk drive. DOS 3.2

and 3.3

Formal: Graphics

Language: Machine

Summary: Man meets machine and

learns humility

Price: $29.95

Manufacturer:

On-Line Systems

36575 Mudge Ranch Rd.

Coarsegold.CA 93614

I never expected to see a computer

game this good— at least not so soon.

Designed by Jay Sullivan (who also designed

Hi-Res Football for On-Line). this game is

a screamer. Rather, it's a cusser. especially

when one of the strikers sends the ball

floating toward your net and you send

the goalie in the wrong direction.

Sullivan has designed it so that each

player controls the movements of eight

soccer players with the game paddles.

The angle of an arrow drawn on the paddle

determines the direction in which a figure

runs. So your figures are constantly

Dale Archibald. 1817 Third Ave. N.. Minneapolis.

MN 55405.

scrambling across the screen. I should

have such boundless energy.

The player in the green jersey dribbled

the ball down the field, deftly evading the

rushes and lunges of his purple-clad

opponents. At the last second, faking a

kick to draw the goalie toward him. he

passed the ball to a teammate who drove

it between the bars for a score.

The player who has the ball dribbles it

with his feet. The paddle setting also

controls the direction of the kick— in one

of 28 directions. With a little practice,

you learn how to pass the ball back and

forth between players; how to fake the

goalie out; how to carom a pass into the

goal off the sidelines in the beginner's

game; where to have your goalie put a

goal kick; and how to keep from being

demolished by the Apple team in solitaire

games.
To simulate balls being kicked into the

air. some kicks can't be caught

immediately: a rebound off the solitaire

goalie delays one second, as does a throw-

in when the ball is kicked out of bounds

to the top or bottom (advanced game

only). A corner kick occurs when a team

kicks the ball out of bounds on the side of

the field on which its goal is located; the

opposing team gets to kick it in from the

corner, with a two second delay. Finally,

a goalie can kick with a two-and-a-half

second delay if the opposing team kicks

the ball out of bounds on his side.

There are three levels of play when
two people play, one for solitaire play. At

the beginner level, the ball bounces off

all four sides of the field. For intermediates
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it bounces off the top and bottom but

goes out of bounds to left and right, and

in advanced play the ball can go out of

bounds anywhere.

On color sets, the players are green

and purple. On black and white, they're

gray vs. black and white stripes.

It's hilarious to see the players run

headlong across the field, steal the ball

away from each other and intercept passes.

The goalie even glides to catch the ball

between his legs on attempted scores.

Don't expect to get the hang of it right

away, either. I've been beaten by scores

of 42 to 14. 24 to 6. etc. It took me several

days of practice before I finally beat the

game 5 to 3.

The game is divided into two halves of

any length up to 45 minutes. The one bad

thing about it is that there is no way to get

a time-out to answer the telephone or any

other call. d
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Everybody's making money
selling microcomputers.

Somebodys going to make money
servicing them.

NewNN Home Study Course Shows You How to Make Money Servicing, Repairing
and Programming Personal and Small Business Computers

*^^'

Seems like every time you turn around, somebody
comes along with a new computer for home or business
use. And what's made it all possible is the amazing
microprocessor, the tinv little chip that's a computer
in itself.

I sing this new technology, the industry is offering

compact, affordable computers that handle things like

payrolls, billing, imentory. and other jobs for businesses
of every size.

. perform household functions including
budgeting, environmental systems control, indexing
recipes. And thousands of hobbyists are already

owners, experimenting and developing their

own programs.

Growing Demand for

Computer Technicians
This is only one of the growth factors influencing

the increasing opportunities for qualified computer
technicians. The IS. Department of Labor proiects over
a 100% increase in |ob openings for the decade through
19*5. Most of them new jobs created by the expanding
world of the computer

Learn at Home
in Your Spare Time

NRI can train you for this exciting, rewarding
field. Train you at home to service not onlv micro-

computers, but word processors and data terminals,

too. Train you at your convenience, with clearly

written "bite-size" lessons that you do evenings

or weekends, without going to classes or quitting

your present job.

Your training is built around the latest model of
the world's most popular computer. It's the amazing
TRS-80™ Model III. with capabilities and features to

perform a host of personal and business functions. No
other small computer has so much software available for
it. no other is used and relied on by so many people And
it's yours to keep for personal or business use

You get plenty of practical experience. Using the

NRI Discovery Lab* that also comes as pan of your
course, you build and stud) circuits ranging from the
simplest to the most advanced You analyse and trou-

bleshoot using the professional Beckmati LCD digital

multimeter you keep to use later in your work. Then you
use the lab and meter to actually access the interior of
your computer build special circuits and write pro-

grams to control them. You "see" your computer at

work and demonstrate its power.

Become the Complete
Computer Person

You're also trained in writing

and debugging both BASIC and advanced
machine language programs . gain hands-on expe-
rience in the operation and application of computers
to business and personal jobs. You're trained to

become the fully rounded, new breed of technician
who can interface with the operational, programming,
and service facets of today's computers. You're ready to

take your place in the new electronic age.

Other
Opportunities

NRI has been giving am
bitious people new electronic

skills since 1914. Today's offer-

ings also include TV Audio

Video Systems servicing with

training on our exclusive

computer-programmable
25" diagonal color TV

Communications Electronics

for servicing and Installing

^ microwave, broadcast.

CB. radar, etc and
other state-of-the-art

courses.

Rush coupon for Free Catalog...
No Salesman Will Call

Send the coupon for our 100-page catalog showing
all courses with equipment and complete lesson plans
There's no obligation other than to yourself. See how
NRI an help you grow with the most exciting and
important new field of the 80s. If coupon has been
removed, please write to NRI Schools. 3939 Wisconsin
Ave Washington. DC 20016.

NRI Schools

McGraw-Hill Continuing

Education Center

3939 Wisconsin Avenue

Washington, DC. 20016

We'll give you tomorrow.

NO SALESMAN WILL CALL.
Please check for one free catalog only

D Computer Electronics including

Microcomputers

Color TV; Audio, and Video Svstem
Servicing

Electronics Design Technology

D Digital Electronics

Communications Electronics • FCC
Licenses • Mobile CB • Aircraft • Marine

Basic Electronics

D Small Engine Servicing

D Appliance Servicing

D Automotive Servicing

D Auto Air Conditioning

D Air Conditioning, Heating,

Refrigeration, & Solar Technology

D Building Construction

(Please Prim)
Aff

I

Cits Stale/Zip

Accredited by the Accrediting Commission of the National Home Studs Council 175-101
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SPORTS

Clockwise from lower left. John White. Bob Callan. Peter

Fee. Owen Linderholm. and unidentifiedfriend.

Owen Linderholm andJohn White

We recently received the Indoor Soccer

module from Texas Instruments and being

diligent, as we are, we immediately dropped

the fun things we do around here, such as

converting from the TRS-80 to the Atari,

and put the game through its paces. Before

too much time had passed, an Indoor

Soccer Tournament had been scheduled.

As they say, it's no picnic.

As word of this prestigious tournament

spread, a number of All Stars signed up.

The participants were Bouncing Bob
Callan, Peter "Pele" Fee, the grizzled

English veteran Owen "Legs" Linderholm.

Jumping John White. Dave "Rock'em"

Rogers. Giorgio Sternecker, and Dynamic

Dave Lubar, who is odds-on favorite to

win at any computer game we play.

Just the fact that we held a tournament

with this game says something. It is, in

fact, a heck of a lot of fun. The best way

to describe it. however, is to let the winner

of the tournament speak his mind. This

interview took place in the locker room

of T.I. Stadium, located within the spacious

confines of our Software Development

Center, and was conducted by that notable

sports reporter, Warner W. Cosell.

W.C.: Hello again, everyone, this is

Warner W. Cosell. speaking of sports.

I'm here in beautiful downtown Morris

Plains, where I have just witnessed a battle

of monumental proportions. After scouring

the world and even looking in the back

room of our warehouse, the organizers of

this tournament invited a few top athletes

to compete in the first annual T.I. Indoor

creative compattnff

SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Indoor Soccer

Type: Sports Game

System: Tl 99/4

Format: Plug-in Rom Module

Language: Machine code (9900)

Summary: Fantastic

Price: $29.95

Manufacturer:

Texas Instruments Inc.

P.O. Box 5012

Dallas. TX 75222

Soccer Tournament. The athletes all

declined, so they dug up some of the

characters who work at Creative Com-
puting. After many gruelling matches.

Jumping John White emerged as the

winner.

First of all, congratulations on a hard

won victory. To what do you attribute

your success?

J.W.: I was better than the rest.

W.C.: Seriously, though, how would

you summarize this tournament?

J.W.: Well, almost all of the matches

were close. Aside from Bouncing Bob,

"Rock'em" Rogers and the great "Pele".

everyone was pretty equal.

W.C.: Would you care to explain some

of the details of the game?
J.W.: Yes.

W.C.: Would you elaborate on that?

J.W.: Since we didn't have the remote

wire controllers, we had to use the key-

board controls, but they were surprisingly

good apart from being a bit too close

together for comfortable play. The controls

manipulate a "Control Player." while the

rest of the team operates independently

under computer control. By attempting a

tackle, one can switch Control Players.

W.C.: How about passing?

J.W.: Once the Control Player passes

the ball, the receiver becomes the Control

Player. This can set up some interesting

passes off the walls and some tricky bank

shots can be made.

W.C.: What I really wanted to know is

whether you had any difficulty controlling

the ball in passing and shooting. Could

you tell our viewers about that?

J.W.: With a bit of practice you can be

accurate on the great majority of kicks

unless you are like "Pele" Fee. who is a

bit of a slow learner.

W.C.: Judging from the tournament

results this is a high scoring, offensive

game and you're one of the most offensive

players I've seen.

J.W.: I'm not quite sure how to take

that remark, but actually I pride myself

on my defense. I get as much of a thrill

out of a nice interception or a good tackle

as I get out of a goal. Interceptions are

made by moving one of your players into

the path of the ball. Except for the

occasional fumble, he then gains control

of the ball. Tackles are harder and involve

36 CREATIVE COMPUTING



Alone in your spacecraft, you are exploring an uncharted area when your Tactical Display Screen suddenly blossoms withgigantic moving objects. It would be bad enough if they were ordinary asteroids, but their size and behavio °lll you the!are much worse-huge chunks of deadly antimatter, capable of destroying your ship on contact!
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' and at ,ne same ,ime 8,i" ,ne '"cessant ticking of the time bombs' WithSPACE ROCKS you can try. It s a realtime arcade game with sound effects to enhance the action. One or two plavers cancompete, and there are five levels of difficulty to keep up the challenge as your skills increase.

Order SPACE ROCKS today for your TRS40* model I or III. Available on 16K tape or 32K disk versions for just $19.95.

ACORN PROGRAMS ARE AVAILABLE AT FINE COMPUTER STORES EVERYWHERE

TENPINS

By John Allen

A realtime action game with 3-D
graphics and sound, TENPINS
brings the thrill of champion-
ship bowling to your TRS-80*

From one to four players parti-

cipate, and the program senses
the skill of each player. Begin-
ners can simply "roll" the ball

while more skilled players can
vary the ball's force, direction,

and spin.

TENPINS even has factors to
simulate imperfections in the
lanes, adding even more real-

ism. Available for only $14.95
for 16K tape version, $20.95 for
32K disk.

l:
n
:Y:
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PINBALL

By John Allen

Get your flipper fingers ready
for action in this realtime,
machine language game.

Lots of sound and flashing
graphics make this fast action
game so much like the real

thing that you'll have to remind
yourself not to shake your
TRS-80. Choose from five play-

ing speeds to match your skill.

Can you beat your friends'
scores? Will you avoid the infa-

mous "Bermuda Square?" Get
PINBALL today and find out.

For TRS-80* model I or III. Just
$14.95 for the 16K tape version
or $20.95 on disk (32K).

.1*.«,««-

INVADERS
FROM
SPACE

By Carl Miller

A fast machine language ap-
proach to this classic (and
addictive) space game. The
aliens drop bombs, move around,
and try to overrun your bases.

You choose the speed, enemy
bomb frequency and accuracy,
and how many shots and bases
you have. Unlike other games of
this type, you can move your
base and simultaneously fire at
the invaders. Fun for all ages
and skill levels, it has full sound
effects for even more excitement.

Available for TRS-80* model I or
III. Only $14.95 on 16K tape ver-

sion or $20.95 on 32K disk.

(202) 544-4259

*• n
Software Products, Inc.

634 North Carolina Avenue. S.E.. Washington. D C 20003

•Trademark ot Tandy Corp.

ALL ACORN ENTERTAINMENT
SOFTWARE SUPPLIED FOR
TRS-80* MODELS I & ///

MAIL ORDERS: Include $2 00 shipping & handling
(DC residents add 6% sales tax)

CHARGE CARD CUSTOMERS: Call (202) 544-4259
for fastest service.
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The only thing you
can do with a baked
Apple is eat it.

The more you stuff your Apple B~ with plug-in

boards, the more of a chance it has to overheat

And once that happens, it won't do anybody any

good. Your program bombs and you start losing

time and money.
The solution? Simple. Take two minutes to install

the Dana Industries fan in the back of your Apple,

and you'll practically never have to

worry about overheating again.

So pick up the Dana industries

fan at your local

computer store.

And your Apple

will have a long and
fruitful life.

"Apple II is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

CIRCLE 196 ON READER SERVICE CARD

We don't plav hard to get
f gtaooa; it

oocaoaa jaBogo^fgDoca
\gCM$& «BSrja»«a

Fast reliable delivery

of personal computer

software programs.

If you have an Apple or TRS-80
computer, Minnesota Software Inc. has

hundreds of programs — in stock and

available right now by mail order. <i_

Choose from entertainment, learning or home-application programs. All software

is immediately available and features a money back guarantee.

TO GET A COPY OF OUR NEW CATALOG. CONTACT JOHN WEST.

PHONE 612/42&0916. SOURCE- TCH122. MICRONET - 70040,555. OR DROP

US A NOTE.

MINNESOTA SOFTWARE, INC.
5422 Fisher St. White Bear Lake. MN 55110 «^. Atah c»
Apple a a registered trademark of Apple Computers TRSJsO is a registered trademark til Radio Shack. A landy Lorp.
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Sports Corner, continued...

good positioning as you attempt to kick

the ball while it is in the other player's

possession. You can succeed, fail or cause

both players to lose control of the ball,

depending on how skillful you are. The

danger of playing tough defense is the

potential for fouling. Giving away a penalty

kick is an almost certain goal for the

opposition. A good player can hammer

home a shot in either corner of the net.

W.C: Let's go to the videotape. A nice

feature of the game is that you can do an

instant replay of a goal. SWISH!!

J.W.: Nice goal!!

W.C: Now that I've conducted the

interesting part of the interview, let's go

to my colleague, Earnest Glifford. to hear

about the more mundane aspects of the

game. Earnest?

E.G.: Thank you. Warner. I was immed-

iately impressed at the beginning of the

game with the graphics and sound effects.

It is also multi-lingual, has time-outs, and

all the excitement of the real thing. The

game costs $29.95 from Texas Instru-

ments.

The main features are: keyboard or

joystick control: passing; tackling; inter-

ceptions; replays: timeouts; multi-lingual

capability (English. French. German. Italian

and Dutch); 3-D high-res graphics; goal-

kicks; penalty-kicks; free-kicks; blocking:

interceptions: and sound effects (crowd

noise, referee's whistle, musical encour-

agement).

Before signing off, let us have a moment

of silence for Giorgio Sternecker who
was kidnapped just prior to the start of

the tournament. He is now rumored to be

on the trading block, with California a

good bet. (a very short pause). ..and

now...

Thank you very much. John, nice having

you here with us at Channel 2001 Studios.

Now a break for a word from our sponsors.

Creative Comp

"Does thou love Hie? Then do not squander

time, for that is the stuff lite is made of."

Benjamin Franklin

CREATIVE COMPUTING
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THE

^ AT YOUR ^
FINGERTIPS

TellStar
for the Apple. II

Choose a date, lime and place on
Earth and let TellStar display the

Stars. Planets Sun. Moon and
fascinating Stellar Ob|ects in

High Resolution Graphics

With interactive commands.
TellStar enables you to easily

locate and identify stellar ob|ects

Right Ascension. Declination,

Azimuth. Elevation. Rise and Set

Times are presented adiusted for

precession Planetary data is calcu-

lated using Kepler s equations

Constellations are drawn before

your eyes Print High Resolution

Graphics displays on a Silentype

Scientific data can be printed on
any printer

A Calculation Utility is provided

for equatorial, ecliptic, horizontal,

and precession conversions

TellStar Level I on disk $39.95
Northern Hemisphere Star Tables

TellStar Level II on disk $79.95
Comprehensive 47 page manual
Northern Hemisphere Star Tables

Southern Hemisphere Star Tables

Messier Object Star Tables

Visit your local computer store tordem-
onstration or write for more information

City Zip

jq Information Unlimited
=—.^ Software, Inc.

"^u '^m 281 Arlington AvenueJ Berkeley. CA 94707—^™ (415) 525-9452
TrtStsr is • trademark ol Scttart Software Services

a a trademark of Apple Computers. Irtc

Hlidin9
David Lubar

J
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There are many ways to teach computer

literacy, ranging from traditional lectures

to hands-on courses where the software

does the teaching. Between these extremes

lies the area of audio-visual presentations

such as video tapes and film strips. If

done well, such presentations can be

valuable classroom tools; if done poorly,

they can be self defeating. Basic: An
Introduction to Computer Programming,

from The Center for Humanities, Inc., is

a slide presentation that is very well done.

This $159.50 kit comes with two carousels

of slides, two audio cassettes and two

long-playing records. A teacher's guide is

also included.

The cassette and record contain the

same narration, giving the teacher a choice

of equipment. Cassette is preferable since

the teacher can stop for discussions and

then resume at the correct point. The

slide changes are cued with an audible

tone, but the cassette can be used with

any automatic projection unit conforming

to the 1000-cycle standard.

The show starts with the story of a man
who finds a genie in a bottle. Told that he

can have a wish, he speaks his desire,

which is interpreted literally, producing

an amusing result. This opens the way for

a brief discussion of the requirements for

communication, especially communication

with computers. Soon, the student sees

examples of program statements, and has

received a painless introduction to the

Basic language. The first part of the

presentation covers simple commands such

as PRINT, LIST, GOTO, and IF-THEN.

The concept of a variable is also introduced

and explained. If presented without inter-

ruption, this segment lasts for 36 minutes.

By the end, most students should be able

to write simple programs and understand

listings of programs written by others.

Part two introduces the student to

flowcharting. This important technique is

a strong aid to logical thinking and. in

turn, an aid to developing a sound pro-

gramming style. More Basic statements,

such as READ, DATA, and INPUT, are

introduced, giving the student a full arsenal

of commands for programming. Part two

also steps through the complete develop-

ment of a program for determining batting

averages (perhaps a more universal appli-

<
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cation would have been better here). Rather

than jump right into the task, the student

first sees a simpler program that computes

an average for one player. After this, the

final program is constructed and ana-

lyzed.

The entire presentation earns high marks

for clear and effective material. The slides

are of professional quality, as are the voices

of the narrators. Drawings are interspersed

with slides of programming text, helping

to avoid a boring session.

While each part can be viewed without

interruption, there are many points where

the teacher can stop the audio and discuss

material or allow students to try their

own solutions to questions posed by the

presentation. The manual contains the

full narrative and marks those slides which

are designed with high contrast. These

slides can be viewed with the lights on,

allowing students to take notes, and

teachers to make sure everyone is paying

attention. The manual also contains a series

of exercises and answers, allowing the

teacher to extend the concepts beyond

the slide show.

On the technical side, the slides are in

two Kodak carousels. Each set is striped

with a color code, and each slide is

numbered, so accidental disorderings can

be easily corrected. The set comes with a

lifetime-replacement guarantee. Any por-

tion which is lost or damaged will be

replaced for free. This is a generous gesture

on the part of The Center for Humanities.

The package would make a fine addition

to any school's collection of audio visual

material.

For more information, contact The
Center for Humanities, Inc.. Communi-
cations Park, Box 1000, Mount Kisco.

NY 10549.

CREATIVE COMPUTING
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adventure program written
directly for Microcomputers
by a science fiction writer.
Now, Michael Berlyn, author m
of Crystal Phoenix and
Integrated Man transports
you to the truly distant, alien
world ofOo-Topos. It's an
original science fiction tale
programmed for adventure.
See your local software
dealer and discover Oo-Topos.
Requires DOS 3.3 Applesoft-'' in ROM
From

SENTIENT softOC1NIIC1N1 SOFTWARE
P.O. Box 4929, Aspen, Colorado 81612
(303) 925-9293

...deserves a top spot
in the realm

of adventuring."

— Softalk Magazine

Exclusively distributed by

4079Glena>
lelRey.CA 90291

(800)421-0980
In CA (213) 822-8933

1981 by Sentient Software, Inc. Design and Art by Graformations, Inc.



Introdttci:

quality print at matrix
For

speed

Until now, word processing output

was a slow, expensive proposition. You

could pay thousands for a slow, letter-

quality character printer. Or give up
print quality for matrix speed and price.

But that was before Paper Tiger" 460
offered you a better choice.

The new Paper Tiger 460 is the first

matrix printer with high-density dot

matrix characters plus high speed. At a

low price.

The secret? A unique nine-wire, stag-

gered matrix head provides overlap-

ping dots in both horizontal and
vertical planes. The result is

dense, high-quality characters

you'll be proud to show off.

What's more, Paper Tiger 460
gives you a combination of fea-

tures simply not available on any

other printer, at any price. Like

bi-directional, logic-seeking print

mg at speeds in excess of 1 50
characters per second. Micro-

processor electronics, with built-in diag-

nostics and self-test. Proportional spacing.

Automatic text justification. DotPlot™ high

Integral Data Systems stands rsi
performance printers Ideally su

printer, the IDS 460, offers feat

Automatic proportional spaoing
processing systems, plus the oat
resolution of 64 by 84 dots per

Paper Tiger 460 Print Sample

resolution graphics option. RS232 and paral-

lel interfaces. And more.

But its most important feature is high relia-

bility. Paper Tiger 460 is designed to be
tough and dependable. It has rugged,

stepper-motor head and paper drives.

A new rugged ballistic-type print head.

And its simple, chassis-mourjted

cartridge ribbon lasts up to four tijnes

longer than cassette or spool ribbpns.

Paper Tiger 460 is the one printer

that gives your Apple/ TRS-80,*or

other small business computer both

data processing and word process-

ing output. At a price you can afford.

Get your paws on Paper

Tiger 460, and join the ter$ of

thousands of satisfied Integral

Data Systems users. Forjthe

name of the Paper Tiger dealer

nearest you. Call us toll-free:

800-258-1 386. (In New Hamp-
shire, Alaska, and Hawaii, call

(603) 673-9100.) Or, write for

complete specifications. Integral

Data Systems Inc., Milford,

New Hampshire 03055.

Integral Data Systems, Inc.

•Suggested single unit US retail price

tApple is a trademark of Apple Computer Inc

*TR^80 is a trademark of Radio Shack, a division of Tandy Corp
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David H.Ahl
APF's Mathemagician is a teaching

calculator designed to help sharpen basic

or intermediate arithmetic skills. In addition

to being a calculator with all the basic

math functions, it plays games. The elec-

tronic games include: Number Machine,
Countin' On, Walk the Plank, Gooey
Gumdrop, Football and Lunar Lander.

Most of the games can be played by one
or two players and some are timed to test

skill levels. Of course, the Mathemagician
will let the player know if his answer is

right or wrong. Mathemagician features

an LED display, large keyboard, and plastic

overlays for each game.
The Number Machine game helps

younger players develop number recogni-
tion skills. The object of the game is to
key in the same number that is displayed
at the beginning of the round. Countin'
On is a counting game. The Mathemagician
will count by l*s or skip count by 2's, 3's,

4's, etc. You count along and then key in

the number when the counting stops. You
get a point each time you are right.

Walk the Plank is a guessing game.
You get three tries to guess the secret
number before you go "byby.". Gooey
Gumdrop is a game where the player
must locate a Gumdrop hidden in a 9
block by 9 block area of Gotham City
before it blows up. (Gooey Gumdrop is a
hand-held version of Hurkle.) Football is

a game of mathematics practice. When
you call a play the Mathemagician will

give you a problem. Answer correctly,
and the ball moves closer to the goal line.

If your answer is wrong, no gain. Good
play will eventually score a touchdown.
The rules are similar to regular football.

In Lunar Lander the player attempts to
land a rocketship on the moon safely.
The player starts out at an altitude of 300
feet in a LEM which is dropping toward
the surface of the moon at a speed of 20
feet per second. The player has 99 units
of fuel. The object is to select the right
amount of fuel on each burn (one per
second) to land safely.

Mathemagician, made by APF, has a
suggested retail price of $29.95. (For an
in-depth review, see Creative Computing,
March 1978.) D

APPLE DISK & MEMORY UTILITY

THE INSPECTOR
These utilities enable the user to examine data

both in the Apple's memory and on disks Simple

commands allow scanning through RAM and
ROM memory as well as reading, displaying and
changing data on disk

Read and rewrite sections of Random At «. ess files

Reconstruct a blown VTOC Weed out unwanted
control characters m CATAI (Xi listings

UnDELETE deleted files or programs Repair files

that have erroneous data All without being under
program control, and more

You may transfer sectors between disks This

allows you to transfer DOS from one disk to

another thereby saving a hit >wndi*>k when all that's

blown is DOS itself, or to restore a portion of a
blown disk from its Kickup disk

Its unique NIBBLE read routine provides a Hi Res
graphical representation of the data on any track

allowing you to immediately ascertain whether

your disk is 13 sector or l*i set tot Gd art I <>

error is it because you have the wrong DOS up7

is it because of a had address field? or a bad data

field? or because a track was erasedv This will

allow you to tell man instant without blowing awa)
any program in memory

• Repairs Blown Disks
• Reads Nibbles
• Maps Disk Space
• Searches Disks

The INSPECTOR even lets you search through

an entire disk or through on board memory for the

appearance of a string Now you can easily add
lower case to your programs (with LCA).

Do you want to add so called ilU-g.il line numbers
into your program? or have several of the same line

numbers in a program (like the professional

programmers do)? or input unavailable commands
(like WMEM to Integer Basic)? or put quotation

marks into PRINT statements? Here's the easy
way to do them all!

AND MORE
The INSPECTOR provida a USER exit that will

interfa. f your own subroutines with those ol the

INSPECTOR itself For example, just put a

screen dump routine (sample included in

dwumeniation) at HEX 0300 and press CTRL Z
The contents of the screen page will print to your
printer

ROM RESIDENT ROUTINES
The INSPECTOR utilitx-s come on an easily

installed EPROM This makes them always
available lor instant use No need to load a disk

and run a program

FULLY DOCUMENTED
Unlike other soltware ol its kind. The
INSPECTOR comes with an EASY 10

understand manual and reference card Exampk-s
aixf graphics help even tin' uninitiated use the
power of these utilities And furthermore, we olfer

the kind of personal service which you have never
experienced from | software vendor b.

CIRCLE 200 ON READER SERVICE CARD

• Searches Memory
• Edits Disk Sectors
• Outputs Screen to Printer
• Displays Memory In HEX/ASCII

See your LOCAL DEALER OR . . .

Mastercard or Vi»a users call TOLL FREE I-

800-835 2246 Kansas residents call 1-800
362-2421. Or send $49.95. Illinois residents
add $3 sales tax.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
AlAppIr II configurations thai rBaaa
leilln-r m HOM or RAMI will supp.ni Mi. INSPICTOR

. niply vk kfll>-

bosrd in in m bMeyjti lnmw.nr card Apple II* )
with RAM expansion hoards or LitHiuaqe system* will

• the INSPLC" TOR on disk to merge and k»ad with
INTBASK

An.! it v.." haw .m Appb IKwnhouKirhn RAM... Ki >M

Mr rhe
INMM ( I OH ,1.1,. ink RAM
pxnanwm Uwuds .11 .1 wrv anVirdbhfe. pnev N*.i onJv will

y.«i hi NSPEa IOR
1

1 IrMegei Hisk .nut othvi !

>t W Mil !h. ISM'I I IIIK and mil 16k RAM
board is $169 95. less lh.111 in. .si RAM l«Mrc1s ..Ic.ik C .ill

.1111 ..It

Another Quality Product from
Omega Software Products, Inc.

222 S. Riverside Plaza, Chicago. IL 60606
Phone (312) 648-1944

' 1981 Omega Software Products. In<

Apple is a registered trademark ol Apple Computer. Inc



PROGRAMfc FOR PRESCHOOLERS

bwWg out young
Stephen Kimmel

r

In my early days with the personal

computer. I took the company's computer
home (note: this is the cheap way to get

started with home computers— get some-

body else to buy one) and slaughtered

Klingons by the thousand. But none of

their maneuvers terrified me as much as

hearing the pitter patter of little feet and
feeling the tug on my shirt sleeve. Reluc-

tantly I would look down to see my 18-

month old son, Robert, smiling beatific-

ally. Has anyone heard words more certain

to freeze your blood than "Daddy. I wanna
play compooter?"

"No, you slimy little brat! This is my
toy and you can't have it!" I screamed in

my mind, and almost instantly felt remorse.

I could give the kid a complex of some
kind. He would be traumatized, fail in

school and life, become an axe murderer
and kill me one night as I vanquished

Klingons for the eight jillionth time. Not
a pretty picture.

"No. This is too easy to break," I thought.

That, too, sounded terribly lame.

"Sure. Why not? After all I didn't buy
it," I thought. That was the clincher so I

smiled, reached down and lifted him onto
my lap. Robert's response was immediate
and exuberant. Pound. Pound. Pound with

Steve Kimmel. 4756 South Irvington Place. Tulsa.
OK 741.15.

both hands on the keyboard. "No. No.

Push the keys. Don't pound on them."

Push. Push. Push. Pound. Pound.
Pound.
Three hours later, after I had finished

cleaning the jelly from my computer keys,

I paused to consider the situation. Kids, it

seems, are interested in whatever interests

you. If I was going to have the computer
at home, I was either going to have to

lock it and me in a room or play with it

only at night. Or I was going to have to

find something Robert could do with it.

Kids, it seems, are
interested in whatever

interests you.

For a while Robert was satisfied with

simply pushing the keys and watching the

letters disappear off the top of the screen.

After only a month or two that got old.

Then I began my search for software

suitable for a preschooler.

It is worthwhile to consider the qualities

of preschoolers that make them unique in

the computing population. This will provide

us with some key information about why
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one program is good while another isn't.

Without this fundamental baseline we are

floundering along with little adults; a

concept that is simply wrong.

First and foremost, preschoolers can't

read. This is almost the definition of a

preschooler. So obviously the program

can't have written prompts. Rewards and

punishments can't be in plain English.

This sort of communication occurs to us,

as programmers, first because it requires

the least thought on our part and we are

comfortable with it. Preschoolers, however,

make it impossible. All of the communi-

cation between the computer and the

preschool operator has to be nonverbal.

Fortunately, there are many other ways

to communicate. To use them requires

more planning and greater skill on the

part of the programmer.
The most important means of nonverbal

communication is visual. Almost all home
computers are capable of reasonable

graphics. Even the TRS-80 can generate

a face that the youngest of preschoolers

can recognize. The infant learns to recog-

nize faces and facial expressions as com-
munication almost before it learns anything

else. Using this in a program requires no

great skill. You simply show a smiling

face when the child has done the right

thing or a frowning face when the answer

is wrong. Some of the programs reviewed

take that one step further and have the

head nodding approval or shaking to signify

no. Everyone understands that.

Sound can be a very important part of

communication. Needless to say, most

CREATIVE COMPUTING



Riverbank Software inc.

PROUDLY INTRODUCES

INTERNATIONAL GRAN PRIX

REQUIRES
APPLE II • * OR
APPLE II PLUS* *

48K, 13 & 16

SECTOR DISK,

PADDLE CONTROL

VISA/MASTERCHARGE
MONEY ORDERS/COD
DEALER/DISTRIBUTOR
INQUIRIES INVITED

an arcade-like race car simulation

by RICHARD ORBAN
author of THREE MILE ISLAND*

$30.00 PER DISK
MD. RESIDENTS ADD 5%
U.S. CURRENCY ONLY

See your local dealer
or call Toll-free

24 hours for

ORDERS ONLY:
1-800-327-9191 ex. 244
(Outside Florida)

INQUIRIES AND FLORIDA
ORDERS: 301-479-1312
SMITH'S LANDING ROAD
POST OFFICE BOX 128
DENTON, MD. 21629

• SPECIAL FEATURES •

Five GRAND PRIX-style road circuits, including: Oulton Park, War-
wick Farm, Karlskoga, and Monaco • Five speed manual or
automatic transmission (with or without cruise control) • Eight
levels of difficulty.

• ADDITIONAL FEATURES •

Speeds to 198 MPH • controlled skids • spinouts • spectacular crashes • hair pin turns •
narrow corners • obstacles • identified circuit features • number of laps selection •

flashing last lap indicator • 'Christmas tree' controlled start • switch for silent operation •
blue post marks 300' intervals • best lap/best race times posted • fully instrumented control
panel: lap timer • race timer • indicator lights • edge detectors • position indicator •
steering indicator • moving speed tape • lap counter • gear and RPM indicators • operating
fuel gauge

RIVERBANK WILL REPLACE DAMAGED DISKS WITHIN 1 YEAR OF PURCHASE. RETURN DISK WITH PROOF OF
PURCHASE PLUS FIVE DOLLARS POSTAGE AND HANDLING FOR IMMEDIATE REPLACEMENT
(TEN DOLLARS OVERSEAS)
•TRADEMARK MUSE CO. BALT MO * * APPLE COMPUTER. INC. CUPERTINO. CA.

CIRCLE 303 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Preschoolers, continued..

Robert at 18 months during the first Creative Computing

Chess Tournament. A big help.

preschoolers understand the spoken word

long before they can read. The sound of

something—an explosion, a musical tune-
communicates as effectively as printing

"Your ship has been destroyed by the

Klingons."

The second key characteristic of pre-

schoolers is that they don't have well

developed problem-solving skills. In most

cases it is probably valid to define a game
as competitive problem-solving. Most
younger preschoolers don't understand the

concept of "game." Let a group of two-

year olds play in a room and you have a

room full of two-year olds playing by

themselves. There is no sense of coopera-

tion or playing together.

One of the recommended "games" for

young children is to have them stick baby

food jar lids through a slot. It is, for the

very young, a staggeringly difficult task.

Thus we can eliminate the majority of the

traditional games.
The preschooler can only understand

simple cause and effect. If I do this, it

does that. Push the bowl, it falls on the

floor. And even that was a surprise not

too long ago. The level of depth to which

they think ahead is quite limited. The
preschooler's game has to be very simple

with immediate results for actions.

Third, the preschooler hasn't developed

particularly good coordination yet. One
finger at a time is about all he can handle.

Certainly anything requiring the hands to

be doing different things simultaneously

is beyond preschoolers. It's a skill I

developed when I was about 12.

The preschooler doesn't react quickly.

Even older preschoolers seem to have

rather slow reaction times. So games that

require moving quickly aren't very good

either. The problem is that the child is

easily frustrated at his own inabilities, and

the experience can become an unhappy

one quickly.

The class of games that comes to mind

immediately is the arcade type game. To
challenge an adult requires quick actions,

frequently with both hands. The pre-

schooler will be attracted to this sort of

game, but won't be able to play.

It is necessary to address the issue raised

by Sally Greenwood Larsen in her book

Computers for Kids. She states, "I can't

emphasize this one enough. Don't ever

let your children play commercial game
tapes until they are accomplished pro-

Robert at 3 1/2years is a seasoned veteran

who knows what computers arefor—fun!
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grammers! By 'accomplished I mean the

end of the first year (of programming

classes) for most children."

Her argument is that kids exposed to

the fun of the slick commercial games

will lose all interest in programming. She

also states that the only games a child

should be allowed to play are the ones he

has programmed himself. The effect of

this is that no preschooler should be allowed

to play with the computer since the earliest

he can be expected to be an "accomplished

programmer" is about five years old.

The argument is specious. It is akin to

saying children shouldn't be allowed to

read the classics until they are accom-

plished writers. Most educators agree that

the children who become the best readers,

the best students, etc., live in homes filled

with books. The parents show respect for

books, read frequently and begin to read

to their children regularly at an early

age—sometimes before the end of the

first year.

Reading begins as a close, comfortable

sharing experience long before it has any

significance as a conveyance of ideas.

How different is sitting on your father's

lap listening to a book from sitting on

your father's lap playing a computer

game?
There are differences, and the most

obvious is that in one activity you are

passive while in the other you are actively

affecting the outcome. More important,

however, are the similarities. You are warm,

have a good feeling about yourself, your

father, your book and your computer.

Interestingly enough, it is the good
readers who become the good writers.

All the professional writers I know are

voracious readers. They have a love affair

with words and it doesn't seem to matter

whether the words are coming in or going

out. Almost none of them were "accom-

plished" writers until their teens. Some
didn't become competent writers until

much later in life. The fact remains that

all of these professional writers were good
readers at an early age and all started

their contact with books long before they

learned to write.

I suspect that almost all of Miss Larsen's

students come from homes without com-

puters. Her experience must be similar to

teaching students who have never seen a

book to read and write. Her students may
eventually become competent program-

mers and be able to use the computer to

good advantage as adults. Will they become-s

great programmers? Will their programs

become classics? Did Shakespeare's mother

read to him as a child? I don't know. But I

firmly believe that the preschooler who
learns to love and respect the computer
before he can program will ultimately be

better for the experience.

I'll begin the review of some programs

that might be suitable for preschoolers by

CREATIVE COMPUTING



The Newest & Most Astounding Arcade Game
that TALKS has Just Reached Planet Earth:

f ATTACH

ft

jEXFnW
\ 91409 (213)782 Qff61

m) info for all (|amt?s:

Super Nova, Galaxy Invasion, Attack Force, Cosmic F icjhler , Meteor Mission 2, and Robot Attack:



Ifyou can beat
these prices,

you must have
a brother-in-law

in the business.
INTEGRATED
COMPUTER SYSTEMS
ITHACA INTERSYSTEMS

ALTOS

ZENITH 289

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALIF COMPUTER SYSTEMS

MORROW DESIGNS

CALL

CALL

16 K RAM KITS

NEC 41 16 200 ns 1795

DISKETTES
MD 525-01 10.16

MD 550-01.10.16

MD 577-01 10.16

MD 557-01 1016

FD 32 OR 34 -9000

FD 32 OR 34 -8000

FD 34-4001

26 50

44 50

34 80

45 60

36 00

4560

4860

DISKETTE STORAGE
5V PLASTIC LIBRARY CASE

8" PLASTIC LIBRARY CASE

PLASTIC STORAGE BINDER WITH INSERTS

PROTECTOR 5'A"

PROTECTOR 8"

250

350

995

24 95

29 95

PRINTERS MODEMS
ANADEX DP 9000 1 1 95 00 NOVATION CAT ACOUSTIC MODEM

ANADEXDP9001 1195 00 NOVATION D-CAT DIRECT CONNECT MODEM

ANADEX DP950O 1295 00 NOVATION AUTO-CAT AUTOANSWER MODEM

ANADEX DP 9501 1295 00 NOVATION APPLE-CAT

CENTRONICS 739 765 00 UDS 103 LP DIRECT CONNECT MODEM

C-ITOH 25 CPS PARALLEL 1 440 00 DC HAYES MICROMODEM II (Apple)

C-ITOH 25 CPS SERIAL 1495 00 D C HAYES 100 MODEM (S-100)

C-ITOH 45 CPS PARALLEL .1 770 00 C HAYES STACK Smart Modem (RS 232)

C-ITOH 40 CPS SERIAL 1870 00 LEXICON LX-11 MODEM

C-ITOH TRACTOR OPTION 1 75 00

epson mx bo scall APPLE HARDWARE
EPSON MX-80 F/T SCALL

EPSON MX-100F/T SCALL VERSA WRITER DIGITIZER

IDS-445G PAPER TIGER 795 00 ABT APPLE KEYPAD

IDS-460G PAPER TIGER 1149 00 MICROSOFT Z-80S0FTCARD

IDS-560G PAPER TIGER 1495 00 MICROSOFT RAMCARD

INFOSCRIBE 500 9X9. 150 CPS ANDROMEOA 16K CARD

(TI-810 REPLACEMENT) 1495 00 VIDEX 80 X 24 VIDEO CARD

MALIBU 165 PARALLEL PRINTER 1995 00 VIOEX KEYBOARD ENHANCER

MALIBU165A PARALLEL PRINTER (Apple) 1995 00 M& RSUPERTERM BOX 24 VIDEO BOARD

MALIBU 200 DUAL MODE 2995 00 NEC 12" GREEN MONITOR

NEC SPINWRITER 5510 SERIAL RO 2595 00 SANYO 9" MONITOR (B& W)

NEC SPINWRITER 5530 PARALLEL RO 2595 00 SANYO 12" MONITOR (B& W)

NEC SPINWRITER 5500 DSELLUM OPTION 2795 00 SANYO 12" MONITOR (GREEN)

NEC SPINWRITER 3500 SELLUM OPTION 2195 00 SANYO 13" COLOR MONITOR

OKIDATA MICROLINE 80 399 00 TEECO 12" HIGH RES GREEN MONITOR

OKIDATA MICROLINE 82 599 00 SSMAIO BOARD (INTERFACE) A&T

OKIDATA MICROLINE 83 795 00 SSM AIO BOARD (INTERFACE) KIT

SSM IEEE 488 INTERFACE

145 00

155 00

229 00

369 00

175 00

299 00

319 00

249 00

115 00

21900

11900

299 00

170 00

170 00

299 00

99 00

305 00

235 00

179 00

230 00

240 00

429 00

179 00

16500

13500

369 00



MOUNTAIN HARDWARE
CPS MULTIFUNCTION BOARD 229 00

SUPERTALKERSD200 259 00

ROMPLUS WITH KEYBOARD FILTER 179 00

ROMPLUSW/O KEYBOARD FILTER 130 00

KEYBOARD FILTER ROM 49 00

COPYROM 49 00

MUSIC SYSTEM 459 00

ROMWRITER 149 00

APPLE CLOCK 239 00

A/D + D/A (DIGITAL TO ANALOG) 299 00

EXPANSION CHASSIS 575 00

TRS-80 MOD I HARDWARE
PERCOM DATA SEPARATOR 27 00

PERCOM DOUBLER 159 00

DOUBLE ZAP II/80 (CONVERTS ND/80 TO D D

)

45 95

MPI 40 TRACK DISK DRIVE (B-51) 299 00

SHUGART 40 TRACK DISK DRIVE (400L) 299 00

MPI 80 TRACK DISK DRIVE (B-91) 429 00

TANDON 80 TRACK DISK DRIVE 429 00

TANDON 40 TRACK DISK DRIVE 299 00

LNW DOUBLER WITH DOSPLUS 3 3D 159 00

PERCOM SPEAK-2ME-2 64 95

VISTA COMPUTER CO.
APPLE 40 Track Drive A40 (163 K Byles) 389 00

APPLE BO Track Drive ABO (326 K Byles) 549 00

APPLE 160 Track Drive A160 (652 K Byles) 799 00

APPLE 80 Column Card 329 00

APPLE 8 Inch Disk Drive Controller 549 00

CALIF. COMPUTER SYSTEMS
S-100 BOARDS
2200A MAINFRAME 349 00

2032A 32K STATIC RAM 599 00

2065C 64K DYNAMIC RAM 499 00

2422 FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER & CP/M 339 00

2710 FOUR SERIAL I/O 245 00

2718 2 SERIAL/2 PARALLEL I/O 265 00

2720 FOUR PARALLEL I/O 189 00

2810 Z-80 CPU 249 00

APPLE BOARDS
7710A/D ASYNCHRONOUS SERIAL INTERFACE 139 00

7712A SYNCHRONOUS SERIAL INTERFACE 149 00

7424A CALENDAR/CLOCK 99 00

7728A CENTRONICS PRINTER INTERFACE 99 00

7720A PARALLEL INTERFACE STD FIRMWARE 99 00

SD SYSTEMS
S-100 BOARDS
VERSAFL0PPYIA4T 289 00

VERSAFLOPPY I KIT 229 00

VERSAFLOPPY II A&T 389 00

VERSAFLOPPY II KIT 329 00

SBC 200 (Z-80 CPU) A&T 369 00

SBC 200 (Z-80 CPU) KIT 299 00

Z-80 STARTER KIT 289 00

EXPANDORAMIIKIT(OK) 220 00

16KRAM-NEC4116200ns 1795

TERMINALS
TELEVIDE0 912C 745 00

TELEVIDEO 920C 835 00

TELEVIDEO 950C 955 00

V0LKER-CRAIGVC4404 695 00

ZENITH Z- 19 799 00

MORROW DESIGNS
FLOPPY DISK SYSTEMS
Controller. PS .. Cables, Microsoft Basic. CP/M. A&T
DISCUS I (Single Drive- 250 K) 799 00

DISCUS I (Dual Drive- 500 K) 1429 00

DISCUS 2D (Single Drive 500 K) 869 00

DISCUS 2D (Dual Drive 1 MEG) 1499 00

DISCUS 2*2 (Single Drive 1 MEG) 1099 00

DISCUS 2 + 2 (Dual Drive-2 MEG) 1999 00

HARD DISK SYSTEMS
Controller. PS . Microsoft Basic. CP/M. A&T
DISCUS M10 (10 Megabytes) 2949 00

DISCUS M20 (20 Megabytes) 3829 00

DISCUS M26 (26 Megabytes) 3949 00

DECISION 1 COMPUTER
Z-80A. CP/M. M NIX (UNIX Identical). 32K to 1 MEG ol

memory. Floppy and/or Hard Disk CALL

TRS-80 SOFTWARE
NEWDOS/80 2 MOD I 139 00

LAZY WRITER MOD I 125 00

PROSOFT MOD I. Ill 79 00

SPECIAL DELIVERY (MAIL LIST PROG) MOD I. Ill 1 19 00

X-TRA SPECIAL DELIVERY (MAIL LIST PROG) 199 00

TRACKCESS MOD I 24 95

OMNITERM SMART TERMINAL PKG MOD I, III 89 95

MICROSOFT BASIC COMPILER FOR MOD I 165 00

CP/M SOFTWARE
MICROSOFT BASIC-80 299 00

MICROSOFT BASIC COMPILER 319 00

MICROSOFT FORTRAN 80 399 00

PEACHTREE SYSTEMS CALL

MAGIC WAND (REQUIRES CP/M) 275 00

WORD STAR (REQUIRES CP/M) 310 00

MAILMERGE (REQUIRES WORD STAR) 100 00

SPELLGUARD 239 00

CP/M PICKLES & TROUT FOR TRS-80 MOD II 175 00

APPLE SOFTWARE
MAGIC WINDOW WORDPROCESSOR STD APPLE 89 00
MAGIC WAND
(REQUIRES Z80SOFTCARD& 80 COL) 275 00
WORDSTAR- APPLE

(REQUIRES Z80SC& 80 COL) 275 00
MAILMERGE - APPLE (REQUIRES WORD STAR) 90 00
MICROSOFT FORTRAN

(REQUIRES Z80 SOFTCARD) 165 00

MICROSOFT COBOL (REQUIRES Z80 SOFTCARD) 550 00

OB MASTER 2 4 15900
VISICALC 16 SECTOR 189 00

CCA DATA BASE MANAGER 99 00
A-STAT COMPREHENSIVE STATISTICS PKG 1 19 00

CORVUS
FOR S-100, APPLE OR
TRS-80 MOD I, II

Controller. Case/PS . Operating System. A&T

5 Megabytes

10 Megabytes

20 Megabytes

MIRROR BACK-UP

3095 00

4495 00

5395 00

700 00

SUPPLIES
AVERY TABULABLES
1.000 3-1/2 « 15/16

3.000 3-1/2x15/16

5.000 3-1/2 x 15/16

8 49

14 95

19 95

UARCO PAPER
(Prices FOB SP.)

9-1/2x11 18 lb white

14-7/8x11 18 lb while

29 00

39 00

We slock a complete line ot computer covers, printer

ribbons, print wheels & NEC thimbles Call us for your

needs

We built a reputation on our prices and your satisfaction.

We guarantee everything we sell lor 30 days II anything is

wrong, just return the item and we'll make it right And. ol

course, we'll pay the shipping charges

We accept Visa and Master Card on all orders COO orders

accepted up lo $300 00 We also accept school purchase
orders

Please add $2 00 lor standard UPS shipping and handling

on orders under 50 pounds, delivered in the continental U S
Call us lor shipping charges on items that weigh more than 50

pounds Foreign FPO and APO orders please add 15% lor

shipping California residents add 6% sales tax

The prices quoted are only valid lor slock on hand and all

prices are subiecl lo change without notice

(213) 883-8594
31245 LA BAYA DRIVE, WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CALIFORNIA 91362
CIRCLE 159 ON READER SERVICE CARD



MODEL I

DISK

INTERFACING

$5.95
$7.95 Foreign Airmail (US Funds)

Postpaid mailed to you

FIRST CLASS
United Solas Only

Send To:

80-U.S. Journal
3838 South Warner St.

Tacoma, Washington 98409
(206)475-2219

\ division Ol M-NORTHWES1 I't'HI islllNC.

Dealer Inquiries Invited

Send. .Copies of the Guide

Check Enclosed .

Visa or MasterCharge

Exp. Date.

Signature .

Name
Address

City

Zip

.State
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Preschoolers, continued...

reviewing the qualities we want. It should

make extensive use of nonverbal com-

munication. It should give immediate results

to actions and require no great amount of

strategic planning. It shouldn't require great

speed or coordination. Like any program,

it should be reasonably priced and free of

bugs. Where do you find these programs?

Nine Games
Robert's favorite computer game and,

in my opinion, the creme de la creme is

George Blank's Nine Games for Preschool-

ers. I mention it first because it was about

the first attempt at designing a computer

program for the personal computer with

the preschooler in mind. This is probably

the first program you'll turn to when you

start looking for software for your pre-

schooler.

George got just about everything right.

There are others who have done some of

the things better than this early effort,

but none have combined the qualities as

well for a package of solid value.

As all you highly perceptive types have

already deduced, there are nine games in

the package. Letterfun allows the pre-

schooler to type in a group of letters. He
then presses enter and the letters do
amusing things such as bounce around,

explode, and march from side to side across

the screen. While this may not seem like

much, it will amuse a young preschooler

for some time.

ABC has a little face that smiles when
you type in the right letter of the alphabet

and shakes its head when you type the

wrong one. Sometimes getting the shaking

head is funnier than the smile so there

will be times when the preschooler will

intentionally push the wrong key.

Letter Wars is a drill on small letters

that pauses every ten letters for a brief

space battle. The outcome is determined

by whether you got the letters right or

not. The graphics here are nothing to

write home about, but they are adequate.

By age three, Robert was getting over

98% and playing 100 letters at a sitting.

Repeat is a game for much younger

children. Here the key pushed is repeated

32 times across the screen forming pat-

terns.

Names provides practice in recognizing

names in the middle of text. You type in

six names which are repeated in random
order filling the screen. It pauses and you

and your child pick out individual names.

Blackboard is just what it says. What
you type appears on the screen. Troll's

Gold is a maze in which doors open and

close. Your mission is to get the troll's

gold and get out before he catches you

and eats you up. If you escape, the screen

is filled with dollar signs. If you get caught

the troll's mouth slams shut on you. Each

game takes about eight minutes, and Robert

will play three in a row.
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Math Drill is a drill in addition and

substruction. Counting blocks are displayed,

too. Calculator is a four-function calculator

with the display in standard school format.

Not a whole lot of fun.

One extremely nice thing about Nine

Games for Preschoolers is that all of the

games are in memory at the same time.

The programs are called from a master

menu that doesn't require reading. Pressing

the clear key during a game will return

the preschooler to the main menu. Part

of the strength of the program lies in the

fact that the games call for different

abilities, and the child will grow out of

some and into others.

The net effect is that this program won't

be quickly discarded. Educational, well

designed, good play. Yep. This program

is probably the best. At $9.95 from the

TSE this program is an absolute must for

anyone with a 16K TRS-80and preschool-

ers.

The Software Exchange, 6 South St.,

Milford. NH 03055.

Dancing Demon has
the best graphics I've

seen on a TRS-80.

Android Nim
Android Nim by Leo Christopherson,

who I am secretly convinced has elemen-

tary school age kids, is an example of a

planning game that is still good for pre-

schoolers. Christopherson is the acknowl-

edged master of low resolution graphics

and Android Nim is an excellent combin-

ation of animation and sound.

The strength of the game is in its action.

Instead of beans or sticks, the game is

played with small robots. They fidget

nervously and chatter, which holds the

child's attention. After you've entered the

number of androids you want to remove,

a leader android "looks" to check if your

move is legal.

It either "speaks" to affirm your choice

or shakes its head to tell you that the

move is illegal. Given a legal move, the

leader pulls out a ray gun and disintegrates

the appropriate number of androids. If

the computer wins, it pronounces its victory

in large letters. If it loses, the leader robots

hang their heads.

Android Nim has action and effective

use of nonverbal communication, and

requires no great coordination. It does

require careful preplanning, if you're going

to play it right. However, it can be used

as a counting game and as such has some
educational value. Preschoolers will enjoy

it— at least until they discover that "I
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WIN" means that they lost and the com-
puter won.

Android Nim is available from 80-US.
38 South Warner. Tacoma. WA 98409.

Dancing Demon
Radio Shack has only two programs

suitable for this age group. Dancing Demon
may very well earn Leo Christopherson

eternal glory. I am amazed at the man's
ability. The name of this program is

completely descriptive. You program in a

song and the demon's dance steps, select

a speed and play it all back. On the

preschool level this is simply a matter of

randomly pushing keys. It does have two
prerecorded song and dance numbers and
the ability to record your creations. As
such it will amuse the preschooler some-
what longer than simply pushing keys and
seeing what letters appear.

Dancing Demon has the best graphics

I've seen on a TRS-80. The program makes
no attempt at nonverbal communication
and has no significant educational value.

If you want lasting use with your pre-

schooler you'll have to be ready to type in

some familiar songs that you can sing

together. This program is really for adults

who want a cheap ($9.95) introduction to

music generation and something to show
off their computer. As my local Radio
Shack dealer told me. Dancing Demon is

a store demo.

I haven't seen Radio Shack's Show and
Spell so I'm not really qualified to comment
on it. However the review in the March
'81 Creative Computing was enough to
persuade me to cancel my order.

Kidventure

Kidventure 1. Little Red Riding Hood,
was written, or at least sold, as a preschool
version of the immensely popular Adven-
ture series. Many things about it are very
well thought out.

The program comes with two sets of
keyboard masks on heavy cardboard that
you cut out and color if you like, and use
to relabel the keys. This is an interesting
and very effective way of overcoming a
preschooler's inability to read. When the
preschooler wants to answer "Little Red
Riding Hood." he simply pushes the key
indicated by the picture of the little

girl— which happens to be the up arrow.
There is almost no possibility of mistaking
Grandma for Little Red Riding Hood.
The program also comes with an audio

cassette of. presumably, the author and
his family reading the story of Little Red
Riding Hood. The author raps a spoon
against a glass of water and this is the
preschooler's cue to press the space bar
and advance the story. The screen changes
to show the next group of words and a
crude graphics picture. This is the pro-
gram's story mode and what it amounts to
is a bad and very expensive picture book.

This publication

is available

in microform.

University Microfilms

International

300 North Zeeb Road
Dept. PR.
Ann Arbor. Mi. 48106
USA.

30-32 Mortimer Street

Dept. PR.
London WIN 7RA
England

WEVE BEEN USING COMPUTERS IN BRITAIN
FOR A LONG TIME . . .

... So you know you're getting a wealth of experience from the new range of

software from LITTLE GENIUS. Programmed by some of Britain's brightest

experts, there are teach-yourself BASIC programming packages for the Apple, ITT
2020, and Pet and packages for learning PASCAL, too. Each package has three

modules: elementary, advanced, and disk operation to help you get the best from
your micro. So don't go round in circles - you'll find a dealer stocking them not a

stone's throw away!

Separate disk modules available for $69.95 or all three modules in a special '3-in -1'

package for $179.95. Ask your dealer or write to:

LITTLE GENIUS, SUITE 504, ALBANY HOUSE,
324 REGENT STREET, LONDON W1R 5AA. ENGLAND.

-Little"
Genius
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The most complex computer circuit can be
explained with just nine cents

Common
Cents
The "penny switch." It sounds strange.

But it's not.

Joe Weisbecker. the designer of the RCA
1 802 microcomputer, was trying to explain

to some children just how a computer works.

He wasn't having much success.

Computers Aren't Magic

Joe's hobby is magic. He thought, maybe
I can use some kind of illusion to show how
a computer works. But he didn't really want
to use an illusion. He didn't want the chil-

dren to think of a computer as magic.

So he hit upon the idea of a simple flip-

flop switch (the most common circuit in a

computer) represented by the head or tail

of a penny. This flip-flop circuit uses just

one penny. Every time it receives an impulse

it changes from head to tail or tail to head.

Simple.

But then Joe went on and put two of

these simple flip flops together to make a

circuit that adds two numbers together. And
another that subtracts numbers. Kids loved

these circuits and played with them like

games.

Games With Pennies

Before long, Joe devised circuits to play

more complicated games like Tic Tac Toe.

fsTQp|

4
I STOP |

"Heads Up Game. " Starting with tails in all

positions, how many times through to get
all lour pennies heads up?

Guess A Number and Create A Pattern.

Pretty soon he had 30 circuits (or games)
that explained everything about computers

from a basic adder to complex error correc-

tion. The most complex circuit uses just

nine pennies (or dimes for the big spender).

These circuits, each one with a full size

playing diagram, have been collected to-

gether in a book called Computer Coin
Games. With this book children or adults

can easily understand the workings of even
the most complex computer circuits.

Games Magazine said, "whether or not

you have any experience with computer
technology, you'll be both amazed and de-
lighted with the simplicity of the format and
the complexity of the play. All you need is

some common cents."

Dr. Dobbs Journal agreed, saying. Com-
puter Coin Games is a simple approach to a
complicated concept. The book is liberally

sprinkled with clever illustrations and dia-

grams, and provides a relatively painless

route to understanding how computer cir-

cuits function."

Money back Guarantee

We're convinced that you'll understand
the inner workings of a computer after playing

these 30 games If you don't, send the book
back and we'll refund the complete price

plus your postage to send it back.

To order your copy of Computer Coin
Games, just send $3.95 plus $2 00 for one,

$3.00 for two or more for shipping and
handling to Creative Computing Press,

Morris Rains, NJ 07950. Visa, MasterCard
and American Expess orders may be
called toll free to 800-631-8112 (in NJ.
201-540-0445).
With its wonderful illustrations by Sunstone

Graphics, Computer Coin Games makes an
ideal gift. The Association tor Educational

Data Systems calls the book "an ideal intro-

duction to the concepts of computer
circuitry."

Order your copy today.

GPeative
computing

Morris Plains, NJ 07950
Toll-free 800431 -81 12
(In NJ 201-540-0445)
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Preschoolers, continued...

In the quiz mode the program tells the

story and periodically stops to ask a

question. When the child answers correctly,

the story proceeds. In the quiz mode the

program plays appropriate (?) little tunes

for each major character and item. Such

as "Who's afraid of the (Big Bad Wolf)."

"Jeepers. creepers. Where'd you get those

(eyes)" and "I've been working on the

railroad" for the woodcutter.

Alas, the quiz is no challenge to anyone,

including any preschooler who is familiar

with Little Red Riding Hood. Robert only

missed one question the first time through

and I think he was joking ("But Grand-

mother, where did you get those great big

(Beds)"). Robert has only asked for Kid-

venture twice since the first day.

Frogs

Frogs is another game from Adventure

International designed with kids in mind.

Here you are a frog sitting on a log floating

in a pond trying to catch flies with your

tongue. The left arrow and the right arrow

control your steps to either side. The frog

will shake his head and croak at you if

There is almost no
possibility of mistaking
Grandma for Little Red

Riding Hood.

you try to step off the log. Up arrow will

shoot your tongue out to the left while

the key shoots it to the right. When the

frog catches a fly it goes through a cute

routine of chewing it up. (Robert learned

that frogs eat flies from this program.)

After you catch all the flies, the frog

thanks you and your score is displayed.

The action is good, and demands no great

speed or coordination despite requiring

both hands. It is easy to play with two of

you. Robert normally works the tongue

while I control the steps. Although the

instructions are quite long, they are simple

and once through them is enough.

The program has one problem: each

time you use your tongue, it grows shorter.

That makes catching subsequent flies

harder. The last fly floats around randomly

and frustratingly out of reach. This period

of frustration and inactivity almost ruins

the game. However, it is easily fixed by

changing the "IF FL=0 THEN" to "IF

FL=1 THEN." You catch all but the last

fly and the game proceeds.

Adventure International, Box 3435,

Longwood, FL 32750.
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Galaxy Invasion

High on Robert's list of favorite programs
is "Galaxy Invasion" by Big Five Software.
This is the TRS-80 version of the arcade
Galaxians. Here you use a mobile rocket
base to shoot dive bombing invaders. If

they hit you with a bomb or crash into

you, you're dead. You use the left and
right arrows to move the base and the

space bar to fire the rockets. The graphics
are good and there is extensive use of
sound. It is, however, well beyond the
average preschooler's coordination.

Normally we overcome this problem
by having Robert shoot while I control
the motion of the base. I get the hard
part. It's a lot of fun and the child's

enthusiasm is contagious. Together we
routinely get over 30,000 points. This game
is exciting and both preschoolers and their

parents will love it.

Big Five Software, P.O. Box 9078-185,
Van Nuys. CA 91409.

There are many programs available for

the youngest members of the computer
society; I've just barely scratched the
surface. I haven't even tried to review the
overtly educational programs and I'm sure
there are many fine ones. If you know of
any that are particularly good, please tell

me about them. Other arcade type games
such as Super Nova, Space Invaders, and
Star Pilot should also be good for combined
play. The jury is still out on Acorn's Pin-

ball.

So there is no reason at all to hide your
computer from your munchkins. Why not
start them in computers the right way?
Unless, of course, you really mind cleaning

jelly off keyboards.

"The fixed person for the fixed duties
who in older societies was such a godsend,
in the future will be a public danger.

"

Alfred North Whitehead

"Are you sure this is the way to play computer

football?"
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#17 SOFTWARE
ULTIMATE SOFTWARE PLAN

We'll match any advertised price
on any item that we carry. And if

you find a lower price on what you
bought within 30 days of buying
it. just show us the ad and we'll
refund the difference.

It's that simple.

Combine our price protection
with the availability of full profes-
sional support and our automatic
update service and you have the
Ultimate Software Plan

It's a convenient, uncomplicated,
logical way to get your software.

Jk
#//&

v* (New items or new prices)
CP/M users specify dish systems and lormats Most formats available

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Medical(PAS-3) $849/$40
Dental (PAS-3) $849/*40
ASYST DESIGN
Prof Time Billing $549/$40

• General Subroutine S269/J40
• Application Utilities $439 $40

COMPLETE BUS. SYSTEMS
Creator $269/S2S
Reporter $169/$20
Both $399/$45

COMPUTER CONTROL
Fabs(B-tree) $i59/$20
UltraSortll $159 $25

COMPUTER PATHWAYS
Pearl (level 1) $ 99/J25
Pearl (level 2) $299/$40
Pearl (level 3) $549. $50

DIGITAL RESEARCH
CP/M 2 2
NorthStar $149/$25
TRS-SO Model II (P+T)$159/$35
Micropolis
Cromemco
PL/1-80

• BT-80
Mac
Sid
Z-Sid
Tex
DeSoool

DMA.
Ascorn
DMA-DOS
CBS
Formula

$169/$25
$189 $25
$459/$35
$179; $30
$ 85/$ 15
» 65/* 15
$ 90/S15
$ 90/$15
$ 50/$ 10

$149/$ 15
$179/$35
$369/$4S
*539/$45

MICROSOFT
Basic-80 $289 $30
Basic Compiler $329 $30
Fortran-80 $349/$30
Cobol-80 »574/*30
M-Sort $124/*30
Macro-80 $144/(20
Edit-80 S 84/$20
MuSimp/MuMath $224 $25
MuLisp-80 $174/*20

ORGANIC SOFTWARE
• TextWriter III $111/»25
DateBook II $269 $25

s Milestone $269 $30
OSBORNE
General Ledger $ 59 $20
Acct Rec/Acct Pay $ 59/$20
Payroll w/Cost $ 59/$20
All 3 $129/$60
All 3 + CBASIC-2 $ 199/$ 75

PEACHTREE

'

General Ledger $399 $40
Acct Receivable $399 $40
Acct Payable $399/$40
Payroll $399/$40
Inventory $399 $40
Surveyor $399/$40
Property Mgt $79*'/$40
CPA Client Write-up $799 $40
Mailing Address $349 $40

SOFTWARE WORKS
Adapt(CDOStoCP/M) $ 69/$na
Ratfor $ 86/$na

SOHO GROUP
MatchMaker
Worksheet

PASCAL
Pascal/MT +
Pascal/Z

• Pascal/UCSD 4
*» Pascal/M

GRAHAM-DORIAN
General Ledger $729/$40
Acct Receivable «729/$40
Acct Payable $729/$40
Job Costing $729 $40
Payr6llll $729/$40
Inventory II $729/$40
Payroll $493/$40
Inventory $493 $40
Cash Register $493 $40
Apartment Mgt $493. $40
Surveying $729/*40
Medical $729 $40
Dental $729. $40

MICRO AP
S-Basic $269/$25
Selector IV $469 $35
MICRO DATA BASE SYSTEMS

$ 97/$20
$177/*20

STRUCTURED SYSTEMS
GLor ARorAPorPay $599/$40
Inventory Control $599/$40
Analyst $199/$25
Lettenght $179/$25
OSort $ 89/$20

HOBS $269/$35
MDBS $795 $40

• DRSor QRSorRTL $269/$10
MDBSPKG $1295/$60
MICROPRO
WordStar $319/$60
Customization Notes $ 89 $na
Mail-Merge $109/$25
WordStar/Mail-Merge »419/$85
DataStar $249 $60
WordMaster $ 1 1 9 $40
SuperSortl $199/$40

SUPERSOFT
Diagnostic I

Diagnostic II

Disk Doctor
• Forth (8080 or Z80)

Fortran
Fortran w/Ratfor
Other

TCS
GL or AR or AP or Pay
All 4

UNICORN
• Mince
• Scribble
• Both

Amethyst

WHITESMITHS
C Compiler
Pascal (incl "C )

DATA BASE
FMS-80
dBASE II

Condor
Condor II

Access/80

$ 49 $20
$ 84/$20
$ 84 $20
$149 $30
$219 $30
$289 $35
less 10%

$ 79/$25
$269 $99

$149 $25
$149 $26
$249/$50
$299 S7S

$600/$30
$850 $45

$649/*45
*629/$50
$599 $30
$899/$50
$749/$50

$429;$30
$349 $30
$429 $50
$189/$20

WORD PROCESSING
WordSearch »179/$50
SpellGua-d $229/*25
VTS/80 $259/$65
Magic Wand $289 $4 5
Spell Binder $349 $45
OTHER GOODIES
The Last One $549/$95
SuperCalc »269/$50
Target $189/$30
BSTAM $149/$ 15
BSTMS $149/$15
Tiny C $ 89/$50
Tiny C Compiler $229/$50
CBASIC-2 $ 98 $20
Nevada Cobol $129 $25
MicroStat $224 $25
Vedit $105/$ 15
MimModel $449 $50
StatPak $449 $40
Micro B+ $229/$20
Raid $224/$35
Stnng/80 $ 84/$20
String/80 (source) *279/Sna

INFO UNLIMITED
EasyWriter $224
Datadex $349
Other less 15%
MICROSOFT
Softcard IZ-80 CP/MI S259
Fortran $179
Cobol $499
MICROPRO
Wordstar $269
MailMerge $ 99
Wordstar 'MailMerge $349
Super Sort I $ 1 59

PERSONAL SOFTWARE
Visicalc3 3 $159
CCA Data Mgr $ 84
Desktop/Plan II $159
Visiterm $129
Visidex $159
Visiplot $149
Visitrend/Visiplot $229
Zork $ 34

PEACHTREE

'

General Ledger $224 $40
Acct Receivable $224/$40
Acct Payable $224/$40
Payroll »224/$40
Inventory S224/S40
OTHER GOODIES
dBASE II $329/$50

• VU »3 (use w/Visicalc) $ 79
Super-Text II $127
Data Factory $129
DB Master $184
OEM (complete

accting) $399
Charles Mann less 15%
STC less 15%

ORDERS ONLY-CALL TOLL FREE VISA • MASTERCHARGE
1 800-854-2003 ext 823 • Calif. 1-800-522-1500 ext 823

Overseas— add $10 plus additional postage • Add $2 50 postage and handling per each item • California
residents add 6% sales tax • Allow 2 weeks on checks. COD ok • Prices subject to change without notice
All items subject to availability • " — Mfgs Trademark

THE DISCOUNT SOFTWARE GROUP
6520 Selma Ave. Suite 309 • Los Angeles. Ca 90028 • (213) 666-7677

Int I TELEX 499-0032 BVHL Attn DiscSoft • USA TELEX 194-634 BVHL Attn DiscSott •

TWX 910-321-3597 BVHL Attn OiscSolt
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Educational Software

and Books

Almost every software house in existence

seems to be producing something for the

educational market. Since it is impossible

to cover every program, we have chosen

a random sampling of software to review;

some of the programs were requested from

the manufacturers, others came in unsoli-

cited.

On the Dotted Line

Sentence Diagramming gives a good
presentation of a difficult subject. This

Apple disk was developed using the ZES
authoring system which, along with several

other authoring systems, will be reviewed

in a future issue. The diagramming program

offers the teacher a selection of options

for each student, such as level of difficulty,

percent correct before moving to the next

level, and whether to present only the

question part and skip actual diagramming.

The program contains twenty sentences

for each of three levels, each level has

four segments, any one of which can be

used by itself in the classroom.

In the first section, the student must
determine the part of speech for each
word in a sentence. If a mistake is made,
the correct answer is shown. Once all the

words have been classified, the student is

given a chance to pick the usage for words

and phrases. Since this is more complex
than picking parts of speech, the student

has the option to select only those with

which he is familiar, and to move to the

next section at any time. In the third

segment, the student must identify the

sentence type. Finally, he gets to the

diagramming portion. This segment puts

an unfilled diagram form on the text screen.

The student must fill it in with the correct

words from the sentence.

If the teacher selects the record-keeping

option, he can see a student's entire record,

or the latest record for each student. The
record contains the level and the per-

David Lubar

For the Very Young
Sammy (he Sea Serpent is a computer-

ized story book for children ages 4 and

up. The program combines graphics on

the Atari with an audio track on the cassette

to tell the odyssey of Sammy. The child

interacts by means of a joystick, guiding

Sammy through mazes, helping him catch

flies, and moving him from one story

segment to the next. While the program

helps develop eye-hand coordination, its

main function is to act as a storyteller. It

succeeds in this task. The flip side of the

cassette contains two games that can be

creative comparing

SOFTWARE PROFILE
Name: Sentence Diagramming

Type: CAI English

System: 48K Apple. ROM Applesoft,

Disk Drive

Format: Disk

Language: Basic

Summary: Can be used in whole or in

parts to teach grammar
concepts.

Price: $19.95

Manufacturer:
Avant-Garde Creations

P.O. Box 30160
Eugene. OR 97403

creative corapatlotf

SOFTWARE PROFILE
Name: Sammy the Sea Serpent

Type: Entertainment

System: 16K Atari. Joystick

Format: Cassette

Language: Basic

Summary: Interactive picture story.

Price: $16.95

Manufacturer:

Program Design. Inc.

1 1 Idar Ct.

Greenwich, CT 06830

centage score of the student. It should be

mentioned that this particular program is

for drill only; it doesn't provide tutorial

material. But for what it does. Sentence

Diagramming is a good presentation of a

tough subject.

played with Sammy. The games (one where

the player leads the serpent through a

maze and the other where the player helps

Sammy catch flies) appear in the story,

but can be played repeatedly by themselves.

Though no replacement for a human
storyteller. Sammy the Sea Serpent is

definitely a step above Saturday morning
cartoons. Parents who are concerned
whether the program will be used more
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THE BACKBONE
OF YOUR SYSTEM

The Heath/Zenith 19 Smart Video Terminal gives
you all the important professional features, all for under
$700 * You get the flexibility you need for high-speed
data entry, editing, inquiry and transaction process-
ing. It's designed to be the backbone of your system
with heavy-duty features that withstand the rigors
of daily use.

Standard RS-232C interfacing makes the 19 com-
patible with DEC VT-52 and most computer systems.
And with the 19, you get the friendly advice and
expert service that makes Heath/Zenith a strong
partner for you.

Pick the store nearest you from the list on page 33. And
stop in today for a demonstration of the Heath/Zenith
19 Smart Video Terminal. If you can't get to a store,
send $1 .00 for the latest Heathkit® Catalog and the
new Zenith Data Systems Catalog of assembled com-
mercial computers. Write Heath Co., Dept. 355-824
Benton Harbor, Ml 49022.

HEATH/ZENITH

Your strong partner

Completely ad-

dressable blinking

cursor lets you
edit anywhere on
screen.

Reverse video by
character lets you
emphasize words,
phrases or paragraphs.

High resolution CRT
gives you sharp, easy-
to-read image, reduces
eye-strain.

Complete ASCII
character set includ-

ing upper case,

lower case with

descenders, and
special graphic

symbols.

80 character by 24
line format, plus 25th

line for operator mes-
sages and prompts.

Professional

quality keyboard,

standard type-

writer layout, 72
keys, including

12 special function

keys.

Z-80 microprocessor-
control makes the Heath/
Zenith 19 capable of

multitude of high-speed
functions. It's the only
terminal with ROM
source code readily

available.

Insert and delete

character or line plus

erase to end of line

and end of screen
make the 19 ideal

for sophisticated

editors like WORD-
STAR.

Cursor and
special functions

are accessible

by keyboard or

computer, using

either DEC VT-52
or ANSI Standard
protocols.

Keypad in

calculator format

permits fast,

easy entry of

numeric data.

'In kit form. FOB. Benton Harbor, Ml. Also available completely assembled
at $995. Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice.
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Educational Software, continued...

than once should remember how often

children will sit through a rereading of a

favorite storybook.

Rewarding Figures

The Math Machine takes drill and
practice a step above the usual drudge

level. This Apple disk contains a full system

including record-keeping capabilities. At

the start, the user is asked for a password.

If a student is using the program, his

password starts the drill. The teacher's

password gives him access to the options

menu. Here, he can add or delete a student

from the files, review records, obtain a

list of students, or change a student record.

To make an assignment, the teacher first

selects from one of seven categories, which

range from pre-math for kindergarteners

to multiplication for 7th grade and above.

The program then lists and describes the

levels within the category. Pre-math has

the fewest with nineteen levels, addition

has the most with 29 levels. After selecting

the desired level, the teacher selects the

number of correct answers the student is

required to make before receiving rein-

forcement. This reinforcement is in the

form of games. Whenever the student has

achieved the required number of correct

answers, he gets to select from a menu of

six games. The games, while not of arcade

quality, are adequate for reinforcement

purposes.

The math problems are presented with

large lo-res numbers. If any problem is

missed twice, the correct answer is dis-

played. The program does not provide

any help or branch to different difficulty

creative competing

SOFTWARE PROFILE
Name: The Math Machine

Type: CAI Math

System: 48K Apple with ROM
Applesoft, Disk Drive

Format: Disk

Language: Basic

Summary: Well-designed math
system

Price: $79.95

Manufacturer:

SouthWest EdPsyche Services

P.O. Box 1870
Phoenix, AZ

Good Grammar
Instead of drill and practice, the format

of English Usage Exercises seems to be

explain and drill. These programs for the

TRS-80 contain approximately one hundred

short sessions per disk. Each session begins

with an explanation and examples of a

concept, followed by questions. The entire

set consists of four volumes. Volumes I

and II were available for review. Each

session sticks to a specific topic, such as

verbs ending with "ing," or sentences with

double subjects. The scope and variety of

the lessons provides teachers with a tool

that can be used either as a whole or in

portions. The only problem is that the

computer, aside from immediately telling

whether the answer to a problem is correct

levels. The student can keep going as

long as he desires, or until he or the

teacher hits escape. The student record

contains the category and level, along

with the number of problems attempted,

the number correct, and the number of

reinforcements. While not perfect, The
Math Machine seems to be a good pre-

sentation of drill and practice.

creative computing

SOFTWARE PROFILE
Name: English Usage Exercises

Type: CAI English

System: 48K TRS-80, Two Disk Drives

Format: Disk

Language: Basic

Summary: Extensive set of grammar
programs.

Price: $149.95 per volume

Manufacturer:

3R Software

P.O. Box 3115

Jamaica, NY 11413

or not, provides nothing that can't be

obtained through a workbook. It does

provide ready-made drills that are con-

venient to use, but seems to be an adapta-

tion of the computer to traditional

techniques rather than an adaptation of

techniques to the capabilities of the com-

puter.

Quizzer

Though outwardly a game. The Wizard

has the potential to turn the TRS-80 into

a fun teaching device. The program

creative computing

SOFTWARE PROFILE
Name: The Wizard

Type: Game
System: 48K TRS-80, Disk Drive

Format: Disk

Language: Basic

Summary: Fun and potentially a good
educational tool

Price: $19.95

Manufacturer:
Programs Unlimited
P.O. Box 265

Jericho. NY 11753

presents a quiz game for from one to four

players. In turn, each player is given a

question with four possible answers. If he

chooses the correct answer, he receives a

predetermined number of points. The twist

to the game is that players can steal a

question. A successful steal earns double

the point value. If the thief answers

incorrectly, he loses double. The educa-

tional aspect comes from the ability to

create sets of quizzes. Up to six quizzes

can be stored on a disk, and up to 100

questions can be entered into each quiz

file. With this capability, the program can

be molded to suit almost any classroom

situation. As another plus. The Wizard is

one of the few programs on the market

that allows four people to use one computer

at the same time. And the price is hard to

beat.

Reading the Meter
Metric System Tutor is a comprehensive

set of lessons and drills covering the metric

system. This Apple program begins with

a pretest that determines which topics

the student needs to cover. Each section

mixes instruction with questions, producing

very good lessons. The computer is used

to its fullest; hi-res graphics and sound

are an integral part of the program. The

first section, Intro to Metric, covers the

development of linear and volumetric units.

The next section covers conversion of

common units. Following this are two sec-

tions for converting to very small and

very large units. Last, there is a final test

that contains questions covering all the

topics.

creative competing

SOFTWARE PROFILE
Name: Metric System Tutor

Type: CAI Math

System: 48K Apple. ROM Applesoft.

Disk Drive

Format: Disk

Language: Basic

Summary: Excellent use of the com-
puter as tutor.

Price: $59

Manufacturer:
Cygnus Software

8002 E. Culver
Mesa, AZ 85207

The program responds well to incorrect

answers, providing additional help when-

ever the student has a problem. The input

routines are surprisingly good. One ques-

tion, requiring as an answer the number

10, recognized "ten" as correct. It's nice

when a programmer anticipates these

things. Metric System Tutor is an excellent

program.
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Introducing STC's Low-Cost Coloring Boa

$60. vs. 800.

Introducing low-cost color
graphics for Apple computers.

To our knowledge, many other
color graphic capabilities for the
Apple cost at least $800. Now
you can create, change, store
and retrieve colored drawings
for only $60. with STC's new
Coloring Board program.

For Education, Business,

Industry, Entertainment.
There are virtually unlimited uses
for the Coloring Board, any
situation that can benefit from
graphic displays: classroom
instruction, sales meetings, engi-
neering parts drawings, home
entertainment, you name it. You
get high resolution and six colors:
black, blue, white, green, orange
and violet. You can combine
graphics with alphanumerics of

various sizes and colors, upper
and lower case.

Easy and Fun To Use.

The Coloring Board is easy to
learn and fun to use. No special
equipment is needed, just your
standard Apple game paddles
(or joystick) and keyboard.
And we've made it even easier.

You can automatically generate
arcs, circles, squares, rectangles,
ellipses, triangles and other
shapes. In addition, the basic
package comes with a map of the
world, a map of the U.S., a space
shot and more. What's more,
you can directly output your
graphics to a printer.

All for only $60.

Contact Your Local STC Dealer.
We'll be happy to direct you to
your local STC Coloring Board
dealer. Just write or call Software
Technology for Computers, P.O.
Box 428, Belmont, Ma. 02178.
(617)923-4334.

Be sure to look at our other
business packages as well.

Dealer inquiries invited.

(Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer
Company)

SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY lor COMPUTERS
PO Box 428. Belmont. MA 02178(617)92S-«334
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ANNOUNCING R RCVOIUTION
IN TH€ COST OF PROFCSSIONfll SOFTUJfiR€

VISACCOUNT Is o fully Integrated business ond occountlng

system designed for use In smo* businesses. VISHCCOUNT Is

extremely comprehensive ond prafesstonol. yet It is very eosy

to use. The system Is controlled from o series of Interconnected

menus permitting user-friendly operation, everything you need

to set-up ond operate the system Is provided uilth the

VISHCCOUNT pockoge. Experts hove estimoted the

development costs for o fully Integrated softujore system

ronges between $7,200 ond $22,000* When you buy

software the developer hos to recapture this expense.

Computer Services Corporation of America Is selng its softujore

with o view thot volume soles con almost negate thrs

development cost.

OUR GUAAANT€€ — Buy both our softujore ond thot of our

competitors (mho uiHI no doubt charge several times our price

because they need to recapture their development cost).

Compare the tujo systems ond we know you'll return theirs

(moke sure they'll let you return their softujore). If you decide

not to keep our system, then return it within 45 days for o full

refund. Once you've used our system we're confident you'll be

delighted.
trVbrotorrputer-, lor 8u*ne« flppktotiorv* 1979

visnccouNT
What Vou Receive
• Nine 5'/«" double density disks (or six 8" single

density disks)

• €asy-to-use operator's monuol (over 200 pages)

• Self-study guide on bookkeeping ond accounting (over

180 pages)
• Cassette based instruction program on set-up and

operation

Available for Apple*, TRS-80. and most others

'The Apple version requires the Microsoft Z90 softcard.

CSCH has CBASIC2. CP/M ond Microsfot Z80 softcard in stock.

CXTRR: MAILING LIST PROGRAM

Features
Menu Driven: The entire system
runs from a single master menu
which accesses numerous subsidi-

ary menus, when needed, to per-

form the fuH spectrum of business

ond accounting functions.

Self-Documenting: All the infor-

mation needed to use the sytem
is provided in on easy to self-

study format.

Requirements: 48K CBHSIC2
2 DISK DAIV6S CP/M

1981 Computer SarvtcM Corporation of ftnwko

Send $159 for the VISACCOUNT system

COMPUT€fi S€flv1C€S COflPOflflTKON of flM€fllCfl

332 Cast 30th Street New York New Vorh 10016

Order Tol Free 1 800-221-2486 ext. 1591

Technical Number 1-212-685-0090

Name

Address

City/State/Zip

Master Charge 1 1 Vlso American Express

No. Expires _

Vour System

Disk Size D 5V4" double density D 8" single density

CIRCLE 124 ON AEADER SEAVICE CAAD
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Educational Software, continued...

By the Numbers
Educational Micro Systems, Inc. has a

rather broad set of math programs for
grades two through eight. The programs,
on tape or disk for TRS-80 Models I and
HI, cover arithmetic, simple logic, and
metric/English conversions. The basic
appeal of the programs is their flexibility.

Teachers can specify a variety of param-
eters for the programs. For instance, in

addition, there are fourteen types of
addends, including single random digits,

four-digit multiples of ten, and four-digit

numbers with zeroes in the hundreds place.

The teacher specifies whether the student
will receive assistance for each incorrect
digit, or assistance only after the problem
is answered. Also, the teacher has the
option to allow a reward for correct
answers. This reward is in the form of a
rocket that crosses the screen. After the
student answers correctly, he hits the space
bar, sending a missile at the rocket. Finally,

the program can run in either a practice
mode, or in a test mode. The test mode,
of course, doesn't include the reward or
assistance options, but problems can be
presented with a time limit.

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: EMSI-6

Type: CAI Math

System: 16K TRS-80 (32K if on disk)

Format: Disk or Cassette

Language: Basic

Summary: Comprehensive math
series.

Price: $199.95 for the entire set (individ-

ual programs also available)

Manufacturer:

Educational Micro Systems. Inc.

P.O. Box 471

Chester. NJ 07930

After the student has finished the speci-

fied number of problems a full report is

given showing both the problems and the

answers given, as well as marking those

problems where help was requested or
mistakes were made. The series also
contains four programs that generate
worksheets with math problems.
While the general concept of this pack-

age is good, it is unfortunate that the disk

version is nothing but the cassette version
transferred to a new medium. No record
keeping has been added, thus missing one
of the greatest potential advantages of

the disk.

Backtalk

A classic program with a fair amount
of educational potential has found its way
into compiled Microsoft Basic for CP/M
systems. Eliza, the interactive psychoanalyst

is a program that converses with the user,
providing a simulation of a non-directive
therapist. This version, from the Artificial

Intelligence Research Group, contains a
few extra touches which existed in the
original but were absent from previous
Basic translations. Rather than just replying
to the most recent statement, it will
occasionally refer back to previous inputs.
And, since the program is compiled, it

runs fairly quickly. Eliza has potential use
in various subjects. She could obviously
be used in a course on psychology, but
could also provide material for courses in

communications, computer literacy, and
other areas. It should be mentioned that
Eliza has been available for several years
on an 8" disk, along with 49 other games.

creative computing

SOFTWARE PROFILE
Name: Eliza Version 3.0

Type: Interactive

System: CP/M System, Disk Drive

Format: Disk

Language: Compiled Microsoft Basic

Summary: Program includes features
from the original Eliza.

Price: $25

Manufacturer:

Artificial Intelligence

Research Group
921 North La Jolla Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90046

as Basic Games-3 from Creative Computing
(Microsoft required), and that a listing of
the program is included in the book More
Basic Computer Games, also from Creative
Computing.

A Worthy Project

The majority of educational software is

aimed at the elementary and high-school
level, with most of the overflow hitting

the colleges. One fine exception is a series

of programs covering basic living skills

for special learners. The programs cover
important areas such as home safety and
money management. Each program is very

well done and includes all the trappings

of good CAI. There are three levels of
instruction, covering reading abilities from
second to fifth grade, and the program
branches to the appropriate level indicated

by the user's response to questions. When
the topic permits, the programs use
graphics, adding to their appeal.
There are presently six programs avail-

able. Job Readiness gives a quiz to deter-
mine work attitudes and attempts to
develop and reinforce positive work atti-

tudes. From there, it goes on to cover job
applications, interviews, and job-placement
resources. Home Safe Home demonstrates
potential hazards in the home, focusing
on the identification and prevention of

electrical, fall, and poison hazards. The
other programs are Income Meets
Expenses, Money Management Assess-

creative compatlnff

SOFTWARE PROFILE
Name: MCE (Microcomputer Educa-

tional Programs)

Type: CAI Basic Living Skills

System: 48K Apple. ROM Applesoft,
Disk Drive

Format: Disk (from 4 to 8 diskettes
are supplied per program)

Language: Basic

Summary: Fills a crucial need

Price: Ranges from $165 to $340

Manufacturer:
Interpretive Education
2306 Winters Drive
Kalamazoo, MI 49002

ment. You Can Bank on it, and Poison
Proof Your Home. Each program is sup-
ported by an extensive set of worksheets
for the user. These programs represent a
good start toward filling the needs of a
frequently-neglected segment of the popula-
tion.

PET Drill

Addition - All Levels, and Subtraction
All Levels are two good drill and practice
programs for the PET. The addition
program has 24 skill levels, and subtraction
has twelve, making the programs suitable
for grades one through six. The teacher
or student can also specify a time limit

and other options. Correct solutions are
greeted by a graphic creature that waddles
onto the screen. The main appeal here is

a versatile program at a low cost. As a
further bonus, the programs will run on
any flavor of PET, despite the abundance
of incompatible ROMs out there.

creative computing

SOFTWARE PROFILE
Name: Addition— All Levels, Sub-

traction—All Levels

Type: CAI Math

System: 8K Pet

Format: Cassette

Language: Basic

Summary: Good drill and practice

application.

Price: $20 each

Manufacturer:

Teaching Tools:

Microcomputer Services
P.O. Box 12679
Research Triangle Park, NC 27709
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Prob-
lem
The world is full

of intriguing problems

that never got into

a textbook.

Problems lor Computer Solution

by Stephen Rogowski

Ninety intriguing and fascinating prob-

lems, each thoroughly discussed and ref-

erenced, make an excellent source of

exercises in research and preliminary

investigation Eleven types of problems
are provided in the following areas: arith-

metic, algebra, geometry, trigonometry,

number theory, probability, statistics cal-

culus and science. Author Stephen
Rogowski of SUNY-Albany has included

several problems which have never been
solved. He feels that some research and
an attempt to solve these will sharpen
students insight and awareness.
Some of the problems are not new like

the one asking how much the $24 the

Indians were paid for Manhattan would be
worth today had it been deposited in a

bank. However, this problem was revised

to have a variable interest rate so it would
be a challenge to program. Of course,

many of the problems are new and have
never been in print before.

The student edition has 106 pages and
includes all 90 problems (with variations).

7 appendices and a complete bibliog-

raphy Cost is $4 95
The 182-page teacher edition contains

solutions to the problems, each with a
complete listing in Basic, sample runs, and
in-depth analyses explaining the

algorithms and theory involved Cost is

$995
To get one or both books send payment

plus $2 00 shipping and handling per

order to Creative Computing Credit card

orders may be called in toll-free to the

number below.
Order yours today If you are not com-

pletely satisfied, return it for a full refund

plus your return postage

creative
computing

Morns Plains. NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-631-8112
(InNJ 201-540-0445)
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Educational Software, continued...

Published Works
Guidelines for Evaluating Computerized

Instructional Materials, from the National

Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 1906

Association Drive, Reston VA 22091, is

well worth the modest price of $3.75.

Prepared by William P. Heck, Jerry John-

son, and Robert J. Kansky, this 32-page

booklet has a wealth of information for

those who are involved with buying or

evaluating educational software. This is

highly recommended reading.

Personal Computers and Education: the

Challenge to Schools, by James A. Levin

and Yaakov Kareev, is an excellent over-

view of the subject. The 63-page report

begins by covering the history of computers

in education, then moves on to cover

many facets of computers in schools. The
material is clear, well written, informative,

and fascinating. The report is number 98

of the CHIP (Center for Human Informa-

tion Processing) series, and is available

through the Library Loan Service of UCSD,
San Diego, CA 92093.

JEM (Joint Educational Malagement)

Research has produced some extremely

thorough reference manuals that could

be invaluable to anyone concerned with

computers in schools. Volume I of The

Complete Reference Manual for the

Instructional Use of Microcomputers

focuses on the Apple, and covers everything

from setting up the system to evaluating

and selecting courseware. The manual,

with over 400 pages of information, is

available for $30. Volume II ($25), is also

slanted toward the Apple, and covers Basic.

Pascal, and authoring languages. The final

section contains in-depth information on

the TRS-80, PET, Intecolor, Atari, and

Apple, including good coverage of available

printers and other peripherals. As if this

hasn't kept JEM busy enough, they also

publish Micro-Scope, a monthly newsletter

produced on behalf of the Ministry of

Education of British Columbia. A one-

year subscription outside B.C. costs $12.

For further information, contact JEM
Research. Discovery Park, University of

Victoria, P.O. Box 1700, Victoria. B.C.,

V8W 2Y2, Canada.

"An educated man stands, as it were, in

the midst of a boundless arsenal and
magazine, tilled with all the weapons and
engines which man's skill has been able

to devise from the earliest time.

"

Thomas Carlyle
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Other Media
Adventures of the Mind is a series of

six 15-minute video tapes on personal

computing. Designed to be used in the

classroom, the package includes a 21-page

teacher's guide and video tapes in 2" quad,

VHS, Beta or 3/4" format.

Although we were not able to view the

sample tape we received on our video

tape player which is compatible only with

Beta II and III formats, we were impressed

with the program as outlined in the

teacher's guide.

Topics covered include: Computers as

Personal Tools; Computer Components

and Functions; The Basic Language — A
Beginner's Introduction; Data Processing,

Control and Design; Advantages and

Disadvantages of Personal Computers; and

Impact of Personal Computers on the

Individual.

The teacher's guide provides questions

and activities to be used before and after

the viewing of each tape, outlines objectives

and concepts covered in each lesson,

describes the program, and suggests pro-

jects and follow-up activities.

Adventures of the Mind was produced

by Children's Television International and

the Applied Physics Laboratory of Johns

Hopkins University and was the recipient

of a recent International Film and Tele-

vision Festival of New York award.

For further information, contact Chil-

dren's Television International, Inc., 3

Skyline PL, Suite 1100, 5201 Leesburg

Pike. Falls Church. VA 22041.

Updates
Courseware Magazine, covered last

March, is still going strong. The magazine

contains educational programs, along with

a cassette copy of the programs. Single

issues are $12.95. A five-issue subscription

is $50. The address is Courseware Maga-

zine, 4919 Millbrook #222, Fresno, CA
93726.

Also in March, Resource Software

International was mentioned as a company
publishing software in written form. They
also provide programs on disk for the

Apple and in Microsoft for CP/M systems.

The sample they submitted contained a

series of question-and-answer type pro-

grams covering math and language arts.

The Apple version had evidence of the

conversion syndrome: no special features

of the Apple were used. Their address is

RSI, 140 Sylvan Ave., Englewood Cliffs,

NJ 07632.

Final Note
The programs covered here represent

a tiny fragment of available CAI. If none

of the above software suits your needs,

don't be discouraged. There are thousands

of programs on the market, and Creative

Computing will cover new releases as soon

as they become available. G
,

_»»
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! ONE OF THE WORLD'S LARGEST INVENTORIES

Now Selling Atari, PET, TRS-80 Software
ADVENTURE

Adventureland icass i

Pirate s Adventure (cass )

Mission Impossible (cass
Voodoo Castle (cass )

The Count (cass

)

Strange Odyssey (cass )

Mystery Fun House (cass
Pyramid of Doom (cass )

Ghost Town (cass )

Savage Island I (cass )

Savage Island It (cass

)

Angle Worms/Crolon Drv
Deflection (cass )

Mountain Shoot (cass

)

Sunday Golt (cass i

Galactic Empire (cass

)

Star Trek 3 5 (cass )

Lunar Lander (cass i

Atari
INTERNATIONAL

$19 95 now
S19 95 now
S19 9i now
$19 95 now
$19 95 now
$19 95 now

I $19 95 now
$19 95 now
$19 95 now
$19 95 now
$19 95 now

(cass ) $9 95 now
9 95 now

$9 95 now
9 95 now

$19 95 now
$19 95 now
$19 95 now

$14.74
$14.74
$ 14.74
$14.74
$14.74
• 14.74
$14.74
$14.74
$14.74
$14.74
$14.74
$4.S4

$554
$4.14

$14.7*
$14.74
$14.74

$11.74
$I4.»4
$14.44
$13.44

$11.44
$33.44
$11.94
$14.44

$14.7*
$11.74
$14.44
$24.44

$11.14
$14.44

$13. $4
$11.44

ARTSCI
Poker Solitaire (cass ) $14 95«ow
Gomoku (cass ) $ 1 9 95 now
Reversi (cass ) $19 95 now
Cypher Bowl (cass ) $29 95 now

AUTOMATED SIMULATIONS
Rescue al Rigel (cass ) $29 95 now
Star Warrior (cass I $39 95 now
Invasion Orion (cass ) $24 95 now
Datestones of Ryn (cass ) $ 19 95 now

AVALON HILL GAME COMPANY
Empire ol the Overmind (disk) $35 00 now
Conflict 2500 (cass I $15 00 now
Empire ol the Overmind (cass ) $35 00 now
Tanktics (cass ) $24 00 now

DATASOFT
Atari Mailing List (disk) $24 95 .

Atari Character Generator (disk) S19 95 .

Text Wizard (disk) S99 95 .

Atari Character Gen (cass ) $15 95.
Le Stick $39 95 r

ON-LINE SYSTEMS
HIRES Adv #2 - Wiz &

Princess (disk) $32 95 now $17.44

PERSONAL SOFTWARE
Visicalc (disk) S199 95 now $14wV44
Checker King (cass ) $19 95 now $14.44
MicroChessicass ) $19 95 now $14.44

UNITED SOFTWARE OF AMERICA
Survival/Adventure (disk) $24 95 now $11.14
3-D Supergraphics (disk) $39 95 now $11.44
3-D Supergraphics (cass ) $39 95 now $11.44

VERSA COMPUTING
Mind-Bogglers I (disk) $19 95 now $14.44
Mind Bogglers I Icass j $15 95 now $11.S4
VersaWriter Graphics Tablet $300 00 now $1S4V44
Hidden Words $17 50 now $15.44
Spatial Relations $17 50 now $15.44
Word-Scramble $15 00 now $11.S4
Preschool Fun $15 00 now $11.54
Fastgammon (cass ) $19 95 now $14.44
Assembler (cass ) $24 95 now $11.14
6502 Disassembler (cass ) $11 95 now $14.14
6502 Disassembler (disk) $14 95 now $11.44
Tank Trap (cass ) $11 95 now $14.14
Tank Trap (disk) $14 95 now $11.44
Tan Trek (cass ) $11 95 now $14.14
OS Forth (disk) $79 95 now $47.44
Starbase Hyperion (disk) $22 95 now $14.44
Name That Song (cass ) $14 95 now $11

Pet
AVALON HILL GAME COMPANY

B- 1 Nuclear Bomber icass ) S15 00now
Midway Campaign (cass ) SISOOnow
No Atlantic Convoy Raider (cass ) $15 now
Nukewar (cass ) SISOOnow
Conflict 2500 (cass ) SISOOnow
Planet Miners (cass ) SISOOnow
Computer Acquire (cass ) $20 00 now
Lords ot Karma (cass ) $20 00 now

$11.77
$11.77
$11.77
$11.77
$11.77
$11.77
$14.47
$14.47

now $14.47

$15.47
$11.47
$11.47
$11.17
$11.17
$14.47
$14.47

AUTOMATED SIMULATIONS
Introductory 3-Pack (disk) $49 95 now

(Rescue. Morioc s. and Datestonesi
Rescue at Rigel (cass ) $29 95 now
Temple ol Apshai (cass I S39 95 now
Heltfire Warrior (cass ) $39 95 now
Startleet Orion (cass ) $24 95 now
Invasion Orion (cass ) $24 95 now
Morioc s Tower (cass ) $19 95 now
Datestones ol Ryn (cass ) $19 95 now

PERSONAL SOFTWARE
ViSiCalc (disk) $199 95 now $147.77
Checker King (cass ) $19 95 now $14.47
Gammon Gambler (cass ) $19 95 now $14.47
MicroChess (cass ) $19 95 now $14.47
Bridge Partner (cass ) $19 95 now $14.47
Time Trek (cass ) $19 95 now $14.47

UNITEO SOFTWARE OF AMERICA

TRS-80
BIG FIVE SOFTWARE

Super Nova (cass ) $ 1 5 95 now
Galaxy Invasion (cass ) $1 5 95 now
Attack Force (cass ) $ 1 5 95 now
Cosmic Fighter (cass ) $15 95 now
Meteor Mission II (cass ) $15 95 now

BRODERBUNO SOFTWARE
Galactic Trilogy (disk) S39 95 now
Galactic Empire (cass ) $14 95 now
Galactic Trader (cass ) S 1 4 95 now
Galactic Revolution (cass ) $14 95 now
Tawala s Last Redoubt (cass ) St9 95 now

DATASOFT
[ago (disk) $24 95 „„
Football Classics (disk) $24 95 now
Arcade 80 (disk) $24 95 now
lago(cass) $19 95 now
Football Classics (cass ) $19 95 now
Arcade-80 (cass ) $ 1 9 95 now
Sigmon (COLOR) (cass ) $29 95 now
SECS (COLOR) (cass ) $29 95 now

ACORN SOFTWARE
Invaders From Space (disk) $20 95 .

Duel-N-Droids (disk) $20 95 ,

Pmball (disk) $20 95 ,

$11.15
$ 11.54
$11.5*
$11.51
$11.54

$11.15
$11.11
$1
$14.44
$14.
$14.44
$15.11
$15.11

KRAM(disk)
Super KRAM (disk)

Request (disk)

Thinker (disk)

Space Intruders (cass )

All MICRO-ED
All Microcomputer Workshops

$99 95
$175 00
$225 00
$495 00
$1995

$44.47
oow $144.77
TOW $141.17
low $414.77
ww $14.47
1*% Off LI.I

15% 4)411.141

$20 95.
$20 95.
$20 95 1

$20 95.
$20 95.
$29 95.

VISICALC
Special for Pet, Atari & Apple

Regular $200.00 List

$149.00

Pigskin (disk)

Quad (disk)

Basketball (disk)

Gammon Challenger (disk)
Everest Explorer (disk)
Superscript (disk)

System Savers (cass ) $14 95
Invaders From Space (cass ) $14 95
Duel-N-Droids (cass ) $14 95
Pmball (cass ) $14 95
Pigskin (cass ) S14 95
Quad (cass) S14 95
Basketball (cass ) $ 1 4 95
Gammon Challenger (cass ) $14 95
Everest Explorer (cass ) $14 95
All Adventure International
All Automated Simulations
All Avalon Hill

All Hayden
All Microsoft

11%
15%
11%
15%
11%

Apple
See full page of Apple products elsewhere in this

magazine.

Gorgon $39 95 now $11.44
Word Star $375 00 now $114.44
Mail Merge $125 00 now $144.14
Super Sort $200 00 now $144.44
VisiCalc 3 3 $200 00 now $144.44
Wurst of Huntington Computing
Nibble Express $12 95 now

..$14.44
$11.4*

Soft Porn Adventure $29 95 now $11.14
Time Lord $29 95 now $11.1*
French Hangman $29 95 now $15.1*
Alicia-Sp bilingual reader $29 95 now $15.14
H&H Stock Trader $190 00 now $141.44
Grow (CIA) $35 00 now $11.4*
Spelling Bee 11% Off li.i

VersaCalc $100 00 now $44.4*
He _'ew S60 00now $5*.**
All Serendipity , s% off li.i
Sneakers 15% off LI • t
All Sybex Courses 15% Off li.i
Win at the Races $39 95 now $11 **
Disk Prep $2500 now $11.1*
PLE Chip $60 00 now $54.**
W* maintain a hug* inventory of Apple software and
hardware Call us toll free (outside Calif ) tor the
latest programs. We also stock a large supply of
computer books Visit us In person at our new 3300-
squars foot store at 194S South Dairy ki Corcoran
Calif.

Call Toll-Free 800-344-41 1

1

(Outside California)

B"

B
>UTINGHUNTINCTOM CO

Post Office Box 1235
Corcoran. California 93212

Order by Phone 800-344-41 1

1

In California (209) 992-54 11

OCTOBER 1981

'

8 Order by Phone 800-344-41 11 MClfJfJKZ SOFTWARE /4WIPP4
In California (209) 992-5411 WW i>g*£gg5*

a

a

$11.41 WA
$11.44 £
$11.44
$11.44 N
$14.45 p

13 B

f
$17.71 j

$i7.7i m\

a

a
o
a

a

a

a

a

a

-a

a

$i*
$17 _
$17.71
$17.71
$17.71
$17.71
$15.11
$11.4*
$11.44
$11.44
$11.44
$11.44
$11.44
$11.44
$11.4*
$11.44
OffLl.t
Off II.

t

OffLl.t
Off List
Off LI.I
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Mathematics B from SRA

Classroom Management System

creative computing

SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Classroom Management
m — Mathematics B

Type: Math

System: 48K Apple II Plus

or 4KK Atari 800

Format: disk

Language: Applesoft Basic-

Summary: Straight

Price: $595

Manufacturer:

Science Research Associates

155 N. WackerDr.
Chicago. IL 60638

Russell Zausmer

At the beginning of every school year,

classroom teachers are faced with an

awesome task: individualize instruction

for the students in their classes. The average

teacher has about 30 students in his

classroom, so creating an Individualized

Lesson Plan (I.L.P.) for each student in

mathematics and reading is very time

consuming. Every student must be tested,

and each one placed in an appropriate

group. A prescription must then be given

to each student so that he may learn at

his own pace. All this before the teacher

has even begun to teach.

C.M.S. tests very
specific skills defined
by learning objectives.

While the educational concept is com-
mendable. I.L.P. has placed a tremendous
burden on the teacher. In many cases,

teachers have become clerks and record

keepers rather than instructors. Is there,

then, any help for the classroom teacher

who sees the value of individualized instruc-

tion?

Russell Zausmer. P.S. 16. HO Monroe Ave.. Smten
Island. NY 10.101.

Help is here! Science Research Asso-

ciates (SRA) has produced a fine educa-

tional tool which harnesses the full power

of the microcomputer. The courseware is

called "Classroom Management System-

Mathematics B." It is designed for students

on a 4th through 8th grade level. The
mathematics content includes: whole

numbers— concepts; whole numbers-
operations; fractions and mixed numerals-

concepts; fractions and mixed numerals-

operations; decimals— concepts; deci-

mals—operations; ratio; proportion; per-

cent; problem solving and estimation;

geometry; measurement; and statistics and

probability.

C.M.S. is a management system for

classroom use that tests students, evaluates

the tests, prescribes work to reinforce

Select one:

d DRILY setup
c CLHSS report*

and changes
STUDENT report!
and change!

b BEGIN student
interaction

2 (menu pace 2)

Select one: r\
r RECOVER

the student
diskette.

X CUSTOMIZE
the Si/stem

1 (menu pace 1)

Figure 1.

1. How many are shown? (Write the

number.)

2. Write the numeral.

7 hundreds • 9 tens

3. Write the next two numbers.

596, 597, 598,

4. Which is the greatest number?
631 , 635, 497

5. Write or to make a true

statement. 826 € 841

6. Write the numeral.

9000 + 700 + 3

Figure 2.

specific areas where the student is weak,

and records both individual and class

progress. C.M.S. can actually free the

classroom teacher from the tasks associated

with developing, administering and scoring

tests. It will also free him from searching

for appropriate remedial or enrichment

materials, and from keeping records, while

allowing him to individualize instruction

for students who need extra help and for

advanced students.

C.M.S. tests very specific skills defined

by learning objectives. It evaluates each

student's mastery of the objectives and
pinpoints weaknesses. This system immed-

iately scores, evaluates, and records all

test scores and then routes the student to

the next test or prescribes remedial work
geared exactly to the objectives he has

failed to master. The prescriptions are

correlated with six major basal math

62 CREATIVE COMPUTING
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different monsters More if you
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Please call

(213) 883-8594.

Our Epson prices
are so low,

we're notallowed
to printthem.
EPSON MX-80 SCALL

80 cps/9x9 matrix/Lower case with

true descenders/Bi-directional &
Logic seeking/Adjustable tractor/

Expanded printing/Block graphics/

Forms control/Compressed printing/

Double-strike printing/Correspon-

dence quality/Emphasized printing

mode/Standard parallel interface

EPSON MX-80 F/T SCALL

Same features as the MX-80 plus Fric-

tion Feed. Adjustable removable trac-

tor is standard for ease of handling

forms and single sheets.

EPSON MX-100 F/T SCALL
Same features as the MX-80 & MX-80
F/T but on 15'/2 inch carriage for print-

ing 132 columns with standard 10 cpi

font or 232 columns in the com-
pressed character font. The MX-100 is

complete with Dot Resolution
Graphics

EPSON INTERFACES & OPTIONS
TRS-80 MODEL I. Ill CABl I S 30

TRS-80 MODEL I Keyboard Interface $ 95

TRS-80 MODEL II CABLE $ 30

APPLE INTERFACE & CABLE $ 100

IEEE 488 INTERFACE $ 60

SERIAL INTERFACE $ 70

SERIAL INTERFACE (2K BUFFER) $ 149

SERIAL CABLE Male 10 Male S 30

DOT RESOLUTION GRAPHICS $ 90

REPLACEMENT RIBBON $ 13

REPLACEMENT PRINT HEAD (Quiet type) $ 40

EPSON SERVICE MANUAL S 40

We built a reputation on our
prices and your satisfaction.

We guarantee everything we sell lor 30 days II anything

is wrong, just return the item and we'll make it right.

And. of course, we'll pay the shipping charges.

We accept Visa and Master Card on all orders. COD

accepted up to $300.00. We also accept school pur-

chase orders.

Please add $2 00 for standard UPS shipping and

handling on orders under 50 pounds, delivered in the

continental U.S. Call us lor shipping charges on items

that weigh more than 50 pounds Foreign, FPO and APO

orders please add 15% lor shipping. California res-

idents add 6% sales tax.

31245 LA BAYA DRIVE, WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CALIFORNIA 91362
CIRCLE 170 ON READER SERVICE CARD



lassroom Management, continued.

textbooks used in schools throughout the
country and with many SRA supplementary
programs. The teacher can select any or
all of the references.

Customizing the Program
The first time the system is used the

classroom teacher inputs or "customizes"
the "Teacher Diskette." The teacher types

in the class name, his own name, and a
code word which allows only the teacher
access to the recorded information.

The next step is to use the Student
Diskette to record each individual student
in the class (maximum of 40 students).

Information such as name, age, I.D.

number, and nickname are entered here.

To enter a class of 40 students takes about
half an hour, and is the most typing you
will do! (See Figure 1.)

Once the teacher has entered the class

information, he begins to enter information

for the most useful part of C.M.S.: the

Reference Diskettes. These diskettes allow

the teacher to specify from which textbook

How many are shown?
Example:

o a

-+ 428

How many are shown?

1 IN BN jh
13 ..II . . I Q

1.

o o

° O Q
o o

1

:

J-j H::

Figure 3.

Individ, it Student Report. Long Form

SRA/CLASSROCM MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
-- LEVFL fc PACE 1

20-AUC-I98C
student S name: fenny KENNY
NICINAMF: HEN
1.0. number: oe
ace:
CMOCI

LEVEL B-l
> SUivEY 1 - EASIC WHO^E NUMBERS
> F'ROBE 1--FLACE VALUE AND COUNTING
) FROEE 2--FLACE VALUE. COUNTING.

AND ROUNDING
) PROBE 3--UHO.E NUMI ER ADDITION
) BROKE 4--WHOLE NUMI f R SU! TRACTION
) PROFT 5--WM0LE NUMBER

MULTIPLICATION
) SURVEY 2 -- INTERMEDIATE MHOLE

NUMFTRS
> PxOBE 4--WH01E NUMFCR ADDITION

AND SUBTRACTION
) P*OBT 7--MHOLE NUM : ( k

MULTIF-LICATION
> PROBE B--WH0^E NUMEER DIVISION
> PROBE 9- -WHOLE NUMEER WORD

Fl EM£

COMPLETE
TEST NOT TO H CIVEN
STUDENT IS WCRF:INC IN THIS AREA
POST-TEST STILL TO EE CIVEN

OCTOBER 1981

Figure 4.

he would like to take prescriptions (six

major texts are already correlated with
the program) and which SRA supplemen-
tary materials should be correlated. The
instructor can also specify his own mater-
ials, special kits, games, other textbooks,
or any other educational tool.

There are four "open" spots in the
program that allow this to be done easily

by following the excellent instructions in

the guide. Therefore, the teacher is not
locked into using any specific textbook
or material. If a new book comes in, he
can add it to the correlations.

Now the system is customized for the
class and the teacher can start the "student

interaction" phase of the program.
The student's tests are in two parts,

Surveys and Probes. In the teacher's guide
all Survey and Probe tests are reproduced
so that the instructor may make paper
copies for the students. This saves computer
time. The students can work the problems
on paper and then enter them into the
computer when their time is scheduled.
The Surveys test broad areas of mathe-
matical skills. The Probes pinpoint specific-

areas of weakness. Students are routed to
the Probes through the Surveys.

Using the Program
Let's say that a student, Brian, is assigned

to take Survey 1. (See Figure 2.) Brian
inserts the student diskette and is asked
to enter his name. If this matches a name
stored on the diskette by the teacher, he
can then enter his password. If this pass-

word also matches he will be routed to

65

the Survey 1 diskette, which contains the
first survey test. If Brian does not type in

the correct information he will be asked
to try again. He will have three chances
to enter the information correctly, after
which he will be told to "see your
teacher."

When question 1 , of Survey 1 , appears
on the screen, Brian types in his answer.
A correct response will receive an "O.K.";
a wrong answer a "NO." Then Brian will

proceed to the next question. Some ques-
tions may be skipped, depending on how
well he does; this is called the "abbreviation
mode" and is used when a student is not
doing well. It stops the student from
becoming frustrated and saves time. After
Brian is done, the computer routes him to
the next survey test, if he missed no
problems, or sends him on to the applicable
probe test.

It should be noted that
C.M.S. was not meant to

teach. It is a
management tool.

In this example Brian missed only one
question— question 1. Therefore the com-
puter has told him to go to Probe 1 where
he will work on only those questions which
relate to the missed question (See Figure
3). He will now be tested even further on
his weakness.

If he should miss a question in a probe,
a prescription will be given. He might be
told to go to page 30 of one of the math
texts or to do a certain teacher-made
activity, or anything else that correlates
with the area missed. The assigned pre-
scription is recorded and should be given
to the teacher. After the teacher feels
that Brian has mastered the material, he
will be sent back to the computer and
tested only on that section of the probe
that he missed.

If Brian fails in this second attempt a
"double fault" mode is set up. Brian must
bring his teacher back to the computer to
type in a special code to allow him to
continue with the probes or surveys. This
insures that he must master any weak
areas before he can continue with C.M.S.
As part of the customization of C.M.S.

by the classroom teacher, he could choose
to skip certain surveys or probes for the
whole class or individually by student.
Also the teacher may decide whether the
student should be assigned a prescription
as soon as a problem is missed or only
when the test is completed.
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Now that our student, Brian, is done

with his CMS. assignment, his teacher

might like to review his records. The
teacher can call up, via the screen or

printer routine, the following choices for

class reports: a) Class List— a simple list

of all students in the class; b) Survey/Probe

Status Report— a graphic list of each

student and his status on all Survey/Probe

areas; c) Individual Student Report— long

form report with content areas and status

(good report for consulations with parents);

d) Class Record— lists all students in the

class and shows their status on every

Survey/Probe; e) Grouping Report— lists

all students who are currently working on

the same probes (perfect for "grouping" a

class for small group instruction); f) Graphic

Graph Grouping Report— shows a bar

graph for all the probes and number of

students working on each probe; g) Pre-

scription Reports— these are the same
reports the students get for their next

assignment (See Figures 4, 5, and 6).

Evaluation

In actual use with a fourth grade class

C.M.S. was very easy to use, and required

no previous computer knowledge. The
170-page teacher's guide is quite thorough.

You are led step-by-step through all phases

of operation for both the program and

the computer. There is even a section for

teaching the students a little "computerese";

complete with computer riddles. The
program takes advantage of the graphics

capabilities of the Apple and Atari and

the on-screen directions to the student

are clear and easy to follow. A little smiling

face lets a student know that he is operating

the computer correctly and a frowning

face signals him to try again. The program

runs very smoothly and has never

"crashed."

There are, however, a few problem areas.

When a student misses a problem the

correct answer is not given and there is

no tutorial. However, it should be noted

that C.M.S. was not meant to teach. It is

a management tool.

A more serious problem has nothing to

do with program content, but with the

management of the program diskettes.

SRA has chosen to put the "management

portion" of the courseware on a separate

diskette. This program is set up for a one-

disk-drive system. Not only does this

necessitate the constant swapping of

diskettes, but a more serious flaw quickly

becomes apparent. SRA has envisioned

one computer per classroom, and the

system works fine in that environment.

But most schools cannot afford to have

one computer per classroom. Instead they

have a computer room, with many com-

puters being shared by all the classes in

the school.

C.M.S. does not work very well under

these conditions, because SRA has not

provided a way to transfer student data

and records from one diskette to another.

Therefore, if you have one class sharing

five computers, and you wish to have the

Both Form* of the Grouping Report

probe students
l\ « '.

«
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Figure 6.
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entire class operate C.M.S. on a rotating

basis, there is no way to transfer student

data from the master student diskette to

another student diskette. The teacher can

make a duplicate student diskette— two

are provided— but this merely makes a

back-up disk.

SRA does sell a management package

consisting of one teacher disk and two

extra student diskettes for $250, but this

does not solve the problem. It simply allows

you to use the courseware with another

class, keeping separate records. You still

cannot "merge" the separate student data

to compile one master class record. A
data transfer routine should be provided

by SRA.

The use of this program
in the classroom allows

every child in the school
to have true
individualized

instruction in

mathematics, while

allowing teachers time

to do what they do
best— teach.

Another unfortunate feature of this

courseware is that the school does not

buy it; the school must pay a "license

fee." A license arrangement usually pro-

vides better protection for the company
than for the user. Also, since this program

is copy-protected, its use is limited to 40

students per student diskette. I hope that

SRA's license agreement will be modified

to allow a reduction in price for an entire

school which would like to use C.M.S.

Although most educational computer

software is far from perfect, this package

comes very close. It is one educational

software set that deserves an unequivocal

"A." SRA has spent much time developing

this comprehensive program, and it shows.

The use of this program in the classroom

allows every child in the school to have

true individualized instruction in mathe-

matics, while allowing teachers time to

do what they do best— teach.

I believe that what Visicalc has done

for business software, "C.M.S.-Mathematics

B" will do for educational software.

SRA's C.M.S.-Mathematics A" (grades

1-3) should be available in the fall. They

are also developing a similar set to improve

reading skills.

CREATIVE COMPUTING
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The Evan's Report Is In There -Somewhere!

y\

*,*

The old-fashioned mess of paper filing

sysfems can drive you over the edge. You
wasfe time and money in inefficient
searching and manual sorting. In today's
business environment, this is both outdated
and unnecessary.

DATADEX, the information organization
system from IUS, hands you your valuable
information immediately — when you need
it from your APPLE II desktop computer.

You view your stored information on the
APPLE™ screen or create reports with simple
commands. DATADEX provides just the
detailed and professional looking reports
needed in today's business world.

With DATADEX, management performance
is improved using faster, more accessible
information and, best of all. DATADEX has
been shown to pay for itself in two months of
normal secretarial time. Visit your local
dealer and experience DATADEX your-
self. IUS, 281 Arlington Ave., Berkeley CA
94707 (415) 525-9452.

1

The Information Organization System

.
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creative computing

SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Robotwar

Type: Game

System: 48K Apple II, Applesoft.

Disk Drive

Format: Disk

Language: Machine language

Summary: Complete game system for

developing gladiator robots

Price: $39.95

Manufacturer: Muse Software

330 N. Charles St.

Baltimore, MD 21201

His name is Bottom. His battle plan has

carried him through scores of contests in

the arena. Bottom always seeks the south

wall of the arena, hugs it and moves back

and forth while aiming his radar to the

north. But Bottom is blind to his flanks.

During the battle. Mover slips down, locks

on his target, and fires. Bottom keeps

coming. Mover shoots again. They collide

and both are damaged. But the shots have

taken their toll. Bottom succumbs. Mover
senses his damage and goes to a new
location. He spots another target. But this

one moves before Mover fires. The shell

flies past the target. Mover scans clockwise

with his radar. He finds the target again.

This time he doesn't miss. He stands alone

in the arena, the enemies are gone.

Bottom and Mover are two inhabitants

of the universe of Robotwar. They have

been programmed to find and destroy all

who enter the arena. Were this all that

occurred, Robotwar from Muse would be

just another game. But there is more.

Robotwar is a full system that allows the

user to program and test his own robots.

Among other things, this makes Robotwar

an excellent educational tool.

Robot Talk

Bottom and his disk mates are pro-

grammed in a special robot assembly

language. In essence, each robot acts as a

small central processing unit. Actions are

carried out by sending values to specific

registers within the robot. For instance,

the RADAR register activates the radar

of the robot. A value from to 355 can be

placed in the register, causing the robot

to send a beam at the appropriate angle.

At this point the RADAR register will

contain a new value indicating the result

of the radar beam. The absolute value of

this number tells the distance to the spotted

object. The sign of the number tells the

type of object. Walls return a positive

value; other robots return a negative value.

The robots also contain an AIM register

which is used for pointing a gun. a SHOT
register which fires a projectile. SPEEDX
and SPEEDY registers to control move-

ment, a DAMAGE register which indicates

the percent of injury sustained, a RAN-
DOM register for generating random

numbers, and X and Y registers to indicate

position. There are twenty-four storage

registers and an INDEX register. The

storage registers are for holding values.

The index allows the programmer to

address registers indirectly. Each register

has a number. Thus, if SPEEDX is number

seven, you can place a seven in the INDEX
register and any access to INDEX will

actually access SPEEDX. This is a powerful

capability. For instance, by putting a base

number plus a random value into INDEX,

you can randomly access either SPEEDX
or SPEEDY.

O.K., there is a set of registers. What

can you do with them? Well, the robot

language also contains a set of commands.

A value can be sent to a register with the

TO command. A TO B takes the value in

A and places it in B. Arithmetic operations

are allowed, such as A<5 TO SPEEDX.
The flexibility of the robots is increased

with GOTO and GOSUB, and their "intelli-

gence" amplified with IF statements.

Putting it all together, a simple scan and

shoot routine would be:

LOOP
AIM+5TOAIM
AIM TO RADAR
IF RADAR<0 THEN GOSUB SHOOT
GOTO LOOP
SHOOT
0-RADAR TO SHOT
ENDSUB J

68 CREATIVE COMPUTING



In this example. LOOP is a label. The
next line increases the aim of the gun. If

the radar reading is less than zero, a robot
has been spotted. In this case, the SHOOT
subroutine is called. Placing the distance
of the robot (O-RADAR) into SHOT causes
a shell to go in the direction of AIM and
explode at the instructed distance. END-
SUB causes the program to return from
the subroutine and continue execution at

the line following the call.

The above, of course, is just one possible

program segment. There are many ways
to use radar, and many strategies. This is

part of the value of Robotwar. Owners of
the disk are enticed into creating better,

more effective robots. If two robots employ
the same strategy, the one using more
efficient code will probably triumph. The
user begins to ask questions such as "What
if radar oscillated instead of sweeping?"
or "How large an increment can be used
without too much risk of scanning past a
target?" These "what ifs" can be put to
the test. In the arena, program flaws

Even Target, whose
strategy is to sit in place
and do nothing, has
been known to win
once in a while.

become painfully obvious, but there is a

less painful way to test robots. The disk

contains a test bench which executes the

code and displays register contents. Radar
spottings and damage can be simulated.

In essence, the test bench provides full

debugging features, including single step
and trace.

Let's step through some features of the

disk. The menu begins with an option to

put robots into the arena. If this is selected,

the user sees a roster of available robots.

From two to five can be selected. Once
the choice is made, the battle begins. The
robots appear as square, hexagonal, or

octagonal shapes, each of which is dis-

tinctive. The side of the arena contains a

display showing each shape, the name of

the robot, percent of damage, and score.

Every time a robot is destroyed, the

survivors gain a point. Radar is shown by
a white flash, the aim of the gun is indicated

with a line inside the robot. Projectiles

are small dots. Each robot in turn carries

out an order. Since this is a sequential

process, the program speeds up as robots

are eliminated. With two robots, the action

is quite fast.
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Instead of a single battle, the user can
schedule a tournament. Here, a running
score is kept, allowing robots to be tested

for long-term performance. It is possible

for an inferior robot to win occasionally,

but unlikely that such a robot will win a
tournament. Even Target, whose strategy

is to sit in place and do nothing, has been
known to win once in a while.

The editor for writing robot code is a
version of Supertext, and is easy to use.

Since labels are allowed, the code doesn't
require line numbers. The language is

simple enough for beginners, but sophis-

ticated enough to allow for a wide range
of robots. Once the code is written, the

source and object files can be saved to

the master disk, or to a specially formatted

backup. Disks can be initialized from the

program, which is good since the master
disk has limited free space. A robot on a
backup disk must be transferred to the
master before entering a tournament. This
is an easy process which is fully explained
in the documentation.
The manual contains full instructions

for programming robots, including many
examples of different routines, and clear
descriptions of registers and robot language.
The only weakness in the system is the
use of several different units of measure-
ment. The arena is 400 meters across.
The X and Y locations of the robot are
given as values from to 255, while the
speed of the robots is given in decimeters.
Aside from this, Robotwar is both an
excellent game and an excellent learning

tool.

SUPER-TEXT

ADVANCED
FEATURES

split screen (or editing large

documents
Main Mode for preparing

Itcal reports

Optional die Unking for global

search and print operations

[ I Preview Mode formats line

endings and page breaks on
screen before printing

. Form letter generation and
mailing list management
add-on modules
and much more

SUPERTEXT]

MOSt-

single key cursor control

automatic word Overflow
automatic paragraph

indentation

automatic on-screen tabbing
block copy, save and delete
tutorial manual and handy

reference card
dual disk copy program tor

file backup
and much more

Super-Text is the word
processing answer A rare

combination of ease ol use and
advanced features. Super-Text turns an
Apple computer into a powerful word
processing system with capabilities

unmatched by many dedicated WP sys-

tems costing thousands of dollars more.

Add the Form Letter

Module and Address Book to

^ make Super-Text the most
powerful business correspondence

system Use Super-Text to create a letter.

then print a personalized copy for everyone
on your mailing list Super-Text is $150. the
Form Letter Module $100 and the Address
Book $50 at computer stores everywhere

From the leader in quality software...

For the Apple II or Apple II Plus(48K)

Apple IS a trademark ol Apple Computer Corp MUSESOFTWARE"

330 N Charles St
Baltimore. MD 21201

i(301)65972t2
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SUPRBRAIN
INTE3TEC

EMS 1

SAVE
Superbrain 64K Double Density $ 2549 28%
Superbrain 64K Quad Density $ 2895 28%

ATARI "800 16KA
ATARI

$739
SAVE 32%

cmmraPT:

Atari 400
Atari 820 Printer

Atari 810 Disk Drive
Atari 410 Program Recorder
Atari 16K RAM Module
Atari 850 Interface

Atari Star Raiders

Note: Up to 4 weeks delivery on drives

NO
SALES
TAX

# SUPER BUYS

our i yvrusc for Apple II /Ik
Apple: SAVE

Language/ Pascal System $379 24%
DOS 3.3 $ 49 20%
Apple Writer $ 59 21%
The Controller $495 21%
Apple Pilot $119 27%
DOS Tool Kit $ 59 22%
Apple Fortran $149 25%
Apple Plot $ 49 30%
Tax Planner $ 99 33%
Dow Jones News & Quotes $ 69 28%
Dow Jones Portfolio Eval. $ 45 10%

Personal Software:
Visicalc 3.3 $159 21%
Visiplot $149 20%
Visitrend/Visiplot $209 20%
Visidex $159 20%
Visiterm $119 20%
Desktop Plan II $159 21%
CCA Data Base Mgt. $ 79 20%

Muse, Super Text II $112 25%
Info. Unlim., Easywriter $219 13%
Hayden, Sargon II (chess) $ 29 22%
PFS, Filing /Data Base $ 69 28%
Stoneware, DB Master (new version) $179 22%
Softech, Stockfile (inventory) $369 25%
Microsoft (on disks):

Typing Tutor $ 15 30%
Fortran 80 $149 25%
A.L.D.S. $110 10%
BASIC Compiler $299 25%
Olympic Decathalon $ 19 24%
Cobol 80 $559 25%
Wordstar $269 24%

Epson, MX 80 Graphics Dump $ 7 30%
Insoft*

* ALD System II $110 10%
* TransFORTH II $110 10%
* Accounting Software $365 66%

k A full professional quality integrated

k GL, A/R.A/P, Payroll package Hot-

^L line support available. Send tor free~ sample printouts.

Peachtree, Inventory CALL CALL
Broderbund, Payroll CALL CALL

r Central Point Software: NEW |

Copy II Plus, Best bit copier available.

Will copy most copy protected software
for your backup In 45 seconds! $39 95

TECHNICAL HOTLINE
AND OREGON ORDER LINE
(CUSTOMERS ONLY-PLEASE HAVE INVOICE # )

(503) 772-3803

toll free(800)547-1289 _

Computer Exchange
259 Barnett Rd., Unit 3, Medford, OR. 97501 ^P



of Professionals
HARDWARE for Apple 11/11+

HfcKAIH UfcPAR

Mcippkz computer
WW. Sales and Service

SAVE
Disk II and 3.3 Controller $499 23%
Disk II only $439 16%
Micro-Sci 5" Drives for Apple II:

* A70, 286K, 5' Drive $489 20%
* A40, 160K, 5" Drive $369 18%

Controller Card
with utility diskette $ 79 21%

Apple, Language/ Pascal System $379 24%
M&R, RF Modulator $ 25 38%
MONITORS:

Sanyo:
9"B&W $169 30%

12" B&W $249 21%
12" Green $299 21%
13" Color $449 20%

* NEC 12" Green $225 21%
DISKETTES, 5", box of 10:

Apple $ 44 21%
Maxell $ 39 33%
Memorex $ 25 45%

Apple, Game Paddle $ 25 20%
GSC Videos tick, Joystick $ 35 20%
Keyboard Company: Joystick II $ 39 22%

Numeric Keypad $119 21%
ABT, Keypad B, 10 key $ 99 21%
SSM AIO, Serial/Para. Interface $159 20%
CCS: Serial Interface Card $129 35%

Parallel Interface Card $ 99 37%
Apple, IEEE-488Card $339 25%
Apple, Clock/Calendar Card $239 15%
80 Column Video Cards:

Apple, Smarterm $299 17%
* Videx, Videoterm $249 18%
Ask about other Videx accessories

PRINTERS:
Apple, Silentype w / 1 nterface $329 17%
Centronics, 737 $759 26%
Apple, Centronics 737 Interface $169 25%
Epson:
MX 80 CALL CALL
MX 80 FT CALL CALL
MX 100 W/ Graphics CALL CALL
MX 80/100 Interface CALL CALL
MX 80 friction feed adapter (FT)CALL CALL
MX 80 graphics chip CALL CALL

MISCELLANEOUS:
Apple, Graphics Tablet $695 13%
Microsoft:
* Z80 Softcard $249 28%
* 16K RAM Card $159 20%

* Hayes: Micromodem II™" $299 25%
Smartmodem $249 11%

* Apple, 1 Yr Extended Warranty $175 20%
Mountain, CPS Multifunction Card $ 13%
Corvus,

5 Meg Hard Disk CALL CALL
10 Meg Hard Disk CALL CALL
20 Meg Hard Disk CALL CALL
Mirror CALL CALL

REPAIR DEPARTMENT (503) 772-4401

We are an authorized
dealer and repair
center and will repair
all Apple equipment
regardless of where
you purchased it, in

or out of warranty.
Normally our turn-
around time on
repairs is 24 hours.
Call before sending
equipment.

Apple II+ SAVE
16K $1029 23%
48K $ 1079 30%
64K $ 1249 28%
Disk II W/DOS $ 499 23%

All are 1981 models with Apple RAM. 64K unit is 48K unit with Microsoft
16K RAM board. 64K units include Applesoft and Integer
BASIC ' s when used with DISK 1 1 . The Apple 1 1 no longer comes with
game paddles. Paddles are extra - CALL.

APPLE///
128K $ 3299
Disk $ 479

Info Analyst Pack $ 399

SAVE
13%
20%

* STAR INDICATES SPECIAL VALUE

Above prices for mail orders only. Our store showroom is 259 Barnett Rd.,
Unit 2, Medford, OR. Store prices, which include software service, differ
from mail order prices. No mail order sales at store. CALL ORDER DESK.
ORDERING INFORMATION:
Minimum order $100. Money Orders, Cashier Checks or Bank Wire
welcomed. Visa and MC orders add 3% . Net 30 days on credit for
Fortune 500 companies and companies rated for A-2 and better by Dunn and
Bradstreet. Personal checks are accepted (allow 20 days to clear). Add 3%
for shipping, handling and insurance. UPS ground is standard. Add 4%
total for UPS Blue or 10% total for foreign orders or US Parcel Post.
Include your telephone number. No COD's. Prices are subject to change
without notice. Order desk hours are 9 to 6 PDT, 10 to 3 Saturdays
REFERENCES:
We have been an Apple dealer since 1978. Our bank reference Is First
Interstate Bank (503) 776-5620. We belong to the Chamber of Commerce.
(503) 772-6293.

Computer Exchange
259 Barnett Rd., Unit 3, Medford, OR. 97501 ^P
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Software 4T(

James C. Kingman

We hear a great deal about the poor
quality ofeducational software and quite

a bit less about how to improve it. The
author of this article provides some
concrete suggestions. Although some
of the specific things he suggests are

for the TRS-M). they can be modified

and the concepts applied to any com-
puter.—EBS

"No, Jennifer. That's not right. Try again.

Six plus three is how many?" I could feel

my frustration rising. Worse. 1 could hear

the frustration and anger in my voice as I

spoke to my daughter.

Jennifer was nine years old and should

have been capable of single integer addition

long ago. But Jennifer is special— she is

mildly retarded and goes to the elementary

special education class at Ray Bjork School

in Helena. MT.
Because of her retardation. Jennifer

needs a large amount of overlearning in

order to master a skill. A skill, such as

single integer addition, might be mastered

by a child of average intelligence in a

couple of months while the same skill

might take Jennifer and children like her

a year, two years or more to master. It

will take Jennifer many hours of drill and
practice before she can master simple

arithmetic.

Unfortunately, on that winter night as I

was working with my daughter, the only

thoughts on my mind were negative ones.

James C. Kinsman. Center (or Educational Research,

Wtl \ ast Sixth Avenue. Helena. M I S4oOI.

"We hope the educational programmers will agree to a set of standard input procedures.

They ranged from the "poor me" question

of why couldn't Jennifer be normal to the

realization of the enormous cost to tax-

payers to educate special children. These

thoughts plus the frustration of not being

able to get Jennifer to understand and

remember what, to me, were the simplest

of concepts brought a premature end to

our evening practice session. I ended it

with some stupid remark like, "If you're

not going to try, I'm not going to help

you." Fortunately for special children

everywhere. I am not a teacher.

About a week after the frustrating

evening with my daughter. I was in the

Radio Shack store to buy a new trinket

while the salesman was demonstrating the

TRS-80 to another customer. As an infor-

mation management specialist. I was
familiar with home computers since I had

looked them over carefully out of profes-

sional curiosity when they first came on
the market. However, as one who never

balances his checkbook and dislikes book-

keeping. I really didn't see how I could

use a computer at home. Oh, it would be

fine to tinker with, but that hardly justified

the cost.

72

Then, as I was leaving the store, I heard

the salesman say something to the other

customer that turned on the proverbial

light bulb. "Another use for the home is

education. The computer is very good at

presenting repetitive problems in math

and language."

"Of course!" I thought.

"Drill and practice," I muttered.

"Repetitive presentation of practice

problems with infinite patience in an

emotionally-neutral manner." I said aloud

to the salesman and customer. Startled,

they only stared at me.

I'll take one. please." I said to the

salesman. He continued to stare at me.

"I would like a home computer. One of

those. Today. Now, if you have one in

stock."

"Slowly, still staring, he headed for the

stockroom. When he returned with the

large box containing my new computer, I

already had my check made out.

"Do you know how to program in Basic?"

he asked as he wrote out the receipt.

"No, but I will figure it out." I said, not

bothering to tell him I knew several other

computer languages.

CREATIVE COMPUTING
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A Programming Course For Beginners

What is the best way to learn
how to use an APPLE* com-
puter?

You could enroll in a class —
arranged at someone else's con-
venience, given by a technician
who may not be a very good
teacher. Or you could read a

book — written by a program-
mer who may not be a very
good writer. Or you could learn
in your own home, on your own
APPLE*, at your own conven-
ience, using the course that has
become a standard of the indus-
try.

Introducing
THE NEW STEP BY STEP,
a programming course for
beginners

In 1978. PDI introduced the

original Step by Step. The stu-

dent learned by interacting
with his or her computer. Thou-
sands of students learned how
to use an APPLE 11 computer
and the Applesoft " language
with Step by Step. Now, using
feedback from students,

teachers and learning special-

ists, we arc introducing The
New Step by Step.

The New Step by Step, in

addition to sound and effective

teaching, includes computer
graphics, animation, sound
effects and a voice track.

How does
THE NEW STEP BY STEP
work?

The computer program
shows screen displays
or sample program
outputs, while the

audio cassette explains
to the student what is

being shown. After each
instructional segment,
the student is asked a
question or asked to solve

a problem. The computer
checks the student's work.

When a lesson has been com-
pleted, the student turns off the
cassette and goes to the Step by
Step Workbook to review and

practice the material covered in

the lesson. After the practice as-

signment has been completed,
the student takes a qui/..

A final exam is included.

What does
THE NEW STEP BY STEP teach?
There are about twenty hours
of instruction. Topics covered
include:

e PRINT instruction

e Writing simple programs

INPUT
Loops GOTO
IF-THEN
Program counters

Library functions such as
INT and RND
Screen formatting, including
TAB, VTAB and HTAB
Subroutines

READ-DATA statements
FOR-NEXT loops

One-dimensional arravs
Nested l<x>ps

Low-resolution graphics
Multiple-statement lines

Program logic

Floating point notation

How can
THE NEW STEP BY STEP
be used?

Schools can use Step by Step for
individualized instruction in

programming in BASIC and in

computer literacy programs.

Families can use Step by Step to
ensure that all family members
can use the family computer.

Businesses can use Step bv Step
to train their personnel.

APPLE* dealers can use Step by
Step to introduce prospective
customers to the APPLE®
computer.

What are PDI's

, plans for the future?

V/fvV ^c arc now m tnc

i^£J^V^l£l process of developing

Pw^jTsoTTa SteP hy SteP Two, whi
-. X\ * 'vV^l,1 .

W 'H teach intermedi

^KV.lin^W* di

%0X'i^'vs!>bM hi

•Apple is a trademark ol Apple Computer Corp.
CIRCLE 297 ON READER SERVICE CARD

hich

iate

BASIC programming,
disk operation and
hi-res graphics. Step by

r^v'.'ijp , Step Three will teach
'^fjiiiii machine language and

VyH:\ assembler.

Available at Computerland
,V and other fine computer
^ stores. Or, directly from PDI,

for $79.95 plus $3.00 shipping
and handling.

Program Design. Inc

II Idar Court

Greenwich. CT 06830
203-661-8799



signing Software, continued.

Again, the stare of incredulity. To this

day the salesman, whom 1 have come to

know well, suspects that I'm not altogether

sane.

That was two years ago. Since that

time I have quit a well paying job and,

with an educator and an experimental

psychologist who specialize in human
learning and motivation, formed a non-

profit research and development corpora-

tion that specializes in microcomputer

applications for developmentally and

learning disabled individuals. I now spend

most of my energies in the field of educa-

tional uses for microcomputers. This article

is about what we have learned in the last

two years. It is offered as a guide to others

who want to write good Computer Assisted

Instruction (CAI) and see it used in

schools.

After acquiring a microcomputer for

educational use one quickly discovers that

there is not a great deal of software

available. An added problem is that much

of what software is avilable is not particu-

larly good. We believe that good educa-

tional software must have eight charac-

teristics. The eight characteristics are: 1)

Educational Soundness, 2) Ease of Use,

3) "Bullet" Proofing, 4) Clear Instructions,

5) Appropriate Language, 6) Appropriate

Frame Size, 7) Motivation and 8) Evalua-

tion.

These eight characteristics are the same

whether you are writing drill and practice

programs for elementary age mentally

retarded children or tutorial programs for

graduate students in physics. Applying

these eight characteristics will not

guarantee a good educational program,

but ignoring them will guarantee a poor

Educational Soundness
The first and most important char-

acteristic of CAI courseware is that it be

educationally sound. By educationally

sound we mean that the material to be

presented, (1) is relevant to the student's

needs. (2) is appropriate for the learning

objective, and (3) does, in fact, contribute

to the learning process. To be relevant to

the student's needs, the material must be

tailored to the current curriculum of the

class. For example, if a junior high social

studies class is studying economics, a

tutorial program presenting the concept

of "marginal propensity to consume" may
not be relevant to the student's current

needs. On the other hand, a simulation

program that lets the student play king by

allocating the resources of a fictitious

country between "guns and butter" and

then presents the results of the student's

allocation, may be very relevant to the

student's need to understand simple

economic relationships.

The courseware developer must also

know what the learning objectives are, or

define them himself. Stated a different

Fast interactive debugging
off Applesoft™ programs

SOFT-STEP™ - a new easy-to-use debugger for the expert and beginner

alike. Some of its outstanding features:

STEP— single-step thru your programs

BREAK— set breakpoint at any line

LIST— I'st next line to be executed

TRACE—trace all or only chosen lines

EXAMINE— see the values of variables or memory

DEFINE—change values of variables or memory

Requires 32K APPLE (only 2.7 kbytes long). No modification to your source pro-

gram needed Fast Assembly language. $39.95. See your dealer today

LOOP-HOLE™-a
fast, fun. hi-res action game for

two (your partner is not left

out) . You win by trapping your

opponent in your trail— if his

bullets don't get you. Play with

game paddles or keyboard com-
mands $29.95.

ACCU-SHAPES™ - the ultimate shape-

building program. Shapes are constructed on the lo-res

screen with simple keyboard commands to unparalleled

accuracy. Save tables to disk. Add, delete, insert, edit,

move. etc.. at will. Construct on lores, view on hi-res.

Fast 8K Assembly language. 48K APPLE required

$39.95. See your dealer today.

APPLESOFT and APPLE are trademark! of Apple Computer

ACCENT
Software
3750 Wright Place

Palo Alto, CA 94306

(415) 856-6505

way: what is it you want to teach? For

example, if you want to teach a child the

value of coins, a drill and practice program

that displays a facsimile of a coin, then

asks the student to identify its value may

meet the learning objective much better

than a simulation program that tries to

get the child to make change for a hypo-

thetical purchase.

The most difficult attribute of educa-

tional soundness to measure is whether,

in fact, the program does contribute to

the learning process. In two years, the

only good technique we have found to

determine this is field testing. The statistical

techniques to measure this attribute are

beyond the scope of this article, but the

courseware developer should be aware of

them in testing his programs.

Ease of Use
The second characteristic of good

educational software is ease of use. Ease

of use means that the program is designed

A bullet Is a 10-year old

hyperactive child who
will press every key on
the keyboard at every

opportunity.
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to be loaded and executed by a user with

minimum skills and knowledge. We believe

that the best educational software assumes

that the user has no knowledge of com-

puters or programming, has no typing skill

and will not read printed instructions,

except as a last resort. Even then, if the

instructions are read, they will not be

understood. We recognize that this assump-

tion is not true for most teachers, parents

and students. However, if you develop

your educational software assuming that

it is true, you will probably go a long way

in assuring that your programs are easy to

use.

Bullet Proofing

Closely related to ease of use is bullet

proofing. A bullet is a 10-year old hyper-

active child who will press every key on

the keyboard at every opportunity. Regard-

less of how well you think you have

considered every contingency, the bullet

is guaranteed to bring any new program

to a premature halt within 30 seconds.

Some common bullet proofing tech-

niques are:

1) Disabling the BREAK key at the

beginning of the program.

2) Testing input responses for appro-

CREATIVE COMPUTING



CALSOFT
Personal— Entertainment— Business

SOFTWARE
Low Discount Prices / 15 to 25% Discount off List Price
Fast Convenient Service / We ship same or next day
Large Selection of Software / Call or Write fa our FREE Catalog!

We have all the latest

software-ASK US!

Call 21 3-991 -1 626 800-423-5290 {Available soon )
All products below are on Disk unless otherwise noted

TRS-80, Pet and Atari
owners send for FREE
catalog!

^ Available on Cassette

ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL
Adventure »l 213 J9 95 33.9*

Adventure»4 5*6 39 95 33.95

Adventure 47 8*9 39 95 33.95

Adventure #10 20 95 I7.M
Ploneto.ds Ait.ro.dl 19 95 I* 95

Planetoids Asteroids ^ 14 9$ 11.70

Adventure 1-11 / please tpeclfy 14.95 11.70

AUTOMATED SIMULATIONS
Introductory 3 pock 49 95 42.41

(Rescue. Morloc's. and Datesfones)

Starfleot Orion 24 95 ll.M
Invasion Orion 24.95 21.10

Morloc slower 19 95 14.95

Datestones of Ryn 19 95 14.95

DrogonsEye 24 95 11.10

Tuesday Morn.no Quarterback 29 95 25.45

Storflaet Orion.* 24 95 11.20

Invasion Orion.* 24.95 21.20

Morloct Towers 19 95 14.95

Datestones olRyn.- 19 95 14.95

Temple of Apshoi 39.95 32.95

H.lllir.Wornor 39.95 13.95

Star Warrior 39 95 12.95

Rescue otR.gel 29 95 25.45

Rescue at R.gel- 29.95 25.41

BRODERBUND SOFTWARE
AhenRoin 24 95 21.20

Galactic Empire 24 95 21.20

Golottic Trodor 24 95 ll.M
Galactic Revolution 24 95 11.20

• la.olm Lett Redoubt 19 95 22 45

Snoggle Puckmon 24 95 11.20

Demon Derby Hyper Heod On 24 95 21.20

Gala.yWors 24 95 21.20

Allan Rain Galaxian 24.95 21.20

Tonk Command 14 95 12.70

Golden Mountain 19 95 14.95

Alien Typhoon 24 95 11.20

Payroll 395.00 224.75

General ledger 395 00 235.75

Space Warrior 24 95 21.20

Snoggle 24 95 11.10

BUDGCO
e Rotter Blotter 2».95 22.41

EDU WARE
Windfall 1995 14.95

Network 19.95 14.95

terrorist 29 95 25.45

• The Prisoner 20.9* 22.45

HIGHLANDS COMPUTER SERVICES
CRAE2 24.95 21.20

MCAT2 19.95 14.95

Creature Venture 24.95 21.20

HAYDEN SOFTWARE
Sorgon II 34 95 29.70
Soroon> 29 95 25.45
Reversal 34.95 29.70
Reversol^ 29 95 25.45
Data Graph 4995 4145
Histo Graph 29 95 25.45
Assembly long Dev Sys 39.95 33.95

Appliott Compiler 200 00 170.00

INNOVATIVE DESIGN SOFTWARE
fool 15 34.95 29.70

MICRO LAB

Data Factory

Mini factory

29 95 22.4*

15000 127.50

7500 43.7*

MICROSOFT
Typing Tutor 19 95 14.95

* Olympic Decathalon 24.95 22.45

Adventure 29 95 15.4*
FORTRAN 00 195.00 145.75

AIDS 12500 104.15

BASIC Compile. 395 00 335.75

COBOL 80 75000 437.50

WordStar 350 00 297.50

SoftCard 349 00 294.45

RAMCord 19500 145.75

Typing Tutors 14 95 12.70

MUSE
ABM 2495 21.20

SuperTe.ill 150 00 127.50

Three Mile Island 39 95 33.94

ON-LINE SYSTEMS
HI RES Adv 40 Mission Asteroid 19.95 14.95
HI RES Adv»l Mystery House 24 95 21.20

HIKES Adv tl Wizard * Princess 32.95 20.00

HI RES Adv #3 Cronston Manor 34 95 29.70

HI RES Football 39 95 33.95

• HIRES Soccer 29 95 22.45

HIRES Cribboge 24.95 21.20

Speed ASM 39.95 33.95

Mittile Delense 29 95 15.45

Sobotoge 24 95 ll.M
Gobbler 24.95 21.20

Pegasus II 29 95 22.4*
Threshold 2995 22.4*

SuperScr.be Word Processor 129.95 110.44

* E.pedlter II Applesoft Compiler 99 95 74.97

LISA Assem Long. Dav. System 79.95 47.9*

PERSONAL SOFTWARE
Checker King 24.93 21.20
Gammon Gambler 24 95 21.29
Monty Plays Monopoly 34.95 29.70

PERSONAL SOFTWARE
» *••* 29.95 29.95
M.croChess 24 95 21.2*
Bridge Portner 2405 ji.jg
Desktop Plan II 199 95 149.95
CCA Data Management System 99 95 *4.95
Viticalc3 2 149 95 127.45
Viliplol 17995 152.95

V.s.trend v.s.plot 259.95 220.95
Vitida* 19995 1*9.95
Vititerm 14995 127.45

Visicolc3 3 199 97 149.95
Checker King,. 1995 14.95
Monty Ploys Monopoly.- 29 95 25.45
MicroChoM.- 1995 14.95
Bridge Partners 19.95 14.95

SIRIUS SOFTWARE
Slor Cruiser 24 95 21.20
BothBorraU 24 95 21.20

11 Draw 2 34 95 29.70
EZ Draw 3 3 49 95 42.45
Cybar Strike 39 95 33.93
Phantom Five 29.95 25.45
Space Eggs 29 95 25.45
Pulsar II 29.95 25.45
Orb.tron 29 95 25.45

Autobahn 29 95 25.45
* Gamma Goblins 29.95 22.45

Gorgon 39 95 33.95
Sneakers 39 95 33.93

STONEWARE
• DIM.,.., 1*9.00 1*1.20

STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS
Computer Bismarck 59.95 50.99
Computer Ambush 59.95 50.9$
Computer Napoleonic 59.95 50.99
ComputeK Air Combat 59.95 50.99
Torpedo Fire 59.05 50.99
Operotion Apocalypse 59.95 90.99
Computer Conflict 39.95 33.99
The Warp Foctor 39.95 33.99
The Cartels t Cutthroats 39 95 33.95
Computer Quorterbock 39.95 33.95
The Shattered Allionce 59.95 90.99
Computer Boseball 39.95 33.95
President Elect 39.95 33.99

SUB LOGIC
A2 FSI Flight Simulator Disc 31.50

Cost 25.00

TG PRODUCTS
Gome Poddies (occs) 39 95 33.95

« Joyttlck (eccs) 59.95 47.9*

VERSA COMPUTING
VersaWriter Expansion Poc I

VersoWriter Graphics Tablet (occs)

3995 33.95

249 00 211.99

CALSOFT
6610 Tamarind St.

Agoura, CA 91301

We take Moitercerd t Vl*e. (Please Include No. end Expiration Date.) California resident* add 6*.

(ales tax. Include 2.00 for shipping. (3.00 for UPS Blue Label). Checks, COD or Money Order.

* Sole prices ere for October only I Prices sub|ect to change without notice.

80O-423-S290
21 3-991 -1 626 (AVAILABLE SOON)
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Designing Software, continued.

priate range and type before they are

accepted by the main routine of the pro-

gram.

3) A null INKEYS command before an

operational INKEYS to eliminate any

response made prematurely by the

student.

4) Error trapping routines that allow

the program to recover if our bullet does

find an unexpected way to terminate the

program.
Depending on the audience your pro-

grams are aimed at, you may even wish to

disconnect or physically move the RESET
key. For example, the RESET key on the

Radio Shack TRS-80, Model I, is inside

the keyboard case and covered by a little

door. This can be effectively taped shut

to prevent unauthorized use of the RESET

printed instructions would for assembling

a bicycle. Their advantage is ease of

programming. The disadvantage is that

they are somewhat overwhelming when
presented single spaced on a video screen,

and many times are not read. We recom-

mend no more than one page of sequential

instructions in any program.

The use of a menu can be very effective

in allowing the user a choice of what he

wants the program to do. A well designed

menu can also provide much information

about the operation of a program. For

example, if you are writing the instructions

for a drill and practice arithmetic program,

you could write a page or more of

sequential instructions that explained how
the program worked and asked the student

or teacher to enter the word "add,"

"Your program is excellent except for the playing of the Triumphal March from Aida for each

correct answer.
"

key. On the Radio Shack TRS-80 Model
III the RESET key is on the keyboard.

While it is recessed, even tape will not

prevent inquisitive fingers from finding it.

Thus, before the Model III is useful in an

elementary special education class, we
will need to move the key to the rear or

the bottom of the cabinet.

Instructions

The fourth characteristic of good edu-

cational software is clear screen-oriented

instructions on how to use the program.

We believe all necessary instructions would

be presented via the screen. These
instructions must be clear and concise

while giving the user sufficient information

to feel comfortable in using the program.

The three most common methods of

presenting instructions are sequential, menu
driven and the use of HELP. Sequential

instructions generally present textual

material in much the same fashion as

"subtract," "multiply," or "divide," to select

which operation was to be practiced.

Alternatively, you could display a menu
that said:

1) Addition

2) Subtraction

3) Multiplication

4) Division

Enter number of choice?

Those four numbers and eight words

convey extensive information to the user

about what the program may do. Multiple

menus can then be used to define the

desires and needs of the user further. For

example, if the user inputs "1" in the

above example another menu might be

immediately displayed that said:

Do you want to begin practice with:

1

)

Single integers without carry

2) Single integers with carry

3) Multiple integers without carry

4) Multiple integers with carry

Enter number of choice?

Once that choice is made another menu
might be displayed that allowed the user

to choose the format of presentation. For

example:
Which format?

1) 4
+4

2) 4 + 4 =

Enter number of choice?

This process can continue until all

program parameters have been defined.

A third method of giving instructions is

through the use of a HELP routine.

Generally the course developer must create

the software routine that will accommodate

this method, but it can be a very powerful

method of only providing instructions when

they are needed. In our previous example

the teacher may want an explanation of

"single integers without carry." To get

this explanation he would enter HELP 1.

The screen would then display:

HELP 1.

Single integer addition without carry

will generate random addition problems

whose terms will be single integers from

to 9. The addition of these terms however,

will never result in a sum greater than 9.

Press 'ENTER' to continue.

From the viewpoint of the user, the

HELP routine is the most efficient since

it presents only those instructions that

are needed.

We believe that a combination of all

three methods of instruction are useful in

good educational programs. We prefer to

use a brief overview of the program at

the beginning then go to the menu-driven

instructions to select program parameters.

Should the user need further information

about a particular menu item he can enter

HELP and the number of the item. This

would provide a detailed explanation of

the menu item. One important rule in

writing any type of user instructions, is to

keep them clear, concise and simple.

Appropriate Language
The fifth characteristic of good educa-

tional programs is the use of appropriate

language for the audience who will use

the program. If you are writing programs

for a senior high gifted and talented science

class you may use language entirely dif-

ferent from that required for programs in

a third grade arithmetic class. A classic

violation of this principle is a number
concepts program for kindergarten by a

major manufacturer that displays:

Welcome to Kindergarten. Please wait

a moment.
Presumably this was written to pacify

the teacher while the computer is doing

some internal housekeeping. It might have

been better if the time was filled with

some entertaining graphics or just a flashing
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Spelling Errors? Does your TRS-80* wordprocessor need help?

T.M.

CAN SPELL rendezvous AND mnemonic AND OVER 38,000 OTHER WORDS
Now let your TRS-80 and Proofreader by Soft-Tools check your Scripsit*. Electric Pencil, or other documents
for spelhng and typograph.cal errors. It has all the features needed to meet your proofreading requirements.

Checks every single word of even your biggest
document in under 5 minutes.

1 The 38.000 word dictionary is one of the
largest available.

Dictionary can be easily extended to add more
words such as technical terms or names

• All unknown words are listed on the screen and
can be saved on a file for printing.

• Works with almost any TRS-80 wordprocessor
including Scripsit and Electric Pencil.

• Comes with complete and easy to understand
User's Manual.

• Proof-Edit '

", optional interactive corrections feature for Model l/lll

QKAMMATlk"
BEYOND SPELLING CHECKING

A spelling checker may not be enough! This paragraph italiMtion. balanced quotation marks and parenthesescontains a number of common errors (indicated by andjmd. repeated words. In addition it will produce aunderhn.ng, that w.ll be discovered by Grammatik that iisToTali unique words found in voir document thewould seldom eyer be caught by a spelling checker. number of times each was used. Grammat I onfOr example. Grammattk checks for improper word with a dictionarv of commonly misused phases anTa
uaK K.Th! ?H

Y ' "Urb," °f wri, 'n
8.

1f
,y|e man " ^'"-nary of sexist terms. I. also includes a completeuals (such as seldom ever^ Grammafk wtll check for set of utilities to build., sort, and merge phrasTandhe presence of ccrtam words such as jargon or sexist jargon dictionaries of vour own. Works wi?h Scrips?,terms, it also checks for consistant punctuation, cap- Electric Pencil, and other standard TRSDOS text files.

'

MODKL. Requires ,,2K RAM. disk dnvc. TRSDOS or NEWDOs/'
00'^ ^""ms'uO "'"IxMMODELII Rcuu.rcsMK RAM. Id.sk drive. TRSDOS 2.0

,3° °°

(canehcek I 2 files using XFERSYSI $109 00 $99 00 HI/AMODKL III Requires 12K RAM. I disk drive. TRSDOS $64 00 $59 no *» noManual onlv. speeitv model (refundable) $3.00 $5.00 $500

Soft-Tools are professional quality software tools
developed for the TRS-80 by a Ph.D. in Computer
Science. Other tools include:

— SOFT-SCREEN* ".a powerful, state of the art
full screen text editor. Over a year in development.
Soft-Screen is compatible with all TRS-80 programming
languages, including BASIC. FORTRAN. MACRO,
Ratfor. and COBOL. Easy to use. comes with tutorial
and full documentation.

— RATFOR. a structured language preprocessor
for Fortran developed at Bell Labs. Soft-Tools Ratfor
provides a number of extensions, including "case" and

"siring". Includes complete manual with all the
information needed to learn and write Ratfor programs
Requires FORTRAN.

— PP-RATFOR. a pretty printer for use with
Soft-Tools Ratfor. Automatically formats and indents
Ratfor source programs.

Ratfor
MODEL I $49.00
MODELII $9900
MODEL III $59.00
Manual only(refundable)

PP-Ratfor Both
$3000 $74.00
$49.00 $139.00
$3400 $8400

$12 00
MODI I I. Ill require 4HK. 2 drives. IKSDOS
MODEL II requires MK. I drive. TRSDOS 2.0
Please eall or write lor more details.

Soft Scraon
$69.00
$99 00
•75.00
$15.00

Orders sent postpaid by first class mail.
Terms: Cash, check, money order. VISA, or
Master Card. NM residents add 4% tax.
When ordering, specify model, memory size,
number of drives, and operating system.

1 Trademark of Tandy Corporation

SOFT-TOOLS
P. O. Box 339
Dept. C
Tijeras. NM 87059

Dealer inquiries invited (5051 281 1634
Proofreader, Soft-Tools, and Soft-Screen are trademarks of Soft-Tools.
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•signing Software, continued-

picture to entertain non-reading kinder-

garten children while the housekeeping

was performed. The key to appropriate

language is knowing the general skill level

of your targeted user.

Frame Size

The sixth characteristic is appropriate

frame size. Frame size is defined as the

amount of material which will be presented

to the student in each segment of the

program. To illustrate this, consider an

arithmetic drill and practice program. If

our program only practiced addition and

subtraction we could design the algorithm

with only two frames (i.e.. addition and

subtraction). Each term of each problem

could be created with the statement

TERM=RND(n). Thus, in addition to our

two frames being defined by the type of

operation, they are further defined by the

value of n. If n = 100 then the first frame

of our program would create addition

problems with terms ranging in value from

to 100. The second frame would create

subtraction problems with terms ranging

in value from to 100.

Now, these are valid frames from the

standpoint that they will execute. They

may not be good frames from an educa-

tional standpoint, however. For instance,

there is no control over whether addition

problems will generate a carry to the i

place value or whether subtraction prob-

lems will require a borrow. Worse, the

design allows generation of subtraction

problems whose difference is a negative

integer. To prevent this we must further

define our subtraction frame to cause the

minuend to always be larger than the

subtrahend.

If our program is aimed at students

with varying skill levels in arithmetic our

frames still might not be very useful. We
would want to subdivide the addition frame

into a series of smaller and progressively

more complex frames. One method might

be that shown in Figure 1.

. j you can see our frames can be defined

as broadly or narrowly as necessary. The

guideline for frame size is that the frame

should be large enough to generate suf-

ficiently diverse material that the student

is challenged but not frustrated, and small

enough to assure a high success ratio but

not create bordom. Unfortunately, that is

easier said than done. It may take a

considerable amount of actual testing to

determine optimum frame sizes.

Of course, all this can be avoided by

just having one well-defined frame. The

disadvantage then is that the program is

so specialized that its usefulness is severely

restricted. In general, the greater the

ADDITION
Frame # Description

1 Add two single integers whose sum will never be greater than 9

(no carry).

2 Add two single integers whose sum will be greater than 9 (carry).

3 Add one single integer and one double integer whose sum will not

result in a carry.

4 Etc.

Figure 1.

SOFTWARE HARDWARE
ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL All Talk & Teach Cassettes

Invitation To Prog 1, 2,3 (each)

Touch Typing
Conv Span, Fren, German (each!

Statistics 1

25.95

16.96

Mail litt 2.2
The Communicator

2995
42.95

ATARI 800 16 K 719 00
ATARI 400 16K 329.00

All Scolt Adams'
IS 95

21 21

50.96

16.96

UK- letter Perfect

Word Processor 129 95

ATARI 410 Recorder 65 00
ATARI 810 Disk Drive 429 00
ATARI 815 Dual Disk 1049 00

ATARI Educ . Sys. Matter Cartridge 19 95 ATARI 820 Printer 360 00

Music Composer SO 96 States & Capitols

Europeon Countries & Cops.

12.71 PDI ATARI 822 Printer 360.00

K ingdom 12 71 12.71 Minicrossword 14 95 ATARI 825 Printer 689 00

Hangman
Energy Ciar

12 71 Graph It 16 96 Code Breaker 14 95 ATARI 830 Modem 175.00

12 71 Assembler/Editor 50 96 Memory Builder 14 95 ATARI 8 50 kill Mod 15900

Block jock 12 71 Telelink 1
21.21 Bowling 14 95 8K Rom 49 00

Space Invaders 16 96 Microsoft BASIC 74 95 Vocabulary 16 II (each) 14 95 16K Ram 89 00

Bosketboll 33 96 Pilot 74 95 Number Series 14 95 Paddles (prl 17.00

Video Easel 33 98 Reading Comprehension 14 95 Joystick leach) 9 00

Super Breakout 33 96 CRYSTALWARE PreSchool IO Builder 1 & II leal 14 % Blank D!tkettet<5l 22.50

Computer Chess
3D Tic Tor To*

33 96 Fontasyland 49.95 Addition With Carrying 14 95

33 96 House Of Usher 19.95 Quantatative Comparisons 1595

Star Raiders SO 96 Gallactic Quest 24 95 FREE CATALOG AVAILABLE
Scram 16 96 Sumer 16.95 PERSONAL SOFTWARE
Asteroids 33 96 World War 1 1 25 95 Microchess 17 95 SOFTWARE STREET
Missile Command 33 96 laser Wors 25.95 Checker King 17.95 3392 Clipper Dr.
Moiling List 16 95 Sands Of Mart 35.95 VisiColc 16995 Chino, CA 91710
Mortgage & loan Analysis

Bond Analysis
Stock Anolysis
Stock Charting
Calculator

12 71

21 21

Beneath The Pyramids
little Crystal

25.95
35.95 QUALITY SOFTWARE (714) 597-6959

21 21 Waterloo II 44.95 Fast Gammon 16 96 -

21.21 Tori Trek 10 16 ATARI IS A REGISTERED
25 46 DYNACOMP Tank Trap 1016 TRADEMARK

Financial Management System 60 00 Poker Party 15.95 Disassembler 10 16

Dow Jones Invest Eval. 79 95 Valdei 13 95 Assembler 21 21 $2 00 minimum shipping

Accounts Receivable System 399.00 Plight Simulator 15.95 3D Supergraphics 33 96 1
General Accounting System 399.00 Monarch 10 95 QS Forth 67 96

Inventory Control 399.00 Intruder Alert 14.95

Word Processor 129.95 Giant Slalom 12 95 AND MUCH MORE |
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The Text Solution for APPLE II®
Now APPLE II® Owners Can Solve Text Problems

With VIDEOTERM 80 Column by 24 Line Video Display
Utilizing 7 X 9 Dot Character Matrix

Perhaps the most annoying shortcoming of the Apple II" is its limitation of displaying only 40 columns by 24 lines of

!«JVc^TcS.V
pperca

!
e A,

« 'S
S
oA

App,e "* owners "ave a reliable, trouble-free answer to their text display problemVIDEOTERM generates a full 80 columns by 24 lines of text, in upper and lower case. Twice the number of characters as
trie standard Apple If display. And by utilizing a 7 by 9 character matrix, lower case letters have true descenders But
tnis is only tne start.

VIDEOTERM, MANUAL,
SWITCHPLATE VIDEOTERM

I'M U '()»',-
.

8 1 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 : ; ( >
">

I AECDC FGHI JKLMNO
r U V H X Y Z

!

p i) r s t u v i x u z { ! )
*

i

7X12 MATRIX
18X80 OPTIONAL

i i » 1 1 ' ( ) i ,
-

. /

IliHSiMfi ! < « > '

f II C D

E

' i H I J I L HN C

Pascal

Other
Boards

Advanced
Hardware
Design

Available
Options

Firmware

BASICS VIDEOTERM lists BASIC programs, both integer and Applesott. using the entire 80
columns Without splitting keywords Full editing capabilities are offered using the
ESCape key sequences tor cursor movement With provision for slop/start text
scrolling utilizing the standard Control S entry And simultaneous on screen display
of text being printed

Installation of VIDEOTERM in slot 3 provides Pascal immediate control of the
display since Pascal recognizes the board as a standard video display terminal and
treats it as such No changes are needed to Pascal's MISC INFO or GOTOXY files
although customization directions are provided All cursor control characters are
identical to standard Pascal defaults

The new Microsoft Softcard' is supported So is the popular D C Hayes Micro
modem ||"

.
utilizing customized PROM firmware available from VIDEX The power

ful EasyWriter- Professional Word Processing System and other word processors
are now compatible with VIDEOTERM Or use the Mountain Hardware ROMWriter
(or other PROM programmer) to generate your own custom character sets Natural
ly. VIDEOTERM conforms to all Apple OEM guidelines, assurance that you will have
no conlhcts with current or future Apple II' expansion boards

VIDEOTERM s on board asynchronous crystal clock ensures flicker tree character display
Only the size ol the Pascal Language card. VIDEOTERM utilizes CMOS and low power con-
sumption ICs. ensuring cool, reliable operation All ICs are fully socketed for easy
maintenance Add to that 2K of on board RAM. 50 or 60 Hz operation, and provision ol power
and input connectors for a tight pen Problems are designed out. not in

The entire display may be altered to inverse video, displaying black characters on a white
field PROMs containing alternate character sets and graphic symbols are available from
Vidcx A switchplate option allows you to use the same video monitor for either the
VIDEOTERM or the standard Apple II" display, instantly changing displays by flipping a
single toggle switch The switchplate assembly inserts into one ol the rear cut outs in the
Apple II" case so that the toggle switch is readily accessible And the Videx KEYBOARD
ENHANCER can be installed, allowing upper and lower case character entry directly from
your Apple II' keyboard.

1K of onboard ROM firmware controls all operation of the VIDEOTERM No machine
language patches are needed for normal VIDEOTERM use

Characters
Options

7x9 matrix
7x12 matrix option;
Alternate user definable
character set option.
Inverse video option.

Firmware Version 2.0

Display 24 x 80 (lull descenders)
18 x 80 (7 x 12 matrix with full descenders)

t b c d t f g h
.

i •
:

qrstivwiyztl't

Want to know more? Contact your local Apple dealer today lor a demonstration VIDEOTERM is available
through your local dealer or direct from Videx in Corvattis. Oregon Or send lor the VIDEOTERM Owners
Reference Manual and deduct the amount if you decide to purchase Upgrade your Apple If to full terminal
capabilities lor half the cost of a terminal VIDEOTERM At last

7X9 MATRIX
24X80 STANDARD

Apple li* <s * trademark of Apple Computet Inc
ROMWriter* is a trademark of Mountain Hardware Inc
M.cromodem ii* is a trademark of C Hayes Associates inc
Softcard* >s a trademark of Microsoft
EasyWnter is a trademark ot Information Unlimited Software Inc

PRICE: • VIDEOTERM includes manual $345
•SWITCHPLATE $ 19
• MANUAL refund with purchase $ 19
• 7 a 12 CHARACTER SET $ 39
- MICROMODEM FIRMWARE S 25

APPLE II® OWNERS!
Introducing the

KEYBOARD & DISPLAY
ENHANCER

'PUT THE SHIFT AND SHIFT LOCK BACK WHERE IT BELONGS
•SEE REAL UPPER AND lower CASE ON THE SCREEN
•ACCESS ALL YOUR KEYBOARD ASCII CHARACTERS

Videx has (he perfect companion for your

word processor software the KEYBOARD
AND DISPLAY ENHANCER Install the

enhancer in your APPLE II and be typing in

lower case just like a typewriter If you want an
upper case character, use the SHIFT key or the

CTRL key for shift lock Not only that, but you
see upper and lower case on the screen as you
type Perfectly compatible with Apple Writer

and other word processors Itke. for example.
Super Text

H you want to program in BASIC, just put it

back into the alpha lock mode, and you have
the original keyboard back with a few im

provemenls Now you can enter those elusive 9
character** directly from the keyboard, or re-

quire the Control key to be pressed with the

RESET to prevent accidental resets

KEYBOARD AND DISPLAY
ENHANCER is recommended for use with all

revisions of the APPLE II It includes 6 ICs. and
F.PROM and dip switches mounted on a PC
board and a jumper cable Easy installation,

meaning no soldenng or cutting traces Alter

nate default modes are dip switch selectable

You can even remap the keyboard, selecting an
alternate character set. for custom applications

PRICE • KOr 700 (REV 7 or greater) 1129
• KDI.-000 (REV. 6 or leae) $129

Apple II' is a trademark of Apple Computer. Inc

I!
idex

VIDEX
897 N.W. Grant Avenue
CorvallU. Oregon 97330
Phone (503) 758-0521
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Sourcebook
off Ideas

Many mathematics ideas can be better illustrated

with a computer than with a text book.

Consider Baseball cards If there are 50
cards in a set. how many packs of bubble

gum must be purchased to obtain a complete

set of players? Many students will guess
over 1 million packs yet on average it s only

329.
The formula to solve this problem is not

easy. The computer simulation is. Yet you
as a teacher probably don't have time to

devise programs to illustrate concepts like

this.

Between grades 1 and 12 there are 142
mathematical concepts in which the com-
puter can play an important role. Things

like arithmetic practice. X-Y coordinates,

proving geometic theorems, probability,

compounding and computation of pi by
inscribed polygons.

Endorsed by NCTM
The National Council of Teachers of

Mathematics has strongly endorsed the use
of computers in the classroom. Unfortunately

most textbooks have not yet responded to

this endorsement and do not include pro-

grams or computer teaching techniques.
You probably don t have the time to develop
all these ideas either. What to do?

For the past six years. Creative Computing
magazine has been running two or three
articles per issue written by math teachers
These are classroom proven, tested ideas
complete with flowcharts, programs and
sample runs.

Teachers have been ordering back issues

with those applications for years However,

many of these issues are now sold out or in

very short supply.

So we took the most popular 1 34 articles

and applications and reprinted them in a

giant 224-page book called Computers in

Mathematics:A Sourcebook ot Ideas.

Ready-to-use-material

This book contains pragmatic, ready to

use. classroom tested ideas on everything

from simply binary counting to advanced
techniques like multiple regression analysis

and differential equations.

The book includes many activities that

don't require a computer. And if you're

considering expanding your computer
facilities, you'll find a section on how to

select a computer complete with an invalu-

able microcomputer comparison chart.

Another section presents over 250
problems, puzzles, and programming ideas,

more than are found in most "problem collec-

tion" books.
Computers in Mathematics: A Sourcebook

of Ideas is edited by David Ahl, one of the

pioneers in computer education and the

founder of Creative Computing.
The book is not cheap. It costs $15.95.

However if you were to order just half of the

back issues from which articles were drawn,
they would cost you over $30.

Satisfaction Guaranteed

If you are teaching mathematics in any
grade between 1 and 12, we're convinced
you'll find this book of tremendous value. If.

after receiving it and using it for 30 days
you do not agree, you may return it for a full

refund plus your return postage.

To order, send your check for $15.95
plus $1 .00 postage and handling to Creative

Computing Press, Morris Plains. NJ 07950.
Visa. MasterCard, and American Express
orders may be called in toll-free to 800-
631-8112 (in NJ 201-540-0445). School
purchase orders should add an additional

$ 1 .00 billing fee for a total of $1 7 .95.

Don t put it off Order this valuable source-
book today.

creative
computing

Morris Plains. NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-631 -81 12
(In NJ 201-540-0445)
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Designing Software, continued-

number of frames, the larger the student

population for which the program may be

useful.

Another consideration in the construc-

tion of frames is the rules that the program

will follow in moving the student forward

or backward through the frames. For

example, if we have a time telling program

that displays the face of a clock and asks

the student to determine the correct time,

we might have five frames (i.e., whole

hours, half hours, quarter hours, five-minute

intervals and one-minute intervals). Assum-

ing that our program begins with whole

hours, we will need to determine how
many problems with whole hours we will

generate and how many the student must

get right before we start generating prob-

lems with half hours. Once in the half

hour frame we must determine how many

problems the student can miss before the

program moves back to the whole hour

frame. As in determining frame size, the

determination of frame movement often

requires considerable testing to arrive at

the optimum rules.

Motivation

Motivation is the seventh characteristic

of good educational software. Unfortu-

nately, it is probably more difficult to

measure than any other characteristic.

The goals of motivation are to keep the

student interested in the lesson being

presented and performing at his maximum
capability. Educators have been trying to

accomplish these goals for thousands of

years with varying degrees of success.

Like our predecessors we have failed in

finding the magic answer to motivation.

Like them, we have achieved varying

degrees of success depending on the child

and the technique used. When we discuss

motivation as it relates to CA1 we are

only addressing the feedback to the student

that is generated by the computer it self.

For example, a CAI motivational feedback

would be a "smiley" face displayed on the

screen in response to a correct answer. It

would not be the teacher providing verbal

praise to the student for inputting a correct

answer to the computer.

For research purposes we classify CAI
motivational feedback into three broad

categories. The first category is called

"passive." An example of passive feedback

would be simply telling the student whether

he got the problem right or wrong. With

non-readers it might be displaying a happy

or sad face.

The second category of feedback is

called "active." An example would be high

speed graphics on the screen to reward a

child visually for a correct response, or a

Snoopy dog walking across the screen

with a banner that says, "Great, John!"

The third category is called "interactive."

An example of interactive feedback that

we have found particularly effective with

CREATIVE COMPUTING



elementary aged learning disabled and
mentally retarded students is rewarding
them with a simple graphic computer game
if they attend to the computer lesson and/or
perform at a certain level of competence.
This game allows the child to create his

own computer art by pressing various keys
on the keyboard. A variation of this is

allowing junior high students to take 50
shots at flying saucers if they score 80%
or better on a fractions and decimals pro-

gram.

Evaluation

The final characteristic of a good edu-
cational drill and practice or simulation

program is a student performance evalua-

tion at the end. Tutorial programs may or
may not require an evaluation of student

performance.

A measurement of level of difficulty or
complexity of the learning material pre-

sented should be given. The level of
difficulty of the problems presented in

drill and practice programs or the user-

The key to appropriate
language is knowing

the general skill level of
your targeted user.

supplied or randomly selected variables

that effect the difficulty of a simulation

program are standard methods of measure-

ment. To be useful, the level of difficulty

must be easily understandable. For
example, in the time telling drill and
practice program, the level of difficulty

might be expressed as the smallest unit of

time at which the problems were presented

(i.e., whole hours, half hours, etc.). In an
arithmetic program the level of difficulty

might be stated as "addition of two double
integer terms whose summation does not

result in a carry." While a statement in

your documentation that "the program is

designed for the second or third grader"

or "the program can be used by pre-

schoolers" may be good advertising copy,
it is not particularly useful to a teacher or

parent who is trying to determine how
"Bullet" just did on his spelling practice.

A measurement of the student's per-

formance during the session should also

be given. The number of problems pre-

sented and the number correctly answered
in drill practice or a "point score" in a
simulation program are two methods.
Variations for drill and practice programs
might be the number of seconds for a

response (to measure on-task behavior);

the average number of incorrect answers
per problems presented (where a student
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is encouraged to guess at an answer); the
number of problems on which a prompt
was given (where the program presents a
"prompt" or "help" when the student does
not respond or responds incorrectly); or
an actual listing of problems with incorrect

responses (where the teacher wishes to

modify the curriculum based on per-

formance). For simulation programs, an
analysis of where the student lost points
might prove beneficial for measuring per-

formance.
Depending on how complex you wish

to make your educational program and
the physical limitation of the hardware,
you can add routines to record the historical

performance of the student so the teacher

or parent can see the changes in per-

formance over a period of time. You might
also want performance criteria to modify
the curriculum presented. For example,
the arithmetic program discussed under
the section on appropriate frame size,

might be designed to actually change the

frame size based on student per-

formance.
If the student performs above a certain

level, the program might combine frames
to allow the student to move ahead in

problem difficulty more rapidly. On the

other hand, if the student performs below
a certain level, the design might split the

frame size into smaller segments. If the

current frame size is the subtraction of

single integers from to 9 without borrow-
ing, the program might split the frame in

two parts (i.e., integer to 4 and 5 to 9)

for the student who is having difficulty

with the larger frame. The program could
then drill integers to 4 until mastery,

and then move to integers 5 to 9.

As stated at the beginning, applying

these eight characteristics will not
guarantee a good educational program,
but ignoring them will guarantee a poor
one. Designing these items into your
programs is not always easy. Sometimes
it requires very sophisticated programming,
but using these techniques will result in

two things. First, they will make you a
better programmer. Second, they will

increase the quality of educational software

available to schools and parents.

Jennifer still has trouble with arithmethic,

but she is learning. Through a grant from
the Developmental Disabilities Planning

and Advisory Council of the State of

Montana, she and her classmates have
had a microcomputer in their classroom
for the last year. They have drill and
practice programs in arithmetic, reading

readiness, spelling, time telling and verb
tense. Our research has conclusively shown
that elementary-aged, educable mentally

retarded and learning disabled children

can effectively use standard microcom-
puters as learning tools. Much more needs
to be done, and, because of the tremendous

potential, much more will be done. D
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Get yourself a reaj chill on

HALL0WiE§t
in the nationwide

CompuServe Adventure Tournament.

Prizes: Grand Masters win two
hours of free time on CompuServe.

Runners-up win a CompuServe
Adventure T-shirt (Grand Masters
win this too.)

Everyone who enters can, on
request, receive a large poster of
the Gray Morrow art on the opposite
page in full color. We'll charge your
account $2.00 for postage and
handling.

When? Starting at 6 PM local time on
Friday, October 30, running through
5 AM on Monday, November 2.

How? Since this will be our first nationally-
advertised tournament, we may
have to make some last minute
changes following our "in-house"
tournament on Labor Day. So
check the "What's New" section of
the CompuServe Information
Service for details preceding the
contest. So enter. Collect treasures.
Slay dwarves. And practice, prac-
tice, practice. How else will we be
able to afford the T-shirts?

CompuServe
5000 Arlington Centre Blvd.
Columbus, Oh 43220
Information Service Division
(800) 848-8990
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If you're not already a member
of the country's largest personal
computer network, get on-line now!

How does it work?
Your computer talks to our computers. You
need a modem and some special software
Software for the TRS-80" and Apple II

"

computers are available at many Radio Shack"
outlets and all Radio Shack" Computer
Centers. Atari • users can access the system
via Telelink" software. Persons owning other
brands of computers or terminals can also
purchase the CompuServe Information Service
through Radio Shack ' . In more than 260
U.S. cities you can reach the CompuServe
Information Service via a local phone call. The
cost is $5 per hour, billed in minutes, to your
charge card, for service between 6 PM and
5 AM local time on weekdays and all day on
Saturday, Sunday and most holidays. Limited
daytime access is available at a higher rate.

What do I get?
There are more than 1 75 topics listed in the
on-line index. Most first-time users are
interested in:

1. News, weather, sports. We offer the
electronic editions of many of the major
daily newspapers and the AP news and
sports wires.

2. CB simulation. "Talk" to other computer
users anywhere in the country. We also
offer electronic mail.

3. Games. Many, including the multi-player
Space War, Star-Trek, four Adventure
games.

4. Finance. Again, a wide variety for both
historical and current data on stocks, bonds
and commodities.

5. Computer user groups (including national
bulletin boards) and computer
manufacturers' newsletters.

6. Home information. Family Service.
Government publications. Aviation news.
Energy-saving tips. And more.

When you are ready, CompuServe Information
Service can provide you with a lot of big
mainframe computer power. But see a
demonstration at Radio Shack • right away so
you can get on-line before the tournament.

Radio Shack and TRS-80 are trademarks ol Tandy
Corporation ATARI and Telelink are trademarks ol ATARI
Inc. Apple is a trademark ol Apple Computer. Inc
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Educators arc rapidly becoming aware

of the potential of microcomputers. Cur-

rently available, relatively inexpensive.

computer hardware is capable of providing

powerful and flexible tools for teaching.

Computers can be used to individualize

instruction, maximize children's attention

.11111 |M V .^ I.. ^ -"

the use of graphics ami simulations.

Computers can be tutors that provide

appropriate levels of instructions and

questions for each individual. They can

provide immediate feedback to students'

answers, and they are infinitely patient.

1 he) can also keep detailed records of

each student's performance.

Unfortunately, much of this potential

remains unfulfilled. By itself, a computer

is a dormant set of electronic components.

No matter how potentially powerful, the

usefulness of a computer is determined

b) the software available for it.

The development of educational soft-

ware lags far behind the development of

hardware. Man) ol the available programs

are poorly designed, do not take advantage

of the potential of computers, and are

difficult for students and teachers to use.

Glenn Kleiman, Teaching rools Microcomputer

vices, I'd Bos 12679. Research Triangle I'.uk.

Mar> M Humphrey, and i"rud> Van Buskirk.

i Intario Institute for Studies in 1 ducatii

( intario. Canada

We fear that the use of poor software will

discourage some educators from using

computers at all.

Some good educational software is

available, and much more should be

available in the near future. Out aim in

this article is to present guidelines for

selecting good software. We will discuss

.l . . ._ i ~-;— ;.^l... thai ,1.. ii. ,., 1ii.-:iti>rs

J)S\ CIIOH lUIM^i BIIU s , 'ii.j'i.iv . . r ~~

belie-. e should form a basis for both

software development and software eval-

uation.

Since we will locus on general principles

rather than specifics, what we have to sav

is relevant to a wide varietv ol teaching

programs, topics, students, and computer

sv stems The guidelines are presented as

questions one should ask about any com-

puter software designed lor educational

use.

1 irst we will discuss three very general

questions. Then we will turn to more

specific questions that are based upon

the three general ones.

One general question is: l)(n-s the

software follow good educational pructk

Much of the available educational software

seems to have been written by computer

programmers who do not know much about

education or the abilities of the children

who might use the program. Such software

ma) lx- of high quality from a programming

point of view, but it often contains serious

flaws from a pedagogical point of view.
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COMPETENCY EXAM PREPARATION SERIES
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for TRS-80 NORTHSTAR
PET. APPLE OSI

This comprehensive set of programs consists of simulated exam modules, a thorough diagnostic package and a
complete set of instructional programs. It is designed to teach concepts and operations, provide drill and practice and
assess achievement levels through pre and post testing. The Competency Exam Preparation Series provides a structured
sequential, curriculum encompassing mathematical, reading and writing instruction.

The C.E.P.S. program is designed for individual student use or use in a classroom setting. Programs provide optional
printer capability, worksheet generation and performance monitoring. C.E.P.S. are available in two software formats.

National Proficiency Series jl 299 00
N.Y.S. Regents Competency Test, Preparation Series ... $l[299.00

If desired separate Mathematics and Verbal packages are available for $799.00 ea. A Spanish language version of the
Mathematics Instruction Package is available at no extra charge.

COLLEGE BOARD PREPARATION SERIES 81/82
Each program confronts the user with a virtually limitless series of questions and answers. Each is based on past exams
and presents material of the same level of difficulty and in the same form used in the S.A.T. Scoring is provided in
accordance with the formula used by College Boards.

S.A.T., P.S.A.T., N.M.S.Q.T., set includes 25 programs covering Vocabulary, Word Relationships, Reading
Comprehension, Sentence Completion, and Mathematics. Price $149.95
EDUCATOR EDITION - includes all of the above programs plus detailed solutions and explanations. Price $229.95
Independent Tests of S.A.T. series performance show a mean total increase of 70 points in students' scores.

Update Pack to 81/82 specs. Available to previous owners. Price $69.95

ODYSSEY IN TIME
This spectacular adventure game adds a new dimension of

excitement and complexity to Time Traveler. Players must now
compete with the powerful and treacherous adversary in their

exacting quest for victory.

To succeed they must vanquish this adversary in combat that

rages across 24 time periods.

Odyssey In Time includes all the challenges of Time Traveler
plus 10 additional eras, including those of Alexander the Great,
Emperor Asoka of India, Attila the Hun, Genghis Khan. Each
game is unique, and may be interupted and saved for later play.

available for APPLE & TR-80 PET, 32K - $39.95

ISAAC NEWTON
Perhaps the most fascinating and valuable ed-

ucational game ever devised — ISAAC NEWTON
challenges the players to assemble evidence and
discern the underlying "Laws of Nature" that have
produced this evidence. ISAAC NEWTON is an
inductive game that allows players to intervene
j< lively by proposing experiments to determine if

new data conform to the "Laws of Nature" in

question. Players may set the level of difficulty

from simple to fiendishly complex.
In a classroom setting the instructor may elect to

choose "Laws of Nature" in accordance with the
complete instruction manual provided,
tor insight into iomc of the basic principles underlying

ISAAC NEWTON see CODEL. [SCHER. BACH by Douglas
R I lotstadler. Chapter XIX and Martin Gardner's MATHE-
MATICAL GAMEScolumn in Scientific American, Oc tober.

1977 and June. 1959. $24.95.

m
TIME TRAVELER

Confronts players with complex decision situations and
the demand for real time action. Using the Time Machine.
players must face a challenging series of environments that

include; The Athens of Pericles. Imperial Rome,
Nebuchadnezzar's Babylon, Ikhnaton's Egypt. Jerusalem at

the time of the crucifixion, The Crusades, Machiavelli's

Italy, The French Revolution, The American Revolution,

and The English Civil War. Deal with Hitler's Third Reich,
Vikings, etc. At the start of each game players may choose a

level of difficulty ... the more difficult, the greater the time
pressure. To succeed you must build alliances and struggle

with the ruling powers. Each game is unique.

$24.95

Kfell SoftWSre Corp.
Send $2.00 for complete Catalogue.

$5.00 Discount Coupon included in Catalogue.

PROGRAMS AVAILABLE FOR

TRS-80. APPLE II & PET
A^ff± Send check or money order to

(unless otherwise indicated)
*BV,

21 Mj |broo |, r>jve stony Brook, NY 11790

disk or D cassette (please specify) (516) 751-5139

All progrims rtgwrl I6K TRS 80 programs ragwrm LEVEL II BASIC APPLE programs raguira APPLESOFT BASIC NY Start Randanis Ada Salts Tai
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Evaluating Software, continued...

For example, educationally well-designed

programs present material in small, well-

sequenced units. We have seen many
programs that present too much material

at one time, and present it in ways that

may be confusing to many children.

Another good educational practice is

to provide immediate feedback when the

student makes a response. Computers can

be programmed to do so, but many pro-

grams do not take advantage of this capa-

bility.

Other programs make poor use of the

graphics capabilities of computers. A
common fault is using graphics in ways

that distract the child from the material

to be learned.

Another general question is: Is the

software suitablefor the intendedpurposes

and users?Some educational software does

not present a reasonable progression of

material to be learned and therefore will

not fit into any curriculum.

Other computer programs are not

acceptable because they are difficult for

students and teachers to use. Many lack

adequate instructions, do not take into

account the reading level of the intended

users, require complicated procedures to

enter answers, or stop operating if the

user makes an inappropriate response.

The remaining general question is: Does

the software take advantage of the capa-

bilities of the computer? The major reason

for using computers as educational tools

is that you can do things with computers

that cannot be done, or are much more
difficult to do, without them. However,

computer programs often do not take

advantage of the capabilities of the com-
puter.

For example, we consider programs that

are basically written pages moved onto

the computer screen, in which the com-
puter simply acts to turn the pages, to be

a waste of computer resources. Some
lessons are better presented with other

media. Since most schools do not have an

abundance of computers, the available

computers should be used for those types

of lessons for which they offer strong

advantages.

We now turn to the more specific

questions, each of which reflects one or

more of these general concerns.

Does the Program Fulfill lis Purpose?
Computers can be used in teaching a

wide variety of topics, and one must decide

whether a given program fits into the

curriculum being used. Once a match
between the curriculum and a software

package has been found, there are several

other considerations regarding the role of

the computer.

One must decide whether the computer
will be used in the initial teaching of the

material, for review or practice, for testing,

for record keeping, for facilitating general

skills, or for some combination of these

functions.

Deciding which of these purposes one

wants a given program to serve is an

important step in evaluating the potential

usefulness of the program.

Computers can be helpful in the initial

teaching of material. For example, com-

puter graphics and animation can provide

useful visual aids. In some cases, computers

can substitute for the teacher and textbook

and actually teach the material.

Another possible role for the computer

is to review lessons or present drill and

practice. Since they are infinitely patient,

computers can be especially useful for

those students who need more repetition.

Programs can be written to ask the student

questions and give feedback when he

answers.

Since computers can keep track of

students' performance, they can also serve

in testing and in record keeping. Well

designed testing programs allow the teacher

to enter questions and acceptable answers.

Does the program use
sounds or graphics that

might distract other
children in the room?

Various criteria can then be set to indi-

vidualize the test for each student. For

example, programs can be designed to

vary the difficulty of the questions pre-

sented depending on how many the student

has answered correctly. With a printer,

connected to the computer, written records

can be produced automatically.

In addition to helping children learn

and master specific material, computers

can be important in facilitating general

skills. For example, many computer games

provide good practice in eye-hand coor-

dination, making rapid responses, and

maintaining attention. Other computer

games exercise general problem solving

and creative skills.

Is the Software Appropriate for the Situa-

tion in Which It Will Be Used?
When evaluating software, one should

keep in mind where and when it will be

used. Will an adult be present to assist

the student, or should the student be able

to use the program without assistance?

Will children work individually or in

groups?

If they will work in groups, one should
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consider whether the program is designed

so that children can share the work or

alternate entering responses.

How often will each child use the

program, and for how long? If a program

is very repetitious, it might be suitable if

it will be used only occasionally and

briefly.

If a program is fairly complicated and

will take a while to learn to use. it will be

suitable only if sufficient computer time

is available. Finally, will it be used in the

classroom and, if so, does it use sounds or

graphics that might distract other children

in the room?

Is the Software Suitable for the Intended

Users?

As we mentioned above, much of the

available educational software seems to

have been produced by computer pro-

grammers who know little about the

children who might use the programs.

One important area of concern is the

instructions provided with the program.

Many educational programs do not

provide adequate instructions. Often the

instructions designed for the child are

unsuitable because of the reading level

required. For example, we have seen

instructions requiring high school level

reading in math programs designed for

grade school children.

Many programs also fail to provide

adequate intructions for the teacher on
how best to use the program. In several

programs, we have happened upon useful

features that were never mentioned in

the instructions.

Another important concern is how the

user makes responses. There are many
ways in which information can be entered

into a computer. The most common ones

use typewriter or calculator style keyboards.

Young children can usually use these to

enter single letter or digit answers. How-
ever, entering entire words or sets of words

may be too difficult for young children.

Other input devices can be attached to

computers. Light pens enable responses

to be made by pointing at a particular

part of the screen. Using a light pen, a

child can answer multiple choice questions

without needing to find the appropriate

keys on the keyboard.

Other devices, such as joysticks and

game paddles, also provide easy ways of

making responses.

The pacing of the material being pre-

sented should also be considered. In some
programs it is completely controlled by

the computer. In other programs the

material is presented in small units and

the user presses a key to advance to the

next unit. Since different children work
at different rates, we generally prefer

programs where the pacing is controlled

by the user. The main exceptions are

programs used to increase speed, such as

CREATIVE COMPUTING
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A Powerful New Language

o For Micro-Computers

In the past few years, a "micro-revolution" has been taking place — personal
computers are fast becoming an integral part of our daily lives. With this revolution
comes a need for a powerful new programming language, one which is highly

sophisticated yet easy to use.

LOGO brings to children, as well as adults, the ability to exercise full control over an
extremely rich and challenging micro-world — they become active participants in

their own learning experience. Powerful ideas can become a reality.

LOCO Computer Systems Inc. is a new company which has been formed to develop
and disseminate the LOGO methodology. Our product line includes hardware,
software, written materials and training services.

computer i^/
systems inc.

150 Montarville Blvd.
Suite 200
Boucherville, Quebec
Canada J4B 6N1
(514) 641-0966

368 Congress St.

Boston, Mass.
U.S.A. 02210

(617) 451-2646
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Evaluating Software, continued.

in rapid word recognition. Even in these

programs, there should be a range of speeds

available so they can be used with a variety

of children.

Does the Software Adapt the Computer

to the User or Must the User Adapt to the

Computer?
A very important consideration, often

neglected by programmers, is whether the

students and teachers will be able to use

the program easily and comfortably.

Psychologists call this area human
factors—considering the people, not the

machines.

Most addition programs provide

examples of programmers' failure to adapt

the computer to the user. When children

do addition problems with paper and pencil,

the addends are usually written one below

the other, with the columns in line. The
children work the problem from right to

left, and mark carrying from one column
at the top of the next.

Many addition programs present the

problems with the addends side by side,

require the answers to be entered from

left to right, and do not provide any way
of marking carrying. In using these pro-

grams, children often copy the problem,

work it on paper, and then enter their

answer into the computer.
Programs that present problems this

way force the user to adapt to the com-
puter. With more effort on the part of the

programmer, the computer could have

been adapted to the user.

Other examples of failing to adapt the

computer to the user include using
"*"

instead of "x" to indicate multiplication,

not providing any way in which mistakes

can be erased, and filling the screen with

so much information that it is difficult to

read.

An .ither thing that makes programs

"I'd gel more work done if it would pause for

commercials.

"

difficult to use is lack of consistency. One
should check whether the way information

is entered is consistent within the program,

and, if possible, is consistent with other

programs the children might use. For

example, on the PET computer a key

marked DEL (for delete) is usually used

to erase responses. A program that uses

some other key, or does not allow erasing,

or only allows erasing some of the time,

may confuse children who are acccustomed

to using the DEL key.

We hope that educational programmers

will agree to a set of standard input

procedures in the near future. As things

stand now, educators should look for sets

of programs that operate in similar ways.

Another problem good programmers

should consider is that users do not always

make the expected response. For example,

given a choice of pressing "Y" for yes or

"N" for no, an uncertain child might press

"M" for maybe. Children often press keys

just to see what will happen, and we have

observed children pressing an "Erase" key

Given a choice of

pressing "Y" for yes or

"N" for no, an uncertain

child might press
"M" for maybe.

to try to erase a difficult question. Good
programs are prepared for inappropriate

responses, so that these responses will

either be ignored or result in a message

such as "try again."

Poor programs are not child proof and

may "crash" when inappropriate responses

are made. When testing any program, one

should make sure that inappropriate

responses will not disrupt the program.

Does the Software Take Advantage of

the Capabilities of the Computer in Pre-

senting the Lessons?

Many lessons, creatively designed, can

take good advantage of the graphics and

sound capabilities of the computer. Any
lesson where animation or interactive

graphics can be useful is better presented

on a computer than a book.

For example, many lessons in physics,

such as those on wave forms or vectors,

can benefit from animated representation

of the phenomenon being studied.

Other examples include programs that

produce maps and point to them during
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lessons, programs in which graphs are

produced and revised to support the

information presented, and programs which

enable the user to, in some way, draw on

the screen.

Other lessons, such as those in music,

can take advantage of sound generation

capabilities— the student can both see the

note on the screen and hear it, different

sequences can be played, and so on.

In addition to using the built-in capa-

bilities, other devices can be interfaced

to computers. Sound can be easily and

inexpensively added to computers that

do not have it built-in. Interfaces have

been designed to enable computers to

control tape recorders, slide projectors,

and video recorders. We hope to see

greater educational use of computers

controlling these presentation devices.

Is the Program Adaptable to Different

Children and Teaching Methods?

A good educational program can be

easily adapted for different users. For

example, a program that can only present

10 addition problems, with each problem

having two addends and two digits per

addend, is very poor. A program that

allows you to specify the number of

problems you want ;s a small bit better. A
program that allows you to set different

difficulty levels for the problems as well

as the number of problems is much better.

A program that also gives you the option

of using subtraction, multiplication or

division problems is better still. The lack

of this type of flexibility is one of our

most common criticisms of available pro-

grams.

Some software companies market a large

package of programs where one flexible

program would serve the same purpose

and be much less expensive.

For example, one company sells sets of

24 spelling programs. Each program con-

tains a small number of words, and the

only differences among the programs is

in the word lists. It would not be difficult

to write a similar program in which the

teacher could input his own spelling words.

This program could sell for a fraction of

the price of the large package.

When obtaining flexible programs, one

must be careful that they are easy to

modify. Some provide a simple "menu."

from which the user selects the desired

options by pressing one or two keys. Menus
are very easy to use. Other programs

require the user to change the program

itself, usually by modifying DATA state-

ments or changing the values assigned to

certain variables.

Will the Program Hold the User's Atten-

tion?

Another important question is whether

the program will capture and hold the

CREATIVE COMPUTING



BATCH UPDATE/DELETE

Update Files - (Transaction is #1)
Files are: 1-B:TRANSACT 2-B:CUSTOMER 3-B : INVNTORY

Batch Update Calls
Call! Using: File#/Name - Field#/Name, Call: Filel/Name - Field#/Name

1: 1 TRANSACT 1 CUSTOMER « 2 CUSTOMER 9 CUSTOMER »
2: 1 TRANSACT 2 PART NUMBER 3 INVNTORY 1 PART NUMBER

PROCEDURE

1 If QUANTITY of (TRANSACT) EQ then . . .

SKIP
2

TOTAL PRICE of TRANSACT»QUANTITY of TRANSACT*SELLING EACH of INVNTORY

YEAR-TO-DATE of CUSTOMER-YEAR-TO-DATE of CUSTOMER+TOTAL PRICE of TRANSACT

ON-HAND of INVNTORY*ON-HAND of INVNTORY-QUANT ITY of TRANSACT

€=*„ .w

The Ultimate Application Development System
Nothing can compete with the brain when it comes to information

itorage capacity and speed of data entry and recall — but we're
working at it.

Our SELECTOR-IV™ data base management system will let your
icrocomputer operate with the flexibility available (up to now) only

in larger systems. You can create, maintain and report on files

imited in size only by your *CP/M™ compatible operating system or
iisk storage capacity.

The basis of the power of SELECTOR-IV™ is our unique method
>f cross-indexing the information in your files. You can immediately
ecall records by the contents of any piece of information required —
rom account numbers to ZIP codes to the date of your last audit. You
n update records, individually or all at once. You can create new,
niquely, selected sub-files from existing ones (in the same or a
different format), and perform computations in the process. You can
Define procedures to generate computed invoices, personalized
etters, or gummed labels with the information coming from several
iles at once, and invoke them whenever needed. You can add new
terns to a record definition and change or delete them at will.

We've come a long way since we released the first information
management system in microcomputers. We've listened to your
suggestions and incorporated the best of them. We've built screen
editing functions into the system which make operating the system as
convenient as possible. We've had SELECTOR-IV'i™ documentation
produced by our experts emphasizing its use for the novice, the ap-
plications developer, as well as, the retailer. Our applications
specialists can provide you with a "turnkey" SELECTOR-IV™ system
customized for virtually any requirement.
With SELECTOR-IV™ and a.good

word processor program, chances
are you won't need any other software.

Look for SELECTOR-IV™ at
your local computer retailer, or call:

MICRO«AP
7033 Village Parkway
Dublin, CA 94566

Mm ragimrad IradMMik ol Digital RMMrch Telephone (415) 828-6697
CIRCLE 167 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Evaluating Software, continued.

user's attention. Properly designed edu-

cational programs have been successful

in keeping even the most distractible

children engaged in a task for surprisingly

long periods of time (see "Microcomputers

and Hyperactive Children" by Kleiman,

Humphrey and Lindsay in Creative Com-
puting, March, 1981).

The graphics and sound capabilities of

microcomputers, properly used, can .hold

children's attention. Improperly used

graphics and sound can quickly become
annoying and discourage use of the pro-

gram. When examining these aspects of a

program you should determine not just

whether they are initially captivating, but

whether they will remain so with repeti-

tion.

For example, a program that displays a

rocket ship slowly rising on the screen, or

plays a melody after each correct answer,

might be initially motivating. However,

after one has seen or heard this ten times

it will probably become tiresome. We find

that graphic and sound reinforcement

which is used repeatedly should be rapid

(i.e., two to three seconds) and varied.

Different pictures or tunes hold attention

much better than the same one or two

repeated frequently.

The pacing of the program and the

frequency of user responses also affect

how well it holds children's attention. A
program in which the child has to wait

long periods, or which moves more quickly

than the child can read or give answers,

will not hold the child's attention. Likewise,

the more frequently the child must make
a response, rather than simply watch the

screen, the more likely he will stay engaged

in the program. Receiving immediate

feedback to their responses also helps

hold children's attention.

In many cases, educational material can

be presented in a game format. We do
not believe that all educational programs
need to be forced into games. However,
the competitive nature of games often

does hold children's attention. The compe-

tition can either be against one's own
prior performance, against the computer,

or against another person.

Game programs should be checked to

make sure the children will be able to

play reasonably well, but still find the

game challenging. A game which is too

simple or too difficult will not keep one's

interest. The best game programs allow

the user to set the level of play— e.g.,

present the older or more capable users

with more difficult questions or less time

to perform the task.

A good computer program— particularly

one designed for use by children with

concentration problems—can monitor the

child's responses and provide special

messages. For example, the program can
measure the time between the user's

responses, and flash a special message or

sound a buzzer if there is no response for

a long time. We have not found many
programs that do this, but we have found

it useful in our research.

Does the Software Provide Useful Feed-

back to the User?

One of the major advantages of com-

puter-based learning over other media is

the capability of immediate feedback. As

we mentioned above, immediate and

frequent feedback helps keep childrens'

attention on the task at hand, and this is

especially important for children with

attention problems. The right feedback

at the right time is also important for

facilitating learning.

Besides the motivating reinforcers for

correct responses, an important aspect of

a program is how it responds to incorrect

responses. One poor but common type of

response is simply to tell the child that he

is wrong, and go on to the next part of the

program. Some programs, written without

Messages from a
computer such as

"Wrong, Dummy" may
be humorous to some
adults, but can upset
young children.

any thought about who might use them,

even display insulting messages after a

wrong response. Messages from a computer

such as "Wrong. Dummy" may be humor-

ous to some adults, but can upset young
children.

One good practice is to provide the

child with a second chance when an

incorrect response is made. For some
purposes, this is best combined with a

prompt of some sort. For example, a

spelling program might tell the child which

letters are incorrect, and then have him

try to spell the word again. In programs

where the questions are based on an
immediately proceeding lesson, the appro-

priate section of the lesson might be
repeated when the child does not answer
a question correctly.

Another alternative is to give the child

the correct answer. Depending on the

content of the lesson, this may be best

after a single incorrect response, or it

may be better to give the child several

tries before giving the correct response.

In either case, a good practice is to provide

some way for the child to compare his

answer with the correct one, or to spend

some time studying the correct one.

For example, in spelling programs the

child should have to type the word correctly

after being shown the correct spelling.

Another good practice is for the program

to store a record of the questions or

problems the child answered incorrectly.

These can be repeated later on, or given

to the child at the end of the lesson for

further study.

We have seen programs where the most

interesting graphics and sound displays

occurred in response to incorrect answers.

These programs should be avoided, as

they encourage children to make incorrect

responses just to see what happens.

Other programs are designed to accept

only the correct response. For example,

some math programs will not let any but

the correct number appear on the screen—

if the child presses an incorrect number
nothing happens. Faced with this type of

program, some children just press all pos-

sible keys until they happen to hit the

correct one, without paying any attention

to the math problem. Clearly, this is not a

recommended practice.

Conclusions

We have discussed several questions to

be asked when evaluating educational

software. All of them reflect three general

requirements for quality educational soft-

ware: 1) It must follow good educational

practices; 2) It must be suitable for the

intended purposes and users; and 3) It

must take advantage of the unique capa-

bilities of computers. Within these three

general guidelines, which of the specific

questions is most important depends upon

the material being taught, the teaching

method, the students' abilities, the available

computer hardware, and other factors

specific to each situation.

We hope this article will help teachers,

educational administrators, and parents

choose the best available educational soft-

ware. We also hope it will encourage and
facilitate the writing of good educational

programs.

"We at electronic gadgets feel the Minnie Mousec

style CRT is less intimidating for the younger or

the timid child.
"
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SOFTWARE
EXCITING DISCOUNTS <

ICippIC* SOFTWARE

SPECIAL: "THE BOOK"
OF APPLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE
A MUST FOR ALL APPLE OWNERS
19.95 SALE 15.50

FREE OFFER
WITH PURCHASE OF ANY 3 PROGRAMS
YOU WILL RECEIVE FREE THE ORIGINAL
ADVENTURE GAME, CONVERTED TO LOAD

ENTIRELY INTO 48K RAM ON APPLE
NOTHING LEFT OUT. AMAZING!

SAVE UP TO 40%
CRUSH. CRUMBLE AND CHOMP

I POOL 1 ft

! PULSAR II

I ROBOT WARS
GAMMA GOBLINS

: GORGON
CARTELS AND CUTTHROATS

[ SNEAKERS
SABOTAGE

I
: SPACE RAIDERS

[ ] WIZARD AND THE PRINCESS
[ : ULTIMA
: mystery house
:

:

epoch
:

; space eggs
hi res soccer
phantoms five
galactic empire
galactic trader
galactic revolution
shattered alliancf
starmines
warp factor
JZORK
TEMPLE OF APSHAI
REVERSAL

: SARGON II

: HAYDEN COMPILER
SNOGGLE
DRAGONS EYE
ALIEN RAIN
ALIEN TYPHOON
HELLFIRE WARRIOR

' RASTER BLASTER
: STAR WARRIOR
ABM
RESCUE AT RIGEL
ORBITRON
ALKABETH
DEMON DERBY
3-D SKIING
l a land monopoly
the golden mountain
adventure 1.2.3
adventure 4. 5. 6
adventure 7, 8. 9
hyperspace wars
the prisoner

: three mile island
;fastgammon
hi-res football
autobahn
cranston manor
cyber strike
windfall
bridge partner

: FRACAS
; FLIGHT SIMULATOR
! TERRORIST
' COMPUTER QUARTERBACK
GAMMON GAMBLER

' ODYSSEY
WILDERNESS CAMPAIGN
ESCAPE FROM ARCTURUS
HEAD ON
MONTY PLAYS MONOPOLY

299S
34 95
29 95
39 95
29.95
39 95
39 95
29 95
2495
29 95
32.95

34 95
24 95
34 95
2995

.29.95
29 95
2495
2495
2495
59.95
29 95
39 95
39.95
39 95
34 95
34 95

200 00
2495
2495
2495
2495
39 95
29.95
39 95
2495
29 95
29 95
34 95
2495
2495
29 95
1995
39 95
3995
39 95
29 95
29 95
3995
2495
3995
29 95
39 95
39 95
19 95
.2495
24 95
35 95
29.95
39 95
2495
30 00
20 00
30 00
24 95
34 95

r l COMPU-SPELL (REQ DATA DISK) 29 95 SALEn DATA DISK LEVEL 4 1995 lAL"f
I DATA DISK LEVEL 5 19 95 SALE
: DATA DISK LEVEL 6 1995 SALE
:: DATA DISK LEVEL 7 1995 SALE
DATA DISK LEVEL 8 1995 SALE[DATA DISK SECRETARIAL 1995 SALE
COMPU-MATH ARITHMETIC SKILL 49 95 SALE
COMPU-MATH FRACTIONS 39 95 SALE
COMPU-MATH DECIMALS 3995 SALE

[; ALGEBRA I 3995 lite
STATISTICS 3 29 95 SALE

rCOMPU-READ30 29 95 SALF
(SPELLING BEE 29 95 SALE
(PERCEPTION 24 95 SALE
1 PRO FOOTBALL PT. PRED 26 95 SALE
I COLLEGE FOOTBALL PT PRED 26 95 SALE
WIN AT RACES 3995 SALE

I WIN AT RACES BOOK 2195 SALE
: MULTIPLE REGRESSION 29 95 SALE
D THE FORECASTER 2695 SALE
I I STAR GAZERS GUIDE 30 00 SALE
I LINGUIST 40 00 SALE
(HIGHER TEXT 3500 SALE
I PROGRAM LINE EDITOR 40 00 SALE
I I CROSSWORDS 29 95 SALE
[ SUB LOGIC ANIMATION 54 95 SALE
[MICROSOFT COMPILER 395 00 SALE 3
I : MICROSOFT FORTRAN 1 95 00 SALE 1

! GEN LEDGER (CONT ) 250 00 SALE 1

I ACT RCVBLE (CONT ) 250 00 SALE 1
r. ACCT PAYABLE (CONT ) 250 00 SALE 1
I MODIFIABLE DATA BASE 79 50 SALE
[ MAILING LIST DATABASE 50 00 SALEM DB MASTER (NEW) 229 00 SALE1
I VISICALC3 3 19995 SALE fl
r

[ PERSONAL FILING SYS 97 00 SALE
i; PERSONAL REPORT SYS 97 00 SALE

VISIPLOT ,7995 SALE 1
I VISITERM 14995 SALE 1

' VISIDEX 199 95 SALE 1

! VISITREND 259 95 SALE 2
PAYROLL. BRODERBUND 395 00 SALE 3HOME MONEY MINDER 34 95 SALE
MAILROOM 3495 SALE I

THE ADDRESS BOOK 49 95 SALE .

MAGIC WINDOW 9995 SALE I

SUPERSCRIBE 89 95 SALE
APPLE PIE ,29.95 SALE 1

EASY WRITER PRO 250 00 SALE 11
WORDSTAR 349 95 SALE 21
MAGIC WAND 395 005 SALE 2!
1VIDEX80COL 350 00 SALE 21
1VIDEX KEY ENHANCER 129 95 SALE 1(SUPERTERM 80 COL 375 00 SALE *
MICROSOFT 1 6K BOARD 1 95 00 SALE 1 (

[C PS MULTIFUNCTION 239 95 SALE 11
MEMOREX DISKETTES 39 95 SALE I

Z-80CARD 34995 SALE 21
APPLECRATE 59 95 SALE <

: HAYES SMARTMODEM 279 00 SALE 2'

• OeOOCT 3X * PAYMtHT ACCOMPAMKS ORDER WE PAY SMPMNG AND If

SALE 2650
SALE 21.50
SALE 31.50

CCEPT MASTER CARO AND VISA COD S ADD S3 00

•EDU-WARE SPECIAL!
BUY COMPU-SPELL WITH DATA DISK
AND RECEIVE 2ND DATA DISK FREE

| STIWET

|
cm

|
CARD •

I E XP. DATE . ONATl
• 518e echoct san bernarcmno ca 02404
phon[oh»rs(714) 886-0761
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EXPLAINING (jOMPUTEK RELATED
CONCEPTS & TERMINOLOGY

Harold W. Lawson, Jr.

Have you ever tried to explain computer systems to someone

who knows nothing or very little about them? Where do you

start? Do you first explain the binary number system. Boolean

algebra and/or computer logic? Perhaps you begin by showing

the classic CPU, memory, I/O block diagram and explain

each of these constituents, including stored programs, instruction

sets, etc. Maybe you skip all of these low level details and

explain flowcharting and/or some relatively simple high level

programming language such as Basic.

Regardless of where you begin, you soon recognize that

although you may be somewhat successful (after sufficient

effort), the person being taught has no idea about computer

systems and computing as a whole and many questions remain

about the "miracle of the computer." On the other hand, it

seems, on the surface, to be difficult to give a complete

picture of computer systems right from the beginning.

After several years of experience with a "process oriented"

approach we can remove the doubt and say that it is indeed

possible (and desirable) to introduce computer systems concepts

and terminology right from the beginning in an integrated

manner. This approach has resulted in the book Understanding

Computer Systems* and the purpose of this article is to

present the basic concepts used in this approach. As with all

endeavours of this nature, the success depends upon proper

structuring of the presentation. The approach used is highly

pictorial, and terminology is introduced bit-by-bit in a logical

fashion. Each chapter finishes with a summary, work list and

problems. The entire vocabulary introduced is presented at

the end in the form of a glossary.

But enough about the structure of the book— let us consider

the approach.

Introducing Processes and Systems

"People learn best when new concepts are presented in terms

of what they already know.
"

The process is used as the LCD (lowest common denominator)

for explaining the constituents of computer systems. At the

beginning, it is necessary to select widely known model processes

that can be used as the basis for association with computer

system related processes. To show the example used, we
take, as a verbatim quotation from the book, the introductory

model process descriptions.

* Understanding Computer Systems, by Harold W. Lawson,

Jr., Lawson Publishing Company, Linkoping, Sweden, ISBN
91-7372-333-9. Similar versions of this paper have been previously

published in Computer Age, issue 13, 1980 under the title

"Understanding Computer Systems" and in Mikrodatorn, Nr.

2, 1981 under the title "Att Forklara Begrepp Inom
Datatekniken." Permission of these publishers has been granted

for publication in Creative Computing.

Harold W. Lawson. Jr.. Linkopint: University. S-581 S3 Linkopinu.

Sweden

We begin this education process with a pictorial representation

of a well-known real life process (task) faced by many of us.

A Process.

Note that the concept of process and task are synonymous

and thus in all further references to process related concepts,

the word "task" may also be used.

Let us now consider this real life process of washing the

dishes in the form of an abstraction which shows the major

elements of this process as follows:

DIRTT DISHES
DETERGENT

WATER
DISH CLOTH

CLEAN DISHES

A Process Abstraction.

Dirty dishes, detergent, water and dish cloth are process

inputs and clean dishes are a process output. The process

which we have shown here can only be carried out, executed,

when we apply a processor.

A Processor.

Let us complement this single process by introducing a

second process, thus creating a system of cooperating pro-

A Second Process

aOMMMWMM^iWWHWHW^
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Let us bring you
an apple...

pple II

1098
48k

FREE
Vinyl Carry Case

Included

Apple Hardware
Apple II + 48K ,098
Apple dick 1 1 ft/Controller 3.3 49a
Apple Disk II 43a
Apple III 128K W/ info analyst pkg. 3498
Apple Centronics Printer I nterfsee 148
Apple Graphics Tablet 618
ApJltolEEl -488 Card 343
Apple Pascal Language System 368

Other Hardware
Mountain Computer CPS Multifunction
c»'d 188

298
168

Microsoft Z - 80Softcard
Microsoft 16K RAM Card
Hgh Technology Apple Juice Power
supply

fife
188

Kbyes MicroModern II 288
Hives SmartModern .'..' 238
CCS Timer f06
CCS Serial Interface '....'.'.'.'. 138
CCS Arithmetic Processor .'..", 333M&R Sup-RTerm 288
Videx Video Term „ 288
Keyboard Co. Numeric Keypad 138
Keyboard Co. Joy Stick 48
MUSE Data Shape AHantor 33

Printers
SI LENT YPE APPLE W/INTERFACE 298
Centronics 737 _ 010
E pson MX - 80 Ja8
Epson Apple I nterface W/CAB U:"""""Z 98
Paper Tiger I OS 445 Graphics " 738
Paper Tiger I DS 460 Graphics 888
f,«PW Tiger I DS 560 Graphics 1158
NECSpinwriter 5330 - 2 ., 2798

Monitors
Sanyo 9" B&W VM • 4509 158
Sanyo 12" B&W VM-4512 ' 188
Sanyo 12" B&W IfM -5012CX 238
Sanyo 12" B&W Green DM - 5112CX 258
Sanyo 13" Color DMC - 6013 438
Panasonic 9" B&W TR - 930 148
Panasonic 13" Color CT - 1310M 448
NEC 9" B&W FVM-95A.... 138
NEC J* B&W FVM-125A 198
HEC 13" Color C 13 304A 498
Texeslnstuments 10" Color Pm -4100 358

Apple Software
The Controller 1.1 „ 478
D:OS. 3.3 48
Apple Writer 1.1 16 Sector .V.'.'.'" 58
Apple Pilot 1 18
Apple Fortran 148
Apple Plot 48

Other Software
Professional E asywritar 198
Desktop Plan II 138
Visicelc 16 Sector " 138
Visidex ' 138
Vesiplot .'.'.'.'..'.'."128

Visiterm 108
Visitrend Plot 178
ZORK Adventure 28
Stockfile- Inventory 378
I nfotory - 1 nventory 158
D B Master Stoneware 168
Utility Pack - For D B Master 88
Sup-R -Text II by MUSE 98
Microcourier by Microcom 198
p 1 s : Personal F iling System

1-800-547 8710
(inside Oregon oall)

364-3289

p f s : Report

.

Miscellaneous
Verbatum Datafile Diskettes 10 ea 28
Maxell M D - 1 Diskettes 10m. 28M&R Sup-R- Mod Modulator 28
Wrappl. Apple Cover 8
Computer Case for Apple 1 1 and Disk Drive 108
Advance Access Miniflex-Diskettte Storage 28M&R Sup -R- Fan 48

inly a partial list of available products -oall us 9-5 PPT 1Q-3 Sat.

Mail Order Information
No Mail Order sain at store please. Prices at retail store

I may differ. Most products in stock and available for imme
I diate delivery. For Visa and M/C phone orders, add 3%
I service charge. Cashiers or personal checks, money orders
I and bank wire transfers welcome. Add 3% for shipping,
handling and msurance.E quipment is subject to price change
and availability.

2230 Fairgrounds Rd. NE Salem Or. 97303
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Concepts and Terminology, continued.

Note: Implicit in this description is the definition of a system

as a collection of interrelated processes.

We can continue the general abstraction of this system of

cooperating processes by introducing an abstraction for the

second process, namely the drying process, in the following

manner:

MaMMMMai EDDDDDDD D PflHfl

DIHTT nmiim
DimOKNT

WATKB
PI«H CLOTH G -clean Dtmn

GD-
An Abstraction ofa System of Cooperating Processes

If the processes are to be carried out by a single processor,

uni-processor, then this single processor must be assigned to

both the WASH and the DRY process as indicated in the

following picture.

DISK CLOTH (
-DMIKD DI«Mr«

X
A Uni-processor

Note that if the dishrack becomes full during WASH
execution, then the single uni-processor must be alternated

between the execution of the processes WASH and DRY.
Alternatively, we could assign a processor to each process,

that is, the processes are executed concurrently (at the same

time) by multi-processors.

- •nmro muHit*

DIRTT DIMM -
DBTKItOKfTT "

WATKR «
Dim CLOTH -

Will ~11fl DI0MM *

DIM TOWBL- *
DUT

X X
Multi-processors

During execution of a process by a processor, let us say the

WASH process, the processor could be interrupted by a high

priority process such as the following:

A High Priority Process

Consequently, a new process is created which we can represent

abstractly as follows:

BABY
WET DIAPER-

CLEAN DIAPER-
POWDER -

CHANGE •DRY BABY

An Abstraction of the New Process

In the case of a single uni-processor, the processor temporarily

suspends the process it is currently executing and initiates

execution of the CHANGE process. After termination of the

CHANGE process, the processor returns to, resumes, execution

of the process that was suspended.

Alternatively, in the case of multi-processors, the processor

that acknowledges the interrupt (let us say the processor

serving the WASH process) could assign another processor

(the processor assigned to DRY or another available processor)

to execute the CHANGE process parallel with the ongoing

WASH and/or DRY processes as follows:

p
A
R
A
L

WASH DRY —

L
K
L

P
P
R
o
C
E
s
s CHANGE —-
s

1

Cooperating Process

At this point, we have introduced several important computer

related concepts in terms that all can understand. The flavor

of this example should now be remembered as we browse

through, in a highlight fashion, the further presentation of

concepts and terminology. While the remaining descriptions

of the approach will be terse, you can certainly use your

imagination to guess how the details of the approach are

presented in the book.

Data Flow and Control

Having introduced the basic process and system concepts,

it is easy to build on the example to include data and control

aspects. Data can be made analogous to objects processed by

the processes of our example leading to the following view

where the alphabet of objects is concretely declared.

ALPHABET OP DMHBS I
CUP. »AOCKB. SALAD DISH, MBAT DISH

TOPROM

COUNTER
<3)9 •9Co)

DISHRACK

Enumeration of Process Related Objects (Data)

The flow of objects within a process is explained in terms

of classical data processing steps; namely, input (take object

from counter), process (wash object) and output (place object

in dishrack). The transmission of objects between processes

(over channels), including "storage processes" is indicated by

the following, from which, for example, the explanations of

terms such as simplex, half-duplex and full duplex are easily

developed.

rroRAOB . 'MANUEL FROCKS*

-c1 DRTKIMINAIK {
1 •

Transmission of Objects (Data) Over Channels

SmMOWvWMpmCMWWWWW^
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80 COLUMN GRAPHICS

The image on the screen was created
by the program below

10 VISMEM: CLEAR
20 P-160: Q«100
30 XP-144: XR=1. 5*3. 1415927
40 YP-56: YR=1: ZP«64
50 XF-XR/XP: YF-YP/YR: ZF-XR/ZP
60 FOR ZI—Q TO Q-l
70 IF ZK-ZP OR ZI>ZP GOTO 150
80 ZT«ZI*XP/ZP: ZZ=ZI
90 XL-INT ( . 5+SQR (XP*XP-ZT*ZT)

)

100 FOR XI=-XL TO XL
110 XT»SQR(XI*XI+ZT*ZT)*XF: XX-XI
120 YY«(SIN(XT)-t-.4*SIN(3*XT) ) *YF
130 GOSUB 170
140 NEXT XI
150 NEXT ZI
160 STOP
170 Xl-XX+ZZ+P
180 Y1=YY-ZZ+Q
190 GMODE Is MOVE XI, Yl: WRPIX
200 IF Y1»0 GOTO 220
210 GMODE 2: LINE X1,Y1-1,X1,0
220 RETURN

CBrvi W The Integrated^ Visible Memory for

the PET has now been
redesigned for the new
12" screen 80 column
and forthcoming 40
column PET computers
from Commodore. Like

earlier MTU units, the
new K-1008-43 package
mounts inside the PET
case for total protection.

To make the power and
flexibility of the 320 by 200

bit mapped pixel graphics display easily accessible, we have
designed the Keyword Graphic Program This adds 45
graphics commands to Commodore BASIC. If you have been
waiting for easy to use, high resolution graphics for your
PET, isn't it time you called MTU?

K-1008-43M Manual only $10 (credited toward purchase)
k-1008-43 Complete ready to install package $495

Mastercharge and Visa accepted

Write or call today for our full line catalog describing all

MTU 6502 products, including our high speed 8" Floppy
Disk Controller for up to 4 megabytes of PET storage.

Micro Technology Unlimited
?806 Hillsborough Streel

. PO Box I?I06
Raleiqh NC 27605 USA

I9I9I833 I458

NOW 80 COLUMN PETS CAN HAVE MTU HIGH RESOLUTION GRAPHICS
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OCTOBER
SPECIALS FOR
APPLE & ATARI

VISICALC
Take any problem you would normally work out

on paper in rows and columns, use VISICALC and

see why it is probably the single most valuable pro-

gram yet developed for personal and professional

use.

VISICALC, the electronic worksheet that performs

arithmetic calculations INSTANTLY.
Regular Price: $199.95

October Special: $174.95
Cat No. 2718 Apple ll/ll + , 32K, disk Cat No. 2808

Atari 800, 32K, disk

THE HOME
MONEY MINDER

Been looking for an easy to use home manage-

ment tool? This program includes: checkbook

balance, budget analysis, income and expenditures

with graph comparisons and more.

Regular Price: $34.95

October Special: $29.95
Cat No. 2938 Apple II +

,
Applsft, 48K, disk

How lb Order
Prices include UPS ground shipping & handling

(USA only). Pay by check.

MO., Visa, M/C or COD. ($1.40 ADDL) Mention

this AD to qualify for special prices. Offer expires

11/1/81.

19511 Business Center Dr., Dept. C10
Northridge, CA 91324

(800) 423-5387 (Outside Calif.)

(213) 886-9200 (In Calif.)

Send for our FREE catalogue Today!

Concepts and Terminology, continue

In explaining control, we consider signals to processes and

related control mechanisms. For example, the following

illustrates the producer-consumer relationship of asynchronous

control where the dishrack provides a perfect example of a

buffer. The concept of synchronous control is then explained

and compared to asynchronous control.

producing

1'H(K-i:sb
OK TO PROCEED

STOBAOE

BfJOflEJM
OK TO PROCEED

CONSUM1NO

IfOMH

CD
BUFFKH POLL

•CZD-
HUFFKH KMPTY

Asynchronous Control of Multi-processors

In finalizing the control notions, an important analogy is

made by presenting the process as a machine with lights

(corresponding to states) and pushbuttons as illustrated in the

following illustration: ____^

DIRTY OISHM-
DBTBKOKNT

WAT Kit

DISH CLOTH WASH

CLEAN
DISHES

ERROR 8 c

<3

DT IN PEOOKM ERROR
i O O

l-e
'INITIAL .TART RESET

A Process as a Machine Controlled by Push-buttons

Programming Concepts

After considering the WASH process as a pushbutton

machine, it is a simple matter to present the logic of a procesi

as the following state transition diagram.

State Transition Diagram

To introduce the basics of programming, a modified form

of "dimensional flowcharting" as described by Witty 1

is utilized.

This flowcharting format is accomplished by using three

drawing directions for indicating sequences of actions, selection

of alternative actions and refinement of larger actions into a

sequence of actions. These rules are easily remembered from

this picture.

-*• SELECTION

REFINEMENT

SEQUENCE

Flowchart ConventionsMMMMWWWHW
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These concepts are motivated step-by-step but we can see

as the final example, the use of the rules for program-like
representation of the WASH process with declarations and
procedures appears in Figure 1.

mi— ««

\

it

\

Uwn i ——

r
Figure 1. Flowchart ofProcess Logic

Your intuition should help in understanding this representation
with the knowledge that the ground symbol (=) is used to
show a sequence termination and the asterisk (•) is used to
show the end of a repetitive sequence controlled by a condition
at the beginning of the sequence.
At this point, enough has been presented indirectly about

computing concepts in the context of the model processes
that the student has achieved a basic understanding and
confidence. The scope of the material described thus far has
permitted the following vocabulary of concepts and terms to
be understood (presented here in groupings of individual
chapters).

process (task)

process outputs

processor

cooperating processes

concurrent processes
interrupt

process creation

process initiation

process resumption
parallel processes

data

information processing system
alphabet

port

output port

transmission

simplex

half-duplex

control

speed (time) independent
speed (time) dependent
error conditions
system constraints

consuming process
monitor process

clock signal

process (machine) state

process inputs

process execution

system

uni-processor

multi-processors

process priority

process suspension
process termination

processor assignment

information

data processing system
storage

input port

storage process

channels

duplex

asynchronous control
synchronous control
signals

buffer

producing process

resource

resource ownership
process initialization

1) "Dimensional Flowcharting," Robert W. Witty, Software
Practice and Experience, Vol. 7, 553-584 (1977).WWMMMMMMMH

GREAT
GAMES
For TRS-80 l/l 1

1

and Atari
Manhattan Software puts a shrewd,
sophisticated card player behind the
screen of your computer, to match wits
with you at Cin Rummy and Cribbage. At
the Blackjack table there's a tireless
dealer and expert card counter to teach
you how to beat the casino These aren't
programs that sort of play, but real card
playing opponents, who play full regula-
tion games, keep score, and challenge you
to beat them

Gin Rummy 3.0
Card graphics and fast, expert play Real
Cin. knocking at ten points or less Keeps
score to game level The disk version
keeps score from game to game, so you
can start another session where you left
off TRS-80 Mod l/lll Cass $1695. Mod I

Disk $21 95 Atari Cass (24K) $19 95, Disk
$2495

Cribbage Master
Excellent screen graphics, and plays hard
for every point. Makes no counting
mistakes, and will Muggins you if you do.
User engineered for easy play, with order
of cards shown for in play scoring.
Cassette version will not run in Disk Basic
TRS-80 Mod l/lll Cass $14 95, Mod I Disk
$19.95 Atari version available soon.

Casino Blackjack/Counter
Learn card counting and beat the house at
its own game! You play one of five hands
(the computer plays the others) — and
practice card counting as the cards are
dealt, or just follow the recommended
bets. Choose up to 6 decks to play against,
and set the dealing speed to slow,
medium, or fast TRS-80 Mod l/lll Cass
$1495, Mod I Disk $19.95 Atari Cass
(24K) $19 95, Disk $24 95.

TRS-80 3-Game Pack
The three great card games above, on a
single disk, and at a substantial savings
Mod I Disk $39 95

Atari Game Pack
Cin Rummy, Casino Blackjack and the
fascinating Concentration game on a
single disk $49 95
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AT YOUR DEALER OR DIRECT FROM

MANHATTAN SOFTWARE
P.O. BOX 1063

WOODLAND HILLS. CA91365
California residents add 6% tax

24-Hour Visa/MasterCard Order Line:

(213) 704-8495
Write for Software Catalog
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$24.95

CRAE 2.0 - A feat co resident Applesoft Editor for Applesoft

Programmers. Now perform global changes & f.nd, to £»*>"
in your Applesoft program. Quote (copy) a range of lines from

oneTart of your prWam to another. A fully optimized «Op-

li.t command that lists your program to the screen with no

spaces added and forty columns wide. Append Applesoft

programs on disk to program in memory. Formatted merrv

ory dump to aid debugging. Powerful renumber is five times

faster than most available renumber routines. Auto line num
baring. Crae need be loaded only once and ="•"»" your

Applesoft program right in memory. 48K APPLE II or PLUS
& Applesoft Rom & Disk.

CRAE on disk with 20 page manual

MCAT 2.0 - MCAT 2.0 it a fast binary utility which creates

a sorted master catalog which it sawed on disk as a binary file

(Faat) The master catalog can be easily updated a whole disk

ette at a time (Add, Delete. Replace). List/Print have global

search capability and one or two columns. Provisions for dup-

licate volume numbers. Approximately 1200 file names.. 48K.

or 32K. 13 or 16 sectors DOS supported. , „
MCAT on disk with 10 page manual Sis.so

CRAE and MCAT on one disk $39.96 with manuals

EROM rVI - Requires Applesoft ROM & ROMPLUS. CRAE'S
powerful Global change/find, optimizes List Command. Hex

to Decimal and Decimal to Hex conversion now available on a

2716 EPROM. .aooe
EROM /» with manual $49.95

EROM H2 - (Requires Applesoft ROM and Romplut) CRAE's
Autoline numbering, formatted memory Dump. Append.

Number conversion (Hex/Dec) on one 2716 EPROM.
EROM HI with manual $34.95

EROM M3 — CRAE'S powerful Renumber and Quote function

now on two 2716 EPROMS.
EROM rV3 with manual $34.95

EROM 1. 2. 3 $99.96
Note: All Eproms are compatible with PL. E

Note: Append only requires 48K and DOS.

OLDORF'S REVENGE - OLDORF is a well done andaxciting

Hl-Res game using over 100 HI Res pictures. OLDORF re-

quires 48K. Applesoft Rom. and Disk. As you explore the

caverns and castles (each locale is done in Hl-Res) looking for

treasure, you must battle the one-eyed, two thumbed torkie;

find the grezzerlips' sword; visit the snotgurgle's palace and gat

through the domain of the three-nosed ickyup - Plus MORE!
OLDORF on disk $19.95

TARTURIAN _ The TARTURIAN requires 48K RAM Apple
soft ROM, and disk. As you explore the 160 rooms (each done
in HI Res) gathering weapons and treasure that will prepare

you for the final battle against the TARTURIAN. you will

enconter deadly KROLLS, battle the MINOTAUR, decipher

the YUMMY YAKKY'S secret, make friends with the TULIE-
SWEEP. avoid GHOULS, explore the PILLAR tombs, discover

secret passages and more. 5 interlocking programs.
TARTURIAN on disk $24.96

CREATURE VENTURE - You have just inherited your
Uncle Stashbuck's mansion but first you must rid it of the

horrible creatures that have taken it over and find your uncle's

buried treasure.

Directing the computer with two word commands such as

'Go North'. 'Get Key', 'Look Room'. 'Punchout Boogeyman'

etc. you will need to explore deep into the mension to finally

find the Stashbuck fortune.

There art) tons of High Resolution graphics plus some clever

animation just for fun. Required 48K Ram, Applesoft Rom
and disk. All High Resolution characters generated with

Higher Graphics II by Robert Clardy.
CREATURE VENTURE on disk $24.95

See Your Local Dealer or Send Checks to

HIGHLANDS COMPUTER SERVICES
14422 SE. 132nd Renton. WA 98056 (206)228 6691

Washington residents add 6.4% sales tax. Applesoft and Apple
are registered trademarks of Apple Computers, Inc.

ROMPLUS is a trademark of Mountain Computers, Inc.

(Dealer inquiries invited) VISA, MasterCharga, COD
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Concepts and Terminology, continued...

state transition diagram

local storage

state variables

selection

program (algorithm)

repetitive sequence

procedures

state transitions

finite state machine

state indicators

sequence

refinement

flowcharts (flowdiagrams)

declarations

How many of us mastered so many concepts in so short a

period of time when we began. In classical approaches to

education (including self education) in this area, many of

these concepts are learned only after many hours, days,

weeks, months (dare we say years) of struggling with details.

It is not uncommon that the details that have been learned

are then a deterrent to gaining a clear picture of these more

basic, general concepts.

Introducing the Real Thing

We now begin to consider, more concretely, the data

processed by computer systems by introducing the terminal

and the computer system in the following, now familiar,

framework.

MEMORY

ffl

f—~

TEXT-
DATA

V
COMPUTER

SYSTEM

CHANNEL w
TERMINAL

PROCESS

Terminal Connection to a Computer System

It is easy to convince the student that by pushing buttons,

data is transmitted across the channel and placed in a memory

where it is processed, and results are sent back for display on

the terminal screen. At this point, we still treat the computer

as a "black box." The terminal process is used to transmit

data back and forth.

In making "data" a more concrete concept, the nature of

numbers of base 2 and 10 is presented including an easy-to-

comprehend algorithm for the process of converting a binary

number to a decimal number as indicated in Figure 2.

HflCIM CONTEST 111*" TO DECIMAL

ttsssaaasssssi

peass

BINABT NUMBS*. INITIAL. BTABT. DBCIMAL NDMNBB

STATE VARIABLE*

DIGIT. POSITION TALC*. ACCUMULATED BUM

PROCNDORBB

BBT POSITION HUB TO I WNILB A BINABT DIOIT BXIBTB

OLTIPLT POSITION TALCS BT B

Figure 2. Binary to Decimal Conversion Process

lcOMoMMMW«g»««
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After having mastered the WASH process from the earlier
example, this process does not in any way seem strange and
can be traced by following the dimensional flowchart and
indicating resulting changes of the process state variables
given within the process.

Further details on electronic representation of signals,
precision of arithmetic data and the ASCII character set are
easily introduced. Word processing systems and the represen-
tation of programs as text are followed by the presentation of
basic data structure concepts including arrays.

The More Conventional View
The stage has now been set to accept the computer system

as simply a collection of cooperating processes connected by
channels as seen in the following picture.

B B B

1
MT cM M M MIOC,**n,0

t
J ... T H

mrlrT ' *Tr*T L-" i/o " L>

The Cooperating Processes ofa Computer System

These constituent parts and their general properties are now
easy to introduce. In fact, the CPU viewed as a process is

eventually portrayed as follows:

DATA HI .

n
1DL1 BBADT

DATA OUT <
IN riOCHI BBBOB • I/O DATA OOT

MEMORY A DDRKM.

WORKING
1UIITIM
C 1

CZ.ZD

1NTRRRDPT - I/O DATA IN

BBAD<
WRITS <

INITIAL- -

TART

mooBAM LOCATION
CODNTBB

IMBTBOCTION
RROIRTKBR

.PRAITHRRAL ADDBBM

- INITIATB I/O

* I/O INTBBBDPT

IHIT

The Central Processing Unit

A CPU state transition diagram and CPU process dimensional
flowchart provide an easy guide to understanding CPU
operation. A brand name independent simple instruction
repertoire and assembly program presentation then makes
the point about concrete programs and their execution.

Memories and Peripheral Devices
Memories of the core and semiconductor type are presented

along with the structure of a flip/flop element as a process
with its related process dimensional flowchart as shown in

Figure 3.

clock, wt on. car orr. ststb. stats <

•TATS tUUILM
»/». era «

CLOCK II ACT1VATS9

•BT rir OH

,„ m > TV

> orr rbt r/F or

OOTFtTT n
TO RTATB

BT 919 COMFI-RMRMT ON

: i

Figure 3. A Flip/Flop Process Description

Now that we are convinced that the process concept can
be used as a common denominator to explain both hardware
and software concepts. Storage and peripheral devices (tapes,
disks. A/D and D/A converters, printers, etc.) are then described
in a rather conventional manner.

KWWWWWSr^^BS

Buy with Confidence
from the best

GREAT PRICES, GREAT SERVICE, GUARANTEED
COMPUTERS, PRINTERS. TERMINALS 4 190
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computer

Apple Computers
Disk drives, accessories
software, graphics tablets.

CALL FOR BEST PRICES

W/iJM HEWLETT Call us for great prices:

WLUM PACKARD Altos, Atari, NEC,

Whether you want their great
Zenith and other

computer or a wide selection of computers
computer calculators-we have them
HP-85 • Retail $3250

Only $2475 ^^^f^\\£^S^^^^ ^
NEW

~
MX 100 &

rrO MX80F/T

MONITORS
BMC A NEC Green Screen V-.— column EpsonNOW IN STOCK printer with graphics and the

Friction/tractor MX 80 are in

We have the CORVUS s,ock WE HAVE THE GRAPHIC
systems to hook up several

PACKAGE FOR MX 80 call.

Apple computers at once! SILENTYPE PRINTER
ONLY S284.00

NEC A DIABLO PRINTERS re \0°.

Anadex. Paper ^A , to^*,
^

Tiger. CALL
-.WaW CO1***-

for latest prices 'RRRRRM 1

A
Amazing Mountain Hardware
CPS Multl-tuncllon card

ALL IN ONE:
SOFTWARE Parallel/Serial/ Clock/Calen

Visicalc 3 3 $175/Reg $199
BPI GL/INV/AR/etc 299/Reg 399 PLOTTERS
Tax Preparer by Howardsoft . . 79/Reg 99 BauschiLomb plotters
Real Estate Anatyzer.Howardsoft 125/Reg 150 for your computer by
Creative Financing. Howardsoft 125/Reg 150 Houston Instruments
ASCII Express II by SDS 55/Reg 65 CALL 1

Z-TERM (CPM) (16 sector) .... 85/Reg 100
TRS 80 & ATARI SOFTWARE TOO

MICROSOFT 16K .^af
Ramcard $155

•&<!&» Z #"**

... ., ... Mail orders ONLY:

m . d ... A T NET PR°FIT COMPUTERS

SffSSSrTS »££?£%& »"2-
Anaheim. Cal 92802 L^f,8. 7«^ "^-
714 750-7318 1(800)421-1520
/.* /&U-/J1B

jn Ca| 213 320.4772

Cal residents add 6% talea !• Minimum shipping and handling charges ara
S3.00. Match. Vita. Amai prices slightly higher on sale items. Slore prices dltter
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Concepts and Terminology, continued.

Digital Processes and Hardware Construction

Even the smallest of computer elements (gates) are presented

as processes with related process logic as indicated in the

following example.

ID O DD B DOODDPDWMM""™

A

B

AND GATE

IN CASK OF A 18 1 AJSB B IB 1 OTHERWISE

I

C BECOMES 1

1
C BECOMES O

J,

The principles of computer arithmetic are considered,

including the view of a binary adder in process form. The

notions of combinational and sequential circuits are conveniently

introduced along with a basic explanation of clock signals

and timing.

These digital building blocks and their eventual encapsulation

into integrated circuits, printed circuit boards and chassis are

easily described with this background.

Putting it All Together

The process concept has enabled us to present basic computer

system concepts, the notion of programming and the compo-

sition of computer hardware. Putting this all together, we

then create the notion of "architecture," starting with basic

delineation between hardware and software architecture as

follows.

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

USERS

APPLICATION SYSTEMS

System Analysts

Application Programmers

DATA BASE SYSTEM

Data Base Programmers

LANGUAGE TRANSLATORS
Compiler Writers

OPERATING AND FILE SYSTEMS

System Programmers

TARGET SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Machine Language Programmers

MICRO ARCHITECTURE
Microprogrammed

COMPUTER CIRCUITS

Logic Designers

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

Circuit Designers

Solid State Physicists

\

>
SOFTWARE

ARCHITECTURE

>
HARDWARE

ARCHITECTURE

A further key concept, namely that of "processor-memory

pairs" as illustrated in the following provides the keystone to

describing the various architectural levels.

MEMORY

PROGRAM
*

DATA

PROCESSOR

PROCESSOR-MEMORT PAIR

The Basis for Constructing Programmed Processes

The architecture of the target system (programmer's machine

language machine) can then be described abstractly as nested

pairs of processors and memories as indicated in the follow-

ing.

TABOKT imW

Ml

memo- aMUOMM f

llHFWI/Ow,rw»

•-ieatmMtxaa

Architecture of the Target System

This nesting is built upon to describe further the placement

and role of operating and file systems, language translators,

utility systems, and data bases, and culminates in the following

view of the relationship between the application system and

the lower level systems of cooperating processes.

APPLICATION SYSTEMS

DATA BA»R aTTEM

MEMORY ]

PROGRAM i

• '<

DATA '

. 1

T MEMORY I

I PROGRAM
I .

_ DATA

:i.ANOUAOB ~|

-, TRANSLATOR,
AND |

i UTILITY i

"
> SYSTEMS
I

I

Application Systems Architecture

Note: the dotted lines around the memory simply denote that

it is not a separate physical memory but is a program and data

representation in a common physical memory.

Further architectural concepts such as multi-port memories,

DMA channels and common busses (highways) can be

introduced in a natural manner as architectural alternatives.

Finally, the concepts of network architectures and related

terminology round off his brief (but comphehensive) introduction

to the "core" concepts and terminology of computer systems.

Experience with the Approach
The approach described here has been tested and proved

to be successful for a variety of audiences. For those seeking

a starting point in learning about computer systems (amateurs

and professionals to be) the approach permits an examination

of the nature of the forest before examining the leaves of the

trees. As an appreciation (computer literacy) vehicle the

approach has worked successfully for journalists, politicians

MMMMWraaraMoMMWflflflflflflftflftftflttSra
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Losing Control?

ape

With Products From
Sirius Software

Gorgon: The earth has entered a time
warp . . . and the battle has just begun.

Orbitron: Action in orbit and attacks
from all sides.

Gamma Goblins: Avoid the hyperder-
mics while transporting blood to He-
mophilia.

Both Barrels: A two-game pack includ-

ing "Duck Hunt" and "High Noon."

Star Cruiser: Save yourself from the
swooping aliens.

Pulsar II: Pulsar and Wormwall in a
unique combination.

Phantoms Five: Real-time 3-D fighter-

bomber challenge.

E-Z Draw: An easy, powerful, and ver-

satile Apple graphics editor, includes
the Higher Text generator by Ron and
Darrel Aldrich.

Cyber Strike: Challenging galactic
excitement for the real arcade gamer.

Autobahn: Hair raising excitement at

200 kilometers per hour.

Epoch: Explosive fast action with new
3-D effects. Complete with high speed
docking and a time warp that is sure to

give you vertigo.

Pascal Graphics Editor: Easy anima-
tion and powerful graphics editing has
finally arrived.

Sneakers: Unending variety and fun

as you meet the Sneakers, Cyclops,
Saucers, Fangs, H-Wings, Meteors,
Scrambles, and Scrubs.

Space Eggs: Hatch some fun with the

spiders, lips, wolves, and Fuzzballs.

Apple II and Apple II • ate registered trademarks ol Apple
Computer. Inc All games mentioned in this advertisement
are copyrighted products ol Sinus Software . Inc All rights
reserved.

' Contact your local computer dealer for more information. Dealer inquiries invited.

Sirius Software, Inc.
201 1 Arden Way #2 Sacramento, CA 95825 (916) 920-1939
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Concepts and Terminology, continued.

and administrative and technical people. We have also been

successful in removing the fear of secretaries who are learning

to use word processing systems. Terminal operators of all

varieties would certainly benefit from the understanding

provided here. They get an idea of where they fit into the

system that they are using and some idea of what is happening

in the computer.
The demystification of the computer is a must if we hope

to achieve any degree of harmony between technology and

the citizenry of the world. This approach, which has been or

is in the process of being translated into a variety of languages.,

provides a step in the right direction.

Some Final Comments
It is important to note that the approach is described in a

completely product independent manner, therefore, the

approach can be used to complement the real details of any

product. Teaching assistance materials, including visual aids.

are available and are quite useful for presenting the approach

to small as well as large groups. The approach is well suited to

being supported by animation and plans are being made to

provide and animated video tape and animation via software

for commonly available microcomputers.

Understanding Computer Systems can be ordered in single

copies by sending a check in US dollars for $15.25 ($17.25 for

airmail) to LAWSON. Gustav Adolfsgatan 9. 582. 20. Linkoping.

Sweden. Make checks payable to LAWSON. All other inquires

can be directed to the same address.

HMMMWMMMWWM

* BOY, THAT JOB AT TUT SUPERMARKET SUEF

HAS GONE TO YOUR HEAD/ *

new friends

for your child...
Katie and the Computer

Fred Dlgnazio and Stan Gilliam have

created a delightful picture book adven-

ture that explains how a computer works

to a child. Katie "falls" into the imaginary

land of Cybernia inside her Daddy's home
computer. Her journey parallels the path

of a simple command through the stages

of processing in a computer, thus

explaining the fundamentals of computer
operation to 4 to 10 year olds. Supple-

mental explanatory information on com-
puters, bytes, hardware and software is

contained In the front and back end
papers.

II M I

Thrill with your chidren as they join the

Flower Bytes on a bobsled race to the

CPU. Share Katie's excitement as she
encounters the multi-legged and mean
Bug who lassoes her plane and spins her

into a terrifying loop. Laugh at the

madcap race she takes with the Flower

Painters by bus to the CRT.

"Towards a higher goal, the book

teaches the rewards of absorbing the

carefully-written word and anticipating

the next page with enthusiasm..."
The Loader

"Children might not suspect at first

there's a method to all this madness—

a

lesson about how computers work. It

does its job well."

The Charlotte Observer

"...the book is both entertaining and

educational."
Infosystems

The book has received wide acclaim

and rave reviews. A few comments are:

"Lively cartoon characters guide read-

ers through the inner chamber of the

computer."
School Library Journal

"...an imaginative and beautifully con-

ceived children's story that Introduces

two characters— the Colonel and the

Bug—who already seem to have been

classic children's story book characters

for generations."
The Chapel HIM Newspaper

Written by Fred D'lgnazio and illustrat-

ed in full color by Stan Gilliam. 42 pages,

casebound, $6.95. (12A)

A t-shirt with the Program Bug is

available in a deep purple design on a

beige shirt. Adult size S, M, L, XL.

Children's size S, M, L. $5.00.

To order send a check for books plus S2.00 shipping and handling per order to Creative Computing. P.O. Box 789-M, Morrlstown, NJ 07960 NJ residents add 5%

sales tax. Visa, MasterCard, and American Express orders are welcomed. For taster service, call In your bank card order toll free to 800-031-8112 (In NJ call

201-540-0445) Or use the handy order form bound into this magazine. CIRCLE 350 ON READER SERVICE CAR0
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WORD PROCESSING THE EASY WAY-
WITHMAXI-PROS

This is a line-oriented word processor de-
signed for the office that doesn't want to send
every new girl out for training in how to type a
letter.

It has automatic right and left margin justi-
fication and lets you vary the width and margins
during printing. It has automatic pagination and
automatic page numbering. It will print any text
single, double or triple spaced and has text cen-
tering commands. It will make any number of
multiple copies or chain files together to print an
entire disk of data at one time.

MAXI-PROS has both global and line edit
capability and the polled keyboard versions
contain a corrected keyboard routine that make
the OSI keyboard decode as a standard type-
writer keyboard.

MAXI-PROS also has sophisticated file

capabibilities. It can access a file for names and
addresses, stop for inputs, and print form letters.
It has file merging capabilities so that it can store
and combine paragraphs and pages in any order.

Best of all. it is in BASIC (0S65D 51/4" or
8" disk) so that it can be easily adapted to any
printer or printing job and so that it can be sold
for a measly price.
MAXI-PROS- $39.95

NEW-NEW-NEW
TINY COMPILER

The easy way to speed in your programs. The
tiny compiler lets you write and debug your pro-
gram in Basic and then automatically compiles a

Machine Code version that runs from 50-150
times faster. The tiny compiler generates relocat-

able, native, transportable machine code that can
be run on any 6502 system.

It does have some limitations. It is memory
hungry - 8K is the minimum sized system that

can run the Compiler. It also handles only a
limited subset of Basic - about 20 keywords in-

cluding FOR. NEXT. IF THEN, GOSUB. GOTO.
RETURN. END. STOP, USR(X). PEEK. POKE.
-.".*./.( . V^S.Variable names A-Z. and Integer

Numbers from 6-64K.
TINY COMPILER is written in Basic. It can

be modified and augmented by the user. It comes
with a 20 page manual.
TINY COMPILER - $19.95 on tape or disk

THE AARDVARK JOURNAL
FOR OSI USERS - This is a bi-monthly

tutorial journal running only articles about OSI
systems. Every issue contains programs custom-
ized for OSI, tutorials on how to use and modify
the system, and reviews of OSI related products.
In the last two years we have run articles like
these!

1) A tutorial on Machine Code for BASIC
programmers.

2) Complete listings of two word processors
for BASIC IN ROM machines.

3) Moving the Directory off track 12.
4) Listings for 20 game programs for the OSI.
5) How to write high speed BASIC - and

lots more —

Vol. 1 (1980) 6 back issues - $9.00
Vol. 2 (1981) 2 back issues and subscription for
4 additional issues - $9.00.

AARDVARK
NOWMEANS BUSINESS!

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE - This program
will handle up to 420 open accounts. It will age
accounts, print invoices (including payment
reminders) and give account totals. It can add
automatic interest charges and warnings on late
accounts, and can automatically provide and cal-
culate volume discounts.

24K and 0S65D required, dual disks recom-
mended. Specify system.
Accounts Receivable. $99.95

• • • SPECIAL DEAL - NO LESS) • • •

A complete business package for OSI small
systems - (CI. C2, C4 or C8). Includes MAXI-
PROS. GENERAL LEDGER. INVENTORY
PAYROLL AND ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE -'

ALL THE PROGRAMS THE SMALL BUSI-
NESS MAN NEEDS. $299.95

P.S. We're so confident of the quality of these
programs that the documentation contains the
programmer's home phone number I

SUPERDISK II

This disk contains a new BEXEC* that boots
up with a numbered directory and which allows
creation, deletion and renaming of files without
calling other programs. It also contains a slight
modification to BASIC to allow 14 character
file names.

The disk contains a disk manager that con-
tains a disk packer, a hex/dec calculator and
several other utilities.

It also has a full screen editor (in machine
code on C2P/C4)) that makes corrections a snap.
We'll also toss in renumbering and program
search programs - and sell the whole thing for -
SUPERDISK II $29.95 ( 5 1/4") $34.95 (8 ").

ANDFUN,
TOO!

BOOKKEEPING THE EASY WAY
-WITH BUSINESS I

Our business package 1 is a set of programs
designed for the small businessman who does not
have and does not need a full time accountant
on his payroll.

This package is built around a GENERAL
LEDGER program which records all transactions
and which provides monthly, quarterly annual
and year to-date PROFIT AND LOSS statements'
GENERAL LEDGER also provides for cash
account balancing, provides a BALANCE SHEET
and has modules for DEPRECIATION and
LOAN ACCOUNT computation.
GENERAL LEDGER (and MODULES) $129.95.

PAYROLL is designed to interface with the
GENERAL LEDGER. It will handle annual
records on 30 employees with as many as 6
deductions per employee.
PAYROLL- $49.95.

INVENTORY is also designed to interface with
the general ledger. This one will provide instant
information on suppliers, initial cost and current
value of your inventory. It also keeps track of the
order points and date of last shipment
INVENTORY - $59.95.

GAMES FOR ALL SYSTEMS
GALAXIAN 4K - One of the fastest and finest
arcade games ever written for the OSI, this one
features rows of hard-hitting evasive dogfighting
aliens thirsty for your blood. For those who
loved (and tired of) Alien Invaders. Specify
system - A bargain at $9.95

NEW -NEW -NEW
LABYRINTH - 8K - This has a display back
ground similar to MINOS as the action takes
place in a realistic maze seen from ground level.
This is, however, a real time monster hunt as you
track down and shoot mobile monsters on foot.
Checking out and testing this one was the most
fun I've had in years! - $13.95.

NIGHT RIDER - You've seen similar games in

the arcades. You see a winding twisting road
ahead as you try to make time and stay on the
road. NIGHT RIDER uses machine code to gen-
erate excellent high speed graphics - by the same
author as MINOS.
NIGHT RIDER - $12.95 cassette only

THIEF - Another machine code goody for the
C1P cassette only. You must use mobile cannon
to protect the valuable jewels in the middle of
the screen from increasingly nasty and trigger

happy thiefs. Fast action and fun for one or two
players. THIEF $13.95 on C1 cassette only !

SUPPORT ROMS FOR BASIC IN ROM MA
CHINES C1S/C2S. This ROM adds line edit
functions, software selectable scroll windows,
bell support, choice of OSI or standard keyboard
routines, two callable screen clears, and software
support for 32-64 characters per line video.
Has one character command to switch model
2 C1P from 24 to 48 character line. When in-
stalled in C2 or C4 (C2S) requires installation
of additional chip. C1P requires only a jumper
change. - $39.95
C1E/C2E similar to above but with extended
machine code monitor. - $59.95

OSI

Please specify system on all orders
This i, only a partial lismg of what w. have to offer. W. now offer over 100 program,, data sheet,. ROMS, and board,for OSI ,y,tem,. Our $1.00 catalog l.,t, ,t all and contain, free program li,ting. and programming hint, to boot

AARDVARK TECHNICAL SERVICES, LTD.
2352 S. Commerce, Walled Lake, Ml 48088

(313)669-3110
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A Visit to the Marin Computer Center

eomiHiseKS
areftw

"Computers are for kids" says a poster

hanging on the wall outside our Software

Development Center. After visiting the

Marin Computer Center, just north of

San Francisco, this spring. I wished I'd

had another copy to send to David and

Annie Fox, the dedicated young couple

who run the Center.

We dropped in unannounced on a

Tuesday morning and found a large, open

Betsy Staples

"flexible classroom" filled with Apples.

PETs. Ataris, SOLs. and kids. The kids,

who appeared to be in about fourth grade,

were participating in the field trip program

which allows teachers to bring their classes

to the Center for a morning or afternoon

of exposure to computing.

In addition to field trips, the Marin

Computer Center offers classes in pro-

gramming for children and adults, and

"open time" when people can come in

and buy time on the computer of their

choice by the hour. There is also an area

where a word processing system, complete

with letter-quality printer, may be rented

by the hour.

The Foxes have found that many of the

children who have their first exposure to

computers on a field trip become regular

customers, and often involve other

David Fox helps a student load an Apple program.

Annie Fox explains the programs offered by the Marin Computer

Center to a group of visitors. Jessica Fox distributes bro-

chures.
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MEMOREX
SUPERB QUALITY AT
UNBEATABLE PRICES.
THATS MEMOREX

DISCS FROM PACIFIC
EXCHANGES

For Data Reliability

—

Memorex
Flexible

Discs

CALL FREE FOR PRICES & INFORMATION

(800)235-4137
In California, (800)529-5935 or (805)543-1037

visa- k m 1W y COD.'.DFALER INQUIRIES INVITED '• ACCEPTED
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Marin Computer Center, continued.

members of their families in the programs

offered at the Center.

"Our first objective is to provide a place

for people to meet computers," says David.

He adds that "now when Annie asks a

group of kids, 'who has played with

computers before?" only about 10% haven't.

When she asked the same question three

years ago, only one or two in a group of

30 had ever touched a computer."

The Center is not just for kids, however.

"Adults." says David "need a lot more
introduction than kids. We started because

three years ago we found that this was a

definite need. People had to find some
place where they could get some exposure

and ease into computing without being

afraid of it."

"I have a beginning class for adults that

meets in the evening," says Annie, "and

it's always packed. Some of them have

already purchased machines and as an
afterthought they decide they had better

learn how to use them, so they take the

class. Others take the course to become
more familiar with the jargon before going

to talk to a computer salesman."

Computers are Fun
When asked about her feelings toward

computers. Annie says, "I think they're a

lot of fun. The kids I see working with

them seem to be very turned on by the

new way that computers allow them to

express themselves. It seems to involve a

different part of their minds."

What kind of child is turned on in this

way? "I'm talking about kids that write

programs. I teach programming to kids as

young as fourth grade. They really get

into the puzzling aspect of it. They're

usually very bright kids who enjoy figuring

things out, enjoy feeling the power the

computer gives them."

"What kinds of programs do they write?"

we asked.

"I have a five-week after school class

where I teach Basic and some simple

graphics. Usually the kids are writing

interactive story type programs or programs

where a person is involved in a setting

and has to make a choice. The children

get very involved in the fantasy of it, but

the thing they enjoy most is having the

other students play their games."

Do they concentrate primarily on games?
Annie responds, "we use the games to get

people involved, but I find that everybody
has a saturation point, and most of the

people who return to the Computer Center

like to get into programming on some
level or another."

What about the game critics— those who
feel computer games are a waste of time?

How does Annie counter their criticism?

"I regularly demonstrate some of the

The enthusiasm of children using computers at the Center is contagious.

logic games to groups of teachers, and so

far, there are only a few I haven't won
over. They are aware that there is some
learning going on when a child solves a

problem such as the Towers of Hanoi or

Leap Frog— problems where a strategy

must be planned. The teachers, however,

don't have conventional labels for that

kind of learning process, so they have

trouble with it.

Most of the people who
return to the Computer
Center like to get into

programming on some
level or another.

"Many teachers, on the other hand,

have become more educated in what it

means to educate someone. I don't know
what is happening back East, but around

here schools are closing and teachers are

being laid off left and right. I find that

many teachers are intrigued by computers.

They anticipate being laid off and are

looking for new careers, but they remain,

first and foremost, educators. I think many
of them will become involved in the

development of good educational soft-

ware."

Funding
The original funding for the Marin

Computer Center was a bank loan co-

signed by a friend of the Foxes. Recently,

however, the non-profit organization has

been the recipient of generous grants from

a Marin County foundation which is bound

by the terms of a bequest to spend all of

its money in the county.

Among other things, the grants pay for

two teachers to take computers into

classrooms in the county. "We go on a

need basis," David explains. "We look for

schools that don't have computer programs;

schools that are in low income areas."

"We also find schools that purchased

computers without any thought as to what

would happen when the machine arrived.

They didn't train their personnel and didn't

buy any software, and now the machines

are sitting in the math teacher's closet

gathering dust," adds Annie.

"We offer workshops to help these

schools get involved. We make it easy for

them; they don't have to pay anything for

our services. We also work with schools

that are still considering the purchase of

computer equipment to give them an

appreciation of what it will mean to

incorporate a computer in their curricu-

lum.

David adds that "the grant pays for

approximately 1000 youngsters to attend

a six-session course which provides nine

hours of instruction."

The Center has also received support

from the computer divisions of Atari Inc.

and Commodore who have provided

several computers on long-term loan.

"Of all the computer companies," David
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A fourth grade class visits the Marin Computer Center on afield trip.

says, "Atari seems to be the most helpful.

Everyone I have talked to at Atari has
really been supportive; I am really
impressed with the way they work with
the consumer."

Perhaps, in part, because of their good
relationship with Atari, the Foxes recently

purchased 12 Atari 800s and six Atari
400s. Eight of them will be used for the
school visitation program, and the rest

will be housed in the "Atari Room" at the
Center.

There are also quite a few Apples in

use at the Center. These are connected
to a hard disk system which eliminates

the need for repeated loading of individual
floppy disks. The problem with this is

that "most of the really good games are
copy-protected so we can't put them on
the hard disk."

David says he thought about finding a
way around the various copy-protect
schemes, but decided that the benefits
did not justify endangering the reputation
of the Center with software manufacturers.
"We use floppy disk drives for those games
and just boot them up. It's not a major
problem, it's just too bad."

And speaking of software, what are the
most popular games?

"Right now," says David, "the ones that
are in the arcades are popular- Asteroids,
Space Invaders, Star Raiders. The Adven-
ture games such as Temple of Apshai,
Morlock's Tower, and the Scott Adams
Adventures are also among the favor-
ites."

The Marin Computer Center, located
at 50 El Camino Dr., Corte Madera, CA
94925, is open to everyone. Rates range
from $2.25 per hour for members using
the regular computers to $7.50 per hour
for non-members using the word process-
ing system. The phone number is 415-
924-1955. rj

SAVE $$ DISCOUNT PRICES

16K APPLE II

32K APPLE II

48K APPLE II

DISK W/CONTROLLER
DISK ONLY
APPLESOFT CARD
INTEGER CARD
PASCAL SYSTEM
SILENTYPE PRINTER
HAYES MICROMODEM
Z-80 SOFTCARD
VIDEX80COL. BRD.
16K RAM BOARD

RAM MEMORY
FOR TRS-80. APPLE II

16KSET4116'S(200NS)

1089.00

1134.00

1179.00

535.00

455.00

159.00

159.00

425.00

525.00
295 00
295.00

295.00

169 00

34.95

ATARf
400 16K 349.00
800 16K 759.00
410 Recorder 64.00
815 Disk 1199.00
810 Disk 489.00
822 Printer 359.00
825 Printer 779.00
830 Modem 159.00
850 Interface Module 179.00
CX853 RAM 85.00
CX70 Light Pen 64.00
CX30 Paddle 18.00
CX40 Joystick 18.00

VERBATIM DISKETTES
Box of 10 5'/4" 29.50
Box of 10 8" 39.50

North Star Computers

HR2-2D-32K 2795.00
HR2-20-48K 2956.00
HR2-2D-64K 3145.00
HR2-2Q-32K 2975.00
HR2-2Q-48K 3165.00
HR2-2Q-64K 3360.00

HRAM 32K 469 00
HRAM48K 662 00
HRAM64K 849.00

HDS18 HARD DISK 4025.00
MDSDRV-D 495 00
MDSDRV-Q 665 00
ADC-1D 740.00
ADC-2-D 995.00
ADC-1-Q 795.00
ADC-2-Q 1285.00

SAVE $$

PRINTERS
EPSON MX-70 399 00
EPSON MX80 499 00
EPSON MX-80 FT 599 00
GRAFTRAX 90.00
INTERFACE (APPLE) 75.00
CABLE 22.50

CENTRONICS 737-1

CENTRONICS 737-3

IDS445G
IDS460G
IDS560G

795.00

85500

815.00
1195.00

1450.00

NEC 5510 W/TRACTORS 2650.00
NEC 5520 KSR W/TRAC. 2995.00

OUME 5/45 SPRINT
FORMS TRACTOR

2675.00

195.00

STARWRITER W/TRAC. 1695.00
STARWRITER W/O
TRACTOR 1500.00

General Information:
We carry a large selection ol hard-
ware and software by other com-
panies. Send tor our catalog
We are an authorized repair center for
APPLE. ATARI. NORTH STAR. AND
EPSON.

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. MARYLAND RESIDENTS ADD 5% SALES TAX

1E^RfP!S?J5 5726 INDUSTRY LANE
COMPUTER FREDERICK, MD. 21701

PRODUCTS, INC. 70 ORDER CALL: (301) 694-8884

Store Hours:
MON. THRU THURS. 9:30 AM-9:00 PM
FRI. AND SAT. 9:30 AM-5:00 PM
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DYNACOMP
Quality software for*:
ATARI TRS-80 (Level II)**

PET NORTH STAR
APPLE II Plus CP/M Disks/ Diskettes
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DYNACOMP OFFERS THE FOLLOWING
• Widest variety

• Guaranteed quality

• Fastest delivery

• Friendly customer service

• Free catalog

• 24 hour order phone

AND MORE...
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Tka a Ike cla.ac Surirek *
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1 «"« -—-watTaa rtaanni

at even! See ike eoftware avawa a ANA LOO . ED Soliwara Craajaa aad Game Merchradanaj

RI.ACKHOI.EIAat*eaa>l ^J^FZZZZT'VZTSZl
Tkai I. an aacaioa araphacal taaalalroa of Ike problem, invohad a clcaaty obaarvai • afcxk ana **m

lion Tka proeram eraploy. Hi Eta Irapkica tad a aducalioeal a well a caaaatjayj.

SPA(ETllTlAp»*aadAuricHtr,) Prtrt: ttE.W Cayata/ttd-W Dtataat,

Uu, rtat arat paddle, lo tat tka plane of Ike TV aetata a •roll" a ball into a hole a tka acrtta. Seaad

aeapie? Not .ban the hole pat. ataaaar aad aaajkrr! A buat in tiaaar allow, you to ataaara yoar .kill

aaaaaal otkar. la tha kabal foraaaaj actaa aaaa

MOVING MAZE (

A

pat. aad,) ^m
°Z?

:T~*X
^'J?5!?

MOVING MAZE aaaaaari tat aaaa paddle, a enraci a pact from oaa aada of a »«»*« «*"
However, ike aaa a di aia. r aEy laad atavaotacy) kaat aad a iradaaaEy beeat naoaaad Tkt QatK-

live ,. lo no., tka aaa without louehuvj (or beat ha kyl a waE Scorta, a by aa eapad laat a-

daaior. aad ckrat kvtk of pay art provatad

ALPHA flGHTTR (Atari aad, I ,vnte : ||4.MCaaeta/»w.«e>Yatt*

Tarat

leili.al It)

I aad actaa proaram. a oaal ALPHA FtGHTEE reouue. you lo dtaro

fcroatk yoar actor of tka aatay ALPHA EASE a a tkt park of aa aaaa

. pet b» and the paae end. aoth aaaa. recaure the ao,««k aad pet peoprr

I ALPHA FtGHTEE .dl run on laX eyataat

UFO

THEEUNtaOFTHEI^anREIAkaltaal,) Prta: tW.M Caaaata/SMM laaaata

The ceapere baa ttavatoptd a aaw barue atauoa paoltcaal liy totataa naaa of taarp tack laat yoa

baa taroaa* lla raaa aad dauoy lla autaa. IJM taaaava

rap> Tka tacttaa, aarnaalaa tyatttaa. eaaptoyt ttrtteatat injadaca tad taaad tad eta be

played by oat oa Iwo payer.

INTRIDF.R ALERT (Ataai tary) Erfcai »lt^Cta««»t/t».-PTOEEatt.

Tha a a fa. ratal paptuc taaa aback pact, you a tkt aadda of Ike -LVtadaa- krr-d laaaolta

ru ptaaa Tka ikoed. havt bam aleattd aad at daactad a daaroy yoa a tjl ccata Yea aaa flad aad

enarr yoar ulap to eacapa ..lb iha plaa Five krvekoldifOcuky are provaVad 1NTEUDEP ALEPT re

ttarea a ioytrjck aad wal rva oa laat n .liai

I.IANtNlAIOMlAtariaaty) PHet: SM-PI Uaaata/SIEM naMte

Tka raal lime actaa paat a .uaianittd adtkeuva! Ua tka pyytUck » coatrcJ
I
yoar IN* *-"-*

aaloa ccaraaco—ta, of both opta aa ckaad aaa, Ckooa froaddTata-ilt-l^tkftV^.ract

aaaaaal otkar payer, or atapty take practae raat aaaaaa tka clra* OlAJtT SLaj^jM a- ran oa It*

TRIPLE RUKKADKAlarl oaly I Priet: »M-*» C 1UH Dtakaaa

TEIPLE ELOCKADE a a t.Mothra ptayea ataprac. aad aoaad actaa (aaa R a taaad oa laa

a alack aalaon. have taloytd. Uaaaj da Alan toyatcaa. ikecaaxt aadaracl

Price: IIIH ( aaata ' lld.tS D

I of ELACXJACE. LUNAE LANDEE. CRAPS.
have baa coatbaaad aao a

GAMES PACE I (A
GAMES PACE
HORSERACE. S» ITt H aad aara Tbaat fa
ir, loadini Ikty are iadii'iranay acclaad by a

for cat DYNACOMP veraon of BLACXMCK

GAMES PACK ll(AataadJtt rataa i ataaal.ril PrittJlt.ttj cjj»aa^.»l!Dadaa.

GAMES PACE II laclude. tka laat. CRAZY EIGHTS. JOTTO. ACEYDUCEY. LIFE. WUktPUS

aad raktr, Aa wah GAMES PACE I . all the aaata aet leaded a oat proaran aad art cautd froa a

atau Yoa wiE particuarly tajoy DYNACOMP'. veruoa of CRAZY EIGHTS

Way pay »7.»S or anore per proaram .hen yoa can bay a DYNACOMP ccaaxtan (a i»a IHJ.Mr

lalCaJNt>tWaa(Aayrit-anVPttaS^ ayta : «II.WCtnTatta/.U.»Dk*eaa

Tka a a. rnnraa, ckaatttjaw "kaw aada" prcaraa Tla taaa taaa tketp froa orka a IraaJ aa
llildllliaillld aaaa oa laa aeon', ratface Yoa coatrol the tknaa aad oewaaaaa of yoar craft pka

daacl the rale of deectal and approach aaaa

ADVENTURE
CaANSTXTNaaUr»ORADVENlllRE(Ntai»StatadaEC»/Maa^ IMeaUI.«taa>aea

Al anal A ctaapetktta.t Ad.eniure paat foe North Sua aad CP/M ayaaaa CRANSTON MANOR
ADVENTURE take, yoa alo myaanoa. CRANSTON MANOR wktat yoa attain lo farha

.nhout a raykl. Tkt naaba of roora. la entaur aad t

elaborue thaa Ike carrea ocaaar atrata of Advtaaa proa.ami. matavj tMi tame the lop « «. oaa.

Play can be Mopped a any time and tka etaae aorad oa dttbetle

ABOUT DYNACOMP
DYNACOMP » k»ding ditinbutof or small lyiicm toftwtwe will, ue-cs t*pMnuif the world

(currently in excess of 40 couninei) Dunnt the post two yean we have greatly enlarged the

DYNACOMP product line, but have maintained and improved our high level of quality and

cu.vtcrmer support. The achievement in quality is apparent from our many repeal cuuorners

and the software reviews in such puhucalkms as COMPUTRONICS. 80 Software Critique

and A.N.A.L.O.G. Our customer support is as close at your phone. It b always friendly

The staff ts highly trained and always willing to discuss products or give advice.

•ATAKI. P£T. n»S-4W, NOHTHSTAH. CP/M «-W IBM -w npmn^

••rjrS40 dakfHti aft pkk J.^wfcf-' wuk DOS or BASIC
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Nursery Rhymes to Shakespeare

:

Using a Text Editor to Look
at Literature

We're used to looking to computers for help in math and the

sciences. Here's a very different application for use in the

humanities.

) hree little kittens

lost their mittens

and they began to cry

Computers are ideal for pattern-searching, and if it is true

that literature is highly patterned language then a computer

should be very useful for studying configuration in literary

works.

Take our nursery rhyme above, for example. It has all the

basic features of most poems. There is rhyme (which many

modern poems do not have, or course) and other kinds of

repetition common to both rhymed and unrhymed verse.

Most of us, when we think of poetry, think first of end-rhyme,

the most traditional difference between poetic language and

the language of everyday use. When we look a little more

closely into a poem, we discover very quickly that rhyme is

merely more obvious than some of the other types of patterning.

And we can distinguish a piece of language that is verse,

whether or not that language has any end-rhyme in its makeup

or even any obviously discernible regularity of phrase lengths

or poetic lines. We manage this by responding, consciously or

not, to the uniquely intensified patterning of its verbal materials

on the one hand, and to its figurative or symbolic density on

the other.

This is not the place to attempt to define poetry. However,

a brief description may be useful. I think it is safe to say that

poetry, in its most basic form, is both the development of a

theme and the creation of a unique structure. The theme,

usually of an intensely personal or emotional nature, is realized

through metaphor and images of all sorts—elements that

arouse the senses of sight, touch, taste, smell, hearing, motion

and so on. These devices of comparison and description that

stimulate our senses and enable us to participate in the

experience being communicated to us, or being aroused in us

by the poet represent a major characteristic of poetic writing.

Poetic Patterning

The other essence of the poem is found in its structure and

the methods used to build the poem. The form the language

takes, as it moves and changes in the expression and re-

creation of the experience, may be considered similar to the

Ned Davison. 1373 Butler Ave.. Sail Lake City. UT
84102.



lakejourpickofthe litter.
When you're ready to let your computer out and

introduce it to the rest of the world, one of the Cat
family of Modems is the way to do it.

Take your pick You can't go wrong They're all

purebreds—from Novation, the recognized world
leader in personal communications

GatAcousticModem
Fast, accurate, reliable originate/answer modem-

with built-in diagnostics Just add your computer
and phone Then dial up the world. $189**

SuperMike
Replace your phone's

carbon mike with Super
Mike No more carbon

granule problems Making
things perfectly clear has

never been so easy.

$14 95**

Auto-Cat
Answers automatically and stores data in your

computer until you're ready The world's first LSI 103

modem State-of-the-art, all digital, crystal controlled

direct connect.

You're off the hook for under $250**

Apple-Cat II

Major breakthrough—the intelligent modem
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baud rates, Serial RS-232 port, BSR X-10 controller***
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D-Cat
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Literature, continued.

structuring of a musical composition. Poems and musical

pieces are. of course, not the same thing, but they do have a

very important common characteristic. Both develop within

the media of sound and time. They are, in one way or

another, performed sequentially, and the sequence reveals

many different sorts of recurring elements and a great variety

of repetition. The patterning that results is one of the major

sources of a poem's effectiveness and of the pleasure we

associate with reading verse.

It is only natural that a more acute perception of the

repetitions and patterning of literature, and especially poetry,

would or should provide us with not only a better understanding

of how literature works and how it is made, but it should also

tend to intensify and enhance our appreciation of literary

language, the poet's skill, and the poetic experience itself.

The computer now offers us
the possibility of examining

literary structuring with a precision

and incisiveness previously
unimagined.

This is where the computer comes in. Listeners and readers

of literature have, since the beginnings of history, been sensitive

to such patterning. Some of the most perceptive have chosen

to comment on that patterning in various ways. With few

exceptions, however, those "critics" have had to rely on

intuition and memory. The computer now offers us the

possibility of examining literary structuring with a precision

and incisiveness previously unimagined. It also enables us to

look at the interplay and relationships among a variety of

different elements, all woven together into a pattern of

extraordinary complexity. Human memory and our notepads

have simply been inadequate for the detailed and sustained

sort of analysis or "unravelling" of configurations that the

artistic sensibility manages to produce under the spell of

literary inspiration.

The use of computers as an aid to the study of literature

has been a relatively recent development. Deciphering the

mysteries of language itself has stimulated a good deal more

activity, and the early failures of linguists to resolve the

problems that natural languages present to computer adapta-

tion have led to a renaissance in the study of the nature of

language itself. Out of the early disappointments have come
new techniques and new knowledge that should help us

greatly in the future.

In the spring of 1980, two very fine books devoted to

literary and humanistic computing appeared: Robert Oakman's

Computer Methods in Literary Research. U. of South Carolina

Press, and Susan Hockey's A Guide to Computer Applications

in the Humanities, Johns Hopkins. Anyone interested in the

background of literary computing, its current activities and

techniques, will enjoy both of these books. If you read either

of them, however, you will quickly notice that literary

computing on an interactive, individualized basis—where the

person interested in literary structure can communicate
spontaneously with a text— has been explored very little. And
that fact opens up to the world of the small computer a wide

horizon of possibilities.

Interactive Communication

My work has been consistently directed toward interactive

communication with poetic works -although it has been

carried out on a large computer, a UNIVAC 1108/1160. The

concepts are very susceptible nonetheless to conversion to

personal computers. Many of the programs (they are really

macros written within the programming capability of the

UNIVAC University of Maryland text editor) are of a very

simple design, yet are surprisingly useful. Let's take a look at

some of them.
.

The first one in Figure 1, I call WORDS, and its design is

very straightforward. The user simply brings up a text, and by

calling the program -along with the appropriate variables

(words or phrases of word-fragments)—causes all text except

the selected strings to be converted to blanks. Figure 1 shows

the results of this operation, and may call to your attention

some aspects of structuring of pattern of which you might not

have been aware in this very, very familiar nursery rhyme. To

give you a more substantial sample of literature, I have added

also a sonnet of Edna St. Vincent Millay, where the same

WORDS program has been used. You can see at a glance the

basic conceptual pattern of the piece. Traditional forms lend

themselves especially well to this sort of demonstration because

the internal configurations of classical meters are often

unusually intensified. Selective displays such as these can be

useful to a student as well as to the literary investigator.

Another example of a simple interactive macro within the

text editor capabilities of the UNIVAC, and again one that

could be adapted to a personal computer, is a program

devised to provide an instant search, on a longer literary text,

, for specific words, expressions, or other phrase units (colloca-

tions). This program provides, in a fragmentary way, the

kinds of information that are customarily handled by large

and completely integrated concordance programs. The

OEDIT.L N*DEMO.KIT
EDIT <29A> 12/15/ln 17:17 KIT<l) : r
EDIT

•THREE LITTLE KITTENS I.Trr PIEM >•

AND THEY REf,AN TO CRY,
MOTHER DEAR,

WE SADLY FEAR
THAT WE HAVE LOST OIIR MITTEMS.
WHAT, LOST YOUR MITTENS!
YOU NAUCHTY KITr
THEN YOU SHALL HAVE MO PIE.

MEE-OW, MEE-OW, MEE-OW.
NO, YOU SHALL HAVE NO PIE.

•THE THREE LITTLE KITTENS FOUND TMEIR MTTTENS,
AND T1EY BEGAN TO CRY,

MOTHER DEAR,
HERE, SEE HERE;

, HE HAVE POUND OUR MITTENS.
WHAT, FOUND YOUR MITTENS,
YOU DARLING KITTENS,
THEN YOU SHALL HAVE SOME PIE.

PURR-R, PURR-R,
THEN YOU SHALL HAVE SOME PIE.

«EDIT,L N*DEMO.KIT
EDIT <29A> 12/1S/SB 17:52 KIT(B):F
EDIT

CALL N*OPER.WORDS KITTENS MITTENS LOST POUND NO SOME dir VAinHTY OARI.I-G

NP *

KITTENS LOST MITTFWS

LOST MITTENS
LOST MITTENS

NAUGHTY KITTENS
NO PIE

JO NO PIE

KITTENS FOUND MITTENS

tl
9

H
\\
u
is

u
H
,,

21
22

POUND MITTEMS
FOUND MITTENS

DARLIN1 KITTENS
SOME PIE

SOME PIE

Figure 1A. Isolatinu key words to show patterns.
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i
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Gives true upper/lower case text on your screen
with no additional hardware whatsoever.
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for your document!
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bility such that if you forget how to use a
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• Supports multiple disk drives!

• Will support alternate character sets.

• Supports the shift key modification if made to

your Apple.

• Lets you work with your text on a screen at a time
basis—reducing typos and allowing you to see
your document as you edit it.

• Works with any printer!

• Proportional Spacing!
• Hyphenations made
• Supports the language card or any 16K expansion
Ram card to keep more of your document readily
available in memory.
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character lines before you print. Again, without
additional hardware!

and it's only 129.95
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iterature, contini

concordance, or a listing of all words of
a text and where they occur—commonly
including as well the context in which
they appear— has existed for a long time.

But up until recent years they have been
prepared by hand. Once of the most
sophisticated areas of literary computing
is currently the preparation of concor-
dance for very large bodies of text, the

works of Shakespeare , Biblical concordances,
and such. The variety and subtlety of

programs now available for large computers
are discussed in detail in the Hockey and
Oakman books mentioned above.

Often, however, the investigator may be in-

terested in only certain very specific words or

phrases. The example in Figure 2

rtl
\ shows how a simple macro will search

out lines containing two elements separ-

ated by dissimilar or similar intervening

material, indicate the line number, and
then proceeding and the following lines

to provide the investigator with a verbal

environment sufficient to assess the way
in which the elements under study are

used. The text used for Figure 2 was T.S.

Elliot's "Four Quartets." I have developed
two other programs of similiar nature, one
to locate phrases of identical nature, and

another to find words of related meaning,
or words which represent members of a

family of words (man, boy, youth, swain,

etc.) in order to compare their roles in the

text being examined.

fiSSJ. *&W re:*. ~V/» &9.*2

»EDIT,L N*DEMO,LOVE
EDIT <29A> 12/15/80 2(1:57 LOVE(0):F
EDIT

* LOVE IS NOT ALL: IT IS NOT MEAT NOR DRINK
NOR SLUMBER NOR A ROOF AGAINST THE RAIN;
NOR YET A FIXATING SPAT TO MEN THAT SIN*
AND RISE AND SINK AND RISE AND SINK AGAIN;
LOVE CAN NTT FILL THE THICKENED L'ING WITH BREATH,
NOR CLEAN THE BLOOD, NOR SET THE FRACTURED BONE;
YET MANY A NAN IS MAKING FRIENDS KITH DEATH
EVEN AS I SPEAK. FOR LACK OF LOVE ALONE.

9: IT WELL MAY BE THAT IN A DIFFICULT HOUR.
10: PINNED DOWN BY PAIN AND MOANING FOR RELEASE,
11: OR NAGGED BY WANT PAST RESOLUTION'S POKER,
12: I MIGHT BE DRIVEN TO SELL YOUR LOVE FOR PEACE,
1}: OR TRADE THE MEMORY OF THIS NIGHT FOR FOO".
14: IT WELL MAY BE. I DO NOT THINK I wrv

•>CALL N«0PER.WORDS NOT LOVE NOR RISE StNK DEATH IT*IELL«MAY-BE

>NP
1:

Is

If:
11:

H!
14:

NOT
NOR

LOVE
NOR
NOR

RISE SINK
LOVE NOT
NOR

rT-NGLL»tAY-6E

IT-KELL-MAY-BE

RISE

NOR

SINK

LOVE

LOVE

NOR

SINK

Figure IB. Isolating key words lo show patterns.

N'OPER.MDROS

. (WRITTEN BY N.J. DAVISON)
[USE EDIT.D WHEN CALLING TEXT FILE]

. USED TO ISOLATE NINE STRINGS IN A SCHEMATIC PRINTOUT WHERE ALL

. OTHER TEXT HAS BEEN CONVERTED TO BLANKS AND BLANKS HAVE BEEN

. CONVERTED TO "«". THIS ENABLES SELECTIVE SEARCHES OF STRINGS

. THAT MAY BE PARTS OF LARGER WORDS: E.G. EN AL Y ETC.

. THE WORDS ARE TYPED AS ARGUMENTS, AS FOLLOWS: -ED- -Y"

. OR IF ONLY THE BEGINNING OF A WORD IS DESIRED AS THE SEARCH

. ELEMENT: -EN -PENSA -PIENS ETC. ALL NINE ARGUMENTS ARE

. NOT MANDATORY. WORD ENDINGS CAN ALSO BE SEARCHED WITH

. THIS PROCEDURE, E.G. ADO- 100- ANDO- IENDO- ETC.

. THE SYNTAX -EN- OR ADO- NEED NOT 3E USED IF IT IS NOT

. NECESSARY TO DISTINGUISH WHOLE WORDS FROM ELEMENTS WITHIN

. COMPOUND WORDS. THUS THE CALL N*0PER.WORDS MANO CABEZA

. IS PERFECTLY ACCEPTABLE.

. 1 1/3.1/73
17: T
18: ON BR
19: CALL N-OPER.RIME
20: ON BR
21: C
22: C,
23:
24:

C
C

; ;-; A
;ll;lll; A

25: c ; 12; 222; A
21: c ; 13; 333; A
27: <• ;V;«4; A
28: c ; 15; 555; A
29: ;1*;111; A

!?i
c ;17;777; A
c ;1B;RBB; A

k i*!f?r?!
A

«i
c ;llt;li; K
c ;?22;12; A

gi
c
c

;333;13;
;444;14;

A
A

33: c ; 555; 15; A
39: Q ifillltll 1
40: c ;777;17; A
41: ( ;388;1S; A
42: c 999;W A

Figure 1C1. The editor procedures.

N*OPER.RIME

. (WRITTEN BY N.J. DAVISON)

. USED TO PREPARE TEXTS FOR WORD-COUNTING. PHONE ISOLATION

. OR RHYME SEARCHS AND SUCH. IT ELIMINATES PUNCTUATION MAR^S

. AND IS NORMALLY USED ONLY AS A SUB-ROUTINE.

. 8/8/77
Is T
7: ON BR
8

J
u
13
11

[J
17
18
19:

'/'///l
/.// G
/I//G
/?// r

•1 /W S
OFF BR

Figure 1C2. The editor procedures.

EDIT <29A> 12/85/80 21:15 FOUR(l/):F

*>CALL N*0PER.CON/Ml END'BEGTN

153: OR SAY THAT THE END PRECEDES THE BEGINNING

NOT THAT ONLY BUT THE CO-EXISTENCE
OR SAY THAT THE END PRECEDES THE BEGINNING
AND THE END AND THE BEGINNING WERE ALWAYS THERE

154: AND THE END AND THE BEGINNING WERE ALWAYS THERE

OR SAY THAT THE END PRECEDES THE BEGINNING
AND THE END AND THE BEGINNING WERE ALWAYS THERE
BEFORE THE BEINNING AND AFTER THE EM)

403: OF THE PETREL AND THE DOROPOISE. IN MY END IS MY BEGINNING

THE VWVECRY THE WIND CRY THE VAST WATERS
OF THE PETREL AND THE POROPOISE. IN MY END IS MY BEGINNING
III 1 I DO NOT KNOW MUCH ABOUT GODS BUT I THINK THAT THE RIVER

973: AND TO MAKE AN END IS TO MAKE A BEGINNING

IV 5 WHAT WE CALL THE BEGINNING IS OFTEN THE END
AND TO MAKE AN END IS TO MAKE A BEGINNING
THE END IS WHERE WE START FROM AND EVERY PHRASE

EVERY PHRASE. AND EVERY SENTENCE IS AN END AND A BEGINNING

Tilt: COMPL ,_ CONSORT DANCING TOGETHER)
EVERY PHRASE. AND EVERY SENTENCE IS AN END AND A BEGINNING
EVERY POEM AN EPITAPH AND ANY ACTION

114

Figure 2A. Locating identical elements separated by other words.
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CA. TOLL FREE 1-800-322-1873
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INTERTEC SUPERBRAIN 64K RAM $2799

QD SUPERBRAIN $3195

NEC 5510 SPINWRITER Wjk $2495

NEC 5530 SPINWRITER $2495

OKIDATA MICROLINE-80 $ 399

OKIDATA MICROLINE-82 $ 529

OKIDATA MICROLINE-83 * 769

APPLE II PLUS 48K $1189

APPLE DISK w/3 3 DOS Controller $ 545

APPLE DISK w/o Controller Mk $ 435

BASE II PRINTER W ^M
J

$ 599

HAZELTINE 1420

NORTHSTAR HORIZON II 32K QD $2975

ANADEX DP-9500 $1295

TELEVIDEO 912C $ 669

TELEVIDEO 920C $ 729

TELEVIDEO 950 $959
CBM 8032 COMPUTER $1225

CBM 8050 DISK DRIVE $1449

CBM 4032 COMPUTER $1090

CBM 4040 DISK DRIVE $1090

CBM 4022 $ 679
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ATARI 825 PRINTER $
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Literature, continued...

Commonality of Theme
The final example I'd like to offer is a program designed to

locate several elements related by a commonality of theme or
meaning, much as the context searches just described, and
convert the data into a graphic statement, a kind of thematic
mapping of the text. The process is carried out by two
separate operations. One program is used to locate the desired
elements— up to eight are possible— and counts them. The
output is captured in an output file which is then processed
by a second macro which in turn produces a simulated graph
of the profile of occurrences per ten-line interval. The entire
process is a bit complex and relies on some hand editing to
make the appropriate transformation of the material. The
programs also draw upon other simple routines while carrying
out their tasks. I suspect that these would have to be broken
up into separate operations to be successfully transferred to a
small computer.

The sample in Figure 3 shows a configuration of the narrative

and thematic elements that establish the internal structure of

a medieval tale— later used by Shakespeare for his "Taming
of the Shrew." The beginning of the tale, the graph, and the

macros are listed there. (In order to save space I chose a very
short narration for the example. The program is, of course,
more useful on longer pieces.)

The graph enables the user to see at a glance where the

thematic densities are greatest. The basic purpose of such
graphing is merely to index areas of the text that might most
profitably be explored further. They may suggest, for example,
the temporal evolution of theme or other items.

N*OPER.CON/Ml

. (WRITTEN BY N.J. DAVISON)
• lE*P£HK.3S INr,s OR PHRASES WHOSE IDENTICAL ELEMENTS MAY
• 2S IK^SSTP-SX "ISSMILAR MATERIAL. THAT IS
• 72. gAX..IHAT_THE INTERVENING MATERIAL IS "MASKED".
• 2Sti_2NF: ARGUMENT IS USED; THE SYNTAX FOR THE "CALL"
• ST£T£5?£LJ.S. :

...
N*OPER.CON/Ml BIRD'HAND . THE FINDER IS M

• IH? AfCfEMT IS GLOBAL. THE LINE CONTAINING THE
• S^PSHIS SI"!"3 IS POINTED WITH ITS LINE-NUMBER. THIS IS
• S^i?^ BY ™° B1ANK LINES «" THEN THREE UNNUMBERED LINES
• 2E.B2SJ. T™^ "REE UNES INCLUDE THE LINE PRECEDING THE
• IE*? !?? i-™Ei. ™Z SEARCHED LINE, AND THE LINE FOLLOWING?
• TB'iLSHSSy*5 ™E RESEARCHER TO EXAMINE THE SEARCHED LINE

IN CONTEXT. USE READ-ONLY MODE (EDIT.Z). Il/3n/7'
-
,

14: tj m
IS: T

\\\

DIS ' '

LAB:VNM •%
18: DIS • •

19: TEST EOF«0
21: JUMP a
2(i U
22: P 1
21: DIS • •

24: DIS ' •

25: U
2<i: TEST EOF»n
". TUMP OUT
20: TUMP LAB
29: 0UT:0FF BR

"Edit N'DEMO.BRAVA

Word-set < cat dog horse wife obey fetch water hands

Nunfcer of occurrences per IB lines

10:
iii .i

30: (1

40:
5<): Hill
*0:
70: It

inn; H
110:

JjHHMIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIDll
III

f>8P >7
lllll>8

lllllllllll a

120: ,

110: I >?

Figure 3B. The density graph-or 'profile.'

N«0PER. PRECRAPH

(WRITTCN BY N. .1. DAVISON)
JUi'!J?,9£EnuRE_SCANS TEXTS OF MODERATE LENGTH (UP TOsnn or so lines) counting up to eight elements and
GIVING THE AGGRBGATE FOR EVERY TEN LINES OF TEXT.
THE RESULT OF THIS OPERATION MUST BE CAPTUREO IN A
D^ELEI^nSiyE THE ^T* ""ST IN TURN BE FORMATTED
BY ANOTHER PROGRAM— N'TPER.ULTG [SERIES!— TO PRODUCE
A GRAPH SUITABLE FOR VISUAL INTERPRETATION. THE
SVE£°SJ..2f IHISSET OF PROGRAMS IS TO ENABLE THE
RESIAIKHEBTO PRODUCE DISTRIBUTION CHARTS ON VARIOUS
SESfcfF^ TJKL^KJJS-ECTED P°R THEIR THEMATIC,
STATIC, at OTHER COMMON FEATURES.
, ,2£ ELAR2UW:NTS A"* "SED: THE FIRST IS THE NUMBER OF
L
J?'SL.

T2.,XJ£A!fED ^THIS NUMBER MUST BE ROUNDED OFFTO THE NEAREST TEN—SEE N«OPER.TFILL FOR THIS
?5Fi2AT2S!f.5,>EPtILfIU- arguments two through nine
ARE THE EIGHT ELEMENTS WHICH MAKE UP THE "WORD-SET"
9l

SJREDJv-FFJ-JSSorHANJI':HT ARE NEEDED. DUMMIES
&&. X&UJ051 * US* - IF TWO OR LESS ARE WANTED
N*OPEn.PRECRAPH2 SHOULD BE USED. IF THE OUTPUT IS
£UB,LSAPTyRE£ BY "SI*3 ^SUSPEND" THE FOLLOWING
SEQUENCE IS TO BE USED:
^SUSPEND FILE.
»EDrT\L FILENAME. ELEMENT

PRESUME
05 ' PRECRAPH 460 HOMBR CHICO MUCHACHO (ETC.)

' ? HOLD
•EDIT.0, KILE.,NEWFILE.EI.EMENT
C,l /FILENAME. ELEMENT/ELEMENT [IN UPPER CASE!/

EXIT
"EDIT

,^, N42pER- ul-TG12
10/11/78
18:
17:
18:
19:
40:
41:
42
41:
44:
45:
46:
47:
48:
49:

[THIS IN TURN PRINTS THE GRAPH]

.

ON BR
LET B-d
LET A-0
VW 1 11
LET C-10
D0^CA_N*0PER.C8GRAPH \2 si %4 »5 15 %7 VI »9 »1

VW 1+C 1(HC
LET C-O10
TEST C-sl+10
JUMP 00
DIS • '

DIS • •

ABORT

Figure 3C1. The set at theme-graphing procedures.

Figure 2B. The program.

PEDIT N*DEM0.ST0RY

ABOUT WHAT HAPPENED TO A YOUNG
MAN WHO MARRIED A VERY
WILD AND FIERCE WIFE

BY
DON JUAN MANUEL

MANY YEARS AGO THERE LIVED IN A CERTAIN VILLAGE A MOOR

(ETC.!

N*OPER.TFILL

(URITTEN BY NED I. DAVISON)

Sf£ TS.KSKARE TEXTS FOR FIRST STEP OF GRAPH-GENERATION
WITH N«OPER. PRECRAPH . TAKES ONE ARGUMENT WHICH IS
THE NUMBER OF LINES TO BE ADDED TO THE TEXT IN ORDER TOROUND OFF THE TOTAL NUMBER OF LINES TO AN EVEN 10 (E.G.
114 TO 120) . THE SYNTAX IS: CALL N«OPER.TFILL 6 .

8:
9:

Hi

iii
14:
15:

ON BR
LA
LET A-l
TAB *

G0:I •
LET A-Atl
TEST A-tl+U
mvp 00

Figure 3C2.

Figure 3A. The beginning of the tale.

Bftdawstva
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Literature, continued...

The few operations I've shown here have been en

from a library of some thirty editor programs— several of

which are suitable for Spanish texts only— that permit a

person interested in literary form to look at a number of

other aspects as well: the isolation of end-rhymes, internal

sound-patterning, frequencies of occurrence of given elements,

metrical scanning, key-word searching of bibliographic

materials, and so on. But what is of special interest are the

implications of some of these programs in terms of software

for small computers, and, more important, the suggestion

that text editors lend themselves so naturally to the study of

literature that their increased flexibility and versatility should

be aggressively pursued.

Expansion of text editor capabilities could be very productive

indeed if their ease of use could be enhanced. Although I am
not trained in the sciences nor in programming, it would seem
to me that it might not be an especially difficult task to make
text editors easier to use for those of us unfamiliar with

electronics and computing in general. 1 believe humanists will

be more interested in computers when the languages have

been adapted for unspecialized users, when they have been

made less intimidating. Also, as small computers become
more powerful and their programming simpler and more
accessible to the uninitiated, the analytical uses can be made

more subtle and imaginative. The diversification of applications

might increase rapidly as more and more individuals, whose

interests are literature and language, are brought into the

new technology. The entrance of new expertise should be

very productive indeed.

It is important to emphasize also that such analytical

programs can be easily adapted to teaching. They can be

used to produce graphic material, printouts for distribution,

and aids of all sorts that may serve in very traditional ways in

the classroom. Or they might also be modified for tutorial

programs, where the student, in a controlled environment,

would be able to explore diction, versification, and other

aspects of textual composition. The experimentation could

be fruitful as a learning experience and would likely lead to

new analytical concepts as well.

I think it is important that those with knowledge of computers

and gifted in programming make every effort to implement

the "virtuality" Ted Nelson speaks of in his plea for systems

devised with the user, especially the uninitiated user, in mind

("Interactive Systems and Virtuality," Creative Computing,

November and December 1980).

There is a remarkable array of creative talent and humanistic

expertise in the world that could offer a great deal if the

computer can be made a bit more accessible.

^S^*MXUb&BST

N«0PER.C8GRAPH

. (WRITTEN BY N. J. DAVISON)

. THIS IS USED ONLY AS A SUB-PROCEDURE OF -pnEORAP1'".

. TOTALS THE EIGHT ELEMENTS GIVEN AS ARGUMENTS ? THRU n

. AND DISPLAYS THE TOTAL AGGREGATE COUNT PER TEN

. LINES OF TEXT. IT DESTROYS THE FILE SO IT
AUTOMATICALLY ABORTED BY THE MASTER PRECEDIIRE M«OPER.PREGrtAPH.

N*OPER.CLEARTG

. (Written by N. J. Davison)

. takes the 'held" file produced by N+OPER.PRBGRAPH and

. cleans it up, making it suitable for formatting

. with the ULTG series of graphing procedures.

. No arguments are used. 10/10/78

12/12
8:
9:

1?!
12!
11:

ffi

If!

ill

2?i

m
24:
25:

311:

31:
32:
33:

III
36:
37:
38:
39:

1!!
42:
43:
44:
45:
V:
47:

»!
50:
51:

Si
54:
55:

Pi

T
ON BR
LAB1:C /Jl// N
LET A-CHG+A
TEST fiOF-<!
JUMP 5*2
JUMP LABI
T
LAB2:C/%2// N
LET A-CHS+A
TEST EOF-0
TUMP S+2
JUMP LAB2
T
LAB3:C/J3// N
LET A-CHG+A
TEST EOF-0
JUMP S+2
JUMP LABI
T
LAB4:CJ\4// N
LET A-CHG+A
TEST EOF-0
.JUMP S+2
JUMP LAB4
T
LAB5:C /%5// N
LET A-CHG+A
TEST EOF-<1
JUMP S+2
JUMP LAB5
T
LAB6:C /%6// N
LET A-CHG+A
TEST EOF-0
JUMP S+2
JUMP LAB'S
T
LAB7:C /%7// N
LET A-CHG+A
TEST EOF-0
JUMP 5+2
JUMP LAB7
T
LAB8:C /%8// N
LET A<HG+A
TEST EOF-0
JUMP DIS
JUMP LABS
DIS:DIS ' ' C

Figure 3C3.

I",:

7:
8:
9:

Hi

?!
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

ON BR
c,l /MEIT.L/PEdit/
L CA
MAS i

A -J* PCT.DELETE END
CA N+OPER.DELETE DATA
CA N+OPER.DELETE PRE
CA N+OPER. DELETE EOF
CA N+OPER.DELETE EDIT
C AX// A

D *

Figure 3C4.

N*OPER.ULTG12

(Written by, Ned,J. Davison)
_ jsed to fotiiH

the output of the pregraphing macros for
butlon of strings Vword-familie

to format, into the configuration...is procedure is usi

establishing density distrfty
word fragments, or individual phones),
for a sample of the way in which this procedure is used.
The "#" is used as the symbol for separating numbers from
the base. Used for frequencies of 12 occurrences or lass.
1/31/79
IS:
11:

ill
IS:
16:

12;

2 !

21:
22:

§:
27:
28:
29:
Hi
31:
32:
33:
34:

III

Si

S;
41:
42:

OH BR
MAS I.

C',"

?:
c,
r,

r,
c, .

c,* /
c,* /
c,* /
c,« /

Sis'
DIS •

DIS '

VI «
DIS •

VL,« <
LS ll
DIS
DIS '

DIS •

DIS •

DIS "

P *

DIS •

DIS •

DIS '

*/
in/!!ill!l#!l!!IM1MIMIItMMIMIIIIMMIMMMM>l0/
ll/liitIlMIMIMHMIIMMIMIIM»IMIM»MMilMMM">ll/

-MtlMIMIMMIMMMMMIIIItlMMIMIMIMIMHIMIMM?/w
YMIW
mm
VAWU

l«in>3/

MJl>5/

m..i;ii.!.uiMi....

tmiiiiimuMiiiitii

l>6/
|IM>7/

>8/
• II M>9/

Number of occurrences per 10 lines*

Fiuure 3C5.
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Orange micro
UP TO 25% DISCOUNTS'.

) CENTRONICS 739(SSv)
With Graphics and

^B Word Processing Print Quality

• 18 x 9 dot matrix; suitable for word
processing • Underlining • proportional
spacing • right margin justification • serif
typeface • 80/100 CPS • 9Vi- Pin
Feed/Friction feed • Reverse Platen •

80/132 columns • Top of form

CENTRONICS 739-1 (Parallel). (List $995) SCall
CENTRONICS 739-3 (Serial!

. (List $1045) $ Call
QRAPPLER™Apple graphics interface ... $165

ANADEX

ANADEX 9501

QRAPPLER™ Apple graphics Interface .

Dot Graphics. Wide Carriage

• 11 x 9 dot matrix; lower case descen-
ders • Dot resolution graphics • Bi-

directional, logic seeking • Up to 200
CPS • RS 232 Serial & Parallel • Forms
control • X-ON/X-OFF • Up to 6 part
copy.

List $1650) $1350

$165

VISTA — C. ITOH STARWRITER

Daisy Wheel Letter Quality

• 25 CPS (Optional 45 CPS) • Typewriter
quality • Centronics parallel • RS 232
Serial (Optional) • Proportional spacing •

Bidirectional • Programmable VFU • Self
test • Diablo compatible • Friction feed
(Optional tractors) • 136 printable columns
• Manufactured byC. ITOH.

VISTA V300 (C. ITOH) STARWRITER (List $1895) $ Call

IDS PAPER TIGERS
Dot Resolution Graphics, quality print, speed

• 7 wire printhead (445); 9 wire printhead
(460) with lower case descenders • Over
150 CPS • bi-directional, logic seeking
(460) • 8 character sizes; 80-132 columns
• Adjustable tractors • High-resolution dot
graphics • Proportional spacing & text
justification (460).

IDS 4600 9 wire printhead, graphics (List $1394) $1150
IDS 560G 9 wire, wide carriage, graphics (List $1794) $1400

L
GRAPPLER™Apple graphics interface $165 ^

CALL FOR INFORMATION & CATALOG

(800) 854-8275
CA, AK, HI (714) 630-3322

RETAIL PRINTER STORE
Store #1 3150 E. La Palma, #l. Anaheim, CA (714) 630-3622
Store #2 13604 Ventura Bl, Sherman Oaks, CA (213)501-3486
Store #3 COMING SOON ft

Store Hours: M-F 10-6 Sat. 10-4

THE COMPUTER PRINTER
SPECIALISTS"

SAME DA Y SHIPMENT!

EPSON MX80/MX70

Low-Priced
Professional Print Quality

•9x9dot matrix • Lower case descenders
- ™ i»> ' 80 CPS • Bidirectional, Logic seeking •

40, 66, 80, 132 columns per line • 64 special
graphic characters: TRS-80 Compatible •
Forms handling • Multipass printing • Ad-
justable tractors

We also carry a full Una
of Epson Accassorias.

EPSON MX80
(List 164 Vi «r«n

EPSON MX 70 Dot graphics, 5 x 7 matrix ........ \ (List $450) $Call
EPSON MX 100 wide carriage. . . ... (List $995) $Call
QRAPPLER™ Apple Graphics Interface $165

MX80/70 FRICTION FEED KIT
User installable kit for single sheets.
Easy 30 minute installation | 75

ANACOM
Low Cost, High Speed, Wide Carriage

• 9 x 9 dot matrix • Lower case descenders • Wide carriage
Adjustable tractors to 16" • 150 CPS, Bidirectional, Logic Seeking

ANACOM 150 (List $1350) $1075

NEC SPINWRITER
High Speed Letter Quality

• 55 CPS • Typewriter quality • Bidirectional • Plotting • pro-
portional spacing.

5510-5 RO, Serial, w/tractors . (List $2995) $2675
5530-5 RO, Parallel, w/lractors. . (List $2970) $2650

TELEVIDEO CRT'Sl
AT DISCOUNT PRICES!
TVI910 X

t TVI912C I Please Call Toll Free
m tvi 92OC f Prices are too low to

iLAeie TV 1 950 J advertise

CRTS
ADOS VIEWPOINT (Llst$698) $600

PRINTERS

MALIBU 165 wide carnage, graphics, letter quality (List $2495) $1975
QUME 5/45 typewriter quality (List $2905) $ 2559

INTERFACE EQUIPMENT
EPSON ACCESSORIES . $ Call
ORANGE INTERFACE for Apple II I

parallel interface board & cable $ 110
|

MICROTRONICS Atari parallel interlace $
TRS-80 CABLES to keyboard or Exp interface * Call I

I

NOVATION D CAT direct connect modem $ Call

4^1Orange micro^ Inc.
3150 E. La Palma, Suite G, Anaheim, CA 92806

Phona order WELCOME: same day shipment. Free use of VISA a MASTERS
CARD. COD's accepted. Manufacturer's warranty included on all equipment
Prices subject to revision.

At Orange Micro, we try to fit the right printer to your application.
Call ourprinter specialists for tree consultation.
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The Problem
Solver
David Ahl

Long time readers of Creative Compu-
ting will recall that in January 1976, I put

together an all games and puzzles issue. It

was quite popular being one of the two

issues that were ever reprinted (the other

was on artificial intelligence). In the issue

was a 15-page section of over 100 puzzles,

many suitable for computer solution.

(These puzzles may be found today in

The Best of Creative Computing, Volume
2forS8.95-advt.).

In any event, many of the puzzles were

reprinted or adapted from Games <$

Puzzles, at the time a monthly British

magazine. For as long as I can remember
the puzzle column was compiled by the

incredibly talented David Wells. However,

as magazines are wont to do, G & P
underwent some changes and the May
1977 issue was the last in which David

Wells put together the puzzle column.

P.R. Jackson took over but. alas, lasted

only until May/June 1978. About that time

Graeme Levin sold the magazine to Willow

House Press who. some months later, in

turn sold it to AHC Publications.

G & Phas now split into two bi-monthly

magazines. The Gamer and Top Puzzles.

For subscription rates, write AHC Publi-

cations. 23A George Street, Luton, Beds,

England. American readers, however,

might find Games more to their liking.

But what, you may ask, happened to

David Wells? That's what I wondered too.

In late 1979, 1 saw a small announcement

from Dover of a new book. Recreations

in Logic, by D.G. Wells. I bought it

immediately and had a delightful time

with the 63 puzzles therein. At $1.75 (plus

$.70 shipping), the book is a steal from

Dover Publications, 180 Varick St., New
York, NY 10014. But it got me no closer

to finding David.

Well, a note from David last week says

he is doing well with his new company.

London Game Consultants, 194 Goldhurst

Terrace, London NW6. England. Among
other things he is publishing a once-a-

term 16-page booklet. The Problem Solver

aimed at students and people interested

in recreational puzzles. He doesn't mention

the cost, but you can write the publisher.

Rain Publications. 6 Carmarthen Road.

Westbury-on-Trym, Bristol, England for

further details. Send something for stamps—

this is a low-budget operation!

All this was a rather long-winded way

of introducing some new puzzles by David

Wells.

4 Problems

1. There is only one number, apart

from 1. which divides exactly into each of

these numbers. What is it?

163231

152057

135749

2. Many numbers can be written as

the difference of two perfect squares. For

example:

5=9-4 20=36-16 21 =2M
Which numbers cannot be written

as the difference of two perfect squares?

3. What is the sum of the following

series if "carried on forever"?

1-1/2+1/4-1/8+1/16-1/32 +...

4. A quadrilateral has sides of length

5 cm. 5 cm. 1 cm and 7cm. in that order.

What is its maximum possible area?

The Problem Solver contains an addi-

tional 48 puzzles and. like the problems

here, no solutions! Have fun!

PRESTO! Accessories shipped in 24 Hours

We have a large stock of accessories available

for immediate shipment, including ribbons,

interfaces, cables, thimbles and other items

for Anadex, Epson, Centronics, NEC and

Okidata printers. We also stock the printers

for the accessories. We stock Amdeck
monitors, terminals by TEC, Telray, and

Micro-Term, and the Altos Microcomputer
Product line. Make us your stocking source.

CENTRONICS 739
A great printer
with many new

features

NEC 3500
A New

Spinwriter at

a lower cost

CALL TOLL FREE
U.S.A.

1 -800-521-2764
MICHIGAN

1-800-482-8393

Remember:
We are open
8:30 AM to
6:00 PM EST
Monday — Friday No Credit

Card Penality

WRITE TO:
"The Stocking Source"
24069 Research Drive
Farmington Hills, Ml
48024
313-474-6708
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IN-LINE *y***">*

Presents

For The ATARI 400/800
This arcade game takes you to the candy store

for a wild game of tag with some of the rowdiest
playmates you'll find anywhere. If you can eat
all the sweets, the bratty kids will stop bothering
you and after a quick stop and a brushing of the
teeth, it's off to the store for another day of
sweets and tag.

• Full Color Hi-Res Graphics
• Automatically Esculated Skill Level
• Quick Moving Animation

Jaw Breaker runs on any ATARI 400/800 with
at least 24K of memory and is available now for
$29.95 on disk from your local computer store
or you may order directly from us.

ORDERS MAY BE CHECK. VISA. MASTERCHARGE OR COD. DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
ON-LINE SYSTEMS - 36575 Mudge Ranch Road - Coarsegold. CA 93614 - 209-683-6858

CIRCLE 106 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Select the write printer

PRESTO!
Overnight your
computer becomes
a word processing,
data processing or
graphic system.

Under S5QO

Okidata
Microline 80 - 7x9 Head.
80 Column. Low Price

The NEW OKIDATA line of bidirectiona
dot matrix printers — high quality with
continuous duty 200-million character
printheads. The MEW printers have
correspondence quality with their new
9x9 dot matrix heads and have full forms
control, serial and parallel interfaces,
as well as many other features. The
Microline 80 is a very reliable, low cost
printer. All products are available from
our stock at The Stocking Source along
with the optional cables,
interfaces and
memory buffers.

NEW
Microline 82A - 9x9
Head. 80 Column.
1 20 CPS
NEW
Microline 83A - 9x9
Head. 136 Column.
120 CPS
NEW
Microline 84 9x9 Head
136 Column. 200 CPS
NEW
Model 2350 - 9x9
Head, 136 Column.
350 CPS

ASK FOR OUR
INSTANT DISCOUNT
From Roy Hawthorne
Talk To Bill Tokar On

Applications

CALL TOLL FREE
U.S.A.

1-800-521-2764
MICHIGAN

1-800-482-8393

Remember:
We are open
8:30 AM to
6:00 PM EST
Monday — Friday
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a Beginning fcxz BRfCain

coitb ttoe BBC
Oiven Linderholm The British Broadcasting Corporation

is about to launch a major new project in

the field of computer literacy. The aim of

the project is to introduce interested adults

to the world of computers and computing,

and to provide the opportunity for viewers

to learn through direct experience how
to program and use a microcomputer.

The project is built around a ten-part

television series, and includes a book, a

linked microcomputer system complete

with user guide, a range of applications
' programs, and an associated course in

programming in Basic provided by the

National Extension College.

It will follow on from The Silicon Factor,

a series about the impact of microelec-

tronics on society, which was first shown
' last year.

The project consists of three series about

various aspects of the computer Field. There

will be a course aimed at teachers who
are interested in computers and computing.

Called Technology for teachers, it aims

to answer any question a teacher might

have and focuses in particular on the

advantages and disadvantages to the

student. Another course for people in

business and industry will provide examples

of how computers have been and can be

Approaches to Computer Literacy are Worlds Apart

As should be obvious from the article,

England has embarked on a strong

campaign for computer literacy. What-

ever the results, the attempt deserves

praise. The attempt also forces us to

look at the American approach to

computer literacy. How do we compare
with England and the rest of the

world?
Unfortunately. the American

approach, like the unicorn, seems to

be something that doesn't exist. There
is no unified effort to introduce people

to computers. Individual examples come
to mind, scattered bright spots where
good work is being done. MECC is

doing excellent work in the field, and

various other institutions are promoting

the cause. The potential of television

has been largely neglected in this

country. The best show on computer

topics. Fast Forward, is shown in the

U.S., but was made in Canada. The
lag time is so great that New York
stations are currently showing episodes

that are several years old. For example,
we just saw an episode announcing
that the latest breakthrough in the indus-

try was the use of very-large-scale inte-

gration. And Fast Forward is not shown

nationally. It is independently scheduled

by individual public stations.

Computerworld, the only other reg-

ular TV show is produced by the weekly

newspaper of the same name. The news-

paper is oriented to the EDP side of

the industry and most of the TV shows

aired to date reflect this bias. Never-

theless, it's a step in the right direc-

tion.

Thanks to computer courses in

schools, the next generation stands a

better chance of being computer liter-

ates. But this does nothing for those

already out of school. A vast segment

of the adult population still views

computers as huge constructs of flashing

lights and tape reels, capable of little

more than generating form letters and

incorrect bills. England has begun their

massive campaign. Why can't we?—DL
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both used and misused in industry and
the office. Both courses will examine the
moral and social problems created by the
use of microprocessors.

By far the most extensive course, how-
ever, will be Hands on Micros. This course
will consist of ten television programs and
is designed to introduce fundamental ideas

and provide viewers with experience with
computers and programming. In conjunc-
tion with the course, the BBC will provide
a handbook and a very versatile, expand-
able and affordable computer. Other
services provided will be a 30-hour self-

teaching course on Basic programming
offered through the National Extension
College, and a service to provide tutorial

help with any problems that may arise.

The series will start in January 1982
and will be repeated later in the year. It is

hoped that it will provide the layman with
an insight into computers and computing
at several levels: a basic level, just from
watching the programs; an intermediate
level, from reading the handbook and
watching the series; and finally, an
advanced level from buying and using the
BBC microcomputer.
The computer is a potentially very

advanced unit. In its simplest form, it will

consist of a 6502 microprocessor, 16K of
RAM and 32K of ROM consisting of a

16K Basic and a 16K operating system.
Interfaces for cassette, disk, video, printer.

Teletext and Prestel will either come as
standard or be available as expansion
options. The enhanced version of the

This is an extremely
ambitious undertaking
by the BBC and if it

generates enough
interest among the
public, could make
Britain the most

computer literate nation
in the world.

computer wil be available with 32K of
RAM, analog-digital interfaces, RS232
interface and an IEEE bus connector.
The computer has various graphics

modes ranging from the 80 x 25 text

character mode, to 640 x 256 high resolu-
tion graphics in two colors. Lower resolu-
tions can have up to eight colors. Many
other expansion capabilities will become
available, including networking and time
sharing with other systems. The initial

cost of the computer alone will be approxi-
mately $480.

This is an extremely ambitious under-
taking by the BBC and if it generates
enough interest among the public, could
make Britain the most computer literate

nation in the world. For many people, it

will be their first exposure to computing.
At present, computing in Britain is limited
to the professional programmer who works
for ICL, IBM or other such companies,
and to the hacker, who may be as sophisti-
cated as his American counterpart, or
could be using a long-outdated, mysterious
set of circuit boards.

The personal computer revolution has
arrived in Britain, but it has not proceeded
as far as it has in America. The average
Briton still thinks of a computer as a large
box covered with whirring reels of tape.
Some know better; some don't.

At worst, the BBC's venture will open
the eyes of a few more people and lead
them into the wonderful world of com-
puting. At best it could revolutionize the
attitudes of a nation. Q

LET YOUR APPLE SEE THE WORLD!
The DS-65 Digisector opens up a whole new world for your Apple II. Your computer
can now be a part of the action, taking pictures to amuse your friends, watching your
house while you're away, taking computer portraits ... the applications abound.' The
DS-65 is a random access video digitizer. It converts a TV camera's output into digital
information your computer can process. The DS-65 features:

1

-J>ii
• High Resolution — a 256 x 256 picture element scan

• Precision — 64 levels of grey scale
Versatility — Accepts either NTSC or industrial video input

Economy — A professional tool priced for the hobbyist

The DS-65 is an intelligent peripheral card with onboard software in 2708 EPROM.
Check these software features:

• Full screen scans directly to Apple Hi-Res screen
• Easy random access digitizing by Basic programs
• Line-scan digitizing for reading charts or tracking objects
• Utility functions for clearing and copying the Hi-Res screen hires picture using THE DS*5

AND PICTURE SCANNER SOFTWARE
Use the DS-65 for precision security systems; computer portraiture; robotics; fast to slow scan conversion; moving target indicators-
reading UPC codes, musical scores and paper tape and more! GIVE YOUR APPLE THE GIFT OF SIGHT! DS-65 Price $349 95 / FSli
Camera Price: $299.00 / Combination Price: $599.00

ADDITIONAL SOFTWARE FOR THE DS 65
—Picture Scanner Provides a variety of different dithering algorithms for compressing the digitized image into the Hi-Res
screen. Available on 13-sector disk. Price: $39.95

— Superscan: Enables you to enhance the DS-65's Hi-Res pictures with colors! Choose from 21 different colors and assign them
to grey scale values, modify pictures, zoom enhance contrast, etc. Print routines for the Anadex and Paper Tiger* are provided
Comes on a 13-sector disk. Written for The Micro Works by Magna Soft. Price: $79.95

—Portrait System Software: This program includes captions and a credit line, reverse printing for T-shirt application and the
option to save portraits on disk. Specifically for use with a Malibu 165 printer. Call or write for more information.

THEAA n/^-^rD")/?^ 'Paper Tiger is a trademark of Integral Data Systems. Inc.

L\j\ LI V=7 iiV^O) MasterCharge/Visa Accepted

714-942-2400^©[^j^J3

p.o. BOX 1110 DEL MAR, CA 92014
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The QT System* is designed for both

businessmen and engineers in accordance

with the latest IEEE standards. Among other

functions, it can be used for accounting and

word processing, as well as a variety of

scientific applications. The system will soon

be available with MP/M« to allow multiuser,

multi-tasking operations. This means, for

example, that an engineer could be working

on scientific applications in the lab while an

accountant is writing payroll checks in the

office. QT also offers a full line of business

and applications software, ranging from a

business package to word processing.

Technical specifications: 4MHz Z-80A CPU
• Dbl-sided. dbl-den. 5%" & 8" floppy disk

controller (handles both drives simulta-

neously) • Two 8" dbl-den., sgl. or dual

sided disk drives, expandable to 4 floppy

drives • CP/M» 2.2 included • 64K RAM •

Comes complete in single mainframe •

EPROM/ROM in any combination to 8K •

Two RS232C serial I/O ports • Two parallel

I/O parts • Hard disk compatible* Real time

clock • Std. 2K monitor program & disk

routines included on ROM • Power-

on/Reset jump to monitor program • 2716

(5V) EPROM programmer (software incl. on

monitor ROM)(ext. 25.5V @ 50ma req.) •

Uses Z-80A CPU vectored interrupts •

Assembled, tested & burned •Documen-
tation included.

With Terminal 920C Add $900.00

SYSTEM + I (1MB+)

SYS+SS Computer System with 8" Single Sided Drives (801 R)

without Terminal

A&T (6 slot) $3595.00

A&T (8 slot) $3895.00

A*T (12 slot) $3795.00

MINI-SYSTEM + I (V2MB+)

Computer System with 5'/." Single Sided Drives (uses B-51 Disk

Drives) No Terminal

A&T (6 slot) $2495.00

A&T (8 slot) $2595.00

SYSTEM + II (2MB+)

SYS+DS Computer System with 8" Dual-Sided Drives (Oume

DT-8) without Terminal

A4T (6 slot) $4495.00

A&T (8 Slot) $4595.00

A&T (12 Slot) $4895.00

MINI-SYSTEM + II (1MB+)
J

Computer System with 5%" Double Sided Drives (uses B-52 Disk

Drives) No Terminal

A&T (6 Slot) $2795.00

A&T (8 slot) $2895.00

W DISK DRIVE PRODUCTS PARTS

QT DISK
PACKAGES

OOC-M-1 Obi Dan Controller. A&T. two 8 dbl den
drives (601 R) CP/M* 2 2 cabinet, power supply

& cables SPECIAL $14*5.00

DOC-N-i Two 801 n disk drives with cabinet, power

supply. Ian & cables $1200.00

DOC-M-22 Two DT-8 Oume drives with cabinet, power
supply. Ian & cables $1*00.00

DOC-M-3 Cabinet with power supply, fans

& cables $ 275.00

DOC-M-4 Cabinet only $ 75.00

DISK DRIVES
8"

Shugart MIR Sgl/Sided Obi/Den $ 450.00

Oume Datatrak ( Obi/Den QME-8DS (851R)compatible

$ (50.00

Pkg ol two $1250.00

SVa"
MP1-B51 MPI B-51 $ 235.00

Sgl Sided Sgl/OM Den

MPI-8S2 MPI B-52 $350.00

Sgl Sided. Dbl Den

MPI-8*1

MPI B-91 * 375.00

Sgl Sided. Dbl Den. 77 tracks

Shugart SA400 SHU-SA400 $ 250.00

Sgl Sided. Dbl/Den ,

S-100 PRODUCTS

V

Double Density - Csl Comp Sys
Ha" or 8" disk controller with tree CPM 2 2

CCS-2422A AST $374 95

Etpando RAM II SO Systems
4 MHz RAM board expandable from 1SK to 2S6K
SDS-RAM21SK 1*K kit tltl.H
SOS-RAM21IAT 16K A&T (339 95

SDS-RAM232K 32K kit (329.95
SOS-RAM232AT 32K A&T $379 95

SDS RAM248K 48K kit (369 95

SOS-RAM24SAT 48K A&T $419 95

SDS RAM264K 64K kit $40**5
SDS RAM264K 64K A&T $45**5

PROM 100 - SO Systems
270*. 2716. 2732. 27SS & 2516 EPROM programmer
SOS-PROM-100K kit $220.00

SDS-PROM-100AT A&T $275.00

ITHACA AUDIO REV 2.0 Z-80 BD QT MEMORY EXPANSION KITS

TRS-80 • APPLE* EXID

Y

4116 200 ns 8 for $32.00

2716 (5V-450 ns) $ 9.00

2716 (5 & 12V-450 ns) $ 9.00

2732 (5V) $40.00

2114L 300 ns 8 for $36.00

100 - $3.50 ea.

Bare Board $35.00 each
10 for $300.00

SEALS ELECTRONICS 32K STATIC BD

Uses TMS-4044 or 5257L $35.00 each

J<

MICROPROCESSORS
Z*0 I2MH2I
ZeOA UMHri
(502
6*00
6802

(035
6080A
(0*5A

$10 95
$1295
$11 25

$12.50

$18 00
$20 00
$ 3.50

$20.00

$(0 00

8748 $(000
TMS 9*00 JL $2**5

808OA SUPPORT

(212 S 3.50

•214 $ 4.50

8216 $2 95

(224 $4 00

(228 S (.00

•23* $ (.00

(243 $5 00
8251 $7.00
(253 $1900
(253-5 $20.25

S2SS $6.25
(257 $17*5
(257-5 $1*00
(25* $19 95
(27* S**.*S
(27* $17 50
8279-5 $1800
(2*5 $16 SO

KEYBOARD CHIPS

AY5 2376 $13.75
AY5-3M0 $13.75

BAUD RATE
GENERATORS

MC14411
1*432 XTAL

$11.00

$ 4 95

DISK CONTROLLER

1771B01 $24 95

Jl 1791B0KCER) $37.*S

EPROMS
1702A $4*5
270*

25K I5VI

271* (5VI

271* |5« 12VI

275*
2532 $40 00

2732 $40 00

* (25
5 * 00

S 900
5 900
$1**5

S2350
USRT

S 7*5

MISCELLANEOUS
OTHER COMPONENTS
N*T20 * 3 25
N8T26 $ 2 SO
N(T97 $ 2.00

N8T9* $ 2 00

1488 $ 1.25

14** S 1.25

03205 $3.00
D3242 $14.00

P3404 S (.75

TMSS501 $1*00
DM8131 $ 300

UARTS
TR1602B $4 50

AY5 1013A $ 4.50

CHARACTER
GENERATORS

2613 $10*6
UP CASE (5&12VI

2*13 $10 95
LWR CASE (5&12V)

2*13 $ 9 75

UP CASE (5V|

2513 $1095
LWR CASE (5V>

(100 PRODUCTS
6602P (1800
6621P S 5.25

(16 25
(2200

((SOP $ 4.(0

(MOP (1155
6875P $ 7.40



SBC+2/4
SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER

Features IK RAM (which can be located at

any IK boundary) plus one each Parallel and
Serial I/O parts on board • Power on jump to

on-board EPROM (2708 or 2716) • EPROM
addressable on any 1K or 2K boundary • Full

64K use ol RAM allowed in shadow mode •

Programmable Baud rate selection. 1 10-9600

• 2 or 4MHz switch selectable • DMA
capability allows MWRT signal generation on
CPU board or elsewhere in system underDMA
logic or tront panel control • Two program-
mable timers available for use by programs
run with the SB02/4 (timer output and
controls available at parallel I/O connector;

parallel input and output ports available tor

use on CPU board)

Bare Board $ 60.00

Kit $190.00

*&T $295.00^

V

Z+80 CPU
Features Power on jump to on-board EPROM
(2708. 2716 or 2732) • EPROM addressed on
any 1K or 2K boundary, also shadow mode
allows full 64K use of RAM • On-board USART
for Synchronous or Asynchronous RS-232
Operation (Serial I/O port) • Programmable
Baud rate selection. 1 10-9600 • Switch select-

able 2 or 4 MHz • MWRITE signal generated
if used without front panel • Front panel com-
patible

Bare Board $ 50.00

Kir $150.00

A&T $210.00

QT PRODUCTS
EXPANDABLE* REV II

DYNAMIC MEMORY BOARD
Features: Runs at 4MHz • 3242 refresh con-
troller with delay line • Four layer PC board
insures quiet operation • Supports 16K. 32K.

48K or 64K of memory • 24 IEEE-specified

address lines • Optional Ml wait state allows

error free operation with faster processors •

Optional Phantom disable • Uses Z-80 or on-
board refresh signal • Bank on/off signal

selected by industry standard I/O port 40
(Hex) • Convenient DIP switch selection of

data bus bits determines bank in use • 3 watts

low power consumption • Convenient LED
indication of bank in use

Definitely works with

Cromemco and North Star

Bare Board $ 75.00

I

KIT

No RAM .... $230.00

16K $280.00

32K $360.00

48K $480.00

64K $525.00

MT
16K $350.00

32K $450.00

48K $575.00

64K $675.00

RAM+16

Features S- 100. 16K x 8 bit static RAM • 2 or 4

MHz* Uses 21 14 1K x 4 static RAM chip »4K
step addressable • 1K increment memory
protection, from bottom board address up or

top down • Deactivates up to six IK board
segments to create "holes" for other devices •

DIP switch selectable wait states • Phantom
line DIP switch • Eight bank select lines

expandable to H million byte system • Data,

address and control lines all input buffered •

Ignores I/O commands at board address

Bare Board $ 35.00

4Mhz Kit $190.00

4Mhz AST $225

CLOCK/CALENDAR+
FOR APPLE II, S-100 OR TRS-80
Features Date/Month/Year • Day of week
• 24 hour time or 12 hour (a.m. /p.m.) select-

able • Leap year (perpetual calendar) • 4
interval interrupt timer: 1024Hz (approx 1

millisec). 1 sec . 1 mm, 1 hr • On-board bat-

tery backup • Simple time and date setting •

Simple software interface • Time advance
protection while reading

Battery Included
S-100 or Apple

A4T $150.00

Kit $100.00

Bare Bd $ 60.00

TRS-80
A&T Only . . . $150.00

WATCH FOR THE FOLLOWING NEW BDS

V

• 4 Port Serial Bd (APR)
• E-PROM Programmer (MAY)
• Floppy Disk Controller (JUN)
• Hard Disk Controller (JUN)
• Color Video Bd (AUG)

-J
RAM+ 65

•S-100. 16K x 8 bit static RAM *2 or 4MHz
•Uses 21 14L (300NS) CHIP 'Addressable in 4K
steps "Memory protection in 1K increments,

from bottom board address up or top down •

May deactivate up to six 1 K segments of board
to create "holes" for other devices • DIP switch
selectable wait states • Phantom line DIP
switch 'Features bank selection by I/O

instruction using any one of 256 DIP switch-

selectable codes—allows up to 256 software-

controlled memory banks.

Bare Board $ 35.00

4MHz Kit $210.00

\4MHz A&T $250.00, V

i/o+

INDUSTRIAL GRADE I/O BD

Has two serial Sync/Async ports (RS-232.

current loop or TTL) with individual Xtal

controlled programmable baudrate genera-
tors • Four 8-bit Parallel ports: one latched

input port and other three can be programmed
in combinations of input, output or bidirec-

tional • Also, has three 16-bit Programmable
Timers and an 6- level Programmable Interrupt

Controller w/Auto restart (8080/ Z80) • Other
features include: on-board clock divisor tor

timers, completely socketed, wire wrap posts
for easy port configuration plus more.

Bare Board $ 70.00

Kit $200.00

A&T $37S.O0

<T

COMPUTER
SYSTEMS

J

INC.
15420 South IngkHixxl Avrnur

I awndalr. ( alifornia 90260

(2H| 07O-O952

PLACE ORDERS TOIL FREE
I -800-42 1 -5 1 50

<C ONTINENTAL U.S. ONLY)
(EXCEPT CALIFORNIA)

Appte it a trademark of Apple Computer. Inc
CP/M and MP/M are trademarks of Digital Research
TRS-ftO ii a trademark of Radio Shack
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SILENCE+
MOTHERBOARDS

These motherboards are among the quietest

on the market A unique grounding matrix —
with each line completely surrounded by
ground shielding — eliminates need for ter-

mination and gives high crosstalk rejection •

They're customer-proven, without crosstalk

sometimes operating at 14MHz • A LED power
indicator helps eliminate zapped circuits •

IEEE S-100 std compatible, available with 6. 8.

1 2. 1 8 or 22 slots • (The 22 slot board f its Imsai

chassis and has slot for front panel

)

6 Slot

Bare Board . . $ 25.00

Kit $ 40.00

A&T $ 50.00

8 Slot

Bare Board . . $ 27.00

Kit $ 55.00

12 Slot

Bare Board . . $ 30.00

Kit $ 70.00

A&T $ 90.00

18 Slot

Bare Board . . $ 50.00

Kit $100.00

A&T $ 70.00 A&T

QT MAINFRAMES

MF+
SV OW, Mainframe wnti 2SA Pwr Sup

MF+MD12 (12 slot M/B) $500.00

MF+MD8 (8 slot M/B) $475.00
MF«MD6 (6 slot M/B) $450.00

MF*MD w/O M/B $400.00

O.T. Mainframe
MF*12 (12 slot M/B) $450.00
MF+18 (18 slot M/B) $500.00
MF+22 (22 slot M/B) $600.00

MAINFRAME* DISK DRIVE

r*
\

Includes cabinet. 25

amp power supply.

IEEE S-100 compat-

ible 6. 8 or 12 slot

motherboard and dual 8" disk drive with disk

drive power supply

MF+DD6 $625.00
MF*DD8 $650.00
MF.DD12 $675.00

DDC-8
SINGLE 8" DISK CABINET

Accepts one 6" disk drive (Shugart. Remex.
PerSci. Siemens, etc ) • Fan cooled, with data

cable and AC line filter to eliminate EMI •

Operates from 1 00- 125VAC/200-250VAC at

50-60HZ • Disk drive NOT included

DOC+8 $195.00

TERMS OF SALE Cash chocks, money orders,

credit cards accepted Also COO orders under
$10000 Minimum order $1000 California resi-

dents add 6% sales tax Minimum shipping and
handling charge $3 00 Prices subject to change
without notice. International sales in American
dollars only ^^^^
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Karl L Zinn
and

Bernard Banet

Improving the links between national

resources and local services, spanning gaps

between development and applications,

between product design and use, between

educational marketing and learning effec-

tiveness—these were the goals we set for

ourselves.

The project we were to design using

funds provided by the program for Devel-

opment in Science Education of The
National Science Foundation was intended

to improve the effectiveness of microcom-

puters in education. Since we had spent

some time working with schools and colleges

on planning activities, inservice training,

and problem solving, we were especially

concerned with the contribution of local

resource people in the use of technology

in teaching. We had also been involved in

various national resource networks, and

appreciated the significant contributions

of information centers, development pro-

jects, vendors, and publishers to the intro-

duction of new ideas.

The result of our efforts is the Dataspan

project, and is intended to help bridge the

gaps between existing networks and groups.

•Funded in pari by a uranl from the National Science

l-oundation to High/Scope I durational Research
Foundation. I he ideas expressed are those of the

authors, and do not represent policy of NSF or the

U.S. Government.

Bernard Banet, Hiyh Scope foundation. 600 N.

Riser St.. Ypsilanti. Ml 4HI97.

Karl L. Zinn. U M CRLT, 109 E. Madison St.. Ann
Arbor. Ml 48104.

(For anyone who cares about acronyms,

"Dataspan" can be expanded into "decision

aids for technological assistance with science

programs aided by networks.")

A key function of national and regional

centers is to demonstrate, document, and

disseminate procedures and materials

designed to reach individuals on a person-

to-person basis. But the intended recipients

In this network the flow

of information is rapid

so that confirmation of

facts and validation of
new ideas

follow quickly.

have not been plugged into the flow of

information about microcomputer applica-

tions in education: some are first-time

computer users; others are familiar with

larger computer systems but don't know
about microcomputers. We wanted to

encourage distribution of the best available

resource materials and examples of software

from all sources. And we wanted to get it

directly to the groups, individuals, and

institutions that are being asked for advice

and assistance on the selection and use of

computer systems in science education.

Furthermore, we discovered something

that we now feel is more important even

than the availability of helpful materials:

effective use of computers depends on

local resource people, user communities,

and. perhaps, service centers, through which

new ideas are reviewed, shared, and put

into practice.

Local Resources
People seeking to use advanced tech-

nology in education appear to prefer hands-

on demonstrations of equipment and

information centers. Such local, knowl-

edgeable experts are being sought from

among computer professionals, educators,

media specialists, retailers, and the staffs

of libraries and science museums.

Dataspan will encourage a variety of

sources to provide objective and con-

veniently organized materials with which

to provide such assistance efficiently. Local

resource people and institutions will find

advice on assisting people in decisions

regarding educational computing—dealing

with the rapid change and complex tradeoffs

among cost, capability, reliability, main-

tenance and availability of applications.

Teachers, parents, administrators, and

students face a perplexing and rapidly

changing world of hardware and software.

An unfamiliar jargon describes the features

of various systems. Millions of people will

be buying computers for the first time in

the next five years; they will need help in

selecting wisely if the potential of these

systems for science education is to be

realized. They will need to turn for advice

126 CREATIVE COMPUTING



WHAT'S MEW?
Consumer Computers announces its lowest prices ewer.

Apple Add-Ons
Language System x/Vaw al

Mayes Mrcromodem II

novation Apple Cat II

Wide* Vldeoterm 80 w graph*-,
2 80 Microsoft Catd
16K Ram Card Microsoft

ABT numeric Keypad (CM or new kybrd)
ALr 5 voice Mustc Card
Heuristics Speech** 2000
Alpha Syntauri Keyboard System
Corvus 10 MB tlard Drsk
La«r Lower Case Plus
Micro Sci Dish Drives (A40 & A 70)
SSM AW SenaUParaHel Card A8iT
ThunderCrock Plus

Integer or Applesort II firmware Card
Graphics Tablet

Parallel Printer Interface Card
Mi Speed Serial Interface Card
Smarterm 80 Column video Card
MustcSystem
A/D * D/A Interface

Crock/Calendar Card
Supertarker 5D200
Romplus Card
Cloch/Calendar Module (CCS)
Asynchronous Serial Interface Card (CCS)
we carry an CCS hardware

579
299
359
269
269
1S9
110
239
249
1399
CALL
SO

CALL
189

CALL
145
619
135
135
299
479
289
225
239
135
99
129

Please Can

Apple II Plus Computer Printers, Etc.

*

FREE CATALOG!
Please mail us your name and address

Solution Software for the Apple II.

Weak 5 5 169
CCA Data Management 85
DB Master 169
WordStar (Apple 80 col vet ) 299
Desktop Plan II 169
Applewriter 65
Casywnter 225
AppWprot 60
Peachtree Business 1200
VrsiTerm 129
VtsiTrend/vrsiPlot 219
DOS Toolkit 65
Dow Jones Portfolio £ valuator 45
Dow Jones hews & Quotes Reporter 85
Apple Fortran 165

16K 48K

$1025 $1129
DISK II Drive ^ _ - _
w/controller 5>j19

Epson MX-80

$499

DisK drive uv/out controller

M/c carry the Apple III

439

CALL FREE!
800-854-6654

In California and outside continental u 5

(714) 698-8088
Warehouse (714) 698-0260
Service (714) 460-6502

TELEX 695000 BETA CCMO

SrJentype w/Appre Interface

Epson MK 80 r/T

Epson MX 100
Epson MX 70
Paper Tiger IDS 445
Paper Tiger IDS 460
Paper Tiger IDS 560
Qume Sprint 5KJ5
Anadex DP 9500' w/2K Buffer

C Itoh Starwrrter 25 CP5
C Itoh Starwrrter 45 CP5
Centronics 7 57
Watanabe DrgrPrOt

349
649
829
539
729

1099
1450
2495
1349
1649
2249
699
1149

Save on Video displays.

AVAILABLE HOW . . .

Atari Personal Computer

ATARI 800 16K $749

The MEC Microcomputer
Please call for more details.

Exidy Sorcerer II

Atari Accessories
410 Program Recorder 59
810 Drsk Drive 44g
850 Interface Module 159
16K Ram Memory Module 89

Please can us lor an Alan Software List

5-100 Cards

SSM
280CPUCB2
104 2 P . 2SII0
VB 3 80 » 24 VIDtO
VB 3 80 « 48 VHXO
BV 2 VIDEO
PB1 PROM PRGMMRrJE PROM BOARD

CCS
280 CPU 2810
64K Dynamic RAM card
16K Static RAM 2 MM;
IbK Static RAM4MIV
DW Density floppy DrSC Controller

12 Slot S 100 Mainframe

Assm &
Kit Tested

219 279
189 249
529 379
369 429
159 219
139 199

nla 229
ma 499
n/a 249
tus 269
n/a 299
rva 349

S 100Una
Word Proces^ng Pac
Develops -

Please call

for

our price.

449
179
89

AmdekAeede* Video 100 12 BSiW
Amdek ' tacl 15 Color
MfC 12 P5l<jreenPhospher
TltC 12" RGB f» Res Color

Panasonic 15 Color

Sanyo 9 BSiW
Sanyo 12 ' tVJrW

Sanyo 12" P31 Green Phospher
Sanyo 13" Color

139
3S9

CALL
CALL
449
159
239
279
419

PMC-80 Micro Computer

$599

Ohio Scientific

Challenger

Computer.

4P $549
IP MOO II

599

We carry mvcfi more then listed r*Je«s« csll our toil tie*
order Una) to rtqvmt our complete price list

How to Order
Ordering information Phone orders using VISA. MA5TER
CARD. AMERICAN EXPRE5S. DIMER 5 CLUB. CARTE
BLAMCME. bank wire transfer, cashiers or certrfred check,
money order, or personal check (arrow ten days to clear

)

Unless prepaid with cash, please add 5% for shipping, hand
mg and insurance (minimum »5 00) Catfornia residents add
6% sales tax we accept CODs. OEMs. Institutions and cor
potations please send lor a written quotation Al equipment
is subject to price change and dvanaMrly without notice AH
equipment is new and complete wrth manufacturer's warran
ty (usualy 90 days) Showroom prices may Offer from marl
order prices

Send orders to:

G®DQ§OflDijD@[?

G®K)[°)0OL?©i7g
Mail Order

8514 Parkway Drive

La Mesa, California 92041
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Dataspan, continued...

to sources other than just the hardware

manufacturers and product salesmen. They

will need assistance in locating and using

the software that is available, and in making

practical plans to supplement this with

local development efforts. Perhaps the

largest obstacle to effective use of these

systems for learning is no longer the cost,

or even the lack of applications programs,

but rather the lack of objective, expert

guidance in first selecting and then making

effective use of a given hardware system

or program.

Meeting the Challenge

Our discussions with Dataspan advisors

and colleagues delivering similar services

throughout the country led us to tentative

solutions to the following seven problems

or challenges:

1 ) Keeping up with the changing tech-

nology and market conditions. The project

staff, consultants, and advisors are part of

a network of people working with computers

in science teaching. In this network the

flow of information is rapid so that con-

firmation of facts and validation of new

ideas follow quickly. Some of the local

service people can be brought into this

network, especially through activities of

professional associations. The products

provided will aid in establishing the links

among users and with resource people.

Furthermore, the products are designed

to be readily updated, not only by staff of

some national resource center working

through successive revisions, but by local

service centers making local adaptations

and carrying on after the Dataspan project

no longer provides updates. From the start

we are selecting information and drafting

guidelines which apply to a range of

technology and applications. For example,

salient characteristics of equipment and

essential considerations in selection of

applications will survive several generations

of microcomputers.

2) Identifying those functions of com-

puters which are particularly useful in

science education. Published comparisons

of microcomputers tend to represent only

superficial characteristics and those that

can be easily measured in a casual review.

Using expert judgment and analysis of

published reviews of products, applications,

and trends. Dataspan will derive a set of

essential functions which serve the purposes

of science education. For example, it is

not computation speed but responsiveness

to users (in a learning exercise or problem

situation) which is important. The size of a

character set is not as important as the

ability to define new characters, or select

among predefined character sets that have

been designed for use in the sciences.

3) Encouraging and facilitating review

of hardware, software, and applications

by experts and experienced users within

each discipline. The Dataspan project does

not propose to judge products for use in

science teaching, but to increase the quality

and availability of information. The infor-

mation files carry published and unpublished

information, presented in a way that

encourages users to extend the files with

additional information and opinions. From

a variety of sources, advice and commentary

on diverse applications, software, and

hardware will be distributed to practitioners

and decision makers in science education.

Some of the unpublished information will

be assessed by users, and its credibility

further established through informal

reviews. Indeed, some of the better material

will probably be published. The informal

network we encourage will continue to

relate to the formal network of publica-

tions.

Dataspan will help local

centers share files of

useful information,

and explore ways in

which continuing
exchange among
centers can be
self-maintaining.

4) Adapting the materials to different

audiences and situations. The workshop

materials, indeed all of the products, will

be annotated by staff and consultants. A
subset of materials will provide a "starter

set" for local staff lacking experience with

microcomputers or ideas about sound

applications. The full set of Dataspan tools

can be used with various audiences by the

more experienced local staff. The services

provided will use computer-based files which

can be changed by local experts and by

additions from other projects, professional

associations, publishers, vendors, and other

sources, so that the local staff is backed up

by considerably more than the limited

resources of the Dataspan project. The
cooperative effort which we encourage is

likely to stimulate additional publishing,

by professional associations as well as

commercial sources, through which addi-

tional materials, reviews, guides and surveys

will be distributed widely.

5) Exploiting electronic communication

aids to increase benefits at low cost. The

project will make available community

bulletin board and conferencing systems

which can help with local communications

among resource people and users. Already

some of these systems have proved helpful

for peer consultation, usually within a

computer club or similar setting. The cost

of such microcomputer-based systems is

decreasing so that many resource centers

will be able to dedicate a system with

sufficient memory to the purpose. Dataspan

will help local centers share files of useful

information, and explore ways in which

continuing exchange among centers can

be self-maintaining. Electronic communica-

tions are also proposed for moving infor-

mation quickly among development

projects, consultants, advisors, and test

sites for rapid, efficient communication.

In our experience much more consultation

and planning can be accomplished in

computer-based conferencing than in

successive telephone calls with each indi-

vidual participant in a group activity.

6) Capturing an adequate number of

applications programs. Dataspan is coop-

erating with several national projects in

collecting examples of good software, and

summarizing the larger catalogues of

vendors, distributors, clearinghouses, and

projects which list what has been offered

for sale or swap. Two years ago we collected

public domain software written for a popular

microcomputer which a local store had

given away to many educators. A casual

effort brought in over 100 items for the

Commodore PET, about 70 of them for

math and science education. Of course,

many of these programs are useful only as

a starting point for a better program that

needs to be written or to generate new

ideas about computer use and teaching.

The important point is to start the infor-

mation flowing and review possible applica-

tions.

We view Dataspan as a catalyst for various

processes by which materials are generated

and shared. A modest quantity of quality

materials readily available will help many
science educators avoid mistakes which

otherwise add up to a considerable cost in

dollars spent, development time expended,

and learning lost.

7) Relating to the ongoing system of

science education. The impact of the

outcomes of this project can be char-

acterized by scenarios which illustrate ways

in which the products and systems serve

real needs in science education.

A fifth grade teacher uses decision aids

and exemplary materials found in the school

district's instructional materials center to

locate activities suitable for the students'

first experiences with the school's new
microcomputers.

A junior high school social studies teacher

venturing beyond the textbook finds pro-

grams to illustrate a discussion of the

statistical principles behind public opinion

polling by using a resource file in the county

library.

A district science coordinator gets infor-

mation about local expertise on computer

languages by using a "community bulletin

board" system which the local computer

club has selected and installed.
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ANEW standard in software QUALITY . .

.

... for the SERIOUS personal computer user

These packages will turn your Apple Computer
into a powerful financial tool previously acces-

sible only to the largest corporations. These
packages are so unique in the completeness and
sophistication of both the software and the doc-

umentation that they have been acclaimed by
business professionals everywhere. Yet the soft-

ware is so friendly that it can be operated by the

financial or computer novice. See for yourself at

your local dealer.

1 • Howard Software Services
ior the SERIOUS Personal Computer User

6713 Vista del Mar
[
La Jolla CA 92037

|
(714)454-5079

CIRCLE 177 ON READER SERVICE CARD

COLOR COMPUTER OWNERS!
CLOAD INC. ANNOUNCES

CHROMASETTE MAGAZINE!
A monthly magazine-on-cassette for your

Extended BASIC Color TRS-HO!

Goleta California — With

CHROMASSETTE
Magazine, Color Com-
puter owners can now enjoy

the variety, economy, and

eas) entry of programs thai

(LOAD subscribers have

enjoyed for 3 \ears

CHROMASKTTK
Magazine gets rid of the

type-in-and-edit blues by

putting a rainbow of ready-to-load programs on

cassette, and sending them to you by First Class

Mail each month. Educational, practical, utility, Chromasettc Magazine
and game programs are delivered right to your RO. BOX 1087, Santa Barbara, CA 93102
mailbox 805 963-1066

CIRCLE 111 ON READER SERVICE CARD

CHROMASETTE Magazine in iu Prime Sum

Put a rosy color in you and

your computer's cheeks,

stop reading these old

cliches, and get a subscrip-

tion to CHROMASKTTK
Magazine.

I'lc.ise Write lor Foreign Kiitcs

.in J other into.

$45.00 year. S2.v<>(> t>

months, $5.00 single issue. <>i

Send ;i Blank Check and your

account balance. Visa and
MasterCard also accepted.



Dataspan, continued

A community college math instructor

finds programs for plotting equations by

using resource files at the college computing

center.

Parents use an interactive decision aid

in a science museum to help them decide

whether to buy a microcomputer for their

daughter to nurture an interest in science.

A district superintendent resolves a

conflict between requests from the math

and science coordinators by using an

interactive decision aid program on hard-

ware selection.

A group of high school physics teachers

requests information about the feasibility

of extending standard text material with

illustrations of optical principles (using their

microcomputer) by using decision aids and

resource files on authoring, and on hardware

and software selection.

Survey of Information Resources

A telephone survey of information pro-

viders throughout the country was under-

taken to sharpen the definition of Dataspan's

mission as a facilitator of what others are

doing, and to minimize redundant efforts.

This survey convinced us we should give

more attention to describing the major

national efforts which now provide educa-

tors with information about computer appli-

cations.

From our survey we have identified four

clusters of needs and opportunities:

exchange among providers, additional

resources, new means of communication

to end users, and focus on local resource

centers.

1

)

Information providers with activities

that are national in scope can benefit from

more exchange of information. In many
cases one activity can build on another,

and can publicize another. Already the

Dataspan staff has served as an "electronic

circuit rider" using phone and computer
communications, passing word of resources

and plans from one provider to another.

The distribution of the materials to the

information providers named there should

bring additional people on the circuit.

2) The information providers we surveyed

felt they lacked the resources to acquire,

organize and distribute information and
software products on the scale needed to

keep up with the rapidly expanding volume

of publications, computer software, and
computer hardware components. One step

toward a solution would be a more con-

sistent Federal role in assigning tasks to

federally funded clearinghouses and dissem-

ination projects, or perhaps an increase in

the centralization of educational informa-

tion and dissemination services. Another
part of the solution seems to be emerging
now in support given users by hardware
vendors, software publishers, and distri-

butors.

3) The technology and the literature

describing it are changing so fast that

traditional publication mechanisms i

transmit information fast enough. New
technologies offer part of the solution, but

few educators will seek out information

using electronic retrieval systems, unless

these systems require very little effort.

Those educators already using computers

in some way are better able to access

computer networks and databases than

their colleagues who do not already use

systems.

4) The local actions necessary to extend

and improve the use of computers in science

education depend on local resource people

and facilities. However important it may
be to increase coordination of information

services nationally (through the leadership

of projects like Dataspan, direct Federal

initiatives, and efforts of the commercial

sector) we also need to give careful attention

to the linkage between these national

resource networks and the local service

centers. How is it that local people come
to know about the various services? And
how do the providers keep in touch with

the needs of local centers throughout the

country? We intend to make a difference

in what is happening throughout the country

for each local information provider in

libraries, media centers, curriculum centers

and offices, educational service agencies

(such as Intermediate School Districts in

Michigan and Boards of Cooperative

Educational Services in New York), state

departments of education, and so on.

Education at the precollege level in the

United States encourages local information

seeking and dissemination as part of the

treasured autonomy of school districts,

school buildings, and individual teachers.

In this process the enormous amount of

redundant effort appears inadequate or

incomplete when compared to the

magnitude of the task (for example, develop-

ing instructional software, reviewing the

literature on computer applications, pre-

viewing instructional software, or acquiring

optimal system configurations).

A Call for Help
We expect to have our first draft of a

resource package into field test sites for

the opening of school in the fall of 1981.

and commentary on the role of national

networks published in the educational

newsletters and bulletins. By the summer
of 1982 we will have helped put in place

the mechanisms which will keep the infor-

mation flowing from national resource nets

to local centers and back.

Obviously we need help. We are looking

for information and advice about orienta-

tion, inservice training, system selection,

software and materials review, planning,

development, funding, community bulletin

board systems, small computer information

management systems, and any other aids

to improving the use of computers in

schools. Join us! D

PIATO:
Alive and Well?

David H.Ahl

At $5 million plus, it was the most

expensive computer education project ever

funded by the National Science Foundation.

The NSF bowed out in 1975 with a flurry

of optimistic memos and reports that

projected the widespread use of the system

by 1980.

Control Data Corp. was convinced and

took over PLATO two years later. Their

subsequent investment makes the NSF
look like pikers. But where is PLATO
today? Certainly not in all the colleges

and secondary schools forecast by the

NSF.
After much ballyhooing about the sys-

tem, attending educational conferences

and courting influential educators. CDC
apparently learned the same lesson as

every other company in the education

market. The lesson: educators are not

innovators. Not only that, but educators

expect the software to be free. Creative

Computing Software recently received a

petition from a group of educators pro-

testing that the MECC software is on

"protected format" disks. They wanted to

buy one set of disks and copy them for all

the schools in a county. Perhaps this notion

that software should be free springs from

the fact that books are filled with sentences,

pictures and diagrams (software) rather

than being blank. But 1 digress.

CDC wisely retreated from the traditional

school market and focused on instructional

programs for business and industry. One
of their first major sales ($3 million) in

1977 was to American Airlines. They use

the Plato system to replace some instruction

previously done on a much-more costly

flight simulator.

Other systems have been sold to brok-

erage firms to train stock brokers. Since

1977. CDC has developed approximately

7000 course modules in scores of subject

areas and expects their staff of 500 course

designers to produce another 2000 pro-

grams in 1981.

CDC doesn't pubjish separate financial

results for the Plato operation but confirms

that sales of courseware topped $100 million

in 1980. Nevertheless, it's still a losing

venture from a profit standpoint. But not

one likely to be dropped any time soon.

In fact. Thomas W. Miller. CDCs vice

president for education said. "Our plans

clearly are to expand the base of activity

in Plato, not to cut it back." And William

Norris. CEO of CDC expects that some
day more than half of CDC's revenues

and profits will be derived from Plato.

, We'll see. E
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You are Snoggle, fleeing through a maze of
ghosts who will eat you if they catch you. You
have to be auick, you need to be bold, to
master the eight levels of this fast-action
puzzler. From the Japanese masters of hi-res

animated graphics. Apple II Integer/Plus. 48K
disk. $24.95

In brilliantly colored array, the Aliens swoop
down from all sides in dazzling, swift attacks to

do battle upon the lone defender. Keyboard
or paddle controlled. Twice as many aliens,

twice as fast, as Alien Rain. Apple II

Integer/Plus. 48K disk - $24.95

t»̂

\

4'

>

* You are the space
warrior, attacked on all sides

* by multi-colored waves of drone
ram ships. You must destroy them all

before they pierce your shields and take you
to pieces. Hi-res animation from the author of

Planetoids! Apple II Integer/Plus. 32K disk - $24.95
16K cassette -$19.95

Br0d@rbund SoftUJOr© Box 3266. Cugene. Oregon 97403 (503) 343-9024
CIRCLE 322 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Computer Simulations

in the Classroom

Larry Noonan

A computer simulation is a system

designed to reproduce essential aspects

of reality for the purpose of finding ways

to manage, control, solve, and/or ultimately

agree upon the best solution for a prob-

lem.

In the classroom a simulation allows

students to make judgments and. ultimately,

decisions based on logic, observation and
their knowledge of the real world. If the

simulation is also a game, as is the computer

simulation that I will discuss here, then it

becomes an educational game. In the

classroom, an educational game can change

passive learning into an active experience

that helps students understand more easily

the concepts being taught.

Some Questions

Why use a computer simulation? This

is a very important question. Computer
simulations are not meant to replace hands-

on activities and experiments, but to

supplement them. Before using a computer

simulation in the classroom you should

ask these questions.

1. Can the simulation that you are

considering be done better in a different

way? If the answer to this question is

"yes" then you should use that alternative

and forget about computer simulation.

2. Does the computer simulation make
good use of the capabilities of the compu-
ter? Does it use graphics, simplify record

keeping, eliminate unnecessary calcula-

tions, etc.? Graphics help the student to

visualize the experiment and simulate work
with real equipment and materials. If the

student or teacher must do all the calcu-

lations and keep all the results and records

for the experiment or demonstration, then

it might be better to do the whole simula-

tion using paper and pencil only. Some
record keeping may. however, be desirable

for comparison purposes as we shall see

later.

If. after you have answered these two
questions, you feel that a computer simu-

lation is what you want, consider the

following four reasons that I often use to

justify my use of this particular teaching

tool.

Larry Noonan. 787 Strouds Lane. Pickerini:. Ontario.

Canada.

1

.

The students are immediately turned

on to this machine which has a certain

amount of control over their future in the

game.

2. The feedback or effects of their

decisions are seen very quickly.

3. The simulation can be more compli-

cated in its calculations (e.g. sales tax

influences jobs which influence income

tax, etc.) while keeping the outward
appearance as simple as possible.

4. The random portion of the game or

simulation is controlled by an unbiased

machine.

Other reasons that computer simulations

are enjoying increasing popularity are

related to the fact that some things cannot

be done in any other way. For example,

some experiments and demonstrations

happen too fast to observe. Others, like

heredity experiments, may take too long.

A computer simulation can slow down or

speed up these experiments so that the

results and the processes are easily

observed. Some experiments such as those

involving high voltage or radioactive

materials are too dangerous to do in the

classroom but can be safely simulated.

Experiments involving expensive or diffi-

cult-to-obtain materials and apparatus can

usually be simulated on a computer for a

fraction of the cost of the actual experi-

ment. Some experiments are too compli-

cated. A computer can simplify these

experiments so that only the important

concepts and their interactions are seen.

Sources of Computer Simulations

Most software distributors advertise

computer simulations. Some are educa-

tional but most are classified as entertain-

ment. There are two ways in which many
of these can be adapted for the class-

room.
1

.

Make a commercial program fit into

the classroom situation and develop activ-

ities and objectives that happen to fit that

program.

2. Try to find a simulation that accom-
plishes the educational objectives which

you wish to teach. This method is often

more difficult but it is, in my opinion,

better to fit the simulation to the needs of

the class than vice versa. Therefore, I

have chosen to use this method in my
classroom.

Educational Objectives

There are two kinds of educational

objectives. The first, referring to the

knowledge that should be attained by the

end of the simulation, is called a "target

objective." The second refers to those

skills which are acquired during the course

of simulation because they are necessary

to meet the target objectives. These are

called the "enabling objectives."

My target objective for the computer

simulation was: to have the student, given

a series of simulated real life situations,

recognize and identify the cause and effect

relationships involved by trying different

solutions to the problems presented by

the computer.
The program that I chose to achieve

this objective is Santa Paravia and Fium-

accio for the TRS-80 Level II from Instant

Software. This program has very little

documentation, none of which refers to

educational uses. It allows teams or groups

of students to participate simultaneously

and keeps records for up to six groups.

The game crowns a ruler whose objective

is to accumulate land, grain and tax money

and to construct buildings in his city while

keeping his subjects alive and, presumably,

happy.
The objectives in the program corres-

pond with my target objective because

the game requires the problem solving

and intellectual skills of identifying cause

and effect relationships. It also involves

the cognitive strategy of originating solu-

tions to such problems as what to do
when bad weather strikes and how to

balance revenues with grain production

to keep the people healthy and happy.

The students must try different methods

to solve these and other problems, study

the results and then apply what they have

learned to create new and better solutions

to the problems.

My enabling objective for this simulation

was: to have the student, given a group

situation simulating society, demonstrate

a co-operative attitude within a group by

helping to make the decisions that would

lead to successful completion of the

game.
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HUNTINGTON COMPUTING
PROGRAMS LISTED BELOW ARE ON DISK:

I

EDUCATION
Compu Math Arithmetic $49 96'
The Linguist $40 00 •

Serendipity Grail.. (*.«*. $169 00'
Dynacomp s Teacher Pet $14 95*
Spanish Hangman $29 95 ,

French Hangman $29 95 «

Clock (Hartley) $29 95.
Or Daley s Software Library $79 95 .

Physics I $24 00 «

JiS Chemistry $ 1 50 00 «

JaS Chemistry/Biology Demo
Cook s Touch Typing $14 95 1

Mastertype $34 95 n

Compak Math Grade by Concept $495 1

Statistics (Edu Ware) $29 95 1

Algebra I (Edu Ware) $39 95 1

Microsoft Typing $19 95.
Basic Tutor 1 8 leach

I $32 00 n

Milliken Math Sequences $450 00 n

Compupoem
The Learning System $ 1 50 00 1

Snake Eggs II $24 95 1

Android N.m $24 95 1

Hartley Cass Control Device $79 95 1

Alicia Bilingual Header $29 95 1

EAI Critical Reading $39 95 n

EAI Reading Comprehension $39 95 1

Chemistry (Ed Courseware
I $32 00 n

American History $32 00 1

Spe*mg (Ed Courseware) $32 00 n

Astronomy $32 00 n

BKXogy $32 00n
Statistics 3 $29 95 n

Compu Read 3 $29 95n
ESP
Compu Math Decimals $39 95 n

Compu Math Fractions $39 95 n
Prescriptive Math (Hartley 1 $79 95 n
Word Search (Hartley) $14 95ri
Letter Recognition $l9 95n
Sperling Bee (Edu- Ware) $29 95 n
Dracula (Pendulum Press) $34 95 n

Moby Dick (Pendulum Press) $34 95 n
Time Machine (Pendulum Press) $34 95 n

Black Beauty (Pendulum Press) $34 95 n
POI Analogies $23 95 »

UTILITIES
V.sicalc Utility #3 $129 95 n
Program Line Editor $40 00 r>

Super Kram $175 00"
Super Dak Copy III $30 00 n
Hayden AS Compiler $200 00 n
Expediter II $99 95 k
Pascal Programmer $125 00 »
S C Assembler II (V 4 0) $55 00 n
Verscalc $100 00 n
Ourcktrace $35 00 »
Tiny Pascal IProgramma) $49 95 n
Tiny Pascal Plus • (Abacus) $50 00 »
AppleCllm $29 95 n
Micro Apple 1 unci Book) $24 95 a
Pascal Graphics Editor $114 95 a
P L E in ROM $60 00 a
D.sk F ban $28 93 „
Supersound $16 95 i>

Memory Management System $39 95 a
Super Oak Copy (Sensible) $29 96 a
Disk Recovery 129 'i

1
. /*

Mufti-Disk Catalog $24 95 a
Double Dos Plus $24 95 a
Aptus $24 95 a
Disk Organu-er $24 95 a
Ourcktoader $24 95 a
Apple Doc $34 95 a
ZTerm $99 95 a
Ace $29 95 a
Co-op Complete Graphics Sys $59 95 a
P Lisp Interpreter (Pegasys) $99 95 a
Lisa $49 95 a
Apple Forth IProgramma) $49 95 a

WOOD PROCESSORS
Apple Writer
Magic Window $100 00 a
Easy Writer Professional $250 00 a
Letter Perfect $160 00 a
Super Te<t $150 00 a
Superscribe $12996 a
Apple Pie (All Versions) $129 95 a
Executive Secretary $250 00 a
Apple Wordstar $375 00 a
Hebrew II $60 00 a
Apple Writer E ilended $29 95 a

$«.»
tl«H
$11.4*n.n
$a4.*«
Ile.ee
$*».*»
tai.**

» lie.ee
tS.M

tlt.4*
$i».»e

$u.je
fas.**
» ia.ee
ta*.T»

tM»l
»iiT.«e
$11. le
$11.1*
t»l.*S
$11.1*
$31.**
•as.**
tia.7*
tas.7*
JM.II
$1».T*
S1S-T*
tas.i*
tas.s«
•ISA*
taa.s*
»11.»*
JTi.ee
$n.«*
J17.ee
$11.1*
Jie.e*
jie.ee
Jie.ee
Jie.ee
Jie.ie

Jee.ee
Jie.eenun
ju.ie
II1IH
Jea-e*
JiM.ie

Jie.ae
jei.se
jei.ee
Jll.ie
Jll.ee
jei.ae
Jje.ee
ia*.l»
ti«-i»
Jll.S*
ju.ie
Ju.je
ju.ie
ju.ie
Ju.ie
til. I*
Ju.ie
jie.je
Jse.ee
til.1*
sss.se
jse.se
tan.a*
Mil*
J4i.ee
S44-ee

tiie.ee
tiiT.4e
J 1 iT.ee
lion
t**.**

Jlti.ee
Jise e*
Jie.ee
Ju.ie

GAMES
Hi Res Soccer $29 95
Apple Oids $29 95
Wurst of Huntington Computing .

QsM m $24 95
Ultima $39 95
Aulobahn $29 95
Battle Cruiser Action $44 95
Gorgon $39 95
Super Stellar Trek $39 95
Hellt.re Warrior $39 95
Gamma Goblins $29 95
Mission Asteroid $19 95
Wizardry $49 95
Star Mines $29 95
Warp Factor $39 95
Microsoft Adventure $29 95
Wizard and the Princess $32 95
Flight Simulator $34 95
Odyssey $29 95
Sargon II $34 95
Space Eggs $29 95
Hi Res Cribbage $24 95
Lords of Karma Icass ) $20 00
Oh Shoot
ABM $24 95
Computet Conflict $39 95
Computer Air Combat $59 95
Temple of Apshai $3995
Zort $39 95

r Acquire
ast Redoubt

Robot Wars
Cranston Manor
Dragon s Eyi

Computer /

Twala s Lasl F

Snoggle
Alien Ram
Alien Typhoon
Raster Blaster

3D Skiing
Creature Venture
Galaxy Space War I

HodgePodge
Meteorords in Space
Dragon Fire

Poof! 5 .

Orbilron

Galactic Attack
Swordthrusl I

Swordthrust II

Swordthrusl III

Enchanted Island Atlantis

Original Adventure
Mad Venture
Crown of Arthane
Orbilron
Pulsar II

SrrSSJtSfl

Invasion Force
Wizard s Mountain
Kaves of Ksrkhan
IF Six Micro Stones
Milestones
Inferno
A2 3D/A Saturn Navigator
Black Hole
rns Sh.inereO Alliance

Space Warrior (Broderbund)
OO Tocos
Monty Plays Scrabble
Poker Tournament
Star Thiel

Apple Panic

$39 95r
$34 95r
$24 95'
$20 00'
$29 95.
$24 95>
$24 95'
$24 95.
$29 96 '

$24 95.
$24 95.
$39 95.
$23 95.
$1995.
$49 95.
$34 95.
$29 95.
$29 95.
$29 95.
$24 95.
$24 96.
$21 95.
$24 95.
$24 96.
$35 00.
S2'> 'J'. .

$29 96.
$29 95.
$23 95.
$16 95.
$49 95.
$14 95.
$1995«
$29 95.
$24 95.1

J18 95i
$59 96.1

$24 95i
$32 95i
$39 95i
$20 95i
$29 95i
$29 95i

no. $11.!
no. Jll.ie

tie.ee
no. til- 1*
no. J11.se
no. tis.a*
now ts«.i*
no. JH.se
no. jai.se
no. tll.e*
no. till*
no. tlT.**
no. Ml-**
no. till*
no. taa.v*
no. Jll.ie
no. tl*V**
no. fl*J**
now tas.a*
now fl*.S*
now tlS.l*
now til. I*
no. f IS.**
no. •!*.**
no. til- 1*
no. tas.«*
no. JJ1.*»
no. tu.se
no. taa.v*
%•*• Mat

o. til**
o. fl*.S«
o. til. I*
ow tie.**
o. fis.a*
ow til. I*
o. til. IV
o. til.I*
o. tas.a*
o. til.IV
o. til. IV
o. taa.w
o. in.a*
o. f 1*.**

BOOKS
Apple 11 Users Guide $14 95

.

Basic Games $7 95 >

More Basic Games $7 95 .

Best of Creative Computing $8 96 .

Computer Cartoons $4 95 r

Katie and the Computer $6 95 .

What to Do after Hit Return $14 95.
Profit from Personal Computer $9 95 .

Nibble E »p'hv. $12 95.
Leventhal 6502 $1 4 99 .

Apple Machine Language $12 95.
Zaks6S02 $12 95.
First Computer $7 95 »

Zaks Pascal $14 95 .

Programmers Handbook $29 95 1

Adventure Hint Book $7 95 .

tl»4*
Jll.l*
Jll.J*
Jll.l*
til. I*
til.I*
Jis.ie
til. I*
tn. i*
ti*.*»
tii.J*
tis.a*
tii. j*
t».i*
JI4.1*
J41.1*
J 1 1.44
J14.S*
Jll.l*
ju.ie
tie.**
ft*).**
til. I*
til.**
laa.**
JIT.7*
tlJ.J*
tis.a*

tii.**
ta.Ji
tT.I*

J4.1*
til

tii.**
Hie*
•HAS
til. J*
tl-IS

tll.*»
tl4.*4
J4.TJ

Porfo
Market ( I

Dowiog for Market Chaner
Investment Decisions
Stock Tracker
Stock Tracker {Auto Ver 1

STOCK PROGRAMS
$75 00

BUSINESS APPLICATIONS

141.4*
$129 95 10. tll*.l<
$99 96 no. (•*.**
$99 95 no. ttVS.**
$19000 now titles*
$300 00 no. J1J4.VV

Invoice Factory (Speciall

Regression Trend Analysis
Multiple Regression
Microsoft Fortran

Microsoft Coboi 80
Business Pac 100
Desktop Plan 11

Visrcalc 3 3 Special
ViSiplOt

V.sitrend Visiptot

Visrdex
Visiterm

$200 00 no. tl**.**
$26 95 no. taa.s*
$29 95 no. tas.a*

$200 00 now $1*1.4*
$750 00 no. tsar.**
$99 95 no. JS*.**

$200 00 no. tISV.W
$200 00 no. tl**.**
$179 95 no. Jill.**
$259 95 no. tll*-S*
$199 95 no. $•*•**
$149 95'

Complete Mailing (Avant Garde) $59 95 >

$229 95
$95 00 now
$96 00 now

$150 00™.
$495 00 no.
$225 00 no.
$175 00 no.
$99 95 now

DBMabler
PFS
PFS Report
Data Factory
Thinker
Request
Super Kram
ASCII Express
BPI Accounts Receivable
BPI General Ledger
The Ma- Room
Continental General Ledger
Cont Accounts Receivable
Com Accounts Payable
Continental Payroll
Broderbund Payroll
Inlormef II

Creative Financing
Real Estate Analyzer
Accounting Assistant (cats )

Spell Star

Muse Form Letter

Property Management System $225 00
PERSONAL/HOME

Interlude Idishj $19 95
Handwriting Analysis $ 19 95
Decision Master $29 95
The Correspondem $44 95
Diet Planning $24 95
Win at the Races $39 95
Pro Football (SDL) $26 95
College Football I SDL ) $2695
Grocery List $19 95
Financial Management System 11 $39 95
Creativity Tool Box $44 95
Home Money Minder $34 95

HARDWARE
DC Hayes Mrcromodem $375 00
DC Hayes Smart Modem
MX 80 Prmler/Cabre/Card
MX 80 Replacement Head
MX 100FT with Grattrax
MX SOFT with Grattrax

460G Paper Trger

S60G Paper Trger
Trger Trax
Mart iv D08Boot 8»*cH
Z 80 Sottcard

E xpansron Chassis
Ml Comp Music System
Versawriler
NEC 12 Green on Black
Vide. 80 col

Videx Sw.ichpiate

tiif.a*
tis.s*

1 1*4-1*

fiKkev*
jsi*.**
t i«i.i*
J 1 4* 4*
JM.**

$395 00 no. taaa.s*
$395 00 no. taaj.4*
$29 95 no. tit.a*

$250 00 no. tlll^**
$250 00 no. tiia.**
$250 00 no. till-**
$250 00 no. tm^e*
$395 00 no. tllJ.4*
$49 96 now J4V1-4*

$150 00 no. J11T.4*
$150 00 now JI1T.4V*

$7 95 now **.**
$250 00 now tlll^S*
$100 00 now tSW.**

Jl»l.l*

ti*.**
tis.s*
tis.a*
tas.i*
til. 1*
tiis*
tii s*
tiis*
ti*s*
taa.s*
tas.i*
ti***

si**.**
IKIM
tlTS-M
ta*.**

tl**.**

$279 00.
$755 00 .

$39 00.
$•»', 00 .

$795 00i
$1094 00 now *•*!.**
$1394 00 no. I11J.**

$16 95 no. 1 1111
$24 95 now til. I*

$395 00 no. tl**.S*>
$796 00 no. tSTS.e*)
$545 00 now MI1.M
$249 00 no. tl •••*>
$260 00 no. til*.**
$350 00 no. tl****
$19 95 now til-**

Andromeda 16K Ram Expansion $199 no. til*.**
Microsoft 16K Ram Expansion $195 00 now tlT*.M
Centronici 739 Call tor f

LazerLCA(Rev 6 or 7)

Keyboard Plus
TG Joystick

TG Game Paddles
Mimco Joystick

$69 95 no. tSS.**
$119 00 no. t**.**
$59 95 no. f*•••»
$39 95 no. taaja*
$69 96 no. tS4L**

r LCA Rev. 7 tie 4*

MISCELLANEOUS
Mt'i'inii'i DiMis ISfwrtlAV.**
Verbatim DaMlifr. pia-n w hubs islorjlin
Dysans I* far ***.*«
Flipsort Box ties*
Scotch Disk Cleaner $29 96 no. tl*.**
EZPon $24 94 no. til
Atari TRS-80^Pet

Call Toil-Free 800-344-41 1

1

(Outside California)

15

Post Office Box 1235
Corcoran. California 932 12

•UTING

jcippkzBOrder by Phone 800-344-4 111 -KrllxW^m-. S O r T W A R E m ^
In California (209) 992-5411 W ^P-sPrJ

We lake MasterCard or VISA (Include card
» and expiration date) California residents

add 6°o tax Include S2 00 lor postage
Foreign and hardware extra Send for free

catalog Prices subject to change
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Simulations, continued...

This objective requires students to work

in a group for the common good of the

group. Without co-operation within the

group, failure to complete the game
successfully is all but certain. It was hoped

that each student in the group would see

co-operation as an essential means to the

desired end.

Intellectual skills required to calculate

the best way to proceed and practice in

decision making are also among the

enabling objectives.

To use this simulation the students must

have certain skills. They are:

•Computational skills of addition, sub-

traction, multiplication and division

•The ability to read with understand-

ing

•The motor skills of drawing straight

and curved lines

•The ability to write

•Mapping skills

Figure 1 shows a flow chart of the simu-

lation.

Figure 1. Flowchart.!

^TJiamond^ indicate areas where the

students must make
decisions.

Rectangles indicate what the computer
displays on the video screen.

M.m Much (ir.tin is 10

'bt Kck-uvcHl lor y
v
< iHisuniphon b> the

People? T

Using a flow chart allows the teacher

to examine and understand the program

and devise worksheets for the students.

Worksheets
As a permanent record for the students

and the teacher it is a wise idea to develop

worksheets that will be filled in during

the running of the program. As already

mentioned, these worksheets should not

require a large number of calculations.

To draw up the worksheets, examine the

simulation and find all the areas where

the computer reports results or observa-

tions.

I developed worksheets in the following

areas.

1. Grain and Land (See Figure 2.) The
groups must decide to sell or buy grain on

the basis of crop yield for that year, the

price of grain and the amount needed to

feed the people. Selling grain helps the

treasury to buy markets and factories to

make more money and create jobs. If too

much is sold, however, there may not be

enough to feed the people, and starvation

will result. Fewer people means fewer tax

payers which means less money for the

treasury. Land can be purchased on which

to grow more grain or it can be sold for

cash.

Fiiturc 2. Grain and Land.i

2. State Revenues (See Figure 3.) The
taxes and duties can be increased or

lowered affecting the economy of the

nation. For example, if the sales tax is

raised, fewer products are purchased and

fewer people are required to produce the

products. As a result, the total income

tax is decreased. (All of the complicated

calculations are done by the computer.)

3. Standings (See Figure 4.) This sheet

allows the groups to study the progress of

other groups, compare their own perfor-

mance and decide where they need to

improve. It helps them to decide on

strategy.

4. Map (See Figure 5.) This map is

updated with every turn (every year in

the game) and helps the groups to visualize

their kingdoms.
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Simulations, continued...

Figure 3. Slate Revenue.i • Figure 4. Slandinxvi

nan Mnwm Mn uuw immuot

Figure 5. Map.

Learner Flow Chart

In order to analyze the possible results

of a decision a learner flow chart should

be drawn and examined. These flow charts

can be as simple as the one in Figure 6.

The five decisions that the students

make during each turn, all have a cause

and effect relationship that the student

hopefully will soon recognize and then

use in further decisions. Some of the effects

are immediate (e.g., if the people receive

too little food many of them starve. This,

of course is to be avoided.) Other effects

take longer to see (e.g., buying land results

in the production of more grain during

the next year).

KEY

E) fortress

1 city wall

bumf

YEAR

Figure 6. Learner Flow Chart."

1. DECISION - buy or sell land

2. DECISION - buy or sell grain

3. DECISION - amount of grain to give to the people

4. DECISION - raise or lower or keep taxes the same
5. DECISION - build markets, etc. or not build them

Analysis of Learner Flow Chart

1

.

Decisions are made concerning pur-

chases and sale of land. The students that

used this simulation quickly realized that

more land meant more crops while less

land meant more immediate money. These

facts are weighed one against the other

and a decision is made. The effect of the

decision is apparent during the next turn.

2. A decision must be made concerning

the buying or selling of grain. If there is

too much grain because of a good crop

year then the students usually sell some
of it for money that can be used in other

areas. If there has been a bad year, I

found that the students had more difficulty

making a choice to buy or to let some of

their people starve. Since the object of

the game is to make as many gains as

possible, including population, the usual

decision was to buy grain. I observed

during this process that the majority of

students were concerned about keeping

as much money as possible in order to

buy markets and make more money. There

was however, in each group, at least one
person who saw the results of giving less

food to the people (i.e., starvation). It

was this one person or small group within

the group that always prevailed. These

people, although usually not the dominant

players on their teams, used good argu-

ments to convince the rest of the group. I

found that good judgment consistently

won out over apparent greed. I was
surprised to find this.

3. Calculating skills were required to

make the decision of how much grain to

give to the people. Some grain was needed
for the next year. Too little grain given to

the people meant immediate death for

many, while too much meant that babies

would be born and immigration would
increase. Too much grain was the usual

choice at the beginning of the game until

a year of bad weather occurred, the supply

of grain was exhausted, and many serfs

died. From then on the students took

considerably more time in calculating their

grain reserves.

Cause and effect relationships were seen
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More bits to the bite!

Apple
Timer-Counter-A/D Board

Combines the functions of
2 or more Apple Boards

16 channels - expandable to 256
Programmable gain opt to 1000
12 bit accuracy (opt. 14, 16 bit)

30 KHz conversion rate - ( opt 40, 100, 125 KHz )
Three 16 bit timer-counters interfaced to A/D, buss,
and the eternal world

s^
Apple D/A Boards
2 channels 12 bit accuracy

3 /usee conversion rate

Also:
Complete Data Acquisition and Control Systems
Quality S-100 boards for data acquisition -

and 16 bit processing

INC. '

23600 Mercantile Road

TECMAR, INC.
(216)464 7410

Cleveland. OH. 44122

CIRCLE 3120N READER SERVICE CARD

Having trouble

learning to use

your computer?

Reference manuals don't teach. Most BASIC
texts don't cover specific personal computers.

TIS solves these problems
with step-by-step books
tailored for your machine.

For PET/CBM

Understanding Your PET/CBM $16.95
Vol 1: Basic Programming
PET Graphics $ 6.95

For OSI CIP/C4P

Understanding Your C1P/C4P $ 9.95

A Workbook of BASIC Exercises

Money Back Guarantee. VISA/MC accepted.

All prices include UPS or 1st Class postage.

TIS -^"'^"""™"~—

—

"" / C^io
Total Information Services, Inc. I r Jm^
Box 921 , Dept. CC \ VZ*^
Los Alamos. NM 87544 / II

V /I

ADD EXCITING MUSIC
TO YOUR APPLE8

!

RIST O
MEASURE

SAUEB

J J J1AW*. , n»i~
SUB

INS ML Til "»

FREE9474
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A L Fs 9-voice Music Card MCI
is only $195.

Here's what our customers have said:
(Excerpts from unsolicited letters Copies of original letters available on request.)

About the A L F system:

Its a rare enough occurrence when hardware/software lives up fo one's
expectations. For something to exceed ones wildest hopes — as the ALF
synthesizer certainly does — is a real treat My congratulations to all
concerned.

—Dhahran. Saudi Arabia

I myself have told several people that next to a disk. I consider the [ALF]
synthesizer to be the most important peripheral they could purchase for their
system. Very excellent job! Keep up the good work—Oak Ridge. Tennessee

I recently purchased 2 of your Apple music boards Out of the peripherals I

have for my Apple, I enjoy them the most It has to be the most enioyable
thing that has ever been invented. I hope you continue to develop products as
clever and enjoyable as this one. The Entry program has to be one of the most
sophisticated programs I have ever seen. It proves that a hardware manufac-
turer DOES have the ability to also produce quality software. It is almost
worth the price ol the boards just for the Entry program—Burbank. California

About ease of use:

I have had my Music Card MC1 for a little more than a week now and I have
almost completed entering "The Maple Leaf Rag" I found it to be a lot
simpler than I thought and so I am very, very pleased My family isn't because
I sit up to all ends ol the night playing with the blasted thingi—Cypress. Texas
ALF has opened up my head and ears and enabled me to do things musically
which I would like to be able to do on (conventional) instruments As much as
I love the instruments I try to play. I just don't have the talent and technique to
play what is in my head By golly, the ALF board doesn't know about my
limitations, though I can play hell out of that thing, playing notes and tempos
which previously have existed only in my head. Many thanks from a frustrated
musician and satisfied ALF "player"—Demopolis. Alabama

About documentation:

I don't know much about hardware, but I have been a programmer for 15
years and I have never seen a better piece of software documentation than
your user manual. It is a joy to study!

—Lancaster. California

About the competition:

Recently. I purchased an [ALF] 9-voice board and a couple of music al
bums all I can say is that I wish I had listened and played with it before I

purchased the Mtn. Hardware board It sounds about the same and is vastly
superior in software, ease ol use. and price The Entry program is a joy to use
and it's easier than Mtn Hardware's, but then. I guess you guys know that
already (Oh yes. you wouldn't happen to know of anyone that wants to buy a
Mtn. Hardware system' $450 or best offer')—Kirkland. Washington

I would like to tell you that after having used the system ONLY ONE DAY. that
I am absolutely delighted with it In addition, I purchased the three boards
although I ALREADY own Mountain Hardware's music system Now that I

have seen and own your system. I am putting my "old" one up for sale I think
that your software makes it far easier to enter music, and that the software
routines allow for far greater flexibility Again. I extend my compliments to
you As I said. I have owned another music system, and consider mysell
therefore, qualified to make a judgement between the use ol the two Yours is
the clear choice!

— Levittown. New York

See your local Apple8 dealer
or write:

ALF Products Inc.
1448 Estes Denver, CO 80215

Applv n a trademark ol Apple Computer Inc



Simulations, continued...

most easily here as people starved for

lack of food or births and immigration

increased because of an abundance of

food.

Here as in the other decisions, the

students evaluated previous decisions and

their effects and tried to improve upon

them during subsequent turns.

4. Decisions must be made about raising

or lowering taxes. Results are, again,

immediate, however there are long term

effects which are less evident. An example

would be that a decrease in sales tax

produces immediate loss of revenue but

stimulates production and increases jobs

so that income tax revenues increase. This

second result is not evident until subsequent

turns. I found that most students had

difficulty recognizing this point.

5. The fifth decision involves the building

of markets and mills. To build costs money
but creates more jobs and taxes. If the

following year has good weather then

everything will be fine for those groups

that spend all their money on building

projects. If bad weather and poor crops

come, then money is needed to buy grain

or many will starve. It is here where the

element of chance comes in.

The students usually took one of the

following routes:

1. Gamble on good weather and deplete

the treasury to build markets. These groups

often made quick gains but rarely ended

up in the lead when the game was over.

2. Build fewer markets and mills and

keep some money in reserve. The groups

that chose this course made slower progress

but usually ended up higher than the

gambling groups at the conclusion of the

game.
Conflicts often arose within the groups

as to which way to go. The attitude toward

working in a group for the common good
of the group is developed during situations

like this. If no decision could be agreed

on then the leader of the group had the

final say. The most important thing for

me, as the teacher, to ensure was that the

decision (cause) was made and its results

(effects) were seen and studied.

Testing Results

When using a computer simulation in

the classroom, it is difficult if not impossible

to test formally the results of the learning.

Instead, the final outcome and observations

of the groups form the basis of the testing

that must be done. By observing the groups

and how they work it becomes clear which

groups and which individuals are develop-

ing the necessary co-operative attitude

which is so essential in the game. Periodic

examination of worksheets will also help

to determine if the students are learning

from their experiences with cause and
effect relationships.

If, when the game is over, the group
has more money, population, markets.

etc. than when it started, it is deemed
successful. The degree of success is

measured in the final difference between

that with which it started and that with

which it ended. If, for instance, two groups

start out with 1000 people and one ends

up with 10,000 while the other ends up

with 2000 then the first group understands

the cause and effect relationships in the

game better than does the second group

which could have increased its population

by pure luck.

By examining all the areas where gains

can be made and realizing that the greater

the gains the more likely the group under-

stood the purpose of the game and the

more likely that they could recognize and

work with cause and effect relationships,

you can evaluate each group.

If a group ends up with less than they

started with or with only a small gain,

then it is likely that cause and effect

relationships have not been fully under-

stood.

Introducing the Computer Simulation to

the Class

Now that you have chosen the simula-

tion, thought about your educational

objectives, developed worksheets and
become thoroughly familiar with the

computer program itself, how do you
introduce it to your students?

The term simulation is heard on TV
and in the movies enough so that it can

be briefly explained to the students as a

game that allows a person to make judg-

ments and decisions based on past experi-

ence and their knowledge of the real world.

A discussion should follow this definition

so that the students really understand what

they will be doing.

The students should be divided into

groups of up to six and the class arranged

so that the groups can sit together from

the start. This will hopefully promote the

co-operative attitude that is so important

to the game.
Each of the worksheets that the groups

will be using can be made into overhead

projections and these can be used to explain

the basic rules of the game.
Using each of the worksheets in turn

the teacher can work through the tech-

niques of entering data and making
decisions. The possible effects of certain

actions could be discussed. Examples:

1. What might happen if you sold almost

all of your grain?

2. What might happen if you raised the

sales tax to 100% to make an object cost

twice its worth?

When the basic rules are understood,

each group should select a leader. The
leader is then asked to select a person or

persons for each of the following posi-

tions.

•Department of Agriculture: This person

uses the Grain and Land Worksheet.
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•Treasurer: This person uses the State

Revenue Worksheet.

•Department of Commerce: This person

uses the State Revenue Worksheet.

•Department of Lands: This person uses

the Grain and Land Worksheet.

Results

When I used this computer simulation

in my classes (grades 3 to 7) I observed

several things. Here are just a few.

Around the fifth turn I noticed that

some groups came to the computer pre-

pared to enter values they had already

calculated at their desks. This was a good

indication that they were looking at the

results of their past decisions and making

new choices based on the observed

effects.

Each time I ran the simulation, some

groups hastily made decisions for their

first four or five turns, a practice which

caused them to fall behind the other groups.

As the game went on I noticed that all of

these groups started to make better deci-

sions and better thought-out choices. They

were learning from their mistakes.

In every game that was played, at the

end of eleven turns not one group was

worse off than when it started. All groups

were successful. Some, however, were more

successful than others. These were the

groups that carefully thought out the

different possibilities and used their past

mistakes and correct decisions to their

advantage. D

To aid those in search of simulations

suitable for schools, the following list

contains several companies whose
product line includes simulations.

Creative Computing
P.O. Box 789-M

^n.NJ07960
ology simulations

for the Apple and TRS-80, and MECC
software for the Apple.

Conduit

P.O. Box 388
Iowa City. IA 52244

Conduit's line includes chemistry,

md physics simulations for

nd Apple.

Edu-Ware Services, Inc.

Suite 102

.irk, CA 91303
Markets a line of unusual simulations

for the Apple.

Atari

1 196 Borrej;as Ave.

Sunnyvale. CA 94086

Has a variety of educational simula-

tions such as Lemonade and Kingdom
for the Atari.
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LET AN ACP PROFESSIONAL PUT TOGETHER
A SYSTEM TO MEET YOUR BUSINESS OR
PERSONAL NEEDS.

jcippkz computer s^W SSle5 and Service ^-^
Apple II® 64K

Z-80 Sottcard
16K Ram Card
Disk II w/conlroller

Apple II W/48K

Maxi-System

Call for more pricing!

Total Value $2719°° your price $222900

save' For Pascal System add $425™

akpppta H hardware clearance up to 25 c

ftnc
*aa oa
'•A 00

1M0O

C*M
CM!
Call
Call

New f^oppic software

Vi»lcaiC-NO*B4»iiafTh«n£W 169 00
Viaiptol— Qraph you'

Vittcaic WorfcWieau
VnitrartcWis.plot-Vnipiol

DBMS V.aicalc Compatible
V . *. I »rm—Communicate

w.'otha-f Systama

BPi Oanarai LaOgar
BPl Account* Rac*ivat>*a
BPI Inventory

Stock 'Ua Inventory Syatam
Inlotory Inventory Syatam

Microcom Microcouner
Microcom MicrotaiagrapA
Accounting Plus II Bn Phg
Stonawar* OB Matter
Stoneware Utility Phg (For above)

14900

23000

21900

20900

29900

We only offer Apple
CPM software which
has been evaluated
by our software staff.

WOROSTAR-The Benchmark of
WorrJprocMSing aoftware requires Z-90
* 10*24 349 00
VTS 80 CP M worrjprocetaor has no
screen menus uses new Keycaps
(supplied) to display Key (unctions

31900 New
MAIL MERGE A WordStar Enhance
ment Pkg allows form-letter genera
tion 8 cneined printing 169 00
SPELLOUARO Win proofread Wordstar
8 VTSW Te.t files agamit an
eipendable 20.000 word dictionary

229 00
229 00
1250.X

SUPER SORT w.ti sort, merge. 8
perform record selection on your
CP M Data Files

FOPTRA BO-By Microaod

COBOLX Bv Microsoft
ACS BASIC ACCOUNTING SYSTEM, Total
accounting system includes GVL. AR A.P
PAYROLL 699X New

900

X
195 00

7«9.00

\

,^\ Breakthrough In Mass Storage!

New Double Sided Double Density DMA Floppy Disk
Subsystem For Your Apple II

Features:
• High speed DMA transfer of data ( i microsecond byte)
• Complete documentation provided — includes theory

of operation, source code for DOS enhancement
utilities, schematics and diskette

• Uses all standard Apple DOS commands (OPEN.
CATALOG, LOCK, DELETE LOAD etc ) except for
INIT which has been improved and enhanced in a Vista
format routine

• Compatible with Apple DOS 3 2/3 3. Pascal 1 1 and
CPM 2 2 (with the 280 soft card by Microsoft)

• 2K x 8 PROM contains Autoboot functions and all

eight-inch floppy driver code allowing complete
compatibility with Apple DOS 3 2/3 3

• 120 days parts and labor warranty
• Immediate delivery

System Include*:
• Vista V1000 subsystem w case power supply A two
OUME DATATRAK 8 Disk Drives

• Vista A800 Quad Density DMA Disk Controller with
software

• 5-foot interconnecting cable (SO pin)

INTEGRATED
INTERNAL

SLIDE IN
RACK MOUNTING

FEATURE

J

H-
List Price

V1000 — 2295.00
A800 — 595.00
Cable — 49.00
Ready To Run $2939.00

Advanced Computer
Products System
Package Special

$249500

NEW
Wordstar from Micro-Pro
The "ultimate Word Processor
requires Z80 Softcard. Ramcard.
and 80 col card

$395.oo
Mail-Merge
Enhancement package for

Wordstar available now

$175.oo

Locksmith Ver. 3.1
Back-up your valuable software
only

$79.95

ROMWRITER
Program your own EPROMs Create your own
firmware Programs 2K. 2716 5V EPROMs
Disk software package provides easy EPROM
programming EPROMs are verified after
BURN RUN your programs from on-board
socket or install

them on ROMPLUS Cl7*\ Oft

ADVANCED
^=-COMPUTER
^ODLJCTS

STORE »1 1310 "B" E Edinger. Santa Ana. CA 92705 Showro<
STORE »2 542 W Trimble Road. San Jose CA 95131 . (408) 946 7010 Specialising in Systems

FOR INTERNATIONAL UHDI H-,

RETAIL STORES 1310 E Edinger (714) 953-0604
OPEN MON SAT Santa Ana. CA 92705 TWX 910-595-1565

P.O. Box 17329 Irvine. Calif 92713
Direct Order Lines (714) 558 881 3
(80Q) 854-8230 or (800) 854-8241
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International Computer Problem Solving Contest Results

How to Solve It — With the Computer

Donald T. Piele

Last Winter an invitation was extended to schools and

organizations throughout the United States and the world to

participate in our computer problem solving contest. Soon

after the announcement appeared in the February 1981 issue

of Creative Computing, entries began arriving from all parts

of the United States, Canada, and a few foreign countries—Great

Britain, Australia, Germany, and Ecuador. Within a month,

over 500 requests for information were received from groups

of all sizes. Some were requests from teachers who had only

one team of enthusiastic programmers who wouldn't let them

rest until they had entered the contest. Others came from

local directors who anticipated having 10 to 20 teams in each

division. As the applications began to fill my mail box, I

realized for the first time why authors, who encourage their

readers to write to them, often request a stamped self-addressed

envelope!

Tim Fossum, a colleague at the University of Wisconsin-

Parkside, and I had spent two weeks preparing the problems

for this year's contest and had checked them out on our

individual home systems. On April 4, members of the Parkside

Computer Club finished addressing the envelopes and stuffing

them with copies of the rules, the contest problems, and the

results sheet. Two cardboard boxes filled with 377 overstuffed

envelopes were carried down to the campus post office and
mailed. The contest was scheduled for Saturday, May 2,

1981.

The Contest

From its inception four years ago, our contest has been

entirely interactive. In the two-hour time period, teams of up

to three students pit their computer problem solving skills

against five problems. Each team has only one computer
terminal. Time is the major limiting factor, and. of course,

there is never enough of it to do justice to all five problems.

It's not that the problems require lengthy programs; in fact,

they can each be solved in under 40 lines of Basic code. But

to figure them out quickly requires a considerable amount of

skill. If our contest were a track event, it would be comparable

to the 440 yard run—you've got to go all out from the very

beginning, but you must still use some strategy to win.

The Problems
The problems in our contest have become more difficult

each year. There is a good reason for this: every year the

teams have gotten better. In the local contest last year (our

fourth), the winning team in the senior division completed all

five problems perfectly! If that could happen locally, imagine

what would have happened internationally. Obviously, we
would have to dig a little deeper for harder problems this

year. We wanted to avoid having to choose a winner based on
the number of remark statements used. Unfortunately, more

Donald T. Piele. Department of Mathematics. University of Wisconsin-
Parkside. Kenosha. WI 53141.

The principal of Rockport H.S. presents the Senior Division

Trophy to Charles Nicolosi the local contest director. The

three students are the members of the winning team. From
left to right: Brian Tuck, Jonathan Wise, Chuck Nicolosi

(advisor), Dan Lanciani (Captain), Stuart Schnur (Principal).

difficult problems make it tough on the rookie teams. (We are

looking at alternatives to ease this problem next year.) In any

event, here is what we came up with this year— our rookie

year for an international event. Figure I shows the problems

as they were presented to the students. (See pages 146-148.)

The Results

Within a few days after the contest was over, the results

began to trickle in. After two weeks, we had the results from

64 junior division contests and 92 senior division contests.

The number of teams that entered each local contest varied

from one to 14 in the junior division (total 226) and from one

to 26 in the senior division (total 385). We asked each contest

Number of

Correct Programs Junior Division Senior Division

25% 44%
1 32% 27%
2 20% 16%
3 16% 9%
4 5% 4%
5 2% 0%

Table I.

director to give us a breakdown of how many teams solved

zero, one, two. three, four or all five problems. The results,

shown in Table 1, gave us a measure of difficulty of the

contest as a whole in each division.
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It appeared that the senior division contest was more difficult

than the junior division contest. Another question of interest

was: which problems were solved most frequently? The answer
is shown in Table 2.

Problem #
1

2

3

4
5

Junior Division

39%
10%
31%
11%
9%

Senior Division

35%
27%
23%
12%
3%

Table 2.

This provides a clear indication of the level of difficulty of
each problem. The 3% who solved the hardest problem in the
senior division represents a total of nine teams. Twenty-seven
solved problem five in the junior contest.

Finally, we compiled the data on how many problems were
solved by the winning teams in the local contests.

Number of Problems Solved

by the best local team. Junior Division Senior Division

3% 3%
1 15% 24%
2 31% 32%
3 28% 26%
4 11% 15%
5 10% 0%

Table 3.

This breakdown, shown in Table 3, can be used to measure
the results of individual teams against the best in all the local

contests. It can be used by those who want to see how they

rank internationally. The average number of problems solved

by the winning team in a local contest was 2.56 in the junior

division and 2.25 in the senior division.

Included in our letter to each contest director was a temporary

rating system. This was constructed before the contest was
run and, thus, before we had any feedback about the difficulty

of the problems.

Number of

Correct Programs Rating

1 Fair

2 Good
3 Very Good
4 Excellent

5 Super Colossal

Table 4.

This rating system, shown in Table 4, turned out to be very

accurate for the junior division. For the senior division, it

should be moved back one step so that one correct solution is

"Good." This would make four correct "Super Colossal" and
five correct "Unbelievable."

The Winners
In the Junior Division (grades 7-9), the top three finishers

came from teams with only one student each. Of the top ten

teams, seven were made up of only one student. As one might

expect (although we hadn't), in the early years fewer kids get

...the eye oF
your apple:
Though it Is very simple to use. the Dithertizer II represents
the ultimate In video digitizing using the Apple II

computer. The Dithertizer is an interface card which
converts video input into digitized images. Because the

Dithertizer II Is a frame grabber. DMA type digitizer, It

offers extreme high speed in the conversion process (It

grabs an entire frame in 1/60th of a second). The camera
supplied with the package is the Sanyo model VC1610X.
Cabling is supplied for this camera so as to have the

Dithertizer II system up and running in minutes. The video
camera used for input must have external sync to allow
for the frame grabber technology employed for digitizing.

If a camera other than the model recommended Is used,

wiring adaptations by the user may be required. Software

is supplied with the board to allow you to display up to 64
pseudo grey levels on your Apple's screen. The number
of grey levels may be changed with one keystroke. The
intensity and contrast of the image are controllable via

game paddles. Also supplied is software for image
contouring for those interested in movement detection

or graphic design applications.

The Dithertizer II package Is available ready
to run with camera, Interface card and
me software described above for only:

Dithertizer II Interface card
and software (without camera):

$650.

$300.

Computer Station
1 1610 Page Service Dr.
St. Louis. MO 63141

(314)432-7019

Apple II is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc

Ditherthizer II is a trademark of Computer Station, Inc
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How to Solve it, c:ontinued...

Junior Division Senior Division

Team Name Team Members School Team Name Team Members School

1. John Rompel Piedmont Middle S. 1. Fruitcakes Dan Lanciani Rockport H.S.

Piedmont, CA Brian Tuck
Jonathan Wise

Rockport, MA

2. Bug Exterminator Ken Shirriff Prince Charles School
Portage La Prairie. 2. The Happy Karen Filer Terang H.S.

Manitoba, Canada Programmers Peter Frase

Bruce Edwards
Terang, Victoria

Australia

3. Weasel Craig Cohen Merrick Ave. J.H.S.

Merrick, NY 3. Electronic Washington Taylor Cambridge Rindge
Imbroglio Jonathan Mark & Latin H.S.

4. SSMCIS 1 Nicholas Cravotta

Calvin Chen
Alfred Nobel J.H.S.

Northridge, CA
Ian Taylor Cambridge, MA

4. The JNOSCS INC. Chap Wappes Crosier Seminary
5. Two Bits Glenn Tesler Walter Reed J.H.S. Warren Jacobson Onamia, MN

Erik Olson North Hollywood, CA Dwight Ettel

6. Paul Ketrick Walter Reed J.H.S.

North Hollywood, CA
5. Mark Mark Riley El Camino H.S.

Woodland Hills, CA

7. Freshman #1 Eric Brand Rolling Meadows H.S. 6. Scopus Three Gerard Neil Mount Scopus Memori
Dwight Lee Rolling Meadows, IL Danny Davis College, Burwood
Andy Williams Ken Ross Victoria, Australia

8. Disk Wizard Steve Barkins Merrick Ave. J.H.S. 7. Bad Apples Brad Shipp Moses Brown School
Merrick, NY Andy Gottlieb

Dave Wilmer
Providence, RI

9. Basic Bungalows Danny Lucas Bartlesville, OK
Raymond Waldrop 8. Incandescent Fareed Stevenson Gomper Secondary Ct

Penguins Steve Robbins San Diego, CA
10. Limestone Chip Doren Bartonville School

Normal, IL 9. The Mad
Programmer

Steve Friedman Fair Lawn, H.S.

Fair Lawn, NJ
Figure 2.

their hands on <:omputers and the few who do quickly acquire
10. Gadi Frieman

Adam Brailove

Highland Park H.S.

Highland Park, NJ
skills beyond their years. Figure 2 lists the top ten teams. Amir Fuhrman
The winner. John Rompel. is a ninth grader who became

interested in computers through a neighbor's TRS-80. He
wrote the programs for the contest on his school's computer
system and was able to complete all five problems perfectly,

supply excellent documentation, and help keep the computer
system running for the other students— all within the hour
time period!

Mathematics and computers are John's long suit. Last year
he finished near the top in the California Mathematics League
Algebra Contest. Mrs. Ann Reynolds, a teacher at Piedmont
Middle School who directed the local contest, remarked,
"John is extraordinary in the field of computers. He has had
to be continually encouraged to study other subjects, because
he has such a marketable skill in math and computers
already!"

We hope that John continues to hit the books as well as the

keyboard in high school, college and beyond. He has shown
us that he has the potential for making truly original contributions

in the field of computer science.

In the senior division, the top three teams were made up of

three students each. For tougher problems, it obviously helps

to be able to divide the problems among three competent
people— taking advantage, perhaps, of different strengths.

Figure 3 lists the winners in the Senior Division.

Dan Lanciani, the captain of the winning team, is a junior
at Rockport H.S.—a small school of 300 located 35 miles
north of Boston. Dan's main interest is solid state physics— he
designed and built his own home computer system. Chuck
Nicolosi, his advisor, recalls the time when the school's PDP-8
went down and the estimate to fix it was $500. "We didn't

Figure 3.

have $500 in the budget to spend on it. Dan asked if he could

work on it over the weekend. Monday morning, it was up and

running and the cost of the repair was 15 cents." Besides

maintaining and building computers, Dan also enjoys writing

computer programs. In fact, he wrote the scheduling program
that is used at Rockport H.S.

Brian Tuck, a graduating senior, is also an outstanding

programmer. Nicolosi recalls, "Brian was the first on his

block to own a TRS-80. He wrote an excellent program for

the French teacher— sort of a French version of hangman/con-
centration."

Jonathan Wise, the third member of the team, is an excellent

mathematics student. "All three have participated in the

mathematics competitions sponsored by the Massachusetts

Mathematics League," Nocolosi added.

The "Fruitcakes," as they call themselves, used an Apple II

and completely solved the first four problems. The programs

were straightforward, easy-to-read and well documented. The
team was almost finished with the last problem when time ran

out— an Excellent and near Super Colossal performance.

The Awards
The Parkside Computer Club awarded a silver trophy to

the winning team in each division. This is a traveling trophy

and the names of the individual team members were engraved

on it. Creative Computing awarded individual prizes to the

top three teams in each division. The cash value of all the
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OV1NI
THE NEW

FUP/FLOPPY~DISK
with twice the byte
OMNI is pleased to bring you a reversible
51/4" mini diskette.. .the FLIP/FLOPPY DISK.
Now you can record on both sides tor twice
the storage capacity of a single sided
disk. And you'll be able to do it far
more economically, too!

Each OMNI FLIP/FLOPPY DISK incorporates
all of the quality features you'd expect
from the very best single sided disk.

OHN/ 1

hrf* CfV*5*5

• Two recording surfaces
• Two sets of WRITE ENABLE notches
• Two index holes
• Reinforced HUB RINGS
• Certified error-free operation at
more than twice the error threshold
of disk drives

• Over 12 million rated passes without
disk related errors or significant wear,
for extra long life operation

• Available in Soft or Hard sector
• Compatible with most 5J4" disk drives

including APPLE, TRS-80. PET, OHIO
SCIENTIFIC, ZENITH, NORTH STAR, and
many more.

OMNI Resources
4 Oak Pond Avenue • Mlllbury, MA 01527 • 617-799-0197

Call TOLL-FREE: In Mass. 1-800-252-8770
Nationwide 1-800-343-7620

rf^
INTRODUCTORY OFFER
Order the OMNI FLIP/FLOPPY DISK at this

special introductory price:

Five Pack...$21.00
Equivalent to ten slngle-slded disks.

Ten Pack....$40.00
Equivalent to twenty slngle-slded disks.

Please send me the following OMNI FLIP/FLOPPY DISK(s)

Five PacWs) @ $21 .00 each = $

Ten Pack(s) @ $40.00 each = $

UbraryCase{s) @ $3.00 each = $
Shipping and handling $
TOTAL $

Check made payable to OMNI RESOURCES
Mastercard

Account Number
D VISA/BankAmerlcard

Account Number
Credit Card Expiration Date /

Copyright - 1981 by OMNI Resources

1.50

C.O.D.

Name.

Address

.

City

State. .Zip.

Phone Number L )

Authorized Signature

.

Massachusetts residents add 5% sales tax

Money back guarantee if not completely satisfied
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Every MIT

Needs a Friend.

CURSOR is the best friend your Commodore PET will ever

have. Since July, 1978 we have published 150 of the most

user-friendly programs for the PET available anywhere.

When we write or edit a program, we spend lots of time

fussing about how it will treat you. We pay attention to lots

of little things that help make using a computer a pleasure

instead of a pain.

Naturally, CURSOR programs are technically excellent.

Each program that we purchase is extensively edited or re-

written by a professional programmer. But imagination is

just as important as being user-friendly and technically

good! We delight in bringing you off-beat, unusual

programs that "show off" the abilities of your PET or CBM.

CURSOR is user-friendly, technically great and full of

imaginative programs. And every issue of CURSOR is still

available! We continue to upgrade previously published

programs so that they'll work on the three varieties of

Commodore ROM's (Old, New, and 4.0). New issues also

work on the 80 column CBM.

For only S4.95 vou ran huv a sample issue and judge for

yourself. Or send >i(t for a tour-issue subscription. Each

CURSOR comes to you as a C-30 cassette with five pro-

grams and a graphic Front Cover, ready to LOAD and

RUN on your PET.

Who knows? After your PET meets CURSOR, things may

never be the same!

AtrrHomno otsnwuToas:

GraallriUfci Uo*n
AUmOCBMC.UA
P.O. Bo> M
Ittadtng. Berkshire

SVSTIMS FOftMUl ATE COUP.
Shin-Mikicho BkJg 1-6-17

Yaenj. Chuo-ku. Tokyo 103

corrraoNics michocomtuth
Bergemeeuer HOUK, LTD.
V«i Suchlelenurijl 4* 133 Regent Street

7413 XP Devenler Chippendale. Sydney
NSW AuMrllu 200B

theCODE
WORKS——^^^^^
Box 550
Goleta, CA 93116
805-683-1585

How to Solve It, continued. .

.

prizes was kept to a minimum, since we feel that recognition

alone is the biggest reward. Certificates of rank were awarded

to the top 10 teams.

The Feedback
Throughout the contest, we received letters from people

all over the U.S., Canada, and a few other foreign countries.

Each day brought another batch of returns which were often

accompanied by helpful remarks. We were made aware of

difficulties that some local contests had and received several

suggestions for improvement in the future. Here is a sample

of the feedback:

"Some of the teams with printers felt they were at a

disadvantage because of the extra time given those without

printers to print out their results after the two hours."

"We look forward to next year's competition. A couple of

the problems seemed a bit tough for a two-hour competi-

tion."
,

"It was difficult to interpret "Runs Properly on some ot

the problems."

"Please clarify whether partially correct solutions can be

given partial credit for creativity, readability, etc." (The rule

is: If it does not run correctly, it gets a zero and no partial

credit in the other categories.!

"Problem two (Senior Division) can't accept a 7(>digit number

unless it is a string. However the intermediate digital product

becomes too large to compute." [Not if you construct your

own string multiplication routine.)

"Too much for three students, one terminal, two hours. But

good problems."

"We had problems with one. the easiest, because the students

programmed it using PRINT @ which is O.K. for the screen

but not O.K. for a hard copy."

We appreciated receiving the feedback, and will use many

of the ideas we received to improve the contest for next year.

Other comments included:

"Problems were very interesting, but tough! A Challenge!

I'm already planning to participate next year."

"This was a great experience for these students. We would

like to participate again next year."

"Super problems-great format -kids had a lot of fun.

"An excellent competition and learning experience. Although

one of our two teams was completely shut out, all students

involved (and many of their friends) are still working on and

discussing the problems. This rarely happens (to such a degree)

in pure mathematics competitions."

"The 12 students thoroughly enjoyed the challenge, and

put in a lot of extra work over the last month. If nothing else

they certainly learned a lot about programming."

"Good contest for us. Very hard problems. This was our

first time at something like this, but it certainly won't be our

last. We all had fun. Thanks for the problems."

The Conclusion

The solutions to this year's problems have deliberately not

been included here. Many readers may want to use these

problems as exercises for themselves or for a class and we

don't want to spoil it. The solutions will appear next month.

We will however, send a copy of the solutions to anyone who

requests it as long as we receive a self-addressed, stamped

envelope (two stamps please). For requests from outside the

United States, we will supply the stamps. Please do not send

money. The University of Wisconsin -Parkside Computer

Club raises enough money each year at our annual computer

fair to pay for conducting the international competition. Our

biggest time waster is addressing envelopes, and next year it

may be even worse. If that job can be eliminated for us, then

we can concentrate on keeping the contest alive and interesting.
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We enjoy reading all your cards and letters— especially if you
don't agree with how we solve the problems. So keep those

cards and letters coming, but please include a SASE.
In subsequent columns this year of "How To Solve It— With

The Computer," I plan to elaborate on the problem solving

skills that were helpful in solving the problems in our First

International Problem Solving Contest. Many of the key
ideas and techniques that were used by the best teams will be
demonstrated. In the course of this series, all of the problems
in this year's contest will be solved, and many similar ones
will be posed to challenge the reader. An effort will be made
to explain the fundamental skills at elementary, intermediate,

and advanced levels. This material will be especially useful to

those individuals who plan to enter the Second Annual Con-
test.

The announcement for next year's contest will be made
early in 1982. At that time the date will be announced for the

1982 contest, and the newly revised rules will be published.

The basic format of the contest will remain the same, but we
will try to fine tune it, taking into account the suggestions

that we have received from those who competed in the 1981

contest. Here are a few changes that we are considering:

1

.

Move the date of the contest to a Saturday in April.

2. Add an Elementary Division (grades 4-6)—probably without

international ranking.

3. Give everyone two hours to write the programs and IS

minutes to list the programs and sample runs— with no changes
permitted during this time.

4. Prohibit the use of any previously prepared subroutines

either in written, electronic, or magnetic form. (This hasn't

been a problem yet as far as we know.)

5. Require that all code for the language must be standard

machine code inherent to the processor of the computer.

6. Provide samples of the correct output for each problem

for the local graders use.

7. Clear up any ambiguities in the grading procedure.

8. Set a two-week deadline for the return of the results

sheet after the contest.

If you would like to add your input to these suggestions or

make new ones, let's hear from you. Your suggestions are

always welcome.

Acknowledgement
I would like to thank the many people who helped make

this event possible. Tim Fossum, chairman of the Engineering

Science Division at the University of Wisconsin— Parkside,

helped create the problems and grade the results. Loren

Buchanan, president of the Parkside Computer Club, along

with members Patty Craig, Kathy Zieman, Brian Kapitan,

MaryJane Tropin, Scott MacDowell, and Don Sorenson, helped

administer the contest and grade the results. Patty Fields-

Troha typed the problems on the Science Division's word
processing system. The time and effort contributed by these

people was greatly appreciated.

I would also like to thank the many contest directors who
contributed their time in directing the local contests and

who, in many cases, sent detailed remarks—sometimes several

pages long—about how it went.

Finally, I would like to congratulate each individual who
participated in this contest. One contest director wrote, "I

was amazed at the tenacity of the students. I'm sure glad I

didn't have to solve those problems in two hours." Only one

team, of course, can "win" this contest in the sense of being

ranked first. But from our vantage point, we can see that

there are many winners all over the world. These kids have

demonstrated their ability to take on a difficult challenge and

give it their best shot. And the phrase that we read over and

over again in the remarks sent to us which typifies this spirit

was: "Wait till next year!"
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SOFTWARE

is your source for

VIC «

VIC Games $24.95
• VIC Trap
• Seawolf
• Bounce Out

Household Finance $34.95
• Part I — Entering & Updating
• Part II — Summing & Displaying
• Part III — Budgeting & Graphing
• Part IV — Deductibles Analysis

Home Inventory $14.95
• Part I — Entering Inventory
• Part II — Evaluating Inventory

Logic Games $14.95
• Code Maker
• Code Breaker

Recreational/Educational I $14.95
• Hangman
• Hangmath

Recreational/Educational II $14.95
• Math Hurdler
• Monster Maze

Ordering Information: VISA/Mastercard. check or

money order accepted. Ifcharge, please include expi-

ration date of card. Add $1.50 for shipping and handling.

Calif, residents add sales tax.

CREATIVE
^SOFTWARE

207 San Antonio Circle. 0270

Mountain View, CA 94040

(415)948-9595
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800TM $779
WITH ONE YEAR EXTENDED WARRANTY

Computers

for people:

815 DUAL
DISK DRIVE

$1199

ATARI SOFTWARE
CX401 General Accounting $399 00CX402 Accounts Receivable $399 00CX403 Inventory Control $39900CX404 Word Processor 11 19 00
CX405 PILOT ifiann
CX4 13 MICROSOFT BASIC
CX4101 Invitation to Programming 1 $1700
CX4102 Kingdom 111 on
CX4103 Statistics $17 00CX4104 Mailing List $i7nn
CX4105 Blackiack J, 3 jJJJCX4106 Invitation to Programming 2 $20 00
CJJJ07 Biorhythm IfaOOOX4108 Hangman fiinn
"J'OSG'aphlt J,7 00

SJ}
Touch Typing $20 00

CX41 11 Space Invaders $1700
CX4112 Slates* Capitals $1300
CX41 14 European Countries & Capitals $13 00
CX4115 Mortgage & Loan Analysis $,3 00
CX4, ,6 Personal Fitness Prog. $59 00CX4,,7 Invitation to Programming 3 $20 00
CX41 18 Conversational French $45 00
CX41 19 Conversational German $45 00
CX4120 Conversational Spanish $45 00
CX4121 Energy Czar $1300
CX4125 Conversational Italian $45 00

CXL401 1 Star Raiders . ^^^^^^^t3?r
«f-«012 J"i»sle Command ....WW'.:.'. HI JoCXL401

3 Asteroid* !"!.".."." $3200
CX6001 US History $23 00CX6002 U S Government $23 00CX6003 Supervisory Skills $23 00
CX6004 World History $23 00CX6005 Basic Sociology $23 00CX6006 Counseling Proced $23 00CX6007 Principal ol Act $23 00
CX6008 Physics $23 ooCX6009 3reat Classics $23 00CX6010 Business Comm $23 00
CXG01 1 Basic Psycholooy $53 on
CX6012 Ellective Writing $23 00CX6014 Principals of Econ S23 00
CX6015 Spelling $2300
CX6016 Basic Electricity $23 00
CX601 7 Basic Algebra $23 00CX8106 Bond Analysis $20 00
CX8107 Stock Analysis $20 00
CX8108 Stock Charting $20 00
CXL4001 Education System Master $21 00
CXL4002 Basic Computing Language $46 00
CXL4003 Assembler Editor $4600
CXL4004 Basketball $2400
CXL4005 Video Easel $24 00
CXL4006 Super Breakout $30 00
CXL4007 Music Composer $4500
CXL4009 Chess $3000
CXL4010 3DTicTacTow $24 00

$20 00
CXL4015TeleLink
C^mpuhome
Visicalc j*'* 9*

Letter Perfect (Word Processor) $ , , 9 00SOU,Ce
$89 00

Atari' Peripherals:

JWMK. $329 00
410 Recorder .wm
810 Disk Drive $449 00
815 Disk D,„e «l?99 56
822 Printer neonn
825 Printer Sell 00
830 Modem $, 5900
850 Interlace $139 00

Atari' Accessories
New DOS 2 System
CX70 Light Pen
CX30 Paddle
CX40 Joy Stick $18 00
CX853 ,6K RAM «a m
Microtek ,6K RAM $75 00

$2100

$64 00
$1800

Microtek 32K RAM $169 00

commodore
CBM Soltware

$199 00
WordPro3 Plus
WordPro4 Plus $299 0CCommodore Tax Package $399 00
Visicalc $14900
£SS.*CCIS Bec ""»«nlory Interactive Syst $595 00BPI General Ledger $32900OZZ Inlormation System $329 00

CBM 8032 $1099

VIC 20

$259
4016
4032
8096
CBM4022 Printer
Tally 8024
CBM C2N Cassette Drive
CBM4040 Dual Disk Drive
CBM8050 Dual Disk Drive

$799 00
$999 99
$1795 00
$629 00

$1699 00
$69 00

$999 00
$1349 00

Vic-TV Modual $19.00
Vic Cassette $69.00
Vic Disk Drive $ Call
Vic 6 Pack program $44.00

Dow Jones Portfolio
Pascal
Legal Time Accounting
World Craft 80
Word Chedk
Create A Base
Power $09 nn
Socke_l.2Me «o 00

__^^^_^^__ Call

$129 00
$239 00
$449 00
$289 00
$180 00
$21900

Jinsam

Disks
CX8100 Blank Disk |5|
Sycom Blank Disk (10,
Maxell Blank Disk(10|
Maxell Blank Disk (10,

Epson MX 70
Epson MX 80
Epson MX 80 FT
Diablo 630
Nee 5530
TEC 1500 Starwriter 25cps
TEC 1500 Starwriter 45cps

}

Printers

$22 00
$29 00
$36 00
$46 00

Call for Prices

$2495 00
$1495 00
$1795 00

No Risk, No Deposit On Phone Orders, COD or Credit Card,
Shipped Same Day You Call *

* on all In stock units ^ %
IN PA CALL ,717, 327 9575 (800/ 233"8950
COMPUTER MAIL ORDER
501 E. 3RD ST., WILLIAMSPORT, PA 17701

Ti Orttr

Phone orders invited (800 number is lor order desk
onry) Or send check or money order and receive
free shipping Pennsylvania residents add 6%
sales tax Add 3% for Visa or M C Equipment
is subject to price change and availability without
notice Please call between 1 1 AM & 6 PM
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The Computer
Tutor

Harley M. Templeton

"The Computer Tutor" is written

for the Texas Instruments 99/4, but

don 't despair if you use a different

machine. The "Using Another Com-
puter" section at the end of the text

provides suggestions for conversion to

other Basics.

"Child, that's an awful report card! You

need a tutor!"

"Aw, gee! Do I have to?"

Sound familiar? How about a computer

tutor? Many teaching programs are avail-

able for computers. Typically, they teach

a particular subject at a general level.

They are great— if you need to learn what

they teach. But to help your child with

current assignments you need something

customized for the areas with which he is

having difficulty. Or maybe you are a

teacher who would like to write lessons,

drills, and quizzes that your students can

do on an available computer. This article

describes two programs for the TI 99/4

which can be used for computer aided

instruction. One writes a set of frames (or

screens) and the other displays the frames.

The result is a teaching tool custom

designed for a special purpose.

Lessons, Drills, and Quizzes

The frame builder program writes a set

of frames to be displayed by the display

driver program. Each frame may contain

either a question or information. When
the question is a multiple-choice question,

the answer can select the frame to be

displayed next. True-false questions and

questions that have exact, brief answers

can also be used. Questions of this type

Harley M. Templeton. 7807 Lazy Lane. Austin.

TX 78757.

cannot readily select the next frame for

display so the next question in the set in

displayed. The question can, however, be

repeated, giving the student a second

chance to get the correct answer.

By a lesson, I mean a series of frames

designed primarily for teaching. Each

answer selects a frame to be displayed

next. The frame following a correct answer

should say that the answer is correct, and

may include additional information. After

each incorrect answer the next frame

should tell why the answer is incorrect,

and give the correct answer. '. ne display

driver can keep score, if you tell it to.

The score helps the student to see how

he is doing.

In a drill, the questions are displayed in

sequence, regardless of the answer. You
can specify a repeat to give the student

another chance to answer the question. If

the second answer is wrong, the display

driver displays the correct answer before

displaying the next frame. A drill can be

scored, too. If both scoring and repeating

are requested, the student only scores

when the first answer is correct.

A quiz is similar to a drill, except that

the student has only one chance to answer.

A quiz is usually scored.

The computer tutor gives you a great

deal of flexibility. The sequence of display

and the options are coded for each frame:

types of frames can be combined as

appropriate. You can include information

frames following question frames. You
can mix questions that follow in sequence

with those that are displayed in answer-

selected sequence. And you can include

unscored questions with scored questions.

Similarly, you can repeat some questions

but not others. You can use questions

with a word or phrase as the answer.

However, you should use these questions

with care; there must be only one correct
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answer. Otherwise, the student may be

told that a correct answer is incorrect.

Unless you are teaching spelling, this type

of question should probably not be used

with a student who has spelling problems.

Preparing the Frames

You should carefully plan the frames

before you run the frame builder.

Remember that the advantages of this

type of instruction are immediate rein-

forcement of correct answers and correc-

tion of wrong answers before they are

learned. There is immediate reward for

correct answers. An incorrect answer is

immediately replaced by the correct

answer. The student does not have to

wait to get the paper back to learn the

correct answer.

You may want to use exercises or tests

from a workbook, textbook, or work sheets.

Use your imagination to adapt the material

to the medium of a computer screen.

Exploit the things the computer does: it

varies the sequence depending on the

student's answer; it recognizes correct

answers immediately; and it gives the

student the correct answer when his answer

is wrong.
The simplest set of frames to write is a

drill: state capital, for example. Write each

frame as follows:

THE CAPITAL OF TEXAS IS:

The code that follows the frame specifies

fixed sequence, score, and repeat. It also

includes the correct answer (Austin, for

you Yankees!).

Write a number of similar frames. For

variety, turn the question around:

TALLAHASSEE IS THE CAPITAL
OF:
The coding for the frame is the same as in

the previous example; the correct answer

is. of course, Florida.

When the frames are displayed, if the

CREATIVE COMPUTING



COMPUTER STOP
2545 W. 237 St. Torrance. CA. 90505

ORDER BY PHONE
MON.— SAT.

10-6

(213)539-7670 PST
TELEX: 678401 TABIRIN

LOWEST PRICES IN THE WEST.NORTH, SOUTH & EAST
800-421-1947

NEC Computer in stock
PC8001A 32K Microcomputer 1 100

PC801 2A l-O Chassy with 32K memory 875
PC8031 A Dual Disk Drive Unit 1 100

APPLE HARDWARE
Parallel Printer Interface Card 160
Communications Card 195
High Speed Serial Interface 175
Pascal Language System 425
Centronics Printer Interface 185
Applesoft Firmware Card 160
Integer Firmware Card 160
Disk ][ with Controller DOS 3.3 529
Disk j[ only 475
Graphics Tablet 625

OTHER HARDWARE
Alf Music Synthesizer (3 Voice) 245
Double Dos 29
ABT Numeric Keypad 119
Micromodem ][ 295
Apple Cat Modem (Novation) 349
Rom Plus with Keyboard Filter 175
lntrol/X-10 System 250
Romwriter 150
DoubleVision 80 x 24 Video Interface 295
CCS Arithmetic Processor 399
CCS Parallel Interface 119
16K Ram Card 145
Mlcroworks DS-65 Dlgisector 339
SVA 8 Inch Disk Controller 335
Sup-R-Mod 30
CCS Synchronous Serial Interface 159
CCS Asynchronous Serial Interface 159
Corvus 10 Meg. Hard Disk 4395
Corvus Constellation 595

MISCELLANEOUS/SUPPLIES
16K RAM (200-250 NS) 49
Verbatlum Datalife Diskette (Box of 10) 30
Dysan Diskettes (Box of 5) 22
Apple Diskettes (Box of 10) 45
Verbatim Diskette Boxes (Holds 50 Disks) 18
Silentype Paper (Box of 10rolls) 40

APPLE ][ Plus
16K $1075
48K $1193
Disk][Drive ..$529
with Controller & Dos. 3.3

PASCAL SYSTEM
$425

Z-80 Softcard
$299

MONITORS/DISPLAYS
Leedex Video 100 12" 375
Sanyo 9 "Monitor 650
KG-12C Green Phos. Monitor 950
Sanyo 12" Green Phosphor. Monitor 1 195
NEC 12" Green Phosphor. Monitor 275
Sanyo 12" B/W Monitor 250

PRIHTERS
Apple Silentype with Interface 525
IDS 445 (Paper Tiger) with Graphics 795
IDS 460 with Graphics 1 199
IDS 560 with Graphics 10) 1695
Epson MK80 449
NEC Spinwrlter (RO, Serial) !!!!!!!!!!! 2650

SOFTWARE
The Controller 525
Apple Post (Mailing List Program) .40
Easywriter Professional System 195
Apple Pie 2.0 95
DB Master Data Management 175
The Cashier 210
Apple Writer ' .65
Visicalc

! . 125
CCA Data Management System

! .90
Full Screen Mapping for CCA DMS 59
Pascal Interactive Terminal Software (PITS) 29
Basic Interactive Terminal Software (BITS) 29
Data Capture 29
Data Factory DMS [95
Apple Plot 55
Apple Pilot 120
Magic Wand Word Processor (Needs 2-80 Softcard) 345
Dow Jones Portfolio Evaluator 45
Fortran 140

ORDERING INFORMATION: Phone orders Invited using VISA, MASTERCARD or bank wire transfers. VISA & MC credit card service charge ot 2%. AE credit card service charge ot
5%. Mall order may send charge card number (Include expiration date), cashier's check, money order or personal check (allow 10 business days to clear.) Please include a telephone
number with all orders. Foreign orders (excluding Military PO's) add 10% tor ahlpplng. All tunda muat be In U.S. dollars (letters ot credit permitted). Shipping, Handling and In-
surance In U.S. add 3% (minimum $4.00). California residents add 6% sales tax. Our low margins prohibit us to send COD or on purchase orders or open account (please send for
written quotation). All equipment Is subject to price change and availability. Equipment Is new and complete with the manufacturer warranty. We do not guarantee merchantlblllty
ot products sold. All returned equipment Is subject to a 15% restocking fee. We ship most orders within 2 days
WE ARE A MEMBER OF THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE. RETAIL STORE PRICES MAY DIFFER FROM MAIL ORDER PRICES

PLEASE SEND ORDERS TO:

COMPUTER STOP, 2545 W. 237 St., TORRANCE, CA 90505
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Tutor, continued...

student answers correctly, the next question

is displayed. When the answer is incorrect,

the computer displays:

TRY AGAIN:
If the second answer is incorrect, the

computer displays:

THE CORRECT ANSWER IS

AUSTIN
In each case, the computer then displays

the next question.

Every set of frames must end with a

special frame, coded as the last frame.

When the display driver displays this frame

(a special type of information frame), it

requests the student to press ENTER. Then

the computer displays the score:

YOU ANSWERED 7 QUESTIONS
CORRECTLY.
YOUR SCORE IS 70%

This score means that the student's first

answers to seven out of ten questions are

correct. The count of questions asked

includes only questions coded for scoring.

Any other questions in the set do not

affect the score.

If you had not specified scoring for any

questions, no score would be displayed.

If you had not requested repeat, and the

student entered a wrong answer, the

computer would have displayed:

THE CORRECT ANSWER IS

FLORIDA

NEW
for

1981-1982

SCHOOL MICROWARE
DIRECTORY

NOWHERE ELSE such a

complete listing of educational

software

for APPLE. ATARI, PET. TRS-80

TWICE AS MUCH educational software

as any other directory

School ADMINISTRATIVE software

Software for 60 SUBJECTS

The only user software REVIEW

program

DISCOUNTS on software from many

popular suppliers

^
Examination copy

Sept. '80 issue

only $4.00 prepaid

Dresden Associates
Dept. CCS

P.O. Box 246 . Dresden, Maine 04342
1-207-737-4466
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Multiple-choice questions may be used

in drills. Write a multiple-choice question

as follows:

A NOUN IS:

1 THE ACTION WORD OF A
SENTENCE

2 A WORD THAT MODIFIES A
NAME

3 THE NAME OF A PERSON, PLACE.

OR THING
4 A WORD THAT MODIFIES THE

ACTION WORD
A multiple-choice question may have as

many as ten choices, and the questions in

a set may have a different number of

choices.

Another type of question you can use

in a drill is the true-false question. Here's

an example:

THE HYPOTENUSE IS THE SIDE OF
A RIGHT TRIANGLE OPPOSITE THE
RIGHT ANGLE
T OR F?

Each type of question may be scored or

repeated or both. (But do you really want

to repeat a true-false question?)

A set of frames displayed in the sequence

determined by the student's answers is

more difficult to write. The questions must

be multiple choice with numbered answers.

Questions may be scored, but not repeated.

An example is:

THE FIRST PRESIDENT OF THE
UNITED STATES WAS:

1 ABRAHAM LINCOLN
2 GEORGE WASHINGTON
3 BENJAMIN FRANKLIN
4 JOHN ADAMS
The code that follows the frame specifies

answer sequence. The sequence is 2,3,4,5

which means that frame 2 is displayed

when the answer is 1. Frame 2 is:

ABRAHAM LINCOLN WAS THE
16TH PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
STATES. GEORGE WASHINGTON
WAS THE FIRST PRESIDENT.
Frame 3 is displayed when the answer

is 2. Frame 3 is:

YOU ARE CORRECT. GEORGE
WASHINGTON. THE GENERAL WHO
LED OUR TROOPS TO VICTORY IN

THE REVOLUTIONARY WAR
BECAME OUR FIRST PRESIDENT.
Frame 4 is displayed when the answer

is 3. Frame 4 is:

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN LIVED AT
THE TIME OFOUR FIRST PRESIDENT.
HE WAS OUR MINISTER TO FRANCE
DURING THE REVOLUTIONARY
WAR. GEORGE WASHINGTON WAS
OUR FIRST PRESIDENT.
Frame 5 is displayed when the answer

is 4. Frame 5 is:

JOHN ADAMS WAS ELECTED
AFTER SERVING AS THE FIRST VICE
PRESIDENT. GEORGE WASHINGTON
WAS THE FIRST PRESIDENT.
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These four frames are coded as information

frames. The code for an information frame

includes the number of the next frame to

be displayed. Usually, these frames specify

the same number: the number of the frame

of the next question. However, you can

specify any frame having a number higher

than that of the current frame.

In this example, a different frame was

displayed following each answer. If you

like, you can display the same frame for

more than one answer.

Each set of frames ends with a special

type of information frame coded the last

frame. All paths through the frames should

end at this frame. It might say, for

example:
THAT'S ALL, FOLKS!

Writing the Frames

To write a set of frames, load and run

frame builder. It begins by displaying a

screen of instructions. After you have

finished reading them, press the ENTER
key to continue.

The computer displays the cassette

instructions next. After you rewind the

cassette and place it in record mode, the

computer writes a leader, clears the screen,

and positions the cursor in the lower left

corner of the screen. There are only two

valid entries when the cursor is at this

Complete 6-year Index

Find it Fast!

Our new 6-year cumulative Index lists

every article, program and review that has

appeared in Creative Computing from its

inception in November 1974 to December
1980. The index lists not only the issue in

which an article appeared but a cross

reference to The Best of Creative Computing,

Volumes 1 . 2 and 3. It also lists all the articles

in ROM magazine.
Articles are classified by subject area and

listed by title and author Over 3500 separate

items are included. Note: the index does
not include a cross reference to author.

Looking for information on computers in

education? You II find 76 articles and 155
application programs How about art and
graphics? You II find 44 entries. In the market
for a computer? You find 82 hardware
evaluations and 94 of software

Price of this huge index is just $2 00.

Even if you ve been a reader for only a year
or two you II find the index of great value.

Orders yours today.

creative
computing
Morris Plains. NJ 07950
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VisiCalc is a fine aid for the computation of numerical
problems. But it does have two major limitations- it is
available only for a small number of systems, and its use
is limited strictly to numbers, not words. To overcome
these substantial limitations, Lifeboat Associates intro-
duces T/Maker II.

Unlike VisiCalc, T/Maker II is designed to run on most
small business computers with CP/M» or similar operat-
ing systems and a video terminal with cursor addressing
capabilities. And soon there will be T/Maker II versions
available for UNIX,™ RT-11™ and other systems.
Works with words as well as numbers. Like VisiCalc,
T/Maker U reduces the manual tasks involved in comput-
ing and calculating financial documents. But since most
business problems and reports involve words as well as
numbers, T/Maker II also functions as a full-screen text
editor for word processing.
T/Maker II is the most advanced aid for the analysis and

presentation of numerical data and text material. In a
matter of minutes, an entire document— including all
edited text, all figures and all calculations- can be created,
reviewed on your screen and reported in printed form.
T/Maker II turns your small business computer into a

powerful, sophisticated and convenient tool. A tool that
will save you money, time and energy, and eliminate the
need for costly time-sharing.

With T/Maker II you can easily perform an unlimited
number of analytical and reporting tasks which integrate
numerical and text processing. You'll find T/Maker D per-
fect for such things as:

TMakern:
mimberonVisiCalc

rows and columns, define the relationships and T/Maker II
will do the rest: it will perform the computations and for-
matting necessary to prepare your document When
you re finished you can analyze your report on your
screen or store it on a diskette. Or. you can have the report
printed with presentation quality.
And when any changes have to be made, simply enter

the new figure or relationship and tell T/Maker II to adjustand recalculate all the new results
Editing capabilities. As a full-screen editor for word
processing, T/Maker II handles text up to 255 characters
wide. It includes features like text formatting and justifica-
tion, centered titles, a text buffer for block moves and
repeated inserts, global search and replace commands
for printing your letters, reports and documents. Wide
documents are supported by horizontal scrolling
Low cost. The cost of T/Maker II is only $275 plus shipping
and handling. Dollars well spent once you consider all the
time, energy and money it can save. T/Maker II is brought
to you exclusively and supported completely by Lifeboat
Associates, worlds largest computer software publisher.
For nioreinformation send us the coupon below.
Im„;i „„„„ ™. ™_™ " ™ ™ "

1 Financial Statements
• Statistics

• Profitability Reports
• Revenue and Expense
Analyses

• Portfolio Evaluations

• Price Lists

• Rate Structures
• Expense Accounts
• Cash Flow
Projections

• Checking Account
Reconciliations

Mail coupon to: Lifeboat Associates. ~603
1651 Third Ave., NY. NY 10028. Or call (212) 860-0300.
U Please send me more information on
T/Maker II.

Please send me a free Lifeboat
Catalog featuring over 200 programs.
including integrated accounting
and professional practice systems.
office tools for bookkeepers and secre
taries and sophisticated tools for pro-
grammers.

. . . and much, much more.
Easy to learn and use. You don't have to be a program-
mer to operate T/Maker II. Just follow T/Maker lis easily
understood and ordered instructions, set up your data in
A. an example of what T/Maker II can do see the chart below. The operatoTenTered "lyThe" sTown" irTbold fafeT/Maker II calculated and reported all the other values.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

search. Inc VisiCalc is a trademark ol (rademarkof Digital Equipment Corp

Name

Title.

it Associates

SOFTWARE

Item A
ItemB
Total

% Item
% Item
Total

1978

42.323

45.671

87,994

48.10

51.90

100.00

Actual —
1979

51.891

46.128

98,019

52.94

47.06

100.00

1980

65.123

49.088

114,211

57.02

42.98

100.00

Growth
Rate

24.04

3.67

13.93

8.88

-9.00

Average

53,112

46,962

100,075

52.69

47.31

100.00

Total

(000s)

159.34

140.89

300.22

158.1

141.9

300.0

—Projected—
1981 1982 * 1985

80,782

50,891

131,673

100,206

52,761

152,966

191,262

58,791

250,053

61.35 65.51 76.49
38.65 34.49 23.51
100.00 100.00 100.00
•Two intervening years not shown.

lifeboat Associates

1651 Third Ave

Ne» Vbrt N Y 10028
let (212)860 0300
Tela 640693 (IBSOfT NVK)
TWX 710-SB-2S24

UFEsOAT W0DIDWI0F. otters you the world s largest library ol software Contact row nearest dtain or Lifeboat

mISII'w pnSi'm
500"" • Ud •#*"' *"«'«'«&»<* inlersoftGrnbH

T,U°
3

2«23296 (IB.TWI _ _ 1"° "I""
aBSOfTGl _* M»« '«•

»

ta™ roiG*D>

lifeboat Associates
Software with full support

lifeboat Associates. SARI
10 Grande Rue Charles de Gaulle
92600 Asmeres France
Tel I 73308-04
telex 250303 (PUBLIC X PARIS)
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Tutor, confined...

Type of frame

Answer sequence

Fixed sequence

Code

An, . n, ,...n„ %answer

An,. n,,...n

FR%answer
F%answer
FRanswer
F

In

L

Options

Scoring option

No scoring

Repeat and score

Score only

Repeat only

No scoring, no repeat

Information

Last

n - Number of next frame to be displayed.

„, - Number of next frame when answer 1 is entered,

n n
- Number of next frame when answer n is entered

answer - Correct answer to the question.

Table I. Coding Combinations.

position: a line number, or an exclamation

point. Press the ENTER key after the

digit of a line number from one to nine. It

is not necessary to press the ENTER key

after the second digit of a two-digit number.

The computer places the cursor on the

first character position of the line you

requested. Enter any spaces you want at

the left of the line. Then type the char-

acters. If you make a mistake, you can

use the left arrow key to go back to the

incorrect character, and the right arrow

key to return to the end of the line. When
the line is correct, position the cursor

after the last character on the line and

press the ENTER key. The cursor returns

to the lower left corner of the screen.

Then enter another line number and the

line of characters in the same way. You
can write on any line from 1 to 23 in this

way.

The reason frame builder requires you

to enter the number of each line is that

this technique builds the frame exactly as

it will be displayed. If you see that a line

contains an error, is too high or too low,

enter the line number again. Then correct

the error, press the down arrow key to

move the line down, or the up arrow key

to move the line up. Use the right key to

move the cursor to the end of the line and

press the ENTER key to store the line.

You may type faster than the computer

processes the character you enter. If so,

you will lose a character here and there.

Try to wait for the cursor before typing a

character. The problem is that the required

statements and subroutine calls for entering

the characters on the upper lines of the

screen are slower than the INPUT state-

ment, which enters characters on the

bottom line only. The input is programmed
this way to build a screen exactly as you

want it to be displayed.

When you have the screen just right,

and have pressed ENTER to return the

cursor to the lower left, enter an exclama-

tion point to start processing of the screen.

The computer may not actually write

anything on the cassette because it blocks

the lines and writes five lines at a time.

That is. the computer stores five lines in

memory to write with one write operation

to the cassette. This speeds up the program

significantly because it does not take much

longer to write five lines than to write one

line.

The computer then displays the following

screen to request frame coding informa-

tion;

FRAME NUMBER 1 ENTER:
A FOR ANSWER SEQUENCE

FRAME
F FOR FIXED SEQUENCE FRAME
1 FOR INFORMATION FRAME
L FOR LAST FRAME

Entering any of the four letters causes

the computer to request the appropriate

additional coding. For example, when you

enter A, the computer displays:

ENTER A FRAME NUMBER FOR
EACH CHOICE. SEPARATE WITH
COMMAS. ENCLOSE IN QUOTES.

If you had entered the frame asking

who was the first president (previously

described), you would now enter:

?"2,3,4,5"

This means to display frame 2 when answer

1 is entered; frame 3 for answer 2; frame

4 for answer 3; and frame 5 for answer 4.

The next display is:

ENTER % TO SCORE THE QUES-
TION. OR PRESS ENTER ONLY.
Press ENTER only, The screen clears,

and the computer displays the following:

A2,3,4,5

IF CORRECT, PRESS ! AND ENTER.
IF NOT, ENTER CORRECT STRING
(ENCLOSED IN QUOTES):
This gives you an opportunity to check

and correct the coding line. Had you

entered other information, the top line
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would be different; Table 1 lists the valid

combinations. When you enter the excla-

mation point and press ENTER, the

computer writes the code line, clears the

screen, and positions the cursor at the

lower left, ready for you to write frame 2.

The computer writes the frames in

sequence, with a code line after each

frame. The only restrictions to the coding

are:

•Frame numbers of next frames must

be larger than the number of the current

frame
•All paths through the set of frames

must end at the L frame.

After you have written all the frames,

and are ready to respond to the request

for the letter that designates the frame

type, enter L for the last frame. The

computer writes the code line, repeating

it, if necessary, to fill the block. The

computer then displays the message that

tells you to turn off the recorder, and

displays the DONE message.

Displaying the Frames

The load and run display driver to display

the frames reads the cassette and displays

the frames. It interprets the code line that

follows each frame, repeating displays and

scoring the answers as specified.

The program first displays the cassette

instructions. Insert the cassette on which

frame builder has written a set of frames,

and follow the instructions. Display driver

reads a block of five lines, checks for a

code line, and stores each line until all

five lines have been stored or a code line

has been identified. When the computer

gets to the code line, it displays the stored

lines on the screen and interprets the

code.

The I/O firmware in the computer

displays a message telling you to turn off

the recorder when there is a read error.

This is followed by an error message.

However, the program expects the frames

in sequence, with a code line following

each frame. When the computer reads a

frame out of sequence, or display line

where there should be a code line, it

displays the following message:

FRAME SEQUENCE ERROR
Should this message be displayed, rerun

the program to make another attempt to

read the tape correctly. If the program

fails again, run frame builder to write the

tape again, carefully checking the contents

of the code lines.

When the program displays a frame

followed by a code line that starts with

the letter A, the frame is an answer

sequence frame. The computer displays

the following request for an answer:

ENTER NUMBER OF ANSWER:
The computer resumes reading the tape,

continuing until it finds the frame that

corresponds to the answer. If you have

entered zero or a negative number, the

CREATIVE COMPUTING



HAYDEN BOOKSAND SOFTWARE PUT
THE WORLD OF MICROCOMPUTING

AT YOUR FINGERTIPS!

WEBSTER'S
MICROCOMPUTER BUYER'S
GUIDE (Webster) A detailed reference
guide useful to both first-time and exper-
ienced users. It provides extensive informa-
tion on the wide variety of microcomputer
systems and suppliers, including new
Japanese products. Each microcomputer
system description includes a brief over-
view, central processing systems, peri-

pherals, software, pricing and main office.

Business, educational and professional

applications of microcomputer systems are
detailed. The book is divided into four sec-

tions: Microcomputer Theory and Applica-
tions; Independent Software Products;
Microcomputers and Microcomputer Sys-
tems; CRT Displays. Printers and Printing

Terminals. Includes glossary, charts,

graphs and illustrations. 5129-8. $25.00

Available at your
local computer storel

Hayden Book Co., Inc.

50 Essex St Rochelle Park, NJ 07662

Please send me the book(s) checked on 15 day
FREE examination At the end of that time. I will

send payment, plus postage and handling, or
return the book(s) and owe nothing On all soft

ware orders, payment or Visa/Master Card
charge account numbers must accompany all

orders On all prepaid orders publisher pays pos
tage and handling I can return any disk or tape
within 10 days if it is defective or I am not com-
pletely satisfied Residents of NJ and CA must add
sales tax Offer good in US only Name of indivi-

dual ordering must be filled in Payment must
accompany orders from PO Box numbers

: 1 5129-8
5152-2
5192-7

i 6154-4
D 6155-2

Name

I 1 6156-0
6164-1
6165 X
6166-8
6174-9

6175-7
6176-5
6184-6

1 1 6185-4
6186-2

02401
02403
02404
07403
09903

AddreM

City/State /Zip

CC10/81-012

ANDROID DESIGN: Practical

Approaches For Robot
Builders (Weinstein) A comprehensive
look at the tools, materials and tech-

niques necessary for designing an an-
droid . The book examines what an
android is, what you can expect it to do
and how this will translate into the design
requirements. Plarfs and drawings included.
5192-1, $11.95

USING MICROCOMPUTERS IN
BUSINESS: A Guide For the
Perplexed (Veit) Written by a consul-
tant to owners of small businesses, this

book is an essential background briefing
for an purchaser of microcomputer sys-
tems or software. In a fast-moving style,

without the usual technical jargon, the
author answers most often asked ques-
tions 5152-2. $9.95

I SPEAK BASIC (Jones) A field-tested computer literacy course for
junior high school student, requiring NO PREVIOUS COMPUTER
EXPERIENCE for teachers! This complete one-semester program is

machine specific and introduces students to BASIC programming
Teacher's Manual has annotations for lesson planning. Student text
features learning objectives, program definitions and examples, group
activities and exercises. Quizzes, provided on spirit duplicating masters,
check student understanding of key concepts.
Teachers' Manuals: Exam Set'
TRS-80 Version. 6164-1 TRS-80 Version. 6184-6

Apple Version, 6185-4
PET Version, 6186-2
$10.00 each
Complete Sets —
Teacher's Manual,
20 Student Texts, Exam Set:
TRS-80 Version. 6154-4
Apple Version, 6155-6
PET Version, 6156-0 $125.00

Apple Version, 6165-X
PET Version, 6166-8
$12.95 each
Student Text:
TRS-80 Version, 6174-9
Apple Version, 6175-7
PET Version. 6176-5
$5.95 each

TRS-80 GALAXY OF GAMES
(Savoline, Dilley and Wilkerson) Choose
HANGMAN — word game enthusiasts

will love this computerized classic that

features excellent graphics! ONE ARM
BANDIT — brings slot machine excite-

ment into your own home. SKUNK —
a unique dice game with special sound
effects. JACKS — a card game you can
play with the computer or with friends,

and try for the least amount of points.

09903. TRS-80 Models I and 111.

$14.95

MICROTYPING (Engel) Features the
"touch method" of learning to type for

improving your compter skills.

02401, PET:
02403, TRS-80 Level 11;

02404, Apple II.

each tape $10.95

MIND THRUST (Sackson and
Wazaney) Match wits with the computer!
Be the first to complete a chain across the
board. Switch and gain control over your
opponent's pieces as he controls yours.

07403, TRS-80 Level II tape, $16.95
For Orders and Inquiries Call Tell Pre*

HAYDEN HOTLINE 800-631-0856

50 Essex Street, Rochelle Park, NJ 07662
CIRCLE 205 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Intertec Superbrain SPECIALS

64K Ram, List $3495 $2595

64K Quad, List S3995 $2995

NorthStar

Horizon 1 32K DD List $2695 CALL
Horizon I QD List $299b CALL
Horizon 2 32DD Lis! $3095 CALL
IntersvstemDPS-l List $1 749 CALL

Z-ZH

Cromemco Z-2H, Lisi $9995 $7945
System 2, 64K Lisl $4695 $3749

System 3, 64K , List $7995 $6395

Disk Systems
Thinker Toys Discus 2D $939
Dual Discus 2D $1559
Discus 2 + 2. List $1549 $1259

M26 Hard Disk. List $4995 $3949

Discus M-10, List $3695 $2995

Printers & Terminals
Paper Tiger IDS-445 $649

with graphic; opton $719

Centronics 730- 1 , List $ 79b $549

739-1. List $995 $769
704-9 RS232 $1495
704-11 $1569

Tl 810, List $1895 $1489

NEC SPINWRITER 5530 $2395

NEC SPINWRITER 5515, 5510 . $2395
Diablo 630 I.ist$2711 $2399
Intertube III List $89b $729
Zenith Z- 19 $719

Televideo 912C $679

920C $799

950 $999

Hazeltine 1420 $789

1500 $845

Soroc 120 List $99b S689

10.135 $719

140 $994

Computers
Wholesale
P.O. Box 144 Camillus, NY 13031S (315) 472-2582 Q&

Most iHm stock lot immwutr tumn Fadom MM culom

•/lull Ijctory »m»nl> Nrs inalmti «M apofsptiMt uks ta>

»nc» Do not mUt sh.pt>"* VIS* and Main. Chop add )\

COO ortm teqiwt 25\ daoovt Pncn uooct to cuanjt mltiout

notice
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Tutor, continued...

computer considers the answer to be 1. If

you have entered a number greater than

the number of frames specified in the

code line, the computer considers the

answer to be the largest number for which

there is a corresponding frame number.

If you enter a letter, the computer displays

an error message and gives you another

chance. In any case, when the computer

reads the requested frame, it processes

and displays the lines as it displayed the

first frame.

When the code for a line specifies

scoring, the computer compares the answer

to the correct answer in the code line,

and adds one to the score if the answer

matches. When an F frame specifies repeat,

the computer compares the answer and

prints the following message when the

answer is not correct:

TRY AGAIN:
When the second answer is also wrong,

the computer displays the following

message:

THE CORRECT ANSWER IS

and prints the correct answer on the next

line.

When the computer reads the code line

that consists of the letter L, it checks the

count of scored answers. When the count

is greater than zero, the computer displays

the count, computes the score, and displays

the score. Then the computer displays

the cassette stop message and the DONE
message.

Changing the Programs

The frame builder. Listing 1, and the

display driver. Listing 2, are written in

Basic for the TI 99/4 Computer. One
change you will make if you have a disk

drive is to convert to a disk file. Change

the OPEN statements, line 160 of Listing

1 . and line 105 of Listing 2. Consult your

disk manual for the correct format of the

OPEN statements.

Another change you might consider will

speed up the display of your frames, but

limits the number of frames to the number

that will fit in memory along with the

modified version of display driver. Only

display driver is required; you write DATA
statements to define the frames.

First, delete the OPEN statement, line

105, the read routine in lines 3000 through

3080. and the CLOSE statement, line 950,

of Listing 2. Then replace the GOSUB
3000 statements, lines 140 and 350, as

follows:

140 READ M.AS
Since the READ statements read a

numeric variable and a string variable,

the DATA statements must supply numeric

variables followed by string variables. The

numeric variables contain the sum of the

number of the line plus the product of

the frame number times 100. That is, the
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Listing I.

10 PEN COMPUTER TUTOR
28 REM FRAME BUILDER
36 REM HhPLEV M. TEMFLET0N
40 REM 7867 LhZY LANE
=:0 REM AUSTIN, TEXAS 78757
60 OPT I OH BASE1
70 DIM L*<24>»NR<S>.P*<S>.LN<24)

SO N = 1

96 HL = 100
166 CALL CLEAR
116 PRINT " FRAME BUILDER

"II J "ENTER A LINE NUMBER OR
'":: "ENTER THE CHARACTERS F0
R THE"

126 PRINT "LINE AFTER THE LINE N

UMBER. WHEN V0U ENTER !

. THE COMPUTER WRITES THE
FRAME. " :

:

136 PRINT "USE THE LEFT AND RI6H
T" J "ARROWS AS IN THE EDIT NO
DE. "::"THE UP ARROW MOVES TH
E LINE"

14m PRINT "UP- AND THE DOWN rtPPO

i.l": "MOVES THE LINE DOWN."! I"

PRESS ENTER TO BEGIN. ":::

ISO INPUT E*
160 0PENt7l"CSI". INT ERNAL.OUTPU

T, FIXED 192
170 CALL CLEAR
180 L2 = 24
196 I = 1

200 60SUB 30OO
210 IF K = 33 THEN 61©
220 CALL HCHARCL2.2 + I.IO
230 IF <K 49) + (I 57) THEN

200
240 1=1+1
266 Kl = I - 48
260 GOSUB 3O00
270 IF 'I 47) + <K 58) = -

2 THEN 310
280 CALL HCHAR<L2, 1.32,32 '

290. L2 = Kl
366 GOTO 370
3 1 CALL HCHAR (L2. 1 > 32, 32)
320 L2 = Kl * 10 + K - 48
330 IF L2 21 THEN 358
340 GOTO 370
350 PRINT L2;"TO0 HIGH"
360 GOTO 180
365 REM ENTER LINE
370 FOP I = 1 TO 28
380 GOSUB 3000
390 IF K = 8 THEN 498
400 IF t = 9 THEN 460
410 IF I = 13 THEN 530

420 IF K = 11 THEN 800
430 IF K = 10 THEN 940
440 CALL HCHAR':L2.2 + I.K>
450 GOTO 520
455 REM RIGHT ARROW
460 CALL HCHAR<L2.2 + I.T)
465 IF I = 28 THEN 386
470 1=1+1
486 GOTO 380
485 REM LEFT ARROW
490 CALL HCHAR<L2.2 + l.T)
495 IF I = 1 THEN 380
500 I = T - 1

510 GOTO Z8Q
520 NEXT I

525 REM STORE A LINE
530 CALL HCHaP'L2.2 + 1.32)
S4Gi n* = '"•

550 FOR J = 1 TO I

560 CALL BCHAR<L2»2 + h
570 A* = Ht t CHFJ

CREATIVE COMPUTING



580 NEXT J
590 L*<L2> = A*
600 LfKL2> = NL + L2
605 SOTO 180
610 FOR I = 1 TO 23
620 IF LN<I> = THEN 6?0
630 NU = LNCI)
640 R$ = L*(I>
645 GOSLIB 4000
650 LN<I) =
660 L*<I> = "•

670 NEXT I

680 CALL CLEhF
690 PRINT "FRAME NUMBER" :N; "ENTE

R:":"« FOR ANSWER SEQUENCE F
RAME"I"F FOR FIXED SEQUENCE
FRAME"

700 PRINT "I FOR INFORMATION FRA
HE"I"L FOR LAST FRAME"::::::

710 INPUT E*
720 N = N + 1

730 NL = NL + 100
740 IF Et = "I" THEN 970
750 IF E* = "h" THEN 1040
760 IF E* = "F" THEN 1160
770 IF E* = "L" THEN 1230
780 INPUT "ENTER A, F, I, OR L,

PLEASE: ":E*
790 GOTO 740
795 REM UP ARROW
800 IF L2 = 1 THEN 380
805 L = L2
810 L2 L2 - 1

820 L*(L2> = L*<L>
830 L*aL> = ""

840 CALL HCHAR <.L, 1,32,32)
850 FOR J = 1 TO LEN <L*<L2>)
860 Ll*SEG*a*a2>,J,l:'
870 CH = ASC <L1*>
880 CALL HCHAR',L2,J + 2.CH)
890 NEXT J
900 LN(L> =
910 LN<L2> = NL + L2
930 GOTO 380
935 REM DOWN ARROW
940 IF L2 = 23 THEN 380
945 L = L2
950 L2 = L2 + 1

960 GOTO 820
965 REM INFORMATION FRAME
970 PRINT "ENTER NUMBER OF NEXT

FRAME"
980 INPUT "TO BE DISPLAYED: ":E*
990 A* = "I" & E*
1000 GOSUB 2000
1010 R* = At
1015 NU = NL
1020 GOSUB 400O
1030 GOTO 170
1035 REM ANSWER FRAME
1040 PRINT "ENTER A FRAME NUMBER

FOR EACH CHOICE, SEPARATE
WITH": "COMMAS, ENCLOSE IN Q

UOTES. "

1050 INPUT E*
1060 A* = "A" & E*
1070 PRINT "ENTER •-. TO SCORE THE

": "QUESTION, OR PRESS ENTER

1080 INPUT "ONLY. ":E*
1090 IF < LEN <E*> = 0) - < LEN

(A*> = 2) = - 2 THEN 1130
1100 IF ( LEN (E*> = 0> THEN 100

1110 IF E* < > "5J" THEN 1070
1120 Hf = Hi i E-t

1130 INPUT "ENTER CORRECT ANSWER
: "

: E*
1140 A* = A* 8, E*
1150 GOTO 100O
1155 REM FIXED FRAME
1160 A* = "F"

OCTOBER 1981

NT "ENTER R TO REPEAT TH
E QUESTION, OR PRESS ENTER

1180
1190
1200
1210
1220
1225
1230
1240
1250
1255
1260
1270
1280
1290
1300
1310
1320
1990
2000
2010
2020

2830
2040
2050
2060
2070
2990
3000
3010
3020
3030
3040
3990
4000
4010
4020
4030
4040
4050

4060
4070

INPUT "ONLY. ":E*
IF LEN <E*> = THEN 1070
IF E* < > "R» THEN 1170

A* = A* & E$
GOTO 1070
REM LAST FRAME

A* = "L"
GOSUB 2000

R* = At
NU = NL
GOSUB 4000
CALL CLEAR
IF XI = THEN 1310
GOSUB 4000
IF XI < 5 THEN 1280

CL0SE#7
END
REM VERIFY CODE
CALL CLEAR
PRINT A*
PRINT "IF CORRECT, PRESS '"

:"AND ENTER. IF NOT, ENTER":
"CORRECT STRING (ENCLOSED IN
".'"QUOTES): "

INPUT E*
IF E* = "'" THEN 2O70

Hf = Et
GOTO 2010
RETURN
REM CHhRhCTER INPUT
CALL GCHAR'l.2,2 + I,T>
CALL HCHAR<L2>2 + I- 5*3

i

CALL KEYCO.K.S)
IF S = THEN 3020
RETURN
REM WRITE BLOCK

XI = XI + 1

NR<X1) = NU
P*<X1) = R*
IF XI = 5 THEN 4O50
RETURN
PRINT »7iNR<l>,P*U>,NR<2>,

Ft: 2 > • NR < 3 :
. F* C3> , NR (4) , P* < 4

>»NR<S)>P*<5)
XI = O
RETURN

first numeric variable is a number in the
range of 101 through 123; 101 for line 1.

The string variable contains the characters
for the line. Enclose these characters in

quotes. Following the last line for frame
1, the numeric variable must be 200. This
is the code line for frame 1. The string

variable, enclosed in quotes, must be one
of the coding combinations in Table 1.

Place the DATA statements after line

2040. Include as many variables in each
DATA statement as possible; you can
have as many as 112 characters in a
statement. Write the DATA statements
for the frames in sequence; end with a
code line for the last frame:

N,"L"
Variable N is a multiple of 100, the

next greater multiple following the variable

for the last line. That is, if you have 1

1

frames and the last line is line IS, the

numeric variable for that line woulld be
1 1 IS, and N would be 1200.

If you have a large number of lines to
display, you will want to keep display
driver as small as possible in order to
have the maximum area of memory for
DATA statements. Change the DIM state-
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VOU DIDN'T BUV
FROM CPi

VOU PAID TOO MUCH!
OCTOBER SAVER

You can purchase RASTER BLASTER
or COMPU/SPELL for only $19.90

•wmm with orders over $50.00 and
•» postmarked before Nov. 1.

S ||S Appl«s for th« teacher
±^*± CPI

• Pascal Tutor

• Hislo-Graph

• • Typing luloc

Stat Ga;er s Guide
• The Book (Apple Sottware)

• Edu P»k I

• •CompuRead
• CompuMath/ Decimals
• CompuMath Fractions

• CompuMath .Arithmetic: Skill

• Spelling Bee
• CompuSpell/ System
• CompuSpell - Data Disks

Indicate Level 4 5 6 7 or 8
• Perception

• Statistics

• Story teller

• UmSolye
• Aristotle s Apple

• Metrnert

• Elementary Math (Muse)

Math Pac I

MalhPac?
Math Pat 3

The Linguist

100.00

24.00

1600
2400
16.00

32.00

24.00

32.00

32.00

40.00

2400
24.00

1600

20.00

24.00

1600
20.00

21.00

13.00

32.00

12.00

12.00

12.00

32.00

REG

125 00

29 95

19 95

30 00

19 95

39 95

29 95

39 95

39 95

49 95

29 95

29 95

19 95

24 95

29 95

19 95

24 95

34 95

15 95

39 95

14 95
14 95

14 95
40 00

Learning is the Nam* of the Gome
• • Bridge Parlnei 21.00

• Monty Plays Scrabble 29.50
• • Monty Plays Monopoly 29.50

• • Gammon Gambler 21.00
• • • 'Checker King 21.00
• • • 'Micro Chess 21.00

• Apple 21 (Softape) 16.00
• Craps 1600
• Drao Poker 24.00
• Crosswords 24.00
• Roulelle 1600

Gomes of the Future
• • Kid Atenlure 1 (S Adams) 20.00
• • Adventure 1 2 ( 3 (S Adams) 32.00
• • •Adventure 10 (S Adams) 16 50
•• lav/alas last Redoubt 24.00

• The Prisoner 24.00
• Terrorist 24.00
• HI RES Wizard* Princess 26.50
• The Shattered Alliance 41.00
• Odyssey 24.00
• Rastei Blaster 24.00
• Space Eggs 24.00
• Pool 1 5 21.00
• Alien Rain 20.00

• Sabotage 20.00
• • Olympic Decathalon 24.00

• Snoggle 20.00

• Gorgon 32.00

Attention RTRRI Owners
• Checkers (ACTIVISI0N) 11.50
• Skiing (ACtlVISION) 11.50
• Bridge (AC1IVISI0N) 11.50

• Tennis (ACTIVISIONi 11.50
• Boning (ACTIVISI0N) 18 50

Learning the Business?
• DB Master 195.00 229 00

• ••Visicalc 170.00 199 95
• VisiPlot 153 00 179 95
• Easy Writer (Original) 10.00 99 95
• Personal Filing Sys 76.00 95 00
• Personal Filing Report 76.00 95 00
• Easy Mailer (Original) 56 00 69 95
• Easy Mover 40.00 49 95

Didn't find it? Send tor cotolog!
Over 800 programs and accessories.

ORDERING INFORMATION
Indicate type ot computer S disk cassette For charge cards in-

dicate number eipiration date and your phone number We
accept VISA and MASTERCARD Money Oideis checks or COD
Include S? 50 handling charge California residents add 6%
sales ta> SEND ORDERS 10

Computer Products Int'l

P.O. Box 459
Temple City, CA 91780

Prices are subject to availability
at time of purchase.
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24 95

34 95

34 95

24 95

24 95

24 95

19 95

19 95

29 95

29 95

19 95

24 95

39 95

20 95

29 95

29 95

29 95

32 95

59 95

30 00
29 95

29 95

34 95

24 95

24 95

29 95

24 95

39 95

22 95

22 95

22 95

22 95

22 95



HOW TO GROW AN APPLE

The Apple you own today can grow to fit

your needs tomorrow. We will personally help

you pick your system from Apple"* growing

family. There's always room for expansion.

Apple II plus 48K computer, disk drive with

controller (DOS 3.3). Microsoft 16K RAM
card and Amoek 100 12" B&W video

monitor.

Reg. Price $2549.00

Sale Price $1999.00

• All systems tested prior to shipping

• 90 days parts & labor warranty

• A-VIDD D.O.S. tutorial included

Apple Hardware Reg. Sale
Apple Disk Drive w/Cont 3.3 645.00 540.00

Apple Disk Drive 525.00 475.00

Apple Pascal System 495.00 382 00
Apple Silenrype Printer 395.00 350.00

A.L.S. Smarterm 80
Col. Board 360.00 313.00

Microsoft Z-80 Card 399.00 325.00

Microsoft 16K RAM Card 199.00 160.00

Apple Software
MlcrofocusClSCobol' 950.00 795.00

Wordstar tm Processor 1 375.00 270.00

VTS/80 Processor' 295.00 250.00

Spellguard'TM 295.00 250.00

Desktop Plan II 199.95 165.00

DB Master 229.00 190.00

1. Requires Microsoft Z-80 card. 16K RAM
card and 80 column board.

2. Use with either Wordstar or VTS/80.

New Orange County Showroom
4930 Cimpns Drive
Newport Beach, CA
(714)851-1295

Mon-Fri 8:30-5:30

Immediate Delivery. Phone and Mail orders

accepted. Please call or write for shipping

rates. We ship world wide (F.O.B. Long
Beach). Prices subject to change without

notice. All software sales final.

2210 Bellflower
Boulevard

Long Beach, CA
90815

(213)598-0444
(714)821-0870

Three blocks South of the San Diego
Freeway in the Los Altos Center.

Mon-Thurs 8:30 AM-5:30 PM
Hours: Fri 8:30 AM-9:00 PM

Saturday 10:00 AM-5:30 PM

A-VIDD
electronics co.

Source ID TCW547
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ment. line 70, as follows:

70DIML$(23),ANS(10)
You can also leave out statements that

are not required for a particular set of

frames. For example, if none of the frames

in the set is repeated or scored, the

statements that compare answers may be

omitted (lines 610-650. 810-880. 970-980).

Using Another Computer
Converting frame builder and display

driver to run on another computer is not

difficult; many of the statements will work

as they are shown in the listings. The

most important changes are the subroutine

calls.

Lines 100, 170, 680. and 2000 of Listing

1 , and lines 1 10 and 1 100 of Listing 2 are

CALL CLEAR statements. They call a

subroutine that clears the screen by

displaying spaces in all character positions.

Substitute the corresponding statement

for your computer.

The CALL HCHAR statements display

a character at a specified position on the

screen, or specified number of identical

characters beginning at a specified position.

CALL HCHAR statements appear on lines

220. 280, 310, 440, 460, 490, 530, 840. 880.

and 3010 of Listing 1. The first parameter

is the line number; the second is the

character number; and the third is a

numeric variable or number that cor-

responds to the character code. When a

fourth parameter is supplied, as on line

310 of Listing 1 . it specifies the number of

identical characters to display. Substitute

a similar statement for your computer.

If your computer has a PRINT @
statement, you can use it to replace one

or more CALL HCHAR statements.

Subroutine GCHAR reads a character

from a designated position on the screen.

Listing 1 has CALL GCHAR statements

on lines 560 and 3000. The first parameter

is the line number; the second is the

character number; and the third is a

numeric variable into which the computer

places the code of the character. Replace

these statements with similar statements

for your computer.

The CALL KEY statement on line 3020

of Listing 1 reads a character from the

keyboard. The first parameter is 0, which

selects the keyboard. The second para-

meter is a numeric variable into which

the computer places the code of the key

you press. The third parameter is the

numeric variable for the status code. The
status code is zero when no key has been

pressed, or ±1 when a key has been
pressed. Use the corresponding subroutine

of your computer.

The CALL SCREEN statement, line

2030 of Listing 2, produces the colored

backgrounds for the display. The value of

the parameter selects the color of the
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screen. If your computer has color, sub-

stitute a corresponding statement for your

computer. If not, omit lines 2000 through

2040, and the GOSUB 2000 statement on

line 193.

The CALL SCREEN statement, line

2030 of Listing 2, produces the colored

backgrounds for the display. The value of

the parameter selects the color of the

screen. If your computer has color, sub-

stitute a corresponding statement for your

Listing 2.

10 REM COMPUTER TUTOR
20 REM DISPLAY DRIVER
30 REM HARLEY M. TEMPLET0N
40 REM 790? LAZY LAKE
50 REM AUSTIN, TEXAS 78757
60 OPT I ON BASE1
70 DIM L*<:23>,ANSa0>,NL<S>,LL*<

S>
80 H = 100
90 C = 2
160 R AND 0MIZE
105 0PEN#7: "CSI"

, FIXED 19J
110 CALL CLEAR
120 P = N + 100
140 GOSUB 3000
ISO IF M = P THEN 190
160 IF <M < N> + <M P>

290
165 I = M - N
170 L*U> = A*
180 GOTO 140
190 T* = **
193 GOSUB 2O0O
195 FOR J = 1 TO 23
197 PRINT L*<J)
235 L*CJ) = ""

240 NEXT J
245 E* = SEG*(T*,1.. 1 >

250 IF E* = "A" THEN 370
260 IF E* = "F" THEN 720
270 IF E* = "I" THEN 318
288 IF E* = "L" THEN 930
290 PRINT "FRAME SEQUENCE ERROR"

INT ERNAL, INPUT

THEN

300
305
310
320
330
335
340
350
360
365
370
380
390
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500
510
520
530
540
550

STOP
REM PROCESS I FRAME

F* = SEG*<T*,2,3>
N = I'AL (F*
INPUT "PRESS ENTER" :E*

N = N * 100
IF N = P THEN 110
GOSUB 3000
IF M = N THEN 110ELSE350
REM PROCESS A FRAME

S* = ""

X = P0S CT*»"5J"»2)
IF X = THEN 510

S* = S* & SEG*(.T*,X +1,2)
J = 1

M = 2
Y = POS <T*,X + 1,W)
IF Y = THEN 530

Z = Y - Ul

F* = SEG*<T*,W,Z>
ANSO) = VAL <F$>
W = Y 1

.1 J 1

GOTO 430
X = LEH <T8) + I

GOTO 410
Z = X - W
F* = SEG*'.T*,W>Z>
ANSU> = V'AL 'F*'

CREATIVE COMPUTING



computer. If not, omit lines 2000 through
2040, and the GOSUB 2000 statement on
line 193.

The OPTION BASE statements on line

60 of each listing set the lower limit of all

array subscripts to 1. The statements save
a bit of memory, but can be omitted if

your computer does not have a similar
statement.

Probably many of the functions are the
same on your computer. Function CHR$

560

570
580
590
600
610
620
630
640
650
680
690
700
710
720
730
?40
750
760
770
780
300
810
820
830
840
850

855
360
870
880
900
910
920
925
930
940
950
960
970
980
1090
1100
1110

1120
1130

1140
1990
2000
2030
2040
2990
3000
3010

3020
303O
3040
305C
3060
3070
3080

INPUT "ENTER NUMBER OF ANSWE

IF Q > J THEN 680
IF Q < 1 THEN 700

N = ANS(Q>
IF S* = "" THEN 335

S « S + 1

IF S$ " STR<Q) THEN 640
GOTO 335

A A 1

GOTO 335
N = ANS(J>
GOTO 600

N = ANS<1>
GOTO 600

N = N + 100
INPUT "ANSWER: ":E*

F* - SEG*<T*,2,i:>
IF LEN <F*> = THEN 110
IF F$ < > "R" THEN 900

6* * SEG*(T*,3. 1)
IF G» < > "J." THEN 970

S* = SEG*<T*,4,20>
S = S + 1

IF E* * S* THEN 870
INPUT "TRY AGAIN: ":E*
IF E* * S* THEN 110
PRINT "THE CORRECT ANSWER IS

INPUT "PRESS ENTER" :E*
GOTO 110

A = A + 1

GOTO 110
S* = SEG*(T*,3,20>
S = S + 1

IF E* = S* THEN 870ELSE350
REM PROCESS L FRAME
INPUT "PRESS ENTER ":E*
IF S > THEN 1100

CL0SE#7
END

S* = SEG*(T*,3.20)
IF El = SI THEN 110ELSE830
REM DISPLAY SCORE
CALL CLEAR
PRINT "YOU ANSWERED": A: "QUE
STIONS CORRECTLY. "

P - INT <A / S * 100'
PRINT "YOUR SCORE IE.":p:"\"

GOTO 950
REM SCREEN COLOR
COL = INT <1 3 • RND > + 3
CALL SCREEN < COL

>

RETURN
REM READ BLOCK
IF XI > THEN 3030
INPUT §7iNL< 1 >>LU<I >,NL<2)

. LL*< 2>»NL<3), LLI-: 3 > »NL<4>.L
L#<4),NL<S).LL*(S)
XI - 1

M = NLO.'l i

A* = LL*<X1>
XI = XI + 1

IF XI < 6 THEN 3080
XI =
RETURN

OCTOBER 1981

is a string function that returns the char
acter corresponding to a numeric code. It

is used in a statement on line 570 of Listing
1. Function LEN returns the length of a
string. It is used in the statements on lines
850, 1090, 1100, and 1190 of Listing 1,

and on lines 510 and 750 of Listing 2.

Function SEGS is a string function that
returns a designated portion of a string.
The first parameter is the string variable
name; the second parameter is the position
of the first of character the portion; and
the third parameter is the length of the
portion to be returned. SEGS is used in

statements on line 860 of Listing 1 and
lines 245, 310, 400, 460, 540, 740, 770,
800, 900, 970 of Listing 2.

Function ASC, used on line 870 of Listing

1, returns the code of the first character
of the string. Function VAL appears on
lines 320, 470, and 550 of Listing 2. It

returns the numeric value of a string that

represents a number. Function POS is

not available on some computers, but a
subroutine that does the same thing can
be used. The function returns the number
of the position of the first appearance of
a character or string within a string. Specify
the larger string as the first parameter,
the smaller string as the second parameter,
and the position of the character at which
to begin as the third parameter. Function
POS is used on lines 380 and 430 of Listing

2. Function STR$ is used on line 620 of
Listing 2; it returns the string that represents

the value of a numeric variable. The
familiar integer function, which returns
the largest integer that is not greater than
the parameter, is used on lines 1120 and
2000 of Listing 2. The RND function is

also used on line 2000. It returns a random
number between and 1.

The other change you may want to
make in the programs adapts to a different

screen size. The screen of the TI 99/4
displays 24 lines of 28 characters each.
The size of arrays L$ and LN (DIM
statement, line 70, Listing 1) is 24, the
number of lines on the screen. The state-

ment on line 180 assigns the value of 24 to
variable L2. Replace 24 in these statements
with the number of lines on the screen of
your computer. Several statements use
the number 23, the number of lines minus
one. These include an IF statement on
line 330, a FOR TO statement on line

610, and an IF statement on line 940, all

on Listing 1. In Listing 2, the size of array
L$ in the DIM statement on line 70 is 23.

The value is also used in a FOR TO
statement on line 195. Change these
statements, replacing 23 with a value that
is one less than the number of lines on the
screen of your computer. Only one state-

ment uses 28, the number of characters
per line. It is a FOR TO statement on line

370 of Listing 1. Replace 28 with the
number of characters on each line of your
computer screen.
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CHOOSE...
Choose an Apple Desk

Ideal for an Apple computer system, our
bi-level desk has a micro shelf to hold two
Apple disk drives. Top level holds monitor,
TV, or manuals. 42"w x 29Vi"d x 35"h.

Choose a Micro Desk

Our Designer Series desk with micro shelf
is suitable for the North Star, Dynabyte,
Vector Graphics, and Altos computers. A
variety of sizes and colors available.

Choose a Mini Rack

**
Mini racks and mini micro racks have ad-
justable Retma rails, standard venting,
and cable cut outs. Choose a stand alone
bay or desk model. A custom rack is

available for the Cromamco.

Choose a Printer Stand

The Universal printer stand fits:

Centronics 700's Diablo 1600s & 2300's
Dec LA 34 T.I. 810 & 820
NEC Spinwriter Okidata Slimline
Lear Siegler 300 Anadex 9500's

Delivery in days. 200 styles and colors in

stock. DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.

FURNITURE
corviFvjrsjs*

17129 S. Kingsview Avenue
Carson, California 90746
Telephone: (213)538-9601

CIRCLE 254 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Slalom simulates a downhill ski race. It uses the high speed

text scrolling capabilities of the Apple II. Slalom has been

trimmed down to quicken its execution time. The object of

Slalom is to maneuver the skier (represented by the '(>*)

keeping him between the two poles. This is done by using

paddle 0.

When you run the program, you will see HEIGHT'.'SIZE?

GATES? appear at the top of the screen. You should then

input three numbers: 1) HEIGHT-A number from 1 to 23.

which represents the location of the skier and the time

delay between gates; 2) SIZE-A number between 1 and 38.

which dictates the width of the gates; 3) GATES—A number

which tells how many gates are desired.

At the end of the program the computer tells you the

number of gates missed or hit and the percentage of gates

missed.

Slalom

Alfred J. Bruey

i HOME : PRINT "HEIGHT?SIZE?GATES ';: INPUT H.G.A:Z = 24:V =2

: FOR L = 1 TO A:X = INT ( RND (1) • (37- G)) + V: VTAB 23

: HTAB X: PRINT T;: HTAB X + G: PRINT "I"

FOR R = 1 TO Z - H:Q = INT < PDL (0) / 7): VTAB H: HTAB Q:

PRINT"0":VTAB Z: PRINT : NEXT
IF ABS (0 - X -G / V) = G / V THEN VTAB Z - V: HTAB V +

Q:F = F + 1: PRINT "BANG"
NEXT : PRINT F " / "A. INT (F • 100 / A)"%": END Alfred J. Bruey. 201 S. Grinnell St.. Jackson. Ml 4920.1.

Bombproofing
the PET INPUT
Statement

Teddy Nadeau

Teddj Nadeau. 10 Surf St.. Marblebead. MA 0W4.S.

Much has appeared in the PET literature recently concern-

ing the advantages of using the GET command instead of the

INPUT command in Basic programs.

The GET instruction is useful if. for some reason, you need

to count characters as they are entered. But there is no

reason to resort to the lengthy coding of the GET statement

simply to keep from breaking out of the program by pressing

the RETURN or STOP key. The INPUT statement is capable

of handling this situation easily.

As an example, enter the following three Basic instructions

10 INPUT "HOW MANY $$A— ;" AS
20 IF A$="A" THEN PRINT " I 1 ":GOTO 10

30 PRINT A$:STOP
S = space

A - shifted space
•— = cursor left

J
= cursor up

Now run the program. Notice that nothing happens if you

press the RETURN or STOP key. That's because when the

RETURN key is pressed, the IF statement in line 20 sees a

shifted space character and returns to line 10 for a different

character. Note that this can be extended to characters other

than the shifted blank. If. for example, you were asking a user

to enter Y or N for a yes or no and you expected him to enter

a Y normally, you could enter the line

10 INPUT "ANSWER $$ Y— ";A$

Then if the user presses the RETURN, the Y will be entered

for him as the default value. Otherwise he can press N before

he presses the RETURN key and the Y will be overwritten

with the N.

I'm sure you'll find this easier to use than the GET state-

ment in places where you want to protect the user from the

RETURN key.
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THE DAILY DOUBLE

THE
DATA
FACTORY

EASY-TO-USE
Get ahead and stay there. The Invoice
Factory and Data Factory are a win-
ning combination for any office. The
Data Factory keeps information or-
ganized and accessible. Find the in-

formation you need in seconds. Ac-
cording to a recent study, after only
half an hour with the manual, a new
operator (who has never used a com-
puter!), can begin to input data. No
other data base manager is this easy
to understand and use.

LARGE ENTRY CAPABILITY
You can use the total capability of the
Apple computer. Up to 88 categories
(fields) for information storage can be
selected and each one may contain as
many as 239 characters. These limits

are larger than any comparable pro-

duct on the market.

FLEXIBILITY

You can change your mind. Append
additional fields for information stor-

age at any time. Transfer any part of

your records to form a new file. Add or
delete characters in a field when
more or less space is needed. No
need to re-enter any data again. Even
if you have a damaged record from

power surges or other" circum-
stances, you can reconstruct the usa-
ble data. The program is the most
flexible one currently available for the
Apple micro computer — This is

where its power lies.

NEW RECEIVABLE SYSTEM
Use the account data from The Data
Factory and transfer it to The Invoice
Factory to print invoices, statements,
receivable reports, or sales analyses
of products quickly, accurately, and
effortlessly. With only an account
number entry, all pertinent informa-
tion on an account is automatically
before you — shipping address,
terms, contact, etc. Choose the pro-
duct code and enter the amount or-

dered. Automatically the numbers are
extended, tax and handling charges
computed and UPS freight rates to-

taled. An audit trail and product sales

analysis is available from the original

order entry. You always know how
much outstanding money you don't
have, how current sales compare to
last months, and the total of every-
thing a customer has purchased
within any given time period with this

complete accounts receivable sys-
tem.

IM1 M-t-slM W
AM* '« • »•«•«*•'» O* Ape* Comev,*., lot

CONSUMER CONCERN
You can bet on Micro Lab. It is a name
that you can rely on. Our products
have been sold to thousands of cor-
porations. Our Extended Warranty,
back-up program copies, and cus-
tomer service policies are the stan-
dard in the small computer industry.
When you decide to buy a Micro Lab
product, you can be assured that our
system will work.

EFFICIENCY PAYS
For a minimum investment in this in-

expensive computer system, your en-
tire office will function smoothly and
efficiently. By using The Data Factory
and The Invoice Factory with an Apple
computer, the time saved in data re-

trieval and sales analyses will soon
pay for the entire cost of the system.
Large corporations need not tie up
their main computer with specialized
office procedures and record keeping
— you can place one computer in

each department, or tie a branch of-

fice into your system with a modem.
The Data Factory retails for $150 and
The Invoice Factory is $200. For
further information about Micro Lab
products, contact us directly or go to
your local Apple computer dealer for
a demonstration. You can't afford to
be without our products.

/-roicpo lsb7
~~ systems

that work

2310 Skokie Valley Road • Highland Park, IL 60035 • 312—433-7550
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The Incredible Atari Speed Reading Machine

One of the first things you leam in any

speed reading course is that to become
proficient you must practice: practice

reading sentences and phrases as units

rather than plodding along looking at each

word individually. A common suggestion

is to practice with a light novel in which

actual content is not important. Don't

worry about every detail, just try to see

whole sentences as you move your hand
down the page and never, but never, go
back to re-read a sentence that you didn't

quite get. At first you may understand

little of what you see, but with practice

your mind does begin to grasp phrases

and sentences without stopping to read

or. Heaven forbid, say each word.

The following program, written in Atari

Basic, does not constitute a speed reading

course. Rather it is a tool which allows

you to build up your speed gradually as it

helps you begin to comprehend groups of

words and entire sentences.

There are four basic options: single

words, phrases, short sentences, and longer,

complex sentences. With each option you
choose the number of words per minute

that will appear on the screen. If you are

a verbalizer. that is if you say each word
to yourself as you read, you will find that

as you increase your speed in option 1 to

five or six hundred words per minute you
will understand single words but have no

Robert Wayne Smith. Department of Mathematics,
University of Puerto Rico. Mayatjuez. Puerto Rico.
(X)7(W.

Robert Wayne Smith

time to say them. This skill can be trans-

ferred to longer units as you progress to

options 2, 3 and 4. If you are already a

fast reader, you will still find option 4

challenging at 2500 words per minute.

The ability to select the speed and the

inability to go back and re-read a sentence

make the computer an ideal reading tool.

The basic idea behind the program

occurred to me after reading the String

Array Demonstration in George Blank's

"Outpost: Atari" in the October 1980 issue

of Creative Computing. The program uses

a single string array, AS, which contains

nine sets of words and phrases chosen in

such a way that a random selection from

each set produces a sentence. As you
might imagine, the sentences are sometimes

a little peculiar, for example: "As the

bold elephant meditated skeptically on
the roof, Albert drank tea." Remember
that content is of secondary importance.

The sentences are created via random
choices from an address matrix. AL, which

contains the location of every word in

each set. Each of the nine sets contains

12 words or phrases, with a few repetitions,

so that almost two million distinct sentences

can be created. It would be very simple

to increase the number of words in each
set, or just to change them to suit your
own preference.
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Another simple modification is to vary

the setcolor and color commands. I men-

tion this because my black and white TV
renders me color blind. You can change

the display to dark letters on a light

background by changing to "Setcolor

4,8,14." It may occur to experienced

programmers that it would be possible to

shorten the program by using a subroutine

and a few conditional statements. There

are several places where I have sacrificed

elegance for speed.

The program controls the words per

minute by leaving the display on for the

time it takes the Atari to finish an empty
"for next" loop (line 165 for option 4). A
little statistical analysis indicates that there

is a very strong relationship between the

words per minute and the length of the

delay. For the complex sentences, which

average 1 1 words, the relationship is given

in line 37. To arrive at this equation, the

real time clock described by George Blank

in the September 1980 issue of Creative

Computing was used to calculate the time

it took to print 30 sentences using different

delays. I have left the time in line 108 and
lines 180-185 in case anyone wants to

check. The required changes are:

U0ForN=lTO30
170 NEXT N

Of course, if you convert the program for

another computer, you are on your own,
but a stopwatch would probably be
adequate to calculate words per

minute.

CREATIVE COMPUTING



AN APPLE IS THE TEACHER

the
learning

system. *
SCOT KAMINS, Ph.D.

TEACH BY COMPUTER
Now you can teach in two places at the
same time! Using an Apple computer
and The Learning System, you may
give individualized attention to your
special students, supplementary work
for those who finish assignments early,
or add excitement to regular classroom
work while teaching in your usual
manner. For the Media/Resource
Center or the classroom, as a library of
classroom courseware or a teaching
tool, The Learning System will be in-

dispensible.

ANYONE CAN USE IT

There is no programing skill or special
instruction needed to set-up or operate
the program. Simply type in the infor-
mation you wish to teach then make up
the test questions (fill-in, multiple
choice, or column match) to corres-
pond to specific sections of that infor-
mation. Hints, encouragement, and
help are part of the tutorial mode.

TUTORIAL LEARNING
After reading the information, the
learner may not recall the answer to a
question. At that point, in the tutorial
mode, he may go back to reread all or
just the appropriate part of the infor-
mation that refers to that question.
With this positive approach, the stu-
dent receives the reinforcement
needed to learn the material.

TESTING/GRADING
In the exam mode one may not go back
to reread the information. Complete
recording of scores and an analysis of
those results are part of the system.
Averages of a students grades, com-
parisons of grades of all students tak-
ing the same exam, and question valid-

ity are functions designed to help you
with grading and to let you know where
there are learning difficulties. Printouts

of the information, the exams, and the
analysis will also aid you. Since the
questions are automatically scrambled
with each test given, you can get addi-
tional printouts of the same question
set to have individualized copies of an
exam to discourage "answer compari-
sons" during an exam.

SCORE ANALYSIS
Test results may be evaluated on many
levels: for analysis of the user's
strengths or weaknesses; comparison
to others who have taken the same
exam; as a device for the instructor to
see how well he has taught the mate-
rial; or to evaluate the validity of the
questions used. Comparing the results
of many exams from an entire class, the
instructor can see what must be re-

taught. He can check the percentage of
users that answered each question
correctly or incorrectly to establish
whether it was a fair one. The class
curve can easily be computed. Grades
can be given without spending days
computing and averaging exam
scores.

NEW APPROACH TO LEARNING
There have been other testing pro-
grams on the market, but this one is

different. It is not just a testing device to
1M1 M.ooL4b Inc

Apew • m ifMScmv* ol Apow Compwtvrv Inc

see what someone already knows, but
a learning system that teaches new in-
formation. We had heard the usual
comments that programs are rather
poor educational tools because they
are written by machine people, not
educators. Then we found Dr. Scot
Kamins. He has the unique background
of being both an educator and a pro-
grammer and understands the re-
quirements of both disciplines.

With The Learning System, learning is

a positive and exciting experience that
will reinforce the desire to learn more.
When learning is fun it is also more
effective. Your teaching expertise can
reach more students with measureable
results.

This description of The Learning Sys-
tem is meant to stimulate your
thoughts about its applications in your
school. The system has so much po-
tential that only a brief summary of its

features can be described here.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS
Extra help is already available for stu-
dents who need additional practice for
special exams in U.S. Constitution and
English SAT's. Their grades will be sig-
nificantly increased with these aids.
The key to the success of these pro-
grams lies in the fall-through
technique. When a question is

answered correctly or incorrectly, the
learner is told why that answer was
right or wrong. This helps the user to
understand the basis of the question or
why a lucky guess was correct.

The English SAT Tutorial was written
by Eileen Shapiro, a specialist in tutor-
ial education. Her work, teaching
tutors more effective methods as well
as her educational material, has been
widely published. Myrna Helfand has
been a creative, proficient teacher of
U.S. Constitution and was concerned
with more effective teaching methods
for many years. The efforts of these two
exceptional educators have made each
program an exciting addition to our
commitment to education in the Micro
Lab Learning Center.

See a demo at your local Apple Dealer.
The Learning System is priced at $150;
while The SAT English Tutorial is $25,
and the U.S. Constitution is $30.

. micro \sb
learning centep

systems that work

.

2310 Skokie Valley Road • Highland Park, IL 60035 . 312-433-7550
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Speed Reading Program

1 REM **********************
2 REM BY R.W.SMITH OCT. 1980

REM **********************
DIM A*(660> , AL(9,15> ,0*(25>
a*=" " :o*=" "

GRAPHICS ItSETCOLOR 1 ,8 , 14 t COLOR
? *6; M "

? *6;"«* SPEED READING **"

? *6; n "

#6{ "TO PRACTICE WITH "

#6J"W0RDS (TYPE 1>"

*6J"PHRASES (TYPE 2)"

*6J"SH0RT SEN... (TYPE 3)"

#6 J "SENTENCES. .. (TYPE 4>"

3
':,

6

7

a
9
10
11
16
17
18
19
21
22
23
24
25
27
28
29
30
32
34
35
36
37
38
40
45
50
60
70
80
90
100
105
106
107
108
110
120
121
122
123
125
132
133
134
140
145
150
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
165
170
180

*6;"THEN CHOOSE W.P.M."
#6
#6? "WORDS
6} "PHRASES
#6;"SH0RT SEN.

SENTENCES#6}
PRINT
INPUT
PRINT
INPUT
IF 0=1

50. .650"
50. .1200"

1450"
.2500"

50.
50,

DELAY=5370/W-7.2
DELAY=10076.6/W-7
DELAY=189Q3.5/W-11.5
DEl.AY=1280 08,7/W-50.7

"WHICH OPTION?
O
"W.P.M.= •;

w
THEN

IF 0=2 THEN
IF 0=3 THEN
IF 0=4 THEN
DELAY=INT(DELAY)
FOR 1=1 TO 9
FOR N=l TO 12
AL(I,N>=LEN(A*>+1
READ Q*
A*(AL(I,N> )=Q*
NEXT N
AL ( I , 1 3 ) =AL ( I , 1 2 ) +LEN ( Q*

)

NEXT I
Rl=i:R2=2:R3=3:R4=4
R5 = 5 : R6 = 6 .' R7=7 : R8=8
POKE 20, 0: POKE 19, 0t POKE 18,0
ON O GOTO 300,400,200,110
REM PRINT SENTENCES
GRAPHICS 2+16:SETC0L0R 1,8,14
COLOR 1

IF P0S<=6 THEN P0S=P0S+3
IF P0S>6 THEN POS=0
POSITION 0,POS
R9=R8:R8=R7:R7=R6:R6=R5
R5=R4 : R4=R3 : R3=R2 : R2=R1
R1=INT(RND(5)*12+1>
RED=R1+R2
IF RED<10 THEN 152
? #6}A*(AL(1,R1),AL(1,R1+1>-

#6 ; A$ ( AL ( 2 , R2 ) , AL ( 2 , R2+ 1 )
-

#6;A*(AL(3,R3) ,AL(3,R3+1>-
#6JA*(AL(4,R4) ,AL(4,R4+1)-
#6 } A* ( AL ( 5 , R5 ) , AL ( 5 , R5+1 )

-

*6 } A* ( AL ( 6 , R6 ) , AL ( 6 , R6+1 )

-

#6 5 A* ( AL ( 7 , R7 ) , AL ( 7 , R7 + 1 )

-

RED<10 THEN 165

7
?
9
f

?
IF
? #6?A*(AL(8,R8>,AL(8,R8+1>-
? #6;A*(AL(9,R9),AL(9,R9 +D-
FOR T-l TO DELAY.' NEXT T
GOTO 110
A-PEEK ( 20 ) : B-PEEK (19)*. OPEEK ( 18

)

185 SEC=(A+B*256+C*65536)/60
188 PRINT SEC
190 PRINT "W.P.M.=";(330/SEC>*60
195 STOP
20 REM SHORT SENTENCES
205 GRAPHICS 2+16:SETC0L0R 1,8,14
207 COLOR 8
210 IF P0S<=8 THEN POS=POS+2
215 IF P08>8 THEN POS=0
220 POSITION 0,POS
225 FOR T=l TO DELAY tNEXT T

227 R4=R3:R3=R2:R2=R1
230 R1=INT(RND(4)*12+1)
235 IF RND(9)<0.4 THEN 250
240 ? #6}A*(AL(2,R1),AL(2,R1+1)-1);" "

242 ? *6;A*(AL(3,R2),AL(3,R2+1)-1) J"
"

243 ? *6}A*(AL(4,R3),AL(4,R3+1)-1);" "

244 ? #6;A*(AL(5,R4),AL(5,R4+1)-1)
245 GOTO 260
250 ? #6;A*(AL(8,R1),AL(8,R1 + 1)-D?" "

252 ? #6JA»(AL(9,R2),AL(9,R2+1)-1)
260 FOR T=l TO DELAY INEXT T

265 GOTO 200
300 REM PRINT WORDS
305 GRAPHICS 2+16:SETC0L0R 1,8,14
307 COLOR 8
310 IF POSOIO THEN P0S=P0S+2
315 IF POS>10 THEN POS=0
320 POSITION 2,P0S
325 FOR T=l TO DELAYtNEXT T

330 R1=INT(RND(4>*12+1>
335 R2=INT(RND(9)*9+1)
337 IF R2=7 THEN R2=5
340 ? #6}A»(AL(R2,R1),AL(R2,R1+1)-1)
360 FOR T=l TO DELAYJNEXT T

365 GOTO 300
400 REM PRINT PHRASES
405 GRAPHICS 2+16:SETC0L0R 1,8,14
407 COLOR 8
410 IF P0SO8 THEN P0S=P0S+2
415 IF P0S>8 THEN POS=0
420 POSITION 0,POS
425 FOR T=l TO DELAYtNEXT T

430 R2=R1
433 R=RND(5)
435 R1=INT(RND(5)*12+1)
440 IF R>0.6 THEN 485
441 IF R>0.3 THEN 470
442 ? *6;A*(AL(5,R1),AL(5,R1 + 1)-1) '," "

445 ? #6{A*(AL(6,R2> , AL ( 6 ,R2 + 1 )-l )

450 GOTO 495
470 ? #6JA*(AL(2,R1),AL(2,R1+1)-1)}" "

480 ? *6;A*(AL(3,R2),AL(3,R2+1)--1)5" "

482 ? *6;A»(AL(4,R1) , AL( 4 ,R1 + 1 ) -1 )

483 GOTO 495
485 ? *6;A«(AL(7,R1),AL(7,R1+1)-1)
495 FOR T=l TO DELAY:NEXT T

496 GOTO 400
500 DATA AS, WHEN, WHILE, UNTIL, ALTHOUGH
505 DATA BECAUSE, SINCE, EVEN THOUGH, AS
510 DATA JUST AS , SINCE , WHEN
515 REM
520 DATA THE, A, THIS, THAT, THE, A, THIS
525 DATA THAT , THE , A, THIS, THAT
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530 REM
535 DATA
540 DATA
545 DATA
550 REM
555 DATA
560 DATA
565 DATA
570 REM
575 DATA
580 DATA
585 DATA
590 DATA
600 REM
605 DATA
610 DATA
615 DATA
620 DATA
625 REM
630 DATA
635 DATA
oil) DATA
645 DATA
650 DATA
655 DATA
660 REM
665 DATA
67 DATA
675 REM
680 DATA
685 DATA
690 DAI A

DATA

SMART , SKINNY , KIND , GOOD
FAT , HUNGRY , BALD , DIRTY , SI OW
PICKY, GREASY, SLY

STUDENT , BOY , DOG , CAT , DANCER
BAKER , MONKEY , ELEPHANT , MAN
TEACHER , WOMAN , GROUP

WALKED , LOOKED , WROTE
JUMPED, RAN, TALKED
SANG , WIGGLED , WORKED
SKIPPED , MEDITATED , DRANK

CALMLY , SKEPTICALLY , SLOWLY
SADLY , WARILY , RAPIDLY
CAUTIOUSLY , STEADILY , OPENLY
QUIETLY , HAPPILY , CAREFULLY

UNDER THE TREE, WITH A FRIEND
IN THE LIBRARY, ON THE BED
OVER THE HILL, NEAR THE HOUSE
TO AN AUDIENCE, FOR A DOLLAR
IN A CORNER, ON THE FLOOR-
IN THE KITCHEN, ON THE ROOF

HE , SHE , IT , THE Y , WE , YOU , MOTHER-
HARRY , ALBERT , SUE , NELLY ,

I

MEOWED , YELLED , SAT DOWN , CAME
RAN AWAY, COMPLAINED, LAUGHED
STOPPI I), DRANK TEA, CHOKED
I I IT, SMILED

CLASS OF 82 ... BOOT UP!

ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL - Whether you re loo small lor a big computer
or it you |ust want to bt mg your administrative duties under your control
the Assistant Principal is just what you need It prints school rosters
allows you to input teacher grades, prepare report cards and maintain
student master records You should have no more trouble with student
scheduling grade averaging or recording ol student grades For Apple II

?."
d A.^i Plu*-„,W0 d,sk d,,ves 48K Memory and anMcolumn punter

Item M 3839 11. Price S500 00

ROLL CALL - Let this program keep track ol that all impoitanl attend-
ance data Whether you need information on an individual s tardy
absence history oi need to prepare attendance reports lor the board or
your slate funding agency this complete system will make the task easy
work The system will create its own data base or work off the Assistant
Principals hies. For Apple II or Apple II Plus two disk drives 48K
Memory and an 80 column printer Item M 52 Price S250 00

SYSTEMS ANALYST PLUS • Whether you re a novice computer
student teacher or principal, you will find this program most helpful
Even the advanced programmer should find these seventeen teaching
sessions on programming uselul loi brushing up on the language and
commands For Apple II oi Apple II Plus with Applesoft one disk drive
and 32K Memory Item M-40 Puce $69 95

Call our loll free number lor a
free catalog on professional.

business, accounting and
educational programs.

(800) 6540561
In Ca. [8001 432 7257
Ext. 802 or write:

MONUMENT COMPUTER SERVICE
Village Data Center

P Box 603
Joshua Tree. California 92252

CIRCLE 283 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Computer
Lawnmower

Can a computermow your lawn? Not yet.
But a flowchart can show you how to

make money cutting five lawns a day. The
flowchart is easy. Mowing the lawns is still

hard work.
Dr. Sylvia Charp and Marion Ball wanted

a way to introduce basic computer concepts
to children in grades 5 to 9 of the Philadelphia
City Schools. So they identified some tasks
that kids understood like mowing lawns,
issuing paychecks and controlling traffic
lights. Theyshowed howcomputers are used
in these tasks.

Flowcharts - A basic concept

They devised flowcharts. They located
scores of photos. And they found an artistic
high school student to illustrate these con-
cepts with lively full-color drawings.
They then wrote a light-hearted but infor-

mative text to tie it all together. It talked
about kinds of computers, what goes on
inside the machine, the language of the
computer and how computers work for us.
They took the problem of averaging class

grades and showed how a simple yrogram
could be written to do this job.

Well-qualified authors

Marion Ball has written other books on
computer literacy Sylvia Charp is the director
of educational compuuting for Ftiiladelphia
City Schools They pooled their talents to
produce this book. Be A Computer Literate.
This easy-to-read book explains how com-

puters are used in medicine, law enforce-
ment, art, business, transportation and ed-
ucation Its interesting and understand-
able

Too much demand

The Bell System distributed 50,000 copies
to schools throughout the U.S. but they
couldn't meet the continuing demand. So
Creative Computing Press now distributes
the book It's just $3.95 plus $1 00 shipping
and handling. Send name and address plus
payment or credit card number and expiration
date to Creative Computing Press, Morris
Plains. NJ 07950 Visa. MasterCard and
American Express orders may also be called
in toll-free to 800-631-81 1 2 (in NJ 201-540-
0445).

Order yours today. If, after reading it, you
do not feel that you are "computer literate,''

return it for a full refund plus your postage
to send it back

creative
computing

Morris Plains. NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-631 -8112
(In NJ 201-540-0445)
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As microcomputers become more afford-

able, it has become quite common to find

them in schools, colleges and homes. It is

obvious to a teacher that a computer can

take over many routine chores. Maintaining

and updating students' grades in a course

for example is a task that can be easily

handled with the help of a micro-

computer.

A program to achieve this task must

have the usual capability to enter, update,

list, change or delete grades. In addition,

it must be able to handle records where

the number of students may fluctuate, as

in adult education or introductory courses

where the drop-out rate may be high.

A flexible program should allow an

instructor to enter his subject title (by

subject title I mean any homework, quiz,

test, project or exam that is an integral

part of a course). The program should

also be able to produce a final grade for

each student based on the weighted mean
(as chosen by the user) of all the scores of

all subjects. Finally, it should be able to

display some of the information (such as

the class average of a subject) graphically,

and to produce hard copies if a printer is

available.

Grades is a class record updating system

Dr. W. Teoh, Dept. of Computer Technolouy.
Purdue University at Fort Wayne. 2102 Colesium
Blvd. E.. Fort Wayne. IN 46805.

that performs all these functions. It is

written in Basic in conversation mode;

whenever input is required from the

keyboard, the computer first prints a

suitable message, and then waits for the

user's response. The minimum system

required to run Grades consists of a 48K
Apple II Plus (or Apple II with Applesoft

in ROM) and a single disk drive. A printer

is optional.

Available Functions

When the program is loaded and
executed. Grades first requests the course

name. One can enter a course designator

such as CIS-1 18, or HISTORY or whatever

is suitable. The user is then presented

with the main menu as shown in Figure 1

,

where a code is displayed with the cor-

responding function.

If this is a new course, one should

respond with a (for utilities) at which

point one is presented with a utility menu
as shown in Figure 2. The Initialize utility

(code 1) allows the program to perform

the necessary initialization, after which

the user is asked to enter the class list

(names of the students in this course).

Figure 1. Grades ProRram. Figure 2. Utilities.

COURSE :

CODE ULTILITY CODE FUNCTION
RETURN ULTILITIES

1 INITIALIZE 1 ADD STUDENT
2 COPY DATA FILES 2 DELETE STUDENT
3 NAME CHANGE 3 ENTER GRADE
4 SUBJECT CHANGE 4 CHANGE GRADE
5 SUBJECT SORT 5 LIST GRADE
6 DELETE SUBJECT 6 FINAL GRADE
7 DELETE COURSE 7 CLASS AVERAGE

8 CLASS LIST

ENTER CODE - 9 EXIT PROGRAM

ENTER CODE -
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WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD
DISK DRIVES FOR TRS-80* Model I

CCMOO 51/,", 40 Track (102K) $299

ADD ON DRIVES FOR ZENITH Z-89
CCI-189 5'/4", 40 Track (102K) $394
287 Dual 5 V»" system $995

External card edge and power supply included. 90 day warranty/one
year on power supply.

$CALL POWER SUPPLIES $CALL

BASF/ Verbatim
BASF/ Verbatim

8"

RINGS

2 for $37
Jumpers

$26.95

$36.00

$19.00

$ 4.00

$25.00

$ 6.95

$19
$2.50

RAW DRIVES
5'/4"TEACorTANDON

DISKETTES - box of 10
5%" Maxell $40
8" Maxell $45
PLASTIC FILE BOX-Holds 50 5

V

4 " diskettes
PLASTIC LIBRARY CASE 5V4* $3.00
HEAD CLEANING DISKETTE
FLOPPY SAVER $11.95

16K RAM KITS
200ns for TRS-80,*Apple II, (specify):

SYSTEM SPECIAL
Apple II Plus 48K w/drive and controller. Epson MX-80 printer and
interface. SUP-R Mod RF Modulator: List $2965 You Pay $2299

COMPUTERS/TERMINALS
ARCHIVES 64K, 2 Drives, 77 Track
ALTOS ACS8000 Series
ZENITH 48K, all-in-one computer
ZENITH Z-19

TELEVIDEO 910 $559 920C $ 729
IBM 3101 Display Terminal
ATARI 400 $ 429
MATTEL INTELLIVISION
APPLE PERIPHERALS

950

800

$CALL
SCALL
$2200
$ 725
$1039
$1189
$ 795

$ 259
$CALL

S-100 CALIFORNIA COMPUTER SYSTEMS

MAINFRAME Model 2200A
Z80 CPU Model 2810
MOTHER BOARD Model 2501
16K STATIC RAM, 200ns Model 21 16C
32K STATIC RAM, 200ns Model 2032C
64K DYNAMIC RAM Model 2065C
FLOPPY DISC CONTROLLER Model 2422A
EXTENDER BOARD Model 2520K
2P + 2SI/0 Model 271 8A

$349
$259

$106
$309
$619
$580
$345
$ 52
$309

PRINTERS NEC SPINWRITER
Letter Quality High Speed Printer
R.O.

R.O. with tractor feed
KSR with tractor feed

NEC SPINWRITER 3500 Series, 5 new models
EPSON MX-70 MX-80 MX-80FT MX 100
PAPER TIGER

Graphics & 2K buffer
Graphics & 2k buffer

Graphics
DP-8000 $849 DP-9500/01

IDS 445
IDS 460
IDS 560

ANADEX
OKIDATA

Microline 80
Microline 80
Microline 82
Microline 83

CENTRONICS
C. ITOH

Starwriter I

Starwriter I

Starwriter II

Starwriter II

Friction & pin feed
Friction, and pin & tractor feed
Friction & pin feed feed
120 cps, uses up to 15" paper
739, new model with graphics

25 cps, parallel interface
25 cps, serial interface

45 cps, parallel interface

45 cps, serial interface

$2395
$2555
$2795

SCALL
SCALL

$ 695
$ 799
$ 999
$1295

$ 415
S 500
$ 615
S 849
$ 749

$1449
$1529
$1829
$1949

PRINTER SPECIAL
SEIKOSHA GP-80M

MONITORS
BELL&
HOWELL
LEEDEX

List $399 You Pay $319

9

12
13" Color
9" B& W

12" B& W
13" Color

B&W BHD911
B & W S129

S329
$149
$219
$349

$195
12" Green Screen $159

12" Green
13" Color
12" Green

SANYO

ZENITH

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
LIVERMORE STAR MODEM 2 year guarantee
UNIVERSAL DATA SYSTEMS UDS-103
D-CAT HARD WIRED DIRECT MODEM
AUTO-CAT Auto Answer, Direct Connect Modem
APPLE-CAT II

D.C. HAYES MICRO-MODEM
D.C. HAYES SMART MODEM
CCI Telnet Communications Package

Screen $238
$406

Screen $129

$125
$179
$189
$249

$349
$295
$235
$135

APPLE ACCESSORIES
VISICALC $155.00
Z-80SOFTCARD
VIDEX BOARD
KEYBOARD ENHANCER
16K CARD
APPLE JOYSTICK
SUP-R MOD
CCS CARDS
GALAXIAN
SPACE ALBUM
ASTEROIDS
FLIGHT SIMULATOR
WIZARD & PRINCESS
SARGON 2
MYSTERY HOUSE $ 24.00

For fast delivery, send certified checks
to three weeks to clear. All prices are

AND SOFTWARE
DB MASTER $159.00

$259.00

$259.00

$110.00

$169.00

$ 49.00

$ 25.00

SCALL
$ 22.95

$ 35.00

S 17.95

$ 29.00

S 28.00

S 29.00

S 35.00HI-RES FOOTBALL
money orders or call to arrange direct bank wire transfers. Personal or company checks require two
mail order only and are subject to change without notice Call for shipping charges.

dealer (national/international) inquiries invited Send for FREE Catalogue

The TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 1-800 343-6522
TWX: 710-348-1796 Massachusetts Residents call 617/242-3361

5 Dexter Row, Dept. CC10M
Charlestown, Massachusetts 02129
Hours 10AM-6PM (EST) Mon.-Fri. (Sat. till 5)

Technical Information call 617/242-3361
Massachusetts Residents add 5% Sales Tax
Tandy Corporation Trademark/' Digital Research
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Grades, continued...

It is not necessary to enter the names

in alphabetical order, as a bubble sort is

automatically carried out when the list is

completed (that is, when the user enters a

ZZZ for a student's name).

The program then returns to the main

menu to allow the user to choose another

function. A short description of each of

the available functions is presented

below:

1. Utilities (code 0). This function allows

one to use any of the available utilities.

2. Add Student (code 1). This allows

one to add one or more students to an

existing class list. Grades repeatedly asks

for the name of a student to be added.

Entering ZZZ terminates this mode, at

which time, a bubble sort is invoked, so

that the class list is always stored in

alphabetical order.

3. Delete Student (code 2). This allows

the user to delete one or more students

from the existing class list. One also enters

ZZZ to terminate.

4. Enter Grade (code 3). When this

function is invoked, the program will ask

the user to enter the subject title, such as

HW-1, QZ-2 and so on. One could easily

use any other subject designator. Grades

then displays each student's name, in

alphabetical order, and waits for the user

to enter the grades in this subject.

It should be noted that a student may
not have a grade for this subject due to

illness or be otherwise excused. In this

event, a -1 should be used for his grade. A
grade of -1 is ignored in the weighted

average, so that the student will not be

penalized. When the name list is exhausted,

the routine then asks if the user wishes to

process another subject. If the answer is

yes (actually, a Y will do), the process is

repeated.

5. Change Grade (code 4). This allows

one to change the grade of any student in

any subject in a course.

6. List Grade (code 5). This allows one

to examine the grades of each student,

either collectively or individually. When
operated in the Class mode, the grades of

all existing subjects of each student are

displayed. The user must use the Return

key to display each student's grades. When
operated in the Individual mode, the user

must supply the first few letters of the

student's name; the full name is not

necessary. That particular student's grades

will be displayed. One again enters ZZZ
to terminate.

7. Final Grade (code 6). This allows

one to calculate the weighted mean of all

the scores in all subjects for each student.

The user will be asked to supply the weights

for each subject. To tailor the program to

our needs here at Purdue, the routine

also contains a feature which converts

the weighted average into letter grades

(A, B, C, D and F) according to the

standards defined by the user.

All the information is displayed on the

screen, and a histogram of the grade

distribution in low resolution graphics (see

last section) is displayed. One can operate

in either Class or Individual mode.

8. Class Average (code 7). This deter-

mines the class average and standard

deviation of any subject. A histogram may

be displayed, if the user wants it. to show

the grade distribution.

9. Class List (code 8). This displays the

class list in alphabetical order.

10. Exit (code 9). This allows the user

to exit the program, and is the recom-

mended manner to exit Grades, for the

simple reason that if any of the records in

the current course have been modified in

any way, an updated version of the files

will be put on the diskette before termina-

tion. An updated version of the files will

not be written on the diskette if the records

have not been altered. If a CTRL-C is

used to exit Grades instead, all the updated

information will be lost.

Grades has been
successfully used by

the author for all

courses taught In the
past two years.

It should be noted that for the List

Grade, Final Grade and Class Average

modes, one has the option of requesting

hard copies. In this event, it is assumed

that a printer exists and and that the printer

control board is plugged into slot #3.

Utilities

The following paragraphs very briefly

describe the various utilities available to

supplement the functions described in the

previous section:

1. Return (code 0) allows one to return

to the main menu.
2. Initialize (code 1) allows one to

perform the necessary initialization for a

new course as discussed previously.

3. Copy Data Files (code 2) allows one

to make backup copies of the files of a

course on another diskette. Note that a

second drive is not necessary, as the routine

will inform the user when to insert the

correct diskette.

4. Name Change (code 3) allows one to

change the name of one or more students

in a course.

5. Subject Change (code 4) allows one

to change the subject title.

6. Subject Sort (code 5) allows one to

perform an alphanumeric sort on the

subject title. This feature is particularly

useful if the subject titles are designated

as HW-1, HW-3, QZ-2 and so on, and the

grades have been entered at different times

of the semester. This utility will allow one

to arrange the subjects in sequence to

produce an organized report.

7. Delete Subject (code 6) allows one

to delete a specific subject from the course.

This feature allows one to administer a

test, for example, which does not count

towards the final grade. One could achieve

the same end, of course, by assigning a

zero weight for this subject.

8. Delete Course (code 7) allows one to

delete a course from a diskette. This may

become necessary if the record for a given

course is no longer needed, but the disk

space is required for another course. One

only needs to supply the course designator

to have the corresponding files deleted.

Conclusion

Grades can handle up to 50 students in

a given course of up to 20 subjects. Some

23 sectors are required on the diskette

for each course. Thus, on a 5 1/4" diskette,

a total of 17 courses can be accomodated.

It should be noted that the program itself

occupies about 46 sectors.

The program is extremely easy to use.

Whenever the program requests a student's

name, one can enter the full name or the

first few characters, or ZZZ to terminate.

A question should always be answered

with a yes or no. Whenever the symbol
'-'

appears on the screen, it means that the

system is waiting for the user to enter a

Return to continue.

This feature is included to allow one to

proceed at one's own pace. Whenever a

histogram is displayed in low resolution

graphics, the X-scale is also displayed.

Moreover, one can enter a magnification

factor to either expand or shrink the Y-

scale to produce an optimum display. A
magnification factor of zero allows one to

exit the graphics mode, and return to the

main menu.
Grades has been successfully used by

the author for all courses taught in the

past two years. Its value lies in its ability

to evaluate the class or student's per-

formance rapidly based on the scores

obtained in tests, quizzes, exams or home-

work assignments completed. Further

information regarding Grades may be

obtained from the author. D

"The object ot education is to prepare

the young to educate themselves through-

out their lives.

"

Robert Maynard Hutchins
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Atari is hot
EVERYONE IS TALKING ABOUT THE
ATARI® 800'" COMPUTER. Color graph-
ics and English characters with truly

high resolution: high quality sound;
expandable memory ; and sleek, mod-
ular appearance have made the 800 a
"must have" for many computer
users. And when you add ATARI'S full

line of advanced peripheral com-
ponents and comprehensive software
library you get a really hot deal,

whether your application is business,

professional or personal.

SPECIAL OFFER - ASAP makes the

ATARI«800'* the hottest deal in town
by offering 16K bytes of additional

RAM . . . FREE! You get 32K for the

price of 16K at ASAP's special price of

only $799.00. So don't get caught out

in the cold. Call ASAP today.

COMPLETE SOFTWARE LIBRARY

THESE POPULAR UNITS:

Basketball ROM
Super Breakout ROM
Educational System ROM
Video Easel ROM
Music Composer ROM
Computer Chess ROM
3D Tic Tac Toe ROM
Star Raiders ROM
Kingdom Cassette

Blackjack Cassette

Biorhythm Cassette

Assembler/Editor ROM
Mortgage Loan Analysis Tape

Stock Analysis Disk

Charting Disk

Bond Analysis Disk

Mailing List Tape

Touch Typing (2 tapes)

Graph It (2 tapes) ,

Energy Czar Tape

Telelink (Terminal ROM)

Space Invaders Cassette

'Scram

'Word Processor

'Asteroids Call

•Missile Command Call

•New item

INCLUDES

30 00

30.00

1995

30.00

45.00

30.00

30.00

34.00

$ 1295

$ 12.95

12.95

4500

12.95

19.95

19.95

1995

17.95

19.95

17.95

12.95

19.95

1595

16.95

99.95

for price

for price

3IS3III
computer
products, inc.

1198 E. Willow St.. Signal Hill. CA 90606

and so arewe

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

ATARI* 410™ Program Recorder

ATARI* 810™ Disk Drive $
ATARI* 815" Dual Disk

Drive $119500

ATARI* 820™ 40-column Dot
Matrix Impact Printer $ 279.00

ATARI* 822™ Thermal
Printer $ 349.00

ATARI* 825™ 80-column Dot
Matrix Impact Printer $ 625.00

ATARI* 830™ Acoustic
Modem $ 159.00

ATARI* 850™ Interface

Module $ 139.00

ATARI* Paddle (CX30-04) and
Joystick (CX4044) $ 17.95

Light Pen (CX-70) $ 64.95

ASAP otters a 120-day buyer protection policy: lull money-back guarantee if not totally satisfied

Ordering inlormitlon: name, address, phone, ship by: UPS or Mail. Shipping charge: add $2 50 up to 1 lb. (UPS
blue). US Mail add $1 50 (US only) (S2500 minimum order)

Ttrira: We accept cash, check, money orders. Visa and Master Charge (US funds only) Tax: 6% Calif. Res..

COO's and terms available on approval (School PO's Accepted).

Toll free outside California (800) 421-7701 Inside California (21 3) 595-6431 (714) 891-2663
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Grades, continued...

10
20
25
30
40
50
60
ES
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
1S0
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
2B0
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390

DIM NM»C70) . SU*C20) . SG<70, 20) . HC20) . XC20)

D* = CHR« C4):SW » 0: HOME : VTAB 6

PQ
PRINT TABC 6); "GRADES PROGRAM": PRINT i PRINT I PRINT

INPUT "COURSE I "iF»
GOSUB 4170
HOME
IF PQ
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT

VTflB 6
< > THEN
"CODE"! TABC

GOSUB 5600
20)? "FUNCTION" PRINT

PRINT
PRINT

•UTILITIES"
"ADD STUDENT"
"DELETE STUDENT": PRINT
"ENTER GRADE": PRINT
"CHANGE GRADE": PRINT
"LIST GRADE": PRINT
"FINAL GRADE": PRINT

15): "CLASS AVERAGE": PRINT
15); "CLASS LIST": PRINT
13); "EX IT PROGRAM": PRINT

C

0"; TABC 15)

1

1"; TABC 15)

i

2": TABC 15)>
3"! TABC 15)
4"; TABC 15)
5"; TABC 15)
6"; TABC 15)
7" I TABC
8"; TABC
9" ! TABC
INPUT "ENTER CODE

ON C GOTO 230.370.520.690.920.1080.1330,1670,1800
IF C > 9 OR C < THEN 60
GOSUB 3610
GOTO 60
REM ADD STUDENT ROUTINE
IF SU = THEN GOSUB 1850
HOME : VTAB 6: PRINT " ADD MODE
PRINT : PRINT : PRINT
INPUT "NAME — "SO*
IF Q» - "ZZZ" THEN 320
KK « KK + 1

NMtCKK) = 0*
GOTO 250
SGC0, 0) - KK
SGC0, 1) ZZ
GOSUB 3360
SU = 2
GOTO 60
REM DELETE STUDENT ROUTINE
IF SW = THEN GOSUB 1850
HOME : VTAB 6: PRINT DELETE MODE": PRINT
PRINT

400 GOSUB 2630
410 IF T» » "ZZZ" THEN 500
420 KK = KK - 1

430 FOR K = II TO KK
440 FOR J = 1 TO 20
450 SGCK.J) = SGCK + l.J)
460 NEXT J
470 NM»CK> = NM»CK + 1)

480 NEXT K
490 GOTl' 390
500 SGC0.P) = KK:SGC0. 1) = ZZ:SW -

510 GOTO 60
520 REM — ENTER GRADE ROUTINE

530
540

550
560
570
580
590
600

IF SW = THEN
HOME : VTAB 6:
1 PRINT
ZZ « ZZ + 1

INPUT "ENTER GRADE TYPE —
FOR I - 1 TO KK
HOME : VTAB 6: PRINT "NAME"

GOSUB 1850
PRINT " ENTER GRADE MODE"

;SU«CZZ)

PRINT NM»CI);
IF SGCI.ZZ) >

: PRINT :

TABC 20) "GRADE":
TABC 20);: INPUT SGCI.ZZ)
- 1 OR SGCI.ZZ) < 101 THEN 620

PRINT : PRINT

PRINT : PRINT

R.PM.

275

!'
O
w

l-l 101

280 285 290

1 ' ' I ' ' ' * ' ' ' '

l+l

295 300 310

. I . . . I i . I f
A
S
T

-4-

INPUT DRIVE t4 ?

SNUFF THE ATARI RPM TESTER
Well ...it's finally arrived! The RPM Tester for the ATARI #810'" disk drive. How would you like to SNUFF' out

all of those 138,144 errors due to speed? Here is the solution all of you have been waiting for. All it takes is

'SNUFF,' a screw driver, and a few minutes to bring your drive up to factory spec. Hi-res graphics display a

working tachometer on the screen that you can adjust to (1) one rpm. Complete with documentation. So
easy a child can do it!

$29.95
Diskette

Atari is a trademark of Atari, tnc

I JJomputcr

\ Consultant*
(

\ Jowa

Computer Consultants ol Iowa Ltd.

P O Box 427
Marion. Iowa 52302
319 373 1306

DISKETTES

Lots Ol 10 Lots ol SO Lots ol 100

740-0
8 SS SO 3 50 Ea 3 25 Ea 3 00 Ea

744

5 . SS SD 2 50 Ea 2 40 Ea 2 19 Ea

Prices subject to change without notice Add 3S shipping and
handling Iowa residents please add 3*» sales ta« Please allow time tor

checks to clear Prices good in continental USA
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ATARI TM APPLETM TRS-80™ PETT

a Ji
L
J
TV MAH

»
A ,an,astic collection of 21 super utility programs (or theATARI 400/800- Included in this series is the now famous MIRROR IMAGE

Retail $99 95 32K required

COMMUNICATIONS PACKAGE - Now available (or the (irst time a lullmodem communications package (or the ATARI 400/800- PERSONALCOMPUTER This package will allow the user to send or receive BASIC as well
as binary files (user to user) It will also allow the down loading ol text from any
major data base, such as the SOURCE or COMPUSERVE All kinds o( fantastic
features are built in free sectors, auto file unlocking, message received Retail
$4995 32K required

NITE FLYER - A real-time flight simulator You're flying at night with only
your instruments to guide you Somewhere far in the distance you see a tiny
dot its the air field' You must successfully land your plane in a given amount
ol time Your complete working instrument cluster will help guide you in
Brakes screech, motor drones This is not a text game, but a real-time (light
simulator (or the ATARI 400/800- Joystick required Retail $24 95 24K
required

FRAZZLE — This one will really frazzle' your nerves Drive through the maze
and avoid touching any ot the walls because i( you do ATARI 400/800'" 16K
required Disk only Retail $9 95

MAZE ENCOUNTER You re lost in a 3-dlmensional maze It's up to you to
lind your way out — which turn to take, which corridor to go down ATARI
400/800- Disk only Retail $9 95 16K required

"ASTER DISK — Here is the disk (iling system you've been waiting (or Store
up to 125 disks per directory Search, list, delete, all in RAM Have you
forgotten what the name of that program was? Enter the first letter and all
programs with that first letter will be displayed (Wild card is automatic)
Master Disk contains super fast in RAM sort ATARI 400/800- Retail $24 95
16K required

INTEL TERM — The intelligent terminal program Full function interactive
terminal, upload files from disk or cassette to remote computer Down load
files from disk, printer, or cassette from a remote computer Choice ol 40-60
column display formats Changeable while on-line Single-character codes to
transmit frequently-used words or phrases Displays disk-directory while on-
line Joy stick input Compatable with MicroNet "Space War " Written in all
machine language ATARI 400/800" Disk only Retail $49 95 32K required

THE BROKER The most comprehensive stock charting and evaluation
program ever designed for the ATARI- Computer System This package is by
far the most professional ol its kind A 30-page instruction manual is included
Two disk drives and 48K required Retail $99 95 Soon available for the
APPLE-

PACKMAN — No more need be said If you're not an addict now. you will be
shortly Just like the arcade version PET/CBM'"on cassette Retail $24 95 32K
required

SUPER GALAXCIAN — As the invaders break off and swoop down, you must
detned your position PET/CBM" on cassette Retail $24 95 32K required

NIGHT DRIVE — You're racing down the highway as the road posts slip by
PET/CBM- Retail $19 95 32K required

ULTRA INVADER The enemy is lining up for attack and marching toward
your position Defned it to the best of your ability PET/CBM- Retail $19 95
32K required

PORNOPOLY — You've seen or heard about it on nationwide television or
radio and read about it in the newspapers This is a triple X-Rated adult party
game Requires 2 to 4 players Hi-Res graphics, board, property, and all

transactions handled by the computer Available for the ATARI- APPLE-.
TRS-80-. and PET/CBM- Computers Retail $29 95

Alan it a tradamaft of Alan. Inc

Appla * a Iraoamani of Appla Compular. Inc
TRS 80 la a trademark ol Tandy Corp
PET C6M it a tradamarh ol Commodora Butinatt Maclwnaa

•V" •»*) J»*

\ C°mPUter

1 Consultants

\ Jowa

Computer Consultants of Iowa Ltd.
P. O. Box 427
Marion, Iowa 52302
319-373-1306
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Grades, continued.

PRINT "GRADE NOT BETWEEN

CONCORD

PRODUCTS
1971 SO STATE COLLEGE ,,

ANAHEIM. CALIF. 92806 j>\-

(714)937-0637 **£"*L ~
CHECK — M/0 V !^ ^ "*

NO COD C

'10.MIN ORDER CA RES ADO 6

PRINT

PRINT
»;C

<Y/N) ;Q»

LIST GRADE MODE": PRINT

5 00*

CIRCLE 133 ON READER SERVICE CARD

PRINT : PRINT : FLASH
AND 100" NORMAL : INPUT Q*i GOTO 5S0

NEXT I

PRINT : PRINT : PRINT
INPUT "ANY MORE 7 (Y/N) " iQ*

IF » • "Y" THEN 540
SGt.0. I) - 21
SU 2
GOTO 60
REM CHANGE GRADE ROUTINE
IF SW = THEN GOSUB 1S50

HOME I VTAB E: PRINT " CHfiNGE GRADE MODE"

PRINT I PRINT
GOSUB 2570
PRINT ! PRINT
INPUT "ENTER CODE
GOSUB 2630
IF T« - "ZZZ" THEN 880
CT
HOME : VTAB 6
PRINT "NOME"! TABC 15) SNM»< I I ) i PRINT
PRINT "SUBJECT"; TAB< 15) !SU«<:C> : PRINT
PRINT "GRADE"! TAB< 15) iSG( II. C) I PRINT

PRINT : PRINT
IF CT > THEN 750
CT - CT 1

INPUT "ENTER CORRECT GRADE "iSGUI.O
FOR I = TO 500! NEXT I

GOTO 780
INPUT " ANOTHER SUBJECT ?

IF Q* « "Y" THEN 710
SU 2
GOTO 60
REM LIST GRADE MODE
IF SW = THEN GOSUB 1850
HOME i VTAB 6! PRINT
i PRINT
INPUT "CLASS OR INDIVIDUAL
IF QQ« - "C" THEN 1015
GOSUB 5700
HOME : VTOB 6i GOSUB 2630
IF T» - "ZZZ" THEN 60
IF PQ » 1 THEN GOSUB 5500
IF II < > THEN GOSUB 2750
INPUT "— "!Q«
GOTO 970
GOSUB 5700
FOR I = 1 TO KK
IF PQ - 1 THEN GOSUB 5500
II - I

GOSUB 2750
IF PO - 1 AND Q0« - "C" THEN 1060
INPUT "— "!Q»
IF 0% ' "ZZZ" THEN GOTO 60
NEXT I

GOTO 60
REM
FOR I

IF SW
HOME : VTfiB 6i
i PRINT
GOSUB 28A0
SS -
HOME : VTfiB 6
PRINT "CODE
FOR I = 1 TO ZZ
PRINT I.SU*(I)!
SS * SS + X(I)
PRINT
NEXT I

IF SS = 100 THEN 1200
PRINT i PRINT : FLfiSH : PRINT "WEIGHTS MUST fiDD UP
100": NORMAL : FOR I = TO 2000! NEXT I: GOTO 1120
INPUT "CLASS OR INDIVIDUAL ? "IQQ»
GOSUB 5700
FOR I « 1 TO KK
IF PQ « 1 THEN PRINT i PRINT I PRINT
II - HT» NM*(I)
IF QQ« < > "I" THEN 1260
GOSUB 2630
IF T« « "ZZZ" THEN 60
IF PQ « 1 THEN GOSUB 5500
GOSUB 2750
PRINT " "

GOSUB 2910: PRINT : GOSUB 3530
IF QQ* < > "I" OND PQ 1 THEN 1300
PRINT : INPUT "— ":Q»
IF Q* - "ZZZ" THEN 60

CREATIVE COMPUTING

FINAL GRADE ROUTINE
15 TO 20:H(I) » 0: NEXT I

THEN GOSUB 1850
PRINT " FINAL GRADE MODE": PRINT

SUBJECT

TAB( 30)

I

WEIGHT": PRINT

INPUT X(I)



1300
130S
1310

1320
1330
1340
13S0

13S0
1370
1380

1390
1400
1410
1420
1430
1440
14S0
1460
1470
1480
1490
1500
1510
1S20
1S30

1540
1545
1550
1580
1570
1580
1590
1600
1610
1E20

1630
1640
1G50
1660
1G70
1680
1690
1700
1710
1720

1730
1740
1750
1760
1770
1780
1790
1800
1810
1820
1830
1840

1850
1860
1870
1880
1890
1300
1910

1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
1970
1980
1990
2000
2010
2020
2030
2040
2050
2060
2070
2080

"I" THEN GOSUB 4300
"I" THEN JJ - 0) FLASH
NORMAL : GOSUB 3040

PRINT "HISTOGRAM

NEXT I

IF QQ* <

IF QQ* <

COMING UP"
GOTO 60
REM CLASS AVERAGE ROUTINE
IF SW = THEN GOSUB 1850
HOME^: VTAB 6« PRINT "CLASS AVERAGE MODE"! PRINT

COSUB 2570
IN°UT "ENTER CODE — ";JJ
IF JJ > ZZ OR JJ < 1 THEN PRINT I PRINT J FLASH J PRINT™°DE

a"^T * BETHEEN
" "«> "»« NO*1*"- « "TO 36^SM = 02KX - KK:X1 - 1000:X2 - - 100

FOR I - 1 TO KK
XG - SG(I.JJ)

PRINT :

- 1 THEN KX - KX
X2 THEN X2 - XG

XG
XI THEN XI

II GOTO 1460

XG

IF XG
IF XG >

SM - SM
IF XG <

NEXT I

AV - SM / KX
SM - 0: FOR I - 1 TO KK:XG - SG(I.JJ)
IF XG
SM SM
NEXT I

SM - SQR CSM /

- 1 THEN 1510
+ (XG - AV) •» 2

KX)
INT (AV * 10 0.5) / 10:SM = INT (SM * 10 + 0.5) /

"JF»i PRINT
"SSU*(JJ>! PRINT
";KX» PRINT

"SAV: PRINT
";SMi PRINT
";Xl: PRINT
"!X2: PRINT
'1Q»
GOSUB 3040

•I PRINT

PRINT i PRINT : INPUT

;q*

CLASS LIST ROUTINE
THEN GOSUB 1850

PRINT
1 TO KK
THEN
";F*J"

PRINT "

1

10 THEN 1770
INPUT "—

"SQ*

HOME : VTAB 6: PRINT TAB( 6)?' CLASS

•!NM»(I>

" »Q«

AV -
10
HOME : VTAB 6
GOSUB 5700
PRINT "COURSE I

PRINT "SUBJECT »

PRINT "# OF STUDENTS
PRINT "

PRINT "CLASS AVERAGE
PRINT "STANDARD DEV.
PRINT "LOWEST I

PRINT "HIGHEST :

"HISTOGRAM ? (Y/N)
IF Q« ( ) "N" THEN
INPUT "ANOTHER SUBJECT ? (Y/N)
IF D» ( > "N" THEN 1350
GOTO 60
REM
IF SW -

LI -
PRINT :

FOR I -
IF LI -

LIST OF
PRINT I

LI - LI
IF LI <

LI - 01
NEXT I

INPUT "-

GOTO 60
REM EXIT PROGRAM ROUTINE
IF SM - 2 THEN GOSUB 2180
INPUT "ANOTHER COURSE ? (Y/N)":Q»
IF 0* «= "Y" THEN 20
END

REM READ FILES SUBROUTINE
HOME : VTAB 6« FLASH : PRINT "READING GRADE FILE":
PRINT D*J"OPEN "!F»
SW - 1

PRINT D»!"READ "IF«
INPUT SGC0. 0)
KK - SG(0. 0)1 PRINT D*i "CLOSE "IF*
PRINT D«;"OPEN ",F*
FOR I - TO KK
FOR J = TO 20
PRINT D*:"REOD "«F»
INPUT SG(I.J)
NEXT J
NEXT I

KK « SG(0, 0)
ZZ - SG(0. 1)
PRINT D*» "CLOSE "!F*
HOME : VTAB 6: FLASH I PRINT "READING NAME FILE"! NORMAL
PRINT D»»"OPEN "JN«
FOR I - 1 TO KK
PRINT D*!"READ "IN*
INPUT NMtUI)
NEXT I

PRINT D»l "CLOSE "iN»

NORMAL

THELEAST
EXPENSIVEPROGRAMS
YOUCANRUY

n high-c
foi TRS-80, onl) $ni

NewDOS-80—New Low Price!
Successor to NewDOS 4,iimf package for which
r»" pay $149 elsewhere, at CI« Jul... SHI
SuperPIMS—People's Database
PIMS has beengrestly speeded up and simplified.
with machine language aorta, key denounce,
optional automatic lowerra.se (no keying, no
hardware mod) on labels or reports Up to 20
fields, limited by 240-caaracter maximum per
record Easy to revise, add records, split or
merge files, sum or average any fields
Customized fortape, tapeadlsk, Zoom. TCI Poor
Man's Floppy, B17, Stringy Floppy— all on one
tape! As mailing labels program, easily manages
20,000 list CIE does' Advanced labels module to
come, $24 .95, making system moat powerful
mailer available! oa disk, $25 90
program (CIS) $19.95 (12115 CA)
book, details CMS (CM) $1 1 .95 (11 2 67 CA)

PASPATCH
PasPatch, Tape 6P, makes Tandy tiny

Pascal a powerful disk system!
Modular Software Assoc $19.95

Level II Tapes
'Tiny' Pascal runs onaay 16K Level II system. In-

cludes the programming structuring capabilities
of full Pascal, but not data structuring.

Able to compile Z-tO machine code, programs run
about 5X faster than Level II Basic— graphics run
eight times faster* Requires use ofT-Bug (or Tape
7) and ETASM
Tape 3, Peoples Pascal Sit as

Tape 1, 34 buls . edu., game progs. $10.05
Tape 2, 77 programs from Osborne book Some
Common Basic Programs $10.95

Tape 5, $4 buls . edu., game progs. $10.95
Tape 7, 31 bats., edu., game proga. $10.95
Tape $, 40, lne 4X tape apeedup $10.95
Tape 9, 25 buls., edu., game proga $10.95
Tape 10, Income tax. ebeckg act $10.95
People's Taxman, fills out sll forms $39 95

Send for free monthly bulletin

and price list.

NewDOS-80 (Model 1 or 3?) $111
DOS-plus (Model 1 or 3?) $100
Percom Doubler $165
LNW dbl. density, DOS-plus $175
DoubleZAP-n/80 patch $47.45
PMC-80 16k computer $610
PMC-80 expansion (S-100) $380
32k S-100 RAM card $270
Percom 40-track drive $375
Epson MX-80 printer $525
Centronics 737 printer $850
Starwriter 25cps daisywheel $1,610
Anadex DP9500 200cps $1,525

EPROM programmer $610
ROM extender $57
ANALOG input module $61
Fastload hi- speed cassette $147
CTR-41M cassette deck $90
5" Memorex sing den bx 10 $27.50
5" Memorex dd bx 10 $29.50
5" FD or 3M cleaning kit $25.50
Add $1 shipping par order, plus to cents per
media boa or kit. Major Items skipped freight

collect. Small Items * books, software shipped
postpaid.

NEW: Send for free monthly catalog

10% DISCOUNT
when ordering 3 items
totaling $50 or more

All orders charge card, check or mo
Calif residents add* pet tax Dealer las). Invited

Overaeas, sdd $1.50 per tape postage

COMI'I'TKK INFORMATION EXCHANGE
Box 159

San Luis Riy CA 92068
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DOSOURCE 3.3
for the Apple II

A source listing of DOS 3.3
I I commented by Randy Hyde

He used DISASM/65 disassembler
frogram, disassembled Apple's DOS
.3, and added meaningful lables

and comments to create DOSOURCE
3.3, a perfect companion to
"Beneath Apple DOS" by Don Worth
and Pieter Lechner*. DOSOURCE
clearly lists each routine used by
Apple DOS.

DOSOURCE is a LIS* 2.5 compatible source

listing of DOS 3.3. LIS* 2.5 owners can load

and reassemble DOS at other locations for

special applications (such as in a RAM card).

DOSOURCE fs also a text file that can be

loaded into your favorite assembler and
converted for use with it. DOSOURCE is also an

assembled listing that you can dump to a

printer for reference purposes.

With DOSOURCE you can
-> Reassemble DOS 3.3 at different addresses.
-> Utilize several useful routines found

within DOS. such as decimal input and
output. Many routines within DOS are as
useful as routines found within the Apple
monitor... only you didn't know about them

until now!!
-> Remove portions of DOS, that you may not

need, freeing memory for program use. Most

programs do not need the 'RENAME", "IMT",
*BSAVE", "BRUN", "BLOAD", "CATALOG-, etc.

commands while they are running. As much as

4K can be removed from DOS without
affecting your programs operation. Think
about it the nest time you get a MEM FULL
error or need to declare an array that s

just a little bit too big.
-: Learn lot's of 6502 programming tricks -

DOS 3.3 Is full of 'em. And you can learn
them by studying the source listing.

-> Make "Patches' to DOS 3.3 and understand
exactly whats going on. No more "guessing
game" resulting in unreliable software.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE $39.86
WITH "Beneath Apple DOS" $85.00

• Beneath Apple DOS is published by Quality
Software. Suggested list $19.95

Grades, continued.

DISASM/65
by Randy Hyde

DISASM/65 is a LISA compatible 6S02
disassembler foe the Apple II. DISASM/65 takes
unadorned machine code and converts it to an
understandable assembly language text file.
DISASM/65 allows users to disassemble 6502
instruction codes, HEX data, string data,
address data, stack data, and more! DISASM/65
is by far the most powerful 6502 disassembler
available for the Apple II. In fact, we used

le DOS 3 "it to disassemble 3.3 for our DOSOURCE
fackage. Over 500 happy users bought DISASM/65
or $24.95 without the source listing (The

source listing was available for $35.00
extra) . Now, for a limited time, you get both
the DISASM/65 program and the source listing
for $29.95 (DISASM/65 sources are in a LISA
2.x compatible format). Complete documentation
included.

Laser Microsystems' products are In computer
stores all across the country. However, if you
cannot locate one, you can order direct from us
at 1719-C Capital, Corona, Calif. 91720.

* California residents must add 6% sales tax.
• Master Card t Visa (w/all vital info) welcome.
* Allow 2 weeks additional for checks to clear.
• Orders outside U.S.A. add $15.00 for S 4 H.

Lower Case 'Plus, Keyboard 'Plus, and Graphics
Plus are Laser Microsystems, Inc. trademarks.

Apple II and Applewrlter are trademarks of Apple
Computer, Inc., Cupertino, Calif.
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2090

2100
2110
2120
2130
2140
21S0
2160
2170

21S0
2190
2200
2210
2220
2230
2240
^1-50

2260
2270
2280
2290
2300
2310
2320
2330
2340
2350
2360
2370
2380
2390
2400
2410
2420
2430
2440
2450
2460
2470

2480
2490
2500
2510
2520
2530
2540
2550
2560
2570
2580
2590
2600
2610
2614
2620

2630
2640
2650
2660
2670
2675
2680
2690
2700
2710
2720
2730
2740

2750
2760
2770
2780
2790
2800
2810
2820
2821
2822
2830

2840
2850

VTAB 6: FLASH I PRINT " READING SUBJECTS FILE "1
HOME
NORMAL
PRINT D»:"0PEN "iS«
FOR I = 1 TO 20
PRINT D«i"READ "?S»
INPUT SUtHI)
NEXT I

PRINT D«S "CLOSE "SS*
HOME
RETURN

REM —
SW 1

HOME : VTAB
FOR I « KK

WRITE FILE SUBROUTINE

FLASH
TO 70

NM»CI>
FOR J =

SOU. J)
NEXT J
NEXT I

SG(0. 0)
PRINT D«
PRINT D«

"XXX"
ZZ 1

« - 1

TO 20

KK:SG<0, 1) =

"OPEN "SF»
"DELETE ":F»

!F*

PRINT "WRITING GRADES FILE": NORMAL

ZZ

PRINT D*?"0PEN
FOR I TO 70
FOR J » TO 20
PRINT D*:"WRITE "«F«
PRINT SGCI.J)
NEXT J
NEXT I

P^INT D»; "CLOSE ";F*
HOMF : VTAB 6: FLASH
PRINT D«i"0PEN ";N»

PRINT "WRITING NAME FILE "I NORMAL

DELETE "»N»
OPEN ";N*
TO 70
WRITE "!N«

PRINT D«S
PRINT DC!
FOR I = 1

PRINT D«!
PRINT NMCCI)
NEXT I

PRINT D*>: "CLOSE "iN»
HOME I VTAB 6: FLASH
NORMAL

PRINT "WRITING SUBJECTS FILE"!

"OPEN "iS«
"DELETE "»S*
"OPEN "!S»
TO 20
"WRITE 1 iS»

PRINT D»i
PRINT D*»'
PRINT DSi'
FOR I " 1

PRINT D»!
PRINT SU«CI)
NEXT I

PRINT D»; "CLOSE ":S»
HOME : RETURN
REM CODE-SUBJECT DISPLAY SUBROUTINE
PRINT "CODE"; TABC 15) ; "SUBJECT" : PRINT I PRINT
FOR I - 1 TO ZZ
PRINT II TABC 15):SU«U>
NEXT I

PRINT :

RETURN
PRINT PRINT

NAME SEARCH SUBROUTINE
RETURNS SUBSCRIPT II OR "ZZZ"

REM
REM
II -
INPUT "NAME — ":T*
LX - LEN CT*>)

IF LX = THEN T« « "ZZZ"
IF T» » "ZZZ" THEN 2740
FOR I 1 TO KK
IF LEFT* CNM»(I),LX> T» THEN II - Is GOTO 2740
NEXT I

PRINT : PRINT s FLASH s PRINT T«!" NOT IN ";F«: NORMAL
FOR I = TO 1000: NEXT I: GOTO 2650
RETURN

REM GRADE DISPLAY SUBROUTINE
HOME : VTAB 6
PRINT NM*CII): PRINT : PRINT
PRINT "CODE"? TABC 10) ; "SUBJECT" ; TAB( 30)S"GRADE"
PRINT " ": PRINT
FOR Q = 1 TO ZZ
PRINT Q; TABC 10) ;SU*UQ> : TABC 30):SGCII,O>
NEXT Q
IF PQ - 1 THEN 2830
FOR P0 « TO 5: PRINT : NEXT P0
RETURN

REM LETTER GRADE STANDARDS SUBROUTINE
HOME : VTAB 6: PRINT TABC 6) J"— LETTER GRADE STANDARDS— ": PRINT : PRINT
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28S0 INPUT
2870 INPUT
2880
2890
2900

2910
2920
2930
2960
29S0
29B0
2970
2980
2990
3000
3010
3020
3030

3040
3050
3080
3070
3080
3090
3100
3110
3120
3130
3140
3150
31B0
3170
3180
3190
3200
3210
3220
3230
3240
3250
32B0
3270
32S0
3290
3300
3310
3320
3330
3340
3350

3380
3370
3380
3390
3400
3410
3420
3430
3440
3450
34E0
3470
3480
3490
3500
3510
3520

3530
3540
3550
3560
3570
35S0
3590
3800

3610
3620

3630
3640
3650
3660
3670

INPUT
INPUT •'

RETURN

A GRADE
B GRADE
C GRADE
D GRADE

—"IH(1)I PRINT—*|H<2)I PRINT— ";H<3): PRINT—
" IH(4)s PRINT

REM — FINAL GRADE SUBROUTINE
TS » 0:SZ «
FOR J = 1 TO ZZ
IF SGUI.J) « - 1 THEN SZ - SZ
TS » TS + SGCII.J) * XCJ)
NEXT J
FG = TS / 100
IP SZ > THEN FG - FG * 100 / (100
FG - INT (FG * 100 + 0.5) / 100
PRINT : PRINT : PRINT
PRINT NMSUI): TAB< 20) ; "AVERAGE :

SGCII.0) FG
RETURN

X(J>; GOTO 2960

SZ)

•;fg

o

3|zes

HISTOGRAM SUBROUTINEREM
MG = 2
FOR I « 1 TO 20IHU) - 0: NEXT I
FOR I - 1 TO KK
SM - SGCI.JJ)
FU « 95
FOR K - 1 TO 20

20 - K + 1

- 1 THEN 3160
- FU THEN H(LL) - HCLL) 11 GOTO 3160

GR : COLOR-

60 70
!MG

LL
IF SM -

IF SM >

FU - FU - 5
NEXT K
NEXT I

HOME : VTAB 20
P « 0:XC »
FOR I = 1 TO 20
XC XC + 1

IF XC > 15 THEN XC - 1

COLOR= XC
PP » 40 - H(I) * MG
IF PP » 40 THEN P « P 2: GOTO 3300
IF PP < THEN PP =
VLIN 39. PP AT P
P - P + 1

VLIN 39. PP AT P
P - P 1

NEXT I

PRINT " 10 20 30 40
INPUT "MAGNIFICATION FACTOR
IF MG > THEN 3170
TEXT J HOME
RETURN

RE*1 NAME SORT SUBROUTINE
HOML : VTAB 6: FLASH : PRINT "SORTING"
F - D:l « 1

IF NM»iI) < NM»CI 1) THEN 3490
T* = NMSCI)
NM»iI) = NM»(I + 1)
NM»<I + 1) - T»
FOR J - 1 TO 20
HCJ) - SGU.J)
SG(I.J) - SGCI l.J)
SGCI l.J) HCJ)
NEXT J
F « 1

I - I + 1

IF I < KK THEN 3390
IF F = 1 THEN 3380
RETURN

REM LETTER GRADE CONVERSION SUBROUTINE
PRINT : PRINT TAB( 20)5 "FINAL GRADE : "!
IF FG > - H(l) THEN H<15)
IF FG > - H<2) THEN HU6)
IF FG > = HC3) THEN HC17)
IF FG > - H(4) THEN HC18) HOB)
PRINT "F":H<19> - H(19) + 1

RETURN

ft
o

o

IVANT-GRRDB
REATIONS

ULTIMATE IN COMPUTER AIDED ^
INSTRUCTION ZES Create lessons in any sub-
jects. No programming knowledge necessary.
ZES is not a language but a completely menu-
driven authoring system with:
• Hi-Res Graphics
• Color and Animation
• Cartesian Graphs
• Hints
• Comments
•Branching Capabilities With Elaborate
Student Record Keeping Demo Package 10.00

Complete System $250.00

Also: SENTENCE DIAGRAMMING, The only one
of its kind. Parts of speech. Usage. 3 Levels, 60
Sentences, Teacher Formatted $19.95

THE CREATIVITY TOOL BOX Drawing, Poetry
& Music, Action Sounds and Utilities. 3 Disks and
Documentation. $44.95

BLOCK SHAPES FOR APPLESOFT OR
ASSEMBLY A learning package that quits ignor-
ing the one subject that everyone seems to be
trying to keep a deep dark secret: assembly &
machine language graphics! You may never need
to buy another graphics package again. .

because you'll finally have a handle on what it's

all about!!!! 4 Disks with over 200 pages of
documentation. Tentative Price: $125.00
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80 90": PRINT

NORMAL

HC15) + 11 PRINT „
fi
„. GOTO 3600

HU6) + 1« PRINT "B": GOTO 3600
H<17) + 11 PRINT "C": GOTO 3600
Hi 18) +- 11 PRINT "D": GOTO 3600

REM -
HOME
PRINT
PRINT "CODE

ULTILITIES SUBROUTINE
VTAB 6! PRINT TABC 6)1" ULTILITIES": PRINT :

TAB< 15); "UTILITY": PRINT
PRINT " 0"; TABC 15) t "RETURN": PRINT
PRINT " 1"; TAB< 15) ; "INITIALIZE" : PRINT
PRINT " 2"! TAB< 15): "COPY DATA FILES": PRINT
PRINT " 3"; TABt 15); "NAME CHANGE": PRINT

MEMOREX
DISKETTES

&
CARTRIDGES

for your computer or word processor

BUY THE BEST FOR LESS
Lowest prices. WE WILL
NOT BE UNDERSOLD!! Buy
any quantity 1 • 1000. Visa.

Mastercharge accepted. Call
free (800) 235-4 137 for prices
and information. All orders
sent postage paid.

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd.

SanLuifObapaCA
93401 (In Ca' c«l

(805) 543-1037.
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Grade*, continued...

INTRODUCING . . .

TEACHERSMD
DR. DALEY'S SOFTWARE is excited about our

latest software release—TEACHER'S AID.

TEACHER'S AID is the grade management sys-

tem you've been waiting for. Its many features

mean that you can be free from the drudgery of

hours of record keeping and grade reporting. Now
you can devote more time to the pleasures of

teaching.

TEACHER'S AID is easy to use, menu driven and

features—

1 . Flexible class assignment structures. This means

that you can set up and keep records of any com-

bination of homework, quiz, test, lab, etc.

scores.

2. Grade averaging done in a variety of ways.

Grade averages can be prepared using weighted

scores, possible scores, tables, percent, or a

combination of these methods.

3. Student progress reports.

4. An individualized list of missing assignments.

5. Easy editing and additions to any of the files.

6. Reports on either the screen or printer.

All of this power is yours for only $59.95.

TEACHER'S AID comes on disk complete with

comprehensive, easy to read documentation,

packaged in an attractive binder.

When ordering please tell us your computer con-

figuration. TEACHER'S AID is available on these

systems:

Apple II or Apple II Plus

(32K with single disk)

Pet or CBM 2000, 3000, or 4000 series

(16K with 2040 or 4040 disk)

TEACHER'S AID will be ready soon on the Atari

800 and TRS-80 Model I or Model III.

Call or write for details of our other software offer-

ings.

NOTE OUR NEW ADDRESS
DR. DALEY'S SOFTWARE
Water Street r~
Darby, MT 59829 ^
Phone: (406) 821-3924

(Hours: 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Mountain Time)
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3672
3674
3675
3676
36SB
3690
3700

3710
3720

3730
3740
3750
3760
3770
3780
3790
3800
3810
3820
3830
3840
3850
3860
3870
3880
3890
3900
3910

3920
3930

3940
3950
3960
3970
3980
3990
4000
4010
4020
4030
4040
4050
4060
4070
4080
4090
4100
4110

4120
4121
4122
4124
4126
4128
4130
4132
4134
4136
4138

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
INPUT

4"; TABC 15) "."SUBJECT CHANGE": PRINT
5"! TABC 15)5 "SUBJECT SORT": PRINT

TABC 15) 5 "DELETE SUBJECT": PRINT
DELETE COURSE": PRINT

IC

6"«
7"! TABC 15)

"ENTER CODE —
ON C GOSUB 3710.3920.4120.4500.4700.4900,5100
RETURN

REM INITIALIZATION SUBROUTINE
HOME : VTAB 6: FLASH : PRINT "INITIALIZATION"
: NORMAL
FOR J = TO 20
SU»CJ) - "XXX"

TO 70
- 1

FOR I -
SGi I, J)

NEXT I

NEXT J
FOR I = TO 70

"XXX"

6t PRINT "INITIAL ENTRY OF CLASS LIST"

";Q»

NM*CI)
NEXT I

HOME : VTAB
KK =
INPUT " NAME
IF Q* - "ZZZ" THEN 3880
KK = KK + 1INM«(KK) = Q*
GOTO 3840
SGC0, 0) « KK8SGC0, 1) -
GOSUB 3360
SW = l: GOSUB 2180
RETURN

REM COPY DATA FILE SUBROUTINE

HOME I VTAB 6: PRINT " COPY DATA FILE MODE":

PRINT
SA* F«
INPUT "ENTER COURSE — "»F»

GOSUB 4170
PRINT s PRINT "INSERT DISKETTE": PRINT

GOSUB 4210 „ „
INPUT "PRESS RETURN TO READ FILE «Q*

GOSUB 1850 __.
HOME : VTAB 6: PRINT "INSERT DISKETTE"

INPUT "PRESS RETURN TO START COPY FILE"»Q*

GOSUB 2180 . „
INPUT "ANOTHER COPY OF SAME FILE ?<Y/N) "SQ»

IF Qt ' "Y" THEN 4010
INPUT "ANOTHER COURSE ? CY/N) "?Q«

IF Q» - "Y" THEN 3950
F« - SA*
GOSUB 4170
RETURN

REM NAME CHANGE SUBROUTINE
IF SW - THEN GOSUB 1850
HOME : VTAB 6: PRINT »— NAME CHANGE MODE"

PRINT : PRINT
GOSUB 2630
IF T* "ZZZ" THEN 4136
PRINT "OLD NAME IS "1NM»UI>
INPUT "NEW NAME IS ":NM*CII)
GOTO 4122
SW - 2
RETURN

4170 REM SET FILE NAMES SUBROUTINE
4180 S* = "S" + F*
4190 N« - "N" + F»
4200 RETURN

4210
4220
4230
4240
4250
4260
4270
4280

4300
4310
4320
4330
4340
4350
4360
4370
4380

REM LIST CATALOG SUBROUTINE
PRINT I PRINT
INPUT "WANT TO SEE CATALOG ?<Y/N)
IF Q* < > "Y" THEN 4280
HOME
PRINT D»; "CATALOG"
INPUT "— "«Q«
RETURN

:<3*

REM —
HOME :

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT

FINAL STATISTICS SUBROUTINE
VTAB 3: PRINT " FINAL STATISTICS

: PRINT
"GRADE" I TABC 15) ! "NUMBER"

A" I

B"J
C"l
D"S

TABC
TABC
TABC
TABC

15) ;HC15>:
15) SHC16):
15)»HC17)l
15);HC18)l

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
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4390 PRINT » F"» TAB< 15>1HU9>: PRINT
4400 H<20> - HU5) + HU6> H<17> + H(18) + H(19) ( For

APPLE II and II + DISK
\

4420 PRINT "TOTAL"; TAB< 13>IH<20): PRINT I PRINT
4430 INPUT "— "«Q*
4433 IF Q* « "ZZZ" THEN 60 and TRS-80 mod I DISK
4440 RETURN y~ ^-^ j

4500 REM : — SUBJECT CHANGE SUBROUTINE y^B^^^jf^ ^"^^
4502 IF SW = THEN GOSUB 1850 ^^^^Q ^^ LXl E '

J n^*i. -^^^
4506 HOME 1 VTAB 6 rj»/l //, ' ^p*"tT • ^^W
4510 PRINT "SUBJECT CHANGE MODE —

"

^^
L»^0C^ * i l

|

4520 GOSUB 2570
4530 INPUT "ENTER CODE "!C
4540 HOME : VTAB 6 i 1 jf'v^y^ a "!3f
4550 PRINT C, SU*<C>: PRINT : PRINT 1 ^M— -^l|L N. \ ft. /
4560 INPUT "ENTER CORRECT SUBJ TITLE" ;SU*(C) \ V ^^^^Ls^^b^A \~\KZ4580 HOME : VTAB 6: PRINT C. SU*CC>: VTAB 15 i \ —''^^^i^v i
4600 SW - 2 V \ » •^>Cl-—

>

4610 INPUT "ANY MORE CHANGES 7 "»Q« \ \ '•'^y^Mj
4620 IF Q* - "Y" THEN 4506 >>. \—-^ y^ ^~^~

4630 RETURN

4700 REM — SUBJECT SORT UTILITY
4710 IF SW = THEN GOSUB 1850 INTERACTIVE
4720 HOME : VTAB 6
4730 PRINT "SUBJECT SORT UTILITY" FICTION™4740 VTAB 15: FLASH : PRINT "PLEASE BE PATIENT"! NORMAL
4750 P - ZZ - 1

4760 F =
4770 FOR J - 1 TO P Educational,
4780 IF SU*CJ) < - SU*(J + 1) THEN 4840
4790 F - 1 and Fun!
4800 T» - SU*(J):SU*<J> » SU»(J + DiSUKJ + 1) » T*
4810 FOR I = 1 TO KK
4820 FG » SG(I. J)iSG(I. J) - SGCI.J + 1>»SG(I.J + 1) - FG

Interactive Fiction is

4830 NEXT I story-telling, using a
4840 NEXT J
4844 P » P - 1

4850 IF F « 1 THEN 4760

computer, so that you can
take part in the story

4855 SW « 2 instead of merely reading
4860 RETURN

it. Just type in your
4900 REM responses to the other
4910 REM — DELETE SUBJECT UTILITY characters, and see what
4920 REM
4930 IF SW » THEN GOSUB 1850 happens!
4940 HOME I VTAB 6: PRINT "—DELETE SUBJECT UTILITY —

"

4960 GOSUB 25701 INPUT "ENTER CODE "SC ( "It's great!" A-970 HOME : VTAB 6« PRINT "DELETING "ISU*<C>
4y80 P = ZZ - 1 Creative Con puting
4990 FOR J - C TO P:SU*(J) - SU»<J + 1) ^ Feb81,p.42 J5010 FOR I - 1 TO KhiSGiI.J) - SGCI.J + 1)
5040 NEXT I: NEXT J
5045 ZZ - P>SW - 2
5050 VTAB 12: INPUT "ANOTHER SUBJECT ?"SQ*
5060 IF » > "Y" THEN 4940

Six Micro-Stories . . . $14.95
A perfect introduction to

5080 RETURN Interactive Fiction. You are

5100 REM a spy in Hitler's Third
5110 REM — DELETE COURSE UTILITY Reich, the pilot of a
5120 REM doomed 747, and more.
3130 HOME : VTAB 6: INPUT "COURSE TO BE DELETED "SF»
5150 VTAB 12: FLASH : INPUT "ARE YOU SURE ? "»Q*: NORMAL His Majesty's
5160 IF Q» > < "Y" THEN 5196
5165 GOSUB 4170 Ship "Impetuous". $19.95
317B PRINT D*S "DELETE "IF* The decisions you make
5180 PRINT D*; "DELETE "«S»
5190 PRINT D»; "DELETE "IN*

as captain of a King's ship
3192 INPUT "ANY MORE ? "JO* will determine your fate in
5194 IF Q* » "V" THEN 5130 this swashbuckling tale of
5196 RETURN

the days of fighting sail.

5500 REM — PRINTER ON SUBROUTINE
5510 PR* 3 The Dragons of

5520 PRINT CHR* C9);"80N" Hong Kong $19.95
3330 PRINT CHR* C9)I"I" On a secret mission to the
5540 PRINT CHR* (27) » CHR* (66)
5550 PRINT CHR* (30) Far East you encounter
3360 PRINT : PRINT danger, death (perhaps
3370 RETURN your own!) and— if you are
3600 REM — PRINTER OFF ROUTINE lucky—the woman of your
3610 PRtt dreams.
3620 RETURN

5700 REM — PRINTER MODE INTERACTIVE FICTION
5710 PRINT : PRINT Box 6035720 INPUT "HARD COPY ? "SP*
5730 IF P* - "Y" THEN PQ " 1 1 GOSUB 5500 Inverness, CA 94937
5740 RETURN

1 Caiil residents add 6° ° sales lax

nTTOBFR iQQi 477
TRS60 is a trademark ot the Tandy Corp J
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Wasps
and

The Impossible Elevator

Michael Orlove

The two programs described here

demonstrate two interesting topics in

genetics. In the program Wasps, the

concepts of "altruism" genes and "selfish-

ness" genes are introduced. An altruism

gene is any gene which enables, allows,

predisposes or causes an animal to give

up its own reproduction, survival or

parental care in order to augment the

reproductive, parental caring, or survival-

oriented activities of someone else.

This is not exactly the same thing as

"altruism" in the original sense of the

word; perhaps the word "beneficence,"

which means "having good effects on
others." would be more appropriate.

"Altruism" in the original sense is equivalent

Michael Orlove. Depl. of Biology. Case Western

Reserve University. Cleveland. OH 44106.

to "benevolence." which means "having

the will or conscious intention to do good
for others." We are, however, stuck with

the historical precedent of the use of the

word "altruism" in the biological litera-

ture.

To read more about it. see Dawkins
1976 and Hamilton 1964. To read about

altruism in polistes wasps, see West-

Eberhard (1967, 1969), and a forthcoming

article by Joan Strassmann (in press).

The Impossible Elevator

The Elevator Effect is a phenomenon
in evolutionary genetics. It sounds as impos-

sible as the perpetual motion machine,

but it really works. The basic process of

natural selection occurs when a gene

increases in its relative abundance as

compared to its alternatives; e.g. green

eyes becoming commoner while blue eyes

and brown eyes become rarer. An increase

of this kind is called an increase in gene

frequency. Such increases usually occur

due to selection, i.e. when one gene makes

the animal fitter in some way. Increases

also occur when a useless gene is located

next to a useful one. If a gene for purple

eyelashes was located on the same chro-

mosome next to a gene for immunity to

measles, the purple gene would get a free

ride. This is called hitchhiking. Both the

rider and the gene providing the ride

increase. The elevator effect occurs when

the useless gene gets a free ride up (like

an elevator car) and its alternative goes

down in frequency (like the counterweight)

and the gene providing the impetus (like

The "Impossible" Elevator. (Time required for one veneration

second.

'

1/10 WASPS. Time required for one veneration = 30 seconds.)

I %

7X

I I £ I
zr
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PUT YOUR APPLE TOWORK FOR YOU!
WITH THE THUNDERCLOCK PLUS™

As an APPLE user you already know all the things your APPLE can do. Now Thunderware
expands that list with the THUNDERCLOCK PLUS, the complete clock/calendar system
for your APPLE! Your programs can read the month, date, day-of-week, hour,
minute, and second in any of APPLE'S languages. On-board batteries keep
your THUNDERCLOCK running accurately when your APPLE is off - for up
to 4 years before battery replacement. But that's just the beginning.

The THUNDERCLOCK PLUS is the most useful and versatile peripheral [*>! °j
1

2
you can put in your APPLE. It can keep your disk files organized by IMr-^
time-and-date-stamping them, it enhances the usability of many of the » mf 7 ' 5 4 '

new business/professional software packages for accounting, filing, and
time management, and it can remotely control lights and appliances
for security or display purposes in your business or home.

SOFTWARE PRODUCT COMPATIBILITY
Many of today's important software packages for data-base
management, business applications, communications, and time management are designed to use the
THUNDERCLOCK PLUS. If you have or plan to purchase any of these packages, a THUNDERCLOCK will greatly
enhance their usefulness.

•VISIDEX* (Personal Software) «DB MASTER and MICRO-MEMO (Stoneware) "MICRO-COURIER and MICRO-
TELEGRAM (Microcom) »THE CASHIER and THE STORE MANAGER (High Technology) ^BUSINESS PLUS and

NET-WORKS (Advanced Data Systems) ...and many others!

THUNDERWARE'S DOS-DATER
Our new DOS-DATER software upgrades the regular DOS on
your disks so that DOS will use the THUNDERCLOCK to time-
and-date-stamp disk files. Every time a program is saved or a file is

modified, the current date and time to the minute are stored in

the CATALOG with the file's name. You can tell at a glance when
a program was saved or when any file was last modified. And this

time/date stamping feature is completely automatic. That means
any program which uses DOS will time/date stamp its files!

REMOTE CONTROL
Add Thunderware's X-10 INTERFACE OPTION to your

THUNDERCLOCK PLUS and your APPLE can control lights and appliances through your BSR X-10 Home Control
System on your pre-defined schedules. Our powerful SCHEDULER software allows you to create and modify
schedules easily and execute them in the 'background', while using your APPLE for other tasks in the 'foreground'.
Use your APPLE for energy management, display and security lighting, or laboratory/process control.

Our PASCAL Software lets you use all the THUNDERCLOCK'S features in PASCAL and sets the F)iler date
whenever you boot.

You get all this versatility in just one peripheral system. Backed by a full one year warranty. See your APPLE dealer
for a demonstration, or contact us for more information. We'll give your APPLE the best time around!

Suggested retail prices:

THUNDERCLOCK PLUS $139 THUNDERWARE, INC.
X-10 INTERFACE OPTION $49 P.O. BOX 13322

PASCAL SOFTWARE DISK $29 Oakland, CA 94661

DOS-DATER/DEMO DISK $29
(415>652-1737

MANUALS ONLY.each $5
•Requires software supplied on DOS-DATER/DEMO disk.

Distributed by Apple Computer. Inc. BSR x_10 „ , „idtmitk o, BSR (UM| lTD

and Computerland Corp. appu ii k md—art oi appu computer, inc
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Elevator, continued...

the motor) goes nowhere (stays at the

same frequency).

The program simulates a population of

beetles. In one position on the chromosome

is a gene which makes a beetle spend its

life rearing twenty nieces and nephews.

The alternative gene makes the beetle

raise ten of its own kids instead. Since

nieces are half as expensive to raise, and

also half as related to the rearer, both

strategies are equally fit.

Located on the same chromosome is

another position with the green-wing gene

or the purple-wing gene. Initially, all

chromosomes with niece-rearer genes have

purple-wing genes and all chromosomes

with offspring-rearer genes have green-

wing genes. This relationship fades as time

passes due to genes crowing over between

chromosomes. Thus more and more chro-

mosomes are found each generation with

green and niece rearing or purple and kid

rearing. Although no gene in this model

is more useful than any other, the purple

gene increases at the expense of the green.

The niece-rearing and offspring-rearing

genes stay at the same frequencies.

The proof of this effect is given in a

paper in the Journal of Theoretical Biology

(vol. 90 p. 81-100). To fully appreciate the

program, it helps (but isn't necessary)

to understand how genes cross over

between chromosomes. They do not do it

like people crossing the street, but by

chromosomes exchanging whole segments

with one another as in Figures 1 anc

The places where chromosomes touch to

be cut and spliced are called chiasmata.

Figure 1 shows that an odd number of

chiasmata between two chromosomal

portions is successful. Figure 2 illustrates

how an even number of chiasmata cancel

each other out, rather like a double

negative.

Thus if the number of units of chromo-

some length between two portions is 2

and the probability of a successful cross

over per unit is 0.1, the net probability of

a successful crossover is 0.18, not 0.2.

The loss is due to cases where an even

number of chiasmata exist.

Finally. 1 should give some space to the

idea of 20 nieces or nephews being as

precious as ten offspring. The pedigree

diagram will elucidate. (See Diagram I.)

Figure I.

DiaKram I,
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Figure 2.
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INTELLIGENT VIDEO I/O FOR S-100 BUS

vio-x
The VIO-X Video I/O Interface for the

S-100 bus provides features equal to most
intelligent terminals both efficiently and
economically. It allows the use of standard
keyboards and CRT monitors in conjunc-
tion with existing hardware and software. It

will operate with no additional overhead in

S-100 systems regardless of processor or
system speed.

Through the use of the Intel 8275 CRT
controller with an onboard 8085 processor
and 4k memory, the VIO-X interface oper-

ates independently of the host system and
communicates via two ports, thus elimi-

nating the need for host memory space.
The screen display rate is effectively 80,000
baud.

The VIO-X1 provides an 80 character by
25 line format (24 lines plus status line)

using a 5 x 7 character set in a 7 x 10 dot
matrix to display the full upper and lower
case ASCII alphanumeric 96 printable

character set (including true descenders)
with 32 special characters for escape and
control characters. An optional 2732
character generator is available which
allows an alternate 7 x 10 contiguous
graphics character set.

FULCRUM
COMPUTER PRODUCTS

The VIO-X2 also offers an 80 character
by 25 line format but uses a 7 x 7 character
set in a 9 x 10 dot matrix allowing high-
resolution characters to be used. This
model also includes expanded firmware for

block mode editing and light pen location.

Contiguous graphics characters are not

supported.

Both models support a full set of control

characters and escape sequences, includ-

ing controls for video attributes, cursor

location and positioning, cursor toggle,

and scroll speed. An onboard Real Time
Clock (RTC) is displayed in the status line

and may be read or set from the host

system. A checksum test is performed on
power-up on the firmware EPROM.
Video attributes provided by the

8275 in the VIO-X include:

• FLASH CHARACTER
• INVERSE CHARACTER
• UNDERLINE CHARACTER or
• ALT. CHARACTER SET
• DIM CHARACTER

The above functions may be toggled
together or separately.

The board may be addressed at any port

pair in the IEEE 696 (S-100) host system.
Status and data ports may be swapped if

necessary. Inputs are provided for parallel

keyboard and for light pen as well as an
output for audio signalling. The interrupt

structure is completely compatible with

Digital Research's MP/M •.

Additional features include:

• HIGH SPEED OPERATION
• PORT MAPPED IEEE S-100
INTERFACE

• FORWARD/REVERSE SCROLL or

• PROTECTED SCREEN FIELDS
• CONVERSATIONAL or BLOCK
MODE (opt)

• INTERRUPT OPERATION
• CUSTOM CHARACTER SET
• CONTROL CHARACTERS
• ESCAPE CHARACTER
COMMANDS

• INTELLIGENT TERMINAL
EMULATION

• TWO PAGE SCREEN MEMORY

VIO-X 1 - 80 x 25 5 X7 A & T $295.00
Conversational Mode

VIO-X2 -80X25 7X7A4T $345.00
Conversational A Block Modes

VIOX S100 UOINTtWArf

Distributed by

WW COMPONENT SUPPLY INC. 1771JUNCTION AVENUE • SAN JOSE. CA 951 12 • (408)295 7171
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Elevator, continued.

The pie graphs and fractions indicate

the degree to which Ego's genes can be

found in each of Ego's relatives. According

to modern interpretations of Darwin,

animals will attempt to maximize their

fitnesses (i.e. evolutionary success) by

maximizing their number of descendants.

According to Hamilton, this is not always

so. Instead, an animal is said to maximize

its fitness by maximizing the amount of

shaded space (as in the pie graphs). This

is how 20 nieces or nephews equals ten

offspring.

In wasps, ants, bees, and their allies,

males produce sperm asexually. As a result

of this, sisters are halfway between ordinary

sibs (0.5) and identical twins ( 1 ) and come

out as 0.75. (See Diagram 2.)

The males are depicted as "half moons"

because in this group of insects males

have half the number of chromosomes

that females do. This is why they reproduce

asexually. This pedigree and Hamilton's

theory explain many things such as why
an animal will raise nieces and nephews

instead of offspring, and why it will do so

more readily if it is a bee, wasp, or ant.

Also, this explains why in bees, wasps,

and ants workers are females but males

are lazy. In termites, workers and soldiers

come in both sexes. The program Wasps

will show you that, although Hamilton's

theory predicts that four nieces or nephews

(as opposed to the usual six in other

animals) are worth three offspring. This

actually only holds when there is no
selection and altruism genes are extremely

rare or extremely common or when
altruism is half dominant. There are two
ways to stop selection in the program.

(See Diagram 3.)

When you enter "12345," the program

recognizes this as a flag and replaces it

with whatever value currently exists for

number of offspring worth one niece or

nephew.
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Diagram 2.

EGO'S DAD EGOS MOM

EGO'S SISTER'S
MATE

EGOS
MATE

EGO'S
NIECES
AND

NEPHEWS

EGOS
SISTER

ERIC
THE

HALF-A-BEE

EGOS OFFSPRING

msa
3/8 3/8 3/8 3/8 1/2 1/2 1/2

Diagram 3.

DATA ENTERED method
1

method
2

Number of

offspring

given up by worker

12345

Number of

offspring queen
has anyway

ANY-
THING

ANY-
THING

Additional offspring

queen has when helped
by worker, i.e. nieces

and nephews gained by worker

1
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/^ePROGRAM store CALL TOLL FREE
800424-2738

STARSHIP
DUEL

By John Kanopa
A two player space game Tilled with action,
graphics and sound. Each player starts with a
fleet of starships and must destroy the op
ponent's fleet one by one. Sound easy? Not
only can both ships fly around the screen,
but when stopped they disappear. And if you
run out of fuel during flight, your ship will
explode! Four levels of difficulty will keep
you occupied for many an exciting hour.

8K tape... S 19. 95

Q.S. FORTH
By James Albanese from Quality Software
Using FORTH programming language, you can
produce programs that execute almost as fast
as machine code but are much easier to write.
A compiled language, this version is based on
the microcomputer standard FIG FORTH.

Included modules are: FORTH KERNAL (Ian
guage for Atari), EXTENSION (added words
for more power). EDITOR (to write and mod
ify source code). I0CB (to easily set up I/O
operations). and ASSEMBLER (compiles
FORTH to assembler).

800. 24K 1 disk minimum. ..$79.95

TIMQOEST **•!

From Survival Software
The final holocaust is over, and you find
yourself among the few survivors of a rav
aged planet. Savagery seems to be most of the
remaining people's key to survival, and just
around every corner lurks a fate worse than
death. Can you discover the secret to saving
what's left of Earth's population? This is the
first volume of a multi part adventure for the
Atari, enhanced with graphics and sound.
Completion of the adventure will require the
purchase of added volumes.

24K tape... $19. 9S 32K disk. . .$19. 95

Programs for

i
AATARI

400/800

O Unless Otherwise Noted

TEXT WIZARD
By William Robinson from Oatasoft
Full featured, disk based word processing
system for the Atari. With TEXT WIZARD and
a suitable printer (e.g. Atari 825/Centronics
737, Epson MX 80) , you can manipulate text
to your heart's desire. Once you have ar-
rived at a final version, printina commands
can be imbedded into the text. Your com
pleted copy can then be printed with exact
ly the format specifications you desire. TEXT
WIZARD requires at least one disk drive and
32K of RAM; for longer text files, 48K is

desireable.

32K disk. ..$99. 95

DUNGEON
CAMPAIGN

By Clardy t Aldrich from Image
A delightful rendition of a Dungeons t Dra
gons scenario, full of colorful graphics and
vivid sound. As you and your stalwart band
of adventurers grope around the dungeon the
walls in front, back and on both sides of you
appear, forming an intricate maze. You must
fight or buy off all manner of beasties in
your quest to kill the dragon and escape with
gold and jewels. Pterodactyls can lift you up
and drop you in unlikely locations, poison
gas can blind you. and serpents and spectres
track you on your quest. Fun for all ages.

8K 6 16K versions on tape. .. $24. 95

BASIC A+
From OSS
Written by the authors of Atari Basic, BASIC
A- is fully compatible. You will be able to
program much more easily and effectively with
the many enhancements offered. With BASIC
A». you get full error messages, record I/O.
fast binary I/O, TRACE function and direct
access to player/missile graphics. Additional
versatility is gained through such useful com
mands as PRINT USING. WHILE, and
IF... ELSE. Get BASIC A* for a whole new
world of programming power and ease.

32K disk... $79. 95

THE PROCRAM STORE
Franchises Available

TANK TRAP

By Don Ursem from Quality
Imagine the horror of a sinister tank following
you, with the intent of running you down. As
you move to escape the ominous form, you can
build a wall to fend off the tank or even trap
it. This is your plight in TANK TRAP. Played
with keyboard or joystick input, you must
trap the tank before it runs over you. There
are four levels of difficulty, each one adding
new complications to your effort.

I6K tape... $12. 9S 32K disk. . .$14.95

IRIDIS 1
From The Code Works
More than a series of programs. IRIDIS is a
continuing series of useful tutorials that will
enhance your understanding of the Atari and
your programming skills. This first volume
includes: CLOCK (a graphic clock with moving
hands and chimes), ZAP (a fast moving chase
game), and two graphics demo programs
(LOCO and POLYGONS).

The comprehensive booklet accompanying
IRIDIS 1 gives complete listings and a line
by line explanation of each program. Addi

tional features include articles of interest to
all Atari users from novice to experienced
"hackers." A real buy!

16K tape... $9. 95
24K disk... $12. 95

By Lance Micklus from Adventure Int.
An enhanced version of Micklus* famous STAR
TREK III. designed to utilize the Atari's
superior graphics. This program was consid
ered best of all the "Treks" reviewed bv
ANALOC Magazine.

Your mission is to explore all 192 sectors of
the Omega VI region of the galaxy. You must
inspect all class M planets and destroy any
evil Klingons found. STAR TREK 3.5 is a
complex strategy game, made very realistic
with its graphic displays and sound. Fun and
challenging for novice through expert.

32K tape (disk compatible)... $19. 95

VisitOur Baltimore, MO Store: W. Bell Ptaza- 6600 Security Blvd

BB«ft TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 800 424-2738 For information
Call (202) 363-9797

MAIL ORDERS: Send check or M.O. for total purchase
price, plus $1 .00 postage & handling. D.C. residents, add
6% tax. Charge card customers: include all embossed
information on card.

THE PROGRAM STORE
4200 Wisconsin Avenue NW. Dept. CTIO Box 9609

Washington, D.C. 20016
II
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APPLE
SOFTWARE

Alien Rain by Broderbund 22
Appleplot by Apple 59
Applewriter 65
Asteroid Field by Cavalier 19
CCA Data Mgmt 84
Cyber Strike by Nasir 29
Data Factory by Microlab 129
Desktop Plan II 169
DB Master II by Stoneware 199
DOS BOS by Beagle Bros 21
DOS Tool Kit 65
DOS 3.3 Upgrade Kit 49
Gorgon by Nasir 25
Fortran for Language System 159
PASCAL Language System 459
Peachtree Bus. Pkgs CALL
Personal Filing System 84
Pool 1.5 29
Pulsar II by Nasir 24
Raster Blaster by Budgeco 24
Sargon II Chess 32
Space Eggs by Nasir 25
Space Invader/Cosmos Mission 24
Sub-Logic FS-1 Flight Sim 34
SuperText II by Muse 129
Ultima by Lord British 29
Visicalc II 169
Visitrend/Visiplot 229

LARGE SELECTION OF SOFTWARE IN STOCK!
CALL FOR FREE BROCHURE

ACCESSORIES
FOR YOUR APPLE

Amdek 12" Color Monitor 349
Amdek 12" Green Screen 159
Amdek/Leedex 12" B/W 129
NEC 12" Green Screen 239
Sanyo 9" B/W .........[..... 169
Dysan Disks (pkg 10) 50
Memorex Disks (pkg 10) 40
Verbatim Datalife Disks 35
A/D D/A by Mtn. Comp 319
Andromeda 16K RAMcard '

' 179
Apple Game Paddles 25
Applesoft Firmware Card 1 49
CCS Interface Cards

\ CALL
Centronics Interface Card 179
CPS Multifunction by Mtn. Comp 239
Expansion Chassis by Mtn. Comp 599
Graphics Input Tablet by Apple ., 649
Hayes Micromodem II 319
Hayes Smartmodem 239
HiSpeed Serial Card by Apple 155
Integer Basic Firmware Card 149
Joystick for Apple 47
ROMPLUS by Mtn. Comp .....""!.!"! 135
SSM AIO Serial/Parallel Card

[ 149
SuperTalker Speech Synthesizer 239
Versa-Writer Digitizer Drawing Sys 239
Videx Keyboard Enhancer 115
Videx Videoterm 319
Z-80 SOFTCARD CP/M by Microsoft .!!!!!! 295
EPSON Printers CALL
Paper Tiger 560 w/graphics 1495
Silentype w/interface 349
Starwriter Daisywheel by C. Itoh 1750

CALL 1 -800-854-2833
PHONE ORDERS MON.-SAT. 8 TO 6 P.S.T.

TO ORDER Phone orders invited using Visa, Mastercard or
bank wire transfers Visa and MC service charge of 7% Mail
orders may send charge card number (include expiration date),
cashiers check, money order, or personal check (allow 10
business days for personal or company checks to clear) Please
add 3% ($5 00 minimum) for UPS shipping, handling, and insur-
ance APO and FPO include 5% ($7 00 minimum) for postage
Calif residents add 6% sales tax Please include phone number

on all orders FOREIGN ORDERS include 1S handling — shipped
air FREIGHT COLLECT only Credit cards not accepted on
foreign orders All equipment $ m factory cartons with manu-
facturer warranty Opened products not returnable Restocking
tee for returned merchandise Equipment subject to price
change and availability Retail prices differ from mail order
prices WE SHIP THE SAME DAY ON MOST ORDERS'

VISA

(714) 579-0330 • MAIL TO: 1251 BROADWAY, EL CAJON, CA 92021
CIRCLE 145 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Description of Variables

Inequality Tutorial

Ronald Carlson

Since I was teaching mathematics as

well as computer programming, one of my
first computer applications was a graphing

program. Most programming textbooks

contain a sample program to plot a

function on the printer. With the colorand

graphic capability of the Apple II, graphs

can be greatly enhanced. This article adds

another type of graphing program to the

list — linear inequality.

Inequality Tutorial is a twofold

program. First, as the name implies, the

program will tutor an Algebra student in

HGR 279,0

inequalities. The program picks a random
inequality, graphs and shades it, and

presents a total of five answers from which

the user may choose. The second mode is a

direct graphing mode. In this mode the

user is able to input a linear inequality,

such as y <4x - 17, and the program will

graph the line and shade the appropriate

side. The inequality is entered as a string

rather than a program line for ease of

operation.

Ronald Carlson. 44825 Kirk Cl. Canton. Ml 48187.

(H.V)

4++

V

xy
Plane

H-+-

H'

279.159

186

A - Y=-A" X + B
280 410 420 420 420 500 570 580

8 - Y=AX + "B"
280 460 480 500 570 580 1150 1150

B« - STR»( B )

1150 1170

C» - HOLDS THE CORRECT ANSWER
810 870

CA» - HOLDS THE LETTER OF THE CORRECT

ANSWER
870 960 980

D$ - TEMP. VARIABLE
300

f - F = l IF > OR < IS INVOLVED
280 340 350 410 420 530

F*(*> - DOTTED OR SOLID LINE
90 90 280

H - HORIZONTAL POSITION (HGR)
500 500 500 510 510 540 570 580 590

M - SLOPE IN TUTORIAL PROBLEMS
1060 1070 1070 1080 1090 1090 1100 1120

1130 1130 1130 1140 1150

M* - STR«(M>
1070 1080 1090 1130 1140 1160 1160 1160

1170

N - N/M IN THE SLOPE
1100 1120 1130 1140

P - FOR-NEXT VARIABLE
430 440 450 460 470 470 470 480

PF - PF=1 IF THE CORRECT ANSWER HAS
BEEN PRINTED
810 860 870 890

R - RELATION <:R=0 S >:R=1

360 370 570 580

R« - CONTAINS THE RELATION (INPUT)
140 150 160 220 260 330 340 360 370 410

410 420 430 440 460 470 480 480 810 920
1170

S$< » ) - < <« > >-
80 80 80 80 1170

T - RANDOM RELATION IN THE TUTORIAL
1060 1060 1080 1130 1170

T$ - ANSWER INPUT VARIABLE IN TUTORIAL
950 960

V - VERTICAL POSITION (HGR)
500 500 540 570 570 580 580 590 590 600

X - REAL X VALUE IN THE GRAPH
500 500 570 580 630 630 630 630 630 630
800 800 800 820 840 870 870 890 920 930

V - REAL Y VALUE IN THE GRAPH
500 500 570 580

Z - DUMMY VARIABLE
640 640 1030 1030 1030

Z«(») - HOLDS ArB.CD IN THE TUTORIAL
100 100 100 100 800 870

ZZ - DUMMY VARIABLE
640 1030

CREATIVE COMPUTING



r ALF Music
Synthesizer

The ALF Apple Music Synthesizer (AMS) is an easy to
use peripheral which allows you to program music into
an Apple II computer using standard musical notation.
The ALF kit includes the synthesizer board (plugs into any
peripheral slot), exceptional quality software, and an
extensive user manual.

Sophisticated Music Entry Program

Sheet music is easily entered using the Apple game
paddles. The high-resolution ENTRY program features the
familiar music staff with a "menu" of musical items listed
beneath it (note lengths, rests, edit commands, acciden-
tals, etc.). One game paddle moves a cursor up and down
the music staff and is used to select the note pitch; the
second paddle chooses from the menu items (note length,
etc.) With the ALF hi-res ENTRY program, you won't have
to use cryptic codes to select note parameters.
As you program sheet music with ENTRY, measure bars

are inserted automatically (and note values are tied over
the bar where necessary). Key signatures are also
automatic—you don't have to keep writing in every sharp
or flat!

Three monophonic, individual parts can be programmed
with each ALF Music Synthesizer. Two boards are
required for stereo. A total of three synthesizers can be
used simultaneously for a maximum of nine voices. By
controling the envelope (or shape) of each voice, many
different instrumental sounds can be simulated.

Eight-octave Range

The ALF Music Synthesizer has a pitch range of eight
octaves—a wider range than a grand piano. The ALF can
also play semitones— "blues notes" or the pitches in
between the keyboard notes of a piano. (The pitch range is
from 27.5 to 55,000 Hertz, well beyond the limits of human
hearing.) Tuning accurancy is virtually perfect within
two cents of pitch value.

Every parameter of the ENTRY program can be changed
again and again during a musical piece. For example, you
can make changes in key, time signature, volume, and
timbre (envelope). Parts can be edited at any time, also.
Notes can be added or deleted, note length can be
changed, as well as pitch, volume, etc.
You can save songs on either cassette or disk, and play

them back using either ENTRY or PLAY. The playback
speed is adjusted with one of the game paddles, and can
be varied during the playback, if you wish to change the
overall tempo.

Colorful Playback Display

The ALF Music Synthesizer features a 16-color low-res
graphic display during song playback. Each musical part
is represented on a stylized piano "keyboard"—the
intensity of the note determines the color, and the pitch is
shown in relation to "middle C".
The ALF Music Synthesizer requires the use of an

external audio amplifier. Stereo programming is possible
with the use of two or three synthesizer boards.
The ALF software includes the ENTRY and PLAY

programs, sample songs, an introduction to "envelope
shaping", and demonstrations of advanced uses of the
synthesizer.

With the ALF software, entry of music is easy
fast and accurate.

Nine Voices for only $198

The new ALF "AM-II" music synthesizer offers anunbea able value for the Apple owner who is a music

SiMm ,

W
AM?,

eVOi<
L
eS 0n a sinole music board 'or

si 38.00, the AM-II is the most economical device for
creating music with the Apple.
The AM-II uses the same excellent ENTRY and PLAYprograms as the more sophisticated ALF Music Synthe-

sizer (AMS); the same hi-res graphic display from which
notes are selected with the Apple game paddles (not typed
with cryptic codes). All of the conveniences of the ENTRY
program apply -easy editing, playback with low-res
display, ability to save songs on cassette or disk etc
The AM-II has stereo output (3 voices in left, 3 voices in

the middle, 3 voices in the right).
How can the AM-II offer so much for only $198 00' The

two basic differences between the AM-II and the ALF
Apple Music Synthesizer (AMS) are pitch accuracy and
dynamic range. The AM-II has an accurate pitch range of
about six octaves. Pitch values above the treble staff
become increasingly inaccurate. Also, the AM-II has a
dynamic range of 28db, with 16 different volume levels
(the AMS has a dynamic range of 78db).

The AM-II is manufactured with the same high quality
standards as other products from the ALF CorporationNo sacrifice has been made in reliability; the new AM-II is
simply a great bargain.

Professional musicians will still want to use the original
Apple Music Synthesizer (AMS) for its extended range and
volume controls (the AMS has a range of 8 octaves). But
for the Apple owner who is interested in music as a hobby,
the AM-II is the best music peripheral value available
today.

Requires
: 16K Apple II or Apple II Plus, cassette or Disk

II, and an external audio amplifier (all necessary patch
cords are included).
AM-II ALF/Apple Synthesizer $198 00AMS ALF/Apple Synthesizer 248 00
To order, send payment plus $3 00 shipping and handling

to Peripherals Plus. 39 E. Hanover Ave. Morris Plains. NJ
07950. Credit card customers should inckjde card number
and expiration date of Visa. MasterCard or American
Express. Credit card customers may also order toll-free:

800-631-8112
(In NJ call 201-540-0445)

Peripherals Plus
39 E. Hanover Avenue. Morris Plains, NJ 07950

Appw m w» m^mrn'mt i-»»«wt otaw Compu— inc
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°n ..ters
ComP"tc

JHeoo™. .$789

(ATARI" List $1080

ATARI«'400...S359

tt/1 SEEKS HP-85

HP-85 Accessories
5 •« Dull Misttf Disc Drive List S25O0 $212S

5'-« " Single Matter Disc Ori»e List $1500 S1275

HP 722SA Graphics Plotter List $2060 S1S4S

HP »S1«K Memory Module List $395 $355

HP-85 Application Pacs Standard List $95 *85

Serial IRS 232C) Interlace Module Lis) $395 $355

GPIO Interlace Module List $495 $445

'$2250

newHP*3
$1895

-41CVwith five times

more memory
built in.
List $325

$249
HP-41C
List $250

$199
HP-32E Scientific w Statistics S3.9S

HP-33C Scientific Programmable $79.95

HP-34C Advanced Scientific

Programmable 123.95

HP-37E Business Calculator $49.95

c
ersonal

omputer

ystems

609 Butternut Street

Syracuse. NY. 13208

(315) 475-6800
Prices do not include shipping by UPS. All

prices and offers subject to change without

notice.

Inequality, continued.

10

so

60
70

BO
90
100
no
120
130
140
150
160

180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500

510
520
530
540
550
560
570

f II IFEB ,

*

REM »**»*»*****•»*****»**

- "POTT!

HOME ! VTAB 211 PI

INPUT R*
IF H
IF R*
TLhSli : i

H turo!

goto iro
REM GRAPHING SUBS
HOME : VI,

INPUT R*
VTAi
PRINT ••! REM CTRL G

PRINT "1 HASH HARl

PRINi
GOSUB 310
PRINI
PRINT ""

PRINT "Hit
C0SUB 670

•

THE.

410

6/0 ; REM CLEAR
REM MAIN SUBROUTINE i .

IF LEFT* <R*.i
IF MID* (R*«3»l / * "-" THEN r

IF MID* CR»s
IF mn» <R*»2»1 '

REM THE RELATION IS FOUND
PRINT "INVALID RELATION": RET

REM FINDING THE VALUES PI •

A = VAL ( RIGHT* < R* t LEN ( R*

IF A - THEN A = i: IF nID*
FOR P = 1 TO LEN <R» I

ir MID* <R*,Prl ) "X" THIN 460

NEXT P
IF P LEN <R*> THEN B 0! bOTO 490

IF MID* <R*»P Ii2> • "-" l

B = VAL ( RIGHT* (R*. LEN CR«
REM GRAPHING SECTION
FOR V TO 159: V 80 VtX -

H = 1! GOTO 550
IF H - 278 THEN H = 278! GOTO 550

REM CHECK IF DOTTED OR SOLID LINE

IF F - 1 THE*
HCOLOR- 5! HPLOT HiV
HCOLOR- 6
REM SHADE ONE SIDE OF THE LINE OR THE Oil

A * < X 4- 1 ) + B AND R

580

590
600
610
620
630

640
650
660
670
680
690
700
710
720
730
740
750
760

780
790
800
810
820
830
840
850
860

*<X + 1> + BANDR = THEN

TO H l.V

IF T

600
IF Y

600
HPLOT O.V
MEXT V
REM AXIS AND HASH MAI

HCUL<1R= 4: HPLGT 0,30 TO
t»: HPLOT X,79 TO.

! HPLOT 133." 1 ; NEXT
TO 600J7.Z - Z! NEXT

1 THEN hi

+ 1. -

. R0- HPl OT 140 rO

FOR a

9 STEP i0
FOR Z = 1

RETURN
REM BLANK THE GRAPHING AREA TU W,

HGR : HCOLOR ' 7: HPLO
HCOLOR 1

HPLOT Or 80 TO 2/9 r 30! HPLOT 14

REH PUT IN HASH MAI 1

RETURN
REH rOTORIAL
GOSUB 1060
RIM BET THE PROB

REM GRAI II II

HOME
PRINT •"•

VTAB 2i: PRINT
FOR X = 1 TU 4

C* = r*:pf
FOR X 1 TO 4 1 VTAB .

REM PUT THE RIGHT ANSWER IN A.BrC OR D

IF RND <X> .25 THEN 890

REM PRINT THE ANSWER
IF PF = 1 THEN 900

I

-WHICH LETTER REPRESEI S?2t
E
51', * >. . yryi

; VTAB 22! HTAB <X 1 l» PRINT Z«(X>»! "La.

CIRCLE 280ON READER SERVICE CARD

870 CA* = Z*<X>: HTAB (X - 1> »

188

11 GOTG 930
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NEECO

WHY BUY FROM THE BEST?
Service... Support...

Software

.

MULTI-CLUSTER
For Commodore Systems allows 3

CPU s (Expandable to 8) to access a
single Commodore Disk

MULTI-CLUSTER (3 CPUs) S 795
Each Additional CPU lup to 81 . . . S 199

16KB (16K RAM-40 Column) -Lim.Qty t W
32K B (32K RAM-40 Clm.) - Lim. Qty " ciS
4016 (16K RAM 4.0 Basic-40 Clm.) $995
4032 (32K RAM 4 Basic-40 Clm.) ' ciSS
8032 (32K RAM 4.0 Basic-80 Clm.) $,49?
8050 Dual Disk (1 Meg Storage) " jitqi;
4040 Dual Disk (343K Storage) «
8010IEEE Modem J S£
C2N Cassette Drive j «
CBM - IEEE Interface Cable t S
IEEE - IEEE Interface Cable $50
VIC 20 Home/Personal Computer .... '. ..........$ 295

ALTOS
ACS 8000-2 64K1M j 4500
ACS 8000-15 64K1M $5996
ACS 8000-6 208K 14.5M $10490
ACS 8000-7 208K 29 0M $116qo
ACS 8000-10 208K10M $ 8500
ACS 8000-10/MTU $10990

EPSON PRINTERS
MX-80 PRINTER $ 645
MX-80 FT $ 745
MX-100 $ 945
MX-70 $ 459
INTERFACE CARDS
8141 (RS-232) $ 75
8150 (2K Buffered RS-232) $ 150
8161 (IEEE 488) $ 55
8131 (Apple Card) $ 85
8230 (Apple Card) $ 25
8220 (TRS-80 Cable) $ 35

DIABLO 030 PRINTER
DIABLO 630 - Serial - RS-232 $2710
Tractor Option $ 250

NEC SPINWRITER PRINTERS
5530 (Parallel) $3055
5510 (Serial) $3055
5520 (KSR-Serial) $3415
Tractor Option $ 225

APPLE
16K APPLE II* $1330

1

32K APPLE II* $1430
48K APPLE II* $1530
APPLE DISK w/3 3 DOS .$650
APPLE DRIVE Only $ 490
APPLE III 128K - In Stock!
w/Monitor *

Info Analystpak $4740 I

AMDEK MONITORS
Video 100 12- B*W $ 179
Video 300 12" Green $ 249
Color 1 13' Low Res $ 449
Color I1 13" High Res $ 999

INTERTEC COMPUTERS
64K Superbrain

(360 Disk Storage). CP/M'" . . . $3495
64K QD Superbrain

(700K Disk Storage). CP/M". . $3995

"CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research

ATARI COMPUTERS
Atari 400(16K RAM) $ 399
Atari 800 (32K RAM) - good thru 8/31 $1080
Atari 410 RECORDER $ 89.95

Atari 810 DISK DRIVE $ 599.95

NEECO carries all available ATARI Software and Peripherals.

PROFESSIONAL
SOFTWARE

WordPro 1 8K $ 29 95
WordPro 3 (40 Clm.)16K .... $ 199.95

WordPro 3* $295
WordPro 4 (80 Clm.) 32K . . . . $ 375

WordPro 4* $ 450

JUST A SAMPLE OF THE MANY PRODUCTS WE CARRY. CALL US FOR OUR NEW 60-PAGE CATALOG.
WE WILL MATCH ANY ADVERTISED PRICE ON PRODUCTS LISTED UNDER SIMILAR "IN STOCK" CONDITIONS.

NEECO
679 HIGHLAND AVE.
NEEDHAM. MA 02194

(617) 449-1760
Telex: 951021

MON-FRI 9:00 - 5:00

Ma»terCh»rg« and VISA Accepted
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Inequality, continued...

PLEASE EN ChOICE
T = TUTORIAL ("- ii=D0NE'G

EXAMPLE: Y/-3X+4 OR Y =.5X-3

1 HASH MARK ON THE AXIS = 10 UNITS

Y<X-60 THE BLUE AREA IS THE ANSWER
THE LINE Y= IX ^ -60 IS HOTTED

60

880
890
900
910
920
930
940
950
960
970
980
990
1000
1010
1020
1030
1040
1050
1060
1070
1080
1090
1100
1110
1120
11-iO

114V
1150
1160
1170
1180
1190
1200

£

WHICH LETTER REPRESENTS THE BEST ANSWER
A YJ1X+-42 B Y>6X+-10
C Y<1.5X+36 D Y<=4X+-35
E NONE OF THE ABOVE ANS.?

ANS.

REM MAKE SURE THE CORRECT ANSWER IS PRINT

IF X = 4 AND PF = THEN 870

REM GO GET ONE OF THE OTHER CHOICES

HTAB (X - 1) » 20 t 5-. PRINT R«i

NEXT X
PRINT t PRINT "E NONE OF THE ABOVE

INPUT T«
IF T» = CA» THEN 1000
PR INT "

"

PRINT "YOU ARE INCORRECT. THE ANSWER IS" iCA*8

GOTO 1030
PRINT "YOU ARE CORRECT."*
PRINT ""

REM STALL
FOR Z = 1 TO 600 :zz = z: NEXT Z

RETURN
REM MAKE UP A PROBLEM

T = INT ( RND (3) » 4 KM = INT < RND (T) i> 9 t 1

IF RND (M) > .35 THEN M« - STR« <MK GOTO 1150

.35 THEN H« = STR» ( - MM GOTO 1150

STR» <M>: GOTO 1150
* 4) + 1

REM PICK A RANDOM A & B IN Y'.AX+B

<EN 1
5° THEN M N / MtM* - STR* CM>» GOTO 1150

N / M)

ir

IF
N

RND < M )

RND ( T )

M = 1 THEN M» =

INT < RND <M>

RND ( T )

STR$ <

INT < RND (M) * 141) - 70 ! B» -

LEN < M» > = 6 THEN M» =

IF
M*
ti =

Ir

R
REh PUT

+
THrT RANDOM

*PROBLEM INK)' R» TO USE IN OTHER ROUTINES

RETURN
END

+ S»<T) + M* + "X + " +

STR» <B
LEFT* (M»»6)

B*

m^k

.i||L.

Legal entries for the graphing mode
are:

Y Relation A x + B

relations < > <- >-
A any real number
B any real number

example: y > .5x + 22 or y <-2x + 35.1

The tutorial mode will produce whole

number slopes less than ten and some
rational slopes, ones commonly found in

high school Algebra. The y intercept

ranges from -70 to 70 and all four relations

are used.

The program is written in Applesoft

Basic and runs on a 32K Apple II*, using

high resolution graphics.

The actual graphing starts at line 500.

The graphics area on the Apple does not

correspond to the xy plane; thus a

transformation must be made. I chose to

translate the coordinates of Apple screen

,

T = TUTORIAL G-GRAFH D=D0NE?G
EXAMPLE: Y>3X+4 OR Y<=.5X-3 ?Y<=.5X-3

1 HASH MARK ON THE AXIS = 10 UNITS
Y<=.5X-3 THE BLUE AREA IS THE ANSWER
THE LINE Y= .5X + -3 IS SOLID

(H,V), to the real value on the coordinate

plane (H'.V). The FOR-NEXT loop

starts at 0, the top of the screen, and goes to

159. the bottom. The translations

H'=H~I40 and V'=80-V are used for the

x and y values.

Example: (10,10) on the HGR screen is

mapped to (- 1 30,70) on the real coordinate

plane. I felt that this method would be the

easiest to understand and would give the

best speed and accuracy.

At line 570 the program decides which

side of the line should be shaded. Line 530

indicates if the edge of the inequality is to

be dotted line or solid line.

190

Since the graphing subroutine uses

string input, the tutorial subroutine uses

random factors for numeric values for the

relation, slope and y intercept, and
translates them into the same type of string

variable as would be found in the input.

Some improvements or variations to

this program might include the following:

variable scale

ability to select the quadrant

ability to graph quadratic inequalities

keeping the false answers close to the

correct answer
A list of variables, line numbers and
descriptions is included to help with such

possible changes.

CREATIVE COMPUTING



The Sinclair ZX80 is innovative and powerfulNow there's a magazine to help you get
the most out of it.

Get in
sync

SYNC magazine is different from other
personal computing magazines. Not just
different because it is about a unique
computer, the Sinclair ZX80 (and kit ver-
sion, the MicroAce) But different be-
cause of the creative and innovative phi-
losophy of the editors.

A Fascinating Computer

The ZX80 doesn't have memory map-
ped video. Thus the screen goes blank
when a key is pressed To some review-
ers this is a disadvantage To our editors
this is a challenge One suggested that
games could be written to take advan-
tage of the screen blanking For exam-
ple, how about a game where characters
and graphic symbols move around the
screen while it is blanked' The object
would be to crack the secret code gov-
erning the movements Voila! A new
game like Mastermind or Black Box
uniquely for the ZX80
We made some interesting discoveries

soon after setting up the machine. For
instance, the CHR$ function is not limit-

ed to a value between and 255. but
cycles repeatedly through the code
CHRS (9) and CHRS(265) will produce
identical values In other words. CHRS
operates in a MOD 256 fashion We
found that the " =

" sign can be used se-
veral times on a single line, allowing the
logical evaluation of variables In the
Sinclair. LET x=Y=Z=W is a valid ex-
pression.

Or consider the TL$ function which
strips a string of its initial character At
first, we wondered what practical value it

had. Then someone suggested it would
be perfect for removing the dollar sign
from numerical inputs.

Breakthroughs9 Hardly But indicative
of the hints and kinds you'll find in every
issue of SYNC We intend to take the
Sinclair to its limits and then push be-
yond, finding new tricks and tips, new
applications, new ways to do what
couldn t be done before SYNC functions
on many levels, with tutorials for the be-
ginner and concepts that will keep the
pros coming back for more. We II show
you how to duplicate commands avail-

able in other Basics And. perhaps, how

to do things that can t be done on other
machines.

Many computer applications require
that data be sorted But did you realize
there are over ten fundamentally differ-

ent sorting algorithms? Many people
settle for a simple bubble sort perhaps
because it's described in so many pro-
gramming manuals or because they ve
seen it in another program However,
sort routines such as heapsort or Shell-
Metzner are over 100 times as fast as a
bubble sort and may actually use less
memory Sure. 1K of memory isn t a lot

to work with, but it can be stretched
much further by using innovative, clever
coding You II find this type of help in

SYNC

Lots of Games and Applications

Applications and software are the meat
of SYNC We recognize that along with
useful, pragmatic applications, like finan-
cial analysis and graphing, you II want
games that are fun and challenging. In

the charter issue of SYNC you II find se-
veral games Acey Ducey is a card game
in which the dealer (the computer) deals
two cards face up You then have an op-
tion to bet depending upon whether you
feel the next card dealt will have a value
between the first two

In Hurkle, another game in the charter
issue, you have to find a happy little

Hurkle who is hiding on a 10 X 10 grid In

response to your guesses, the Hurkle
sends our a clue telling you in which
direction to look next
One of the most ancient forms of arith-

metical puzzle is called a boomerang.
The oldest recorded example is that set
down by Nicomachus in his Arithmetics
around 100 AD You II find a computer
version of this puzzle in SYNC

Hard-Hitting, Objective Evaluations

By selecting the ZX80 or MicroAce as
your personal computer you ve shown
that you are an astute buyer looking for

good performance, an innovative design
and economical price However, select-
ing software will not be easy Thats
where SYNC comes in SYNC evaluates
software packages and other peripherals

CIRCLE 215 ON REAOER SERVICE CARD

and doesn t just publish manufacturer
descriptions We put each package
through its paces and give you an in-
depth, objective report of its strengths
and weaknesses.
SYNC is a Creative Computing pub-

lication Creative Computing is the num-
ber 1 magazine of software and applica-
tions with nearly 100.000 circulation
The two most popular computer games
books in the world. Basic Computer
Games and More Basic Computer
Games (combined sales over 500.000)
are published by Creative Computing
Creative Computing Software manufac-
tures over 1 50 software packages for six
different personal computers

Creative Computing, founded in 1974
by David Ahl. is a well-established firm
committed to the future of personal com-
puting We expect the Sinclair ZX80 to
be a highly successful computer and
correspondingly. SYNC to be a respect-
ed and successful magazine

Order SYNC Today

To order your subscription to SYNC, in

the USA send $10 for one year (6
issues), $18 for two years (12 issues) or
$24 for three years (18 issues). Send
order and payment to the address below
or call MasterCard, Visa or American Ex-
press orders to our toll-free number.
Subscriptions in the UK are mailed by

air and cost f 10 for one year, £ 18 for
two years or £ 25 for three years. Send
order and payment to the UK address
below.

Canadian and other foreign surface
subscriptions cost $15 per year or $27
for two years and should be sent to the
USA address.

We guarantee your satisfaction or we
will refund your entire subscription price.

Needless to say. we can t fill up all the
pages without your help So send in your
programs, articles, hints and tips

Remember, illustrations and screen
photos make a piece much more inter-

esting Send in your reviews of peripher-
als and software too— but be warned: re-
views must be in-depth and objective.
We want you to respect what you read on
the pages of SYNC so be honest and
forthright in the material you send us Of
course we pay for contributions— just
don t expect to retire on it

The exploration has begun Join us

TtWHKgwim to* linear ZX*0 u*m»

SL-in
39 East Hanover Avenue

Morris Plains. NJ 07950. USA
Toll free 800-631-8112
(In NJ 201-540-0445)

27 Andrew Close, Stoke Golding
Nuneaton CV13 6EL, England
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Are you intimidated by seemingly diffi-

cult integration formulas? Do you have to

search through a table of integrals every

time you need to calculate the area under

the graph of a curve? Are you a student

of college calculus? If so, please read on.

I think I can show you how to perform

even the most difficult integration—and

even save time. If you don't know calculus.

I believe I can introduce you to an

interesting and valuable tool which can

be used to solve many practical

problems.

Calculus teaches basically two types of

operations which can be performed on

mathematical expressions. One such opera-

tion is called differentiation which can be

used to find the slope of a curve at any

prescribed point. This article deals with

another operation called integration which

can be used to find the exact area under a

curve between two specified points. Some

people spend years studying and perfecting

the techniques needed to perform both

operations. More often than not, these

techniques involve more art than science

and require a great deal of memorization.

A Simple Integration Example
Suppose you are asked to determine

the area under the curve y = x2 between

the x-values of and 3 as shown in Figure

1. If you use the integration techniques

prescribed by calculus you can calculate

the exact area. But before you old calculus

buffs blow the dust off your textbooks,

let's analyze the problem a little more

closely. Let's apply an old integration

principle called the "Approximation

Principle" to the problem. The Approxima-

tion Principle states that a difficult integra-

tion problem may be reduced to one or

more very simple problems if allowance

is made for inaccuracy. In other words, if

you allow yourself a bit of inaccuracy,

you can get an approximation of the area

under the curve y = x2
. For example, you

can obtain a very rough estimate of the

area by connecting points (0,0) and (3,9)

with a straight line (Figure 2). Then by

calculating the area of the triangle formed

by the three points (0,0), (3,9), and (3,0)

you find that the area under the curve is

1/2x3x9= 13.5.

Alan Scheidler. 3739 53rd St. Apt. 211. Moline. IL

61265.

Normally this crude estimate is not good

enough. The Approximation Principle can

be carried a step further to get a better

approximation. You can divide the area

under the curve into three equally spaced

sections as in Figure 3. Each segment is

one unit wide. Again connect the points

by straight lines. Now calculate the area

under each trapezoid. The formula to

calculate the area under a trapezoid is:

. _ (hi + h2) .

Area = ^ x »

where hi = height of the left side of

trapezoid

h2 = height of the right side of

trapezoid

b = base of the trapezoid

A difficult integration

problem may be
reduced to one or more
very simple problems if

allowance is made
for inaccuracy.

In Figure 3, the first area starting on

the left is actually a triangle which is

merely a special case of a trapezoid with

the height of the left side equal to zero. If

you proceed to calculate and sum up the

individual areas using the above trapezoid

formula you will find the area under y =
x2 to be:

Area = !°+-L>x I + (1 + 4) xl +<!+!> x 1

Area = 9.5

This is a much better approximation—

but probably still not good enough for

you budding mathematicians. No doubt

you've already guessed the exact area is

somewhat less than 9.5. This is true because

the curve y = x2 always lies on or below

the straight lines which connect the top

corner points of the trapezoids. The error

in our area approximations is equal to the

small crescent shaped areas which lie

between the oblique trapezoid sides and

the curve.

192

Figure 2. .

A very rough estimate of the area under y - x .

-r- -t- -»-

I

Figure 3.

A better estimate of the area under y = jr
1

.
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#1 in Software and Applications

Sure, we eoukl loll you we're the premier maga/ine
of computer applicationsand software for both beginners

and experts, but our readers say it even better.

AlvinToffler. authorof future Shock and the Third
Wave says. "I read Creative Computing not only for

information about how to make the most of my own
equipment but to keep a neve on how the whole field is

emerging."
David GerroU of Star trek fame says. Creative

Computing with us unpretentious down-to-earth lucidity

Cacouraajea the computer user to have fun. Creative
Computing makes it possible for me to learn basic
programming skills and use the computer better than
any other source."

Order UxJay at no risk. We'll give you a complete
refund if you're not satisfied. But we're sure you'll

waul to join ovci "SIKH) subscribers like Ann Lewin.
Director of the Capital Children's Museum who savs.

"Creative Computing helps demystify the computer.
It's articles are helpful, humorous and humane. The
world needs Creative Computing

Creative Computing. Morris Plains. NJ 07950
loll free HOO-oil-HI 12 tin NJ 20 1 -540-0445.)

Yes. enter my one-year

1 12 issues) trial

subscription at

no risk.

$20 USA
D $2V Canada and

l-'oreign Surface mail

$50 Foreign Airmail

Kxpircs

Dec HI

Payment I'nclosed

D American I'xprcss

D Bill me """""^•af
Visa O MasterCard

Card No. Fxpircs

Signature

Please print

Name

2 Address

O _
t> City Stale Province Country Code

^—creative computing

i

SAVE 33% off the cover price!

YES; I want to be assured of getting every issue of Creative

Computing. Please enter my subscription for one year (12

issues), at the subscription price of $20. I save $10 off the

regular newsstand price. (Canada and foreign surface $29.

foreign air $50).

creative
compnttag

City

Slate Zip

Q Bill me D Payment enclosed

D Visa Q MasterCard Q American Express

Card number

gnature

Expiration date

CCKH
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Before you spend $200 - or $2000 -
on a computer system that won't
meet your needs, read this.

Straight Talk About
BuyingA Small Comput
A personal computer. If you don't already

have one you're probably thinking about it.

The Plunge

Spending a couple of thousand or even a
few hundred dollars is not something you
do lightly. Making a decision about which
computer to buy is not easy. Deciding
about peripherals is even harder. And
making intelligent decisions about soft-
ware is nearly impossible.
But there's a way. Creative Computing.

It's the magazine with the toughest evalua-
tions in the industry

In an industry prone to dazzling sales
pitches filled with technical doubletalk.
some straight advice from an unbiased
source could make a lot of difference.
Some of the newest computers on the mar-
ket will be extinct before the first ordersare
filled, others will achieve astounding popu-
larity. Which would you rather own?

Why Buy One?
The uses of a personal computer would

fill several books. Some people have a spe-
cific use in mind, others Just a general
desire to join the computer age. In general,
it's advisable to have a good idea of at least
one or two things you want a computer to
do for you. If you want to analyze stock
options, for example, you'll want a compu-
ter for which a stock option package is

available. If you want to work with color
graphics your choice of computer is nar-
rowed to those units with high resolution
color output. Even after you've chosen
some applications, the choice of a machine
isn't easy. Here are a few things that might
help.

Hard and Soft

Besides encountering hard and soft
sells, you'll also encounter the terms "hard-
ware" and "software." Hardware refers to
the electronic parts of a computer system,
the circuit boards, chips, peripherals, and
other components.
An important part of hardware is mem-

ory. The amount of memorya computer has
determines how much it can do. Most
people start out with systems having 16K
(K is short for kilobyte, which means 1024
bytes, or characters like a letter or number)
of memory. Later, many people decide to
expand their systems, and buy more mem-
ory.

Some of the new computers can be pur-
chased with as little as 1 K of memory. They
can usually be expanded, but the upper
limit varies. If you want to play games and
write short programs. 16K is adequate. If

you want to add a disk drive, or do word
processing, you'll probably need 48K or
more.
By themselves, these parts are rather

dumb. The programs that instruct the com-
puter how to do the more interesting appli-
cations (stock option analysis, animation,
play a game) are usually contained on mag-
netic tape or disks. This is software.

Both hardware and software are impor-
tant. A system with the wrong hardware can
be as worthless to you as a sports car would
be for a six-member family. Some compu-
ters cannot be connected to a printer.
Others can't be expanded without a great
deal of additional expense. You may not
need these extras now, but if you anticipate
needing them later, you II want to select an
appropriate system now. And a computer
without good software is just an expensive
dust catcher.

The Software Cycle

When a computer first hits the market,
the only software available will be from the
manufacturer. This limits the uses of the
machine. As soon as a computer becomes
popular, new software pours from dozens
of sources. But there is a catch. People
won't buya computer until there is plenty of
software available. And vendors won't pro-
duce the software until people start buying
the computer. Where does this leave you?
You can go with one of the established
computers, or take a chance on a new
machine.

The Newcomers

New computers are appearing almost
monthly. One might be right for you. Can
anyone tell for sure which will survive?
Probably not. But the new machines can be
compared against the old. If a computer
does everything and more than another
does, and costs less, it has a good chance
of catching on. If it does less than existing
computers, and costs about the same, it is

probably doomed.

games? Then you have to decide how
important joysticks, paddles, and other
controlsare. Some computers are supplied
with these attachments. Some companies
sell these attachments as extras. Do you
want to use your own television? Or would
you prefer a computer that comes with itsown monitor? Will you demand compli-
cated math capabilities from your compu-
ter? Certain computers can only handle
integers.

Your Choice

Where does this leave you? If you've
read this far, you are probably concerned
about making the right choice. The follow-
ing hints could be a good starting place
Take your time, and don't let your first
impression of any computer prevent you
from taking an honest look at its good and
bad points. All computers seem impressive
at first. Once you've looked at a few, you'll
find that the initial awe is replaced by cold
comparison. If you have a specific applica-
tion in mind, ask to see the computer per-
form that application. If the salesman starts
talking in technical terms while assuring
you the machine will do what you want with
only a few modifications, find another
store. Ask about warranties. Will it be
repaired at the store or sent out? Will they
provide a loaner during repairs? Is the
dealer authorized by the manufacturer?

We Don't Sell Computers

We have good reason to hope you buy a
computer. Every new owner represents a
potential reader for Creative Computing,
the number one magazine of applications
and software. We give the beginner a
wealth of useful articles, tutorials, games,
and ideas for his computer. And when the
beginner becomes an expert, we still have
a lot to offer; in-depth articles on program-
ming, reviews of the latest products, high-
lights of important events in computer
community and much more.
One beginner who became an expert

David Gerrold of Star Trek fame, had this to
say, "Creative Computing with its unpre-
tentious, down-to-earth lucidity encour-
ages the computer user to have fun. Crea-
tive Computing makes it possible for me to
learn basic programming skills and use the
computer better than any other source."
Why not join over 90,000 readers and

subscribe? One year ( 1 2 issues) costs only
$20 and saves you $10 compared to the
newsstand price. To subscribe, call toll-
free from 9 AM to 6 PM 800-631-8112. In
New Jersey, call 201-540-0445. Or write to
Creative Computing, Morris Plains, NJ
07950. We accept Visa, MasterCard, and
American Express.

The Survivors

A few computers currently have the
majority of the market. They all have good
points and disadvantages. One costs less
to start with, but costs more to expand.
Another has great graphics but no lower-
case letters—a bit of a problem if you want
to do word processing. The limitations of
any machine can be overcome, for a price.
But it is better to get what you want at the
start. If you know what you plan to use the
computer for, the first step is to determine ~.nAa&|„A ^.«.»«.^,-«.* -e
what that use requires. Do you want to play **"*>«H»IVt» COIf6p?I CII£Q

First Get the Facts

The first step to making intelligent buy-
ing decisions about computers, peripher-
als and software is arming yourself with the
unbiased facts. You II find these facts pre-
sented in a down-to-earth style in Creative
Computing. Take the first step and sub-
scribe today.
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Numerical Integration, continued...

This error can never be totally elimi-

nated, but it can be minimized. You've

already seen how it can be reduced by

calculating three areas instead of one.

Well now, let's divide the area into 10

segments and again sum the areas enclosed

by the trapezoids. If this sounds like too

much work, well, you're right -but this is

just the sort of thing that computers were

intended for. The Basic program listed in

Figure 4 is designed to run on a TRS-80

Level 11 microcomputer to perform just

such a task. This program can also be run

on a Level I machine by eliminating line

20 and changing all variable names to just

the first letter of each variable name as

listed.

If you run this program, you will find

that with 10 segments, the estimated area

is 9.045. As long as you have the computer

handy, try 100 segments. Here the calcu-

lated area will be 9.00044. If you are a

calculus expert you've no doubt already

calculated the exact area to be 9. So you

can see the computer result comes very

close to the correct value.

This technique for calculating the area

under a curve is called Numerical Integra-

tion using the Trapezoidal Rule. As we
have seen, the Trapezoidal Rule approxi-

mates the area under a curve by summing

the areas of a specified number of trape-

zoids. The height of a vertical side of a

trapezoid is equal to the y-value which

corresponds to particular x-value. Each

x-value is found by dividing the integration

interval into the desired number of equally

spaced segments. The y-value which cor-

responds to a particular x-value is found

by substituting the x-value into the equation

of the curve. Thus, for the curve y =x!
.

the y-value which corresponds to an x-

value of 2 is 4. For an x-value of 2.5, the

corresponding y-value is 2.51 or 6.25. and

so on.

The program listed in Figure 4 functions

in just this way. First the program asks

you to input the upper and lower limits

(U and L respectively) which mark the

interval over which the integration will

be performed. Then it will ask for the

number of calculation increments. N. which

is actually the number of trapezoids which

will be used to approximate the area.

With this information, the computer

calculates a DX value which is the width

of each trapezoid.

The trapezoidal

numerical integration

program can be used
to solve difficult,

practical problems.

A Practical E«am",„

The trapezoidal numerical integration

program can be used to solve difficult

practical problems. Here is an example of

the type of problem that can be solved

using this method.

You are the engineer in charge of

emergency power systems at a nuclear

power plant. Your responsibility is to make

sure that two 5000 horsepower emergency

diesel generators start up to provide standby

electrical power upon the loss of both

normal and reserve power sources.

Large quantities of diesel fuel must be

stored at the plant at all times to ensure

that there is enough fuel for even the

longest power outages. For maximum safety

and reliability, each diesel generator is

supplied by its own diesel fuel storage

tank. Part of your responsibility is to

monitor the oil level in these tanks. Each

tank measures 12 feet in diameter by 50

feet in length and is buried lengthwise

underground to reduce fire-hazard. The

level indicator gauge on one of the tanks

indicates an oil level of nine feet. How
many gallons of diesel fuel does this repre-

sent?

Then with X starting at the lower limit.

N + 1 y-values are computed, incrementing

X by DX each time until the upper limit

for X has been reached. A(I) is an array

used to represent the y-values. Once all

of the y-values have been computed, the

accumulated area under the curve is

calculated by summing the areas of each

individual trapezoid using the trapezoid

area formula. Then this accumulated area

is displayed by the computer. The accumu-

lated area is the result of the numerical

integration.

10 CLS

30 PRINT "NUMERICAL INTEGRATION USING THE TRAPEZOIDAL RULE"

40 PRINT "ENTER THE FORMULA TO BE INTEGRATED IN LINE 150*

50 INPUT "ENTER THE L0UER LIMIT "» L

60 INPUT "ENTER THE UPPER LIMIT "f U

70 INPUT "ENTER THE NUMBER OF CALCULATION INCREMENTS "i N

80 AREA =

90 DX = <U - L)/N
100 X = L
110 FOR I = 1 TO N + 1

120 '

130 REPLACE THE NEXT LINE UITH THE FORMULA TO BE INTEGRATED

140 '

150 A< I ) = X * X
160 X = X + DX
170 NEXT I

180 FOR I = 1 TO N
190 AREA = AREA + DX * < A< I ) + A< I + 1 ) >/2

200 NEXT I

210 PRINT "THE AREA UNDER THE CURVE FROM "! L »" TO "5 U

IS "J AREA
"DO YOU UISH TO CHANGE THE INPUT PARAMETERS <Y / N>

220 PRINT
230 PRINT
240 INPUT A*
250 IF A* "Y"
260 IF A* "N"
270 GOTO 210

THEN 50
THEN END

Figure 4.
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The essentials of this problem are

diagrammed in Figure 5. To calculate the

maximum volume of a tank, you must

multiply the cross sectional area of the

tank by its length. Thus, the maximum
volume of a cylindrical tank is the area of

a circle whose diameter is equal to the

diameter of the tank multiplied by the

length of the tank. This is simple enough,

but what about a partially filled tank?

Basically the problem is still the same—
determine the area of the diesel fuel cross

section and multiply by the length. In this

case, the diesel fuel cross section will

appear to be a circle with its top cut off.

This sounds very simple until you actually

try to calculate this area.

This problem may appear to be a very

difficult problem—and it definitely is

difficult if you want absolute accuracy,

but let's not forget about the time-honored

Approximation Principle. If we can tolerate

small degree of inaccuracy, we can make

use of the Trapezoidal rule integration

program.
To make use of this program, we must

determine the equation of the curve to be

CREATIVE COMPUTING
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Numerical Integration, continued...

integrated. You've probably already

guessed that the curve to be integrated

will be the equation of a circle whose

diameter is equal to the diameter of the

tank. To simplify the derivation of this

equation, I suggest that you place the

origin (0,0) at the bottom of the tank with

the x-axis pointing straight up as shown in

Figure 6. By using this orientation, you

can integrate under the circle from a lower

limit of to an upper limit equal to the

depth of diesel fuel in the tank. This will

give you the area of the diesel fuel cross

section in the tank. The general equation

of the circle which describes the tank is:

(x-a)2 + (y-b)2 = R2

where R = the radius of the tank

a= R
b=

(the point (a,b) is the coordinates of the

center of the circle or tank in this case)

Substituting the values for a and b, the

equation becomes:

(x - R)2 + y
2 = RJ

Before we use this equation in the integra-

tion program, it must be rearranged so

that y is isolated on the left side of the

equation:

Simply substitute this equation for y
-

x2 in the integration program, and you re

all set. Using a lower limit of and an

upper limit of 9 with 20 increments, the

calculated volume is 33862 gallons. The

exact volume which can be derived very

painstakingly by the methods of calculus

is 34031 gallons. This amounts to an error

of only 0.50%, which is good enough

accuracy for most situations. When you

actually substitute this equation into the

the integration program 1 suggest that

vou avoid using the raising-to-a-power

function which is available in TRS-80 Basic

This is just a precaution against negative

numbers. In other words you cannot raise

a negative number to a power, but you

can always multiply a negative number

by itself. Thus instead of using Y - X I 2,

useY = X*X.
By the way, for all you die-hard calculus

addicts, here is the closed form solution

for the volume of the diesel fuel in the

tank:

= )/& (x -R)2

y = 2LV/R
T7(x - R)2 x 7.4805195

where L = 50

R= 6

x varies from lower limit to upper limit

(0 to 9)

As you can see, you don't need to be i

mathematician to perform complicated

integrations, and thanks to the computer

numerical integration can be performed

to practically any desired degree ot

accuracy. You can probably think of many

more examples where this technique can

be used, but here are a few more:

1. Estimation of the weights of irregularly

shaped objects.

2. Estimation of the energy consumed

by an electric motor operating under a

known but varying load cycle.

3. Estimation of the speed of a space

capsule which free-falls from a very high

altitude to the surface of the earth.

You can now use the integration program

in the same way you did when you calcu-

lated the area under y = x2
. Just substitute

this new equation in its place. The lower

limit of integration will be and the upper

limit will be 9, which is the depth of diesel

fuel in the tank. This result will be the

area under the curve which is described

by the above equation.

You have probably guessed that if you

perform this integration, you actually get

only one-half of the area of the desired

cross section. This is because the Trapezoid

integration program only calculates the

area above the x-axis. We can easily correct

this discrepancy by multiplying by 2.

Multiplying this result by L, the length of

the tank, will give you the volume of

diesel fuel in the tank in cubic feet:

y = 2iyR2
- (x " R) 2

Now if you want to get real fancy, you

can multiply this equation by a factor of

7.4805195 to convert cubic feet to U.S.

gallons. The final equation to integrate is

then:

Volume = L|(h - R)v72Rh-h
2 + R2Arctan

where -
h =
R =
L =

/ _2_ ^+^1x7.4805195
VVT^O2 '

(gallons)

(h - R)/R
diesel fuel depth (ft)

radius of tank (ft)

length of tank (ft)

all angles are in radians

u.VR'-u-Ri'i,

Figure 6. The coordinate system for the tank.
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100 Ready To Run
Business Programs

(ON CASSETTE OR DISKETTE).....Includea 1 10 Page UsersManual 5 Cassettes (OrDlskettes)
Inventoiy Control Payrou.....Bookkeeplng System Stock Calculations.....
Checkbook Maintenance.....Accounts Recefoable.....Accounts Payable

BUSINESS 100 PROGRAM LIST
1 RULE78
2 ANNU1
3 DATE
4 DAYYEAR
5 LEASEINT
6 BREAKEVN
7 DEPRSL
8 DEPRSY
9 DEPRDB
10 OEPRDDB
11 TAXDEP
12 CHECK2
13 CHECKBKI
14 MORTGAGE/A
15 MULTMON
16 SALVAGE
17 RRVAPJN
18 RRCONST
19 EFFECT
20 FVAL
21 PVAL
22 LOANPAY
23 REGWTTH
24 SIMPDISK
25 DATEVAL
26 ANNUDEF
27 MARKUP
28 SINKFUND
29 BONDVAL
30 DEPLETE
31 BLACKSH
32 STOCVALI
33 WARVAL
34 BONDVAL2
35 EPSEST
36 BETAALPH
37 SHARPE1
38 OPTWRrTE
39 RTVAL
40 EXPVAL
41 BAYES
42 VALPRHF
43 VALADTIF
44 CfTUIY
45 SHPLEX
46 TRAMS
47 EOU
48 QUEUE!
49 CVP
50 CONDPROF
51 OfTLOSS
52 FQUOQ

53 FQEOWSH
54 FQEOQPB
55 QUEUECB
56 NCFANAL
57 PROF1ND
secAPi

OCTOBER 1981

Were* Apportionment by Rule of the 78s
Annully computation program
Time between dates

Day of year a particular date faUs on
Interest rate on lease

Breakeven analysis

StraighfJine depreciation

Sum of the digits depreciation
Declining balance depreciation

Double declining balance depreciation
Cash flow vs depreciation tables
Prirxs NEBS checks along with dairy register

Checkbook maintenance program
Mortgage amortization table

Computes bme needed for money to double, triple

Determines salvage value of an investment
Rate of return on investment with variable inflows
Rate of return on investment with constant inflows
Effective interest rate of a loan
Future value of an investment (compound interest)

Present value of a future amount
Amount of payment on a loan
Equal withdrawals from investment to leave over
Simple discount analysis

Equivalent & nonequrvalent dated values for oblig
Present value of deferred annuities

S Markup analysis for items
Sinking fund amortization program
Value of a bond
Depletion analysis

Black Scholes options analysis

Eicpected return on stock via discounts dividends
Value of a wan-ant

Value of a bond
Estimate of future earnings per share for company
Computes alpha and beta variables for stock
Portfolio selection model i e what stocks to hold
Option writing computations
Value of a right

Expected value analysis

Beyesian decisions

Value of perfect information

Value of additional information

Derives utility function

Linear programming solution by simplex method
Transportation method for linear programming
Economic order quantity inventory model
Single server queueing (waiting line) model
Cost-vokimeproflt analysis

Conditional profit tables

Opportunity loss tables

Fixed quantity economic order quantity model

DESCRIPTION

As above but with shortages permitted
As above but with quantity price breaks
Cost-benefit waiting line analysis

Net cash Dow analysis for simple investment
Profitability index of a project

Cap. Asset FY Model analysis of project

59 WACC
60 COMPBAL
61 DISCBAL
62 MERGANAL
63 FI1RAT
64 NPV
65 PRINDLAS
66 PRINDPA
67 SEASIND
68 TTMETR
69 TTMEMOV
70 FUPRINF
71 MA1PAC
72 LETWRT
73 SORT3
74 LABEL1
75 LABEL2
76 BUSBUD
77 TTMECLCK
78 ACCTPAY
79 INVOICE
80 INVENT2
81 TELDIR
82 T1MUSAN
83 ASSIGN
84 ACCTREC
85 TERMSPAY
86 PAYNET
87 SELLPR
88 ARBCOMP
89 DEPRSF
90 UPSZONE
91 ENVELOPE
92 AUTOEXP
93 INSOLE
94 PAYROLL2
95 DILANAL
96 LOANAFFD
97 RENTPRCH
98 SALELEAS
99 RRCONVBD
100 PORTVAL9

Weighted average cost of capital

True rate on loan with compensating bal. required
True rate on discounted loan
Merger analysis computations
Financial ratios for a firm
Net present value of project

Laspevres price index
Paasche price index

Constructs seasonal quantity indices for company
Time series analysis linear trend
Time series analysis moving average trend
Future price estimation with inflation

Mailing list system
Letter writing system*nks with MA«J>AC
Sorts list of names
Shipping label maker
Name label maker
DOME business bookkeeping system
Computes weeks total hours from Omectock info.

h memory accounts payable system storage permitted
Generate invoice on screen and print on printer
In memory inventory control system
Computerized telephone directory
Time use analysis

Use of assignment algorithm for optimal job assign.
h memory accounts receivable system storage ok
Compares 3 methods of repayment of loans
Computes gross pay required for given net
Computes selling price for given after tax amount
Arbitrage computations
Sinking fund depreciation

Finds UPS zones from zip code
Types envelope including return address
Automobile expense analysis

Insurance policy file

h memory payroll system
Dilution analysis

Loan amount a borrower can afford
Purchase price for rental property
Sale-leaseback analysis

investor's rate of return on convertible bond
Stock market portfolio storage-valuation program

O CASSETTE VERSION $99.95
^DISKETTE VERSION 999.95
D TRS-80* MODEL D VERSION 9149.95

ADO $2.00 FOR SHIPPING IN UPS AREAS
ADD $3.00 FOR C.O.D. OR NON-UPS AREAS
ADD $4.00 OUTSIDE U.S.A. CANADA A MEXICO

iCtKYIPUraQWICSi
50 N. PASCACK ROAD

SPRING VALLEY, NEW YORK 10977

<eoo
>«%
HOUR

OA ORDER*^ LINE

(914)
425-1535
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Creative Computing normally isn't the

place to discuss the philosophy of teaching

physics, but when this philosophy affects

the manner in which a computer program

is written, then maybe the discussion is

permissible.

Having taught physics at the high school

level for 18 years, it has become obvious

that today's students, while just as intelligent

as we ancients, are accustomed to the

"entertain me" attitude generated by hours

of mindless watching of that electronic-

guru of the living room.

The television offerings currently avail-

able require almost as much participation

from the viewer as watching a freshly

painted wall dry. A mild "hurrah!" is in

order for the microcomputer and the

advent of arcade games of the "Invaders"

variety. These at least require a certain

amount of hand-eye coordination, and the

emotional involvement that develops can't

be denied.

Adventure type games proceed one step

further toward the abstraction that will

awaken the creativity latent within a

person's mind.

With all this hoopla involving TV screens

and interactive game programs, we have

attempted to incorporate the micro-

computer into our classroom environ-

ment. Most of our programs are laboratory

analysis programs or the classic "Good

John Hitchcock, 2.1.K) last Homer Road. Cortland.

NY 13045.

John Hitchcock
job. Joe!" type of computer assisted

instruction. While these programs serve a

useful function and are enthusiastically

used by the students, we are the first to

admit that plugging data points into an

The object of Aircraft

Rescue is to pilot a
small plane from
Rescue Base to

Sick City with a load of

emergency medical
supplies.

Apple II isn't nearly as exciting as repelling

invaders from outer space.

Our recent programming efforts have

been directed toward simulation types of

programs in which students are involved

in an interactive situation that is fun (even

exciting) and yet teaches or reinforces

certain physics concepts.

The program described in this article is

one such effort which resulted in a student

response much more favorable than we
ever anticipated. Programming purists will

immediately notice the glaring lack of

198

exciting, or even unexciting, computer-

generated graphics. This lack is intentional

since we wanted the program to maintain

a "mind-hand-eye" coordination rather than

deteriorate into an exercise in moving the

airplane around the screen with a joy-

stick.

The object of Aircraft Rescue is to

pilot a small plane from Rescue Base to

Sick City with a kwd of emergency medical

supplies before the residents expire from

an unknown disease. (One morbid student

suggested that the malady afflicting the

residents was undoubtedly "physics

phever.")

The primary difficulty facing the pilot

is an extremely foggy night. Thus, all flying

must be done by instruments using a

contour map which describes the land

over which he must fly. The educational

motive of the program is to review the

physics concepts of speed, acceleration,

vectors, and simple distance-time relation-

ships.

Our expectations were that the program

would be entertaining; we didn't expect it

to be exciting. Students who are piloting

the plane to the rescue usually acquire

quite an audience, and considerable co-

piloting occurs as onlookers analyze the

techniques and routes chosen by the pilot.

The program approximates real-time, and

tension begins to mount as the pilot starts

to run out of fuel and time or begins the

approach to his landing.

The instructions in the program listing

CREATIVE COMPUTING



CQMFUTRQNICS N
C.

• • • EVERYTHING For Your TRS-80* Model I or Model HI •••
' TRS-80'" is a trademark of Tandy Corp

, Inc

• AM orders processed within 24 Hours
• 30-Day money back guarai
• Add S3 00 tor shipping in UPS A
• Add S4 00 lor C O D or NON-UPS A

i

• Add $5 00 to Canada or Mexico
• Add exact postage to,in anes

Let Your TRS-80™
Teach You

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE
REMASSEM-1

Tired of buying book alter book on assembly language programming and
still not knowing your POP from your PUSH?

REMSOFT proudly announces a more efficient way. using your own
TRS-80" to learn the fundamentals of assembly language programming
at YOUR pace and at YOUR convenience

Our unique package "INTRODUCTION TO TRS-80 "ASSEMBLY
PROGRAMMING", will provide you with tne lollowing

* Ten 45-minute lessons on audio cassettes

* A driver program to make your TRS-80'" video monitor serve as a
blackboard lor the instructor

* A display program lor each lesson to provide illustration and rein-
forcement for what you are hearing

* A textbook on TRS-80'" Assembly Language Programming
* Step-by-step dissection of complete and useful routines to test
memory and to gain direct control over the keyboard video moni-
tor, and printer

* How to access and use powerful routines in your Level II ROM
This course was developed and recorded by Joseph E Wilhsand is based
on the successful series ot courses he has taught at Mela Technologies
Corporation, the Radio Shack Computer Center and other locations in

Northern Ohio The minimum system required is a Level II I6K RAM

LEARN TRS-80™
ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE

DISK 1/0

REMDISK-1
Your disk system and you can really stepout with REM lional
Module REMDISK-1. i siiort course revealing the details ol DISK I O
PROGRAMMING using assembly langi.

Using the same format as our extremely popular introduction to as-
bly language programming this "ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE DISK I O
PROGRAMMING" course mi

* Two 45-minute lessons on audio cas
* A driver program to make your TRS-80'" video monitor serve as a

blackboard lor the instructor

* A display program lor,>ach lesson I, .nation and rein-
forcement for what you are hearing

* A booklet ol compi
illustrating sequential file I/O. ra

sector I O
* A diskette with mai

|r
.lms

discuss-.: In both Radio shack EDTASM and
* Routines toe

Th,s
I Willis lor the

mbly langi, imming il i

idvanced-i. .

, s .,

velll 16K RAM one disk drive syst>

iCQMRnRQMCSi
SO N PASCACK ROAD

SPRING VALLEY. NEW YORK 10977

PLEASE SEND ME:
DREMASSEM-1 (TRS-80 MODEL I CASSETTE) .

DREMASSEM-1 (TRS-80 MODEL I DISKETTE) ..

DREMASSEM-1 (TRS-80 MODEL III CASSETTE)
DREMASSEM-1 (TRS-80 MODEL III DISKETTE)
DREMDISK-1 (TRS-80MODEL I DISKETTE* .

DREMDISK-1 (TRS-80 MODEL III DISKETTE) .

CREDIT CARD NUMBER

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS CITY.

S69 95

S74 95

.$74 95

S79 95

. S29 95

S34 95

NAMfc

HOUR
24 ORDER

LINE

(914) 425-1535
NEW TOLL-FREE

ORDER LINE
(OUTSIDE OF N Y STATE)

(800) 431-2818

EXP DATE.

STATE
• ALL PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE '
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Rescue, continued...

give a fairly complete idea of the problems

facing the pilot and the data concerning

his plane. Some techniques and hazards

are not mentioned in the instructions, but

the pilot soon discovers them as the rescue

mission progresses.

Some of our more creative students

have developed interesting innovations in

completing the rescue. They have flown

off the chart and around Disaster Desert,

perfected take-off and landing techniques

which save fuel and time, and have found

that they can fly faster if they have a

navigator to call out directions. More
aggressive flyers have found the quickest

way down from high altitudes is to put

the plane into a "stall" condition and then

pull out just before crashing.

An exciting concept in creating computer

programs is that almost all programs have

the potential to be improved. This program

is no exception, and offers ample oppor-

tunity for change, both in the esthetics

and the techniques of programming.

Several of these possibilities are noted

here:

1. Runways could be narrowed or

shortened to increase difficulty.

2. Carburetor icing could be included

as another hazard.

3. The speed of the plane could be a

function of climb/descend rate.

4. Hi-res graphics could be used to create

a more authentic looking instrument

panel.

5. For those who want a "control the

dot on the screen" game, hi-res graphics

could be used to display the map and

show the actual position of the plane.

6. The game was written without any

truly random disasters, but these could

easily be included. One possibility is for a

hijacking to occur and then the game

could turn into an adventure-type game

in which the player attempts to mak

proper decisions to thwart the hijacker.

The Program
The program flow is fairly obvious from

the listing provided, but certain areas might

need explanation for those readers not

familiar with Applesoft Basic.

In line 160 X=PEEK (-16287) reads the

pushbutton on the game control #0.

Pushing this button is the signal that the

user wants to change the velocity of the

plane. V=PDU0) sets the value of the

game control equal to the velocity (V)

and then this value is adjusted by V=V*V1
to allow a maximum speed of 128.

Line 170 is similar to line 160. except

the game control is #1 and the variable

changed is the heading of the plane. Bl

adjusts the value to ranges from 1 to 360

degrees.

In line 180 X=PEEK (-16384) checks

200 CREATIVE COMPUTING



Consider the classroom of the future...
To meet the demands of an increasingly complex world, the classroom will become a Learning Environment' which coordinates soar*Z r

S

ol
aCeSfT 3

? P
r'

e
'

meraC,,0n
'

3Udl0/ VISual P-sen,a„ons. printed materia,, and electron, mecTa SZ ha, ntegrateclassroom, instructional software will turn the microcomputer into a powerful teaching tool

integrate

Why Computer Mediated Instruction? The microcomputer personalizes learning. „ frames learning w„h,n an ind,v,dual,zed situation I,

rz",a,immed,a,e,eedback-h 'n'-ep~.to^to^^^nj^^zz^™?*
...that classroom is available in your home today.

COMPU READ 3 0- A sen., of instruction,, software modules bo.k. learners skills by strengthening ,h, perceptual
•ad.ng Suitable lor all ages

" w
48K Applesoft DOS 3 2 or 3 3 529 95
48K Alan Basic Disk 529 95

AP;;L7D°oi™r^^^^^^^
ALGEBRA 1 A powerful co-

: ,,„„„ syslem^^ core ,n„oductorv algebra supports

uT,s
a °nm" "^» sequence to lollow through,^

48K Applesoh DOS 3 3 S39 96

COMPU SPELL " T.„s MM,W,„ „.„„„ SDe ,„„ ^ ,„„,,„„ ,„ „1|ow |M(n<(rs ,o ,,„ |( „xo„OTlod^
ind can be eas.lv ad,usted to particular classroom settings by a lea.nmg manager la leache, o,parent} Use I >vvn

"»" » ™«™i or

•»8K Applesoft DOS 3 2 ex 3 3 S29 95
Da,aC)

'
'• i 6 7 8 and Adult Secretarial available! SI9 95

nT\nn nnnnrT\rPTM Available at computer stores everywherenMU™^ Dealer ,ngu,r,e, welcome

The Science of Learning™

Edu-Ware Services, Inc. 22222 Sherman Way. Suite 203 Canoga Park. CA 91303 (213) 346-6783

The first and only
l IIRES color graphics pool
simulation tor the Apple n
or Apple II Plus.

• Real-time color I IIRES
animation

• 256 directions for aiming

• 4 popular games
(light Ball

Straight Pool
Rotation
Nine Ball

• Instant replay tor any shot

• Special "slow-motion"
control

• Pool 1.5 supports the best
HIRES animation on the
Apple today. YouVe got to
see it to believe it!

• Dealer inquiries invited.

Pool 1.5'for the Apple II
13)

'I BVB17HI' znn

Bv

INNOVATIVE DESIGX SOFTWARE, INC.

only $34.95 ppd.

Requires: 48K Apple II

with Disc II and Paddles

IDSI

P.O. Box 1658
Las Cruces, \ m hh<x>4
(SOS) 522 7373

sjs*-a Sj>l>k-ll.iri- n-)|iMrit-(Jii.MJrm.trtu»i>t \in*-» nmtHiit-rh in.

•is mi ISai ir.Hfc-nwrk hi I UM
Stf Mint Iih.iI (It-.tlt-r or iinltr ilin-i tl\ in.tti idsi
V\\ Nkxii ii rcMttenis odd 4 J.V. lux
Vi*,i n Master ( .ird ,n i ifMcd
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fescue, continued.

to see if a key has been pressed on the

keyboard. If a key has been pressed, then

X is the ASCII value of that key.

Lines 190-200 check to see if the key

pressed is a "C" (67) or a "D" (68). If no

key has been pressed or the key pressed

was not a "C" or "D" the program goes to

line 210.

In line 210 POKE -16368.0 resets the

keyboard strobe so another character may

be read in.

The routine in lines 230-290 toggles the

speaker. X=PEEK<- 16336). looks at the

keyboard to see if a key has been pressed.

and if the key pressed is a number between

and 9. sets the climb rate. A. to that

value.

The routine in lines 310-360 performs

the same function as lines 230-290. except

the descent rate. D. is determined.

With all the flashy programs on the

market today this program provided one

unexpected bit of encouragement to us.

It showed that even an unsophisticated

program written by a novice programmer

could provide enjoyment for the user,

while accomplishing an educational

goal. LJ

Reader Challenge

As the author mentioned. Aircraft

Rescue lacks graphics. Wc view this as

a challenge to our readers. Can you

come up with a graphic version of the

program? If so. wed like to see it.

whether written for the Apple or for

another computer. The best version

received will be published in these pages.

and the author will be paid at our

usual rate. All submissions must be in

machine-readable form (tape or disk).

Address programs to Aircraft Challenge.

Creative Computing. 39 E. Hanover

Ave.. Morris Plains. NJ 07950.

1 REM

2 REM . AIRCRAFT RESCUE ....

3 REM

4 REM*! BY JOHN HITCHCOCK...

REH

6 REM HOMER HIGH SCH001

PEM
". HOMER, NEW YORK....

8 REM

REM

tn HOMI : 8PI ED" 255
1001!NY - lOOOIVl - .5JB1

I .11176:PC - .017153
n e: - 3&o:v otl i i2.b:ga - o

16 oc; « o

'.'TAB 5*. PRINT " AI-

RCRAFT RESCUE
25 VTAB 11 '. HTAE: li PRINT "00 YO

U WANT INSTRUCTIONS? <Y> OR
IN)"! : GET A*

II A« "Y" THEN 30
IF A« "N" THEN 30

28 GOT 1

1

30 VTAB 18: HTAB 11 PRINT "WHAT
LEVI! DIFFICULTY?"
PRINT "(1, EASIEST - 3, HARDEST
)•;: get d«:d = val <d«)

37 if <d > 0) and <d < 1> then 1

38 GOTO 30
10 IF D = 1 THEN TU = 700:F - 90

o:oi. io:wi = s:wv = 3.3
<H || ill N III SOOtF - 75

o:oi 35JHI - io:wv 7.07
in II 60

OtOL » 30SWI I'O'.WV = 11.11

RTU rUJRF F

IF A« "N" THEN 120
110 COSUB 1650! REM ...FOR INSTR

UCTI0NS
120 HOMI

G08UB 1360: RIM ...DRAW DISP
l AY BOARD

135 :

1 36 :

:

110 REM
111 t

150 IF FR - 1 THEN 170t REM
F F UEL GONE

•FLIGHT IN PROCRESS

155
156
157

158
160

165
166
167
168
170

PEEK ( - 16287)! IF X

127 THEN V = PDL <0>:V - V
Yl! GOTO 380

REM ...DETERMINE HEADING

X = PEEK < - 16286): IF X

127 THEN B = PDL (l>tB = B »

Bi: GOTO 380
175
176
177

178
180
190
200
210
220
230
210
250
260

270
280
290
300
310
320
330
310

*REM ...DETERMINE CLIMB/DESCE
ND RATE

X = PEEK < - 16381)
IF X = 68 THEN 300
IF X = 67 THEN 220
POKE - 16368,0: GOTO 380

X =

FOR LC = 1 TO 100

X = PEEK < - 16336)
X = PEEK < - 16381)
IF (X > 17) AND (X 58) THEN
A* CHR« <X>:A VAL (A*)

: POKE - 16368, 0: GOTO 380
POKE - 16368,0
NEXT LC
GOTO 380

FOR LC 1 TO 500

350
360
370
371
372
373
380
381
382
390

391
392
100
110

120
130

110
150

X = PEEK < - 16336)
X - PEEK ( - 16381)
IF (X > 17) AND (X < 58) THEN

A* = CHR* (X):A - VAL ( A*

)

!A . a: I
- 16368, 0: GOTO

380
POKE
NEXT

16368,0

REM •DO CALCULATIONS

REM ...LINES 100-170 CHECK T

SEE IF TURN RATE OR VELOCI
TY CHANGE IS TOO FAST

IF B THEN B 360
IF (OB » 360) AND <B < 15) THEN
170
IF SP = 1 THEN 180
IF ( ABS (V - OV) 20) THEN
1150

V
IF (OB < 15) AND (B - 360) THEN
170

REM ...DETERMINE VELOCITY
160 IF (ALT 0) AM

OB> > 15) THEN
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IMAGINE a computer printer/electronic

typewriter with a 100 character daisy wheel
controlled by 6 microprocessors (including

2 Z-80's) with an all-electronic keyboard all

in one machine!

THAFS INCREDIBLE"
THATSTHETYPRINTER221!

AUTOMATICALLY. IT WILL:
Center copy.

Line up decimal points.

Print vertical lines (to separate columns)
Layout columns.

Center titles (over a column).

Print flush right

Return carriage (at end of line).

Paper feed to pre-set starting point.

Indicate end of page.

Set tabs from one to many.
Clear tabs from one to all.

Set temporary margins (wherever you like)

as often as needed.

Repeat all typing keys as needed.
Underline copy.

Print bold face and underline.

Do reverse print (white on black),

sort of "reverse Video".

Allow alphabetic and decimal tabulation.

Indent paragraphs.

Store in non-volatile resident memory:
Often used line formats (margins &
tab stops).

Often used phrases (up to 835 characters)
in 10 "bins".

Up to 10 complete forms (tax,

medical, insurance, etc.).

Up to 14,000 characters in an
additional 26 "bins*".

Print perfectly spaced proportional letters.

Return to typing position after correction
with relocation key.

Allow one character to overlap another (0).
Right margin justification.

Print two columns with both right and left

margins justified and the center ragged.
Lift off errors (from single character to

entire line).

•Optional al extra cost.

CIRCLE 190 ON READER SERVICE CARD

IT WILL EVEN:
Allow a carriage return without a linefeed
a linefeed without a carriage return

Allow you to pre-set an impression
control for high-quality carbon copies

Allow both vertical and horizontal

half-spacing.

Allow cancellation of copy before printing
Allow express and normal backspacing
Print in four different sizes: 10 pitch pica
12 pitch elite, 15 pitch micron.

Allow insertion of a missing character
in an already printed line.

Accept paper up to 1
7"

wide.

Backspace 1/10, 1/12, 1/15 or even 1/60
of an inch.

Buffer and print out one word at a time, or
one line or as many as 10 pages*.

Print up to 198 columns.
Do 1/2 line spacing for footnotes and
scientific notation

Accepts carbon film or reusable nylon
ribbons.

IT HAS:

A lighted key to inform you that it's set to

temporary margin.

A factory installed noise reduction shield.

A 16K buffer/automatic spooler*.

A lighted key to indicate upper case only.

A Centronics standard parallel interface

and can be ordered with:

RS-232 Serial interface* or

IEEE (PET) interface*.

A print speed of 20 cps and (because of
or logic seeking circuitry) a through-put of

approx. 32 cps.

A built-in anti-glare shield.

IT EVEN HAS:

Carbon film ribbons in various colors.
20 character plasma readout that informs
you as to:

Number of characters to end of line

Number of lines left to end of page.
The existence of an error condition.
The contents of a memory "bin".

Number of characters left in buffer.

An automatic "feature in use" indicator
(centering, storage, etc.)

With scrolling, both FORWARD and
BACKWARDS.

INCREDIBLE?

THE 221 OFFERS EVEN MORE!

Its totally compatible with all computers
and software.

It will print in English, French, Spanish,
Italian and German It will automatically
switch between English and foreign
keyboards*. (Under computer control).

Scientific, mathematic, financial and legal
daisy wheels available*.

Tractor feed available*.

Can be used as a stand-alone terminal*
Can be used to access both TWX and
TELEX networks*.

TRY WHAT YOUVE BEEN MISSING
TRY THE INCREDIBLE MACHINE
TRYTHETYPRINTER221.

Suggested price $2850.00
Dealer inquiries invited.

(Call for store nearest you).

Service available through the world-wide
facilities of the Olivetti Corporation.

HOWARD
INDUSTRIES

2051 E. CERRITOS AVE., 8-C
ANAHEIM, CA 92806

714/778-3443



Rescue, continued...

470 OB = B
480 T = T + 1

485 :

186 :

*B7 :

488 REH ...ADJUST FUEL USE
ago *

490 FC - V / FF1F - F - fg: if f

= THEN a = - io:fr = i:f

«

500 ALT - ftLT + A

510
515
516
517
518
520

IF ALT < THEN ftLT -

REH ...ADJUST OXYGEN USE

IF ftLT > V00 THEN OL = OL -

II IF OL < = THEN OL = i

IF OL - THEN GOSUB 1530

535
536
537 *REH ...ACTUAL CALCULATIONS F

OLLOH
538
540
550

560

570

lino

IF B - THEN B = 360

IF B < 91 THEN PA = 90 - B:0

IF (B > 90) AND (B < 161) THEN

PA = B - 90:OD
IF <B > 180) AND (B < 271) THEN

PA = 270 - BSQD = 3

IF <B > 270) THEN PA = B - 2

70JOD = 4

590 PA « PA * PC
600 PX = V * COS (PA)

610 PY = V * SIN <PA)

620 IF QD = 2 THEN PY =

630 IF QD = 3 THEN PY =

- - PX
640 IF QD = 4 THEN PX =

650 NX INT (<NX PX)

660 NY - INT <<NY + PY

)

665 :

666 :

667 REM
668
670

- PY
PY1PX

- PX
.5)
.5)

'WINDY GULCH' ROUTE

IF (NX < 3000) AND (NX > 250

0) AND (NY > 3000) AND (NY <

350 0) THEN W = 1

680 IF (NX < 3000) AND (NX

0) AND (NY > 3500) AND (NY

4000) THEN M

690 IF (NX < 2500) AND (NX

0) AND (NY
4000) THEN I

90 THEN 140
700 IF (NX < 2000) AND (NX

0) AND (NY > 4000) AND (NY

5000) THEN W I

710 IF H > THEN SP 1

50

150
00) AND (NY <

3: IF AL. I

150

715 H» STR* (WI)
720

730

740

IF W
h«:ny

1 THEN W* "N AT
NY MI! GOTH

IF M * 2 THEN H* "NM AT

Hf.NY - MY - MVSNX = NX +

•. GOTO 767
IF H = 3 THEN H» "W AT

W«:NX = NX + Hit GOTO 767

w - o:h« = "0"

SP =

:

HV

'QUICK-HAY PASS' ROUTREM

IF (NY > 5000) THEN H = 0:H*

"0":sp = o

IF (NX > 5000) AND (NX < 600

0) AND (NY > 300 0) AND (NY

4000) THEN 790
GOTO 850
IF ALT < 901 THEN 140

HD - INT (20 * RND (1>> 1

810 UD INT (2 * RND (1>) + 1

820

830

840
845
846
850
851
851'

853

855
856
860

870
880

890

IF UD 1 THEN ALT = ALT + H

IF UD = 2 THEN ALT = ALT - H

IF ALT < V01 THEN 1400

REM ...END QUICK HAY

REM
TE

..'DISASTER DESERT' ROU

900
910
920
930
940

950
960
961
962

963
964
970

'iF (NX 7000) AND (NX < 950

0) AND (NY > 3000) AND (NY <

500 0) THEN 880
SP = 0! GOTO 960

RX = INT (10 * RND (1>> + 1

:ry RX
XA INT (2 « RND (1)) + 1*.

YA = INT (2 * RND (1)) + 1

IF XA 1 THEN NX = NX + RX

IF XA = 2 THEN NX = NX - RX

IF YA - 1 THEN NY NY + RY

IF YA = 2 THEN NY = NY - RY

B = INT (360 « RND (1>> + 1

SP - 1

»

REM ...CHECK ON CRASH OR SAF

E LANDING CONDITIONS

*IF (NX < 250 0) AND (NY > 250

0) AND (NY < 3500) THEN 1400

980 IF (NX < 150 0) AND (NY > 350

0) AND (NY < 4500) THEN 1400

990 IF (NY > 3000) AND (NY < 500

0) AND (NX < 5000) AND (NX >

3000) thf:n 1400

1000 IF (NY > 4000) AND (NY < 50

00) AND (NX 2000) AND (NX

3000) THEN 1400

1010 IF (NY > 3000) AND (NY < 50

00) AND (NX > 6000) AND (NX <

7000) THEN 1400
1020 IF (NY > 3000) AND (NY < 40

00) AND (NX > 5000) AND (NX

6000) AND (ALT < 900) THEN 1

1040 ^IF (ALT = 0) AND (NX > 1000

) AND (NX < 1500) AND (NY >

900) AND (NY < 1100) THEN 23

00
1050 IF (NX > 7000) AND (NX < 75

00) AND (NY > 2400) AND (NY <

2600) AND (ALT < = 275) THEN

ALT 275: GOTO 1330

1060 IF (NY > 5000) AND (NY < 51

50) AND (NX < 4000) AND (NX >

3500) AND (ALT < = 5) THEN
ALT = 5: GOTO 1330

204
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5 Ways To

PASCAL POWER
FOR YOUR APPLE PASCAL™ SYSTEM

LinkVideo
RfDUCf SCREEN I/O PROGRAMMING90%
• creates terminal independent programs
• safeguards programs from user error

• validates, filters and prompts input

• gives programs that professional look
• includes source and P-code
• simplifies screen handling

S54 95

** DataLink

COMMUNICATE LIKE MAINFRAMES
• accurate transmission upto4800baua
• automatic error-checking and retry

• single key control of entire session

• on-line print control

• sends128ASCIIcharactersfromApple
• saves communications dialogue

$99.95

LinkSamplen
LEARN PASCAL THE ACTIVE WAY
• 21 teaching programs
• games and personal finance
• 68 page easy reading manual
• Pascal techniaues illustrated

$59.95

D Please send more information
I am a Dealer

Company.

Name

Address

City

State .Zip.

LINK
SYSTErtiS

1655 26th St . Santa Monica. CA90404-------•
CIRCLE 274 ON READER SERVICE CARD

LinkDisk
GET FOUR FUNCTION DISK CONTROL
• converts Dos 3.3 text/binary to Pascal
• guarantees correct reaaable copies
• examines disks in ASCII. HEX or mixed
• changes individual nibbles
• sophisticated screen-oriented editor
• selective print-out of text files

$69 95

«* Linklndex
USE THE FASTEST KEY RETRIEVAL SYSTEM
• sophisticated B-tree indexing method
• faster than ISAM
• mathmatlcally optimized
• maintains sorted order
• supports duplicate keys
• easy to use Pascal unit

$150.00

Six utility routines designed to make using your
APPLE easier.

Not just a copy program, the new Locksmith also

has these utilities added:

1 . Surface Analysis - Tests for questionable media -

don't trust valuable data to untested diskettes.

2 Disk Speed - To assist in fine tuning your drives •

includes diagrams to help you do it yourself.

3. Bulk Erase - Degausses your diskettes before
reusing so no stray data is leftover.

4. Quick Scan - Check for unreliable data - find used
and unused tracks.

5. Nibble Editor - To fix and edit raw disk data

useful when a disk crashes.

INTRODUCING
LOCKSMITH 4.0

And Locksmith 4.0 is the most reliable copy
program available for the APPLE computer at any
price.

See your local dealer or . . . Mastercard or VISA
users call TOLL FREE 1- 800-835 2246 Or send
$99.95. Illinois residents add $6.00 sales tax. (current
owners should have received a letter regarding our
simple update procedure)

Another Quality Product from

Omega MicroWare, Inc.
(formerly Omega Software Products, Inc.)

222 So. Riverside Plaza

Chicago, IL 60606
Phone 312 648 1944

*>1981 Omega MicroWare. Inc.

Appli- is ,» mprtand iradmurh <tt Aj>f>u- Computer, It*
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1065 IF (ALT 0) AND (NY > 6000
) AND (NY < 6500) AND (NX >

1950) AND (NX < 5050) THEN 1

570
1070 ST =

1080 IF (V < 20) AND (ALT > 0) THEN
PRINT CHR« (7)

1090 IF (ALT > 0) AND (V < 15) THEN
A = - 30

1100 IF (NX > 6000) AND (ALT 2

75) THEN 1400
1110 IF ALT = THEN HOO
111?. :

1116 :

1120 REM ...DISPLAY STATUS
1121 :

1130 V = INT (V + .5KB = INT (

B .5)

1140 NX = INT (NX + .5>:NY = INT
(NY + .5)

1150 F - INT (F + .5)

1170 VTAB 4: HTAB 6t PRINT V!"

1180 VTAB 4: HTAB 18: PRINT B',"

1190 IF (NX > 9500) OR (NX < 200
) OR (NY > 7000) OR (NY
THEN VTAB 4: HTAB 29: FLASH

: PRINT "OFF CHART "1 NORMAL
: GOTO 1210

1200 VTAB 4: HTAB 29: PRINT NX!"
, " J NY J

"

1210 VTAB 10: HTAB 6: PRINT ALT|_

1220 VTAB 10

:

HTAB 18: PRINT AJ

1230 VTAB 10

:

HTAB 31 : PRINT T,

1210 VTAB 16: HTAB 6: PRINT F!"

1250 VTAB 16: HTAB 18: PRINT M«J

1260 VTAB 16: HTAB 311 PRINT OL?

1270 :n I llll N "
I

HTAB
151 FLASH : PRINT "I Ul Nl

'•: NORMAL
1280 IF T > Til THEN 2000
1290 LC =

1300 FOR = 1 TO 200: NEXT Olu

1315 IF OG = 1 THEN 380
1320 GOTO HO

1326 :

1330 REM ...REFUEL
1331 IF FR = 1 THEN FR =

1332 IF ST = 1 THEN 1350
1335 IF V THEN VTAB 18: CALL

- 958: PRINT "YOU ARE ON TH
E GROUND BUT STILL MOVING..

B

RING YOUR AIRCRAFT TO A STOP
.'•: GOTO 1120

1310 ST 1

1350 IF V = THEN VTAB 18: CALL
- 958! PRINT "YOU ARE NOW R

EFUEL ID... RE BUMF M I SSION . . " :

F*F : GOTO 1120
1355 IF V > THEN VTAB 18: CALL

- 958: GOTO 1120
1356 :

13-T.7 REM ...DISPLAY INSTRUMENT P

ANfL
1858 :

1360 VTAB 2: HTAB 5: PRINT "SPEE
D HEADING POSITION

1370 VTAB 8: HTAB 4: PRINT "ALTI
TUDE CLM/DES TIME

1380 VTAB 14: HTAB 6: PRINT "llll

L WIND OXYGEN LE
I 1

"

1390 RETURN
1395 :

1396 :

1397 REM ...CRASH ROUTINE
1398 :

HOMt : FOR X = 1 TO 20 : IIINI

"CRASH" CHR* (7): NEX 1 :

VTAB 10 : HTAB 20 : PRINT "YO

UR AIRCRAFT IS
1420 VTAB 121 HTAB 201 F'KINT "PI

RMANENTl Y PARKED
vtab 14 : htab 20

:

";nx;",-;ny
vtab 20

'. htab 30 : print
E!"J END

1400

1410

1430

144(1

PRINT "AT

•fc:Y

1445
1446
1450
1451
1452
1460
1470

REM .TOO FAST ROUTINE

TEXT : HOME
FOR X = 1 TO 15: PRINT "YDII

DUMBHEAD CHR« (7): NEXT

1480 PRINT : PRINT "YOU ACCl I I RA
TED TOO FAST AND YOUR PI AM
SHATTERED ITSELF APART

.

ARE NOW SCAT Tl l>'F D HI Rl ,

THERE, AND EVERYHHERI "

1525

1531
1532
I 54 II

1550

1560

1567
1570

1580

TEXT : HOME : PRINT "WHAT A
KLUTZ PILOT YOU ARE . . . . YOU

TURNED TOO FAST AND TH
E WINGS OF YOUR PLANE TORE
OFF ": FOR X = 1 TO 1

51 PRINT CHR* (7): NEXT : PRINT
"CRASH. . . .CRASH. . . .CRASH. . .

.

CRASH. .KLUNFCEND
END

Rl H .OXYGEN ROUTINE

VTAB 20 : CALL - 958
PRINT "WHOOPS! YOUR OXYGEN

IS ALL USED UP AND YOUR AIR
; IS NOW ON ITS OWN

PERMANENTLY..

OG RETURN

REM . . . .SAFE LANDING
IF GA = 1 THEN 1120
IF V THEN VTAB 20 : CALL

950 : PRINT "YOU ARE ON TH
I GROUND F:UT '.III I MOVING. B
RING YOUR AIRCRAFT TO A STOP
.••: GOTO 1120

1600 VTAB 19: CALL - 958: PRINT
"CONGRATULATIONS' YOU HAVE S

UCCESBFULLY COMPLETED YOUR
MISSION ": FOR X = 1

TO 1500 : NEXT
1610 VTAB 21 : FLASH ! PRINT "RAD

10 MESSAGE ARRIVING": NORMAL

1612 VTAB 22: F'RINT
Y TO RECEIVE.";!

206

•TYPE ANY KE
GET A*
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wine, uvjUDLt UfclNSI I Y,CULOR&B/
GRAPHICS . .THE LNW80 COMPUTER

FEATURES

(hen you've compared the features of an LMI80 Computer, you'll quickly

^Sat-^frV!!!! iS
.

the
"J"""?

TRS8° SOftwre "-P*tlble system.
LNW RESEARCH offers the most complete microcomputer system at an outstand-
ing low price.
We back up our product Kith an unconventional 6 month warranty and a 10
days full refund policy, less shipping charges.

LMW80 Computer
SI 450 00

LNW80 Computer w/BlW Monitor 1 one 5" Drive .... ' '

s '«?j„„
All orders Mist be prepaid. CA residents please include 6% sales tax!
Contact us for shipping charges

PROCESSOR

LEVEL II BASIC INTERP.

TRS30 MODEL 1 LEVEL II COMPATIBLE

48K BYTES RAM

CASSETTE BAUD RATE

aOPPT DISK CONTROLLER

SERIAL RS232 PORT

PRINTER PORT

REAL TIME CLOCK

24 X 80 CHARACTERS

VIDEO MONITOR

UPPER AND LOWER CASE

REVERSE VIDEO

KEYBOARD

NUMERIC KEY PAD

B/W GRAPHICS, 128 X 48

HI-RESOLUTION 8/M GRAPHICS. 480 X 192

HI-RESOLUTION COLOR GRAPHICS (NTSC).
128 X 192 IN 8 COLORS

HI-RESOLUTION COLOR GRAPHICS (RGB).
384 X 192 IN 8 COLORS

COMPARE THE FEATURES AND PERFORMANCE

LaVM PMC-80"

laVUMIITY

TRS80
1 PMC

Product of Tandy Corporation.
Product of Personal Microcomputer, Inc.

TOTAL SYSTEM PRICE

LESS MONITOR AND DISK DRIVE

4.0 MHZ

YES

YES

YES

500/1000

SINGLE/
DOUBLE

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

63 KEY

YES

YES

YES

YES

OPTIONAL

6 MONTHS

1,8 MHZ

YES

YES

YES

500

SINGLE

YES

YES

YES

NO

YES

OPTIONAL

NO

53 KEY

NO

YES

NO

NO

NO

90 DAYS

TRS-80*
MODEL III

2.0 MHZ

LEVEL III

BASIC

NO

YES

500/1500

SINGLE/
DOUBLE

YES

YES

YES

NO

YES

YES

NO

53 KEY

YES

YES

NO

•111

NO

90 DAYS

SI. 914. 00 $1,840.00 $2,187.00

$1,450.00 $1,375.00

LNW80
LNDoubler&DOS PLUS 3.3D

- BARE PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD a MANUAL $89.95 . Av.-a.i-. .„. t .Assertled and Tested w/dos plus 3. 3D $ I 75.00
The LNW80 - A high-speed color computer totally compatible with «. ... ,
the TRS-80'. The LNW80 gives you the edge in satisfying your ^ " ?! '? "1" i

.
tor*'e for tht Lm «««rch's "System Expan-computat on needs in business, scientific and personal ciaputa- !l?

n
.,°

r the T"*' s "Expansion Interface". The LNDoubierTM 1'
tlon. With performance of 4 MHz. Z80A CPU. you'll achlewper- £""* ! J

tMr
! "P'tlbla with any double density softwareforaance of over twice the processing speed of a TRS-80*. This X?^ ?? ,
the Percom s "°ubler"«. The LNDoubierTM providesmeans you'll get the performance that Is coaparable to the most

following outstanding features.
provides

expensive microcomputer with the compatibility to the world's
most popular computer (TRS-80*) resulting In the widest soft- ' ,J

or
f

up to 350l( b*tn °" ' single 5" disk
ware base. . Single and double density data separation

•
P rf-'Slon write precompensation circuit

FEATURES:
.

Software switch between single and double density
. TRS-80 Model 1 Level II Software Compatible • E" y P'"9 in installation requiring no etch cuts, lumoers
. High Resolution Graphics or soldering

j-v*r»

. RGB Output - 384 x 192 In 8 Colors • 35. 40. 77. 80 track 5" disk operation

. NTSC Video or RF MOD - 128 x 192 In 8 Colors ,M <"* Part* and labor Warranty

. Black and White - 480 x 192
. 4 MHz CPU '** Doubler Is a product of Percoa Data Cuapany. Inc
. 500/1000 Baud Cassette
. Upper and Lower Case ""S pLUS 3. 3D
. I6K Bytes RAM. I2K Bytes ROM
. Solder Masked and Sllkscreened T"" V"™ software's double density disk operating system

LNW SYSTEM EXPANSION KEYBOARD
- BARE PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD

AND MANUAL $69.95

WITH GOLD CONNECTORS $84.95
LHH80 «™>«rj KIT

JM J5

TI
*ri?

S
ir Ex",n» ,on ""I "<>»• y~ to expand your LNW80. TRS-80' remaining componeSt""

1M
* " k'y P ' US

*
,0 k«)'• PC - *>"*• ""I

or PMC-80«« to a complete computer systea that Is still totally '

software compatible with the TRS-80* Model 1 Level II. ....
FEATURES:

4-A56
. 32K Bytes Memory
. 5" Floppy Controller LNW80 CASE ...
. Serial RS232 20ma 1/0 $84.95

'

5.Ii
,

T?l.
P
olt

t
r The streamline design of this metal case »i II house the LNW80

'
« „ ,

C,ock LWN s/it«" Expansion, LNW80 Keyboard, power suoolv and fin
. Screen Printer Bus LNDoubierTM. r LNW Data SaoUitnr ThT.\,^ , 2 *?!

.- ^r^.K'kscreened **" *— " »'--"•- ^co'"^.^
PARTS AVAILABLE FROM LNW RESERARCH

4116 - 200ns RAM

6 chip set $26 00

lnw research iSSliiiiiiiiiiiiiil
corporation

: ES :jf£ SrSTSf-'
-

tSSSri
«•»

2620 walnut : §KE^- •• SKJ : : : .

:
:'

:' l.fgg.„,_., _. _ • <<> PI" computer to expansion cable MooTUSTIN CA 92680 %itm E«P'«<"" Transformer « 900
-- - -

M> '°8U "<wy Controller (FD177I) and UART (TR 602
'''

$30OTCIRCLE 278 ON READER SERVICE CARD W

ORDERSAINFO.NO. 714-544-5744 VISA MASTER CHARGE unless noted
SERVICE NO. 714-641-8850 ACCEPTED add t3 for shipping



1850 PRINT "HERE IS THE TECHNICA
1611 home: : print "sick city com

L DATA ABOUT YOUR PLANE!"
HAND TO RESCUE AIRCRAFT.. M 1860 PRINT
E HAVE AN EMERGENCY VICTIM W

1870 PRINT " 1. SPEED IS CONTROL
HO NEEDS IMMEDIATE HOSPITA LED BY CONTROL 'A'
L CAPl !

"
1880 PRINT

1616 PRINT "CAN YOU RETURN HIM T 1890 PRINT " 2. DIRECTION IS CHO
RESCUI BASE? THE STATUS SEN BY CONTROL 'B'

1900 PRINT
1618 PRINT : PRINT " FUEL REMAI

1910 PRINT " 3. SPEEDS LESS THAN
NING = "5F 15 CAUSE YOUR PLANE TO S

1619 PRINT : PRINT " OXYGEN LEF TALL. A BELL INDICATES YOU A
1 = ";ol RE APPROACHING THIS CON

1620 PRINT : PRINT "CAN YOU HELP
DITION.

? <Y> OR <N>"? : GET A* 1920 PRINT
1630 IF A* = "Y" THEN GA = ISA =

1930 PRINT " 1. TO CLIMB, TYPE T
ostu = rtu + t: home : gosub HE LETTER 'C AND, MHEN
1360 : GOTO 11Z0 THE BUZZING STARTS, TYPE A

lo10 PRINT S PRINT "THANK'S BUDD NUMBER THAT IS YOUR
Y! YOU'RE COMPASSION IS CLIMB RATE.
OVERWHELMING. BUT THANKS FO 1910 PRINT
R THE SUPPLIES ANYWAY. 1950 PRINT " 5. TO DESCEND, TYPE
"

t END ^___^_-—^—

—

—~~

—

'D', AND THEN THE NUMB
ER OF YOUR DESCENT RATE.16'J0 RFM ...INSTRUCTIONS

1651 : 1960 PRINT ! PRINT " 6. OXYGEN R

1652 : EQUIRED ABOVE 90 ALT.
1660 HOME 1970 PRINT
1670 PRINT "YOU ARE THE PILOT OF 1980 PRINT "GOOD LUCK.... TYPE AN

A SMALL AIRCRAFT WHICH IS Y KEY TO START."?: GET A*

S

THE ONLY MAY OF DELIVERING 1990 RETURN
A LOAD OF EMERGENCY MEDICA 1995 ?

L SUPPLIES FROM 'RESCUE BASE 1996 :

' TO 'SICK CITY.

'

2000 REM . . .OUT OF TIME
1680 PRINT 2001 ?

1690 PRINT "TIME IS OF THE ESSEN 2005 IF GA = 1 THEN 2200
CE...THE SUPPLIES MUST BE 2010 VTAB 18! CALL - 958
DELIVERED WITHIN "J RTU?" TIM 2020 FLASH
I UNITS OR THE VILLAGE MILL 2030 PRINT "URGENT RADIO MESSAGE
PERISH. FROM 'SICK CITY'

1700 PRINT 2010 FOR X = 1 TO 2000? NEXT X? NORMAL
1710 PRINT "ONE OTHER IMPORTANT 2050 TEXT ? HOME

2060 A* = "SICK CITY COMMAND TO R

ESCUE AIRCRAFT.. YOU ARE TON OUT OF FUEL!
1720 PRINT O LATE... TOO LATE... TOTAL. ..

1730 PRINT "OH, ALMOST FORGOT! I POPULATION DEAD I AM..
T'S ALSO A TOTALLY FOGGY NI .LAST SURVIVOR.... EY
GHT....SO ALL YOUR FLIGHT MU ES. .BLURRY... OOOOAARGH. . WH
ST BE ACCOMPLISHED BY INSTR ERE . . ARE . . . YOU . . . OVER . . AND .

.

UMENT FLYING. "

1710 PRINT : PRINT : PRINT "TYPE 2070 FOR X = 1 TO LEN (A«>
ANY KEY FOR MORE INSTRUCTIO 2080 SPEED= 255 - X

ns •;: GET A« 2090 PRINT MID* <A*,X,1>?
1750 HOME 2100 NEXT X
1760 PRINT "YOU HAVE A CHOICE OF i. i n run

3 POSSIBLE RESCUE ROUTES.
2110 I..NV

2200 VTAB 18S CALL - 958? FOR X
BE SURE YOU HAVE OBTAINED A = 1 TO 5? PRINT CHR* <7>?:

CHART TO ASSIST YOU. NEXT S PRINT "SORRY, CAPTAI
1770 PRINT N, BUT OUR PASSANGERJUST B
1780 PRINT " <1> MINDY GULCH THA IT THE DUST! GUESS YOU CAN'T

T'S NARROW AND FULL OF MIN THEM ALL!"? END
TREACHEROUS WIND CURRENTS. O 230 REM ...AT RESCUE BASE
NLY THE BRAVE FLY HERE. 2310 IF FR = 1 THEN FR =

2320 IF GA = THEN 1120
1790 PRINT 2330 VTAB 18: HTAB IS PRINT "CON
180 PRINT " <2> OUICK-MAY PASS GRATULATIONS...THE MISSION I

MHERE YOU HAVE TO FLY S A COMPLETE SUCCESS! Y
SO HIGH THAT OXYGEN IS NEED OU'RE A FANTISTIC PILOT!"

ED. BE SURE YOU FLY FAS
T ENOUGH TO NOT RUN OUT
. SOMETIMES THERE ARE //

DANGEROUS DOMNDRAFTS ON
1

J

THIS ROUTE.
1810 PRINT ^5 L -—

^

1820 PRINT " (3) DISASTER DESERT ^^^^^^^to^**^^»«^T^^
.. .THEY SAY THAT UNU /^^H^^^^^^^n^. ^*^vL^^?^^^^^^^^^.
SUAl THINGS HAPPEN TO YOUR ^^^fcS^^I fe ^

PLANE'S CONTROLS ON // ^H P^/lkTHIS ROUTE. BUT THE
RE IS A MAY THROUGH FOR ^^^^^H d^^^E

THOSE LUCKY ENOUGH TO F ^^^^^9
fefe^fl i^fe

IND IT! ^^^^^^( ^^^^
1830 PRINT ! PRINT "TYPE ANY KEY ^^^^^^

FOR MORE INSTRUCTIONS "?? GET
A*

1810 HOME

208 CREATIVE COMPUTING



EVIMAJABLE
It's hard to put a price on the kind of knowl

edge InfoWorld gives you. The software and
hardware analyses, news stories and inter-

views contained in this very successful
microcomputer newspaper
will assist you in all your buy-
ing decisions—an you'll be up
to date on new developments
every other week.

Keep up with the industry.

Subscribe to InfoWorld, the

microcomputer newsweekly.

Mail this form or facsimile to:

InfoWorld, 375 Cochituate Road
Framingham, Mass. 01701

Or call (617) 879-0700

Outside MA (800) 343-6474

World
C-91

Please start my subscription to InfoWorld, the microcomputer newsweekly

.

$25 one year $35 one year Canada &. Mexico
$116 Airmail to Rest of World

My check is enclosed
Charge my: Mastercharge BankAmericard/Visa D American Express

MC only list 4 digits above your name

Card No __ _Exp. Date

Signature

First

Initial

Date

Middle
Initial -Surname

Company
Name
Address _

City State
InfoWorld, 375 Cochituate Road, Framingham, Mass. 01701

Or call (617) 879-0700 Outside Mass. (800) 343-6474
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Zip Code



Practice with Positive and Negative Numbers

Mini
Z.T. Spaans

Games provide an enjoyable environ-

ment for math exercises. "Algebra" trains

students to work with positive and negative

numbers. Originally it was developed as a

board game at the Weizmann-Institute in

Israel. The program is written in IAS/RSX
Basic V02-01 and runs on a PDP 1 1/70 in

less than 4K.

Possible enhancements to the program

might include: adding color to the pro-

gram; including division; programming a

good strategy, if possible, with multiple

levels of difficulty.

Notes on the Program
POS(A$,B$,L) looks for the position of

B$ in AS after position L. Example:

POSCTHE THIEF","TH",2) returns 5. If

BS is not a part of A$, the returned value

isO.

SEG$(A$,N,M) gives the segment of

A$ from position M to position N. Example:

SEG$("MICKEY MOUSE",4,6) gives

"KEY".

Z.T. Spaans. Rhijnuis Feithlann 167. 2533 GD
Den HaaK.

Sample Run

JIM. VOU'RE AT 22 VOUR CARDS: 4.-3-1. •• *

PAT, VOU'RE AT 18 VOUR CARDS: + 1, +1. +1. '* „
PHT, IT'S VOUR TURN WHICH OPERATION DO VOU CHOOSE'

HHICH NUMBER DO VOU USE' 1

4 * 1 - ? *

EXCELLENT
VOU MOVE
VOU DRAW

FORWARD
-3 AND A

2 3

3 e
4 5

e -2
10
4

48
39
38
37
36
33
34
33
32
31

2
3

-4
-1
-4
3

-2
-1
2

-3

11
12
13

• 14
13
16
1?
18
19
28

2
38

8
29

-1
28

2
27

3

26
8

23
3

24
1

23
2 -3

*22 21

JIM. VOU'RE AT 22 . VOUR CARDS: +4,-3.-1. *.

PAT, VOU'RE AT 14 VOUR CARDS -3. +1. +1. .
JIM, IT'S VOUR TURN. WHICH OPERATION DO VOU CHOOSE?

WHICH NUMBER DO VOU USE? 4

2 * 4 ? 8
GOOD !

VOU MOVE
VOU DRAW

8 FORWARD
AND

3 9
-1

18
4

48
39
38
37
36
35
34
33
32
31

2
3

-4
-1
-4

3
-2
-1
2

-3
2

•38

3

-4
8

-4

8
4

1

4

2

11
12
13

*14
15
16
17
18
19
28

8
29

-1
28

2
27

3

26
8

23
3

24
1

23
2

22
-3

21

JIM, VOU'RE AT 38 VOUR CARDS: +1,-3,-1, -, *

PAT, VOU'RE AT 14 VOUR CARDS: -3.+1-+1, »
PAT, IT'S VOUR TURN. WHICH OPERATION DO VOU CHOOSE' +

WHICH NUMBER DO VOU USE' -3

B -3 - ? -3

WOW' '

!

BACK! THAT'S A PITV
-1 AND A

VOU GO 3
VOU DRAW A

1

2
2

3
-4
-1
-4
3

-2
-1
2

-3
2

*38

5
-2

18
4

48
39
38
37
36
33
34
33
32
31

• 11
12
13
14
13
16
17
18
19
28

8
29

-1
28

2
27

3
26

8
23

3
24

1

23

-3
21
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EDUCATtONAl

d EDUO

magazine

• EDUCATIONAL COMPUTER will address the .mpac. of m.crocomouters•n our schools, colleges and umversities
microcomputers

' M^CofT 'ONAL COMPUTER w "» cover critical issues that confrontusers of microcomputers in education
• EDUCATIONAL COMPUTER will include articles by educatorsconcerning their experience, with these new and important classroom

very t. DUCATIONAL COMPUTER magaz

Edupstionsi
p ° Box 535 Cupert,n° ca 95° 15

bomputer
Enclosed is my $12 for one year ($2.50 per issue at the newsstand)

Check Money Order

Name

*&£.,.

Address / /.mI

City ~~—

-

State
Zip

OH READER SERVICE CARD



Algebra Program Listing

. r„c» UPT7MAMN INSTITUTE TEL AVIV, PROGRAM BY TEUN SPAANS

10 REM ALGEBRA1, IDEA WEIZMANN INbTliuic

NUMBER OF PLAYERS
NAMES , I > •

CARDS . , i •

PAWNS . . > •

BOARD.

\ RANDOMIZE \ CS-

\ INPUT IS \ IF IS

•0123456789"

= "Y" THEN 1800

I'M JUST A DUMB COMPUTER, YOU KNOW.

30 REM N
40 REM NS
50 REM C» (,)

60 REM P%()
70 REM B%()

" MM N$(4),C%(4,4).P%(4).B%(40)
99 REM
100 REM —> INITIALISATION

U0 PRINT -SHOULD I PRINT INSTRUCTIONS";

120 IF I$-"YES" THEN 1800

130 IF I$-"NO" THEN 170

140 IF I$-"N" THEN 170

150 PRINT "PLEASE ANSWER WITH YES OR NO.

i

6
70 TS.-HOw'mANY PLAYERS " \ GOSUB 1500 \ N-L%-1

i 8 IF N<1 THEN PRINT "AT LEAST 2 PLAYERS. \ GO TO
1

B

190
J,

H>4 THEN PRINT -W^HOT^mAHS.PIAWRS ALLOWED. ^ ^^ y INpuT N$(I)

200 FOR 1-0 TO N \ PRINT PLA*£.n * T * >

230 FOR 1-1 TO 40 \ B% (I )—5+RND*10 \ NEXT I \ US

239 REM
240 REM =--> INPUT
241 RE«

III SSuTlM. N PRINT NS(P>". IT'S YOUR TURN. WHICH OPERATION DO YOU CHOOSE
,

„, r TN piiT AS \ IF AS»"STOP" THEN 1900 pi FASE " \ GO TO 260

28 IF
N
LES(A

$

S)<>i TH
$

EN PRINT - OHLj, ONE OPERATIC AS .; OR * .
^SE

., \ ^ ^
290 K-POS(OS.AS.l) \ ««"""«* THEN pSlNT " YOU DON'T HAVE THAT CARD, MY FRIEND1

H. BeWSAn iYO
K
U
%
'DoS'

(

T'iAVrT„AT
4
NUMBER, XCO TO 310

340 B™B%(P%(P)> \ ^M PERFORM CALCULATION AND ASK STUDENT

350 IF

EM
K=1 THEN H-B*+K» \ TS-STRS (BJ).".

^STR* CM>+;
=

".

360 IF K-2 THEN H-B%-K% \ TS-STRS B%
)
+ - .*|™| **»)t- - "

III GOS^l^V^^ V«ltr^VUo^T?oV»W TRY AGAIN." V GO TO 380

390 GOSUB 1700
399 REM
400 REM =-»> MOVE
401 REM
410 IF H>0 THEN 450
420 IF H<0 THEN 480

44. PRINt""ALL R?GH?!
E
YOU DON'T MOVE THIS TURN." \ GO TO 495

45S REM H>0 => CHECK FOR END OF GAME.

lla P»(P)»P%(P)+H \ IF P%(P)>40 THEN 2000

ill PRINT "YOU MOVE " H" FORWARD." \ GO TO 495

480 P% P).P»°P) +H \ IF P»(P)<1
f
H

Ĥ «TS

-P
A*PITY

N
" \'go"tO 495

490 PRINT "YOU GO " ABS (H
)
" BACK1 THAT'S A PITY. \ OO

til fo/^'to nTif
3

p» (p»=p» (J ) THEN IF P<» THEN 520

510 NEXT J \ GO TO "»....^ ^ „ ,..

\ GO TO 260

A "C%(P,D" AND A

520 P%(J) = 1 \ PRINT N$(J)
529 REM
530 REM »"> GET NEW CARDS
cit REM
540 C%(P,I)-5 + 10*RND \ PRINT "YOU DRAW

is! IF C%(P.3)-K THEN K-3 \ GO TO 570

560 IF C»(P,4)-K THEN K»4 \ GO TO 570

570 C*(P,K)-1+3*RND \ PRINT SEGS (OS,C% (P ,K) ,C% (P ,K) )

580 NEXT P

590 GO TO 250

999 REM
1000 REM < PRINT >

i:S ss; awl. * « a s a * a * sss is: * ss * * «-
llll FOR Wl TO "20 \K-51-I \ GOSUB 1200 \ GOSUB_ 1300

lflsS "l
N
\ GOSUB 1300 \ GOSUB 1200 \ PRINT \ NEXT I

llll PRINT TAB (6); \ FOR 1-30 TO 21 STEP -1 \ R-I \ GOSUB 1300 \ NEXT

1070 PRINT TAB(6), \FOR I-M TO 21 STEP -1 \_E-I \
p
GOS^12M^NEXT

IK: F°OR S T°0

N
2

X
N P^INT sIcS \\- ' !«» « I .5!( .- <C4 ,1

.
a ,

,
44.

,

1120 NEXT I

i 200 FOrT-0 TO N \ IF P1(J)-K THEN PRINT " -, V GO TO 1220

212

I \ PRINT
I \ PRINT \ PRINT

CREATIVE COMPUTING



MODEL II

BUY
DIRECT

26-4002

64K 1 Drive

$3399.00

4160 1 Drive Exp $1034.00

4161 2 Drive Exp 1574.00

4162 3 Drive Exp 2114.00

4530 Scripsit II 265.00

4512 Profile II 162.00

4511 Visicalc II 265.00

4501 Gen Ledger 180.00

4506 Moil List 72.00

PRINTERS

DISCOUNT
TRS-80®
COMPUTER SPECIALISTS

CALL US. .

.

SAVE MONEY
W» carry th» full line of TRS-80 Computers. All

other software, furniture, and accessories at dis-

count from catalog price. We stock most items
to assure you fast delivery and save you money.

26-1140 Expansion Interface $249.00
26-1 141 16K Exp. Interface 339.00
26-1 142 32K Exp. Interface 429 00
261 145 RS232C Boord 84^00
26-1160/1 Mini Disk Drive 419.00
26-1563 Scripsit-Disk 79.00
26-1566 Visicalc 83.00

•PRINTERS*

CELlTRDniCS

BEST PRICES
Text Quality Centronics

739-1 Printer $729.00

26-1155 Quick Printer 187.00
26-1167 Line Printer VII 360.00
26-1 166 Line Printer VI 1080.00
26-1158 Daisy Wheel II 1799.00
26-1 168 Line Printer VIII 720.00

Pocket Computer
26 3501 1 9K PC $188.00

26-3503 Cossette IP 45.00

14-812 Recorder 72.00

MODEL III

26-1061 4KI $609.00
261062 16K III 849.00
26-1066 48K III

W 2 Drives. RS232 2149.00

COLOR

26 3001 4K
. $318.00

26 3002 16K Ext Bosic 488.00

26-3008 Joysticks 22.50

26-3010 Color Video 353.00
26-1206 Recorder 54.00

commodore
AUTHORIZED DEALER
CALL FOR PRICES

WRITE US FOR A
FREE CATALOG

THOUSANDS OF SATISFIED CUSTOMERS

ALL POCKET AND COLOR
COMPUTER SOFTWARE
SOLD AT DISCOUNT

1-800-841-0860 Toll Free Order Entry

M.CRL1 MANAGEMENT SVSTEMS, INC.
No Taxes on Out Of DOWNTOWN PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER

DEPT. # 3
115 C. SECOND AVE. S.W.

CAIRO, GEORGIA 31728
(912) 377-7120 Go. Phone No. & Export

TRS 80 It a r«oitt«red trademark of th« Tandy Corp.

CIRCLE 163 ON READER SERVICE CARD

State Shipments

Immediate Shipment

From Stock on Most Items

A copy ol the manufacturer s war-
ranty can be obtained free upon
specific written request to the

Electronics Department of our
Coiro. Georgio Retail Store.
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Algebra, continued.

MAn open book
now, can

open doors
later/'

Ed Asner

Children who don't read grow
up to be adults who can't. And
right now there are 23 million

American adults who can't read a

want ad. Or a book. Or a job
application.

Fortunately, children who do

Pet started reading never stop,

or them books are the discovery
of a lifetime. Because books
teach them to think, help them to

learn and make them grow.
That's why there's RIF —

Reading Is Fundamental. It's a

national, non-profit program with

thousands of local community
projects that help kids help them-
selves to books.
When a youngster opens a

book, he opens his mind. And his

future. So join Ed Asner and the

other concerned adults who work
with RIF. Get in touch with the
RIF project in your area.

^|
Reading Is Fundamental
Box 23444
Washington, DC. 20024

This is a public service message on behalf of

Reading Is Fundamental and this magazine

1210
1220
1300
1499
1500
1501
1510
1520
1530
1540
1550
1560
1570
1580
1590
1600
1610
1620
1640
1699
1700
1701
1710
1720
1730
1740
1799
1800
1801
1805
1810
1815
1820
1825
1830
1835
1840
1845
1850
1855
1860
1865
1870
1875
1880
1885
1890
1900
1910
2000
2010
2020

NEXT J \ PRINT " ";

PRINT USING "II", K; \ RETURN
PRINT USING "llll",B%(K); \ RETURN
REM
REM < GET NUMBER >

REM
PRINT T$; \ LINPUT 1$
L»=P0S(I$," ",D \ IF L%=0 THEN 1540
I$-SEG$(I$,1.L%-1)+SEG$(I$,L%+1,LEN(I$>> \ GO TO 1528

IF LEN(I$)-0 THEN 1510
IF I$»"STOP" THEN 1900
IF LEN(IS)>3 THEN 1510
IF POS(" + -",SEG$(I$,l,l) ,1>*0 THEN I$-"+"+I$
IF POS(CS,SEG$(lS,2,2).l)-0 THEN 1610

IF LEN(I$)<=2 THEN 1640
IF POS(C$,SEG$(I$,3,3),1)>0 THEN 1640
PRINT "PLEASE USE ONLY + OR - AS SIGNS, NOT • '

.

"

PRINT "AND DON'T USE NUMBERS BIGGER THAN 16!" \ GO TO 1510

L%-VAL(I$) \ RETURN
REM
REM < GOOD! >

REM
I$="EXCELLENT GOOD!
H%»RND*LEN(I$)/10
PRINT SEGS(I$,H%*10+1,10*(H%+1))
RETURN
REM
REM < INSTRUCTIONS >

REM

TERRIFIC! WOW! !! GEE! ! OKI! !

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT

YOU PLAY ALGEBRA ALONG THE BORDERS OF A SQUARE
"10 « 10 BOARD. THE FIELDS HAVE NUMBERS FROM ONE

"UNTIL 40. THE POSITIONS OF THE PLAYERS ARE MARKED"
rn in i uct * *. i- -/• ••* » ww • • • ~< —
PRINT "BY AN ASTERIX (*) BEFORE THE FIELD NUMBER.

— . .._••« nnm.tnfiu A h LI n J

PRINT EACH FIELD HAS A VALUE BETWEEN -4 AND +4. EVERY

PRINT "PLAYER HAS FIVE CARDS: THREE WITH A NUMBER (AGAIN

PRINT "BETWEEN -4 AND 4.) AND TWO WITH AN OPERATION <+,-

PRINT "OR *.) "

PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT

TO MOVE, YOU GIVE ONE OF YOUR NUMBER CARDS AND"

ONE OF YOUR OPERATION CARDS. THESE CARDS WILL BE"

COMBINED WITH THE FIELD ON WHICH YOU ARE."

EXAMPLE: YOU ARE ON FIELD 5 WHICH HAPPENS TO HAVE"

A VALUE OF 2. YOU PRESENT A NUMBER CARD WITH VALUE"

-4 AND AN OPERATION CARD '-'."

PRINT "THEN YOU MOVE 2 - (-4) ' 6 PLACES TO FIELD 11.

PRINT "THE FIRST PLAYER WHO PASSES 40 WINS!

GO TO 170
PRINT "WE STOP WITH THE GAME"
GO TO 2020
PR INT
PRINT N$(P);" CONGRATULATIONS! YOU HAVE WON THIS GAME!"

END
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AMAZING
VALUES.

FROM

(m)etatronics\_^ CORPORATION
vrs*

RETAIL STORE
22297EUCLID AVENUE
EUCLID, OHIO 44117
(EAST 222nd & EUCLID AVE.)

MOST ORDERS
SHIPPED WITHIN

ONE BUSINESS DAY

PRICES IN EFFECT
October 1. 1981 THRU

October 31. 1981.

TRS 80 is a trademark ot the
Radio Shack Division ol Tandy
Corporation. PLAIN JANE is a
Trademark ol Meta Technolog.es

P"Ces Specif.cations.

Corporation an0 °* Ie"n9s subject to change
without notice.

•Add S3 00 tor shipping & handling
•$3.00 EXTRA for COD
•Ohio residents add b'?°* sales
tax.

TO ORDER
CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-321-9390

IN OHIO, call

(216) 2891210 (COLLECT)

OFFICES
26111 BRUSH AVENUE
EUCLID, OHIO 44132
(SEND MAIL ORDERS HERE)

(£) 1981 by Mttalronict Corp

CIRCLE 228 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Wjmbats

A program to generate word-problems

wom-bats (wdm'b&t's) n.

Either of two Australian

marsupials, Phascolomis

ursinus or Lasiorhinus

latifrons, somewhat re-

sembling small bears.

[Native Australian name.]

Michael Potts

WOMBATS is a word-problem gen-

erating program for TRS-80 (Model 1 Level

2 16K or above). It appeals to a desire

common to children aged 7 to 16 to create

nonsense and test limits— "if I type in

absurd nonsense, what will the computer

do?" My object was to get the child-user

to read, analyze and solve problems in

order to find out what outrage the machine

will next perpetrate. As a motivator. I've

found nothing in three years of teaching

with a computer that works better than

suspense.

I also wanted my children to work on

some "literate" programming, made up of

sentences in which subjects and objects

agree in number, and the words are spelled

right . . . that kind of thing (lamentably

overlooked in lots of Computer-Aided

Instruction programming. But that's

another story. . .)

Word problems are important educa-

tionally because they synthesize two very

different and demanding disciplines-

reading and math -and also bridge the

gap between abstract math facts (like

2+5=?) and real applications. (Like this

box has 32 raisins and there are 4 of us. so

how many do we each get?) These are

surprisingly tough tasks for many children.

The doctrinaire work-book approach bores

children -at least it did me when I was a

child. Why not use the computer?

The challenge for me was to build in a

reasonable amount of variation and

surprise, enough repetition to help the

shaky reader along, and some record-

keeping bells and whistles to help the

parent or teacher incorporate WOMBATS
into the child's curriculum. Without the

superior string-handling functions of the

TRS-80. this program would be a mere

shadow: Kudos to Radio Shack!

Let's walk right through the program

Michael Polls. P.O. Box 8K. Caspar. CA 95420.

Michael Pons realm ihc copyright u> WOMBATS.

and see what's there. (Numbers in paren-

theses are line numbers.)

Scaling

The first part of the program (after the

lower-case driver and housekeeping) tailors

the problems for each child.

Word problems are

important educationally

because they
synthesize two very

different and
demanding

disciplines—reading
and math.

The teacher/operator should set this

program up with the abilities of the specific

child in mind. For the first time or two. a

conservative estimate will encourage repeat

business—and learning ... but please,

not too simple: the "Help" part is one of

the nicest parts of the program.

MAX ( 100) limits the hardest operation.

A child who can't multiply or divide can

use the program with MAX set at I or 2.

The words in the Add and Subtract sections

are simpler than in the later problems.

The DEFAULT option sets the initial

variables at 4 (all operations), largest

number 16.

LARGEST NUMBER (110) limits the

numbers used. 5 or 6 is very easy, while

40 will generate some that challenge the

best mental number-cruncher. (For

specifics on number generation, look at

lines 500-590.)

5 OBJECTS ( 120) gives the operator a

chance to salt the program with five words

216

of interest to the child -possibly oases in

the desert of harder words, perhaps words

of specifically funny resonance for the

reader. Always remember: this program

is for children -keep the words in range.

Invitation (180)

1 try to have programs document them-

selves for the child -tell her the rules

before she breaks them. Seems only fair.

.

The child should be attended on the

first reading, because the helper will be

able to tell how the child's reading ability

fits the reading level of the problems. A
child who can't read the invitation will

have difficulty with the easiest problems .

.and probably isn't ready for word

problems yet.

The child should be encouraged to

experiment, push the machine (while, of

course, respecting its mechanical qualities):

the program doesn't ask for a name, but

for a few characters of address ( 190): Bat

Man is perfectly acceptable. Similarly,

encourage imagination on other names

and objects.

Nonsense Screen

The program scans each child-entry for

appropriate capitalization (2300ff. except

in UWOMBATS). balance of vowels/

consonants, and for length < 16 characters

(2200ff).

I've enjoyed watching my children try

to figure out just what the machine thinks

nonsense is. anyway. They're mystified.

The Problems

A few examples will give you the idea:

"This morning. George looked in his

pocket and found 7 battleships. Later he

won 5 more in a bet with Bat Man. (That's

you.) How many battleships does he have

now?"
"Mathilda gave you 4 wood stoves

because she had too many. Later she lost

CREATIVE COMPUTING
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TAKE A

VWEO

Take more than a peek— «(;t thtMinxt two issues of
I lome Video without spending ;i cent. Explore the
excitement ofthe home entertainmentrevolution
of cassettes and discs, cable and satellites, com-
puters, games and projection tv. Home Video
alerts you to trends, tests the equipment, reviews
the programs, shows you the techniques to get the
most for your entertainment dollar. But don't
spend a cent— use the coupon for a no-risk trial

subscription.

I want more than a peck!
5CCK2

Send me the next two monthly issues ol Home Video, and an invoice

$12
lilv

for$12 for a one-year subscription. II I like the magazine. Ill pay
for 1L' Issues, ;i 42",. s.ivings off tin- newsstand price. II I don'l
Home Video, HI throw out theinvoii
no further obligation

c keep my two copies, and have

Mail to: HOME VIDEO
Circulation Department
P.O. BoX265 I

Boulder, Colorado 80322

Name
Address

CHy State
( HToi goad in Ihn I s unh Ihmugh 1

1

Zip



Wombats, continued...

all of them, and you generously gave

back. How many stoves do you have

now?"
"A flying saucer deposits 4 metal spheres

in your kitchen sink. When Jimmy the

wimp opens them. 3 wombats pop out of

each one. How many wombats do you

have now?"
"Goosey's rich uncle gives you a rose-

wood box with 18 fig trees in it. You

share them with 5 friends who come to a

tea party. How many fig trees do each of

you get?"

The wood stove problem involves zero

in the operation: the numbers are random

including zero (except in places where

that would cause the computer to bomb.)

Zero is a nasty concept in word problems,

and needs practice. As for fig trees, the

reader must remember to include herself

in the count-another common real-life pit-

fall.

Paying Syntax

The problems are made up of three

parts-I call them SI. S2 and QU • . •

Sentences 1 and 2 and QUestion. They

involve a random object OB. the child/user

(whose handle is A$) and a "friend" (PI)

who. for 'tax purposes has the attributes

of pronoun SX ("he" or "she") and a

Any program that

doesn't help the user

get the right answer
(if there is one) is only

a test. Children don*t

like tests, and neither

do I.

possessive PS ("his" or "her"). A question

is built from stock phrases (of which there

are 20 sets), the random objects, names,

and appropriate plurals, pronouns and

possessives. The flying saucer, for example,

is constructed at lines 3430—3437. Take

a look.

Objects are stored as two types, ten

fixed (31 lOff ) and ten rotating as RO( 1-5)

(refreshed at 600ff). This hits the right

balance between familiar and surprising.

The friend's name gets changed, and a

new object gets entered, about once in

three problems. This "refresh" ratio can

be altered at lines 200 and 3100.

Personalizing the program will make
it more interesting for you and the

children — feel free to change and add . .

.

but try to be literate and within range for

the children simultaneously. (It's a bit like

patting your head and rubbing your belly

. ..)

Print or Quit

1 used a little INKEYS loop to give the

user a chance to control the P^g^ni at

the end of each correct problem ( 1720ff ).

When "P or Q" appears in the lower

left corner after successful completion of

a problem, pressing "P" will print the

current problem and result on the line

printer, while pressing "Q" will end the

session. Explain this to the child early in

the program, after she knows what s

happening.

Help(1000-14SO)

Any program that doesn't help the user

get the right answer (if there is one) is

only a test. Children don't like tests, and

neither do 1. 1 think every problem begun

should be carried to a satisfactory con-

clusion. Therefore, each problem carries

a hint (in V) which, with strategic repetition

of SI, S2 and QU. leads the child through

the problem.

This segment appears on a wrong answer.

The child can reject the proffered help

without loss of points by responding "N."

If requested, help, encouragement and

hints are given in order to talk the child

through the specific problem. Try it out.

Inventory and Score (1790 fl)

This review of objects, problems and

percentage score comes up every ten

problems. The codes that sometimes appear

after "Help" entries are generated during

the help segment, as follows:

Zero means no problem in this colur,

more than 1 in Is or 10s place means

repeated difficulty, while numbers in 100s

and 1000s places indicate guessed operation

and missed problem, respectively. (Examine

lines 1040, 1090. 1200. 1340ff.)

This "difficulty code" puts the child s

performance in perspective, and provides

the "teacher" with some guidance on what

needs special attention on the next group

of problems. I'm pleased if this feature

doesn't get used: we have lots of extra

memory, so let's use it for those rare

occasions when it can help the child.

Details

A tape with two versions of WOMBATS
is available: I'd be very interested in trading

for CA1 programs of equal quality. (1 would

also reluctantly provide the tape for a $10

fee. but given the rarity of good software

I'd rather barter.) UWOMBATS is the

upper-case-only version of WOMBATS.
You'll have to fix this eventually; why not

now?
Systems without printers: best disable

print options in lines 1720-1735, 1790, and

2500-2520. and delete 700-720.

Digit in

place Problem with

units getting 1st number

tens getting 2nd number

hundreds wrong operation

(1 = + 2=-3='4=/)

thousands math facts (as above)

1 ' WOMBATS - 3 word problem seneratina proara*
COPYRIGHT (c) 1980 BY Michael Foils „,,,
PO Box 88 CASPAR CA 95420 (707) 964 0375

2 'written 18 april 1980
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The story behind the two best selling
computer games books in the world.

Computer
Games

by David H.Ahl

Everybody likes games Children like tic
tac toe. Gamblers like blackjack. Trekkies
like Star Trek. Almost everyone has a favor-
ite game or two.

It Started in 1971

Ten years ago when I was at Digital
Equipment Corp. (DEC), we wanted a pain-
less way to show reluctant educators that
computers weren't scary or difficult to use
Games and simulations seemed like a good
method.

So I put out a call to all our customers to
send us their best computer games. The
response was overwhelming. I got 21 ver-
sions of blackjack, 15 of nim and 12 of
battleship.

From this enormous outpouring I se-
lected the 90 bestgames and added 1 1 that
I had written myself for a total of 101 I

edited these into a book called 101 Basic
Computer Games which was published by
DEC. It still is.

When I left DEC in 1974 I asked for the
rights to print the book independently
They agreed as long as the name was
changed.

Contents of Basic Computer Games (right)
and More Basic ComputerGames (below)

Artillery-3

Baccarat
Bible Oulz
Big 6
Binary
Blackbox
Bobstones
Bocce
Bogall
Bumbrun
Bridge-It

Camel
Chase
Chuck-A-Luck
Close Encounters
Column
Concentration
Condot
Convoy
Corral

Countdown
Cup
Dealer's Choice
Oeepspace
Defuse
Dodgem
Doors
Drag
Dr.Z
Eliza

Father
Flip

Four In A Row
Geowar
Grand Prix

Guess-It
ICBM
Inkblot

Joust
Jumping Balls

Keno
I Game

Life Expectancy
Lissajous

Magic Square
Man-Eating Rabbit
Maneuvers
Mastermind
Masterbagels
Matpuzzle
Maze
Millionaire

Minotaur
Motorcycle Jump
Nomad
Not One
Obstacle
Octrix

Pa sari

Pasart 2
Pinball

Rabbit Chase
Roadrace
Rotate
Safe

Scales
Schmoo
Seabattle
Seawar
Shoot
Smash
Strike 9
Tennis
Tickertape
TV Plot

Twonky
Two-to-Ten
UFO
Under & Over
Van Gam
Wartish
Word Search Puzzle
Wumpus 1

Wumpus 2

Introduction Hi-Lo
The Basic Language High l-O
Conversion to Other Hockey

Basics Horserace
Acey Ducey Hurkle
Amazing Kinema
Animal King
Awari Letter
Bagels Life
Banner Life For Two
Basketball Literature Ouiz
Batnum Love
Battle Lunar LEM Rocket
Blackjack Master Mind
Bombardment Math Dice
Bombs Away Mugwump
Bounce Name
Bowling Nicomachus
Boxing Nim
Bug Number
Bullfight One Check
Bullseye Orbit
Bunny Pizza
Buzzword Poetry
Calendar Poker
Change Queen
Checkers Reverse
Chemist Rock. Scissors, Paper
Chief Roulette
Chomp Russian Roulette
Civil War Salvo
Combat Sine Wave
Craps Slalom
Cube Slots
Depth Charge Splat
Diamond Stars
Dice Stock Market
Digits Super Star Trek
Even Wins Synonym
Flip Flop Target
Football 3-D Rot
Fur Trader 3-D Tic-Tac-Toe
Golf Tic Tac toe
Gomoko Tower
Guess Train
Gunner Trap
Hammurabi 23 Matches
Hangman War
Hello Weekday
Hexapawn Word

Converted to Microsoft Basic

The games in the original book were inmany different dialects of Basic So Steve
North and I converted all the games to
standard Microsoft Basic, expanded the
descriptions and published the book under
the new name Basic Computer Games
Over the next three years, people sent in

improved versions of many of the games
along with scores of new ones. So in 1 979we totally revised and corrected Basic
Computer Games and published a com-
pletely new companion volume of 84 ad-
ditional games called More Basic Com-
puter Games. This edition is available in
both Microsoft Basic and TRS-80 Basic for
owners of the TRS-80 computer.

..J **8* Basic Computer Games is in its
fifth printing and More Basic Computer
Games is in its second Combined sales are
over one half million copies making them
the best selling pair of books in recrea-
tional computing by a wide margin. There
are many imitators, but all offer a fraction of
the number of games and cost far more.
The games in these books include classic

board games like checkers. They include
challenging simulation games like Camel
(get across the desert on your camel) and
Super Star Trek. There are number games
like Guess My Number, Stars and Battle of
Numbers. You II find gambling games like
blackjack, keno, and poker All told there
are 185 different games in these two
books
Whether you re just getting started with

computers or a proficient programmer,
you'll find something of interest. You'll find
15-line games and 400-line games and
everything in between.
The value offered by these books is out-

standing Every other publisher has raised
the price of their books yet these sell for
the same price as they did in 1974.

Moneybeck Guarantee

Examine one or both of these books and
key some games into your computer If

you re not completely satisfied we II refund
the full purchase price plus your return
postage
Basic Computer Games costs only $7.50

and More Basic Computer Games Just
$7.95 for either the Microsoft or TRS-80
edition

( please specify your choice on your
order). Both books together are $ 1 5 Send
payment plus $2.00 shipping and handling
to Creative Computing Press Morris
Plains, NJ 07950 Visa. MasterCard and
American Express orders should include
card number and expiration date. Charge
card orders may also be called in toll-free to
800-631-81 12 (in NJ 201-540-0445).
Order today to turn your computer into

the best game player on the block.

creative
computing

Morris Plains, NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-631-8112
(In NJ 201-540-0445)

CIRCLE 350 ON READER SERVICE CARD J
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roe of the Brightest Apple Software A vailable. .

.

VERSACALC.„

Sort Visicaic

Batch update

Conditional testing

Menu dnvan modules
Auto catalog

Print the hst of commands
Hor 16 sectors

$100

PERFORMANCE MANAGER
This Versacaic driven Visicaic module
allows you to compare current month
and year to date performance against
budget or goal, previous year, and 12

month moving average figures Use il

to manage your budget, sales, produc
lion, and other situations where you
want to monitor individual categories
at well as an entire department or firm

Requires Visicaic 3 3

$75

FIXED ASSET MANAGER -

This menu-driven Visicaic module uses
Versacaic techniques to give

Management of 65 assets per sheet

No limit to the number of sheets
All General Ledger entries

Straight line. ODB. SOYD depreciation

Monthly reports

Investment tan credits

Taxable gam on sates.

Automatic batch updating

Requires Visicaic 3 3

S75

aurora lyilemi inc.

i

QUICKTRACE
lm

Machine language debugger
Trace, single step, and background
Displays registers, flags, stack.

and sia locations of choice
Relocatable

Allows changes to displayed values
Compatible with DOS. BASlCs and

graphics

Output to screen or printer

Can trace BASIC programs

$35

Th* RENTAL MANAGER
General Ledger

Accounts Receivable

Accounts Payable
Current & Future Tenant Records
Automatic Posting

Automatic Tracking

$695

_EDUCATION PROGRAMS
Teacher's Gredeboo* $60
Marching Band Oatabaaa S40
Quantum Atom 4 Stna Wares $40
Danattf Lab $4Q
Elements and Symbols $40
Balancing Molacuiaa $40

The FLIPPER,
u

is a small circuit board that tits on the
game bus (but leaves it free) and
switches two inputs (or outputs) into

one output (or input) Usually used tor

*0 80 column video switching The
Executive Secretary supports it auto
maticaliy

$50

OMNISCAN _

is an interface between the Apple il and
the Pioneer Laser Video Disk it allows
full control ot the LaseiD.sk from the
keyboard or program and includes the
board and software

$250

Thm EXECU TlVE SECRETARY
All the usual word processor functions
40or80coiumns selectable
Real shift key without soldering
Full formal control

Full forms handling

Keyboard input at print lime
Supports any printer

Built in Card F.le w'RepoM Generator
Access to external databases, such as

Data Factory and others
Built in Electronic Mad

$250

HEBREW II
lm

First foreign language word processor
m America It prints from right to left

on the screen can label graph-,

tures. and can print on the Silenfype or

other graphics printers

$60

Ask about package deals on
the Versacaic line of modules

V aurora systems, inc.

2040 E. Washington Ave.

Madison, Wl 53704

608 - 249 • 5875

Performance Manager, Fixed
Trie E«eculi«e Secretary is a trademark ol Personal Busi".

Asset Manager. QuickTrace Omniscan the Flipper, are trademarks ol Aura
The Rental Manager is a trademark ot Money Tree Systems. Inc

CIRCLE 107 ON READER SERVICE CARD

ATARI *800*OWNERS
FOR

ATARI "

800 ™
Thn 1?8K Memory System

A)(LON
THIS SIDE FORWARD

A a loo Ini 1 70 N Wolfe Road. Sunnyvale. CA 94086

1 1 J 1 1 fHIM1I1I

PLUG IN AND GO !

The Axlon RAMDISK Memory System provides I 28K ot

RAM memory which tan be utilized as jn additional disk

device or bank selectable RAM memory! The DOS supplied

with the system allows sou to utilize the RAMDISK Memory
System as a disk device in conjunction with your Atari 810*.

I he system is up to 20 limes taster than the Atari 810 and is

compatible with existing Atari 800 software. As user

memory, the RAMDISK Memors System is organized as

eight (8) I6K banks. The system is installed with two 16K
RAM modules giving you a I60K Atari 800 system. Drop
by your local computer store tor a demonstration or contact

Axlon Inc tor more information.

Plug-in Compatibility

128K Bytes of RAM Memory

Compatible with existing Atari 800 Software

Can be utilized as an additional disk • function for

function, up to 20 times faster than the Atari 800

Includes DOS Memory Management Software

Can be utilized as Bank Selectable User Memory

Gold Plated Contacts

90 Day Warranty

170 N. Weir* Road
Sunnyvale. CA 94086

(408) 7 30-0216

Indicates Trademark ot Atari, Inc.

CIRCLE 114 ON READER SERVICE CARD /\><LON
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Microsystems —
the CP/M and S-100

Users Journal

If you are a CP/M user, on any system- S-
100. Apple. TRS-80. Heath. Ohio Scientific
Onyx. Durango. Intel MDS. Mostek MDX
etc -after all CP/M is the Disk Operating
System that has been implemented on more
computer systems than any other DOS-then
Microsystems magazine is the only maga-
zine published specifically for youf

Or. if you use an S-100/IEEE-696 based
computer-and the most sophisticated
microcomputer systems available use the
S-100/IEEE-696 hardware bus-then Micro-
systems magazine is the only magazine
published specifically for you!
We started publishing Microsystems almost

two years ago to fill the void in the microcom-
puter field. There were magazines catering
exclusively to the TRS-80. Apple. Pet. Heath,
etc system users There were also broad
based publications that cover the entire field
but no one system in depth B ut no magazine
existed for CP/M users- nor did one exist
for S-100 users

The why and what of a software bus

First of all what isa bus'' And why do we
call CP/M the software bus?
A bus is a technique used to interface

many different modules Examples are the
' S-100/IEEE-696 Bus and the IEEE-488
Bus These are hardware buses that permit
a user to plug a bus-compatible device into
the bus without having to make any other
hardware modifications and expect the
device to operate with little or no monifica-
tion.

CP/M isa Disk Operating System (DOS)
It was first introduced in 1974 and is now
the oldest and most mature DOS for micro-
computer systems. CP/M has now been
implemented on over 250 different computer
systems It has been implemented on hard
disk systems as well as floppy disk systems
It is supported by two user groups (CP/M-
UG and SIG/M-UG) that have released over
sixty volumes containing over 1.600 public
domain programs that can be loaded and
run on systems using the CP/M DOS. Add
tothisanother 1.500commercially available

CP/M is the software bus!
S-100 is the hardware bus
for sophisticated microcomputer users!

CP/M software packages and you have the
largest applications software base in exis-
tence
CP/M is the only DOS for micros that has

stood the test of time (seven years) with
the highest level of compatibility from version
to version And over the years this compati-
bility has been maintained as new features
have been added.
This is why we say CP/M is the software

bus and why Microsystems magazine is
vital to providing CP/M users with technical
information on using CP/M, interfacing to
CP/M. new CP/M compatible products and
for CP/M users to exchange ideas

Why support the S-100 bus?

S-100 is currently the most widely used
microcomputer hardware bus. It offers
advantages not available with any other
microcomputer system Here are a few of
the advantages:

S- 700 is processor independent There
are already thirty different S-1 00 CPU cards
that can be plugged into an S-100 bus
computer. Nine 8-bit microprocessors are
available: 6502. 6800. 6802. 6809 2650
F8. 8080. 8085 and Z80. Eight 16-bit micro-
processors are available: 8086, 8088. 9900
Z8000. 68000. Pascal Microengine. Alpha
Micro (similar to LSI-11) and even the
AMD2901 bit slice processor Take your
pick from the incredible offerings

S- 1 00 has the greatest microcomputer
power What other microcomputer system
has direct addressing of up to 1 6 megabytes
of memory, up to 65.536 I/O ports, up to 1

vectored interrupts, up to 16 masters on
the bus ( with priority ) and up to 1 Mhz data
transfer rate? You will have to go a long way
to use up that computing power.

S-700 is standardized The S-100 bus
has been standardized by the IEEE (Institute
of Electrical and Electronic Engineers)
assuring the highest degree of compatibility
among plug-in boards from different manu-
facturers And. Microsystems has published
the complete IEEE S-1 00/696 standard (all

26 pages)

S- 100has the greatesthardware support
There are now over sixty different manufac-
turers of about 400 different plug-in S-100
boards. Far greater than any other microcom-
puter system.
With all these advantages is it any wonder

that S-100 systems are so popular with
microcomputer users who want to do more
than just play games?

F or the serious computer user.

Each issue of Microsystems brings you
the latest in the CP/M and S-100 world
Articles on applications, tutorials, software
development, product reviews, and lots more,
to keep you on top of the ever changing
microcomputer scene.
And if you are an S-1 00 system user using

other operating systems (eg North Star)
Microsystems also supports you

Get your copy today

Order your susbscription to Microsystems
Send $10 for one year (6 issues). $18 for
two years ( 1 2 issues) or $24 for three years
(18 issues) If you prefer, call our toll-free
number, 800-631 -8112 (in NJ 201-540-0445)
to put your subscription on your MasterCard,
Visa or American Express card Canadian/
Mexican and other foreign surface subscrip-
tions are $15 and $25. respectively, per
year and must be prepaid We guarantee
that you will be completely satisfied or we
will refund your subscription.
Join thousands of Microsystems subscrib-

ers like Jim Johnstone of Los Altos CA. who
said Microsystems has lived up to your
promises and my expectations. Congratula-
tions.

a Creative Computing publication

39 East Hanover Avenue
Morris Plains. NJ 07950, USA

Toll-free 800-63 1-8112
(InNJ. 201-540-0445)
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5 cart . . .apple cart... apple c
nhnck Caroenter _

In the July '81 column. 1 mentioned

that a mini-assembler would be included

in a future column. This is it. Rushika

Fernandopulle has provided the program.

Mini-Assembler

If you have an Apple 11, you have the

mini-assembler. Those of you with a II

Plus don't. The program was located in

ROM along with several other Integer

Basic utilities. The use of Applesoft in

the 11 Plus eliminated these programs.

Rushika found a way to extract the program

from the language card programs found

on the System Master disk. Here's what

Rushika had to say: "On the System Master

1 noticed a program (in machine language

-

a B, or binary, file) called 1NTBAS1C. It

is for use with a language card, and starts

at $DOO0. 1 needed a mini-assembler, so 1

decided to use the one on the 1NTBASIC
program by using these steps:

1. Boot DOS with the System Master

and then type BLOAD INTBASIC.

AJ2000.
2. Insert another lNITed disk and type

BSAVE ASM1,A$4500,L$200.

3. Clear all memory, then type the pro-

gram shown in Listing 1. (Note: To clear

memory, use the monitor move command.

First CALL- 151 to get to the monitor.

Listing 2. Apple disassembly of the mini-

assembler. Note that you can enter the

program at $5492. The jump at $555E is

easier to remember.

5400LLI I l L I I I

815400-
5402-
5403
54 U 5
5407-
540V-
: . 1 (J I :

540C-
540D
'.,401

:,4ui

5411 -

5413
5*13
54 16
541/
5419

:.-ui>

5420
542:
5423-
5425
5428-
542B-
54:^1

5431-
5433-
54)35

4A
DO
A4
A6
DO
88
CA
86
18
I :•

85
10
C8
98
E5
DO
A4
E:V

91
BG
10

20
20
20

84
85
4U

M
31

ii 1

36
31

01

6B

3D
3A

F8
1A FC
1A FC
DO F8
53 F9

3A

SBC
LSR
t:NF

I l)Y

LDX
BNI
DFY
DEX
TXA

SBC
STA
BPI
INY
TYA
SBC
EiNF

LDY
I.DA

DFY
BPI
JSR
JSR
JSR
JSR
STY
STA
JMF-

**81

5419
3F
3E
540C

*3A
•3E
5416

3B
5486
21
003D.Y
(3A) ,Y

541D
FC1A
FC1A
F8D0
F953
3B
3A
5495

10

in

I

Mil- I 1 III

I I'M . llll'U i

I OF i 1 III

POKI . i u no '

h: ii ..

A, 84!
AD A

Listing I. Program used to modify the

mini-assemblerfor relocation at $5400.

Then at the asterisk prompt, type 801:0.

Next, type 800 801.95FEM. This sequence

will fill all of memory from 800 to 95FF

with the character. Address 95FF is the

last address just below the beginning of

DOS. Now type 3DoG to return to the

Basic language in use. Remember to type

RETURN at the right places so the com-

puter knows what you want to do—CC)
4. Type BLOAD ASM,A$5400.
5. Run the program from Listing 1.

6. Type BSAVE MINIASSEMBLER,
AS5400.LS200.

7. Run the mini-assembler by using a

CALL21862 or in from the monitor use

5566G.
Now I can use the mini-assembler, and

this makes machine language programming

a lot easier."

Rushika's technique works. I used it to

extract a version for use by anyone not

5438
543B
543D-
5440-
:,44:'

5444

544/
544A-
:,44i

:,4ti

545B

:.4:.-i

5456
545V
545C-

5461

5465
5467
546V-
546C-
546F-
54/0

5474-
5476-
5478-
547A-
547C-
54 /t

5460
5482-
5484

•.'0 HE FF
A4 34
20 A7 FF
84 34
A0 17
88
30 41:

D9 CC FF
DO F8
CO 15
DO EB
a:, 31

A0 00
C6 34

00

3D
8E FB

I I

544C
iV

2

AA
EH)

DO 13
F:D CI IV
C5 43

0C
44

0U FA
42

DO
AS
A4 2E
CO 9D
F0 88
C5 2E
F0 9F
C6 3D
DO DC
E6 44
C6 35
F0 D6

JSR
LDY
JSR
STY
I l)Y

DEY
F:hl

IMF-

BNI
CPY
BNI
LDA
LDY
DEC
JSR
JMF'

LDA
JSR
I AX
LDA
CHP
CNF
LDA
CMP
CNF
LDA
LDY
CPY
II H

CMP
BEQ
DEC
CNF
INC
DF C
BEQ

FFBE
34
FFA7
34
17

5492
FFCCY
5444
#15
5438
31
00
34
FL00
5495
3D
F88E

FA00,X
42
547C
FVC0.X
43
547C
44
2E
9D
5400
2E
541B
3D
545C
44
35
54SC

having access to the programs mentioned.

Listing 2 is my version of the process

described above. Here's how it works.

More About Mini

To use the assembler in Listing 2. you

first need to type it in to memory. Use the

monitor commands to do this. 1 recommend

that you don't enter more than two lines

worth of characters at a time. First, get to

the monitor as required by your machine.

Press RESET or CALL-151-CALL-151

will work with any machine. If you are

working with an early version of DOS,

also do a 48:0 so you don't mess up the

reentry to DOS later.

Once you have carefully typed in all

the hex data, you can try it out. From the

monitor, use 555EG. Now. all the mini-

assembler commands shown in the Apple

II Reference Manual will work. Follow

the procedure shown there to use the

assembler. Once you are sure it works,

save it on a diskette. Type 3DoG and

return to Basic. Now type BSAVE ASM1.

A$5400,L$170. If all is well, you will save

the program as a binary file.

Of course, you can save it under any

name you choose. You may have noticed

that the length of my version is shorter

than the one described above. When Apple

5486-
5488-
5489-
548A-
54BD-
548l
5492-

54V/
54VV-
5491
',471

54A2-
54A4-
54A6-
54A7-
54AV-
54AB

54AI
54B1

54B4

54BB
'.-1|:|>

,ii:o

54C7-
54C8-
54CV-

A4 34 LDY 34

98 TYA
AA FAX
20 4A IV JSR EV4A
A9 Dl LDA 1*1)1

FD JSR •FDI
1 1 JSR F F 3A

AV Al LDA •Al
STA 33

20 67 ED FD67
1 1 JSR EFC7

AD 00 02 LDA 0200
IV A0 CMP A0
E0 13 Bl u 54BV
C8 INY
CV A4 1 Mi- A4

ni Q 543D
88 1)1 Y

20 A7 1 1 JSR FFA7
C9 93 CHP V3
DO D5 BNI 5488
8A TXA

5488
1 1 FE/8

AV 03 LDA 03
STA 3D

V.
0A ASL

SBC MB!
C9 C2 CME- #( 2

90 CI 5488
0A
0A ASL
A2 04 LDX #04

ting 2 continued on pg. 226.
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PRICE BREAKTHROUGH
I6K RAM BOARDS FOR
APPLE JUST $129.95

HAVE YOU BEEN WAITING FOR THE COST
OF EXPANSION BOARDS TO COME D0WN7
YOUR WAIT IS OVER. UP UNTIL NOW CAM
EXPANSION HAS COST AS MUCH AS
$195.00. NOW OMEGA MICROWARE IS
PROUD TO ANNOUNCE THE ARRIVAL OF A
TRULY AFFORDABLE EXPANSION CARD.

NOW VOU CAN RUN PASCAL, FORTRAN
56K CPM WITH A Z80 SOFTCARP
INTEGER BASIC. APPLESOFT AND OTHER
LANGUAGES ON VOUR APPLE. NOW VOu
CAN INCREASE USUABLE MEMORY FOR
VISICALC. NOW VOU DON'T HAVE TO PAV A
FORTUNE TO HAVE ALL THIS.

AT $129.95. OMEGAS RAMEX 16 IS THE
LOWEST PRICED CARD AVAILABLE
TODAY.

WHAT DO VOU GIVE UP WHEN VOU
PURCHASE THIS FIRST REALLV
AFFORDABLE RAM EXPANSION CARD?
WELL. VOU GIVE UP HAVING TO REMOVE
ONE RAM CHIP FROM THE MOTHER BOARD
OF VOUR APPLE. VOU GIVE UP HAVING TO
STRAP A CABLE FROM THE CARD TO VOUR
MOTHER BOARD. THAT'S IT. WHAT VOu
GET IS A SIMPLE, RELIABLE, BOARD
THAT JUST PLUGS IN. MEMORV REFRESH
IS ACCOMPLISHED ON THE BOARD
ITSELF.

THE RAMEX 16 IS GUARANTEED NOT JUST
FOR 90 DAVS. NOT EVEN 6 MONTHS. OUR
WARRANTY IS FOR ONE FULL YEAR FROM
DATE OF PURCHASE. WE WILL REPAIR OR
REPLACE ANY BOARD THAT IS DEFECTIVE
THROUGH MANUFACTURE FOR A PERIOD
OF ONE YEAR AFTER PURCHASE PROV IDED
THIS DAMAGE IS NOT USER INFLICTED.

ORDER VOUR RAMEX l< NOW BY CALLING
TOLL FREE 1-800-835-2246. KANSAS
RESIDENTS CALL 1-800-3622421
MASTERCARD OR VISA ACCEPTED OR
SEND $129.95. ILLINOIS RESIDENTS ADD
$7.80 SALES TAX.

another Quality product from
OMEGA MICROWARE. INC.

FORMERLY OMEGA SOFTWARE
PRODUCTS, INC.

222 SO. RIVERSIDE PLAZA
CHICAGO, IL 60606
PHONE 312-648-1944

OMEGA MICROWARE. INC.
APPlE AND APP|_ESOfT A!E BEGISTE2E9
'?OEMARKS Of APPLE COMPUTES. INC. PASCAL IS *
8EGISTESED T8ADEMA8K Of THE 8EGENTS of The
-Mv Of GA SAN DIEGO. uSiCAlC IS A eEGiSTESED
'JOE WAS* Of PESSONA- SOf'rtASE CPM IS A
8EGISTE8ED T8APEMA8K Of DIGITAL BESEABCm INC
!80 IS A SEGiSTESED 'BADMAIfc Of ZilOG INC
SOfTCABD IS A SEGISTE8E0 TBADMAfiK Of
MICJOSOfT.
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SYNTlECHO SERIES™ speech synthesizers
COMPUTERS ARE SPEAKING OUT!

Now you can add intelligible speech to your computer
without using vast amounts of memory! The ECHO ]

[™
speech synthesizer for the Apple* is the first of a
series of synthesizers based on the same technology
that made the Speak & Spell * * a success.

The initial operating system allows the creation of
your own vocabulary with phonemes (word sounds)
while using very little RAM memory (approx. 800 bytes
+ 20 bytes/word). Enhanced operating systems and
vocabulary ROMs will be offered as they become
available.

The ECHO ][™ comes complete with speaker, instruc-
tion manual, and a disk containing a speech editor,

sample programs, and a sample vocabulary. Sug-
gested list price is $225.

See your dealer or contact:

SEW STREET ELECTRONICS
CORPORATION

'Trademark of Apple Computer

3152 E. La Palma Ave., Suite C
Anaheim, CA 92806 (714) 632-9950

** Trademark of Texas Instruments
CIRCLE 268 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Apple Cart, continued.

wrote the original version, they put a jump

address at an easy-to-remember location.

Since this address changed anyway, I

shortened the wasted space and used a

new jump address. The actual entry address

is $5492 and you can use this if you choose.

I used this version of mini to make this

listing, but there is no guarantee it is

bugless. All effort was made to check it

out. But, you're on your own.

When you write a program be sure to

start and end it at safe locations. The

programs you write can start at $0800

and end at $53FF. Or they can start at

$555F and end at $95FF. Or the program

can use any combination of the addresses

between these two ranges. Any other

addresses used may clobber the assembler,

DOS or something else. Be sure you know

where your program is located and what

it is doing. Of course it's fun to experiment,

too. The most that can happen is you will

have to reload DOS and the assembler.

Be sure you have the program saved and

Listing 2 continued

use a scratch disk to do the experimenting.

You might do something that causes the

system to write on the disk when you

don't expect it.

BUGS
The column in the May '81 issue con-

tained a billboard program by Brian J.

Winkel. My word processor made a mistake

and inserted some typos in Brian's program.

(Doesn't everyone blame it on the com-

puter?) Paul Raymer pointed out that

JERSY line 50 should be JERSEY. He
also pointed out that the second asterisk

in line 146 should be a colon. The program

will run as Brian intended it when you

make the changes.

NEXT TIME
I'll talk about getting started with the

Apple— its versatility, how to find good
Apple software, what hardware and periph-

erals you should consider— and a whole

lot more.

Computer Gaines!
How can we tell you about 400

computer games in one advertisement?

We ve got the worlds largest line of

computer games. Over 400 in all.

They're on cassette and disk for eight

popular personal computers: Atari.

Apple. Tl 99/4. PET, TRS-80. Sorcerer.
Sol and CP/M.
From A to Z. Action Games to Z-Chess

II, we ve got loads of best-sellers inclu-

ding "Super Invader' for the Apple, a
complete line of six Adventure games.
Backgammon, Milestones and Cycle
Jump.
Not only that, we publish the best-

selling books. Basic Computer Games
and More Basic Computer Games with

over 500.000 copies in print.

We've also got a nifty board game.
Computer Rage , sets of three binary dice,

acrobatic toy robots. T-shirts and lots of

other goodies.
You'll find comprehensive descriptions

of all of our software, books, games and
peripherals in our huge 48-page catalog

Its unique in the small computer field For
your free copy, write or call us today or
circle our number on the reader service

card.

Super Invader features superb high-

resolution graphics, nail-biting tension

and hilarious antics by the moon crea-
tures.

creative
computing
39 East Hanover Ave.

Morris Plains. NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-631 -81 12

In NJ 201-540-0445

51CB-
51CC-
51CE-
51D0-
51D1-
5103-
51D5-
51D7-
51D9-
51DB-
51DE-
51E0-
51E3-
51E5-
51E8-
51EB-
51ED-
51F0-
51F2-
51F1-
51F6-
51FB-
51F9-
51FA-
51FC-
51FE-
5500-
5503-
5505-
5507-
5508-
550A-
550C-
:.:,od

550F-
5510-
5512-
5511-
5515-
5516-
5518-
551A-
S 51 C™
551E-
5520-
5522-
5521-
5526-
5529-
552B-
552D-
552F-
5531-
5531-
5537-
5538-
553A-
553C-
5530
5510-
5512-
5511-
55lc
5518-
551A-
551C-
551E-
5550-
5552-

5556-
5557-
5559-
5556
555D-
555E-
5561-
5562'
5563-
5561-
3565

OA
26 12
26 13
CA
10 F8
C6 3D
FO F1
10 E1
A2 05
20 31 55
81 31
DO B1 F9
DO 13
20 31 55
DD BA F9
F0 OD
BD BA F9
F0 07
C9 A1
FO 03
A1 31
18
88
26 11
EO 03
DO OD
20 A7 FF
A5 3F
F0 01
E8
86 35
A2 03
88
86 3D
CA
10 C9
A5 11
OA
OA
05 35
C9 20
BO 06
A6 35
F0 02
09 80
85 11
81 31
B9 00
C9 BB
F0 01
C9 8D
DO 80
1C 5C
B9
C8
C9 A0
F0 F8
60
20 7D F1
A5 F8
10 13
C9 8E
DO F5
21 F9
10 OA
A5 FB
FO 06
E6 FA
DO 02
E6 F9
60
A9 00
85 F9
85 FA
60
1C 92 51
FF
FF
FF
FF
FF

02

51
02

ASL
ROL
ROL
DEX
BPL
DEC
BED
BPL
LDX
JSR
STY
CMP
BNE
JSR
CMP
BEQ
LDA
BEQ
CMP
BEQ
LDY
CLC
DEY
ROL
CPX
BNE
JSR
LDA
BEQ
INX
STX
LDX
DEY
STX
DEX
BPL
LDA
ASL
ASL
ORA
CMP
BCS
LDX
BEQ
ORA
STA
STY
LDA
CMP
BEQ
CMP
BNE
JMP
LDA
INY
CMP
|:| II

RTS
JSR
LDA
IH'I

CMP
BNE
BIT
BPL
LDA
BEQ
INC
BNE
INC
RTS
LDA
STA
STA
RTS
JMP
???
???
???
???
???

12
13

51CB
3D
51CB
51BD
05
5531
31
F9B1.X
51FB
5531
F9BA.X
51FA
F9BA.X
51F9
A1
51F9
31

11
03
550D
FFA7
3F
5508

35
03

3D

SIDE
11

35
20
5522
35
5522
80
11
31
0200,

Y

BB
5531
8D
51B1
515C
0200,

Y

A0
5531

F17D
F8
5557
l)L
553D
F9
5556
FB
5556
FA
5556
F9

00
F9
FA

5192

Ct*rr*X
ftOORESS
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THE LITTLEST PROFESSOR
THE BEST ACADEMIC COMPUTING MATERIALS

FOR HIGH SCHOOL AND COLLEGE

stations <,i tomb-on uudeni experience. COMPreu computing pack-

K5Ssi&^ * - a,.,,,. „.,.,»,.,.,

and laboratory simulation.
'»"»""». ana Applesoft in ROM. COMPreu softwareemphasizes problem solving

COMPress computing materials are perfect rot classroom demon:
age* now available .m :

(.R UUR
I Nl K(.t ft I WIRONMfM
NUMBER MIM)RY
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
I'Ol't I \IIO\ (.ROW HI
MENDI l IAN GENE IK.s

pscHOLOcicAi si msncs
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS
KIOKII'S I: I.IKK
BIOBITS2: MAGIC FLAG
BIOBITSS: (.ROW I II

BIOBIIS I

BlOltl Is ,

BIOBIIS 6
BIOBIIS 7

BIOBIIS x

INTERACTIONS
PROFILI
EVOLU1 ION
M I I IK A( II) CONNEt HON
AVALS IK.s

COMING SOON: ORGANIC CHEMISTRY TUTORIAL In s I AM I y s\M HI
BASIC PROGRAMMING by KEMENY & KURTZ
GRAPHICAL MECHANICS by HUGGINS
ENGLISH COMPOSITION MATERIALS WITH DRII I & PRACTICENEW & FORTHCOMING IN JANUARY 1982: ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE!tor more information, tend i<n <>ur FREE catalog:

• trademark of Apple Computer, inc

OCTOBER 1981
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New Functions for

Uncertainty Calculations

M.P. Antonovich

Suggestions for enhancing standard

computer languages. (This is a nice

exercise for beginners: write programs

to simulate thesefunctions.) Good luck

with the last one.

In these modern times, when every-

thing seems to be less certain, 1 have found

the need to expand the current capabilities

of the modern computer programming

languages in order to allow them to adjust

to reality. I have listened to the needs of

many experts to derive ten additional

functions to be incorporated into future

Basic and Fortran compilers. Without

further delay, here they are:

1. AOB*C=5
The above function will allow the user

to specify A to be any number other than

the result of B*C+5. Variations on this

function include:

A<B»C+5
which specifies A to be less than B*C+5.

and
A>B»C+5

which specifies A to be greater than B*C+5

It should be noted that any function

can be used on the right side of the

equation in the majority of cases except

AOA which may lead to incorrect results.

2. IF A=73 SOMETIMES 200

This statement provides the user with

the capability of inserting uncertainty into

a conditional GOTO statement. A similar

statement can be applied to unconditional

GOTO statements as follows:

SOMETIMES 200

As the user becomes more familiar

with these statement forms, he can begin to

write more complicated examples such as:

IF A=73 SOMETIMES 200

OR OTHERTIMES 300

IF NOT THEN 405

OR ELSE MAYBE 475

3. NOPRECISION A.B.I)

This statement will reduce variables

A.B and D to a no-precision status in all

calculations. This function is important in

Michael P. Antonovich. 27 Beech lane. Macungie. PA
18062.

uncertainty calculations where numbers

are not even known to one significant

figure, especially where calculations are of

type 1, above.

4. REDUCEPACE
REDUCEPACE is a special function

1 have found to be in great demand. It has

been reported that most computer errors

occur in the most difficult parts of the

program. Therefore, 1 have found the need

for the REDUCEPACE statement to slow

calculation speed so the computer does not

This function has three
arguments which

specify whether the
answer must be

an integer number,
a floating point number,

or a simple
"YES" or "NO".

make a mistake by rushing over these

sections. A RESUMEPACE statement

should precede the next easy section to

optimize computer time.

5. GRAB (A) FROM ARRAY (C)

This function will pick any element

from the array C and assign the value to the

variable A for all further calculations.

6. EXTRAPOLATE (C)

In the above function. C is an array

defined in a previous DIMENSION
statement. The purpose of this statement is

to help all of those programmers who have

on occasion tried to write, read, or use

values beyond the dimension of the array

C. This function will extrapolate as far as

necessary to accommodate all reasonable

requests for array C. or any other array. If

the specified array is not known to the

program, tasteful default values are

supplied.

228

7. DELPHI (l,X,A)

In the course of most business

discussions, you often hear the words, "I

won't believe it unless you have the

computer back it up." Everyday busi-

nessmen are running to the computer for

the answers to their business and social

problems. This function will help the

computer make those decisions by relying

on an ancient technique used since the

beginning of recorded history. This

function has three arguments which

specify whether the answer must be an

integer number, a floating point number,

or a simple "YES" or "NO". Use this

function with care because it will carry

great weight.

8. SHUFFLE
The SHUFFLE command provides

an additional way to add uncertainty into

your program by randomizing the order of

all lines in the program. I believe that this

statement provides the most profound and

powerful degree of uncertainty that can be

input into a program.

9. GIVEUP 600

This statement tells the computer

where to go when it is so totally confused

that it no longer knows where it is. In this

case it should go to 600.

10. SUICIDE
This statement is an extreme version

of the GIVEUP statement and should only

be used as a last resort. It tells the computer

that if giving up does not help because the

problems are too severe, that it should end

it all. At this point, all systems will go

down, lights will go out, air conditioning

will turn off, printers will silence, and all

the little floppies will stick up in the air.

This statement has the additional benefit

of replacing software error by hardware

error, which can in principle be fixed more

easily. It is especially useful as deadlines

approach.
1 sincerely hope that these new

functions will help the frazzled program-

mer in dealing with the uncertain world we

live in. Remember that nothing in this

world is perfect, and indeed, neither are

these commands, but they may help you

over some tight spots. O

CREATIVE COMPUTING



APPLE-STATISTICS
FOR THE PROFESSIONAL A COMPLETE STATISTICS

AND DATA MANAGEMENT PACKAGE

Data Entry and Filing
• By Variable Name and
Case Number

• One-Time Data Entry
• Easy and Rapid Editing
• Data Entry Worksheets

Data File Manipulation
•Add New Variables
•Add or Delete Case Values
•Create SUBFILES By User
Defined SEARCH &
SELECT Criteria

Statistical Calculations
• Mean. Std. Dev.. Std. Error
• Coefficient of Variation
• Frequency Distribution
• Unpaired t-Test
• Paired t-Test

• Mann-Whitney U Test
• Wilcoxon Paired Sample Test
•Chi-Square Test
• Linear Regression
•Correlation
•One-Way ANOVA with the
Newman- Keuls Test

• Hard Copy of Data & Results

Statistical Calculations can be made on VISICALC (DIF)
and DATADEX* FILES. Graphic Plotting of all APPLE-
STATISTICS Data Files can be done with APPLE PLOT.*

Only $95.00 brings you the APPLE-STATISTICS instruction
manual, the Master Program Disk, and a Back-Up Disk.

See APPLE-STATISTICS at your local Apple Computer store.
Dealer inquiries invited. For information please phone or write:

Ed-Sci Development
460 Beacon St. San Francisco, CA 94131 (415) 282-7020

APPLE-STATISTICS requires an Apple II with the Applesoft or
Language Card, or an Apple II+, 48K memory, and at least one
disk drive with DOS 3.3 (16 sector).

1 Apple and Apple Plot are registered trademarks of Apple Computer Inc.
VisCalc is a registered trademark ol Personal Software Inc.
DATADEX is a registered trademark of Sonoma Softworks
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ffcippkz computer inc. ^^
ATARr

CALL US!
We will meet or beat any mail order
prices, but they won't match our serviced

NEW NEC COMPUTERS

NOW IN STOCK!

Daisy
Wheel
Printer

$1,495
TAMPICO LABS, INC.

P.O.BOX 1000
Across from Ramada Inn

Destin, FL. 32541

CALL 904-243-8565

Games for
Thinkers! #

A true, tote-playing adventure game Gives you the

ability to create and train characters, then take

them on hair-raising adventures. The King's

Testing Ground master diskette is the starting

point Move your character to other adventure

diskettes like "The Vampyre Cave", "Kidnapper's

Cove' and more

SwordThrust" master diskette . . $29.95
All other adventure diskettes $24.95

Combines the shoot em up theory of computer

games with the subtleties of chess Face storm

troopers, robots and mindless rJroids as you

attempt to escape from within the enemy ship

Mission Escape" $24.95

Perhaps the most evil, scary, unpredictable

danger any of us will face is . the stock

market. Up to 9 players can compete in this

fast-paced game of skill and brains.

Will Street'" $24.95

All games require 48k Apple II" or Apple III'"

' ""
in ROM and one disk drive

#mission
ESCAPE!

$STREET

See your local computer store or order direct

from CE Software

801 73rd St • Des Moines. IA 50312

(515) 224-1995
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At last! You can

VIDEOTAPE
apple color graphic/

iiiiiuiimimmw

THE ADW4R APPLE PROC. MOD.
Modifies nonstandard Apple color sync

signals to fall within NTSC videotape

recorder tolerances Record, edit,

duplicate without loss ol color

Add colorful graphics and illustrated

titles to your videotapes Easy to install
ST*BLE

in slot "7 ol Apple computer rni no

COLOR
DOES
NOT
RECORD

NTSC
COLOR
IMAGE

ADWAR APPLE PROC MOD $300
IOO Fifth Ave., Wow York lOOllI

(2 18) 691-0076 • Telex 420801

1
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4 Beginner's Guide to Player-Missile Graphics

Back when I was first working on an

Atari 800, I tried to figure out Player-

Missile graphics. First, I asked everyone I

knew what P-M was and how it worked.

"Well, like, man, it's a special subsystem

with a reserved memory area that's really

hard to use and you use Peek( 106) to find

an open page, man, then bump it 1024

and do a DMA write then hit D-Mack-

Tull and Grack-Tull and it fires up."

And perhaps the best of all. "It's how
they did Star Raiders." (Mind you. these

were people who programmed Ataris for

a living!)

Said I. "There's got to be a better way."

I then retired to a hilltop in Tibet with an

Atari, and several hundred pages of

manuals lent to me by some kind soul in a

San Jose computer club, and started trying

to figure it out. Long did I puzzle over the

hardware manual (and still do). My back

issues of Creative arrived with snow on

them, all wrinkled up. But at last I won
out: 1 returned understanding Player-

Missile graphics. And in this column I

shall try to impart to you. willing disciple,

some of this knowledge, and help you

achieve good karma.

In order to understand P-M graphics,

it's best to start at the low level hardware

functions and work up to the automatic

DMA. So let's start at the TV.
A TV picture is made up of horizontal

scan lines output from a source in time

with the scanning of the TV. In our case,

the source is the Atari, busily outputting

data to the TV and trying to keep up with

it. A special chip, called Antic, was designed

to aid the main 6502 processor of the

Atari in generating displays. (A longer

and more detailed view of how the Atari

David and Sandy Small. 1 1.114 Yucca Dr.. Austin.

TX 787M).

David and Sandy Small

generates these graphics appeared in the

July 1981 issue of Creative, but is too long

to repeat here.)

There's another chip called CTIA. CTIA
is the chip which handles the assignment

of color and such: Antic is more concerned

with getting data from memory location

for CTIA (by DMA) in time to keep up

with the TV. Because they are reincarnated

slave drivers and prone to such behavior,

the Atari designers felt that CTIA just

didn't have enough to do, so they thought

up another task for it.

CTIA already keeps track of where he

is horizontally on each scan like they

reasoned. So let's have him keep an eye

on a memory location at the same time

for a special purpose. In this location is a

number that corresponds to a horizontal

position on the TV screen. I'll refer to the

memory location where horizontal infor-

mation is stored as a "horizontal position

register."

Now, let's say CTIA should find that

his horizontal position at the moment
happens to equal this horizontal position

register. Great things begin to happen!

CTIA looks to another register to get one

byte of data (this one I'll call a "graphics

data register"). He then takes the first bit

of data in this register, puts it onscreen as

a dot if 1. or skips it if 0. For the next dot

over, when he gets there, he does the

same thing. He works his way from left to

right onscreen, left to right through the

eight bits of data— most significant bit

first. He puts these eight bits of data

onscreen at a color and luminance specified

by yet a third special register, the "color/

lum register."

To get an overview of this process, let's

say we have 150 stored in the horizontal

position register, a color of bright green

at 10 intensity in the color/lum register,

and a bit pattern of 11001011 stored in

the graphics data register. When CTIA,

Listing 1.

1 REM PROGRAM 1

S REM «»«« DEFINES
10 HPOS0=53248
20 6ITS0=53261
30 COL0=704
10 SIZE0=53256
100 REM x««x PROGRAM 1

110 REM **»* GENERATE A FIXED PLAYER
120 REM
130 REM «x«k SET HORIZ POSITION
140 POKE HPOS0.120
150 REM **« SET COLOR
160 POKE COL0,202:REM B.GRN,INTEN»10
170 REM »»« SET DATA
180 POKE BITS0,218:REM 1011 0101
190 REM **** SET SIZE
200 POKE SIZEO.O

Listing 2.

1 REM PROGRAM 2

5 REM kk«« DEFINES
10 HFOS0=53248
20 BITS0=53261
30 COL0=704
40 SIZE0=53Z56
100 REM *m*K PROGRAM 4

110 REM »«** SHIFT PLAYER COLORS
120 REM
130 REM «*«* SET HORIZ POSITION
140 POKE HPOS0.150
170 REM ««« SET DATA
180 POKE E!ITS0,203:REM 1100 1011
190 REM **** SET SIZE
200 POKE SIZEO.O
30 REM ««« SHIFT PLAYER COLOR
310 FOR PCOL«0 TO 255 STEP 2

320 POKE COL0,PCOL
330 NEXT PCOL
340 GOTO 310

230 CREATIVE COMPUTING
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custom ATARI* programs. The Grand Masters ofprogramming at a mail order price.

Star Trek 3.5 (Adventure International) 24K hots ofcolor,
lots <it action as you livix-i-warp through the quadrantsm your March lor KUrigons. This program will satisfy the
trekkie m us all. Cassette $14.95
Text Wizard™ (Lkitasqft) 32K ATARI owners have waited a

long tunc rora high quality full blown word processor TextU izard was well worth the wait. This easy-to-use and com-

Introducing CYBERSOFTT

Now that you own ATARI ", the finest, most versatile, most
powerful home computer on the market, you should have the
software to make your ATARI sit up and really function.

We have the "best of the best" programs from the Grand
Masters of micro-computer software: Automated Simulations,
Crystal. Swifty Software. Adventure International, Datasoft.
Personal Software, and Dvnacomp. All sold by mail. And. with the
CYBERSOFT ironclad guarantee*!

Space Chase (Swiflv Software) 16K Nifty eve-hand
coordination tests .

.
rt you clear one galaxy of*planets" and avoid

destruction at the hands of an alien ship you are rewarded bv an
attack bv two aliens and then three. Game keeps score and "

displays high score. Colorful graphics and trood plaviim.
Cassette $14.95 r

•
•

Fastgammon™ (Qualitv Software) 8K The Ixvt of the
computer backgammon names. YOu can repeat games with the
same dice rolls to try different strategies. You rolldice or let
computer roll forvoii. This mach
experienced and beginners alike.
I'nderutilizes ATARI " graphics but

paratively inexpensive program has receivi
groups across file country. This program fi

ATARI keyboard and ease ofcursor mover

rived raves from user
fully utilizes the unique

...emeht. Justifies right,Tefland center. Pagination. Word search and substitute. Diskette and
. Centronics 737 or Epson MX-80 printer. $99.95

machine language program challenge:-
alike.

...jhics but
playing quality more than makes up.
Cassette 519.95

'

Invasion Orion™ (Automated
Simulations) 32K You are the fleet
commander pitted against the Klaatu
somewhere in space.' You play the
leading role in a number of c'aretiillv
crafted scenarios. This game takes more
skill than luck in order 'to be successful.
The documentation is superb. Create
your own senarios. Excellent graphics.
good sound. Cassette $24.95

'

Rescue at Rigel (Automated
Simulation.*) 32K Ten people from the
Orion colony at Ultima Thule I including
your favorite female] have been
captured. Your mother ship must leave
in h() minutes. As •Sudden Smith, vou
must find and release them, but it won't
Ik- easy in the maze of corridors, rooms
and levels. Oh, by the way, the place is
crawling with bad guvs. Cassette $29.95

Sands ofMars'(Crystal) -40K this is
the one gamesters are all talking about.
A two diskette game, with diskette
one putting you in command ofthe
"Starship Herman". You must stock her.
select her crew, command the launch
and negotiate your way through the
hazards ofthe Universe. Diskette two
holds vour adventures on the Sands of
Mars. The game is saveablc. Two
Diskettes $39.95

'CYBERSOFT Ironclad Guarantee.
We fully guarantee the software we sell. If
tor any reason, you are not satisfied with
your purchase, return the program within
.'{(I days in its original packaging. We'll
refund your money, no questions asked.

Our order system is as accurate and fast as
our software..lust dial

1-800-247-2000 EXT 505
(In Iowa 1-000-362-2133, extension 505).
Or, vou can write to CYBERSOFT at P.O. Box
505 Bcllevue. Washington 9H009. VISA and
MasterCard gladly accepted.
Included $2.00 handling charge per order.
Washington residents add .

r).4
:

Bales tax.

2803 in:;:! N.E. Bellcvur, WA 9S00S
righi l!«i Cvbcraofl Inc.

'Atari i~ .1 rrgi«trrml trademark >>t ATARI Inc.

ATARI H25, i.entronics 737 or Epson MA-eu pr
Adventurelaiid (Adventure International) 24K Designed lor

the novice at adventuring and a great way to get hooked on the
work of adventure. As vou make vour way through an enchanted
world vou will encounter wild animals, spell-ridden critters and
more. Your task is to avoid the perils asyoU trv to collect the 13 lost
treasures. Cassette $14.95

Mission Impossible (Adventure International) Z4K Another
adventure from the great Scott Adams.
Beginning "Good morning, vour
mission is . .

.". your task is to save
a nuclear reactor from destruction.
NO magic help in this one. Addiction
is possible. Cassette $14.95

Bridge 2.0 (IMicuomp) 24K Now
you (an practice vour bridge at home
before you have ti> embarrass yourselfat
the neighbors. Bridge 2.0 bids (Goren)
and plays Ixjth contract and duplicate
bridge. It even doubles ifyou gel carried
away with your bidding. No graphics,
but clearly arranged formal makes
playing easy. Cassette $17.95

*istc
"

cybe^suft
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VIsR-alc™ (Personal Software) 32K
If vou use your ATARI for any business
purpose or for your personal finances,
vou will want Visicalc. It probably sold
more computers than any program
other than Star Raiders. Visit-ale creates
a very large accountants ledger pad
ui ion which vou write with your ATARI.
The fundamental difference is, ifyou
change any figure(s) the balance ofthe
figures are automatically adjusted.
Extensive documentatign outuces the
full features of this fantastic business
tool. Diskette $199.95

N'ominoesjigsaw (Ih-nactmip) 24K
A 60 piece jigsaw puzzle you complete
on vour screen. Three levels ofdifficulty
to confound vou. Scoring is a function

'

of how manv tries and how difficult
the puzzle. Cassette $17.95
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Listing 3.

1 REM PROGRAM 3
5 REM mi DEFINES
10 HPOS0=53218
20 BITS0»53261
30 COL0=701
50 SIZE0=53256
100 REM *«** PROGRAM 2

110 REM »«« ROTATE A PLAYER
120 REM
130 POKE HPOS0,150:REM HORIZ POS
150 REM **«» SET COLOR
160 POKE COL0,202:REM B GRN,INTEN=10
190 REM **»* SET SIZE
200 POKE SIZEO.O
30 REM **** MODIFY BIT PATTFTRN

310 FOR T=0 TO 255
320 POKE BITS0.T
325 FOR DELAYS TO 100 1 NEXT DELAY
330 NEXT T
340 GOTO 310

busily scanning across the screen, finds

his current position is 150. he will plot—dot

dot (skip) (skip) dot (skip) dot dot— from
his current position, working to the right

(continuing the sweep). The dots will be

green. CTIA will then finish the rest of

the scan line with display list stuff. In the

next line, he will again get to the 150

midway across the screen, and copy the

graphics data register at the same color

onto the TV. This process will happen

every time he hits 150 horizontally. (Figure

I.)

What we end up with is a vertical green

stripe at horizontal position 150. exactly

matching the bit pattern above. Let's go

ahead and run a program to do just this,

so you can see what it looks like. (See

Listing 1.)

Now, I'd like to have you briefly play

around with this program to learn about

Figure 1.

Listing 5.

The Player

Listing 4.

1 REM PROGRAM 1

5 REM ***« DEFINES
10 HPOS0=53218
20 BITS0=53261
30 COL0=701
10 SIZE0=53256
100 REM mi PROGRAM 2

110 REM xxh ROTATE A PLAYER
120 REM
150 REM n«* SET COLOR
160 POKE COL0,202:REM B GRN,

INTEN 1(1

170 REM II" SET DATA
180 POKE BITS0,203:REM 1100 1011
190 REM mi SET SIZE
200 POKE SIZEO.O
30 REM mi ROTATE RIGHT
310 FOR T = 10 TO 200
320 POKE HPOSO.T
330 NEXT T
310 GOTO 310

1 REM PROGRAM 5
5 REM xxix DEFINES
10 HPOS0=53248
20 BITS0=53261
30 COL0=701
10 SIZE0=53256
100 REM xxxi PROGRAM 5
110 REM mi MODIFY PLAYER SIZE
120 REM
130 REM nxx SET HORIZ POSITION
110 POKE HPOS0.120
150 REM ixii SET COLOR
160 POKE COL0.202JREM B GRN,INTEN=10
170 REM xxix SET DATA
180 POKE BITS0,203'.REM 1100 1011

300 REM mi SHIFT PLAYER SIZE
310 POKE SIZEO.O
315 PRINT "SIZE NORMAL"
320 GOSUB 10 00
330 POKE SIZE0.1
335 PRINT "SIZE X 2"
310 GOSUB 1000
350 POKE SIZE0.3
355 PRINT "SIZE X 1"

360 GOSUB 100
370 GOTO 310
1000 FOR Z = l to iooo:next z:return

the registers. Let's change the color/lum.

the graphics data, and the horizontal

position registers. The effects will be.

respectively, changing the color, the bit

pattern, and the horizontal position of

the stripes. Run the programs in Listings

2. 3. and 4 to see these effects.

Next, I'll have to introduce you to the

"size register." The size register tells CTIA
how big to make his dots when he puts

them on screen. He can make them normal

size, twice as large, or four times as large.

(All he does is plot the same data two or

four times as he scans across the screen if

we tell him to. Thus the stripe will grow

from the left, with the left border [at 150|

staying constant.) Run the program in

Listing 5 to see this particular effect. A
zero in this register means times one. a

one means times two, and a three means
times four.

The object you see in front of you. this

stripe, is known as a "player." If you imagine

an object that is exactly the same as a

player, but is only two bits wide instead

of eight, you have a "missile." Hence the

name, "player-missile."

Well, you say. is that all? What good is

a green stripe in the middle of the TV
that doesn't even shut off when I quit

running my program?

That's a good point. The thing is. we

don't have to leave the data in the graphics

register on all the time. Let's say we leave

it all O's for a while from the top of the

screen. CTIA will plot nothing, just putting

the usual background stuff (display list)

on that scan line at 150. But if we should

suddenly put some data— for example.

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 —in the graphics data register,

it will plot in the next scan lines from

Figure 2.

The Square Player

Horizontal Position
Register : 150

Graphics Data

11001011
Graphics Data
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sewsafcioRal
software

creative
contpatiRg
software

Atari is a registered trademark of Atari. Inc.

Trivia Unlimited I Outdoor Games
Cassette CS-7001 $11.95 Requires 24K

INDENTED THE STEBH600T

ROBERT Fiji ton

Cassette CS-7002 1 1.95 4 Programs Cassette CS-7002 (32K) 11 1 95

2. SOHUEL HORSE

3. THOHOS EDISON

4. SOHUEL SHITH

Forest Fire. Use chemical retardants and
backfires to control raging forest fires

Test your expertise in any ol seven areas
science, geography, history, computers.
TV and movies. English language, or trivia

Speed and number of correct answers de-
termine your score in this challenging ser-
ies of multiple-choice quizzes Over 200
questions in all

Original Adventure
Disk CS-7504 (40K) S24 95

- /

Cassette CS-7009 (32K) $19 95

Treasure Island I. Vour map shows buried
treasure but unfortunately you don t know
where you are Try to find the treasure
while moving about and observing your
surroundings You have a 3-day supply of
food and water You may find useful objects
(compass, weapons, a horse) but watch out
for hazards (robot guards, pirates, caves,
crocodiles, mountain lions and morel.

Treasure Island II. Same game except you
have to use a metal detector to find the
treasure

Fishing Trip. Try to catch flounder and
salmon while avoiding logs, sharks, bad
weather and running out of fuel.

Haunted House
Cassette CS-7003

$11 95
Requires 32K

Trivia Unlimited
DiskCS-7501 <16K|$1995

This is a menu driven version of CS-7001

Hail to the Chief
OiSk CS-7701 |40K| $24 95
Cassette CS-7201 (32K) $24 95

This comprehensive election simulation is

described completely in the Apple software
section

Outdoor Games &
Haunted House
Disk CS-7502 (40K) $19 95

This disk contains all five programs from
cassettes CS-7002 and CS-7003

It's 6:00 pm and you have until midnight to find the secret
passageway out of a large rambling HAUNTED HOUSE. During
your search you'll encounter skeleton keys, charms, friendly
ghosts, and evil spirits. Sound effects add to the eerieness. The
layout changes in every game.

Order Today
To order any of these software packages

send payment plus $2 00 postage and
handling per order to Creative Computing
Morris Plains NJ 07950 Visa MasterCard
and American E xpress orders may be called
in toll-free

Order today at no risk If you are not
completely satisfied your money will be
promptly and courteously refunded

Creative Computing Software
Morris Plains. NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-«31-*1 12
In NJ 201-540-0445

creative computing software
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Atari, continued...

then on. Then we can turn it off. by

putting O's back into the register, and we

will have a square onscreen. It will really

be a stripe, with a lit square in the middle

of it. but to us it will appear to be just a

square. (Figure 2.)

Now this is starting to get useful. We
could change the shape of the square by

changing the data we put in the graphics

control register. We can move it horizon-

tally by changing the horizontal position

register, or vertically by changing where

we decide to click the graphics data register

on and off. Then we will have an object

moving around on the TV screen. Did 1

say "an" object? I should mention there

are four players and four missiles available,

each with separate controls. Table 1 lists

the control memory locations.

Missiles have the same colors as their

players. Missiles can also be grouped

together to form a fifth player; four missiles

two bits wide equal one player eight bits

wide, get it? All missiles have the same

size and same data (usually two on bits

anyway).
Some of the above demo programs

should now become clear. I have set Player

O's horizontal position to 150. hiscolor/lum

to bright green at intensity ten (color/lum

register = 16 *(color number) + Lum),

1
and his graphics data to CB hex, or 203

decimal. Alas, I haven't written the color/

lum information to the location listed

above, however. Let me pass on a sad

experience to tell you why.

Inside the operating system of the Atari,

invisible to you, exists what are known as

"shadow registers." These registers contain

what the O.S. currently thinks the color/

lum and so forth of the players and missile

are. Now at the beginning of every screen

refresh, the hardware registers for P-M

for which the O.S. has a shadow are

reloaded from the O.S. data. This means

if you go in and change the addresses

shown above, with a POKE, in some cases

the change will only last until the next

refresh: l/60th of a second. So for the

O.S. shadowed hardware locations listed

above. POKE into the O.S. shadow register,

not the hardware register, for a permanent

effect.

Another good use for this table is direct

Setcolor poking. Now all a Setcolor does

is take the color, multiply it by 16. add

the lum you specify, and POKE it into the

above O.S. shadow locations. For a much
faster Setcolor, just do a POKE i play field

O.S. shadow location), (16*color) + Lum.

The O.S. locations to look for are the

play field areas, also known as color registers

Listing 6.

10 REM PROGRAM 6. USE ALL PLAYERS.

20 REM DEMONSTRATES PRIORITY
30 POKE 623,2tREM P0 HIGHEST

40 REM POKE A 2 TO HAVE PLAYERS
2 3

50 REM HAVE LOWER PRIORITY THAN
PLAYF

60 POKE 70*.,t:REM COLOR P0 GREY-LO
70 POKE 705,S8:REM COLOR PI

ORANGE-HI
00 POKE 706,90 t REM COLOR P2

PURPLE-HI
90 POKE 707,196:REM COLOR P3

GREEN-LO
100 REM
110 POKE 53261, 255IREM BITS P0
120 POKE 53262, 255tREM BITS PI

130 POKE 53263, 255IREM BITS P2
HO POKE 53265, 255: REM BITS P3
150 PRINT "PLAYER GREY"
160 PRINT "PLAYER 1 ORANGE"
170 PRINT "PLAYER 2 = PURPLE"
180 PRINT "PLAYER 3 = GREEN "

190 REM CYCLE THROUGH PRIORITIES
200 FOR X=l TO 15
210 POKE 623,

X

220 PRINT "PRIORITY CODE ="!X
230 FOR T=36 TO 21B STEP 3

210 POKE 53219, 20+T: REM PLAYER
250 POKE 53219, TtREM PLAYER 1

260 POKE 53250, 218-T!REM PLAYER 2

270 POKE 53251, 239-T'.REM PLAYER 3

280 FOR Z=l TO 15:NEXT Z

290 NEXT T

300 NEXT X

310 GOTO 200

C Compiler only *75
We have re-written Small-C as published by Ron Cain in the

May, 1980 issue of Dr. Dobbs. The Code Works C compiler

(CW/C) includes these additional features:

• Structures and unions
• For, switch/case, do-while

• Multidimensional arrays

• Conditional compilation (sifdef.etc.)

• Assignment operators, e.g. x += 10;

• Can declare complex types, e.g. bit (*fp)|5);

• User supplied I/O buffers of any size

• Dynamic storage allocation (alloc and free)

• Command line arguments using argv and argc

• Improved error handling

CW/C is a proper subset of the full C language. We do not have:

float, double, long, unsigned or short data types; static; initial-

izers; sizeof; typedef; "?:"; casts; bit fields; goto; #undef, #if,

•line.

CW/C generates assembly language source code that is

then assembled using ASM or MAC. CW/C supports inline

assembly language with the #asm ... tendasm preprocessor

commands. Requires 56K 8060 or Z80 CP/M system. Distributed

on single-density 8" disk or Northstar double density CP/M 5"

disk. Includes an excellent User Manual, the executable CW/C
compiler, runtime library, and several useful example programs
written in C.

CW/C k $7S. including shipping in the US and Canada.

CA residents add 6"
. U«. Vita and MasterCard welcome.

CP/M h a registered trademark of Digital Research.
theCODE
WORKS Box 550, Coleta, CA 93116 805-683-1585
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Educational
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(^~*VP Program
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as/ FREE

Educational Catalog
Summary Available
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Add New
"Tricks"
to your
Sorcerer. .

.

• Precision printing

• Simple, readable
control characters

• Auto Center
• Four function math
• Column formatting

• Expandable with

WP + SORT, WP + TERM

Cassette $49.95
Disk $54.95
WPDISK $14.95
Sorc

!l£l^l!!21l£I2£g!!£!-ggg_
k afe Trademarks of Exidy Systems.

| CPM is a Trademark of Digital Research.

' COMMAND :R 1

Precision printing on 737 739 and daisywheel printers fU Shadow. U boldface, B strike over, and O expanded print (•

Underline, D superscript D. D subscript D . and O OF escape fRight justified, true proportional spacing on 737 739 (.B Auto centering, alternating page headers and margins (-

16 digit, four function math with 26 memory registers f
[+ A - B] 82.6 adds 82.6 to register A, subtracts from B fScreen display lets you do simple What if?' problems f

Formatting works with both text and math calculations (-

Up to 10 format lines can be user defined in the text fDQ .......
,

1 4 Exit Cable : 79.95 : Microtone : 19.95 (•

J 4 WP + Micropol CPM : 59.95 : Time Card : 14.95 (

r

Autoloads in top of RAM with user programable Y table fSpecify C. Itoh, Qume, NEC, Diablo, or 737 739 printer fDisk versions need Exidy s DISKDRIV program or WPDISK rj

Ask your Exidy dealer for Triangle System proa-
ucts or order direct specify hardware configu-
ration and software format (1200 baud cassette
Exidy CPM. or Micropohs CPM). add $3 00
domestic. $8 00 overseas shipping and han-
dling. 5°o sales tax in Ohio, and send check or
money order in US funds to

TA TRIANGLE SYSTEMS7P O Box 44026. Columbus. Ohio 43204
614 272-8201

CIRCLE 237 ON READER SERVICE CARD

(CippkZ Systems Design Lab Software

Now Available
TRS-80

PRO FOOTBALL
POINTSPREAD PREDICTION SYSTEM

PRO FOOTBALL has consistently beat the Las Vegas e»pem During the 198(1 season.
gram won 7M ted upsel games against the I Srogiam

may I* iml includes a prior season rjaj

APPLE/TRS-80 32K DISK $26.93
APPLE/TRS 80 32K TAPE $21.93

COLLEGE FOOTBALL
POINTSPREAD PREDICTION SYSTEM

"'' FOOTBAI i MM) I HAIL program and contains
eludes a prior Mm data die and may be

.ibllity

APPLE/TRS-80 46K DISK $26.93
APPLE/TRS-80 48K TAPE $21.93

WORD POWER
WOHI) PROCESSING AND MAILING MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

ng and

Iha Dm Pays
im 8(1 column board-

APPLE32K DISK $99.93

WIN AT THE RACES
THOROUGHBRED HANDICAPPING SYSTEM

WIN AT THK RACES is a new Ihoroughhr.

i.pular book call.-.! Is INNIM , A T Till KA<
iam Quirin Tbe program pi

My and probable belting odd-

handicapper

APPLE/TRS-80 32K 0ISK j39 OJ
APPLE/TRS-80 32K TAPE $34.93

BOOK: WINNING AT THE RACES
BY DR WILLIAM QUIRIN

WINNING AT mi RACES by D, w-.n,.,,,, Qut„
handicapping that details wl.r

rnpuler gener.,-

SYSTEMS DESIGN I AH .,, your loci

RETAIL PRICE $21.93

MULTIPLE REGRESSION
MULTIPI 1 HI ( ,Kl SSION ANALYSIS

MULTIPLE REGRESSION n

no its,

much ii

APPLE 1 6K D ,5K JJ99J

Sec All Systems Design Lab Software at your local dealer or order from VISA

2612 ARTESIA BLVD., SUITE B
REDONDO BEACH, CA 90278

(213) 374-4471
CIRCLE 310ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Atari, continued.

Table 1. Player-Missile Controls.

Color/Lum
Register

Object

Number
Horizontal

Position Register

Graphics

Data Register

Player

Player 1

Player 2

Player 3

IXXXH53248)

DOOM53249)

D002-( 53250)

D003-( 53251)

D00D-(53261)

DO0E-(53262)

DO0F-(53263)

D010-(53264)

Missile

Missile 1

Missile 2

Missile 3

D004-( 53252)

D005-(53253)

D006-(53254)

D007-(53255)

D01H53265)
same

same

same

O.S.* Size

Shadow Register

D012-(53266) 704

D013-(53267) 705

D014-(53268) 706

D01H53269) 707

same as P0
same as PI

same as P2

same as P3

DO08-(53256)

D009-(53257)

D00A-(53258)

D00B-< 53259)

D00C-( 53260)

same
same

same

O.S. Shallow Registers*

O.S. Location Hardware Kegister

- ANTIC- —

(

:tia-

??F H (559D) D400 H (DMA CTL)*»* 26F H (623D) D01B

7F3 H (755D) D401 H (CHA CTL) 2C0 H (704D) D012

230 H (560D) D402 H (Dlist L) 2C1 H (705D) D013

731 H (561 D) D403 H (DlistH) 2C2 H (706D) D014

2F4 H (756D) D409 H (CH BASE) 2C3
2C4
2C5
2C6
2C7
2C8

H (707D)

H (708D)

H (709D)

H (710D)

H (71 ID)

H (71 2D)

D015
D016
D017
D018
D019
D01A

(PRIOR)
(Player Color)

(Player 1 Color)

(Player 2 Color)

(Player 3 Color)

(Play Field Color)

(PlayField 1 Color)

(PlayField2Color)

(PlayField3Color)

(PlayField 4 Backgnd Color)

Refer also to Atari columns listing hardware register addresses.

• O.S. or Operating System-A control progam that allows the computer to react with other programs, and

handle input and output. .

•* Shadow Register-An area in memory that stores information to be transferred to a hardware control

device •

•*• DMA or Direct Memory Access- Allowing information in memory to be transferred from one location or

device to another without using the main microprocessor. The Atari uses the Antic microprocessor to transfer

information from memory to the television screen.

Abbreviations CTL = Control DList = Display List H = High Byte L = Low Byte

to the Basic programmer. (2C4-2C8 H)

The information provided so far will be

quite helpful. You can get some really

neat color effects running players back

and forth. Try the program in Listing 6

for this effect and feel free to modify it in

all sorts of ways. Note the effect, though,

when two players run over one another,

or when a player runs over some back-

ground (display list) data!

When two players or missiles (or more)

"collide," what happens? CTIA will have

two "on" bits of data from two objects

and has to resolve the priority conflict.

First, it lets you know they have collided

(remember, that doesn't just mean their

horizontal position has matched, it means
that while plotting "on" bits of graphics

data registers CTIA encountered two in

the same place) writing into a "collision

register." CTIA then follows a priority

scheme to tell it which player to plot over

which, and whether to plot players over

display list data. You select the scheme

you want with a POKE. Table 2 lists the

different schemes.

Player-Missile DMA
So far we have a vertical stripe onscreen

and some interesting color effects. Basic

is nowhere near fast enough to switch the

thing off and on to get an "object" on

screen. And even if we were to work in

assembly language, we would tie up the

6502 processor doing all this on/off stuff

and writing the graphics registers, and it

wouldn't have time to do much else.

The designers of the Atari followed

this identical train of thought. Let's listen

in and see how they solved it.
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SOFTWARE FOR ATA RI

MAZE Of DFATH
As a special agent, you try to stop the Cosmifron Device

from exploding and destroying the city. The sinister

scientist has allowed the device to become critical by

removing the radiation control blocks before it is too

late. You work agoinst the clock, find your way through

laser rooms, mine rooms and other hazards, evade
Electrobofs and much more. 5 levels of play. All

graphics, joystick required. ©19 81

In Real Time 16 K cassette only SI2.95

DRAC IS BACK
An adventure game to test your logic and your tendency

towards greed. Battle monsters, werewolves, vampires,

speeding demons , the crafty Igor and of course the Lord

of Evil...Drac. How much gold can you escape with ?

How much will you spend to stay olive ? Your instincts

could be wrong, (non- scrolling). ©1981
24 K cassette only $14.95

SYNCRO, INC. SOFTWARE DIVISION
31332 VU COLINAS, SUITE 107
WEST-LAKE VILLAGE. CA. 91362

VISA S MASTERCARD ACCEPTED
CALIF. RESIOENTS PLEASE ADO
6% SALES TAX. SI.50 SHIPPING

Can You Provide Top
Quality Music Education
On A Tight Budget? Yes!
The alphaSyntauri ,m

is

a CAI teaching tool for
basic musicianship

a digital synthesizer for
live performance and composing
affordable today!

For more information, contact:
Syntauri corp., 3506 waverley st.

palo alto, ca 94306 (415) 494-1017

For a demonstration record.
please enclose $2.00.

CIRCLE 246 ON READER SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 286 ON READER SERVICE CARD

It Makes Kids Think.
The Turtle is the perfect teaching and learning tool for

mathematics or programming because abstract ideas are
made visible and concrete. This small robot is easy to connect
and simple commands can be mastered in minutes. Students
absorb powerful ideas while having fun programming the
Turtle to move, blink, beep, draw, or use its touch sensors. In-

terfaces for APPLE. Atari and S- 100 bus computers are avail-

able. The following books are also available from Terrapin.
Mindstorms $ 1 2. 95 Artificial Intelligence $18. 95, Katie and the
Computer $6.95, Small Computers $9.95. Turtle Geometry
$20. Add $2.00 shipping for 1 book and $1 for each additional
book. MA residents add 5% sales tax. For more information,

write or call Terrapin Inc. 678 Massachusetts Avenue /

Cambridge. MA 02 1 39 / (6 1 7) 492-88 1

6

CIRCLE 3130N READER SERVICE CARD

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
VERBAL SKILLS - FOR THE APPLE*

II and TRS-80*
Vocabulary Builder

Word Analogy

Sentence Completion

Verbal Skills Pak

- Over 1600 entries with option of
matching synonyms or antonyms -

$24.95
- Over 1200 word relationships -

$24.95
- Equivalent to 6 SAT tests -

$24.95
• All three diskettes tor |ust

$59.95

Math I

Math II

MATH SKILLS - FOR THE APPLE* II

Math Skills Pak

- Over 5O0 entries.

Pre-calculus level Algebra.
Geometry, and Trigonometry -

$24.95
- Over 500 entries. Geometry and
Trigonometry with graphic displays
of problems - $34.95

- Both diskettes for just - $49.95

LANGUAGE SKILLS - FOR THE APPLE* II

German - Over 800 entries each with
French choice ot English/Foreign or
Spanish Foreign/English -$29.95 each.

Verbal and Math Skills Program* are intended as study aids for Col-
lege Board Type Exams le g SAT. (IRE. LSAT. ACT. MAT. etc l All pro
grams include a resident editor for expanding or mt>difyinK data list* and
require no computer experience — Ideal for students'

SLIWA ENTERPRISES INC.
SOFTWARE DEPARTMENT

POST OFFICE BOX 400
BIG FLATS. NEW YORK 14814

607/562-3287
Apple is a registered trademark ot Apple Computer. Inc

' TRS-60 is a registered trademark of Tandy Corp

CIRCLE 305 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Atari, continued...

Table 2. Priority table.

Location DO IB (53275) contains the priority data. Use OS

632D as this address is shadowed.

Select either 8, 4. 2, or 1 to POKE with. Adding them gives

odd results consisting of black overlapping regions. (Experi-

ment!)

8 4

P-FO P-FO

P-Fl P-Fl

PlayO P-F 2

Play 1 P-F3&5
Play 2 PlayO

Play 3 Play 1

P-F 2 Play 2

P-F 3&5 Play 3

BACKGND BACKGND

2

PlayO

1

PlayO Highest Priority

Play 1 Play 1

P-FO Play 2

P-Fl Play 3

P-F 2 P-FO
P-F 3&5 P-Fl

Play 2 P-F 2

Play 3 P-F3&5
BACKGND BACKGND Lowest Priority

Add 10H ( 16 D) to let all missiles become the color of play-

field 3. Thus you can position all the misssiles for a fifth

player object. Add 20H (32D) to have a different color (a

logical OR) occur during an overlap.

"Play" refers to a Player. "P-F" refers to a playfield. or

display list generated, object. (Remember the four available

color registers?)

Use this priority chart aftr you have decided who should

have priority over whom, to select the scheme that you wish.

Designer I: Well, the problem is. we
don't want to tie up the 6502 with all this

player-missile stuff.

Designer 2: "Yeah, kinda reminds me,

though of another situation. Remember
when we did the display list, and we didn't

want to tie up the 6502 with doing the

screen refreshes?

We let Antic do all

to free up the

Designer 1: Right

the display work
6502...Hmmmmm.

(Antic, hearing this, realizes something

is about to happen and quietly slinks toward

the door, tail between legs and ears

drooping, trying to attract as little attention

as possible.)

Player Missle DMR Memory Mapped to TV Screen

Player-
Missle
DMR
Memory

Figure 3.

Designer 1 and 2 have the same idea at

the same instant: "Let Antic do it! We've

already assigned him to do display work;

why not let him help us with P-M? Antic!

Here boy! Now where did he go?

Needless to say, they caught old Antic

and set him to helping with P-M graphics.

You don't have to use Antic to help you,

as we've seen with our demonstration

program. Antic is just there to help if you

want him to, to take some of the load off

the 6502 (and you). There are applications

which benefit from both using Antic and

not using him, so keep the above "direct"

player-missile graphics method in mind.

It's what Antic uses anyway.

Let's set up a table in memory. It will

be 256 bytes long. Each byte in that table

corresponds directly to one horizontal scan

line on the TV. (Well, yes, there are 192

scan lines on the TV, so there's a bit of

overkill. You'll note a player extends all

the way offscreen, past where Antic is

generating display list scan lines.)

Now if we tell him to, CTIA will tap

Antic on the shoulder each time one of

his horizontal position registers matches

his current position, and say, "Hey, give

me the graphics data byte for this particular

line number." Antic will go to memory,

fetch the byte, and feed it to CTIA. The

neat thing is, once you set up the 256 byte

area and tell them to get going, the 6502

is free to do whatever you want it to. The
"Player-Missile DMA" becomes completely

automatic then. (Figure 3.)

In this method, an object is defined by

a few 1 bits in this table which correspond

directly to a vertical stripe onscreen. If

we turn on a few bits, they show up in the

corresponding screen position. If we copy

them upwards in the byte table, the object

they show will move up. We control their

horizontal position via the horizontal

position register, color through the O.S.

shadow register, size, and so on.

This technique is what most articles on
P-M graphics use. As we've seen, it is a

higher-level technique than the more direct

method of writing to the hardware registers;

it just involves letting Antic do our work
for us. Be sure to keep the earlier technique

in mind, though.

There are many things you have to do
to initialize P-M DMA and get things

rolling. You have to reserve a location in

memory for player-missile DMA. Finally,

you must set colors and such (as shown
here) to get the players to show up.

It is difficult to learn to apply P-M
graphics using the DMA table, with all

the pesky details, any other way than by

example. There are just too many registers

and options in a list to be anything but a

reference aid. So what I'll do is take a P-

M example from an earlier issue and go
through it. in detail, with you, pointing

out the miscellany on the way. There
really isn't much new, now that we've
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COME ON BOARD

iM-"^

mmanicessors

Learn about your microprocessor and develop its full power. You'll I

ready for take-off in record time.

MICROPROCESSORS:
FROM CHIPS TO SYSTEMS
by Rodnay Zaks

A road map to the world of microprocessors. From fundamental
concepts through recent developments and the future. This thorough
treatment ofmicroprocessing is logical, systematic and easy to read,
420 pp., 250 illustr., 5% x 8>/i, Ref. C201, 3rd edition $12.95

PROGRAMMING THE 6502
by Rodnay Zaks

A clear, direct, well organized book designed to teach assembly
language programming for the 6502 microprocessor. Covers all

essential aspects of programming from fundamental concepts
through advanced data structures and program development
392 pp., 160 illustr.. 5Vi x 8Vj, Ref. C202, 3rd edition $12.95

PROGRAMMING THE Z80
by Rodnay Zaks

An educational text as well as a complete reference manual for
the Z80. Presents everything from fundamentals through advanced
programming techniques in a progressive, highly organized fash-
ion. An excellent tool for learning to use and understand the Z80.
620 pp., 200 illustr., 5Vj x 8>/a, Ref. C280, 3rd edition $14.95

PROGRAMMING THE Z8000
by Richard Mateosian

A complete introduction to programming techniques and con-
cepts for the Zilog Z8000 microprocessor. It presents detailed
descriptions of the architecture and function of the Z8000 and
shows how it interacts with its family of support chips. An excellent
source of sample programs.
312 pp., 124 illustr.. 5Va x 8>/i, Ref. C281 2nd edition $15.95

EASE SEND ME i JPROGRAMMING THE 6502

(X3RAMMINCTHEZ80 DPROGRAMMING THE Z8000

OMICROPROCESSING: FROM CHIPS TO SYSTEMS
NAME

^^"^^ MAIL TO:
^T ^«W SYBEX DEPT. B91

r CVDCV 2344 SIXTH STREET
WWl DC/V BERKELEY. CA 94710

PHONE ORDERS:
INSIDE CA 415/848-0233

D SEND ME YOUR FREECATALOG

SYBEX

ADDRESS.
CITY STATE. ZIP

ADD D$1.50/book UPS or D75C/book 4th class mail or C.'$8/book overseas airmail

(CA add tax) Total Amt. Enclosed OR CHARGE MY DVISA I M EX.

CARD NO EXP. DATE
TOLL FREE OUTSIDE CA 800-227-2346 SIGNATURE

CC101



Atari, continued.

P layer

-

flissle

DMA
Memory

western

00000028
001 1 1 100

0011 1 100

11111111
11111111
00111100
00111100
00000000

Player-Missle Memory Map Example

Player

00.0.1

Figure 4.

covered the hardware addresses and con-

cepts.

In January George Blank gave a fine

example of DMA P-M graphics. (See Listing

7.) Let's go through the program briefly

to see how it works in relation to our

example.
Line 30 POKEs into an O.S. location

which instructs the system to work with a

normal size playfield; i.e.. 40 characters

across. This location is really an O.S.

shadow, however, for a hardware register

called DMACTL (Direct Memory Access

Control). There are two electrical switches

between Antic, CTIA, memory, and the

world, which tell them whether to do
automatic DMA or let you do all the

work. DMACTL is one. GRACTL (Graph-

ics Control) is the other. Both switches

must be on for P-M DMA to occur. This

Listing 7.

10 DIM A«< tO),t:*< 100)
2 GRAPHICS 8
30 POKE 559,62
10 POKE 53248,120
50 POKE 704,88
60 I=PEEK<106>-8
70 POKE 54279,1
80 POKE 53277,3
90 POKE 53256,3
100 J=I*256+1024
110 FOR Y=J+120 TO J+137
120 READ Z
130 POKE Y,Z
140 NEXT Y
150 FOR X=48 TO 2211GOSUE: 5001

NEXT X
160 GOTO 150
320 POKE Y,Z
500 POKE 53248.X
510 RETURN
600 DATA 60,60,60,60,60,60
610 DATA 255,255,255,255,255,255
620 DATA 60,60,60,60,60,60

Table .?. P-M Table Area.

PMBASE • 256 = start of this area

BASE ADDRESS

767

wasted space.

POKE turns on DMA by poking

DMACTL. so now all Antic is waiting for

is the GRACTL switch to be switched on.

And now, for another brief detour.

DMACTL also controls whether Antic

can go to memory at all, as in whether he

can generate display list graphics. A POKE
(DMACTL).O will turn your screen com-

pletely off, because Antic can no longer

fetch bytes from memory.
Now why would we ever want to do

this? For one thing, it is a good way to

flash something on screen. Another is that

if we change display lists, we want Antic

turned completely off so that he can't run

wild between them in the time it takes to

POKE both bytes of a new DL start

address.

Line 40 is a POKE to Player O's horizontal

position register, putting the player at 120.

Line 50 POKEs Player O's O.S. shadow

register to a pink color. (No surprises so

far, right?) Now, you'll recall we need 256

bytes for our table. I hate to tell you this,

but if we're going to run one player this

way, we have to run them all this way,

which means four players and one missile

times 256 bytes. There's some wasted space,

so the total comes out to 2048 bytes for

our bitmaps of the player missile stripes.

We'll fetch the 2048 bytes at the end of

available user memory. To do this, we
find where the Atari thinks the end of

memory is, which it figures out upon

startup, and then back up 2048 bytes from

there. We do this by looking at location

106. which tells the number of 100 hex, or

256-byte, "pages" of memory it has avail-

able. Since 2048 is 8 x 256 bytes, we use

that value to tell the Atari where the

+ 768
- Missile Data. Missile data is

packed side by side, 4 missiles

of 2 bits per byte.

M3 : M2 : Ml : M0

+ 1023

+ 1024

Player bitmap. Top byte is top

line of TV (above viewing area).

+ 1279

+ 1280

+ 1535

Player 1 bitmap.

+ 1536

+ 1791

Player 2 bitmap.

+ 1792

+ 2047

Player 3 bitmap.

beginning of our Player-Missile data tables

will be. We POKE that location into 54279,

which is "PMBASE," the base address of

the Player-Missile data.

Next, we must POKE into a switch

known as GRACTL. GRACTL and

DMACTL, remember, are the switches

that keep P-M graphics off. We already

turned DMACTL on at the start of the

program. We POKE a 3 into 53277, which

translates to, "Turn Player-Missile graphics

on and enable Antic to start getting bytes

from memory." You've seen 53256 before;

this is player O's size register. A 3 POKEd
in there means size times four.

Well, our player-missile graphics are

now running. Whatever junk is in memory
at this point is being busily pulled out of

memory by Antic, fed to CTIA, and
displayed on the TV. We had best put

some sort of bit pattern in the table, so

let's do that now. Line 280 sets J equal to
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TRS-80

>4pple II

sensational
software

creative
compafciRg
software

CAI Programs Vol I
Cassette CS-4201 SI195 Requires 16K Apple II or Apple II Plus

r RIGHT MRONC. GBOOE
SI 9 e*

MINT
CBR8UBET0K

CMHMCTO*

fRESS aw >EV FOB MEXT HOBO
PRESS "S" TO STOP

Ecology Simulations - /

Identify states and the.rcap,tals Spelling Study aid w.th your list of trouble-
some words

8-1=3
UOU ! 1

r

OiskCS-4706$24 95

Cassette CS-3201 $24 95
Disk CS-3501 $24 95

Start

STERL allows you to investigate the
effectiveness of two different methods of
pest control - the use ot pesticides and the
release of sterile males into a screw-worm
fly population The concept ol a more
environmentally sound approach versus
traditional chemical methods is introduced
In addition. STERL demonstrates the effec-
tiveness of an integrated approach over
either alternative by itself

Requires 48K Applesoft in ROM
or Apple II Plus
Requires 16K TRS-80
Requires 32K TRS-80

Pop
The POP series ot models examines three

ditlerent methods ol population projection
including exponential. S-shaped or togistral
and logistical with low density effects At
the same time the programs introduce the
concept o( successive refinement of a model
since each POP model adds more details
than the previous one

"00 XITm ChBRV . •

OSS'

594

2252

VOU SET A c*O0E OF 0-

SJJIS^ A",hme
,"c dn" and Pnrctee with Add With Carry Drill and practice on sumslarge or small display requiring numbers to be carried

CAI Programs Vol II
Cassette CS-4202 $ 11 95 Requires 16K Apple II or Apple II Plus

European Map Identify countries and
their capitals

Music Composing Aid Make and play
your own music on the Apple No addi-
tional hardware required Includes a
sample from Bach s Tocatta » Fugue in

D minor

Tag
TAG simulates the tagging and recovery

method that is used by scientists to estimate
animal populations You attempt to estimate
the bass population in a warm-water, bass-
bluegill farm pond Tagged fish are released
in the pond and samples are recovered at
timed intervals By presenting a detailed
simulation ol real sampling by tagging and
recovery. TAG helps you to understand
this process

Buffalo

BUFFALO simulates the yearly cycle of
buffalo population growth and decline, and
allows you to investigate the effects ot
different heard management policies Simu-
lations such as BUFFALO allow you to
explore what if questionsand experiment
with approaches that might be disatrous in

real life

Ecology Simulations - //

Meteor Math Learn math skills by destroy-
ing menacing meteors

CAI Programs I and II Stock & Options Analysis
Disk CS-4 701 $24 95
Requires 32K Integer Basic

This disk contains all 7 programs from cas-
settes CS-4201 and CS-4202

The ecology simulations programs
are not available on cassette

Stock 4 Options
DiskCS-4801 $99 95
Requires 32K Applesoft or Apple II Plus
DiskCS-3801 $99 95
Requires 32K TRS-80

This is a comprehensive set of tour programs
for the investment strategy of hedging listed
options against common stocks A complete
description is in the TRS-80 section Available
August 1981

Disk CS-4707 $24 95
Cassette CS-3202 $24 95
Disk CS-3502 $24 95

Pollute

POLLUTE focuses on one part of the water
pollution problem, the accumulation ol certain
waste materials in waterways and their effect
on dissolved oxygen levels in the water
You can use the computer to investigate
the effects of different variables such as
the body of water, temperature, and the
rate of dumping waste material Various types
of primary and secondary waste treatment.
as well as the impact ot scientific and
economic decisions can be examined

Rats

Requires 48K Applesoft in ROM
or Apple II Plus

Requires 16K TRS-80
Requires 32K TRS-80

In RATS, you play the role ot a Health
Department official devising an effective,
pratical plan to control rats The plan may
combine the use ol sanitation and slow kill

and quick kill poisons to eliminate a rat
population It is also possible to change the
initial population size, growth rate, and
whether the simulation will take place in an
apartment building or an einttre city

Malaria

With MALARIA, you are a Health Off Kjial

trying to control a malaria epidemic while
taking into account financial considerations
in setting up a program The budgeted use
ot field hospitals, drugs for the ill. three
types of pesticides, and preventative media-
tion, must be properly combined for an
effective control program

Diet
DIET is designed to explore the effect ol

tour base substances, protein lipids, calories
and carbohydrates, on your diet You enter
a list of the types and amounts ol food eaten
in a typical day, as well as your age. weight,
sex. health and a physical activity factor
DIET is particularly valuable in indicating
how a diet can be changed to raise or lower
body weights and provide proper nutrition

Order Today
To order any ot these software packages

send payment plus $2 00 postage and
handling per order to Creative Computing
Morns Plains NJ 07950 Visa MasterCard
and American E * press orders may be called
in toll-free

Order today at no risk It you are not
completely satisfied your money will be
promptly and courteously refunded

Creative Computing Software
Morris Plains NJ 07950
Toll-tree 800-631-8112
InNJ 201-540-0445

creative computing software
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Atari, continued...

I (which you will recall was the start of

the P-M table) • 256 (because that value

was in 256 byte pages). Thus, J points to

the beginning of the P-M table in real

memory. We add 1024 to it. because that's

how far in this table the Player data is.

with the data for the other players and

missiles around it. (See Table 3.)

Hence, J now equals the beginning of

the Player data. The FOR loop in the

program runs from J+ 120 to J+ 137, which

is from the 120th to the 137th byte in the

middle of the player, or right about midway

down the screen. We read in data and

POKE it into the middle of the player bit

map. This data is in the form of a "cross,"

where the 60's are: 00111100, and the

255's are 1 1 11 11 1 1 . This data will be output

in the form of dots for 1 bits and blanks

for bits, so at this point we have a cross

onscreen, still in pink. Next, we have a

loop which POKEs the horizontal position

register from 48 to 221, and over again.

This will move our player stripe, with all

but the cross on it invisible, across the

screen. (Figure 4.)

There shouldn't be much mystery left

in players and missiles now. Antic is just

poking our hardware graphics register for

us, with a table of data we feed him, so

the 6502 isn't kept busy. We still move

him horizontally as always, set his color,

and select his size the same way. To move

him vertically, we have to re-POKE the

data in the byte table, and here a clever

program in the April "Outpost: Atari,"

page 195* may help you: The data in a

string are specified as the data in the

player field, so by manipulating the string,

you manipulate the player (at high speed).

This is very valuable when you try copying

a list from Basic and see just how slow it

really is.

•(Note: there is an error in line 580.

which should read 580 POKE VTAB+
7.1.)

There are many options open to us.

some of which you may never use, but

some of which may be just the ticket for

displays you're thinking of. I'll try to go

over one of these options, now that we

have a bare-bones P-M example going

and the basics down, in a later article.

You may also want the information on

the Atari hardware registers which has

appeared recently; it will give you the

exact patterns needed to POKE into such

areas as DMACTL or a size register.

Now that you have the essential infor-

mation about player missile graphics, you

may wish to experiment with moving

players around on the screen. Listing 8

will display the horizontal memory pointers.

Listing 9 will demonstrate vertical scrolling.

Listing 10 combines horizontal movement

with vertical scrolling, and Listing 11

demonstrates vertical scrolling combined

with altering the display list in a text mode.

Have fun, and be sure to experiment! O

Listings for Programs 1-4 were inadver-

tently omitted from the August "Outpost:

Atari." They are listed below.

Program 1.
II REM PROGRAM 1. HORIZONTAL
20 START-PEEK<360>+256»PEEKC561>
30 REM ANTIC DISPLAY MEMORY POINTER
40 -REM IS AT STARTS AND START+S
30 REM
100 X-PEEK ( START+5 ) +256»PEEK < START+5

)

110 PRINT "START OF DISP MEMORY-" »X

200 FOR Y-X TO X+80
205 PRINT "POINTER-" J

Y

210 REM SPLIT Y UP INTO THO BYTES
220 YHI-INTCY/256)
230 YL0-Y-(YHI«236>
2*0 POKE START+5, YLO: POKE START+5, YHI
230 FOR DELAY-1 TO 20SNEXT DELAY
260 REM
270 NEXT Y

Program 2 io rem program 3. vertical and horiz
20 START=PEEK < 560 ) +256»PEEK ( 561 >

30 REM ANTIC DISPLAY MEMORY POINTER
40 REM IS AT START+5 AND START+5
50 REM
100 X=PEEK< START + 5 >+256«PEEK< START+5)
110 PRINT "START OF DISP MEMORY*" 5

X

130 REM
HO REM SCROLL UP
ZOO FOR Y = X TO X+<50«20) STEP 50
Z10 GOSUB 1000
260 REM
270 NEXT Y

50 REM SCROLL DOWN
510 FOR Y=*X+<50*20>
520 GOSUB 1000
530 NEXT Y

550 REM
600 REM SCROLL LEFT
610 FOR Y-X TO X + 50
620 GOSUB 1000
630 NEXT Y
650 REM SCROLL. RIGHT
650 FOR Y=X+50 TO X STEP -1

660 GOSUB 1000
670 NEXT Y

680 GOTO 110
990 REM CALCULATE HI, LOH BYTES
1000 YHI=INT(Y/256>
1010 YL0-Y-(YHI«256)
1030 POKE START+5, YLO:POKE START+5, YHI
1050 RETURN

Program 3. 10 rem program 2. vertical l

Z0 START=PEEK(560>+Z56«PEEK<561>
30 REM ANTIC DISPLAY MEMORY POINTER
50 REM IS AT START + 5 AND START+5
50 REM
100 X=PEEK< START+5 )+256»PEEK< START+5)
110 PRINT "START OF DISP MEMORY"" J

X

130 REM
150 REM SCROLL UP
200 FOR Y=X TO X+<50«20) STEP 50

21 GOSUB 1000
Z60 REM
Z70 NEXT Y
50 REM SCROLL DOWN
510 FOR Y=X+<50*20> TO X STEP -50

5Z0 GOSUB 100
530 NEXT Y

550 GOTO 150
550 REM
990 REM CALCULATE HI, LOW BYTES
1000 YHI=INT<Y/Z56)
1010 YL0=Y-(YHI*256)
1030 POKE START+5, YLOtPOKE START+5, YHI
1050 RETURN

Program 4. 1 REM PROGRAM 5. VERTICAL SCROLL DEMO
5 VSCR0LL=55277
10 START=PEEK<560)+256*PEEK<561)
20 REM »«« PUT SOME DATA ONSCREEN.
30 GRAPHICS
35 FOR T=l TO 25
36 PRINT "THIS IS LINE *"JT
37 NEXT T

50 REM »«« ALTER DISPLAY LIST TO V

REM »«* IN THO AREAS. 2 + 32 - 35

TO X STEP -50

55
^,0

70
80
81

FOR Y=START+10 TO START+13
POKE Y,35
NEXT Y

FOR Y=START+17 TO START+20
82 POKE Y,35
83 NEXT Y
85 REM »•« SCROLL UP
90 FOR Y=0 TO 7
100 POKE VSCROLL.Y
105 GOSUB 200
110 NEXT Y

115 REM m SCROLL DOHN
120 FOR Y=7 TO STEP -1

POKE VSCROLL,Y
GOSUB 200
NEXT Y

130
135
150
150
160
200
210

GOTO 90
REM *»
FOR T=l
RETURN

SHORT DELAY LOOP
TO so:next T
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Type this in. Get this out!
Bat out a letter on your Apple's keyboard |ust

as fast as you can

Forget all about format Keep on going

As you go. |ust type in simple, short

commands to identify the name and address
element the salutation paragraphs and
sign-off

Do your editing: Make any changes you like

Then tell PowerText to go to work
In seconds a perfectly formatted letter starts

rolling out of your printer With every word
exactly where you want it

And for an encore PowerText also addresses
your mailing envelope

It's a true revolution in Apple word processing

software New from Beaman Porter

Formats every document flawlessly.

PowerText knows precisely how you like your

letters to look. And your memos Your reports

Your presentations. Your manuscripts

Every correspondence element. 'TO* and
"FROM" line, chapter heading, column of

statistics, and paragraph is exactly where you
want it

Beautiful!

The editing power ol PASCAL, the formatting

power of PowerText.

PowerText adds its own total document format

control to the Pascal editor's exquisite

capabilities

Result: you get perfect formatting plus full

insert, delete, and global search and replace

capabilities In one remarkable system
Plus with a letter quality printer the

ability to print in trom 6 to 15 pitch

And you can use a variety of pitches within any

document!

APPLi is a registered trademark ol Apple Computer Inc USCD
PASCAL rs a registered trademark ol UC Regents POWCRTEXI
is a registered trademark ol Beaman Potter Inc

Intelligent word processing decisions.

You never have to worry about page breaks,

or winding up with "Yours truly" all by itself on
page 2 of your letter

PowerText makes exactly the right decisions

about all that for you

And it automatically tracks your footnote or

bibliography numbers

Column formats are a snap.

PowerText accommodates up to 12 columns
per 132-character line With individual line

spacing for each column
It lets you left- or right-justify—or center-

each column separately Or print any column in

paragraph style And there are no tab settings to

set for columnar reports: PowerText does the

arithmetic for you

PowerText requires 48 K APPLE II or APPLE II

PLUS, two disk drives, and PASCAL language
system, plus a Qume. Diablo, or Epson printer.

FULL 5-YEAR WARRANTY!
PowerText has been proven with the most
demanding tests and text's we could devise

It always works If it should fail to perform as

specified lor a lull 5 years . send it back

We'll fix it at no charge

Limited Time Introductory Offer

The operating ease, scope, and sophistication

ol PowerText go far beyond any other word
processing software at any price

Yet PowerText. plus its excellent Manual
Tutorial, are available now at the Special

Introductory Price of only S199 (Manual Tutorial

alone, only S25 deductible from the S199
package price when you order the disk later

)

Available from selected dealers nationwide, or

direct from

^^ BEAMAN PORTER, INC.
fy'M High Performance Computer Products

^r Pleasant Ridge Road Harrison NY 10528
(914) 967 3504

BEAMAN PORTER. INC CC lOV
Pleasant Ridge Road Harrison NY 10528

Send complete PowerText system(s) I Disk

plus Manual Tutorial) r« $199

Send copies ol the Manual Tutorial only
fti $25 (deductible trom the $199 total system price

when I order the Disk later)

My check or money order lor enclosed

Or bill to my

Mastercard Visa

I Mastercard only list 4 digits above your name

Card No _

Signature

.

Tip Date .

Date-

Name

Street

City State Z.p _

I understand my PowerTeil Disk ij warranted loi

Should it tail to perform as specked Be.r ' •

tor me at no charge
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For the 33rd orbit on this merry-go-

round, we'll look at a music synthesizer, a

music sweetener, an audio tape that helps

you compare two synthesizers, a compiler-

demonstration tape, a 3D graphics program,

and a short program to help you pack

strings.

The Music Box
If you play a keyboard instrument

(musical, that is), there are probably many
pieces you'd like to perform, but which

are beyond your capability, because they're

too difficult to play.

Sometimes a piece is impossible to play

because it isn't available in a keyboard

version. One example of this is the Canon
for String Orchestra, by Johann Pachelbel

(1653-1706), which has enjoyed a new
popularity recently. Although it has no

known programmatic connotations, "Its

serene simplicity has given it a certain

spiritual mystique," according to the jacket

notes on one album featuring it.

Although originally written for organ,

it seems to be available now only for

three violins and continuo. Which means
you can rewrite it for the organ or piano,

by combining the three violin parts, or

get three violinists to help you play it.

Or you can write it in the simple language

of the Music Box, a music synthesis

program, and the canon will be played

back much more precisely than you could

ever do it yourself on any instrument.

The Music Box, by Musicraft, is $149.95

from Newtech Computer Systems Inc. (230

Clinton St., Brooklyn, NY 1 1201). It consists

of a plastic box, about 7" by 5" by 2 1/2",

UA1JL1U11LU

Stephen B. Gray

silkscreened with a keyboard motif, con-

taining a latching digital-to-analog converter

followed by a low-pass filter and audio

amplifier, plus a ribbon-cable connector

(which plugs into the 32K single-disk

expansion interface on your TRS-80),

power supply, demo disk, and Music

Program disk.

Disk Only
The Music Box was originally available

on both disk and cassette, but the cassette

version was dropped because users had

to spend too much time loading each of

the five program modules separately, one

after another, after another, after another,

etc. With disk, all five modules are available

instantly— well, almost instantly.

First you call up the EDIT module,

which you use to enter music, either

transcribing it from written notes, or

composing as you go. Or you can change

music already stored.

At the beginning of EDIT, you either

load what the manual calls a "song," to be

edited in some fashion, or write a new
"song." You enter the number of voices,

from one to four, then call up the menu
of options, which lists half a dozen, from

setting the number of intervals per octave

(for microtonal music, you can use from

1 to 99 intervals per octave) to changing

the tempo.

You enter tempo and key, then start

entering the notes and their durations,

one voice at a time. For the bar of the

canon in which the first violin comes in,

you write

0002 F#5
0003 E@5
0004 D@5
0005 C#5

The line numbers are displayed automa-

tically, as is the # sharp sign and the @
natural sign. You enter for quarter-

notes, and 5 for the octave they're to be

played in.

Voices 2 and 3 have to be accounted

for, even if they're not heard, so you fill

in the blanks with rests. For example, in

the third bar in which the violins are
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heard, only violins 1 and 2 are played, so

violin 3 is indicated with rests:

0012 D@5 F#5 R@5
0013 CffS E@5 R@5
0014 B@5 D@5 R@5
0015 A@5 C#5 R@5

Because this is a canon, the second

voice, which starts at line 0012, uses the

same notes as the first voice that began at

line 0002. How nice it would be if you

only had to write the first voice, then tell

the program to uses the same notes for

the second voice, only starting two bars

later, and the same for the third voice.

However, I've heard that the only personal-

computer music synthesizer that can do

this is the ALF, which is designed for the

Apple computer.

After entering your song, you compile

it, which will give you a playable song

file. Call up COMP, enter the name of

the song to be compiled, and the module

translates the song lines into the numerical

values required by the PLAY module.

Then you write the compiled song onto

disk, and call up the PLAY module, which

enters the waveform-load sequence. You
can either call up a waveform you've built

with the WAVE module (which uses

Fourier synthesis), or use the pre-loaded

waveforms, and your song is played right

away.

A fifth module. UTIL, permits working

up a "jukebox" menu of songs, printing

out the music, transmitting a song or a

wave form via the RS-232 port, etc.

The Music Box has many more capa-

bilities than space permits describing here,

such as calling a chorus, repeating phrases,

transposing, extensive editing commands,
etc. You can practice an instrument by

writing a song and then playing it back

with a single voice missing; you play along

with the other voices, just like Music Minus

One records.

PLAY offers an interactive option,

allowing you to use the TRS-80 keyboard

as a programmable interface. In EDIT
mode you assign a note or chord or melody

to a key, and later, as a song is being
*
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COLOR COIVIPUTE
• EXTEND MEMORY TRS-80 AmnrMT.,.^

RAMCHARGER
32K UPGRADE

Space Invaders

Meteoroids

Space War

• The Best Games Available

• High Resolution Graphics

• Fast, Machine Language
• Compatible w/ Ext Basic

• 521.95 each, $59.95 for all three

EXTENDED BASIC GAMES
• LOTHAR'S LABYRINTH)
Word Search Puzzle

• BATTLEFLEET
Battleship Search Game (one or
two players)

• SPACE TRADERS
Galactic trading game

*14.95/ea.

EXTEND MEMORY
FROM 16Kto32K

• 100* Compatible With
Extended Basic

• No Soldering Or Modification
• Fits Inside Computer
• $99.95

ADVENTURE
Combat the powers of darkenss and
evil! Can you recover the treasure of
the Golden Sorcerer before his
minions overcome you. A
adventure for endless hours of fun
and excitement. $1995

THE FACTS
At last, a complete description of
the "guts" of the Color Computer.
Specs on all the ICs, complete
schematics, theory of operation
and programming examples.

$14.95

UTILITIES

• EDITOR/ASSEMBLER $34.95
• SUPER MONrrOR 19.95
• EPROM PROGRAMMER 89.95

(Program your own ROMs for the ROMPAC pott)

• MAGIC BOX 24.95
Load MOD l/lll Tapes into the color computer

Coming Soon: Software speech

synthesis.

Improved Videotex with

printout and many
other features.

CIRCLE 271 ON READER SERVICE CARD

SPECTRAL
ASSOCIATES
143 Harvard Ave.

Tacoma. Washington 98466

1

(206) 475-8483
WRITE FOR COMPLETE

CATALOG
ADD 3% FOR SHIPPING

ISA OR MASTERCHARGE ACCEPTEpI

C L () A I) M () N
'all the fit that's news to load

TRS-80 PROGRAMS ON CASSETTE
CLOAD Magazine for your Model I or III!

Golcta. Calif. Y«ni can gci 7 or x programs on cassette, each month,

thai CLOAD directly into your TRS-80 Model I »r III!

A snhscrihcr. loo engrossed in trying 10 save the world from invading

aliens (March. I'JXI issue) 10 give his name, slated. "I receive a 30 minute

cassette b) First Class Mail each month containing some of the best games
ami educational programs I have e\er played. Some are even in machine

language! "Another CLOAD subscriber. Claudinc Cload. could now
"III the computer into her schedule" thanks to the utilities and occasional

disk programs she received from ('LOAD. She was writing about it to all

ol the people on her mailing list (November. I°7V. issue).

Gel the news firsthand. Gel a subscription to ('LOAD Magazine.

The Fine Print:

Overbeds rates slightly higher —
please wnte for the

Back issues available—ask for our list
*

TRS80 is a trademark of landy Corporation
California residents add 6* to single copies

and anthologies. Programs are lor Level II

1 6K , Model III 1 6K , and occasionally for disks

*24 Level I hack issues also available

MAGAZINE INC.

PRICES
I year subscription *42.O0
6 month subscription ... S23.0O
Single copies *4.i>0
Anthology volume I .... s

1 0.00
Anthology volume 2 .... $1500

Mastercard Visa Welcome.

RO. Box 1448, Santa Barbara, CA 93102
CIRCLE 11 3 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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TRS-80, continued...

played, press a key you have pre-assigned

and. right in the middle of whatever is

being played, the note or chord or melody

will be heard. That could make for some

very interesting music...

The major problem with The Music

Box is the 91-page manual. If you're used

to military manuals, with paragraph number

IV.A.4.b.l.7. and have knowledge of music

synthesizers and waveform-building, you

can probably get a great deal out of the

manual. If not. it may drive you right up

the wall.

There's no simple step-by-step how-to

section, so that a beginner can write simple

music within a reasonable time, and then

get into the more complex aspects. You're

supposed to read the entire manual first,

and then try to remember where to find

the various bits and pieces, scattered here

and there, that are necessary for running

the various modules. It's more a reference

manual than a how-to-manual. It has no

index, gives only a sketchy idea of how to

build a waveform, and provides no infor-

mation in the UTIL section on how to use

the RS-232 port.

The Music Box. then, is not for the

neophyte or the faint-hearted. But if you're

adventurous and like a challenge, and

would like to use a music synthesizer that

has many excellent and versatile features,

try The Music Box.

Comparison With Orchestra-80

The only other polyphonic (more than

one voice at a time) TRS-80 music synthesis

system, at this writing, is Orchestra-80

(Feb. 1981 p. 162).

The Orchestra-80 manual is much better,

and the music easier to write, than with

The Music Box. Although Orchestra-80

uses numbers for the notes in the two

octaves above and below middle C, before

long you begin to remember most of the

numbers.

Using Music Box, I had to keep looking

at the manual to find out exactly where

the scales change from octave 4 to octave

Hire, dinners OH tape And it vnu want a beer,

there's a disk-pack in the refrigerator.
"

5, for example. Also, since mistakes can't

be changed on the spot using The Music

Box (they can with Orchestra-80), I first

typed out all the information for the

Pachelbel Canon before entering it on

the keyboard, to make sure I'd get it

right, especially all those added rests.

However, the proof of the synthesizer

is in the music. The polyphonic music

made by the two systems is basically about

the same. But The Music Box contains a

low-pass filter. Orchestra-80 doesn't, and

its music is marred by incessant, unwanted

harmonics. You can de-emphasize these

high pitched squeaks with the tone controls

on your amplifier, but that's at the expense

of the music.

Incidentally, you can run the Music-

Box software on Orchestra-80 hardware,

and vice-versa, although for the latter you

have to change one byte in the assembly-

language program. This isn't a case of a

copied product; there's only one accepted

technique of digital-to-analog conver-

sion.

Musk Sweetener
There's a way to get rid of those un-

wanted harmonics created by Orchestra-

80. Newtech sells a low-pass filter, similar

to the filter in The Music Box, which will

remove those high squeaks, for $39.95.

You can use it with any DAC music

synthesizer that doesn't have a filter in it.

It's called the Music Sweetener.

Synthesizer Sampler Tape
If you want to compare the two TRS-

80 music synthesizers, there's a C-48

cassette tape with over two dozen selec-

tions, played by The Music Box and by

Orchestra-80.

The audio tape is $3.95 postpaid, from

Computer Information Exchange (CIEfor

short). Box 159, San Luis Rey, CA 92068.

Many of the selections are played on both

systems, so you can compare them

directly.

Although the tape can be played on

any cassette player, for best results it should

be played through a hi-fi system.

The music includes a couple of Scott

Joplin rags, the Bach Prelude in C minor,

his Fugue and Invention No. 8, and the

first movement from his Concerto for Two
Violins. There are also selections by

Handel, Bokelman, Mozart, Gounod, and

Rossini, plus Dixie and a czardas.

On the tape, Orchestra-80 seems to be

the winner, despite the unwanted har-

monics, which are not filtered out. Part

of its superiority is due to most of the

Orchestra-80 selections having been

arranged more skillfully, with more atten-

tion to the techniques that show off a

synthesizer at its best.

For another thing, the Orchestra-80

selections sound mellower, which may be

because of the waveforms used or perhaps

because of the hi-fi system used.

Although the Orchestra-80 selections

outnumber those played on The Music

Box by two to one, CIE president Bill

McLaughlin says, "We worked with all

the material we were able to dig up, and

worked mostly with material from the

vendors."

Compiler Demonstration

CIE has another demo tape, which shows

how a Basic or Tiny Pascal compiler can

speed up your programs. The $3.95 tape,

for 16K Level-II TRS-80. offers the games

of Mice and Life in two versions: inter-

preted Basic and the compiled native

code.

Mice, compiled by Southern Software's

ACCEL2 compiler, runs 20 times faster

than the interpreted version, which is so

slow you'll soon give up.

Life runs about five times faster in the

compiled version than in the interpreted

version, which will put you to sleep.

The tape contains a third game, in a

compiled version only: Bullseye, compiled

on CIE Tiny Pascal, which is the tape

systems only. ACCEL2 works on either

disk or tape. Both compilers are available

from CIE: Tiny Pascal is $19.95; ACCEL
(for Level-II Basic) is $44.95; ACCEL2
(handles full disk Basic) is $88.95.

Sublogic 3D Graphics

RUN the demonstration side of the 3D
graphics-program tape from Sublogic

Distribution Corp. (Box V, Savoy, IL 61874)

and you get three "snapshots" or samples

of a flight simulation. A Cessna 74 is five

miles northeast, traffic is a Learjet in the

mountain pass about to make a low pass

at runway 25, and you're cleared to land

on runway 7. according to the second

display.

The third display is a 3D display of

half-a-dozen intersecting lines plus some-

thing that may be a mountain, not all that

easy to visualize, perhaps because low-

Figure 2. The screen shows a more sophisti-

cated display than provided by the demo-

tape snapshots; it 's from Sublogic 's T80-

FSI Flight Simulator program that runs

at three frames a second.
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TRS-80*

SAVE fl BUNDLE

When you buy your

TRS-80™ equipment!

Use our kill free number i<>

1* check our price before you buy

a TRS 80™ . . . anywhere!

, don t delay CALL TODAY

THE TSE-HARDSIDE 1 982 MICRO COMPUTER BUYER'S GUIDE
Is now available! We've Included such
valuable information as print samples
from each of the printers we carry,
feature by feature comparisons of Micro-
Computer systems in an easy-to-read
table format, an informative article on
Micros, and pages and pages of complete
product descriptions.

We're making this valuable reference
available for only $2.95 (refundable on
your next purchase from TSE-HARDSIDE.)
Charge customers are welcome to call our
toll-free number 1-800-258-1790 (in NH call
673-5144) THE TSE-HARDSIDE 1982
MICRO-COMPUTER BUYER'S GUIDE will
soon arrive at your address via first class
mail.

Send to:

TSedHRRDSirX
Dept. C, 14 South Street
Milford. NH 03055

Mil.] ^189

SALES COMPANY
1412 WEST FAIRFIELD OR

FO. BOX SON PENSACOLA FL 32606

•04/4366607

nt*kwlt>» 1 600 674 issi

Yes! Send me the

TSE-HARDSIDE 1982 Microcomputer Buyers Guide.
I've enclosed $2.95 Please send only your FREE Price List

Charge to my credit card MasterCard Visa
Card No.

ccio
-J

1 Interbank No. F*n riatB

' Signature

|
Narr .a

I
Address

1 City

1 State 7ip r.nrtn
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NEW! ASCII
for the TRS-80*

Every month you receive a certified ASCII C-20 cassette

containing: a cover page with a directory of programs
4 original programs
an information packed newsletter

and information on ASCII funded contests

Rates: 1 year [12 issues] $40.00

6 months (6 Issues] $25.00

Sample Issue $ 5.00

Write For Overseas Rates

To subscribe, write to: ASCII
P.O. Box 51 6, Valley Stream, N.Y. 1 1 582

Or call: 516-791-4890

Level IM6K Required

* TRS-80

Is a

product

of

Tandy

Corp.
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TRS-80, continued...

resolution raster-scan isn't all that great

for graphics to begin with, and for 3D it

can present problems.

However, the two following 3D displays

make more sense, as you head toward the

numbered runway.

On the other side of the $30 16K Level-

II tape is the Microcomputer 3D Graphics

program, with a sample database, for a

cube, to help you become familiar with

3D graphics. RUN it, and you're asked

for field of view, which allows you to

select either wide-angle or telephoto views

of the object to be viewed, which is a 50-

by-50-by-50 unit cube located at the upper-

right side of the X,Y origin, 100 units

back on the Z axis.

Then you the enter the location of the

object (X.Y.Z) as 0,0,0. For Direction of

View (P,B,H), you enter data for Pitch.

Bank and Heading; enter 0.0,0 for now.

The screen shows you a cube as viewed

from the Z-axis. Now you can begin to

move the cube around. Press ENTER,
and you're asked to enter the location of

the object (X.Y.Z). If you input -25,-25,0,

while holding the other parameters con-

stant, you center the view of the closest

face of the cube.

To move the cube closer to you, move
it in a negative direction along the Z-axis

with -25,-25,-50.

To rotate the object image relative to

itself, change Bank by entering 0,30.0 for

P,B,H. The small 23-page manual then

tells how to move the cube around by

changing X.Y.Z and P.B.H data, and

provides several examples.

The program redraws the cube each

time; this is not dynamic graphics, which

would show the cube moving from one

aspect to another. That takes much more
memory and a longer program, because

you've got to display all those intermediate

views.

Experience with different entries will

give you the ability to judge the P.B.H

necessary to view the object, according

to the manual, which goes on to show
how to create and enter your own database

for any image you wish. You sketch the

object on paper first, label points, organize

the database, and enter start and end

points, replacing the data in program lines

2000-2033 (or more, if necessary) with

your own. The booklet ends with a listing

of the program.

A larger and longer manual, the 60-

page Basic 3D Graphics Manual, goes

into detail, explaining 3D concepts, moving

objects in 3D, the 3D program, etc.

Everything is explained as simply as

possible, without math in the main text.

Appendix 2 gets into the graphic principles

of point translation using tranformation

matrices, without getting too heavy on
the math.

The projection method, by the way, is

10
C
PRINT

M
CHR*<23>: PRINT B 52*. 'THE STRING PACKER*

20 FOR 1=1 TO 700: NEXT It CLS: PRINT CHR»<12>

30 B«<1>-' \M B«C)''
50 B«<3>-' ..,
500 INPUT -ENTER THE ARRAY NO. FOR , B»<?> ,, .Z

510 L-PEEK<VARPTR<B»CZ>)*2>«256
520 R-PEEK(WARPTR(B»(Z))+1)
530 N=L+R
540 FOR X=l TO 30
550 IF 0-1 COTO 570
560 PRINT XI J INPUT 'ENTER THE DEC. NO. MO
570 POKE N*X-1»D
580 PRINT -e»<Z)
590 NEXT X
600 D«0: COTO 500 .__,„.
1000 REMARKABLE PROCRAH BY BILL RAOABAUGH—1/29/81

"3D to 2D wire-frame perspective trans-

formation with 3D clipping."

Appendix 3 describes (although without

showing how) using 3D graphics in flight

simulation (another Sublogic package),

computer art, architectural design,

engineering drawing, etc.

Sublogic leaves to the imagination of

the user the details of how to carry out

such projects, which are only a few of the

vast number of projects possible, with

side areas such as removing hidden lines,

adding shadows and surface textures, etc.

Short Program #22: String Packing

Bill Radabaugh of St. Marys, OH, sent

a program that shows you what a line of

string-packed graphics characters looks

like while you're creating it:

"After reading your article in the Jan.

1981 column (p. 164). I began experi-

menting with the string-packing technique.

After running the program a few times

and packing some strings for some simple

graphics, I noticed that there were some
things that could help the program work

better.

"First, there was the time in writing out

all the data for each string. This problem

was easily solved by putting an input for

each character. I made the string into an

array so that many strings could be made
with one run of the program.

"The next problem was the spaces

involved with the strings. To insure that I

had enough spaces between the quotes. I

simply put in the most that I would need

in each string; then, to get rid of the

spaces left when all of the characters were

packed, I entered 1 for the decimal number.

This puts the program in a loop and zaps

the rest of the spaces, since there is no
character represented by the 1.

"In the program, lines 30, 40 and 50

have been put in as examples. Actually,

the strings can be put on any line. The
more strings you want, the more you will

have to DIM BS.

"Be sure to put enough spaces, and
change the FOR/NEXT loop in line 540

to the new number. One good thing about

the program is that if you wish to change

a string you have already packed, you

can do so as many times as you want.

"P.S. One more thing. Be sure to use

the same number of spaces in each string,

or you might end up poking away the

parts of the program."

RUN the program, which first asks for

the array number that, in this program, is

1, 2 or 3. Then you're asked to enter the

graphics codes for that array.

If you enter 1. and then 183. 179, 179.

187. 128, 183, 179. etc.. the line of periods

will be replaced one by one, with the

graphics characters that make up a line

of boxes. Then, if you LIST the program,

you'll find that line 30 is no longer a line

of periods, but has been string-packed:

30 B$(l)="AUTOCONTCONTNEW
ENDAUTOCONT etc."

so that if you type

PRINT B$(l)

the display will be that line of boxes,

while for

PRINT B$(2)

you'll get just the line of periods.

This program has some interesting

characteristics, which you'll discover when

you try to change part of a packed string,

or enter a few codes and then just keep

on pressing ENTER instead of entering

more codes.

What music? He's listening to the Bit-stream.
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80 sensational
software

creative
computing
software

CS-3207 TRS-80 Cassette (32K)
CS-3703 TRS-80 Disk (32K)

$24 95

Trucker

This program simulates coast-to-coast
trips by an independent trucker hauling
various cargos The user may haul
oranges, freight or US mail All have dif-

ferent risks and rewards Maximum profit
comes from prudent risk-taking

If all goes well, you can obey the speed
limits, stop for eight hours of sleep each
night and still meet the schedule Bad
weather, road construction or flat tires
may put you behind schedule. You may try
to increase your profit by skimping on
sleep, driving fast or carrying an over-
weight load
Other factors are choice of routes, truck

payments, fuel. food, tolls and fines The
simulation is engrossing and informative

Trucker

and
Streets

of the City
Streets of the City

This simulation is modeled on Grand
Rapids. Michigan, a metropolitan area with
a population of 550.000 The budgeting,
cost and work standard bases are derived
from actual experiences of the city over
the past five years The objective of the
simulation is to complete a ten-year plan
of street and transit improvements while
retaining the support of a majority of the
City Commission.
During your tenure, you must construct

streets and Interstate highways, repair
existing streets, and improve traffic safety
For the Transit Authority you have to up-
grade and replace a delapidated bus fleet,

increase ndership. reduce maintenance
downtime and improve on-shedule perfor-
mance
Other factors to be considered are oper-

ating tax levies, construction bonding and
labor negotiations The simulation pro-
vides a substantial challenge and it is both
educational and entertaining

to the Chief

3 Adventures

by
Phillip W. Brashcar

and
Richard G. Vance

TRS-80 Disk. 48K *24BS

Your object in this simulation is to be
elected president In your campaign you
set your strategy and carry it out week by
week. You may run TV or magazine ads
travel to different states, hold news corv
ferences and participate in a debate
You moat take a position on ten campaign

issues such at Energy Policy. Unemploy-
ment. Taxes. Mid-East Policy and Strategy
Arms Limitations. You must manage your
fund raising efforts to business, labor and
mass direct mail solicitations
The package includes four models of

varying complexity, each can be used at
ten levels of difficulty The more complex
models introduce the influences of incum-
bency, campaign finance and spending
limits

Hail to the Chief has been used as a
teaching aid in Political Science. Voting
Behavior and Computer Science at the
University level since 1876 It it a well
proven package which includes a compre-
hensive manual.

DlskCS-3516 J39 95
Requires 32K

Adventureland (by Scott Adamsl
You II encounter wild animals
dwarfs and many other puzzles
and perils as you wander through
an enchanted world trying to res-
cue the 13 lost treasures Can
you rescue the Blue Ox from the
quicksand'7 Or find your way out
of the maze of pits9 Happy
Adventuring'

Pirate Adventure I by Scott
Adamsl- Yo Ho Ho and a bottle
of rum You II meet up with
the pirate and his daffy bird along
with many strange sights as you
attempt to go from your London
flat to Treasure Island Can you
recover Long John Silver s lost

treasures7 Happy sailing matey

Mission Impossible Adventure Iby
Scott Adamsl- Good Morning
Your mission is to and so it

starts Will you be able lo complete
your mission in time9 Or is the
world s first automated nuclear
reactor doomed9 This one s well
named its hard there is no magic
but plenty of i

Good Luck

Voodoo Castle
The Count and Ghost Town

Original Adventure
Disk CS-3518 (48K) $19 95

This is the original adventure game complete
with a colossal cave populated with nasty
little dwarves, a giant clam, troolsand much,
much more. Includes the SAM 76 language
in which the game runs

Adventures on Cassette
Five adventures are available separately
on cassette Each requires 16K and costs
(1495
CS-3007 Adventureland
CS-3008 Pirate Adventure
CS-3009 Mission Impost
CS-3010 Voodoo Castle
CS-3011 The Count

Voodoo Castle (by Scott Adamsl Count
Cristo has had a fiendish curse put on him
by his enemies There he lies, you are his
only hope will you be able to rescue
him— or is he forever doomed9 Beware
the Voodoo man

The Count (by Scott Adams) You wake up
in a large brass bed somewhere in Tran-
sylvania Who are you. what are you doing
here, and why did the postman deliver a
bottle of blood9 You II love this Adventure
In fact, you might say its Love at First
Byte

Qhott Town (by Scott Adams) Explore a
deserted western mining town in search of
1 3 treasures From rattlesnakes to runaway
horses, this Adventure has them all 1 Just
remember, pardner. they don t call them
Ghost Towns for nothin' (Alto includes a
new bonus scoring system t

Disk CS-351 7 139 95
Requires 32K

/

Order Today
To order any of these software packages

send payment plus $2 00 postage and
handling per order to Creative Computing
Morris Plains NJ 07950 Visa MasterCard
and American E x press orders may be called
in toil-free

Order today at no risk II you are not
completely satisfied your money will he
promptly and courteously refunded

Creative Computing Software
Morris Plains NJ 07950
Toll-free 800431-8112
In NJ 201-540-0445

creative, computing software
T*&-m<**+mgiwmtft*mfft»t*oilv*t*Cixx> CIRCLE 300 ON READER SERVICE CARD



David Levy

Correspondence is welcome. Letters

with interesting questions and ideas

will be used in the column along with

a response. No personal replies can be

made. Send to: David Lew, KM Ham-
ilton Terrace. London 'NW8 9UP.

England.

Contract Bridge is one of the most

interesting and skilful of card games,

ranking alongside poker in its complex-

ity. Many computer programmers are

also bridge enthusiasts, so I expect that

many of my readers will, at some time

or another, have considered the possi-

bility of writing their own bridge pro-

gram. Let me warn you from the

outset — this is a most daunting task.

I would expect a competent program-

mer to take three times as long to write

a bridge program as to write a fairly

respectable chess program, and the size

of the bridge program would be much
larger - with less than 32 kbytes you
might as well forget it. But since most

of you who own or have access to com-
puters will have at least 32k at your

disposal, writing a bridge program is a

task that can be undertaken by anyone
who is prepared to devote a lot of time

and effort.

In writing about computer bridge I

shall attempt only to outline some
simple principles which will enable

the reader to write a working pro-

gram. The game is sufficiently rich in

ideas that stronger bridge players will

be able to extrapolate from my article

and include a number of more advanced

concepts in their programs. Anyone
who writes a 'simple' bridge program

based on these articles will be able to

enjoy an undemanding game without

the need to find three other (human)
players.

How to play bridge

I do not wish to go into a detailed

description of the rules of the game,
but some of my readers may not know
how to play, so some explanation is

essential. This will also enable those of

you who play other bidding games to

learn the principles of programming the

bidding phase, which can be carried over

to other games. The principles of playing

the cards might also be useful in pro-

gramming other games which are based

on taking tricks. So don't give up if

you are not attracted to the idea of

programming bridge - what you learn

here may help you in other games.

Contract bridge is played by four

players, who form two partnerships.

A normal deck of 52 cards is used, and

at the start of a hand each player is

dealt 13 cards. The players start by

bidding for the right to play the hand,

and whichever side makes the highest

bid then tries to make the number of

tricks indicated by that bid. If the

partnership is successful in making the

desired contract it scores points accor-

ding to the size of the bid, and the

number of extra tricks (overtricks)

made by the partnership. If the con-

tract is not made, the partnership

which was playing to make the con-

tract loses penalty points, the number

of penalty points depending upon the

number of tricks by which the con-

tract failed, and whether or not the

defending partnership decided to

'double' the contract (doubling, as one

might expect, doubles the number of

points gained or lost on a hand, and

also affects bonus points which can be

scored in certain situations).

The player who deals the cards

opens the bidding. He may say 'pass'

or 'no-bid' if he doesn't wish to make a

positive bid at this stage, or he may
make a bid of the form 1 Club, or 2

No Trumps — the number part of the

bid indicates the number of tricks that

must be made if this bid is the final

contract (number of tricks - number
bid + 6); the suit part of the bid in-

dicates what will be the trump suit if

this bid is the final contract.

After the first player has made his

bid or passed, it becomes the turn of

the player sitting to his left. This

player may also pass; or he may make a

higher bid; or he may double the

opponent's previous bid. In order to

make a higher bid he must indicate a

greater number of tricks, or he must

bid a higher ranking suit (or no-trumps)

than the previous bid. The ranking of

the suits goes (from lowest to highest)

Clubs, Diamonds, Hearts, Spades and
then comes No-Trumps. So one Heart

is higher than one Diamond; one No-
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Trump is higher than one of any suit;

and two Clubs is higher than any bid

at the one level.

The bidding proceeds in this way,

moving round the table in a clockwise

direction and coming to an end only

when three successive players pass.

Even if a player doubles or redoubles

an opponent's bid, there must then be

three successive passes before the

bidding is at an end. Once the bidding

is over, the players who won the bidding

(ie made the final bid) are obliged to

play the contract, or to be more precise,

whichever of them first bid the suit

(or No-T rumps) of the final contract —
he is the one who must play the cards

for his partnership. He is referred to as

'Declarer' and his partner as 'Dummy',
The player on the declarer's left

leads any card that he chooses and, at

this point, dummy places all of his

cards on the table, face up so that

everyone can see them. From now on
dummy has nothing to do until the

hand is over. His partner, declarer, must

play the cards for both of them.
The rules of play are very similar to

those of Whist and many other trick-

taking games. The player who wins one
trick leads the first card to the next

trick, and players must follow suit if

possible, or if this is not possible they

may trump a card if they possess any
trumps. (In a No-Trump contract this

is not applicable.) Cards rank in the

usual order, from Ace, King, Queen
and Jack down to 4, 3 and 2.

The bidding phase

The point of the bidding phase is to

try to reach the optimal contract,

partly by conveying information to

your partner about the strength and

'shape' of your hand. In order to be

able to determine what contract you
and your partner should be playing,

it is important for you to know some-
thing about each other's hand. This is

accomplished by the bidding, but

because every bid must be higher than

the previous bid, a partnership does
not have a completely free license to

pass information back and forth during

the bidding, as this would lead them
into an impossibly high contract. So
the most important thing to do during

the bidding is to try to reach the ideal

contract by conveying the maximum
'
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puturh
SOFTWARE

ANNOUNCING A SERIES
OF EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

IN READING AND
PRE-READING SKILLS

"LEARN YOUR LETTERS"
Available November 1

» "WHATS THE SAME?
WHAT'S NOT THE SAME?"

Available December i

TROUBLESOME PAIRS OF LETTERS'
Available January 1

Let your computer help your child team to read Write
tor our specifications and a sample page from our
manual

Don't waste the power your computer has to focus

• SIGHT • SOUND • ATTENTION • MOVEMENT
Ask for the best for your Tl 99 4 FUTVRA

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

EhningerAssociates. Inc.
P.O. Box 5581

Fort Worth. Texas 76108
817 246-6536

CIRCLE 173 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Take it

and Run

!

Our commitment is towards
a goal of meeting as many of
your microcomputer needs
as is possible.

Featuring:
•Programs
•Supplies
•Books

Quality products for:

•Apple II

•Atari
•PET
• TRS-80

We are pleased to offer our
catalog detailing the many
products available.

For your copy, write us:

EDUCrrTDnfiL
SOFTWARE
P.O. Box 746
McMinnville, OR 97128
(503) 472-5298

CIRCLE 172 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MCE Microcomputer
Educational Programs For
Special Needs Audiences

• High interest
• Automatic
branching to individual

reading levels

• Personalized
highly interactive

• Flexibility
for a wide range of

age groups

• Educational
formats:
tutorial, practice exercises
and testing

• Cost Effective
high quality, educationally
sound

• Full supportive
and supplementary
materials

HI
PROGRAMS

For a free catalog, full information
about these and other MCE pro-
grams and the name of your nearest
MCE dealer, write or call collect

(616) 345-8681.

Programs available for Apple II.

INTERPRETIVE
EDUCATION. INC.
Depr I6C

a Suite ^S0
I57S KaWrrwoo Mall

jo Ml 49007

An Important Reference

Computers,
Ethics and
Society

Where is the computer leading us? Is it a
menace or a messiah? What are its bene-
fits? What are the risks? What is needed to
manage the computer for society's
greatest good? Will we become masters or
slaves of the evolving computer tech-
nology?
This bibliography was created to help

answer questions like these. The works
cited can provide the range of facts and
opinion necessary to your understanding
of the role of the computer.

This is a bibliography of works dealing
with the ways in which computers are
being used in our society, the beneficial
changes that are taking place in our lives
as a result of computer technology, the
social and ethical problems intensified by
the improper use of computers, the dan-
gers of computerized society, the safe-
guards and defenses against those
dangers, the attempts to indicate what
computerized direction the future will

take, and the responsibilities of computer
professionals It contains 1920 alpha-
betical entries of books, magazine articles,
news items, scholarly papers and other
works dealing with the impact of compu-
ters on society and ethics Covers 1948
through 1979.
Compiled by Gary M. Abshire. Hard-

bound. 128 page $17.95. (12E)
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Spades: K 8 7 4 2

Hearts: 2

Diamonds: A J 9 5 3

Clubs: K 10

Spades:
Hearts:

Diamonds:
Clubs:

10
Q J 10 7 6
Q82
Q J43

N

W

Spades: 9 5

Hearts: K 9 4

Diamonds: K 10 7

Clubs: A 9 8 6 5

Spades: A Q J 6 3

Hearts: A 8 5 3

Diamonds: 6 4

Clubs: 7 2

information about your hand in the

most economical manner. Let us ex-

amine the bidding of a hand of bridge

to see how information is conveyed.

For the sake of convenience we
usually refer to the four hands by the

four points of the compass: North,

South, East and West. We shall assume

that West was the dealer, and that the

bidding goes like this (players' thought

processes in brackets).

West: Pass (I have a weak hand);

North: One diamond (I have a stronger-

than-average hand with two good suits.

I shall bid the lower ranking suit first to

give my partner a chance of bidding

hearts at the one level)

;

East: Pass (I also have a hand that is

no better than average, and since my
partner is weak we will not have enough
combined strength to make any con-

tract);

South: One spade (I have two biddable

suits, but I have more spades than hearts

so I shall bid spades first);

West: Pass'

North: Two spades (My partner has at

leat four spades in his hand so we at

least nine spades out of 13 between us.

Obviously spades will be a good suit

for us to play a contract in);

East: Pass;

South: Three hearts (I must show my
partner that 1 have another biddable

suit);

West: Pass;

North: Three spades (My first spade bid

indicated only that I had reasonable

spade support for my partner. Now I

should tell him that I have more than

minimal spade support and that I do
not have enough strong cards in the

unbid suits to make a no-trump con-

tract possible);

East: Pass;

South: Four spades (My partner has at

least four spades and probably holds the

king of spades. He also has four or five

diamonds so he does not have many
clubs and hearts. I have the Ace of

hearts so we are unlikely to lose more

than one heart trick, and I only have
two clubs so we cannot lose more than

two club tricks before I can trump any
further clubs that are led. So we ought
to be able to avoid losing any more than
three tricks, and four spades seems quite

possible);

West: Pass;

North: Pass (Enough is enough);

East: Pass.

The above bidding and thought

processes represent an over-simplifi-

cation of what was going on in the

minds of the players. But it does serve

to explain the type of thought pro-

cesses that one goes through when
bidding in a simple fashion. I ought

perhaps to mention at this stage that

by reaching certain contracts a partner-

ship may qualify for a 'game bonus'

if the contract is made. These game

contracts are: 3 No-Trumps; 4 Hearts or

4 Spades; 5 Clubs or 5 Diamonds.
Making a lesser contract allows you to

score the game bonus later on if you can

make another contract that counts,

together with the earlier contract, for

enough points to make a game. I will

not go into the scoring system in this

article, but you should study an ele-

mentary book on bridge before writing

your program, so that the scoring will

be correct.

In order to make the bidding phase

easier and to ensure that information

is conveyed economically, various bid-

ding systems have been invented. In a

bidding system, each bid has a fairly

precise defined meaning, and by cor-

rectly interpreting a bid, a player will

understand more about his partner's

hand. One useful tool employed in

many bidding systems is what are

known as 'high card points. This

points method usually counts 4 points

for holding an Ace, 3 for a king, 2 for a

queen, 1 for a jack or singleton (a suit

with only one card, other than an Ace),

4 for a void (a suit with no cards),

1 for each card after the first five in a

suit. Using this point count method,

various rules of thumb have been de-

veloped, including:

a) Do not open the bidding with fewer

than 12 points;

b) If you hold 12-15 points you should

open one of your best suit.

c) If you hold 16-18 points you should

open one No-Trump.
d) In order to make a three No-Trump
contract the combined hands should

have not less than 24 points, preferably

25 or more.
The above rules can all be broken,

under the correct circumstances and, in

fact, the same bid can mean many
different things in the same situation,

depending on which system of bidding

the partnership is employing. The most

important thing to remember about

bidding is that bridge is a partnership

game, and you should be trying to help

your partner during the bidding by
making meaningful bids that he will

understand. There is no point in making

a brilliant bid on one bidding system if

your partner is using a different system
— he will not understand what you
mean and before you know what is

happening you and your partner will

have overbid, and found yourselves in

an impossible contract.

How to program
a bidding system

Before writing your program, decide

what bidding system will be used in the

program and make a long list of what
the various bids can mean in different

circumstances. Whenever the program
must make a bid it determines the

circumstances and makes the appropriate

"Because I'm sharing lime with other while collar criminals- thafs why it's taking so long.
"
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The BEST games are from Creative Computing Software

1978: Adventure

1979: Air Traffic Controller

1980: Super Invader
1981: Blister Ball
and Mad Bomber

Blister Ball
Blister Ball is the first completely original
arcade-type game for a computer. Not a
copy, not an adaptation, not a spinoff Blister

Ball is new- its a new idea— better than
Invaders, better than Circus, better than
Asteroids, better than Galaxian. If you ve
played other games for hours, you II play
Blister Ball for days

How does it work? Well, some mean but
fun-loving aliens have produced some
bouncing bombs. First they drop one and
you've got to position yourself under it and
zap it with your laser. If you miss, that's

OK. It will bounce around, although each
bounce is lower, and you have several
chances to zap it. Got the hang of it? OK,
here come two bouncing bombs. You zap
them. Then you're faced with three, then
four and five.

As they bounce longer and longer the
walls begin to close in so you're faced with
either zapping the bombs or being hit. Each
hit knocks you a little further toward the
gutter. But you can survive two hits which
is usually enough to zap all the bombs.

Feeling confident? Don t Because after

5 bombs the murderous little devils drop 5
bonus bombs, worth ten times as much.
These don't bounce, so you get only one
shot. You need nerves of steel and the
reflexes of a tail gunner.

After you complete one round.the game
starts again with bombs that bounce faster

and lower (and are worth more) than the
previous ones.

Blister Ball is a fantastic solo game. But
there are two-player options as well in which
players can play as a team or as opponents.
Each player can move the entire width of

the screen and zap any of the bombs. Here,
you're not only trying to survive, but trying

to outscore your opponent. The game has
two skill levels.

Mad Bomber
In Mad Bomber you are faced with aliens

in a huge ship hovering overhead. They
have bomb racks which they constantly fill

with bombs. Your object is to move from
side to side on the ground and zap the
bombs in the bomb racks or as they fall.

As the game progresses, the aliens fill

up their bomb racks more quickly and the
bombs fall faster. You lose after ten bombs
have hit the area which you are defending
Mad Bomber can be played by one player

solo or by two players as a team or as
opponents. Two skill levels

Order Today

Blister Ball and Mad Bomber are available

together for $29.95 on disk (DOS 3.2) only
and require a 48K Apple with paddle
controls. (We recommend using the Super
Paddles from Peripherals Plus).

To order send $29.95 plus $2.0X3 shipping
and handling to the address below. Credit
card customers should include card number
and expiration date of Visa, MasterCard or
American Express card. Credit card orders
may also be called in to our toll-free number
in the continental U.S.

If you also wish to order a set of Super
Paddles from our Peripherals Plus subsidiary,

the cost is just $39 95 The paddles are
backed by a 90-day limited warranty from
the manufacturer as well as Peripherals
Plus' moneyback guarantee of satisfac-
tion.

Blister Ball and Mad Bomber are colorful,

challenging, fast and noisy. They are the
games of the year from Sensational Soft-
ware.

creative
computing

39 E. Hanover Avenue
Morris Plains. NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-631-8112
In NJ 201-540-0445
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^Games, continued.

bid. Whenever the program must inter-

pret a bid made by its partner, it deter-

mines the circumstances under which

the partner's bid was made, and then

looks at the list of bids to see what the

particular bid should mean in those

circumstances. These two processes, the

making of the correct bid and the

interpreting of the partner's bid, can

each be aided by keeping a number of

important variables and updating them

in the light of new information trans-

mitted or received. The following

variables might usefully be employed

when deciding what bid to make or

when interpreting a bid made by one's

partner:

Max Clubs (what is the maximum num-
ber of clubs that have been shown so

far by the player who is bidding this

hand);

Min Clubs (the minimum number of

clubs shown by the bidding);

Max Diamonds
Min Diamonds
Max Hearts
Min Hearts
Max Spades
Min Spades

By storing values for all the above

variables, the program can build up an

idea of the way in which the suits are

distributed in his partner's hand, or he

can keep track of the extent to which
he has described the distribution of the

suits in his own hand. In addition to

knowing how long a suit might be, it

is also very useful to have some indi-

cation as to how strong a particular

hand might be.

This can be accomplished using two
variables called Max Points and Min
Points, which indicate the known limits

of strength of a hand as indicated by
the number of high card points in the

hand. For example, if a partnership

is using a bidding system in which 13
points is the minimum number for

making an opening bid, a player who
makes an opening bid is known to have

at least 13 points so his Min Points

is initially adjusted from (the default

value when the hand is dealt) to 13.

Adjusting the distribution variables

is not a particularly difficult matter.

At the start of a hand the four Max
variables are set at numbers which may
be deduced from the holding of the

hand under scrutiny. For example, if

the computer is making the first bid

for West in the above hand, it sets

Max Spades for North, East and South

at 12, since it has one spade and knows
that no other player may therefore

have more than 12. Similarly, Max
Hearts is set at 8, Max Diamonds is

10 and Max Clubs is 9. The minimum
values of the suit variables are all set

at since no bids have been made
and therefore nothing is known about
the distribution in each of the hands
other than the program's 'own' hand.

If we follow through the bidding of

the above hand again, assuming that

the computer is playing South, we can

see how easy it is to adjust the distri-

bution variables for the other hands.

(Here I shall make certain assumptions

concerning the bidding systems em-

ployed by the N-S pair and the E-W

pair.)

West: (West's Max Points is set to 1,

as he would open the bidding on 12 or

more). West's Min Points remains at 0.

North: One diamond (North's Min

Points is set at 12, Max Points is set at

15, since with 16-18 points North

would have opened one No-Trump,

and with 19 or more he would have

opened two of a suit.) Also, Min Dia-

monds is set at 4, the minimum num-

ber needed to bid, and Max Diamonds

is set at 7, since with 8 he would have

opened higher.)

East: Pass (East's Max Points - 11,

Min Points - 0)
South: One spade (South, the program,

has indicated that he holds at least

7 points, otherwise he would have

passed. So Min Points = 7, Max Points

- 11, otherwise he would have made a

stronger bid to indicate that he, too,

held an opening hand. Min Spades = 4

and Max Spades = 6, since with seven

or more spades, South would have made
a stronger bid than one spade.)

West: Pass

North: Two spades (Min Spades - 3,

Max Spades = 5, since with six or more
spades North would be able to bid

higher in spades, and would have

opened in spades rather than diamonds.

Also Max Hearts - 4 and Max Clubs - 4,

by subtraction from 13.)

East: Pass

South: Three hearts (Min Hearts - 4,

Max Hearts - 6 and, by subtracting

from 13, we find that Max Diamonds -

Max Clubs = 4. Note that neither clubs

nor diamonds can be longer than a

four card suit, as this would have

required South to bid the suit before

now.)
West: Pass
North: Three spades (Min Spades - 4)

East: Pass
South: Four spades (Min Spades - 5)

This example is not intended to

indicate exactly how the variables

should be adjusted, nor is it intended

to be complete in the summary of

information conveyed by each bid.

The sole raison d'etre for the example
is to show the reader the type of in-

formation that can be gleaned from a

bid, and how this information may be

used to update some of the more use-

ful variables. When you have decided

on the bidding system that will be
employed in your program, the method
for updating each of the variables will

suggest itself.

n

Special Conventions

in Bidding

There are a number of special bidding

conventions, each of which may be used

in a particular situation. Often these
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conventions take the form of a question

and an answer. For example, the Black-

wood convention is a method of asking

your partner how many aces he holds,

and how many kings. This information

is particularly useful if your partnership

is hoping to make a small slam (12

tricks) or a grand slam (13 tricks).

The asking bid in Blackwood is 4 No-

Trumps, and the replies are:

5 clubs, when holding no aces (some-

times this reply is given when holding

all four aces);

5 diamonds, when holding one ace;

5 hearts, means two aces;

5 spades, means three aces.

In order to ask how many kings your

partner has you simply bid five no-

trumps, and he bids the number of

kings at the six level (6 clubs is or

maybe 4), 6 diamonds is l.etc.

When the Blackwood convention is

employed, the program can update

variables such as: Number of Aces,

Number of Kings, and the tri-state

variables Ace of Clubs, Ace of Dia-

monds, etc, which can indicate yes,

no or don't know, depending on what

may be deduced from the bidding.

For example, if you hold two aces

and find that your partner holds the

other two, you know which aces he

holds and so you can set the values of

the tri-state variables (Ace of Clubs,

etc) accordingly. This detailed use of

variables can be most helpful when
making a slam decision.

Another popular convention is

known as Stayman, and consists of a

two club asking bid after your partner

has bid one no-trump. The asking bid

enquires whether partner has at least

four cards in either hearts or spades

(or both), in which case he should

respond by bidding the appropriate

suit (or the better suit if he holds at

least four cards in each of the two
suits). If the program asks this ques-

tion of its partner, it can use the reply

to update the variables Min Spades,

Max Spades, Min Hearts and Max
Hearts, according to the reply bid.

Deciding What to Bid

-

a Simple Algorithm

When faced with the decision of what
bid to make, a number of complex
factors enter the thought processes of a

good bridge player. Here we are dis-

cussing the problems of writing a

relatively simple bridge program, and so

we must try to employ a relatively

simple bidding algorithm. I have devised

such an algorithm, which lacks the

subtlety of an advanced bridge player,

but which ought to provide the com-
puter with the ability to make bids that

are reasonably intelligible and reason-

ably sensible. The algorithm applies to

any bidding system, so you may choose

any system that you like, preferably

from a good book on bidding. One word
>
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MICROMATH
revolutionizes the
teaching of math!

Grades 6 to 12

MicroMath is a complete review
mathematics course which will be ot great
value to students from grade 6 through 12

93 Lessons. 16 Tests. 150 Page Workbook
Students can choose trom 93 sepai
lessons (each with pre test and lesson
work comfortably at Iheir owr speed with
peers or individually Each unit has its own
post test and the entire pack.i

;

plemented with a 150 pacje worn

RunsonCOMMODORE PET16Kand APPLE IH
PET version consists ol 5 disks, the APPLE
version has 10 <l>

Presently in use across Canada and the U.S.
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course ol its kind in North Ami"
highly praised by those instructors use

$500.00 tor complete package (U.S. tunds)
A demonstration disk, consisting <

pie lessons and 2 tests, is available tor only
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For more information
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MICRO, the 6502 Journal — First Issue Published November 1977

MICRO is the technical reference journal which reports monthly on the development and
practical and theoretical application of new 6502 microcomputer technology. Feature articles
discuss languages, techniques, and application programs for the major 6502-based micro-
computers. The journal regularly includes a comprehensive bibliography of 6502-based informa-
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BEST OF MICRO Series — First Volume Published December 1978

The BEST OF MICRO Series consists of collections of the best technical articles which have
appeared in MICRO. Each volume is organized by major microcomputers. To date, over 20,000
copies of volumes 1 and 2 have been sold, and sales are still strong. Volume 3 was published in
November 1980.
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'Games, continued...

of advice — try to use a 'natural' bidding

system (one in which the bids tend to

reflect the obvious features of the hand)

rather than an 'artificial* system (in

which most of the bids form an appar-

ently obscure code).

Most books on bidding will offer

advice on how many high card points

are needed to make contracts at various

levels. In 'Bridge for Beginners' (by

Victor Mollo and Nico Gardener), for

example, we find that a useful guideline

is:

22-25 points are needed in the combined
hands to make any contract

26 points are needed to make 3 No-
Trumps, 4 Hearts or 4 Spades, or 5

Clubs or 5 Diamonds
34 points are needed to make a slam

(12 or 13 tricks)

These guidelines are extremely useful,

inasmuch as they can set an upper limit

on the program's bidding. In our earlier

example, once the program knows that

it and its partner (playing North-South)

hold less than 34 points, which is when
the second bid is made (South's one
Spade), it is immediately obvious that

a slam is not a real possibility, so the

maximum contract is a game contract

and the highest possible bid is 5 Dia-

monds).
The manner in which the algorithm

operates is simplicity itself. The pro-

gram first asks the question 'can I bid

again without exceeding the safe limit?',

where the safe limit is defined by the

above guidelines. If the answer to this

question is 'yes', the program simply

examines every one of its legal bids,

determines what would be meant by

each of these bids, and then performs

some sort of matching exercise to

produce a numerical score that repre-

sents the accuracy with which each bid

describes the hand (bearing in mind
what has already been bid). In a situ-

ation where the program is responding

to an asking bid (eg, Blackwood or

Stayman) there is no problem - the

program simply gives the correct an-

swer to the asking bid. But in the

general case the program must evaluate

each bid and then choose the bid with

the highest score, or, if two or more

bids have a similarly high score, the

program selects the lower bid so that it

can convey information in an economic

manner.
How exactly this matching procedure

is programmed will depend entirely on

the type of bidding system you employ

in your program, but a few hints may
be useful for setting you on the right

track. Firstly, we should consider a

situation in which the program ought

to make an asking bid. This might

happen when it has discovered that it

and its partner have 34 points or more
between the two hands. The program

may wish to know how many aces and

kings are in its partner's hand (unless

it has all the aces and kings itself), in

which case it bids 4 No-Trumps. If the

answer indicates that its partner has all

the missing aces, the program can then

ask how many kings are in its partner's

hand. It will then find out whether the

partnership is missing any of the im-

portant top cards and make its decision

as to whether it can afford to bid 7

(for a Grand Slam) or only 6 (a Small

Slam). Asking bids and their responses

are as easy for a computer program
as for a human player.

In a more general situation, the

program must decide the extent to

which a bid conveys information that

has not already been conveyed. One
way to do this is to count the number
of variables which can be updated after

making a particular bid. If a bid

provides information which gives useful

information about three of the variables,

then the bid is, in some sense, more
useful to the program's partner than a

bid which gives useful information

about only two variables.

One final point, which is important

to implement because of the necessity

of playing a contract in the best suit

(or in No-Trumps if that is better than

a suit contract): throughout the bidding

the program should keep some kind of

measure for each suit and for No-

Trumps. This measure should indicate

the desirability of playing a contract in

that suit. At the start of the hand, when
the cards are dealt, the measures might

simply be the number of high card

points in each of the suits (excluding

the points for singletons and voids).

For No-Trumps the measure should

be zero. When the program's partner

makes a bid, the number of high card

points for the suit bid should be in-

creased by (say) 8 for the first time

that partner bids the suit, 4 for the

second time and 2 for the third time.

If the program's partner bids all of the

suits in which the program does not

have adequate control (either an ace, or

a king and one other card, a queen and

two other cards or a jack and three

other cards), then the number of points

assigned to No-Trumps can be adjusted

to some high value (say 15). Each time

that the partner bids another suit,

which he has not yet bid, this score is

increased by 2. The program then has a

relatively easy measure of whether each

suit is worthwhile, and whether No-
Trumps is a possibility. Then, as the

level of the bidding gets nearer and
nearer to the guideline limits, the

program can easily make a decision

about the final contract. It is then

only important to avoid making a bid

which is so high that partner can no

longer make a safe hid (ie, a bid within

the guideline limits) in a suit which is

deemed to be acceptable.

Next month, I shall write about
playing the hand once the bidding is

over. In the meantime, I suggest that

you find a good book on bidding and
select an easily programmable system, a

Bit Pit Chas Andres
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Super Invasion
Disk CS-4508 $29 95

Requires 48K Apple II or Apple II Plus

This original invasion game features superb high res-
olulior. graphics, nail biting tension and hilarious antics
by the moon creatures Fifty-tive aliens whiz across the
screen. Quickening their descent challenging you to
come out Irom behind your blockades and pick them off
with your lasers A self-running attract mode makes it

easy to learn and demonstrate the game Game paddles
are required

Gradebook
DiskCS-4 709$24 95 Requires 32K Applesoft or Apple II Plus

CS 4710 Applesoft Disk (32K) $24 95

Trucker

This program simulates coast-to-coast
trips by an independent trucker hauling
various cargos The user may haul
oranges, freight or US mail All have dif-

ferent risks and rewards Maximum profit

comes from prudent risk-taking

if all goes well, you can obey the speed
limits, stop for eight hours of sleep each
night and still meet the schedule Bad
weather, road construction or flat tires

may put you behind schedule You may try

to increase your profit by skimping on
sleep, driving fast or carrying an over-
weight load

Other factors are choice of routes, truck
payments, fuel. food, tolls and fines The
simulation is engrossing and informative

Trucker

of the City
Streets of the City

This simulation is modeled on Grand
Rapids. Michigan, a metropolitan area with
a population of 550.000 The budgeting,
cost and work standard bases are derived
from actual experiences of the city over
the past five years The objective of the
simulation is to complete a ten-year plan
of street and transit improvements while
retaining the support of a majority of the
City Commission

During your tenure, you must construct
streets and Interstate highways, repair
existing streets, and improve traffic safety
For the Transit Authority you have to up-
grade and replace a delapidated bus fleet,

increase ndership. reduce maintenance
downtime and improve on-shedule perfor-
mance
Other factors to be considered are oper-

ating tax levies, construction bonding and
labor negotiations The simulation pro-
vides a substantial challenge and it is both
educational and entertaining

The GRADEBOOK system is a package of ten interlocking pro-
grams in APPLESOFT BASIC on a single diskette Gradebook
brings the speed and accuracy of the computer to the teacher's tra-
ditional grading and record-keeping procedures In this process,
several new capabilities emerge. Some are described below, while
you will discover others for yourself as you explore this highly in-
teractive, user-oriented system designed with the classroom
teacher in mind

1) CLASSFILE INITIATION leads you step-by-step through setting
up a class file and storing it on the disk

2) SCORE ENTRY uses the roster set up in CLASSFILE INITIATION
to enter a class set of scores on one or more assignments

3) SINGLE STUDENT EDITOR permits you to fill in 'incompletes',
correct mistakes made in SCORE ENTRY, etc.

4) CLASS ROSTER CHANGE is exactly what it sounds like.

5) RECORD CHECK first summarizes the state of the class as a
whole, then lets you check on how any individual is doing.

6) STATISTICAL SUMMARY can actually be run at any time you
want a detailed summary of student performance for an entire
class

Scientific

Plotter and
Curve Fitter

Scientific Plotter
Disk CS-4803 S24 95
Requires 48K Apple II Plus

Turn your Apple into a valuable and
versatile laboratory tool Scientific Plotter
produces high-resolution graphs with ease
and elegance Data can be entered through
the keyboard, from disk files, or directly
from Basic subroutines The scale and
endpoints of the graph are under your control

Numeric labels are automatically added to
theaxes Text labels can be placed anywhere
on the screen, with horizontal or vertical

orientation

This brief description barely begins to
cover the full range of this versatile graphic
aid The program can scale logarithmically,
scale each axis independently, plot selec-
tively in quadrants of the screen, plot with
any of twenty symbols in four different sizes,

and much more Anyone who needs to
convert data into meaningful graphs will

find that Scientific Plotter is an invaluable
aid

Curve Fitter
DiskCS-4604. $34 95
Requires 46K Apple II Plus

Curve Fitter gives visual meaning to your
data Information can be entered through
the keyboard or from disk Curve Fitter can
also accept information from analog instru-

ments such as spectrophotometers or pH
meters Data can be scaled, converted to
log form, or offset by a constant Smoothing
and averaging features are included in the
program
With a choice of three methods of Inter-

polation and three methods of least squares
fitting. Curve Fitter can provide the best
high resolution curve for any meaningful
data Once the curve has been produced,
unknownscan be entered and an interpolated

value will be returned
With many user-oriented features, such

as numbered axes, four selectable plotting

symbols, and the ability to save all data on
disk. Curve Fitter will prove invaluable to

anyone working with data

Disk Organizer

Disk CS-4602. $24 95 48K Apple II Plus

Tired of writing scads of disk information

on tiny little labels'' Let your Apple do the

work with Disk Organizer. This utility program
examines each disk, displays the number
of free sectors, searches for control char*
acters. and creates a file of your programs
The file can be sent to the screen or to a

printer And that s just the start You can
sort the file by program name, program
language, or disk volume number, and search
for a specific program, for all programs in a
certain language, or for all programs on a
specific disk Once a file is created, it can
be transferred to any disk For those emer-
gencies when you need to save a file and
have no space on available disks, the program
includes an ititialize utility Disk organizer
can save hours of time that were once wasted
searching for programs

Order Today
To order any of these software packages

send payment plus $2 00 postage and
handling per order to Creative Computing
Morns Plains NJ 07950 Visa MasterCard
and American E x press orders may be called
n toll-free

Order today at no risk If you are not
completely satisfied your money will he
promptly and courteously refunded

Creative Computing Sof*

Morris Plains NJ 07950
Toll free 800-631-8112
In NJ 20l-540-044b

creative computing software
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Harold L Novick
The comments and opinions of the

author are given for educational pur-

poses only and are not meant to be

legal advice. Specific legal questions

should be referred to your personal

attorney.

m...softwspe legal iwum...s<

A funny thing happened on the way to

the forum; not the column, but the writer's

office. A letter was delivered that discussed

a new twist in the attempt to obtain legal

protection for computer programs. The

program is a video game and the protection

attempted was a copyright of a computer

video game as evidenced by a videotape

of a game being played.

Interesting, to say the least.

Suppose that the computer video game

is embodied in a ROM and the intention

is to sell an integral computer system.

The system includes the ROM. a power

supply, a microprocessor and supporting

chips, a video monitor, a video board, an

operator's control panel, and the interfacing

electronics, all housed in a single cabinet.

Where would the copyright notice be

placed? Suppose further that someone
copies only the ROM's and sells only the

ROM's. Is there any copyright infringe-

ment? What if this is a very popular game
and someone else extracts the computer

program from the ROM, disassembles the

program, changes the program to delete

only the trademarked words from the video

presentation and adds other titles, and

then sells a complete system. Any copyright

infringement? What if a third person only

observes the game, and writes a similar

computer program using a substantially

similar video presentation. Now is there

any copyright infringement?

The rhetorical questioning isn't over,

though. Assume further that the copied

game is itself an authorized variation of

another well known game. How does one

protect the game? If copyright protection

is used, where is the notice placed and

what "copies" are filed in the Copyright

Office? There is a saying among computer

people that any computer program can

be replaced with hardware and anything

in hardware can be replaced with software.

Harold L. Novick. Patent Attorney. Larson & Taylor.

Arlington. VA 22202.

If the game is not patentable or can no

longer be patented (e.g. it was first sold

on a small scale two years ago), how can

the game be protected?

The amazing thing about the law is that

it is constantly being confronted with

unique, exotic problems. The scenario

that gave rise to the above questions is

presently being acted out in numerous
variations. With the exploding prolifera-

tion of computer video games, new comers,

late comers and counterfeiters are attempt-

ing to reap their profits quickly. At this

writing (in early June), there are no fewer

than 25 or 30 different parties involved in

defending numerous legal actions. The
above series of questions was derived from

an attempt by the United States licensee

of the video arcade game Galaxian. the

Midway Manufacturing Co. of Franklin

Park, 1L, to protect its game and stop the

importation of numerous variations. Mid-

way claimed a copyright for the game;
printed a copyright notice on the glass

cover of the video monitor; videotaped a

game being played; and filed its application

for the registration of the copyright claim

together with the video tape for the "entire

work" on a form used only for audiovis-

ual works.

Next came ye old "infringers," some of

whom allegedly copied the ROMs, made
their own integral systems outside the

United States, and tried to import the

system into the country. Midway, following

the example of all good software propri-

etors, went to court to stop them. More
accurately. Midway filed a petition with

the International Trade Commission, a

governmental agency, to exclude the

allegedly pirated systems under the unfair

competition clause in the Tariff Act.

Although Midway may have been correct

in most cases, in one case it was absolutely

wrong. The accused infringer was an
independent, but simultaneous developer

of a very similar game. It appears that

when the Space Invaders game was dis-

played by Taito at a show in Japan in

April. 1979. the video game industry went

wild. Universal Company, Ltd. of Japan

developed its variation called Cosmic Alien

at the same time the Galaxian game was

being developed by Namco Ltd. It turned

out there these two variations were "sub-

stantially similar" to one another. Interest-

ing.

Midway. Namco's licensee, had said that

the Cosmic Alien game was an infringement

of its Galaxian game because of the

following similarities: same background

on video display; a plurality of rows of

aliens; top two rows of aliens having a

different color; a nearly identical overall

color pattern; two alien squad leaders;

three defenders to shoot missiles; the aliens

peel off in groups and the squad leaders

peel off; the aliens flap their wings, but

the squad leaders do not; similar screen

organization, scoring and location of

defenders; rows of aliens move back and

forth; when two players play, the screen

is restored for each player.

As a result of these similarities. Midway
accused Universal of unfair trade practices

and of copyright infringement. Of course.

Midway was wrong. But this does raise

the questions of how to tell when there is

copyright infringement and of how to

protect the first produced computer video

game from subsequent variations.

Traditional copyright law does not

adequately protect the computer video

game. In traditional copyright law, infringe-

ment requires a proof of the ownership of

a valid copyright and a copying by the

infringer. In the Midway case it appears

that there are problems in providing both

elements. What is copyrighted in a com-

puter video game? The computer program?

The visual presentation where the analogy

is made to a videotape?

In the present case, Midway decided

not to register its copyright claim to the

computer program. This columnist was
unable to find out its reasons. However, if

those reasons included an attempt to keep
secret the computer program, they failed.
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Small Business Computers
Acquired by

August I. I9K1. Morris Plains. NJ-Pub-
lisher David H. Ahl announced today that

Small Business Computers had been
acquired by Creative Computing. Howard
I'alk will remain as editor of Small Business

Computers, however, the rest of the staff

will be substantially enlarged. The publi-

cation, a bi-monthly, also will be substan-

tially enlarged with both editorial material

and advertising.

Ahl. a strong believer in synergy, believes

that Creative Computing has much to

offer to Small Business Computers. On
the editorial side. Creative Computing has

a large staff of contributing editors with a

wide range of experience in all areas of

the computer field. "Indeed, we have not

been taking advantage of the business

expertise o. our contributing editors." said

Ahl. "because Creative Computing was
just not the right vehicle to run a large

number of business-related applications.

articles anil programs." These articles,

applications, and evaluations will now
appear in Small Business Computers.
One contributing editor, C'denn Hart, is

vice-president of a major consumer goods
manufacturer and has responsibility for

distributing products to super markets,

drug stores, and other similar outlets

throughout the United States. His sales

people use handheld terminals to record

and report each day's orders. Mr. Hart

has developed a series of computer pro-

grams to analyze these data and to pinpoint

potential trouble spots in inventory, ship-

ping, and production before they occur.

In addition, he has a large group of

programs for the TRS-SO pivket computer
as well as larger units which aid him in

managing all aspects of the business

Another contributing editor. George
Miller, works for a major bank and is

responsible for selecting equipment and
implementing office automation throughout

the hundreds of branches of the bank.

Thus, he is concerned not only with the

automation of an individual branch, but

with the communication of the equipment
within the branch and regional centers

and to the home office Mr. Miller wrote

a major article on office automation which

appeared in the May. I9N1 issue of Creative

Computing.
Other regular contributing editors

include the manager of a radio t\ elec-

tronics store, the president of a fish farm,
the general manager of a PBS television

station, and the director of a major market
research company. In addition, scores of
other contributors representing all types
of businesses will be tapped for Small
Business Computers

.

In addition to editorial expertise. Crea-
tive Computing also has a long history of

editorial integrity, particularly with respect

to product evaluations and reviews. "While
main magazines don't want to risk offend-

ing an advertiser." Ahl said, "we feel that

our first obligation is to our readers."

Thus Creative Computing has a vvell-

deserved reputation in the industry for

running hard-hitting, in-depth product
evaluations.

For example. Creative Computing com-
pared word processing printers and found
two losers among highly promoted makes.
Of sixteen educational packages. Creative
Computing found that only seven offered
solid learning value.

"On the other hand, occasionally this

policy turns up a diamond in the rough."
said Ahl. "For example, we found one
computer had far more than its advertised

capability." While unbiased, objective
reviews can occasionally cost an advertiser.

usually temporarily. Ahl believes that in

the long run editorial integrity pavs oil

both to readers and to advertisers. If the
contents of the magazine are honest, the
readers keep coming back for more anil

high loyalty is maintained. In addition, if

the reviews and evaluations are eminently
believable, this believability carries over
to the remaining contents of the magazine
including the advertising.

Order Today

To order your subscription to Small
Business Computers send $12.00 for 1 year
if> issues). If you prefer, call our toll free
number 800-631-81 12 (in NJ. 201-5400445)
to put your subscription on your Master
Card. Visa, or American Express card.
Canadian and other foreign surface sub-
scriptions are S1N.0O per year and must
be pre-paid. We guarantee that you will

be completely satisfied or we will refund
the remaining portion of your subscrip-
tion.

Send orders to:

Small Business
Computers
39 E. Hanover Avenue
Morris Plains, NJ 07950
Toll-free 800431-8112
In NJ 201-5400445
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Binders

Loom Leaf
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Cassette H 1
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Folders tor
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& Literature
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THE SWIFT WAY

I
COMPUTER LITERACY:
Problem-Solving with Computers

by
Carin E. Horn and James L. Poirot

This TEXT is for those with no previous
computer-related coursework. . .designed
for the "beginner" at junior high, high
school, or college level-student or teacher.
Includes: •Computer history •Glossary,
jargon •Systems •Components •Flow-
charting •Programming •Beginning BASIC.
304 pp, softback $13.95
Teacher's Manual S5.95 (free on adoption)

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
DIRECTORY, Apple II Edition
The bibliography of educational software
for Apple Computers. Indexes software by
grade level ; gives short descriptions, sources.
prices of the software packages.
Educational price $9.95
Dealer price $1 1.95, less usual discount

Add SI.00 postage and handling per or-

der; Texas residents add 5%.

STERLING SWIFT PUBLISHING CO.
1600 Fortview Road

Austin, TX 78704 «(512) 444 7570

Legal Forum, continued...

As mentioned above, copying is the

other part of the infringement question.

On the other hand, if Midway wanted to

protect other variations of the game
produced by a means other than copying

the computer program, then at least that

would provide a justification for filing a

copyright claim to the visual presentation.

This they tried to do by filing a videotape
of a game being played as the best edition

of the work whose copyright claim was
being registered. In fact it seems that this

latter approach is the one being adopted
by many of the arcade computer video

games.
How one can or should protect a video

game is not an easy question to answer
based on the present advanced state of

the technology and the present delayed
state of the law. However, the ownership
of a copyright in a videotape is not a
copyright in the "game." It may or may
not be the best edition of the work which
must accompany the application. It is the

opinion of many that a game cannot be
copyrighted: a game can only be patented.

A copyright does not extend to the ideas,

methods, and concepts, only to their

particular expression.

Take the well known board game.
Monopoly. The game was patented some-
time around 1939. The particular visual

image of the board was not patented; it

was copyrighted. Only the theory and the

play of the game were patented. The
instruction set which was a particular way
of expressing the play of the game was
also copyrighted. In 1939. the patent would
have provided protection for only 17 years,

but the copyright would have been in

effect for a term of 28 years, renewable
for one second term of 28 years. (The
new law has a single term of 75 years for

works for hire or life of the author plus 50
years.) Thus the patent, which provided
the better protection, expired first and
left only the copyrightable aspects of the

game (i.e. the visual expression) pro-

tected.

In Midway's Galaxian game, there
apparently is no patent: only a copyright
notice on the console and a deposited
videotape. Obviously Midway does not

sell videotapes and presumably could care
less if anyone made a copy of the videotape.

They want to protect the "game" so that

if someone else makes and sells one. they

can be stopped.

In order to stop one from infringing a
copyright, the law requires that the claim
for copyright be registered before the suit

is brought. Therefore the question of
whether Midway has a valid copyright in

the game based on the deposited videotape
is not academic. The answer to this

question is tied in with the answer to

whether the Galaxian copyrighted work
was copied.

In the Midway case, it is obvious that the

alleged infringers did not copy the video-

tape. They probably never saw the video-

tape. Furthermore, because in copyright

cases it is usually impossible to get a witness

to testify as to the actual making of the

copy, the circumstantial evidence of

substantial similarity and access to the

copyrighted work is proven as an alterna-

tive.

In the preliminary decision in the Mid-

way action, the Administrative Law Judge

hearing the case held that the "games" of

14 of the 24 alleged infringers were
substantially similar to Midway's Galaxian

"game" and that these fourteen had access

to the Galaxian game. If the game were

the copyrighted work, there would be no

problem. In this case the problem is that

there is no practical possibility that any

game being played will be identical to the

game that was videotaped and filed with

the application. The question then
becomes, does the videotape of one game
offer copyright protection to every other

game?
If the video game being played were

the game of "Life." then the answer to the

above question is probably no. On the

other hand, if the videotape were of a

constantly repeating and repeatable design

(e.g. of a kaleidoscope design), then access

to and substantial similarity with the game
being played would probably be all that is

necessary. The "performance" of the game
at any time would always produce the

same sequence of video images. Clearly

the Galaxian game is somewhere in

between. Where the line should be drawn
as to when the "game" is effectively

protected by a copyright of only the

audiovisual performance of one game is a

question that has never been asked before

let alone ever answered.

It seems that the better course for

Midway to have taken would have been

to also register their claim to the computer
program. They did not choose to do so.

and therefore if they lose the present round

because they dropped into a crack in the

present law. they have only themselves to

blame.

"Cumpute-A-(iames? In the Men of Mars vs Space
Cadets game— is a Model T Ford supposed to

aftoof the invaders and the princess?"
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IAS and CP/M™
Our Integrated Accounting System (IAS) hai always baan a good value, but

wait until you see the latest version And. it's now available for the CP/M™
operating system, too Some ot the laatures include:

Custom Chart of Accounts with a more flexible numbering system and 25

character account names Improved financial reports, including an Income

Statement with percent-of-sales figures. An expanded and more flexible check

register Eipandad account names in AR and AP AR incorporates a modified

open-item, balance-forward account system with invoicing and statements

AP has a more flexible check writing program as does the PR subsystem. The

GL. AP and PR check writing programs all are formatted for the same NEBS
checks so you don't need three different types of checks. The AR invoicing and

statement programs are also formatted for NEBS forms. All programs use our

exclusive Skip-Sequential file structure for improved speed and disk effi-

ciency. The user's manual has been expanded and includes sample printouts

from most programs, and is written for the non-programmer

The General Ledger is * 1 SO 00 and may be used as a stand-alone system The

AR. AP and PR subsystems require the GL subsystem for proper operation GL

plus one subsystem is $250.00: GL plus two subsystems is $325.00 and the

complete package is $395 00 NOTE the new IAS requires a 24 80

cursor-addressable terminal. 48K ol memory and one 8" or two IVe" disk

drives. CP/M™ users must have the SoHo Group's Matchmaker, which we

will provide fiee to the first 1 00 buyers of the complete IAS package {$ 1 1 00

value) Matchmaker may otherwise be ordered with any IAS subsystem foi

$7500.

The IAS operator's manual may be purchased for $25 00 (credited towards

purchase). Please specify 8" SO (soft sectored) or 5' <" North Star disk and

CRT type when ordering

CP U is * registered tridematk ol Digital Research

[master charge]
• hi NU *«.« t »"0

ECOSOFT
P O Box 68602

Indianapolis. IN 46268
(317) 283 8883
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IF YOU CAN RECOGNIZE VALUE)
YOU CAN SAVE ^ —»< I

$500
TRS-80®
MOD III*

FIRST . .

.

We lowered rhe prices of

the Model III from (2499*

M998
*We hove token the bask: 16K
Model III expanded the memory to

4f3K and added our MTI Double
Densiry Duol Disk Drive sysrem
System rs fullycompatible with Radio
Shock DOS ond peripherals

MOD lll/EXPANDED
Some asobove buthasdoublestorage
copoary ( 706K storage) Your choice
of 2 dual heoded 40 track drives or 2
single heoded 80 track disk drives

Includes Miaosystems DOS plus 3 3

J2499

MOD HI/280
Our largest MOD III approximately
1 5 mega byres of storage utilizes 2
duol headed 80 track double density

disk drives Complete with manuals
and professionol operating system Mi-

aosystems DOS plus 3 3 (40 £> 80
track capability).

*2799

EA MICROCOMPUTER TECHNOLOGY. INC.
3004 W. MACAATHUR. SANTA ANA CA 92704

• (714)979-9920 • TELEX 6780401 TADIRIN •"
TRSaOISAREG mAD£M»AK Of TANDY COW PWCE FO0
•Uses MTI Memory Disk Drives O Componenis SANTA ANA
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DISK DRIVE WOES?
PRINTER INTERACTION?
MEMORY LOSS?
ERRATIC OPERATION?

Don't wm —
Blame The
Software!
Power Line Spikes, Surges & _ , . . „. ,„ ' 1"*~ iso-2
Hash could be the culprit!

p,r MZW70S ^^
Floppies, printers, memory & processor often interact! Our
patented ISOLATORS eliminate equipment interaction AND curb
damaging Power Line Spikes, Surges and Hash.

• ISOLATOR (ISO-1) 3 filter Isolated 3-prong socket*; Integral

Surge/Spike Suppression; 1875 W Maximum load, 1 KW load any
•OCkel $62.95

• ISOLATOR (ISO-2) 2 filter Isolated 3-prong socket banks; (6

sockets total); Integral Spike/Surge Suppression; 1875 W Max
load. 1 KW either bank $62.95

• SUPER ISOLATOR (ISO-3). similar to ISO-1 except double
filtering A Suppression $94.95

• ISOLATOR (ISO-4), similar to ISO-1 except unit has 6
individually filtered sockets $106.95

• SUPER ISOLATOR (ISO-1 1) similar to ISO-2 except double
filtering * Suppression $94.95

• CIRCUIT BREAKER, any model (add-CB) Add $ 8.00
• CKT BRKR/SWITCH/PILOT (CBS) Add $16.00

AT YOUR MasterCard, Visa, American Express
DEALERS Order Toll Free 1-800-225-4876

(except AK, HI, PR & Canada)

/S^Electronic Specialists. Inc
171 South Mam Street. Natick Mass 01760

Technical & Non 800: 1 617-655 1532
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NEVADA

\
P

>149^f DISKETTE ANO MANUAL f/
• Uses CP/M or MP M operat-
ing system to work with TRS-80.
Apple's with softcard. North Star,

Superbrain, Micropolis, and
many other microcomputers.
Needs a minimum of 16K of

RAM. Uses single density 8

or 5V diskette.

o
ELLIS COMPUTING

600 41st Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94121

Edition Not Nevada COBOL,
subset of ANSI-74. features:

Copy statement for library handling

CALL. USING. ..CANCEL.
• PERFORM. ..THRU. TIMES...

UNTIL. .. Paragraph or section names
• IF.. .NEXT SENTENCE. ..ELSE...

NEXT SENTENCE AN0/0R
= NOT.

• GOTO DEPENDING ON
• Unique easily understood diagnostic

error messages
• Interactive ACCEPT/DISPLAY
• RELATIVE (random) access tiles

• Sequential files both fixed and

variable length.

• DISPLAY. 16-bit binary or packed

decimal (C0MP-3) data types with

up to 18-digit accuracy

• INSPECT TALLYING REPLACING.
• ADO. SUBTRACT. MULTIPLY.

DIVIDE. GIVING. ROUNDED. ON
SIZE ERROR.

• Generates optimized 8080 machine

language at up to 500 statements

per minute.

WE WELCOME COD'S

s
(415) 751-1522.

CPM MP M and TRS-80 are registered TM s ol Digital Research and Tandy Corporation
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Ds...puzzles& problems...pi!

t's time to acknowledge some of the "better" solutions that Merlin receives to the "change-the-word" puzzles he presents from time to time.

The first is overdue recognition to Mr. James Fletcher Muir of Pleasanton. California, for his solution to the "PLAY" to "WORK" puzzle

that appeared in the July. 1980 issue. "PLAY. FLAY. FLAM. FOAM. FORM. FORK. WORK". Mr. Muir's solution was two less moves

than our answer. Great puzzling! The following readers came up with the following solution to the "APF." to "MAN" problem in the

January. 1981 issue: "APE. APT. OPT, OAT. MAT. MAN". They are: Barbara Burse-Hanning; Gary Solomon. Lake Success. N.Y.; Paul

A. Kirschner. Groningen. The Netherlands: Victor G. Feser. Bismarck. N.D.: Richard F. Silloway. Mt. Pleasant. S.C.; Finally, in the

May. 1981 issue we presented "LEAD" to "GOLD" giving an answer in four moves. The following solution. "LEAD. LOAD. GOAD,
GOLD", was sent in by; Christopher K. Johansen. Hot Springs. N.C.; Bruce Bowler. Schenectady. NY.; Bill Foster. Nutley. N.J.; Larry L.

Taylor. Tulsa, Oklahoma; George Kramer, Danbury. Ct.; Virginia L. Thorndike. Orford. N.H.; Edward Wellen. New Rochelle, NY.;

Willard Hall. Washington. N.C.; Edward Scher, N.Y.. N.Y.: Dr. Morris Bader. Bethlehem. Pa.; Robert Huls. Normal. 111.; Royland

Pettersen. Las Vegas. Nev.; Albert Waltner. Portland. Or.: and Neil Rest. Chicago. III. Thank you for taking the time to write. Your answers

were great.

A Wild West Problem
tft ere's a new "change-the-word" puzzle to start the letters coming in

again. In the old American West, if a card player was caught in an

attempt to tilt the odds of poker in his favor during his DEAL with the

pasteboards, it often came to pass that he would end up being SHOT
or run out of town on a rail. Our first puzzle gives you the opportunity

to solve the problem of changing DEAL to SHOT without getting

caught along the way. (During each step the puzzler must change one

letter in the previous word so that a new word is formed. )(This puzzle

is from Merlin's Puzzler 2 by Charles Barry Townsend. and published

by Hammond. Inc.)

D E A L

S H O T

A Money Problem

T? Xhe following "Golden Oldie" was

sent in by Mr. George Kramer of

Danbury, Ct. Merlin will be send-

ing him something better than

money, namely a copy of one of his

famous books. Mr. Kramer writes;

"an impoverished college student sent the

telegram pictured here to his father. The son was

so short of cash that he could not include the sum
he needed in the telegram so the father had to

figure it out himself. Each letter of the message

represents a digit (zero through nine). How much,

in dollars and cents, does the son need?"

Which is Which?
rom Sweden comes this interesting test in detection. Our thanks go out

to Mr. Peter Fagerberg of Stockholm. Sweden. A copy of Merlin's

Puzzler is winging your way.

"I hereby send you a puzzle that I find both interesting and chal-

lenging. The puzzle is about 3 men who all work in a bank. In their spare

time they all have 2 hobbies. They arc: truckdriver. smuggler,

trumpeter, golfplayer. computer technician and barber. Given some

clues one is to find out the 3 mens' hobbies. Their names arc John.

Dick and Roger.

Here are some clues:

1. The truckdriver flirted with the golfplayers sister.

2. The trumpeter and the computer technician used to go horseback riding with John.

3. The truckdriver laughed at the trumpeter because of his long beard.

4. Dick received a box of chocolate from the computer technician.

5. The golfplayer bought a used car from the smuggler.

6. Roger was faster than both Dick and the golfplayer at eating pizza.
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PALAIS ROYAL,
Argyll Street. Oxford Circus. W.

'WOJSTDS.IIFTTX*TALKING

The Talking Machine
ack in Victorian England, some 80 or 90 years ago. a
chap by the name of "Professor" Faber. of Freiburg,
exhibited an invention he called "The Wonderful
Talking Machine" at the Egyptian Hall in London.
Professor Faber was a bit of an eccentric and would
only show his invention to 100 people at a time.

Furthermore, he insisted on receiving $100 per per-
formance ( I've changed the currency from shillings and
pounds for the puz/le). The entrance fees were as
follows:

Gentlemen $3.00 each.

Ladies $2.00 each.

Children 10c each.

How many men. how many women, and how many children will be
required to Till the theater with 100 people paying a total of $100.00?

Mr. J. A. Faudale, of Springfield. Virginia, sent us this puzzle. Merlin is

sending Mr. Faudale a copy of Merlins Puzzler 3. a happy trade indeed.

TV» Iikttatiaa » aat U».l«l u>'tmflm uUia«. tat to aaluMcan bj M
mtallin daan.ptiaa of |W> MM of anaiaa.ua; U* mm •*•«•.
wranw, aad awn—aw) . fnttora aUo Wi*? aHowad to iaia n t can part at tu
tlaraiat. It it aat oaly iatmaUaf la Uw SrtmlaV m illaatntiiui taa tan.ry

of amwtiM. bat lo lat paabc ia gaanal, and raamaUy to lac jaaan.— la

«a» it »fan aa iMlhaaatiola fui-l af aoadaf aaj waaartocat.

Dog's Mead

EXHIBITIIIO HOURLY from 12 noon, till 10 •>.».

ACROSS
I. Area of Dog's Mead in square yards.

5. Age of Farmer Dunk's daughter. Martha.

6. The difference between the length and breadth of Dog's Mead in yards

7. Number of roods in Dog's Mead times number nine down.
8. The year when Little Piggly came into occupation by the Dunk family.

10. Farmer Dunk's age

1 1. The year when Farmer Dunk's youngest child. Mary, was born.

14. Perimeter of Dog's Mead in yards.

15. The cube of Farmer Dunk's walking speed in miles per hour.

16. Number fifteen across minus number nine down.

ut on your thinking caps, puzzlers, a real challenge
has been hurled at you by Mr. William F. Meldrum
of Belleville. Illinois. He writes that he came across
this puzzle about 20 years ago but can't recall where.
Merlin loves the name of the puzzle and is sending
Mr. Meldrum a copy of Merlin's Puzzler. The
pu/zle goes like this:

"A famous old English puzzle is called Dog's Mead. Although it relates to a
farmer, his family, and his land, it involves a good deal of engineering math
and logic. The problem is to find the age of Mrs. Groosby, Farmer Dunk's
mother-in-law. And you must not assume the puzzle was invented this year."

"You'll need to know that there are 20 English shillings to the pound sterling,
that an acre is 4840 square yards, and that a rood is a quarter of an acre. Also
these hints help: One number in the puzzle is the area of Dog's Mead in roods,
but it relates to something in the puzzle quite different from that area. One of
the numbers across is the same as one of the numbers down. So, here you are
(THERE ARE NO FRACTIONS INVOLVED; ALL ANSWERS ARE IN
WHOLE, SIGNIFICANT NUMBERS: NO PRECEDING ZEROS.)"

DOWN
1. The value of Dog's Mead in shillings per acre.

2. The square of Mrs. Groosby's age.

3. The age of Mary.
4. The value of Dog's Mead in pounds sterling.

6. The age of Farmer Dunk's firsi-born. Edward, who will be twice as old as
Mary next year.

7. The square, in yards, of the breadth of Dog's Mead.
8. The number of minutes Farmer Dunk needs to walk one and one-third

times around Dog's Mead.
9. Ten across times nine down.

12. One more than the sum of the digits in the second column down
13. length of tenure, in years, ot Little PiggK hy the Dunk lamil>

A Roman Problem
ur last pu//le is from Mr. Jonathan Greenfield of Nahaiya, Israel.

Mr. Greenfield will receive one of Merlin's books for his contribution.

"The following puzzle represents a math problem using Roman
numerals. Below is a mathematical expression which is not true. Can
you shift one stick around so that the expression becomes true?"

XIX _
Answers on page 288.

I hat's it lor this month, folks. Remember, if you have any puzzles that you would like

to see printed in this column send them along to Merlin. If he uses your puzzle he will

send you one of his famous books. So long until next month.

Your editor.'^L^A^
Charles Barry Townsend
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HAVEWE 601
A PROGRAM FOR
YOU IH 81 i'82
Attend the biggest public computer shows in the country.

Each show has 100,000 square feet of display space fea-

turing over 50 Million Dollars worth of software and hard-

ware for business, industry, government, education, home
and personal use.

You'll see computers costing $150 to $250,000 including

mini and micro computers, software, graphics, data and word

processing equipment, telecommunications, office machines,

electronic typewriters, peripheral equipment, supplies and com-

puter services.
All the major names are there including; IBM, Wang. DEC,

Xerox, Burroughs, Data General, Qantel, Nixdorf, NEC, Radio

Shack, Heathkit, Apple, RCA, Vector Graphic, and Commo-
dore Pet. Plus, computerized video games, robots, com-

\puter art, electronic gadgetry, and computer music to

entertain, enthrall and educate kids, spouses and peo-

ple who don't know a program from a memory disk.

Don't miss the Coming Of The New Computers

-

- Show Up For The Show that mixes business with

pleasure. Admission is $5 for adults and $2 for chil-

dren under 12 when accompanied by an adult.

THE

Ticket Information

Send $5 per person with the name ol the show

you will attend to National Computer Shows.

824 Boylston Street. Chestnut Hill. Mass 02167

Tel 617 739 2000 Tickets can also be purchased

at the show

THE
NORTHEAST
COMPUTER
SHOW
BOSTON

Hynes Auditorium
PRUDENTIAL CENTER

THURS-SUN
OCT 15-18, 1981

1 1 AM TO 7PMWEEKDAYS
1 1AM TO 6PM WEEKENDS

THE
MID-WEST

-COMPUTER

-

SHOW
CHICAGO

McCormick Place
SCHOESSLING HALL
23rd & THE LAKE

THURS-SUN
SEPT 10-13, 1981

1 1AM TO 7PM WEEKDAYS
1 1 AM TO 6PM WEEKENDS

MID'flTLflNTIC
- COMPUTER -

SHOW
WASHINGTON, DC
DC Armory/Starplex
2001 E CAPITAL St SE
(E CAP ST EXIT OFF 1 295
-KENILWORTH FRWY)
ACROSS FROM RFK

STADIUM
THURS-SUN

SEPT 24-27, 1981
1 1 AM TO 7PM WEEKDAYS
1 1 AM TO6PMWEEKENDS

THE
SOUTHEAST
COMPUTER
SHOW
ATLANTA

Atlanta Civic Center
395 PIEDMONT AVE NE AT
RALPH McGILL BLVD

THURS-SUN
OCT 29-NOV 1,1981

1 1 AM TO 7PM WEEKDAYS
1 1AM TO 6PMWEEKENDS

THE
SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA
COMPUTER
SHOW

LOS ANGELES
LA Convention Center
1 201 SOUTH FIGUEROA

THURS-SUN
MAY 6-9, 1982

1 1 AM TO 7PMWEEKDAYS
1 1 AMTO6PMWEEKENDS
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A.N.A.L.O.G.i22282 —
SUPPORTING THE ATARI*

400*AMD 800* COMPUTERS
•Practical Applications * Personal Finance

•Games * Video Computer Update

* Business * Hardware Reviews

* Education * Program Printouts

* New Product Reviews * Contests

* Questions and Answers ' Music

* Software Reviews ' Classifieds

* Readers Comments * Tutorials

sviews 1 1

1

Subscribe Today!

$12.00 USA 1 year $20.00 Foreign Sample h

(6 Issues bi-monthly) (surface mail)

TipU
$2.00

A.N.A.LQG.qOO'800 MogozineP

RQBOX 23,WORCESTER, MA 01611
(617) 892-3488
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CIRCLE 255 ON READER SERVICE CARD

n^ ^
This is an attache style case for carrying and protecting a

complete ATARI computer system. It will hold the 800 or 400

computer, disk drive, program recorder and a small printer

in a variety of combinations. Constructed of the highest

quality luggage material. Will accommodate equipment in a

fully operational configuration along with manuals, working

papers and disks. Never a need to remove equipment from

case. Simply remove lid, connect power and operate.

AT 301 Computer case $109.00

AP 105 12" Monitor & accessory case 99.00

P 402 825 Printer case 89.00

Cases also available for Apple, Radio Shack and peripherals.

Ask at your local computer store or order directly.

compuTer case company
5650 INDIAN MOUND CT COLUMBUS. OHIO 43213 1614) 868 9464

Steve Gray, et al.

Business Programming in Fortran IV and ANSI Fortran 77: A

Structured Approach, by Asad Kha.lany. Pre"t.ce-Hall Inc ..

Englewood Cliffs. NJ. 456 pages, paperback SI 3.95. >98l-

This book is "primarily designed for students .n business

schools taking an introductory programming course in the

Fortran language ... The text orientation also makes

appropriate for students in humanuies, social science, and

education." according to the preface.

The author claims his textbook is d.fferent from others in

the field" because it combines a data-processing textbook

and a Fortran textbook, covers both Fortran IV and ANSI

Fortran 77. gives extensive examples and exercises, emphasizes

structured programming, etc. Last on the list of features is.

"AH programs are stored on the DECSYSTEM-10. Inquire

about them from the author to get all programs on a Dfct,

tape." ,

The first chapter discusses computers (hardware, software,

industry, careers), the second, problem-solving tools (algorithms,

pseudocode, flowcharts). The remaining 14 chapters are on

Fortran. Three appendixes cover number systems and provide

summaries of the two Fortrans.

Almost all programming examples are of business programs^

The first algorithm in the chapter on tools is for a car rental

problem; the second, on stock transaction service charges.

Others in later chapters are on sales forecasting, payroll, sales

commissions, etc.

A separate instruction manual contains the solutions and

programs for all exercises in the text, plus samples of exams

and course syllabi.

None of the programs is very long: the author is more

interested in providing a solid grounding in the principles of

Fortran, and continually improves on the payroll program.

among others, as new statements are introduced. Throughout

the book, the differences between the two Fortrans are explained

in detail.

CIRCLE 261 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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The Computer in the School: Tutor, Tool, Tutee. edited by

Robert P. Taylor. Teacher's College Press. Teachers College.

Columbia University. New York. 282 pages, paperback $14.95.

IQAQ

This book is meant to help educators and parents who are

"beginning to seriously ponder what the role of computing

will be in human learning and what action they can and

should take to affect it." according to the introduction to 19

essays by "five pioneers in the field of computers in education :

Alfred Bork. Thomas Dwyer. Arthur Luehrmann. Seymour

Papert. and Patrick Suppert.

The essays cover a wide area of teaching and learning,

intended "to build a good foundation for understanding the

basic issues involved in using computers of any kind in schools,

the teacher's role in helping the student to make full use of

computing, and the general limitations of computer use. as

the back cover puts it.

The essays are on subjects such as Preparing Student-

Computer Dialogs (Bork), Learning through Graphics (Bork).

Some thoughts on Computers and Greatness in Teaching

(Dwyer). The Fundamental Problem of Computer-Enhanced

Education and Some Ideas about a Solution (Dwyer). Should

CREATIVE COMPUTING



Teachers • Students • Parents
Convert your computer Into a TEACHING

the Computer Teach the Student, or Vice-Versa? (Luehrmann)
Technology in Science Education (Luehrmann). Teaching
Children Thinking (Papert). Personal Computing and Its Impact
on Education (Papert). Computer-based Mathematics Instruction
(Suppertl. The Future of Computers in Education (Suppert)
Most of the essays are quite helpful, presenting useful

examples, cogent thoughts, and useful references. Some of
the writing touts a writers pet theory, or flails his special bete
noire, but fortunately there isn't much of this, in a book
whose ultimate purpose is apparently to show parents, teachers,
school boards and administrators why computers should be
used in every classroom.

Microprogrammed Control and Reliable Design of Small
Computers, by George D. Kraft and Wing N. Toy Prentice-
Hall Inc.. Englewood Cliffs. NJ. 443 pages, hardcover $21.95.

Page iv carries a 19K1 copyright by Bell Telephone
Laboratories, which seems odd until vou find that the system
selected to provide examples of modern microprogramming
is the Bell System M CC. a small computer designed to
control the No. 3 ESS. or Electronic Switching System, which
can handle from 3(X) to x(XX) telephone lines.
No knowledge of telephony is required to understand this

book, "written as a reference volume for the practicing electrical
engineer or computer scientist who has a need to develop a
fault-tolerant small computer. The book could be used as a
reference text in a college course taughl at the junior, senior,
or first-year graduate level." according to the preface.
The word "telephone" isn't even in the index of this book,

whose nine chapters discuss Conventional and Microprogram
Control. Internal Process Control. Microprogram Control of
Main Storage Operations. Microprogram Control of Input/Out-
put Operations. Reliability Calculations. Maintenance Design
Considerations. Fault Detection. Fault Diagnosis, and Fault-
Tolerant Design of ESS Processors. A brief appendix describesMTTF Calculation of Systems with Repair, using integral
equations, a knowledge of which is also needed to understand
the chapter on reliability calculations. The other chapters use
no more than Boolean algebra, and very little of that.

This book is an expansion of the 1979 Kraft-Toy book for
Prentice-Hall on Mini Microcomputer Hardware Design. It

presents in detail the design philosophies and approaches
used by Bell Labs to implement the 3A CC. "a small computer
designed to observe the high reliability requirements of the
Bell System (i.e.. two hours downtime in 40 years of opera-
tion. )" ^

The Small Computer in Small Business: A Guide to Selection
and Use. by Brian R. Smith. Stephen Greene Press. Box KXX)
Brattleboro. VT05.VM. 154 pages, hardcover $12.50. 1981.
"Smiths book is geared toward the small-business manager

who needs a primer in order to be able to deal intelligently
with computer vendors." according to the letter accompanying
this book. ' * *
The nine chapters cover What is a Computer?. How

Computers Work. Software. The Coming of the Computer in

OCTOBER 1981
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Send order fa COMPUTATIONS Or can (3)3) 524-2317POBox502 . Troy. Michigan 48090

Forward
.

Sp»c»y Ouortnty rma ana DOS
Charge my :ma§t» cara vtta Acer No

Expiration Dot*

Print Nam*
I
| Addrwi

| City

Card No(« apt, above nam.) _
Ami •

|

Stat.

•Add$2COlhlpDlngond4%forMlr,ild8nt, 40% oft tor IO or TO,

CIRCLE 2650N READER SERVICE CARD

$670.00 MODEL I

1 6K Level II with Keypad
26 - 1 056

$3500.00 MODEL II

MODEL II, 64K
26 - 4002

$875.00
MODEL III

MODEL III 16K RAM,
MODEL III BASIC

26 - 1 062

WE ACCEPT CHECK. MONEY ORDER. OR
PHONE 0R0ERS WITH VISA OR MASTER
CHARGE. SHIPPING COSTS WILL BE ADDED
TOCHARGE ORDERS DISK DRIVES. PRINT
ERS. PERIPHERALS. AND SOFTWARE -

YOU NAME. WE'VE GOT IT.

WRITE OR CALL FOR OUR COMPLETE
PRICE LIST.

C« S ELECTRONICS. LTD. 32 EAST MAIN ST. MILAN. MICH. 48160
(3 1 3) 439- 1 508 (3 1 3) 439- 1 40O

FULL FACTORY WARRANTY
ON ALL ITEMS SOLD.

C 1 S ELECTRONICS MART IS AN AUTHORIZED 1

267
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mam
MART, INC.

GO FOR IT!
FOR PRICE,QUALITY* RELIABILITY

ACOUSTIC COUPLERS CALL
ADDS VIEWPOINT Terminal $ 585.00

ANACOM Printer (Ser/Par) 150 CPS 1095.00

ANADEX Printer DP-9000 1 199.00

BASE 2 850 Impact Printer 700.00

EATON Dot Matrix Parallel 399.00

EPSON Printers (All) CALL
MICRO TERM Terminals CALL
OKIDATA Microline Series CALL
PAPER TIGER 460G 1 145.00

COMBINATION SPECIAL:
Apple II Plus 48K, w/Drive & Controller;

Epson MX80 Printer,

Interface & Cable 2225.00

CALL FOR QUOTES ON ANY OTHER MICRO PRODUCTS

We are dealers for BASF, DYSAN, 3M(SCOTCH) Dis-

kettes. Cartridges, Mag Tape, etc. In addition we carry a

complete line of Printer Ribbons and other data process-

ing accessories. ».«..»...
r-I

1 /S^=i 1840 LINCOLN BLVD.,

TIlBPf? SANTA MONICA, CA 90404

UlaLf i31 (21 3) 450-591 1 <call collect)

MART, INC.

CIRCLE 253 ON READER SERVICE CARD

THE STATES HISTER PRESIDENT

THINK OF A STATE!

The computer will read your

mind by asking five. six. or

seven questions.

.views in 1

f\

MAS HE THE FftTHEt

OF THE

CONSTITUTION?

MtSKft m-

CITIZENS UNITE!

Learn more about our coun-

try and its history

TRS-80 Level II 16K pro-

vided on cassette.

To order send $5 00 for each

or $9 00 for both to:

GRAPEVINE SOFTWARE
1 30 Liberty Parkway
Spring Valley. NY 1 0977

Over 3000 combinations.

HAVE EDUCATIONAL FUN!
CIRCLE 270 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Small Business, Applications, Justifying a Computer for Your

Business. Evaluating and Selecting a Computer System, Planning

for the Computer, and Final Thoughts (alternatives to the

computer, used equipment, documentation etc.).

Four appendixes cover The Future of Small Business

Computing (EFT. databases, credit, etc.). A Notepad for

Computer Evaluation, Bibliography, and Glossary.

Although the first two chapters aren't very well organized,

and present more information in the nuts-and-bolts area than

many readers would care about, the remaining chapters are

better and present much information of interest to the manager.

If at times some paragraphs seem skimpy, perhaps it's because

the author didn't want to get too far into the many byways

that present themselves in such a book.

The meat of the book is the four chapters on software,

applications, justifying a computer, and evaluation. The first

looks at operating sytems. compilers, and languages such as

Fortran Basic. Cobol. etc. The second examines a payroll

system, turnkey software, general ledger. A/P. A/R. inventory

control, word processing, etc. The third gets into fmancia

analysis and cost savings, while the fourth provides several

dozen questions to ask.

A Primer on Structured Program Design, by Gary L Richardson.

Charles W. Butler, and John D. Tomlinson. Petrocelli Books

Inc.. Princeton. NJ. 241 pages, hardcover $17.50. paperback

$14. 1980. , _ .

Written as part of the PBI Series for the Computer and

Data Processing Professional, this book was written for the

student learning about programming, or for "one who already

knows the mechanics of a computer language and is now

concerned about the design process." according to the pre-

d

Because PL/1 was found to "best fit the spirit" of structured

design, it is used throughout as the illustrative language.

Structured programming means, among other things,

eliminating GOTOs and instead using the coding structures

of SEQUENCE. 1FTHF.NELSE. DOWHILE. DOUNTIL. and

CASE (multibrancrO; top-down design; pseudo-code; or the

chief-programmer team-management process.

The book's ten chapters cover Background. Evolution of

Program Design Methodologies. Top-Down Design. Structured

Programming. Structured Design Techniques. Pseudo-Coding.

Program Style and Debugging. Data Base Considerations.

Managing the Programming Process, and Final Remarks.

Each chapter ends with review questions and references.

The book ends with an appendix with the solution to a

debugging case-study of a biorhythm program, and a

glossary. .„

Although the writing style is formal and somewhat stiff,

with phrases such as "This chapter has attempted to address

some of the more pragmatic issues." the text is very helpful,

and the many figures and programming examples also help

turn the art of system design into a science.

Personal Computers Serving People: A Guide to Human

Service Applications, b) Robert A. Lavine. Hawkins &
Associates Inc. 804 D St. N.F... Washington. DC 20002. 149

pages, paperback $7.95. 1980.

According to the introductory chapter, this book "is intended

as an introductory guide for the person who may have little or

268 CREATIVE COMPUTING



no background in computing and who would like to beeinusing a personal computer in such activities as teachinc
special education, rehabilitation, recreation and leisure, and
creative art.

The other seven chapters cover: the essentials of Basic andcomputer hardware. Education with Personal Computers (S
programs, multiplication practice, reaction time, orade
distribution etc. I. Education and Rehabilitation for theHandicapped (2 programs: phrase builder, word-comparision
game.. Creative Art (2 programs: city skyline, color graphics I

recreation and leisure (3 programs: number-guess, ball-and-
paddle round-robin tournament), selecting a computer (Apple
I. Radio Shack TRS-SO. Commodore PET. etc.) Sources of
inlormation and Inspiration (books, magazines).
The two chapters on education, covering 58 pages, are the

heart of this book, and present a good variety of examples
However, most of the programs presented in these two chapters
wouldn t be understood by the readers for whom the book is
supposed to be intended. They use POKE. LEN DIM etc
none of which are even mentioned in the chapter on BasicUn the other hand, the programs are explained at length so
the reader who really digs in. may get some idea of how thev
work. '

The other chapters are less than noteworthy, and have
been written better elsewhere. However, the author must be
given an A for effort, in trying to put together a variety of
inlormation that, to he adequately covered, would take three
times as many pages.

Programming with Fortran/WATFOR/WATFIV by David
T. Basso and Ronald D. Schwartz. Winthrop Publishers Inc..
Cambridge. MA. 415 pages, paperback $12.91 19H1

This is the two-dozenth book in the Winthrop Computer
Systems Series, which includes works on Basic, keyed input
and software psychology. As a primary sourcebook, this text
requires no knowledge of computing. The text can best be

used with an IBM 360. 370. 303X or 4300 series computer
system (or PCM) with the full OS operating system" according
to the back cover.

WATFOR/FIV are the University of Waterloo (Canada)
versions of Fortran IV. and in most respects identical to

w^d:™"1* 'he siKnificant Matures incorporated intowAihUK/HV are the error messages generated when a
programming error is encountered.
The ten chapters cover Introduction to Computer Problem

Solving. Elements of WATFOR/FIV. WATFOR/FIV
Arithmetic Operations. Format-free Input/Output. Control
Statements. Looping and the DO Statement. Arrays and
Subscripted Variables. Subprograms and Subroutines, and
Additional Language Features and Techniques. Exercises
with spaces to fill in the answers, are provided within and at
the end of chapters.

Six appendixes provide additional review exercises, informa-
tion about formatted input/output, supplementary programmini!
assignments. WATFOR and WATFIV diagnostic messages
and answers to selected exercises.
The writing style is semi-conversational and somewhat stiffly

formal, but the authors have done their best to provide a slow
start, gradual buildup, short and simple programs, thorough
explanations of programs, and a fair amount of detail.
The book has been made very easy to read, with extra

spacing between the lines, and all programs set in large sans-
serif type.
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ATARI
riasoNAi computus

16K Atari 800 t7CQ nn
Atari 810 Disk Drive * MeVE
Atan40° $39500

Complete line of Business & Game
Software for the incredable Atari 800'

Printers

S1695.00

TEC Daisy Wheel Printer for Alan. Apple, or TRS-80 Built like a tankNow you can have Word Processing at dot matnx prices

Special offer

Centronics 737
IDS Paper Tigers

***™
Base 2 GRAPHICS PRINTER .««,«
Epson MX-80 ?f??||
Monitors *»9995

NEC. Green Phosphor monitor toiaoc
Panasonic 9 b*w if?*™
Leedex 12 Green Phosphor s «amModems » 189 00

D C Hayes Micromodem ,,,. .,
Source Hookups $8900We service 4 help find software for all Atari. Apple. & N.E C Computersregardless of where it was bought!'

wjmpuiers

VISA and MasterCard accepted.

COMPUTER STORE OF GULF BREEZE, INC
37 Gulf Breeze Pky.

Gulf Breeze. Florida 32561
Call

(904) 932-0660

CIRCLE 199 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MARKET
ANALYSIS.

Easy. And Fast.

Programs for your personal computer.

STOCK TRACKER uses our technical
volume analysis to give buy and sell
signals on individual stocks,, options
and commodities. Telecommunications
package optional.

MARKET TRACKER is a composite of
six technical indicators which tell when
the Dow turns bullish and bearish. Its

four-year track record is available.

W&DING CQM^INY
Post Office Box 549
Clayton, CA 94517

415/672-3233
269 i
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COMPUTER
EQUIPMENT
& SOFTWARE

BARGAINS

sviews in 1 pi

. ml

lz_3E

EVERY MONTH
BUY SELL OR TRADE ALL TYPES OF COMPUTER
EQUIPMENT AND SOFTWARE (pre-owned and

new) among 20,000 readers nationwide.

FEATURES:
• Low classified ad rates • 10$ a word

• Hundreds of ads from individuals

• Categorized ads so you can find them instantly

• Large (11 by 14") easy to read pages

Subscribe now for $10 and receive 13 issues/year

(one FREE plus 12 regular issues). After receiving

your first issue if you're not completely satisfied

you may have a 100% refund and you still keep the

first issue free. Bank cards accepted.

BONUS: // you hare something to adrerti.se (pre-

Owned or software) send In a elassified ad with your

subseription and we'll run it t'Rht..

9 The Nationwide Marketplace lor Computer Equipment

<S campuTBR shoppbr
/•() BOX I-7 • IIHSHllt.il <VM> • 305-269-3211

Masticatd & VISA subscriptions only , call TOLL FREE 1-800-327-9920
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SOFTWARE FOR THE TRS-80 COLOR!!

program

Do v»u know all the Innovative fay*

of uMnB tHR$, INSTRS. PEEK.

POKE, ASC, STRV CLEAR. urnl

other*.' The siaif at The IV-grammer**

Institute Kavc spent t* month-, design

nn a set ol programs explaining

everything thf manual* i»miitrd. And
much more!

The ProKrattimcr'* Program lead*

you step h> step through '•

damentak w pn*rammingthc I

COLOR. Then you explore the finer

poina multiple loin's, flag*, stacks,

game ptogramminK, antta, mWi and
memory MWH. All the*e methods

mak« vour priyramming task- caastf

.md more efficient

1>Hku1i (and very u*eiull program*

are built More ytnir very eyes, and

designed so you learn at your own
speed! The programmer V pringram is a

must for every owner of a TRS-elO

COLOR. <$»1

IB

TRC is the computet magaiine on taaaiffc

designed explicitly lor the TRSHO COLOR
tiwncr. Included every month are 6-10 ready-lo-

li>ad programs ranging from games. ht>me enter-

tainment, and pataunal finance, to more of our

unique "tea*hmg" praanHBa. TRC will also keep

vou informed of the latest hardware. software.

and nuNuations compatible with the TRS
LOR,

Our premier i*Mie will include:

I Poker IclOOl

J IVagon Wi.rldU0.0O>

I. Mailing Lim iSOOt

4 LVt Planner (.10.001

* World CieographytVOOl
(v IQTest llOOOl
7. 2 of our special "teaching pr«*rams"

S. the latest on peripheral*

1. and a* always you get a 100% commitment

to excellence and service from THt
mOURAMMER'S INSTITUTE.

(Pafftnthaaaa ahoai individual price* if vou wi*h

to purchase program* separately t

Liter issue* will include nackgamrnon. checkers,

home budget. forcva*ting,ancJ many more The

price per subscription to TRC i* IWO per year.

vue of TRC '* available for HO.OC
Don't miM the premier tame ofTRC magaxine!

It you order now you will receive our *,

(Reg. 39.95) absolutely free. Purchase

your net cost it only $60.00. So don 1

»v>nlv order* of SSUO and over quality

PA designed complete home accounting system

both TRC and the Programmer's Program and

t wait!! We can't provide this bargain lor long!

IT

THE PROGRAMMER'S INSTITUTE
a fulurehoin* *tim|>anv

p.. h.» ll«l

,hi.|H-l lull. n. .
:7SH

|Y|"> 4IW :!"•<

IUIW

.Kklr.«

ntv *i

I RS40 i* .1 tr.uk-mark ..I T.mJ\ i >*!'

[ !s«h [ lirttl .--.* TKi

IKl .mJ ih<- piqnmwfV pragma « trademark. •' lumn
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Introduction to Computer Oper-ttons. b>^Uham M. Fuon,

Anthony DArco and Lawrence Onlia. Prentice-Hall. Inc..

Englewood Cliffs. NJ. 638 pages, hardcover $19. Second edition.

1981

•This text will give students a basic understanding of what

a computer is. what it can do. and what equipment is generally

found in a medium- or large-scale computer complex, the

^ThTbool concentrates on hardware, with chapters on

punched cards. I/O devices (card reader/punch, printer, mag

tape, disks and drums, and terminals), computer systems

(number systems, system components, languages! consoles.

The longest chapter is on The Console and Console Typewriter

172 pages on the console, console operations, mm.- and

microcomputer systems, scheduling and documentation, and

data-center operations.

Self-study exercises are scattered throughout the text, with

answers supplied. Extensive end-of-chapter exercises are

followed immediately by the answers.

Three appendixes provide a glossary, unit record machine

operational concepts, and DP job titles and description. The

authors have used a great many photographs, drawings and

The writing, although semi-formal, is very clear and detailed,

explaining the many complex operations and concepts about

as simply as possible.

This second edition apparently updates the portions tha

get out of date rapidly, mainly on terminals and mini- and

microcomputers.

Aside from its usefulness in the classroom, this is also a line

book for anyone wanting to know exactly what goes on. and

how. in the computer centers.

Computer Systems Performance Modeling, by Charles H.

Sauer and K. Mani Chandy. Prentice-Hall Inc.. Englewood

Cliffs. NJ. 364 pages, hardcover $18.95. 1981.

The audience for this book is divided between college

seniors and first-year graduate students taking an introductory

course in performance modeling and as supplementary reading

for graduate systems courses, and designers, developers and

others to help them achieve optimum system effectiveness at

the lowest lifetime cost, accoring to the preface and back

cover.

The back cover continues. 'An attractive alternative to

after-the-fact modifications is the mathematical model that

estimates performance early in the design and development

stages and permits appropriate adjustments for the system

becomes operational."

The volume introduces the key concepts of modeling, their

practical application, and their management. Detailed chapters

cover general principles. Markovian queuing models of computer

systems, isolated queues and open networks of queues, closed

product form queuing networks, approximation, simulation.

measurement and parameter estimation, case studies, and

management modeling projects.

"It is common, but unfortunate." the authors point out.

"that performance is not seriously considered until the later

stages of system evolution" when remedies, such as the

acquisition of additional hardware, can be costly.

This book requires familiarity with elementary calculus

and linear algebra, and a thorough understanding of computing

systems and programming.
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Imaglneering-How lo Profll From Your Creative Powers by
Michael LeBoeuf. McGraw-Hill, New York. NY. 1980
"The real purpose of hooks is lo trap the mind into doir.fi

Its own thinking. " This quote by Christopher Morlev. found
in both Creative C omputing and Imagineering. gives a clue to
the contents of this readable volume.
The definition of imagineering is •letting your imagination

soar and then engineering it down to earth." The author
provides us with many -valuable, practical techniques.. .for
generating ideas and turning them into successful realities

"

These statements from the introduction provide a starting
point for readers who want to develop their abilities of creative
thinking and action.

This work is well-organized. It contains twelve chapters
and an introduction that explains the major topics of each
chapter. The overall organization consists of four major
subdivisions: Redesigning Your Imagination Foundation
Generating and Pressing Ideas; Clearing the Hurdles Between
Imagination and Reality: and Following Through to Successful
Reality.

Within these subdivisions are presented techniques for
realizing our creative potential, releasing that potential through
deliberate action and transforming our visualizations into
reality. As with most self-help books, this one does not claim
to be able to give the reader more creative potential. It does
claim to be a tool for harnessing the creative potential in all
of us.

LeBoeuf sums up the main concepts of his book in short
sections which are handy references. The secret of making
dreams come true is contained in the words Curiosity.
Confidence. Courage and Constancy. Showing the reader
how to develop these traits is done in a readable style. As a
final gesture of encouragement. LeBoeuf hopes that "the flow
be with you."

I agree that Imagineering presents many valuable techniques
for more creative, exciting living. The open-minded individual
will consider this an inspirational and useful book. -Paul
Swetik r-i

Super
Compuprism

Color Graphics

Z-80 Users
You Can Use|
TRS-80*

For the S-100 Bus 32K of on board memory
allows a 288 H x 192V dot matrix, for a totol
of 55.296 pixels Every pixel is programable in
ony one of 16 colors or 16 grey levels
completely independent of all other pixels in the
matrix.

Compuprism Bore Board with documentation
J45. kit $240, oss ond tested J280
(I6K Memory U4H x 192V )

Super Compuprism Bare Board with
documentation 150. kit J350. oss ond tested
$395

(32K Memory 288H. x 192V.)
Add $15 to A t T price for 16 level grey scole
Add $15 to A * T price for memory
management port

Compuprism software packoge. includes olpa-
numberics. point plot, line draw, ond TRS-80*
graphics simulation $20 or FREE with A I T unit

ALL COD ORDERS SHIPPED WITHIN 72 HOURS 4MH.
EXPANDORAM $10

We offer on assembled hardware
|

interface which we guarantee
will load doto from TRS-80*
cassettes into ony Z-80 based
system (Except sealed units.)
The documentation explains how
to patch the TRS-80 -

software
to your system In foct you can
virtually chonge your Z-80
machine into a TRS-80* without
moking a single hardware
change. The documentation also
includes an exomple of patching
SARCON II'* intoo Z-80
system

The price is $30 or FREE with the|
purchase of on assembled
compuprism or super compuprism I

unit

A 0, DA loerd

S-100 boord provides 16 chan-
nels of analog to digitol input
ond 8 channels of digitol to
onalog output With on board
kluge area Total cost of boord
ond ports less thon $120 Bare
boord with documentation $45

MOD FOR SO SYSTEMS

J.I.S. GRAPHICS, P.O. Box 2752
Tulsa, OK 74101, (918) 742-7104
TRS-80* is a trademark of Tandy Corp.

|
SARGON II" is a trodemork of Hayden Book Co
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LISP for the Apple II

Pegasys Systems' new P-LISP interpreter is a full im-
plementation of the well-known Artificial Intelli-

gence language. Written in machine code, this
powerful interpreter includes the following features:

• Over "> r
> tunc lions implemented

• Extensive 45-page User Manual
• Full function trace

• Fast, efficient Garbage Collector
• Supplied with function editor and pretty-printer
• Runs in 32 or 48K Apple II or II + with disk
• ELIZA and other sample programs inc luded
• Special language card version provided

P-LISP is supplied on disk with User Manual for
$99.95. The manual is available separately for
$10.00. Please specify DOS 3.2 or 3.3.

PEGASYS SYSTEMS, INC.
4005 Chestnut Street

Philadelphia, PA 19104

>eGASyS

Orders only: 800-523-0725
PA residents and inquiries: (215) 387-1500
Prnnsyk.im.1 midvnh .Mill (.".. win l.u

A|»|iU- is .i tr.ulcm.irk ill Applr ( i»m|nitt'r In,

Good software is no longer a myth.
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i3cts...new products...ne*

SYSTEMS
SOFTWARE

LANGUAGES

Commodore Comal for PET/CBM com-

puters is being distributed by the Comal

Users Group. For more information, send

a large SASE ($0.35) to Comal User's

Group. 5501 Groveland Ter.. Madison.

WI 53716.

Micro-DSS/Flnance is a financial mod-

eling and planning language for the 48K

Apple disk system with Pascal. It is designed

to provide managers who are not computer

specialists with a "private computer work-

shop" environment that enables them to

experiment, manipulate data, redesign

reports and construct presentations. $1500.

Addison-Wesley Publishing Co.. Inc..

Reading. MA 01867.
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Aurora Software Associates announces

S-Forth for Ohio Scientific computers. S-

Forth is a full implementation of fig-Forth,

and includes editor, virtual memory disk

sub-system, and compatibility with OS65D.

The language comes on 5 1/4" or 8" disk.

$34.95. Aurora Software Associates, P.O.

Box 99553. Cleveland. OH 44199.
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Forth-79 is available on disk for the

Apple. The package comes with a screen

editor, macroassembler and vocabularies

for strings, double precision integers and

lo-res graphics. $89.95. MicroMotion. 12077

Wilshire Blvd.. #506. Los Angeles. CA
90025. (213(821-4340.
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SYSTEMS
Nautilus Systems has introduced a cross-

compiler program for the Forth language.

It is available for TRS-80 Model I, H-89.

Northstar and CP/M systems. $200. Nauti-

lus Systems, P.O. Box 1098, Santa Cruz,

CA 95061. (408) 475-7461.
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Intex Datalog announces a PC-Basic

Compiler for the Commodore CBM line

of computers. Written in machine code,

the compiler takes a program which has

been saved on disk normally and compiles

it back on to the disk as a directly loadable

program file. About $600. Intex Datalog

Ltd., Eaglescliffe. Stockton-on-Tees. Cleve-

land TS16 OPN. England.

The FBaslc compiler runs under the

OS65D3 operating system and produces

standalone 6502 machine code modules.

Features include user definable array

locations, WHILE loops, GOTOs and

GOSUBs to absolute addresses, and direct

access to registers. It requires 48K of

memory and is available on 8" disks. $155.

Pegasus Software. P.O. Box 100414, Hon-

olulu. HI 96816. _„.„„
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A Basic compiler designed for 8080 or

Z-80 based systems has been introduced

on 8" disk by Compiler Systems. CB80 is

a native code compiler which runs under

CP/M, MP/M and CP/NET. It retains

the 14-digit BCD arithmetic, random and

sequential disk accessing and WHILE
statement of CBasic and offers improve-

ments in speed and performance. $500.

Compiler Systems, Inc.. 37 No. Auburn

Ave.. P.O. Box 145, Sierra Madre. CA
91024.(213)355-4211.
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DATA BASE MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS

Pegasus is a user-friendly database

management system, which allows the user

to create files, input data, query the

database, print reports and select subsets.

It runs on UCSD Pascal operating systems

on the Apple II. Powersoft. Inc.. P.O.

Box 157, Pitman. NJ 08071.
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File-manager 800 is a file-keeping system

for the Atari 800. It may be used to create

mailing lists, inventory and business records,

and customer lists. It requires 40K and a

disk drive. $94.50. Synapse Software. 820

Conventry Rd.. Kensington, CA 94707.

(800) 227-1617 ext. 597; in California. (800)

722-3545 ext. 597.
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APPLICATIONS
SOFTWARE

GAMES AND RECREATIONAL
Crush, Crumble and Chomp allows the

player to assume the role of his favorite
monster in over 100 possible scenarios
As any of six man-eating beasts, the player
must satisfy his enormous appetite by eating
his opponents while battling National Guard
lanks. infantry, helicopters and a team of
mad scientists. The game is available on
disk for 48K Apple with Applesoft in ROM
and 32K TRS-80 or on cassette for 16K
Level II TRS-80 and 32K Atari. $29 95
Also available is the Dragon's Eye. a fantasy
game in which the player has 21 days to
find the Dragon's Eye. While searching,
he sees a detailed map of the provinces
on the screen along with his location,
strength, health and other information.
The game is available on cassette for 32K
PET and on disk for 48K Apple with
Applesoft in ROM. $24.95. Automated
Simulations. P.O. Box 4247. Mountain
View. CA 94040.
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Empire of (he Overmind is a fantasy

game from Avalon Hill. The game/puzzle
comes with a poem that contains the clues
necessary to complete a hero's journey It
is available for TRS-80. Apple and Atari
800. Cassette. $30; disk. $35. Also available
from Avalon Hill is Tanktics a wargame
which comes with a full color mapboard
and counters depicting 1 5 different armored
vehicles of the German and Russian armies.
It is available on cassette for 24K Atari
400 and 800. 16K Apple. 16K PET. and
I6K Level II TRS-80 for $24; and on disk
for 32K TRS-80. 32K Apple and 40K Atari
800 for $29. The Avalon Hill Game
Company. 4517 Hartford Rd.. BaltimoreMD 21214. (301)254-5300.
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Dungeon Campaign is an Adventure

program for the Atari 400 and 800 in
which players explore a dungeon in search
of gold. Movements are controlled by
keyboard or joystick. Each package
includes both 8K and 16K versions on

You re fun ovrmtrktd, Fuuirom. lake „ cempk
\^ nan<i.\ccnml\ vacation. "

.
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cassette. $24.95. Also available are four
games packs for TRS-80 Model III.
Included are such games as Wall Street
Challenge. Metropolis. Wildcatting and
Space Ace. Each package contains two
or four 16K programs. $19.95. Image
Computer Products. 615 Academy Dr
Northbrook. IL 60062. (312) 564-5060
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Riverbank Software announces Inter-
national Gran Prix, a 3-D car race simu-
lation by the author of Three Mile Island.
The game features five race courses and
eight levels of difficulty. It is available for
the 48K Apple II or Apple II Plus with
disk and paddle. $30. Riverbank Software
Inc.. Smith's Landing Rd.. P.O. Box 128
Denton. MD 21629. (301) 479-1312
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r*

CE Software announces SwordThrust
a fantasy, role-playing system for the Apple
in which players attempt to survive different
quests. The experience and treasure
acquired in one adventure help in others.

IA 50312. (515) 224-1992
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Country Carnival is a shooting gallery
game with multi-color hires animation
and real-time carnival sound effects
Available on disk for 48K Apple II and
Apple II Plus, the game features an
ammunition-eating duck and target rabbits
that multiply faster and faster as the game
progresses. $24.95. Programma Interna-
tional. Inc.. 2908 North Naomi St.. BurbankCA 91504. (213) 594-0240.
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do you have
hard time tearing
yourself away • • •

. from endless tax tables and
computations every time you

run your payroll?

Look at these other powerful features!

> COMPOTESM Federal and State Income Ta.es. plus other state
and local laws lor any and al 50 stales and Washington DC Ta«
formulas are butt In. no messy entry from tax tables required

' CAPACITY ofXW employees. 1 5 OMsions/Stores in multiple
states any state Up to 30 additional user defined deduction
types.

PRINTS peyrol checks, check register. W 2 forms, all summary
and quarterly reports, ethnic distribution, employee lists, and file
usage information al in the time II takes your printer to print!

FULL SUPPORT after you make your purchase. Hotline for
technical assistance Payroll tax update service to keep your
system current, even with changes in local laws. imHlnNc at low
cost (free for the first year). Your system never becomes obsolete'

Consider the fast and versatile

alternative. PAYROLL from
Broderbund Software is written in

PASCAL and assembly language so it

runs many times faster than Bask, yet it

requires no language card or other special
hardware! PAYROLL will run on any 48K

Apple n with DOS 3.3 and two disk drives

Ask tor a demonstration of the Broderbund PAYROLL at your
euthorued Apple dealer.

v~. a. your

Coming soon PASCAL General Ledger
Accounts Receivable

^ ..
Accounts Payable

For hard disk users - PAYROLL "HD" has a capacity of 745
employees and 63 Divisions, plus other special features, and requires
a Pascal language card system.

"»-«»

Apple I is a trademark of Apple Computer Company

6r0derbund Software
273
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New
-Primary math worksheet - 29 skill levels of addition and subtract™.

with intro to multiplication.

-INTERMEDIATE MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION - 21 Skill levels of

multiplication and division.

—FRACTIONS — 22 skill levels. Conversion of equal fractions through

multiplication of fractions.

-DECIMALS - 20 skill levels. Converting fractions to decimals through

division of decimals. k—*«

All programs generate camera-ready quality worksheets and answer sheets.

Requirements: Apple II 3.3 DOS 48K. 1 disk drive. Epson MX Printer

INTRODUCTORY OFFER: $250.00 + $200 shipping & Handling.

Programs may be purchased separately for $70.00 each.

?0ti*
Continuing our commitment to provide quality software designed

to educate todays youngster, we are pleased to present:

CHECKS AND BALANCES

An introduction to the world of checking accounts, designedJ°teach elementary

aoe children how to open and maintain a checking account. High resolution

g^phlcs with sounded music makes this "hands-on" learning experience fun

and educational.

INTRODUCTORY OFFER: $35.00 + $2.00 shipping and handling.

Developed by Terry Sluts,

exclusively marketed and distributed by: ffiffi

The Computer Connection Ltd
6818 South Yosemite St. Enjjlewood, Colon»do80122

i rr i it 1 1 1 it r 1

1

1 1 1 1

1

1 1 1

1

1 1 1

1

Phone orders. M/C and Visa Welcome
303/740-9360

DMer^Encoorag*
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SPECIAL FEATURES
• Large easy to read upper/lower caw tetters

• ADO/DELETE all files as desired

• STUDENT PLANNING posts errors to IM
teacher s tite tor later review

See your local dealer or

write for FREE catalog

Hartley Courseware, Inc.

P. O. Box 431
Dimondale, Ml 48821 1

N
DISKETTES?

» BAor
MEMOREX
MDysan

Visa. Mastercharge accepted. Call

free (800)235-4 1 37 for prices and

information. All orders sent postage

paid.

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
Kid Foothill Blvd

S.ml uisObispo.CA

93401 tin Oil iall

1805)543-1037)
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AT LAST
22%% DISCOUNT ON

MOST ITEMS HARDWARE
AND SOFTWARE

Same Discount Within Product Lines

COMPARE
TOTAL SYSTEM PRICES

As a reader of m«il order ads you know

how confusing most price lists can ba.

The star attraction is the computer itself

at an admittedly low price. But when

you look at all the accessories and

peripherals you need, you find that the

prices on these items are not so low. We

offer one, standard, across the board

discount on most items. Take whatever

you need, computers, peripherals,

accessories, software add up the

suggested list price. Take our discount

and that is our price for your total

system. Compare total system prices.

Send for details by circling the number

or call to place your order right now.

We guarantee satisfaction.

computer
•(i insult,mts
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New Product*, continued...

Color Invaders for the !6K TRS-80 Color
Computer places the player at the controls
of a space tank firing at stellar ships and
invading critters. Invading ships burst in
the air. and alien creatures march across
the screen dropping bombs. The game
comes in two versions, one which requires
the power pack ($19.95) and one which
does not ($24.95). Computerware. Box
668. 1512 Encinitas Blvd.. Encinitas. CA
92024. (714) 436-0282.

CIRCLE 365 ON READER SERVICE CARD
Acorn Software has introduced Tenpins.

a machine language bowling game for
one to four players on TRS-80 Model I or
III. Scoring, pinsetting and ball return
are automatic, and players can view the
scoresheet at any time. Cassette. $14.95;

disk. $20.95. Acorn has also released the
following games for the Model III: Pinball.
Duel-n-Droids. Everest Explorer, Invaders
from Space. Gammon Challenger 2
Pigskin. Basketball. Space War. Quad'
and Word Wars. Acom Software Products.
Inc.. 634 North Carolina Ave.. S.E. Wash-
ington. DC 20003. (202) 544-4259.
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EDUCATIONAL

"Dear Diary: I feel that more and more my life is
heinn influenced hv computers...

Educational Courseware offers a library
of disks in 3.2 or 3.3 DOS for use on the
Apple. Each menu-driven disk includes a
series of programs designed to aid the
teacher in the creation and implementation
of lessons, which may be altered, modified.

S
L°!f •,?

rde,e,ed wi,hout Programming
skills. Prices range from $24 to $32.
bducational Courseware. 3 Nappa Lane
Westport. CT 06880.
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Spelling Bee. designed for use in kinder-

garten through third grade, has three
objectives: develop computer literacy
establish new vocabulary by linking words
with pictures, and build basic spelling skills
The program requires a 48K Apple with
Applesoft and DOS 3.3. $29.95. Compu-
Read 3.0 previously available only in
Applesoft, is now available for the 48K
Atari with disk drive. It contains a series
of instructional modules which build skills

c*
*' re"g,heninK Perceptual processes.

$29.95. Edu-Ware Services. 22222 Sherman
Way. Ste. 203. Canoga Park. CA 91303
(213) 346-6783.
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BUSINESS

Broker I for the Apple II provides
registered representatives with access to
customer account information. It allows
users to enter current market prices and
obtain a value for the client portfolio
and includes a tickler function which
displays messages and rewrites on specified

The ultimateAPPLE® copy program

COPY II PLUS
$3995

VERSATILE - Copy II Plus copies mulitiple
formats - DOS 3.2, 3.3, PASCAL,
FORTRAN and CP/M.
FAST — Copy II Plus copies diskettes in less
than 45 seconds. That's faster than most other
copy programs. Written entirely in ultra fast
assembly language.

Search no more for that universal copy
program. Copy II Plus is the most advanced
copy program available for the Apple II

Computer. Compare capability, compare speed,
compare price, than call or write to order
Copy II Plus. Requires Apple II with 48K and at
least one Disk Drive.

CH&TOAIL $mm p O. Box 3563

*rtf+%*#sw« I***.
Central Point, OR 97502software. Inc. (503)773-1970

•Copy II Plus is not designed to copy "protected" diskettes

L or check
Deliveries from stock. No C.O.D.'s
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

I

i

I

I
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New Products, continued...

dates. The Telesphere Corporation. 1605

John St.. Fort Lee. NJ 07024. (201) 886-

2476.
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Mall List Manager for the Apple 111 is a

disk-based program which allows users to

store, sort, edit and print mailing labels

and phone lists either in their entirety or

selectively by zip code, name or other

identifying data. The program requires a

128K Apple 111 and an additional disk

drive. $150. Apple Computer. Inc.. 10260

Bandley Dr.. Cupertino. CA 95014.
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Orders, written in Basic for the TRS-80

Model II. is an integrated invoicing-

inventory-accounts receivable system which

runs under TRSDOS. The program pro-

duces invoices, inventory up-dates, price

lists, inventory lists, re-order reports,

customer sales histories, open items

accounts receivable reports, open items

aging, closed items listing, monthly state-

ments and customer listings. $275. National

Software Marketing. Inc.. Box 6195. Holly-

wood. FL 33021. ..„„.„
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Databook II from Organic Software

maintains a record of appointments for

up to 27 people in nine groups of three.

for an unlimited time in the future. Wn«en
in Pascal, the program runs under CP/M

and CP/M 86 as well as UCSD Pascal

systems. $295. Organic Software. 1492

Windsor Way. Livermore. CA 94550.
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Broderbund Software announces a pay-

roll program for the Apple 11 which has a

capacity of 300 employees. 15 divisions

and 30 types of deductions. Tax formulas

are built-in. and the program prints checks,

check register. W-2 forms and all quarterly

and summary reports. It uses Apple's Run

Time Module and requires two disk drives.

$395 Broderbund Software. Box 3266.

Eugene. OR 97405. (503) 343-9024.
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Taranto & Associates announces a Sales

Analysis enhancement for its Accounts

Receivable/Invoicing System for the TRS-

80 Model 11. The program keeps track of

sales by product category and seller for

month-to-date and year-to-date. Also avail-

able is a Budgeting facility which can be

added to the company's General Ledger

System. Taranto & Associates. Inc.. 121

Paul Dr.. P.O. Box 6216. San Rafael. CA
94903. (800) 227-2868; in California. (415)

472-2670.
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An Inventory-Purchasing module has

been added to the Apple Accounting Plus

11 software package from Systems Plus.

The module supports 1000 inventory items

per volume and provides details concerning

on-hand quantities as well as standard

reports. Systems Plus. 3975 East Bayshore.

Palo Alto. CA 94303. (415) 969-7047.
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Electric Spreadsheet is designed to be

used as a general-purpose tool to prepare

tables of data or spreadsheets. Pre-pro-

grammed operators are used to accomplish

calculations on lines, columns, cells of

the sheet, and variable formatting of data

and labels of columns and lines is available.

Three versions are available: tape for 16K

TRS-80 Model I or 111 ($34.95). tape for

V> 48K Model 1 or III ($64.95). and disk

for 4HK Model III ($67.95). Dan B. Haney

& Associates. Inc.. P.O. Box 687. San

Mateo. CA 94401. .„.„c ^iDn
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Project Management, designed for the

project manager on construction, engi-

neering or publicly funded projects, allows

the development or analysis of bids:

preparation and updating of budget infor-

mation: entry, updating and tabulation of

I

Attention TRS-80 Mod II owners:

P&T CP/M® 2 has more to offer!

Mora Dtsk Storage 596K bytes with double density on stan-

dard single sided disk drives. It that's not enough[^ersjonsi
are

available tor double sided expansion dnves(1 2M bytes per disK)

and the Cameo Hard disk system (10M bytes.)

Mora CRT Functions P&T CP/M 2 has the most advanced

screen driver available for the Mod II including: erase to end of

line/screen, insert/delete line, cursor addressing, non-scrolling

area on screen, and much more.

Mora Serial I/O Capabllltlaa The serial drivers in P&T CP/M 2

support ETX/ACK, XON/XOFF. and request to send handshaking.

Direct control of serial ports is also available for special apphca-

Mora Documentation We provide the standard CP/M
I

manuals

and our own 1 50 page manual written specifically for PST CP/M i.

Mora Utilities We have added 1 4 of our own utility programs for

the Mod II to the standard CP/M utilities.

Mora Useful System Functions P4T CP/M 2 has all sorts of

useful features you won't find elsewhere: type-ahead buffer for

keyboard input, system time of day clock, automatic program

execution and lots more.

Standard P&T CP/M 2 *">5

P&T CP/M 2 for Shugart 850 2 sided drives *"0
P&T CP/M 2 for Cameo Hard Disk system szso

We also carry other software packages, single & double sided

expansion drives and the Cameo Hard Disk System. Write for

details.

Prepaid COO M»»lercha»oe or Vi» o*de«t accepted

, Caiiloto'a revdents »dd 6«* «*'•

PICKLES & TROUT
TROUl PO BOX 1206. GOLETA CA 93017 (805) 967<>563

Super Paddle

TflS 80 is a tr«d«marh o» Tandy Co»p

Are the paddle controllers on your Apple wearing out? Or did

you get a new Apple without paddles?

We've got good news for you! Super Paddles. Each paddle

control consists of a high-precision linear potentiometer and a

big (1/2" D) industrial-quality pushbutton mounted in a sturdy

4" x 2" x 1" metal case which matches the Apple. Each of the

two paddles is connected with a long 5-foot cable to the Apple

paddle socket.

Every component in a set of Super Paddles is the very finest

quality available. The set is backed by a 90-day limited warranty

from the manufacturer as well as Peripherals Plus' moneyback

guarantee of satisfaction.

To order, send $39.95 plus $2.00 postage and handling (NJ

residents add $2.00 sales tax) to the address below. Credit card

customers may call orders to our toll-free number.

PeripheroK Plus
Toll-free 800-631 -81 12
(in NJ 201-540-0445)

39 E . Hanover Avenue
Morris Rains. NJ 07050
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TRS-80 sensational
software

creative
computing
software

Cassette CS-3001 $11 95

Board Games
6 Programs Requires 8K

** Y»Y*1 |T""T

Space Games
Cassette CS-3002 $11 95 4 Programs

A 3-dimensional tic-tac-toe type of
oame played in a 4x4x4 cube A real
challenge.

AAAAAAi liiiiia ii .0 1 .^1 » 1 , 1 . , , .1 IJI . m r

Backgammon (by Scott Adams) Excellent
graphics and challenging play in this popular
game

Mugwump. Four friendly Mugwumps are
hiding on a 10x10 grid Can you find them
all in ten moves?

Wumpus Try to find the Wumpus in a
dodecahedron network of caves complete
with bottomless pits and giant bats

Wumpus 2 Five different types of caves
or create your own. More hazards too.

Rip Disc. Our version of Othello with three
skill levels from good to expert

Star Lanes. The ultimate game of infer-
galactic commerce and trade for
earthbound entrepreneurs

Romulan. Use your sensors to find the
hidden Romulan spacecraft and then des-
troy it

Star Wars. Line up the TIE fighters in your
sights and zap them lis not easy

Pursuit Games
Caaaette CS-3004 $1 1 95 5 Programs Requires 16K

Strategy Games
Cassette CS-3005 $1 1.95 5 Programs Requires 16K

^i^KSSSffi^ Sf^desTo? T**^? *^ Try toescapefromthe

s

nake ,,, MotorRac^

Indy Racer Real-time with gear changing
similar to the popular arcade game.

possible

Maze Nine skill levels in this high-speed
pursuit game.

Kaleidoscope A ever-changing graphics
demonstration.

not easy

Games Pack on Disk
Disks CS-3503 (32K) $39 95

This set of menu-driven disk contains all 20
games from cassettes CS-3001 CS-3002
CS-3004 and CS-3005

. Real-time racing action and
excellent graphics with your choice of
tracks

Jigsaw. Use reasoning and luck to fit your
pieces into the puzzle

The Masters. Choose your club and go
from tee to green on each hole

Tunnel Vision. Find your way out of a maze
given only a mouse-eye view

Order Today

TRS^O w Vw nginwmdmA o

To order any of these software packages
send payment plus »2 00 postage and
handling per order to Creative Computing
Morris Plains NJ 07950 Visa MasterCard
and American E xpress orders may be called
in toll-free

Order today at no risk It you are
completely satisfied your money wi
promptly and courteously refunded

Creative Computing Software
Morris Plains NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-631-8112
InNJ 201-540-0445

) not I

ill be I

creative computing software
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Special editions for Apple,

Atari and TRS-80 Computers.

Hey Kids, are the folks out of the room?

Good, cause l ve got a secret to tell you

You know that computer they fuss over?

Well. kid. between you and me. this whole

programming thing is a lot simpler than

they realize

Whats that? Sure, you can learn Just

get a copy of Computers For Kids. It's a

super book, and it tells you everything you

need to know Huh? You have an Apple?

No problem There s a version just for the

Apple One for the TRS-80 and one for the

Atari too. with complete instructions for

operating and programming.

The book will take you through every-

thing programmers learn Its easy to

understand and the large type makes it

easy to read You II find out how to put

together a flowchart, and how to get your

computer to do what you want it to do

There s a lot to learn, but Computers For

Kids has 12 chapters full of information

You II even learn how to write your own
games and draw pictures that move

Just so the folks and your teachers won't

feel left out. there s a special section for

them It gives detailed lesson ideas and

tells them how to fix a lot of the small

problems that might pop up Hey. this

oook is just right for you But you don t

have to take my word on that Just listen to

what these top educators have to say

about it:

Donald T. Piele, Professor of Mathe-

matics at the University of Wisconsin-

Parkside says. Computers For Kids is the

best material available for introducing stu-

dents to their new computer It is a perfect

tool for teachers who are learning about

computers and programming with their

students Highly recommended.
Robert Taylor. Director of the Program

in Computing and Education at Teachers

College. Columbia University states, "it's a

good idea to have a book tor chidren

Not bad. huh? Okay, you can let the

adults back in the room Don t forget to tell

them Computers For Kids by Sally

Greenwood Larsen cost only $3 95 And
tell them you might share it with them, if

theyre good. Specify edition on your

order: TRS-80 (12H); Apple (12G). Atari

(12J).

Your local computer shop should carry

Computers For Kids If they don t ask

them to get it or order by mail. Send $3 95

payment plus $2 00 for one. $3 00 for two

or more for shipping and handling to

Creative Computing Press. P O Box 789-

M. Morristown. NJ 07960

creative computing press

b?s
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PET CBM
PERIPHERALS

USI YOUR COMMODORt PIT CBM
ASAURMINAl AISOCONNICT
TO PRINTERS. PLOTTERS TERMINALS

MODEMS AND TUIPHONI UNES.

RS-232 OUTPUT ONLY $129

RS-232 INPUT /OUTPUT $229

RS 232 DUAL CHANNEL $369

TELEPHONE MODEM $389

AND SOFTWARE TOO!

!

•••
FROMTNW CORPORATION

13S1 Hancock SI • San OlCflO CA 92110

||7H|22S 1040 • TWX «10 3J5 11M • Soure* TC»1»4
|

Full On« vaar Warranty • Visa/ Maalatcharoa
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Teach
Yourself by
Computer Software

Educational Software for

TRS-80** and Apple*

Individual Study Center- (7 programs) study

any subject lor Grade 1 to Adult, over 50

different subjects available (TRS-80 Lev. 1 1.

16K and Apple Cassette $49.95. Apple Pisk

48K $54.95)

Words For The Wise - 5 activities plus 1000

words or you can make your own words (TRS-

80 Lev 11. 16K $24 95)

Earth Science Serlee - for Jr. and Sr H*)h

School (12 programs - TRS-80 Lev 1 1. 16K.

$68.50)

For free information write to:

TYC Software

"

40 Stuyvesant Manor Dept C
Geneseo. NY 14454 716-243-3005

Trademark of Apple Computer Inc

•Trademark of Tandy Cotp
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New Products, continued...

costs-to-date; and preparation of financial
reports. It will run on the TRS-80 Model
III. TI 99/4. and Apple II or III. $94.95.
Charles Mann & Associates, Micro Soft-
ware Division. 55722 Santa Fe Trail. Yucca
Valley. CA 92284. (714) 365-9718.
CIRCLE 377 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MUSIC AND GRAPHICS
Color Board is a color graphics package

for Apple computers which allows users
to create, erase, change, store, and retrieve
graphics. The high resolution system offers
six colors and allows drawings to be
combined with alphanumerics in several
sizes and upper and lower case. It also
provides for automatic generation of arcs,
circles, squares, rectangles, ellipses, tri-

angles, and other shapes. $60. Software
Technology for Computers. P.O. Box 428,
Belmont. MA 02178. (617) 923-4334.
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Computer Station has introduced soft-
ware drivers that allow the user to dump
the contents of high resolution pages out
to either the Centronics 739 or the Epson
MX-80 printers to obtain hard copy graph-
ics. $44.95. Also available is a plotting
program designed to take full advantage
of the high resolution capabilities of the
IDS Paper Tiger 460G/560G printers. The
program writes to disk and dumps from
disk to printer without being restricted to
the 280 x 192 resolution of the Apple hi-

res page. $49.95. Computer Station. 1 1610
Page Service Dr.. St. Louis. MO 63141.
(314) 432-7019.
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Applet. raphics II is a programming tool
which enables Apple users to view a multi-
dimensional object from any angle. The
package is designed to help software OEMs
and software developers prepare computer
programs which require two- and three-
dimensional graphics. System requirements
are a 48K Apple II or Apple II Plus with
the language system and disk drive. $95.
Apple Computer. Inc.. 10260 Bandley Dr..
Cupertino, CA 95014.
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Cromemco has announced SUdemaster.
a graphics system which can be used to
display color or black-and-white images
with up to 756 x 482 point resolution on a
high quality RGB monitor. Used with any
Cromemco computer with graphics capa-
bility and a digitizing tablet, the package
facilitates the development of graphics
for business statistics and charts, art and
illustration, and other professional appli-
cations. It is available on 5 1/4" or 8"

disk. $595. Cromemco, Inc.. 280 Bernardo
Ave., Mountain View. CA 94043. (41 S)
964-7400.
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OCTOBER 1981

VENDOR
LITERATURE

CATALOG OF EDUCATIONAL
PROGRAMS
Marck's catalog lists a wide variety of

tested educational software programs and
related products for the Apple II. Atari
PET and TRS-80.

Titles are listed by computer and indexed
by subject area. Programs cover all age
levels and include all traditional subject
areas. $4.95.

Marck, 2890 Linden Ave., Branford
CT 06405.

COMPUTERS BY MAIL
P.O. Box 1805 Hawthorne. CA 90250

PRINTER AND INTERFACES
ANADEX 9500132 COL
ANAOEX 9501 132 COL
EPSON MX80 PIN FEED
EPSON MX80 TRACTOR/FRICTION
EPSON MX70 PIN FEED
EPSON PARALLEL CARD
EPSON SERIAL ADAPTOR BOARD
EPSON CARTRIDGE RIBBON
EPSON PARALLEL INTERFACE CABLE
TRENDCOM 200 80 COL
CENTRONICS 7721 W/O CABLE
CENTRONICS 7728 W/O CABLE
CALIFORNIA COMPUTER SYSTEMS

ASYNCHRONOUS SERIAL
SYNCHRONOUS SERIAL
PARALLEL

MONITORS
SANYO 9" B & W
SANYO 12" HI RES B&W
SANYO 13 COLOR
SANYO 12" HI RES GREEN
LEEDEX 13" 100 GREEN
NEC 12" COLOR
MODEMS
HAYES MICROMODEM II (APPLE III

HAYES MICROMODEM 100 (S 100)
HAYES SMARTMODEM (RS-232)
SOUTHEASTERN DATA CAPTURE 4.0

DISK DRIVES
MICROSCI 40 TRACK W/CONT
MICRO SCI 40 TRACK W/O CONT
MICROSCI 70 TRACK W/CONT
MICROSCI 70 TRACK W/O CONT
EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
EOUWARE

STATISTICS
EDU . PAK I

STORY TELLER
ALGEBRA I

UNI • SOLVE
COMPU • MATH: ARITH SKILL
COMPU MATH: FRACTIONS
COMPU • MATH: DECIMALS
COMPU SPELL (REQ DATA DISK)
SPACE
SPACE II

NETWORK
TERRORIST
WINDFALL
PRISONER

MICROSOFT TYPING TUTOR
SUB • LOGIC FLIGHT SIMULATOR
SYNERGESTIC STAR GAZERS GUIOE
ACCESSORIES
DANATRONICS COOLING FAN
T.O. JOYSTIX

GAME PADOLES
80 COLUMN SYSTEMS
M + R SUPERTERM

APPLE OOUBLE VISION
APPLE II 80 COL. VIDEO CARD

VI0EX VIDEO TERM CARD 80 COL

1345 00
1345.00
585 00
67500
405 00
65 95
61.95
13 00
21 95

540 00
95 95
95 95

125.95
139.95
95 95

169 00
25500
475.00
270 00
175.00
450 00

299.00
325.00
245.00
44.95

460.00
395 00
575 00
43500

2495
32 95
1695
32 95
1995
32 95
32.95
32.95
2495
2495
19.95
1695
2495
16.95
2495
1695
29 95
25.95

39 95
44.95
32 95

24.95
235 00
31500
295 00

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
CATALOG

K-12 MicroMedia announces a catalog
containing descriptions of over 300 pro-
grams and books for microcomputer-based
learning. It is free, upon request, to edu-
cators.

Organized by subject and grade level,
each entry includes program name, type,
functional description, memory require-
ments and indication of availably for
the Apple. PET. and/or TRS-80.

K-12 MicroMedia, P.O. Box 17 Valley
Cottage. NY 10989.

OFFICE MANAGEMENT
SOFTWARE CATALOG

Charles Mann & Associates. Micro
Software Division, has announced a soft-

^ APPLE II48K .

APPLE DISC II DRIVE
W/CONT. t 3.3

XEROX SAM MICROCOMPUTER
MICROPRO WORD STAR
MICROSOFT Z 80 CARD
MICROSOFT 16K RAM BOARD
MOUNTAIN

CPS MULTIFUNCTION CRD

•

$1299.00

590.00
2595.00
249.95
259.95
149.95

175.00

MISC HARDWARE
VIOEX SWITCHPLATE

KEYBOARD DISPLAY ENHANCER
ADVANCE BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY

10 KEY PAD (OLD OR NEW)
APPLE CLOCK
100,000 DAY CLOCK
SUPERTALKER
ROMPLUS
ROMWRITER
INTROL/X 10 CONTROLLER
CARD ONLY

MUSIC SYSTEM W/SOFTWARE
A/D D/A W/O CABLE
1/0 CABLE ASSEMBLY

BUSINESS SOFTWARE
CONTINENTAL SOFTWARE

HOME MONEY MINDER
CPA I GENERAL LEDGER
CPA II ACCTS RECEIVABLE
CPA III ACCTS PAYABLE
CPA IV PAYROLL

MUSE SUPER TEXT II

ADDRESS BOOK
FORM LETTER MODULE

STONEWARE DB MASTER (NEW)

MISCELLANEOUS SOFTWARE
PERSONAL SOFTWARE

VISICALC 3 3
VISIPLOT
VISIOEX
VISITERM

PROGRAMMA INTERNATIONAL
APPLE PI SMARTERM
APPLE PI (SUPERTERM)
APPLE PI (VIDEX)
APPLE PI (OTHER 80)

ONLINE EXPEDITER II

HAYDEN APPLESOFT COMPILER
HIGH TECH APPLE JUICE ONE HOUR
LAZER LOWER CASE ADAPTER
PAYMAR LOWER CASE REV 7/LATER
SOLID STATE MUSIC

A10 SERIAL PARALLEL CARD
S-100 SYSTEMS
CALIFORNIA COMPUTER SYSTEMS

32K STATIC RAM MODULE 650 00
64K STATIC RAM MODULE 560 00
INTEGRATED SYSTEM
W/MAINFRAME 2195 00

DISK CONTROLER 300 00MOTHER BOARD 105 954PORT SERIAL 1/10 INTERFACE 250 00
Z-80 CPU 25995

INCLUDE NAME. ADDRESS. PHONE NUMBER
ADD 3% FRT/HANDLING. CALIF. RESIDENTS
ADO 6% SALES TAX ALL MFRS WARRANTIES
APPLY. ALL PRODUCTS IN STOCK! VISA/MC
ADD 3% — INCL. EXP. DATE PRICES SUBJECT
TO CHANGE CBM P.O. BOX 1805. HAWTHORNE.
CA. 90250 (21 3) 533-4071

.

295 00
99 95

99.95
239 95
31900
254 00
132 00
150 00

170 00
450 00
295 00
4295

28 95
195.00
195 00
195 00
195 00
11500
39 95
85 00
179 95

159 95
14995
159 95
119 95

105 95
10')%
105 95
105 95
79 95

159.95
24500
59.95
39 95

160.00
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New Products, continued-

ware catalog featuring office management

applications for Apple II. Apple II Plus.

Apple III. TRS-80 Model I and Model III

and TI 99/4 computers.

The catalog includes a variety of pro-

fessional and personal text processing

systems, mailing list management systems,

small accounting and payroll systems, asset

management systems and personnel records

systems.

Charles Mann & Associates. Micro

Software Division. 55722 Santa Fe Trail.

Yucca Valley. CA 92284. (714) 356-9718.

FREE OASIS SOFTWARE
DIRECTORY

Listing over 200 application software

packages designed for the Oasis operating

system, a free two-color Software Monitor

newsletter has been published by Phase

One Systems.

With a cross-reference chart to different

application areas such as accounting, word

processing, manufacturing control, and

medical/dental packages, the Oasis Appli-

cation Software Directory listings also

include contact names for immediate action

regarding questions. Both national and

international software sources are

provided.

Phase One Systems. 7700 Edgewater

Dr.. Suite 830. Oakland. CA 94621. (415)

562-8085.

- ERADICATE
UNCREATIVE
COMPUTING
subscribe!

PACKER Machine language program that edits all or

part of your Basic program to run faster, save memory.
or ease editing The 5 options include UNPACK

-

unpacks multiple statement lines into single statements

maintaining logic inserts spaces and renumbers lines

SHORT-deletes unnecessary words, spaces, and REM
statements PACK -packs lines into maximum multiple

statement lines, maintaining program logic RENUM-
renumbers lines, including all branches MOVE -moves
line or blocks of lines to any new location in program
On 2 cassettes lor 16K. 32K, S 48K For TRS-80™
Mod I or III Level II or Disk Basic *29 95

SYSTEM TAPE DUPLICATOR Copy your SYSTEM
lormat tapes Includes verily routines The Model III

version allows use ol both 500 and 1 500 baud cassette

speeds
For TRS-80™" Model lor III Level II S1595
CASSETTE LABEL MAKER A mini word processor

to print cassette labels on a line printer. Includes 50
peel-and-stick labels on tractor teed paper
For TRS-80™ Model I or III Level II a Printer »17 95

PRINT TO LPRINT TO PRINT Edits your Basic program

in seconds to change all Prints to LPrints (except

Prints or Printt) or LPrints to Prints Save edited

version
For TRS-80™ Model I or III Level II S12 95

FAST SORTING ROUTINES For use with Radio
Shacks Accounts Receivable. Inventory Control I.

and Disk Mailing List Systems lor Model I Level II

Sorts in SECONDS' You II be amazed at the time they
can save Supplied on data diskette with complete
instructions
FAST SORT tor Accounts Receivable * 1 9 95
FAST SORT lor Inventory Control I » 1 9 95
FAST SORT lor Disk Mailing List (specify data diskette

cassette for 1 drive system) $14 95
ALL THREE ROUTINES S44 95

Prices subject to change without notice Call or write

tor complete catalog Dealer inquiries invited VISA
and MasterCard accepted Foreign orders in US
currency only Kansas residents add 3% sales tax

On-line catalog on Wichita FORUM-80 316-682-2113
Or call our 24 hour phone 316-683-481 1 or write

COTTAGE SOFTWARE
614 N Harding Wichita. KS 67208

TRS-80 is a trademark ol Tandy Corporation
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CP/M SOFTWARE INDEX

The second edition of the Small Systems

(".roup's CP/M Software Index has been

published. The Index lists 740 programs

which are offered by 248 software ven-

dors.

The Index is organized into five major

areas: systems software, general applica-

tions, accounting applications, utility

applications and industry specific software.

These are broken down into 76 categories.

Examples of the categories are word

processors (27 entries), integrated account-

ing packages (29 entries), higher level

language processors (55 entries) and

medical packages ( 14 entries). The names,

addresses and phone numbers of the

vendors of the programs are also listed.

Sf>.

Small Systems Group. Box 5429. Santa

Monica. CA 90405. (213) 392-1234.

EDUCATIONAL COURSEWARE
CATALOG

J.L. Hammett Company announces an

educational courseware catalog for ele-

mentary and secondary schools. The

catalog includes reviewed software in

computer literacy, math, language arts,

basic programming, administrative needs

and more.

Also included are lists of books and

duplicating masters.

J.L. Hammett Company. Hammett PL.

P.O. Box 545. Braintree. MA 02814.
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Continental Adventures presents

:

3 Great Games for Atari 400 and 800 Computer Owners
Town of Durango—Avenging the Death of a Father.

$16.95.

The Ghost Tower—Combat with Diabolical Demons.
$16.95.
Super Shape Builder—A Graphics Game Creating

your own Pictures. $14.95.
Continental Adventures

497S Brookdale St

Bloomlleld Hills. Ml 48013
(313*45-2674
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A ATARI"
AUnlOOI&K BIO 00 1HIM Si 00

AUnl00 4IK fiO Di) Alan ISO inleitace 1 '6 00

AUn 110 Disk 460 00 »Un 130 Modem 156 00

AUH400 1M 3 ."too Micrswft laic Ti 00

TELECOMMUNICATIONS PACKAGES
Base Unit. A850. A830. TeleLink I

with 800: S 1150 00 with 400: $710 00

PLUS FREE NOVATION SUPERMIKE'

The Bit Bucket is a company made up ol com
putet professionals We aie able to provide

low prices as well as technical support Give

us a call and find out why we consider the

Alan the best home computer on the market

today You won't be disappointed

The Bit Bucket
.

;- *» SpeciaN/mg in Atari Home Computers

\j I P Bo. 365

Newton Highlands MA 02161

^ J (617)783 3144
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"Attention Computer Owner*"
If you own a mini or micro...you could

be on your way to fantastic riches. Put

your computer to a new us* by monitor-

ing these investments Set up your own
otfloe In your horns... never work for ths

other guy again. It Is the most ingenious

method ever devised. Make six digits

annually.

First time offered. Complete package-

$25.00. We pay postage & handling. Send

check or MO. to:

C.B.A.S.

P.O. Box 163
Ontario. OH 44862
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EAST COAST COMPUTERS
22 tlM ST WOBUPN MA 10601

17900
479 00
49900

VERBATIM 5" DISKETTES »00 OCAT MODEM
MEMOREX 5" DISKETTES 2400 AIARI400

SCOTCH 5" DISKETTES 2700 MXS0
PLASTIC BOX 300 MICROSOFT Z-S0 CARD 2S900

IEEDEX MONITOR 12900 MICROSOFT BAM
16K MF.MORYKn 2900 CARD '•"»

TERMS MASTERCHARGE VISA CHECK, MONEY ORDER.

US FUNDS ONLY MASS RESIDENTS ADO SAIES TAX

THE ABOVE PRICES DO NOT INCLUDE SHIPPING
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BPIL0T

I

Why pay lor Educational Programs that don t

quite work the way you wanP Write your own'

Tailor lessons to your class or child s specific

needs You can with BPILOT. the easy to use

CAI language
BPILOT gives you the power and ease ol both

PILOT and BASIC You can intermix PILOT

and BASIC instructions in BPILOT programs

In addition, you get extra long labels to mark

instructions and the capability of Indirect

Matching Release 3 BPILOT now provides

Turtle Graphics capabilities for drawing

pictures. Link capabilities for larger than

memory programs, and expanded execute

Indirect capabilities

BPILOT 3.0 is a Z80 assembly language
proqram lor the Model I TRS-80- .

Level II

(16K-) or disk (32K-) Send $39 95 * $2 00

S&H (Calif resd add 6% sales tax) Reference

manual alone $7 95 (credited toward future

purchase)
Apple II Plus' owners write direct for

availability of 6502 version
-^ 4,1 A 1 Computer Aided &
C '/rXyll Managed InstructionV^y » AV I V p o Box 2030

Your Computer Friend Goleta. CA 93118
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Educational Excellent

Excellent educational software is the
exception rather than the rule.

Excellence in educational software Its
not easily achieved
Many large publishers have entered the

computer software business Many have
Hopped Why? Because producing good
software is not the same as producing a
textbook

Tough Criteria

Good educational software must meet
specific objectives in the teaching/learing
process It must motivate and hold the
attention of the students It must not bore
the gifted students nor be over the heads of
slower students It must be user friendly
to both the teacher and student And it must
be accompanied by clear documentation
worksheets and all the material necessary
to use it effectively
A tall order
But one which MECC has met
The Minnesota Educational Computer

Consortium (MEEC) was founded in 1973
with the goal of extending the benefits of
computers to every school in the state Over
the years. MECC has developed procedures
for finding and perfecting programs from
contributors throughout the state

Few Programs Qualify

Before a program isaccepted for the MECC
library it is judged on ten specific criteria
For example

11 Accuracy Is all spelling and grammer
correct? Does each question provide for a
correct and appropriate response?

2) Audience Is the intended audience
(grade level and subject) served by the
degree of difficultyand scope of the program''
Is the reading level of the text material suit-

Mb?
3) Clarity Are explanations and instruc-

tions sufficient, clear and straight forward?
Is the presentation well-formatted?
4

)

Graphics Are the graphics appropriate
and sufficient in quantity?
Other criteria include documentation,

lunction programming, and the like Similar
criteria are applied to the documentation
This insures that the reading level is appro-
priate, that objectives are well-stated and
that associated materials are available
What this all means is that the educational

software packages from MECC are among
the best available anywhere They are
pedigogcalfy sound, (thoroughly tested and
well documented
Now the MECC software library is available

to both schools and individuals through
Creative Computing Software
MECC software is currently available only

on disk tor the Apple II All disks run under
DOS 3 2 and require a minimum of 48K
memory and Applesoft in ROM or an Apple
II Plus

These disks are protected in 3 2 DOS. no
copying or muflining can be done

Order Today

Order in confidence at no risk All MECC
software is covered by an unconditional
30-day money-back guarantee from Creative
Computing Software
To order any MECC software package,

send payment plua S2 00 postage and
handling to the address below To charge
an order to Visa. MasterCard or American
Express include card number and expiration
date Charge orders may also be called in to
our toll-free number School purchase orders
should add an additional $2 00 billing tee

Order MECC software today for the highest
quality and best value in educational software
available anywhere

Apple Demonstration Diskette
MECC-701.$199S

A sample of the different kinds of applica-
tions available on the MECC diskettes is

shown The software demonstrates applica-
tions in dnll and practice, tutorial, simulation,
problem solving, and worksheet generation
Samples from music, science, social studies,
industrial arts, reading and mathematics are
provided

Elementary -Volume 1 (Mathematlct)
MECC-702. $24 95

The first elementary diskette contains
programs to be used in the elementary
mathematics classroom Games of logic such
as BAGELS, TAXMAN, and NUMBER, drill

and practice programs, such as SPEED
DRILL. ROUND, and CHANGE, and pro-
grams about the metric system such as
METRIC ESTIMATE. METRIC LENGTH, and
METRIC 21 are included on the diskette

Elementary -Volume 2 (Language Aria)
MECC-703. $24 95 (Available 7/81)

The teacher can enter lists of spelling
words in the computer and have them used
by the program SPELL, which drills students
on the spelling. MIXUP which presents the
word in mixed up order, or WORD FIND,
which will create a word find puzzle for the
teacher to duplicate If words and definitions
are entered, a CROSS WORO puzzle can
be generated or a WORD GAME can be
played Two other programs included on
this diskette are TALK, a program designed
to introduce students to the computer or
AMAZING which pnnts out worksheet muss.
Several programs on this diskette use a
printer

Elementary-Volume 6
MECC-725. $24 95 (Available 7/81)

Historical simulations. OREGON
VOYAGEUR and FURS are included in the
ELEMENTARY-VOLUME 6 diskette -Along
with these programs are NOMAD which
teachea map reading and SUMER

Elementary-Volume 3 (Social Studies)
MECC - 704, $24.95 (Available 7/81)

The sell series. SELL APPLES SELL
PLANTS. SELL LEMONADE, and SELL
BICYCLES which appears on the ELEMEN-
TARY VOLUME 3 diskette can be used to
teach elementary economics to students in
grades 3-8 CIVIL will reinact battles of the
CIVIL war while STATES and STATES2
provide drill and practice on the location of
states in the US and their capitals

Elementary-Vohime 4 (Mathematics And
Science)
MECC-705. $24.95

Two mathematics programs ESTIMATE
and MATHGAME provide reinforcement on
estimating and basic facts Food chains in
fish can be studied through OOELL LAKE
while OOELL WOOOS deals with food chains
in animals SOLAR DISTANCE teaches the
concepts or distances in space and URSA
provides a tutorial on constellations

Elementary- Volume 5 (Language Aria)
MECC-719. $24 94 (Aailable 7/81)

ELEMENTARY-VOLUME 5 deals with
the reading concept of prefixes The diskette
contains five lessons which both teach the
prefixes of UN. RE. DIS. PRE. and IN Two
review dnls. ORAGON FIRE and PRE-APP
II. are also contained on the diskette

Special Needs-Volume 1 (Spelling)
MECC-727. $24 95 (Available 7/81)

This diskette is designed to drill handi-
capped students on frequently misspelled
primary and intermediate words Students
answer problems by either using the game
buttons, the game paddles or any key or,
the keyboard

Science-Volume 2 (Senior High)
MECC-709. $24 95 (Available 7/81)

Many of the programs on this diskette
were developed by Minnesota teachers
PEST, which deals with the use of pesticides
and CELL MEMBRANE which the user takes
the part of a ce'l membrane, can be used in
biology classes SNELL plots light retraction
demonstrating SNELLs law while COLLIDE
simulates the collision between two bodies
DIFFUSION deals with the diffusion rates
of various gasses. NUCLEAR SIMULATION
shows radioactive decay of nine different
radioisotopes. ICBM and RADAR teach
anglesand projections on a coordinate sys-
tem

Science-Volume 3 (Middle School)
MECC-707. $24 95 (Available 7/81)

The FISH program through the use of
low resolution graphics show the circulatory
system of a fish Simulations like ODELL
LAKE which is used to explore food chains.
URSA which teaches about constellations,
and QUAKES when simulates earthquakes
are on the diskette MINERALScan be used
in the area of earth science to identify 29
minerals by having students perform simple
tests

Mathematics- Volume 1 (Senior High)
MECC- 706. $24.95 (Available 7/81)

BAGELS. SNARK. ICBM. and RADAR will
teach students logic while reinforcing the
concepts of plotting pnnts or angle measure-
mentsALEGBRA provides a dnH and practice
in solving equations Three programs on
the diskette can be used in plotting equations
on a grid SLOPE which is designed for use
in ninth grade with linear functions. POLY-
GRAPH which will plot any equation on a
rectangular coordinate system, and POLAR
which graphs functions on polar coordi-
nates

Aeetheomelry-Volume 1

MECC 716 $24 95 (Available 7/81)

AESTHEOMETRY deals with the topic of
curve sketching by introducing and demon-
strating the space concepts of elliptical,
parabolic and hyperbolic curves Curve
sketching designs are developed to provide
an aesthetic view of geometric shapes

Teacher unfiles- Volume 1

MECC-71S. $24 95 (Available 7/81)

The TEACHER UTILITIES diskette is
designed to aid the teacher and would not
be used by the student unless the teacher
creates questions using the REVIEW pro-
gram This program allows the teacher to
set up a list of questions which can be used
either by the REVIEW program or the TEST
GENERATOR program The teacher can
also make CROSS WORD puzzles WORD
FIND puzzles. BLOCK LETTER banners and
POSTERS using this program FREQUENCY
and PERCENT can be used to calculate
grades and to do statistical analysis A printer
is needed for some of the programs on this
diskette

rVooremmers AM -Volume 1

MECC- 720. $32 95 (Available 7/811

The PROGRAMMER s AID diskette pro-
vides help tor the programmer. Programs to
be able to UPLOAD and DOWNLOAD to
the MECC system programs that work with
text files including FP TO TEXT. RANDOM
EDITOR. SEQUENTIAL EDITOR. and TEXT
LIST along with programs to work with binary
fiies. BINARY FILE INFO. BINARY FILE
TO FPare included Two programs TABLES
and MERGE allow the user to create, change
and merge graphic shapes tor use in a
program FREE SPACE will tell the amount
of space on the diskette while HIDDEN
CHARACTERS will locate contol character
STARTER will put standard routines such
as space bar. music, graphic characters or
input into a users program which is just
being created or already created

MICAS-Volume 1

MECC-721. $32 95 (Available 7/81)

Microcomputer Integrated Computerized
Accounting System requiresdualdisksand
132 characters width printer The MICAS
computerized accounting system provides
a realistic experence with automated
accounting systems The package consists
of four integrated systems (Dgeneral ledger
(2)accounts payable. (3) accounts receivable,
and (4) inventory control

Shape Tables -Volume 1

MECC-724. $24 95 (Available 7/81)

The SHAPE TABLES diskette includes
12filesof 187 shapes that can be incorpor-
ated in a user s program Also included are
aids needed to work with shape tables

creative
compafciRg
software

Morns Plains. NJ 07950
Toll-free S0O-031-S1 12
(In NJ 201-540-04451
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Why would anyone spend $59.95 for a joystick?

Super
Joystick

Star Wars. Played with paddles, its difficult

at best and frustrating at worst. But with

a joystick it becomes an entirely new
experience Its still challenging. It's also

fun. And very addictive.

Have you ever used a drawing program
in which one paddle controls the horizontal

movement of the "brush'' and the other

paddle the vertical? It's slow, tedious work.

But with a joystick, drawing is an absolute

joy.

Exceptional Precision

The Apple high-resolution screen is divided

into a matrix of 160 by 280 pixels. To do
precise work on this screen, you need a

precise device Most potentiometers used

in paddle controls are not quite linear. If

you rotate a paddle control at a constant

speed, you'll notice that the cursor speeds
up slightly at the beginning and end of the

paddle rotation.

The Super Joystick has a pure resistive

circuit which is absolutely linear within one
tenth of one percent. In other words it would

give you precise control over an image of

1000 by 1000 pixels, were such resolution

available Thus it is suitable for high precision

professional applications as well as educa-

tional and hobbyist ones.

Matched to your application

The Super Joystick also has two external

trim adjustments, one for each direction.

This allows you to perfectly match the unit

to your application and computer. Say you
want to work in a square area instead of the

rectangular screen. Just reduce the horizontal

size with the trim control.

How many times have you played Space
Invader and had your thumb ache for hours

from the repeated button pressing? This

won't happen with the Super Joystick. It's

two pushbuttons are big. Moreover, they

use massive contact surfaces with a life of

well over 1 ,000,000 contacts. A few games
of Super Invader using these big buttons

will justify the purchase of the Super Joy-

stick.

The Super Joystick is self-centering in

both directions. That means when you take

your hand off it, the control will return to the

center. However, if you want it to stay where
you leave it, self-centering may be easily

disabled.

The Super Joystick plugs right into the

paddle control socket and doesn't require

an I/O slot.

High-quality construction

The sturdy metal case of the Super Joystick

matches that of the Apple computer. Every

component used is the very highest quality

available. The Super Joystick even uses a

full 16-conductor ribbon cable so you can

add a second joystick if you wish. The first

Super Joystick replaces Paddles and 1.

You may not realize it, but the Apple can

support four paddle controls. A second Super

Joystick would replace Paddles 2 and 3.

By removing two springs, self-centering

can be defeated.

We invite your comparison of the Super
Joystick with any other unit available. Order

it and use it for 30 days. If you're not

completely satisfied, return it for a prompt
and courteous refund plus your return

postage. You can't lose.

The Super Joystick consists of a self-

centering, linear joystick, two trim controls,

and two pushbuttons mounted in an attractive

case. Itcomes complete with an instruction

booklet and 90-day limited warranty. Cost

is $59.95.

Order Today

To order the Super Joystick send $59.95

plus $2.00 postage and handling (NJ

residents add $3 00 sales taxjto ouraddress

below.

Experience the joys of using the world s

finest joystick. Order your Super Joystick

at no obligation today.

Peripherals Plus

39 East Hanover Ave.

Morris Plains. NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-631 -81 12

(In NJ 201-540-0445)

APPLE II EDUCATION DISKS

TEACHER CREATE DISKS
Create alter, print copies ct your own CAI lessons

lor student use without programming skills

TESTING SERIES
Matching -Multiple choice True/False -com-

pletion SPELLING & PARTS OF SPEECH

OUESTION/ANSWER SERIES - $32 Disk

BASIC TUTOR SERIES
A series ol seven disks with 68 studies designed

tor novice programmers Teaches how to program

in APPLESOFT Basic

$32 disk or $l90/senes of 7

ALSO
ASTRONOMY • PHYSICS • POPULATIONS •

POT POURRI and others $32/disk & doc Send

lor tree catalog 5% discount tor prepaid orders or

school P s Guaranteed disks

FMICHTIOAfil

Ten Bay St Design 66 Westport CT 06880
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: ATARI 800/400
- Users and Dealers

\\
* * We have software lor your computer including

^

! ! MUSIC1 and CHRISTMAS 1

1

MUSIC — for the Atari Music i >

Composer Cartridge - 24K E«J >

MENUMAKR — to make and
; |

store GRAPHICS O text and
graphics screens,

HANGMAN and MATHFAKS <

>

x
— for educational help for

(

||
your children, 24K

( > And Mof«!!t (Atk about our Wocd Proc«»of.> <

[

{

....
and TO' < I

;; Computer's Voice!;
< » 2370 ELLA DR. - DEPT. CC-10
.

,
FLINT, Ml. 48504 4
(313) 238-S58S A

;> m

u
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NEW! for

the '89 from

MAGNOLIA*
MICROSYSTEMS

DOUBLE DENSITY
DISK CONTROLLER
for both 5 1/4" & 8" drives

only$595 complete

including CP/M™2.2

MAGNOLIA MICROSYSTEMS. INC.

2812 Thomdyke W.. Seattle 98199
1206) 285-7266 (800) 426-2841

CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research

CIRCLE 239 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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New Products, continued...

CATALOG OF CP/M SOFTWARE
A reference catalog describing CP/M

compatible application software and the

companies who write and distribute it is

now available from Digital Research, Inc.

The catalog lists more than 100 com-
panies that write CP/M compatible soft-

ware. Application programs are cross-

referenced by application type, including

programs for word processing, accounting,

utilities, languages and vertical markets.
$5.

Digital Research. P.O. Box 579, 801
Lighthouse Ave., Pacific Grove, CA 93950.

(408) 649-3896.

MICROSOFT CATALOGS
Microsoft Consumer Products an-

nounces two new catalogs.

One catalog provides detailed informa-
tion about software packages, their applica-

tions and system requirements.

The other is designed as a handy guide
with capsulized descriptions of each Micro-
soft product and its specifications.

Both books are available through Micro-
soft dealers or directly from Microsoft
Consumer Products, 400 108th Ave. NE.
Suite 200. Bellevue, WA 98004.

MONUMENT SOFTWARE
CATALOG
Monument Computer Service has

announced the release of its free Summer-
Fall Software Catalog, which features

products for the Apple III computer.
The catalog provides detailed descrip-

tions of more than 50 business, word
processing, educational, and personal
applications for the Apple Computer
family.

Monument Computer Service, Village

Data Center, P.O. Box 603. Joshua Tree,

CA 92252. (800) 854-0561, ext. 802. In

California. (800) 432-7257.

MAGAZINES,
NEWSLETTERS

GRAPHICS NEWSLETTER
"The Computer Graphics Software

News" is a newsletter which will review

computer programs in both the public

and industrial domains which specifically

deal with computer generated graphics.

Areas of coverage include CAD/CAM,
animation, business graphics, image pro-

cessing and petrophysical related soft-

ware.

"The Computer Graphics Software
News" will be published six times per year

at a subscription rate of $50 per year.
-

OCTOBER 1981

"The Computer Graphics Software
News," 5857 S. Gessner, Suite 401 , Houston.
TX 77036. (713)975-8509.

NEWSLETTER FOR PHYSICIANS
A new publication from Information

Research, the "Physician's Desktop Com-
puter Letter" provides the physician and
his staff with up-to-date information on
the applications of desktop computer
hardware and software, plus tutorials and
check lists for use in the clinic and general

practice.

A subscription is $68 per year for eleven

issues.

Information Research, 10367 Paw Paw
Lake Dr., Mattawan. MI 49071.

GENEALOGY NEWSLETTER
"Genealogical Computing is a newsletter

for genealogists and home computerists.
The newsletter features a directory of

genealogy-oriented programs for personal
computers, columns on how to computerize
your family research records, program
reviews, and interchanges among those
using their computers for genealogical pur-
poses.

"Genealogical Computing" is edited by
Paul and Saralou Andereck. operators of
the Family Historians' Forum, a computer-
ized genealogical message system. A
subscription is $12 for six issues.

Data Transfer Associates. 5102
Pommeroy Dr., Fairfax. VA 22032.

DISCOUNT
DATA PRODUCTS

presents

* GAMES * UTILITIES * BUSINESS *

for the budget minded individual

OUR
PRICE

D 99 95 79 95

ARISCI
Magic Window

AVALON HILL

B-1 Nuclear Bomber T 15 00
Midway Campaign T 15 00
Conllict 2500 T 15 00

•ROOERBUNO SOFTWARE
Galactic Empire D 24.95
Galactic Trader D 24 95
Galactic Revolution o 24 95
Alien Typhoon D 24.95
Alien Rain D 24 95

BUDGECO
Ratter Blaster D 29 95 23 95

CONTINENTAL SOFTWARE
Hyperspace Wars D
LA. Land Monopoly O
DAKIN S
3 3 Programming Aids D
INNOVATIVE DESIGN
Pool 1.5 D

12 95
12.95

12 95

1995
19 95
1995
1995
1995

29 95
29 95

34 95

ON-LINE SYSTEMS
Hires Adv. Miss Asteroid .... 19.95

Hires Adv. Mystery House . . . D 24.95

Hires Adv Wiz A Prin D 32 95
Hires Football D 39 95
Missile Defense D 29.95

PERSONAL SOFTWARE
Checker King D 24 95
Gammon Gambler O 24.95
Monty Plays Monopoly D 34.95
Zork D 39 95
Visicalc 3 3 199 95

SENSIBLE SOFTWARE
Basic D 25 00
DOS Plus D 25 00

23 95
23 95

71 95

27 95

15 95
1995
25 95
31.95

2395

20 95
20 95
2895
32 95
159 95

1995
1995

LIST
PRICE

MultiDisk Catalog III D 25 00
Super Disk Copy III D 30 00

SENTIENT SOFTWARE
OO-Topos D 32 95

SOUTHWESTERN DATA SYSTEMS
The Correspondent 59 95
ASCII E»p 3 2-3 3 7995
Z-Term D 99 95
Speed Star 134 95

SIRIUS SOFTWARE
E-Z Draw 3 O
Phantoms 5 D
Space Eggs

SOFTWARE PUBLISHING CO.
PFS Per Filing Sys . D
PFS Report D
STONEWARE
OB Master D 225 00

STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS
The Warp Factor D
SYNERGISTIC SOFTWARE
Higher Graphics II D
Higher Text II

Modifiable Data Base :

Modifiable OB II D
P.L.E. on Rom T

49 95
29 95
29 95

95 00
95 00

OUR
PRICE
19 95
23 95

25 95

47 95
S3 95
7995
107 95

3995
23 95
23 95

7595
79 95

179 95

39 95 31 95

35 00
40 00
79 50
150 00
60 00

UNITED SOFTWARE OF AMERICA
Appleworld D 5995
Kram D 99 95
Super Kram D 175 00
3-D Supergraphics 39.95

VERSA COMPUTING
Versawnter D 249 00
Versawnter Expansion Pak I D 39.95

* ATARI
* COMMODORE PET * TRS-eO

27 95
31 95
54 95
119 95
47 95

47 95
7995
139 95
3195

199 95
31 95

* Sand lor our Price Sheet lor Specific Programs and Prices.

FOREIGN INQUIRIES INVITED
All Orders Prepaid by Personal Check. Money Order. Cashier Check. nmcrT nonco
COO - Cash Only/Master Charge - Visa moniimcc t/-»
Mastercharge — Visa add 3% and include expiration date on card INQUIRIES TO:
Please Allow Sufficient time for Checks to Clear DISCOUNT DATA PRODUCTS
Please Add $2 50 for shipping P-O. BOX 19674-K
California Residents Ad 6% Sales Tax SAN DIEGO, CA 921 1

9

Please Specify Tape or Disk 714/287-0190
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New Products, continued...

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
LIBRARY
Educational Software Library Inc. is a

nonprofit organization which offers a mail

order library of educational programs for

the TRS-80 Models I and III.

ESL publishes a bimonthly newsletter

giving descriptions of available software,

ranging from preschool to high school

level.

A $20 one-year membership entitles the

member to the newsletter, two free educa-

tional tapes, the opportunity to borrow
programs for two week periods for $2 per
tape, and the opportunity to purchase
software at discount prices.

Educational Software Library. 262 Park
Lane. King of Prussia. PA 19406.

SCHOOL MICROWARE REVIEWS
The first issue of School Microware

Reviews will contain user evaluations of

over 100 instructional programs and pack-

ages for the Apple. PET. and TRS-80. as

Developing the symbols wasn't so bad. The hard
pari was thai the line-primer kept jamming.

well as an index to evaluations in many
other publications.

The book will be organized by subject

within school departments. Each evaluation

includes a summary rating which is backed
up with extensive comments (both positive

and negative) about the quality of the

program. $30 per edition.

Dresden Associates. P.O. Box 246. Dept.

CCNR. Dresden. ME 04342. (207) 737-

4466.

COMPUTERS IN SCIENCE
TEACHING

The Journal of Computers in Science

Teaching is published quarterly by the

Association for Computers in Science

Teaching.

It includes descriptions of uses of

computers in science instruction, tutorials,

reports of research studies, lists and reviews

of software, announcements of conferences

and events, bibliographies of articles in

the field, and book reviews. A one-year

subscription is $7.

Association for Computers in Science

Teaching. P.O. Box 4825. Austin. TX
78765.

BOARD GAMES MAGAZINE
Schema is a new magazine "devoted to

the diversity of board games."

The bi-monthly magazine is published

by Michael Waitsman. and a one-year
subscription is $15.

Schema. 100 E. Ohio St.. Ste. 226.

Chicago. I L 60611.

MISCELLANEOUS

PMC-80 NETWORK SYSTEM

Personal Micro Computer. Inc.. has

introduced a system for local network

distribution of data or programs. Principal

applications for the Downloader System
are for teaching and distributing informa-

tion to local displays.

The system is comprised of a master
disk-based PMC-80 with 48K byte memory
and several slave PMC-80s. The slaves

are 16K byte memory units equipped with

the company's Last load modification which

accepts data serially from the master at

10.000 bits per second.

The master PMC-80 has a Downloader
interface (Model DLR-50) on an S-IOO

bus card which plugs into the Expander
chassis.

The master with 48K memory and two
disk drives is priced under $3000. Each
slave with 16K memory is priced under
$1000.

Personal Micro Computers. Inc.. 475
Ellis St.. Mountain View. CA 94043. (415)

962-0220.
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FREE

business software
directory

• Radio Shack's Model-I. II, III.

• Heath's MBASIC and HDOS.
• CPM

Data base manager, integrated

accounting package, inventory,

word processing, and advanced

mailing list.

£*
Micro Architect Inc.
96 Dothan St.

Arlington, MA 02174
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Save On tJBSiSC
TRS-8(T|
Computers «mq. uy^
& Accessories

• FREE SHIPPING in 48 con
(mental contigious states

• NO SALES TAX collected on out
of stale orders

• FREE COMPLETE PRICE LIST
available upon request

TOLL FREE ORDER NUMBER
800-531-7466 • (Operator 21)

Texas & Principle No. 512-581-2766

Telex Number 767339

Pan American
Electronics

Dept. 21 • 1 1 1 7 Conway Avenue
Mission. Texas 78572
NEW BRANCH

2912 N. Main • Ft. Worth. Texas
Phone 817 625 6333

. !»'ri.dih ol Td'i '
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ATTENTION TEACHERS!
At last! An end to the busy work of prepar-

ing math problems. Let the computer and

printer do the busy work.

RELL offers you 25 math programs printed

in BASIC for the line printer— all whole num-
ber and decimal operations ( - * +), equa-

tions and proportions. . . all for hard copy.

Each program produces a new and different

set of drill and practice problems, with

answers, each time it is run off on the line

printer. In seconds you have individualized

math problems on a ditto master, ready

for duplication.

Order complete set now and receive a

bonus of 2 free measurement programs

covering English and Metric systems.

Send for free brochure.

25 printed program listings * 1 1 9.95

25 programs on cassette

with printed listings * 169.95

Send check or money order to:

RELL, 1 1 25 Stanford Avenue

Redondo Beach. Caif. 90278
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cTRACTOR FEED ACCESSORY
FOR TYPEWRITER PRINTERS

McAnn Co. has announced the Model

16 Fanfold Feeder which allows the use

of continuous forms with IBM Selectric

and other ofice typewriters or printer

units.

The feeder installs by slipping under

the typewriter base, and no electrical or

mechanical connections are required. The

adjustable-width tractors accept form

widths up to 16.5" between guide holes,

and can be used with single or multiple

part forms. $149.95.

McAnn Co.. P.O. Box 3173. San Mateo.

CA 94403. (415) 349-1229.
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BOOT BUTTON FOR APPLE
The Boot Button allows an Apple user

who has upgraded to 3.3 DOS ( 16-Sector)

to boot a disk in 3.2 DOS ( l.VSector, with

the push of a button.

The add-on board fits onto the Disk II

controller card. Directions are provided

for placing the proper PROM in the proper

socket. The user plugs both P5 and P5A
PROMS into the Boot Button and plugs

the board into the controller card.

Computer Station. 1 1610 Page Service

Dr.. St. Louis. MO 63141. (314) 432-7019.
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Your VIC9
Will Smile

When It Meets PIXEL
Your VIC is one cute little beast, with lots

of features for the price: color, sound. PET
Basic, and a real keyboard. But your VIC

needs programs to show off all those great

features, and that's what PIXEL is all

about We bring you a cassette with

several clever, imaginative programs,

created just for the VIC. Naturally, a well-

written booklet of instructions comes with

every PIXEL.

PIXEL #1 is available now for only $12.95,

including shipping in the US and Canada.
It's the sort of outstanding software

package you'd expect from the folks who
have published over 150 great CURSOR
programs for the PET.

PIXEL will make your VIC smile And you'll

Smile tOO. VISA and Mastercard welcome

PIXEL
PIXEL is a trademark of The Code Works

VIC" is a trademark of Commodore Business Machines. Inc

theCODE
WORKS
The Code Works
Box MO
Goleu. CA 931 16
(80S) 683-1585
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FREE!
1981

DISCOUNT
ELECTRONICS
CATALOG

JOIN THE PAK!

Send lor our Free catalog and become a

member ol our exclusive Pak Our . ^

members receive Poly Paks' _
exciting catalog several

times a year. We oiler:

Penny Sales, Free

Premiums and Low.

Low Prices on a wide variety ol

Eleclronic Products such as Computer Periph

erals. Integrated Circuits. Speakers. Audio

Equipment. Rechargeable Batteries. Solar Prod

ucts. Semiconductors, and much, much more!

foremost Supplier ol discount electronics

RUSH ME YOUR FREE DISCOUNT CATALOG!

NAME: . —
ADDRESS:

CITY:

STATE: _ .ZIP:

CLIP AND MAIL COUPON TODAY TO:

POLY PAKS. INC.
P.O. BOX 942

.

S. LYNNFICLD, MA. 01 940 MIT) 245 3S2I

— Prtifrwitwat —

Real Estate Programs
For APPLE. TRS-80 & PIT

Property Management System
*

i i2k. l DU Systems)

• Tenant Information

• Late Rent Reports

• YTD & Monthly Income
• Handles —

Partial Payments
Returned Checks
Advance Payments

• 5 Digit Expense Accounts
• Building Expense Report

• Vendor Expense Report

• Income Tax Report

• All Reports Can Be Printed

• Complete Documentation
• Easy Data Entry A Edit

• Vacancy Report

Price $275.00

Real Estate Analysis Modules:
l( awrllf or Disk I

1) Home Purchase Analytit

2) Tax Deterred Exchange

3) Construction Coll Profit

4) Income Property Cashflow

5) APR Loan Analyili

6) Properly Sales Analysis

7) Loan Amortization

$35.00 Per Module
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computer slope ofthe month

Computenland of flassau
Numerous computer stores sell Creative Computing Magazine. Press,

and Software. In this issue we are spotlighting Computerland of Nassau. We
would like to recognize their salesmanship, success and service to the
community.
Computerland of Nassau does not nestle comfortably on an island in the

Bahamas as many expect, but is on Long Island in the heart of Nassau
County just 20 miles east of Manhattan. It boasts an in-stock product inventory
of over 2000 items of which more than 50% are programs, books and
magazines. The store carries a full line of Creative Computing products
Computerland of Nassau is a supermarket for businessmen, educators,
professionals, and hobbyists alike. The store is alive with displays of Apple,
Atari, Commodore. Dynabyte. Ithaca Intersystems. Osborne. Vector Graphics
equipment.
Computerland of Nassau, a franchise of Computerland Corp. of San Leandro,

California, opened for business in late 1978 and was staffed with the owner]
Elliot Greene, his wife Sydell. and their soon to be son-in-law, Keith Bub!
The store s 2400 square feet of retail space is a veritable Grand Central
Station of activity. Four full-time technicians cater to customer's servicing
needs both in the store and in the field. Eight salespeople assure customers
of prompt and courteous service. Behind the scenes, two administrative
people utilize their own computers to control the accounting and management
information needs.
The store is located at 79 Westbury Ave. in Carle Place LI N Y 1 1 51

4

Tneir phone number is 516-742-2262. If you are ever in the area stop in
and see them.

New Products, continued...

HOME CONTROL FOR TRS-80

Radio Shack has introduced a device
that permits direct computer control of
up to 256 line-powered lights and appli-

ances: the TRS-80 Plug 'n Power Controller

(26-1182).

The TRS-80 Plug n Power Controller
connects to the cassette output of any
TRS-80 Model I. Model HI or Color
Computer. It translates instructions from
the host TRS-80 computer into controlling

signals, which are coupled through normal
AC power wiring to remote appliance
and lamp dimmer modules (sold sepa-

rately).

Any one of up to 256 remote modules
can be reached with a command to turn
on, turn off, brighten or dim a light, or to

turn an appliance off. Alternatively, a group
of up to 16 remote modules can be turned
on or off together, and up to sixteen such
groups are accessible. $39.95.

Available at Radio Shack stores and
Computer Centers.

CIRCLE 385 ON READER SERVICE CARD

TV LOCKING SYSTEM

Permo announces Video Lock, selective

locking system that permits parental control
over either standard, pay television, or
video cassette recorder viewing.
The Permo Video Lock is an A/B

locking switch made of coated-cast metal.
It has specially treated contact points for
long wear. It comes complete with cable
and security shields so that the connecting
ends of the cable connot be removed and
the lock by-passed. $24.95.

Permo, 3001 Malmo Rd., Arlington
Heights, IL 60005. (312) 640-2472.

CIRCLE 386 ON READER SERVICE CARD .
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;ail Roster

-CALIFORNIA

-Advance Data Concepts—2280 Dia-

mond Blvd., Concord, 94520; (415) 671-

9016. 9-5 Mon-Fri. Vector-Graphic,

CP/M Software Headquarters-User's

Group.

D.E.S. Data Equipment Supply—8315

Firestone, Downey 90241. (213) 923-

9361 7 days. Commodore PET spe-

cialists. Hardware Software, Books,

Mags, Supplies, In House Maintenance.

^Vldeo Etc-465 Lake Cook Plaza,
~

Deerfield 60015; (312) 498-9669; Open
J Everyday. Strong software support for

Apple, Atari.

The Video Station-872 So. Mil-

waukee Ave., Libertyville; (312) 367-

8600. Open 7 days. Atari Computers,

Hardware and Software.

CONNECTICUT

ComputerworWs—1439 Post Rd., East

Westport 06880; (203) 255-9096. 12-6

Tues-Fri, 12-9 Thu, 10-5 Sat.

GEORGIA

Atlanta Computer Mart-5091 Buford

Hwy, Atlanta 30340; (404) 455-0647.

10-6 Mon-Sat

ILLINOIS

Computer Land/Downers Grove— 136

Ogden Ave., Downers Plaza 60515;

(312) 964-7762. 10-6 Mon-Sat., 10-8

Tue., Thurs. Apple, Atari, Osborne

Zerox, Vector.

Data Domain of Schaumburg— 1612 E.

Algonquin Rd., Schaumburg 60195;

(312) 397-8700. 12-9 Tues-Fri, 11-5 Sat

Apple, Alpha Micro, Hewlett-Packard

Calculators Largest book and magazine

selection.

Farnsworth Computer Center- 1891 N.

Farnsworth Ave., Aurora, IL 60505;

(312)851-3888. 10-8 Mon-Fri, 10-5 Sat.

Apple, Hewlett-Packard series 80

systems, HP Calculators, IDS Printers.

oavin Computer*- 5935 W Addison

St., Chicago; (312) 286-1232. Mon.-

Thurs. 9-8:30, Tues.-Sat. 9-6. Apple B &

H, Atari & Commodore Systems.

Lillipute Computer Mart, Inc.—4446

Oakton, Skokie 60076; (312) 674-1383.

M-F 10:30-8 pm. Sat 10-6. We sell

Cromemco, Gimix, Bell & Howell

NorthStar and others. Starting our fifth

year in business.

MASSACHUSETTS

Neeco— 679 Highland Ave, Needham

02194; (617) 449-1760 9-5:30 Mon-Fri

Commodore, Apple, Superbrain,

Atari

Science Fantasy Bookstore- 18 Eliot

St Harvard Sq., Cambridge 02138;

(617)547-5917. 11-5 Mon-Sat, 11-8 Thur.

Apple & TRS-80 games; Epyx, Microsoft,

Creative Computing.

MICHIGAN

Upstate Computer Shop—629 French

Rd ,
Campus Plaza, New Hartford

13413; (315) 733-9139: Mon-Fri 10-6,

Sat 11 — 5 Apple—Commodore— Data

General

Computer Center-Garden City; (313)

425-2470 & West Bloomfield; (313)855-

4220; Books, Magazines, Hardware and

Software for Apple, Northstar, TRS-80 &

PET.

NEVADA

Home Computers- 1775 E Tropicana

#6. Las Vegas 89109 (702) 798-1022. 10-7

Mon-Sat. Apple, Commodore, Atari,

AIM 65, (Books) Sales & Service

To include your slore in Creative Computing's

Retail Rosier, call the Advertising Department at

(201) 540-9168

NEW JERSEY

Computernook-Rt 46, Pine Brook

Plaza Pine Brook 07058; (201) 575-

9468 106:30 MTWS, 10-8 Thurs, Fri

Apple/Commodore Authorized dealer.

Silent Partner -2050 Center Ave., Fort

Lee 07024; (201) 947-9400; Mon-Sat

10-6. Apple/Atari/Commodore/Vec-

tor/Malibu.

Stonehenge Computer Shop-89 Sum-

mit Avenue, Summit 07901; (201)

277-1020. 10 am -6: 30 pm Mon-Sat.

Apple/Bell & Howell/Commodore
Authorized Dealer, Sales and Service.

Software City— 111 Grand Ave., River

Edge 07661; (201) 342-8788. Bus/Rec/

Utility Home programs for TRS-80,

Atari, Apple and PET. 10-25% off list.

NEW YORK

Programs Unlimited— 20 Jericho Turn-

pike, Jericho, NY 11753; (516)333-2266.

10-8 Mon-Sat. The largest microcom-

puter software selection available.

The Computer Center- 31 East 31st St

New York 10016; (212)889-8130. 10-7

Mon-Fri, 11-6 Sat, 10-8 Thur.

Upstate Computer Shop-629 French

Rd Campus Plaza, New Hartford

13413; (315)733-9139. 10-6 Mon-Fri,

11-5 Sat. Apple—Commodore— Data

General.

OHIO

Abacus 11-1417 Rernath Pkwy ,
Toledo

43615; (419) 865-1009.

Micro Mini Computer World—74 Rob-

inwood Ave., Columbus 43213; (614)

235-5813/6058. 11-7 Tues-Sat. Author-

ized Apple/Commodore dealer. Sales,

Service, Business Software.

North Coast Computers— 626 Dover

Center, Bay Village 44140; (216)835-

4345. 10-6 Mon-Sat, 10-8 Tue, Thur.

Apple/Atari/Vector Graphic/Data

General.

WISCONSIN

Petted-4265 W Loom's Rd. (l-894-Hwy

36 Milwaukee 53221; (414)282-418r

12^8 Mon-Fri, 10-4 Sat. Authorized

Commodore PET, CBM, VIC dealer.

Books, Magazines, Chips, etc.
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SUBSCRIPTIONS TO CREATIVE COMPUTING

Canada and
Foreign surfaceTerm

3 yrs(36 issues)

2 yrs(24 issues)

1 yr (12 issues)

D $53
D $37

$20

$80
D $55
D $29

D New
D Renewal

Foreign air

$143
D $97
D $50

For a change of address, please attach old label

BOOKS, POSTERS, RECORDS, GAMES

Ouan Cat

3G
6A
6B
12C
6C
6C2
6C4
6F
6G
6H
6Z
9Y

9Z
10R
12A
12D

12E

12B
12G
12H
12J

Title

Binary Dice
Best of Creative Computing-Vol 1

Best of Creative Computing-Vol. <

Best of Creative Computing-Vol. i

Basic Computer Games
More Basic Computer Games
More Basic Games-TRS-80
Best of Byte
Colossal Computer Cartoon Book
Be A Computer Literate

Computer Rage Game
Problems for Computer Solution
Teacher s Edition

Problems for Computer Solution
Computer Coin Games
Katie and the Computer
Computers in Mathematics-
A Sourcebook of Ideas

Impact of Computers on Society
and Ethics: Bibliography
Tales of the Marvelous Machine
Computers for Kids-Apple
Computers for Kids-TRS-80
Computers for Kids-Atari

List Price Total

$1.25
895
8.95
895
7.95
795
795
1195
4.95
395
895
995

CR101 Computer Music Record

495
3.95
695

15 95

17 95

7.95

395
395
395
600

SUBTOTAL

SOFTWARE T-SHIRTS BACK ISSUES

Quan. Cat.# Title Price Total

Books. Records. Games
$3 USA. $6 Foreign Shipping Charge

NJ residents add 5% sales tax

Magazine subscriptions ^

TOTAL
Check or Money order enclosed (U.S. funds only)

D VISA MasterCard American Express

Card number

Expiration Date

Name

Signature

Arielrp«

City. .State. .Zip.
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The jjfs: software series
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ARrsonal Information
Management System.

Your APPLE* computer really can track purchase

orders and inventory, analyze your investment records,

maintain client and patient histories, or even catalog

magazine ahstracts and your stereo collection.

Software Publishing Corporation has the answer

and it doesn't require programming!

We call it the PFS software series— an easy

to use yet powerful set of programs that let you

design a system that's versatile enough to

manage almost any kind of information.

PFS, the personal filing system, lets

you design yourown form on the screen

fororganizing information.Once it'scre-

ated you just fill in the blanks. Looking

up what you've filed is just as easy. PFS
can search for a number, a single piece of

data, a word within a page of text, or

any combination. All forms that match
are displayed on the screen for browsing, updating, ex-

panding, or printing. PFS can even create mailing labels.

PFS: REPORT, the personal report system, uses

the files PFS creates to produce a report tailored to ycxir

PFS i- i tr.klemark of Software Publishing CocpUMkm.

require- i 4SK, lf> sector v

APPLE tttpKem

specifications. Just mark the information ycxi want listed

and PFS: REPORT will sort it and let y<xi specify head-
ings, totals, averages, counts, and calculations. Ycxi can

save ytxir report design for use on a regular basis.

PFS and PFS: REPORT come with simple

self teaching manuals plus a support plan that

includes program updates and factory experts

ready to answer yixir questions. And all of this at

an affordable price. Each program is priced

below $100.

The PFS software series is differ-

ent. It is not a specialized application

package nor a complex programmer
oriented data base manager. It's a per-

sonal information management sys-

^^ tern that lets you store, retrieve, and
report information your way withtxit

programming. The PFS software series

is available through your local dealers. If they don't carry

it have them give us a call at (415) 368-7598 or (>^jft
write to us at Software Publishing Corpora- Jk
tion, PQ Box 50575, Palo Alto, CA 94303.WtJ

A PPLE' is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc

.
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• II • ireComm
Software

Encyclopedia
The COMMODORE
SOFTWARE
ENCYCLOPEDIA is

now available from
your authorized

COMMODORE Dealer,

for . . .

$A954

The next edition of the

COMMODORE
SOFTWARE
ENCYCLOPEDIA will be

available in 90 to 120
days. If your software is

I

not listed and you would

like to have it listed in

the next edition, please

submit details to:

Software Department
Commodore Business

Machines, Inc.

Computer Systems
Division

300 Valley Forge

Square, 681 Moore
Road, King of Prussia,

PA 19406.
HOTLINE Number
1 -800-523-5622

^ commodore
CIRCLE 1 20 ON READER SERVICE CARD


